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Preface to the 25th Anniversary Edition

In the twenty-five years since the original publication of these two 
Volumes, there have been numerous developments in string theory. The 
curious twists and turns that marked its pre-1987 evolution have continued 
apace, and current research makes contact with a wide range of areas of 
mathematics and physics. In the following we will mention briefly some of 
these developments and then explain why we believe that these volumes 
are still useful.

Major insights into the non-perturbative structure of string theory 
followed from the discovery of non-perturbative duality symmetries of 
super-string theory. This led to the realization that the myriad of apparently 
distinct superstring theories that arise in ten or fewer dimensions actually 
are different perturbative approximations to the same underlying theory, 
which has come to be known as M-theory. Furthermore, M-theory has 
eleven-dimensional supergravity as another semiclassical limit. The 
understanding of these interconnections was aided by the simultaneous 
discovery of the properties of a family of dynamical objects called p-branes, 
which are extended objects that fill p spatial dimensions, as opposed to 
the 1 dimension of the string. p-branes can be viewed as solitons that are 
generalizations of the magnetic monopoles of conventional quantum field 
theory and the black holes of general relativity. Indeed, these discoveries 
have stimulated impressive advances in understanding the quantum and 
thermodynamic properties of large classes of black holes.

An important outcome of these considerations has been striking 
progress in understanding the nonperturbative structure of the quantum 
field theories that arise from string theory in various limits. Most notably, 
it has led to the gauge/gravity correspondence, also known as holographic 
duality, according to which a quantum theory of gravity in a D-dimensional 
asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetime is equivalent to a (D — l)-
dimensional local quantum field theory. The most studied example is an 
equivalence between four-dimensional maximally supersymmetric U(N) 
Yang–Mills field theory and type IIB superstring theory in five-dimensional 
anti-de Sitter space times a five-dimensional sphere with N units of 
Ramond–Ramond flux.

In 1987, the main focus of this field was the application of string 
perturbation theory to describe the fundamental forces and particles. This 
remains a focus, but nowadays nonperturbative methods are used as well. 
The possibilities for using string theory to construct models of particle 
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physics that are at least semi-realistic have proliferated since 1987, 
and some physicists, in part because of clues coming from cosmological 
observations, have come to suspect that the “landscape” of string theory 
possibilities is actually the way the Universe works. In addition, nowadays, 
string theory is applied to other types of problems in theoretical physics, 
including the modeling of heavy ion collisions and the theory of quantum 
critical points relevant to condensed matter physics. From a contemporary 
point of view, the gauge/gravity correspondence means that string theory 
and quantum gravity are inevitable parts of the description of strongly 
coupled quantum systems.

Many of the developments of the last quarter century, which of course 
are not covered in these two volumes, have been described in more recent 
books and review articles. These more recent developments are rooted to a 
large extent in the basic material covered here. Given the immense breadth 
and volume of recent research, it is extremely difficult for newer books and 
articles to present all the details of the more basic underlying material. For 
this reason, we feel that the material contained in these volumes remains of 
value and we hope it will continue to provide stimulus for further research 
in this rich field – wherever it eventually may lead.

Michael B. Green 
John H. Schwarz 

Edward Witten
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8. One-Loop Diagrams in
the Bosonic String Theory

Our discussions of string scattering amplitudes in the first volume of this
book were limited to tree diagrams. These are the lowest-order approxi-
mations to string scattering amplitudes. In principle, quantum corrections
to the tree level or classical results should be obtained by a perturbation
expansion derived from string quantum field theory. Our present state
of knowledge does not make this possible. Historically, loop diagrams
were constructed by using unitarity to construct loop diagrams from tree
diagrams. This unitarization of the tree diagrams led, in time, to the
topological expansion, as sketched in chapter 1.

As has been explained in chapters 1 and 7, the tree amplitudes for on-
mass-shell string states can be represented by functional integrals over
Riemann surfaces that are topologically equivalent to a disk (for open
strings) or a sphere (for closed strings). Higher-order corrections are iden-
tified with functional integrals over surfaces of higher genus. An important
ingredient in the calculation of scattering amplitudes is the correlation
function of vertex operators corresponding to the external particles emit-
ted from the surface. The possible world-sheet topologies include surfaces
with holes or 'windows' cut out (for type I theories, where the surfaces
have boundaries) or 'handles' attached. For theories with oriented strings
the surfaces must be orientable. Similarly, for theories containing only
closed strings the surfaces must be closed.

As the genus of a surface increases, the power of the coupling constant
that accompanies it also increases. For example, adding a handle to a
surface is equivalent to adding a loop of closed strings (as in fig. 8.1)
and increases the order of a diagram by a factor of /c2, where K is the
gravitational coupling constant. Cutting a window out of a surface (which
is only possible in theories that contain open strings) adds a boundary and
hence it increases the number of internal open strings (fig. 8.2a). The
order of the diagram is increased by g2 ~ K for each window, where g
is the Yang-Mills coupling constant. However, the presence of a window
does not always correspond to adding a loop of open strings. For example,

1
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8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

Figure 8.1. A handle added to a world sheet of arbitrary topology.

(«) (A)

Figure 8.2. Cutting a window out of a world sheet adds a boundary. This increases
the number of internal open-string propagators as seen in (a). Cutting a window out
of a spherical world sheet results in a diagram that is topologically a disk, as shown in
(6).

cutting a window out of a sphere is a modification of the (type I) closed-
string tree amplitude, which gives a world sheet that is topologically a
disk with external closed-string particles attached at interior points of the
surface (fig. 8.26). Type I superstring theory is based on unoriented open
and closed strings and therefore also includes nonorientable surfaces.

This topological classification of diagrams in string theories is certainly
strikingly different from the classification of Feynman diagrams in point-
particle field theory. In string theories there are far fewer diagrams to
consider at each order in perturbation theory, and there is no meaningful
separation of diagrams into tadpoles, mass insertions, vertex corrections,
etc. At the one-loop level, the analysis of world-sheet path integrals is
tractable. In fact, one-loop diagrams can be generated by the same op-
erator methods that we used for tree diagrams in chapter 7. Beyond the
one-loop level, the analysis of world-sheet path integrals involves some-
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 3

what esoteric mathematics, which we will not explore in this book.
In the bosonic theory calculations based on the covariant operator for-

malism require the same mathematical manipulations as those that arise
in light-cone gauge, at least when the external on-shell states are taken
to have vanishing + components of momentum. Given Lorentz invari-
ance, amplitudes for external particles with momenta restricted in this
way completely determine the amplitudes provided that there are not too
many external states. Although we use the covariant method in most of
this chapter, very similar techniques also apply to the light-cone gauge
method in this special frame.

8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes

M + l

Disc

N M

M + l

N

(a)

I 1

M

Disc

\

\

(b)

Figure 8.3. (a) Unitarity equates the discontinuity of a scattering amplitude (with
M incoming and N outgoing particles) across a threshold cut (due to P intermediate
particles) to the product of M —• P and P —• N scattering amplitudes integrated over
intermediate state phase space, (b) At one loop, unitarity relates the discontinuity of a
loop diagram to the integral of the product of two tree diagrams over the phase space
for the intermediate on-shell two-particle states.

In point-particle theories the one-loop diagrams can be determined by
unitarity in terms of tree diagrams without using the apparatus of second-
quantized field theory. Unitarity requires that scattering amplitudes
should have suitable branch cuts as a function of the Lorentz-invariant
quantities formed out of the external momenta. These cuts arise from
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4 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

the regions of momentum space in which intermediate states are on their
mass shells. For example, fig. 8.3a depicts the unitarity equation for an
amplitude with M incoming and N outgoing particles. A given set of
P intermediate on-shell physical states contributes to the discontinuity
across the branch cut an amount that is proportional to the product of
the amplitude for M -» P particles multiplied by the amplitude for P —*
N particles integrated over the accessible phase space for the intermediate
particles.

When expanded as a power series in the coupling constant this nonlinear
equation relates the discontinuity of a one-loop amplitude to the product
of two tree amplitudes. In this case, illustrated in fig. 8.36, the number
of intermediate states, P, is two. In particular, the form of the one-loop
amplitude, including its normalization, is determined in terms of the tree
diagrams up to an arbitrary entire function of these invariants. In the
case of ordinary field theory, the arbitrary entire function corresponds to
the arbitrariness associated with the renormalization procedure. In gauge
invariant field theories, it is also necessary to avoid including in loop
diagrams the contributions of timelike or longitudinally polarized gauge
mesons. These contributions can be removed by going to a light cone
or unitary gauge, or can be canceled by correctly including the Faddeev-
Popov ghosts.

Similar considerations apply to the construction of the one-loop ampli-
tudes in string theories from the tree diagrams. In this case the require-
ment of Regge behavior at high energies eliminates the ambiguity that
exists in field theory. Regge behavior forces amplitudes to vanish in cer-
tain asymptotic regimes; addition of an entire function of the momenta
to one-loop diagrams would inevitably spoil this property.

P+\ P+M P+M+l P+M+Q-X

.P+M+Q!
i
i

Figure 8.4. A general tree diagram with P + M + Q ground-state particles factorized
to give a tree with two arbitrary excited states and M ground states.

For example, the tree diagram of fig. 8.4 illustrates the interaction of
P + M + Q on-shell open-string states. It can be factorized as shown in
the figure to obtain the amplitude for an arbitrary pair of 'excited' states
to couple to M on-shell states. Ignoring the presence of unphysical states
for the moment the one-loop amplitude is obtained by sewing the excited
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 5

states together, i.e., by inserting a propagator between the initial and
the final excited states and summing over all possible states as well as
integrating over their momenta. In the complete amplitude it is necessary
to sum over loop diagrams with twists inserted in all possible ways in the
internal propagators of the loop.

Just as in ordinary field theory, covariant string-theory formulas de-
scribe states of unphysical polarization circling in the loop. Care must
be taken to somehow suppress their contribution. In early calculations
of string loop diagrams, the propagation of unphysical states was avoided
by inserting a rather complicated physical-state projection operator in
the propagators. This ensured that the circulating particles corresponded
only to physical states; the procedure was analogous to some early ap-
proaches to Yang-Mills theory. A more modern approach incorporates
the Faddeev-Popov ghost modes in the calculations instead. This ap-
proach is far simpler, and is the approach that we will use in performing
covariant calculations.

In the bosonic theory the inclusion of ghost modes is quite easy. The
vertex operators, such as the tachyon vertex operator e%k x, are con-
structed from X9* only, without ghosts, where Xfi(a^r) is the string coor-
dinate defined in chapter 2. When ghosts are included in the formalism,
these vertex operators are understood to include a unit operator in the
ghost sector of the Fock space. The ghosts circulating around the loops
can then cancel the contributions of unphysical states. This is their only
role.

How can we be certain that the ghosts are really correctly canceling
the contributions of the unphysical states? It is particularly important to
address this question, since - pending a completely satisfactory derivation
of loop amplitudes from a logically satisfying starting point - there is
an element of guesswork in formulating the Feynman rules including the
ghosts. To gain some insight into this important question, it is possible
to do the calculations in light-cone gauge. In this case, there are no
unphysical states propagating in the loop - neither states that violate the
Virasoro conditions, nor null states, nor ghosts. All the states in the light-
cone Fock space correspond to physical propagating degrees of freedom.
The light-cone amplitudes are thus manifestly unitary - or at any rate,
singularities that appear are due to physical intermediate states. It will
be rather clear in our discussion that - at least for processes that are
easily discussed in both formalisms - the light-cone approach gives the
same answers that one obtains in the covariant treatment with ghosts.
Ultimately, the rules involving Faddeev-Popov modes should be derived
from a logically sound starting point, perhaps a gauge-invariant nonlinear
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8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

field theory of strings.
A curious feature of string theories is that new singularities can arise

due to divergences of sums over intermediate states. This feature already
appeared in tree amplitudes, where we saw in chapters 1 and 7 that t-
channel poles arise due to divergences in the sum over s-channel poles. In
the case of loop diagrams even more remarkable things can happen. For
instance, an open-string loop with suitable twists can actually give rise to
closed-string poles. It was by trying to reconcile these singularities with
unitarity that the significance of the critical dimension first became appar-
ent; in the critical dimension, these singularities correspond to graviton
poles, and (as we discussed in §1.5.6), they are the reason that a consis-
tent string theory without gravity does not seem possible, at the quantum
level.

Figure 8.5. The planar loop diagram with M ground-state particles

M 1

Figure 8.6. A nonorientable one-loop diagram with M external particles has a world
sheet that is a Mobius strip.
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes

Figure 8.7. A nonplanar one-loop diagram in which K particles are attached to one
boundary and M — K to the other.

The simplest one-loop diagram in a theory of open strings corresponds
to a process for which the world sheet is topologically an annulus or cylin-
der with M external states attached to one boundary as illustrated in
fig. 8.5. (A world sheet with this topology is referred to as a planar di-
agram). The precise meaning of the parameters describing the annulus
and the positions of the attached particles in this figure is explained later
in this chapter. By including an odd number of twists in the world sheet
it is possible to construct other one-loop diagrams associated with world
sheets that are nonorientable, i.e., Mobius strips having only one bound-
ary (as in fig. 8.6). By using an even number of twists one can describe
oriented surfaces in which particles are attached to both boundaries of
the annulus as in fig. 8.7. These are called nonplanar diagrams. These
various different contributions to the full one-loop open-string amplitude
must be calculated separately, although much of the computation is sim-
ilar for each of the diagrams. (In this respect, theories of oriented closed
strings, which have only one diagram at each order, are a lot simpler.)

8.1.1 The Planar Diagrams

Let us consider bosonic open strings carrying group-theory quantum num-
bers of the type described in §6.1. Let n be the dimension of the fun-
damental representation of the gauge group - the representation of the
charges that sit at the ends of the open string. Then the group-theory
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8 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

factor associated with the planar diagram (fig. 8.5) is

Gp = ntr(AiA2...Ajf), (8.1.1)

where the factor of n arises from the trace of the n x n unit matrix as-
sociated with the free boundary of the annulus. As in the case of tree
diagrams, the matrices Ar must be n x n matrices belong to the funda-
mental representation of the algebra of any of the allowed groups (i.e.,
the classical groups SO(n), USp(n) and U(n)) if the states are at even
mass levels. Hermitian matrices (denoted \i in §6.1) would be used for
odd levels.

For simplicity and explicitness, we mostly consider processes in which
the external states are either tachyons (an odd level) or massless vector
particles (an even level), although essentially the same techniques can be
used for arbitrary excited states. In either case the vertex for emitting
an on-shell particle with momentum kr at 'time' r is denoted by
where

V(krjr) = elVjL°F(ifcr,O)e-|Vl0. (8.1.2)

As in chapter 7, we frequently work with x = eir and take x to be real,
corresponding to a Wick-rotated time coordinate. In this case we write

V(krjx) = xL°V(kr,l)x-Lo. (8.1.3)

We recall that, apart from the vertex (8.1.3), the main ingredient in the
construction of tree diagrams in chapter 7 was the propagator, which for
bosonic open strings was

A = (£0 - I)"1 . (8.1.4)

To associate an amplitude with the diagram of fig. 8.5, we include a vertex
(8.1.2) for each external line, and a propagator (8.1.4) for each internal
line. The closed loop is represented by a trace in the Fock space of the
internal lines. Putting things together in this way, the amplitude that we
define is

fdDpTv(AV(k1,l)AV(k2,l)J (8.1.5)

In the covariant formalism used here the trace runs over the infinite set of
bosonic oscillator modes a(J, /i = 0, . . . ,25, as well as the ghost oscillators
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes

Figure 8.8. The kinematics for the calculation of the planar loop diagram.

bn and cn. In the light-cone gauge, the only modes entering in the trace
would be the transverse oscillators a}j, e = 1, . . . ,24. Just as in ordinary
field theory, the poles of the propagators give rise to cuts associated with
on-shell intermediate states.

The sequence of emitted particles (1,2, . . . , M) corresponds to the order
in which they are attached to the boundary in fig. 8.5. The cyclic prop-
erty of the trace ensures that only the cyclic ordering matters. The full
one-loop planar amplitude includes a sum over all cyclically inequivalent
permutations of the external particles, each weighted with its own group-
theory factor. The kinematics for this process is illustrated in fig. 8.8.

As in chapter 7, it is convenient to use the integral representation

l

A = (Lo - I )"1 = / xLo~2dx (8.1.6)
o

for the open-string propagator. The vertex operator for emitting an on-
shell tachyon of momentum k** (with k? = 2) is given by

Vb(fc, 1) =: eik'xM : . (8.1.7)

If the emitted particle is a massless vector boson, the vertex operator is
given by

K ( 4 , A;, i) = ^ • JL(L)e v ', (o.l .oj

where £** is the polarization vector of the particle and £ • k = k2 = 0).
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10 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

As explained in chapter 7, a convenient way to evaluate amplitudes with
external vector particles is to use the vertex operator

V(k, C, 1) = exp{C • X(l) + ik • X(l)}, (8.1.9)

with the understanding that only the terms linear in the £'s are to be
kept. This vertex factorizes into a product of terms for each oscillator
mode, which is helpful in the evaluation of the traces. (This will also be
useful in the discussion of the heterotic string in the next chapter.) This
vertex does not need to be normal ordered, since the only ordering factor
that arises is an exponential involving £2, which does not contribute to
the terms linear in £^.

Let us now consider the one-loop planar diagram with M external
tachyons. Inserting the integral representation for the propagators in
(8.1.5) and using the fact that xL°V(krj 1) = V(krix)xLo, the expression
for the loop can be written as

dxi j dDpTr[V0(kux1)
o t=1

x Vo(k2jx1x2)... V0(kM,xx... xM)wLo~2]

o o r - J

(8.1.10)
where

7 ( 1 , . . . , M) = J dDpTv (Vo(*i,/>i) • • • V0{kM,PM)wL°) (8.1.11)

a n d

pr = x \ ...xry (8.1.12)

w = p M = xx...xM. (8.1.13)

In writing (8.1.10), we have used the fact that the Jacobian for the trans-
formation from the xr variables that parametrize the individual propaga-
tors to the pr variables is given by

M M - l ,

T[dxr = dw IT —• (8.1-14)

The variables pr are integrated on the interval (IU, 1) of the real axis of
the complex p plane.
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 11

In to • • • In p2 In p1

(a)

P2 Pi

(b)

Figure 8.9. (a) The world sheet of the planar diagram depicted as a cylinder in the
complex In/) plane. The lines marked by arrows are to be identified. The cylinder is of
circumference In w and length ir and the particles are integrated around the boundary
of the cylinder at Im(ln p) = 0 in a fixed sequence corresponding to a given Chan-
Paton factor, (b) Diagram showing the world-sheet configuration corresponding to
the integration variables pr. The inner and outer arcs are to be identified with one
another (in the sense indicated by the arrows) since points that differ by a factor of w
are equivalent. Then the line segments on the positive and negative parts of the real
axis become the boundaries of a cylinder or annulus.

Equations (8.1.10) and (8.1.11) can also be derived by the path-integral
approach described in chapter 1. When it is done that way, one identifies
the factor 7 (1 , . . . , M) as the correlation function for a set of vertex oper-
ators on the boundary of a cylindrical world sheet. The cylinder can be
pictured in terms of the variable In p as depicted in fig. 8.9a. The external
particles are attached to the boundary of the cylinder Im(ln/)r) = 0 at
the points —Re(ln/>r), which are integrated in sequence around the cir-
cumference of length — In w. The other boundary of the cylinder, with no
attached particles, is at lm(lnp) ==• ir (i.e., negative p). By circulating the
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12 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

operator wL° around the trace in (8.1.11), using the cyclic property of the
trace, it is evident that the integrand / is invariant under the simultane-
ous transformation of the p parameters p —» wnp. This identifies a point p
with equivalent points wnp, where n is an arbitrary integer, corresponding
to points that differ by an integer number of circuits around the cylinder.
The domain of the complex p plane corresponding to the string world
sheet in this parametrization therefore corresponds to the region shown
in fig. 8.96. The region is centered on the origin with inner radius equal
to w and outer radius equal to 1. Points on the inner circle are identified
radially with those on the outer one thereby forming the cylinder.

The integral over the loop momentum can be regarded as the zero-mode
part of the trace in the expression for / . Each internal propagator in the
loop includes a factor x^° that contains the dependence on the momentum
pr carried by the propagator, where

pr = p - k\ - k2 fcr-i =p + kr + -" + 1CM, (8.1.15)

and p is the loop momentum. This means that the complete dependence of
2/2

the integrand of (8.1.11) on the loop momentum is given by ]\r xT
rl . The

integral of this term is a D-dimensional gaussian integral, which converges
after one makes a Wick rotation that replaces the time-component p° by
ip°. (This is a standard step in the evaluation of Feynman diagrams.)
The evaluation of the momentum integral is then straightforward to carry
out by completing the square using the identity

M

r=l
(8.1.16)

The gaussian integral is then evaluated by shifting the loop momentum
to p1 = p — Y^,r kr In prj In w. One obtains

M , rt x D/2 ( / , 2 \ ^ kr k*{ / 2 \ N krks

n _i/2 / lnz csr \ I
csr' exp — >

I 2 In it; / I
(8.1.17)

In this expression

csr = ps/pr = av+i... x3. (8.1.18)

To evaluate the traces over the nonzero bosonic modes a« in (8.1.11), it
is convenient to use methods based on the coherent-state representation of
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 13

harmonic oscillators introduced in appendix 7.A. Recall that a coherent
state is defined by \z) = exp(za') |0), where z is an arbitrary complex
number. The identity operator can be represented in terms of coherent
states by

J = i I#z\z)e-M\z\. (8.1.19)

To prove this one notes that the projection of a coherent state onto a
number basis state is (m|£) = zm/vm\. Therefore, performing the z
integral one can show that (ra| I \n) = 5m>n, as required. It follows from
this that the trace of an operator K is given by

Tr(K) = - [<Pze-M\z\K\z). (8.1.20)
7T J

Substituting tachyon vertex operators in (8.1.11), the trace reduces to the
product of traces over the individual harmonic oscillators so that

oo D-\

Tr (y{(kuPl)...V{(kM,PM)wL°) = I I I I r»' (8-L21)
n=l fi=0

where a prime indicates that the zero-mode factor has been removed from
the vertex operator. The ghost modes will be considered separately. Using
(8.1.20), and the rule xa a\z) = \xz), one obtains

[ ^ ] exp [-

(8.1.22)
where the second expression is obtained by evaluating the matrix ele-
ment by moving all the annihilation operators to the right and creation
operators to the left and using the coherent-state formulas given in the
appendix 7.A.

The complex gaussian integration in (8.1.22) can be evaluated by mak-
ing use of the formula

fd2-c^^z+b^ ab^ (8.1.23)

where a, b and c are real variables. The result is that the product over all
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14 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

nonzero modes is given by

n
(8.1.24)

where momentum conservation ]P fcr = 0 has been used so that

1 M

J2kr-ks = -^k2
r = -M. (8.1.25)

r<s r=l

There is an additional contribution to the factor / that arises from the
trace over the ghost and antighost modes. They do not appear in the
formula for the tachyon vertex operator (which has the correct conformal
dimension, J = 1, without any ghost contributions) but they do contribute
to the propagator. In fact, we interpret the 'Lo' in the propagator to be
the total LQ of matter and ghosts, LQ = LQ + LQ , where

ooLt = Z > ( c - » 6 » + 6-»c»)- (8-L26)
n=l

Of course, in chapter 7 we did not include the ghost contribution to LQ
in defining the propagator. The inclusion of the ghost contribution to LQ
would hardly have mattered in chapter 7, since we considered initial and
final states without ghosts or antighosts (these are precisely the states
that are annihilated by LQ ), and we considered vertex operators that did
not couple to the ghosts. The fact that it was not necessary to include
ghosts to discuss tree diagrams should not seem surprising; it is likewise
unnecessary in ordinary Yang-Mills theory to include the Faddeev-Popov
ghosts in defining tree amplitudes. At the one-loop level, even when the
external vertex operators are trivial unit operators in the ghost Fock space,
ghosts can circulate around the loop and make an important contribution.

Including the LQ contribution to LQ in defining the propagator A =
(LQ — I)"1 means that the required ghost factor is given by Tr wL* .
Here a slight amount of guesswork is required to define properly what one
means by this 'trace'. Let us consider first the contribution of the c\ and
b\ oscillators and their adjoints c-\ and 6_i. The identity operator in this
space is

|, (8.1.27)

where the labels refer to eigenvalues of c-\b\ and 6-1C1, respectively. This
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 15

suggests that

t r ( w c - l 6 l + 6 - l C l ) = l - w - w + w 2 = ( l - w ) 2 . (8.1.28)

What requires some care are the minus signs on the right hand side of
(8.1.28). It is natural to include these minus signs because the states |1,0)
and |0,l) are fermionic. Thus, for example, tr(| 1,0) (l,0|) = - ( l ,0 | l ,0) =
—1. In a similar fashion the cn and bn modes give a contribution (1 — wn)2

for n = 1,2, Thus, altogether, the contribution to the trace of ghost
modes cn, bn with n ^ 0 is

Tr wLo = \[(l - w11)2 = [f(w)]2. (8.1.29)
n=l

The partition function f(w) was introduced in §2.3.5. In terms of world-
sheet path integrals, the minus signs in (8.1.28) correspond to path inte-
grals on a cylinder with periodic ghost and anti-ghost boundary conditions
in the time direction.

What about ghost zero modes? As we learned in §3.2.1, the ghost zero
modes CQ and &o are realized in a two-state Hilbert space with states |f)
and ||) of ghost number ±1/2. These states are respectively bosonic and
fermionic, so including their contribution as above would give a factor
1 — 1 = 0. This cannot be right, so we will assume that the correct
prescription is to suppress the ghost zero modes in defining the loop am-
plitudes. Suppressing the ghost and antighost zero modes is certainly
compatible with Lorentz invariance, and we will see that it gives the same
answer that one gets in the manifestly unitary light-cone gauge.

Combining the contributions of the zero and the nonzero modes in
(8.1.17) and (8.1.24) and the ghost contribution in (8.1.27) gives the result

/ o x / ( i

1(1,..., Af) = [f(w)]2-D \^—j expj J^kr • ks\mf>rs I . (8.1.30)

Notice that the ghosts have turned the — D in (8.1.24) into —(D — 2);
they cancel the contributions of two of the D coordinates. The functions

This ansatz has recently been justified, at least for open strings, by considerations
involving gauge fixing of a gauge-invariant string field theory, but this is a subject
that we will not consider in this book.
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16 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

ifrrs appearing in (8.1.30) are given by iprs = il)(csr,w), where

(8.1.31)

^ m(l-wm)

Using the identity

(8.1.32)
m=l y n=0

ij)(c,w) can be recast in the form

_ _ e x p

Various properties of ^, including its relation to Jacobi 0 functions, are
discussed in appendix 8.A.

The quantity In xj)r3 is proportional to the correlation function between
two X's, {Xfl(pr)X

lf(p3))^ which is also the Green function for the Laplace
equation evaluated between the points pr and p3 in the complex p plane.
It would enter directly in this form in the world-sheet path integral
approach that was sketched in chapter 1.

This function has a logarithmic singularity as csr —> 1, which corre-
sponds to pr —> ps. This is just the logarithmic short distance singularity
of the free boson propagator in two dimensions. The Green function sat-
isfies boundary conditions appropriate to the periodicity properties of the
loop diagram,

ip(cw, w) = -^>(c, w), (8.1.34)

which implies that any point p is identified with the point wp. The fact
that i\) is invariant under this transformation is shown in appendix 8.A.
This makes contact with the form of the scattering amplitudes embodied
in the functional approaches to string theory.

The expression for the one-loop planar amplitude can now be assembled
from (8.1.10) and (8.1.30), giving

(8.1.35)

r<s
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 17

Before discussing this result, let us quickly note how the same answer
would arise in light-cone gauge, at least if the external particles all have
zero &+ so that the light-cone tachyon vertex operators exp{ik • X} are
simple. (Recall that X"~ is a complicated operator in light-cone gauge.)
In light-cone gauge there are no ghost modes, but X^(a) has only D — 2
instead of D independent components (for nonzero modes), so the power
of f(w) in (8.1.24) is — (D — 2). This precisely reproduces the effects of
the ghosts. The similarity of the calculations in the two formulations is a
feature of all the diagrams considered in this chapter.

The amplitude (8.1.35) possesses all the singularities in the variables

(8.1.36)

required by perturbative unitarity. They arise from various corners and
edges of the integration region. For example, poles in the variables SJJ
arise from the limit in which the points corresponding to the particles
labeled / , . . . , J come together on the world sheet, i.e., pj ~ pi+\ ~ • • • ~
pj, which is the limit in which xr —> 1 for r = / + 1 , . . . , J. In this limit
the xj)TS vanish like 1 — csr for I < r, s < J. In order to exhibit the leading
singularity it is helpful to define new variables rjr (r = / + 1 , . . . , J) by
nr = pi — pr and then to scale the r)r variables by a common factor of e so
that the singularity arises from the e —• 0 limit of the integration range.
The most singular term in the e integral is of the form

£*'•*•= fdee-h"-2, (8.1.37)
{ I<r<s<J {

where use has been made of the fact that

fcr-*, = - K 7 - ( j r + 1 - / ) ' (8.1.38)
I<r<s<J

which follows from (8.1.36) and the tachyon mass shell k% = 2. The
leading pole is the tachyon at SJJ = —2. The expansion of the rest of the
integrand as a series in e gives poles corresponding to states at the various
higher mass levels.

The amplitude (8.1.35) also contains the usual branch points in the in-
variant energy variables SJJ associated with the thresholds for producing
pairs of on-shell intermediate physical states. These normal threshold sin-
gularities emerge from the limit in which xj —> 0 and #j+i —> 0 (J > / ) .
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18 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

The singularities that arise include ones that would be labeled vertex cor-
rections, mass corrections, and tadpole diagrams in a conventional point-
particle field theory. In string theories all these kinds of Feynman dia-
grams correspond to different corners of the integration region of a single
string diagram.

Figure 8.10. The insertion of the open-string loop on an external tachyon leg gives rise
to an infinity due to an internal propagator evaluated on shell. This is an effect that
is eliminated by a finite shift in the tachyon mass.

The self-energy correction to a propagator, for example, comes from the
corner of the integration region in which the clusters of external particles
on each side of the self-energy operator are close together in parameter
space. A special case is when there is just one emitted particle on one
side of the self-energy operator. This diagram contributes a radiative cor-
rection to the mass of the external particle. If one only considers external
particles that are on mass shell (which is all that we have shown how to
do), this leads to an infinite expression as depicted in fig. 8.10. These
are relatively trivial divergences that do not really bear on the finiteness
of the theory. They reflect the fact that the masses of the particles are
shifted by radiative corrections. Nevertheless, learning to subtract them
and extract the correct, finite remainders is an important step in learning
to formulate the correct, finite Feynman rules; this is a subject that has
been investigated only recently, and which is not considered in this book.
For external massless vector states there is no divergence of this type,
since gauge invariance protects a massless vector particle from getting a
mass. This implies that its self-energy diagram vanishes on the mass shell
and provides a zero to cancel the pole coming from the propagator in
fig. 8.10.

In view of the form of the expression for f(w), it is clear that the
integrand in (8.1.35) can diverge at the corner of the integration at which
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 19

w —> 1, and so this region requires special consideration. This is the
corner of the integral in which wLo does not vanish as io becomes large.
Since io = \p2 + N is large for states of high mass or high Euclidean
momentum, this can be regarded as the string analog of the ultraviolet
region. It has, however, an alternative and more incisive interpretation.

(a)

2n2

-\\nw\-

mpm

\ .\

Figure 8.11. A cylinder of length TT and circumference lntt; is sketched in (a); it
is conformally equivalent, as in (6), to a cylinder of circumference 2w and length
-2w2/\nw.

Going back to (8.1.5) and (8.1.35), apart from factors involving the
vertex operators, the formula for the amplitude contains a factor

-S dwTr wLo-2 (8.1.39)

As we will demonstrate, the additional factors in (8.1.35) do not affect the
essence of the discussion. The factor wLo = exp{Lo\nw} is an operator
that propagates a string through a proper time — In w (which is positive,
since w < 1). Propagation of an open string through proper time —Init;
can be represented by a path integral on a strip of width TT and length
— Inw. We must also consider the trace in (8.1.39); this instructs us to
identify the initial and final string states (before and after the propagation
through imaginary time — Inw;). This turns the strip into a cylinder. This
is why (8.1.39) can be represented by a path integral on a cylinder in the
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20 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

complex hip plane of length TT and circumference Into, as depicted in
fig. 8.9a and again in fig. 8.11a.

The integration variable w plays a very natural role; it is the only in-
variant associated with the conformal structure of a cylinder. (See §3.3
for a discussion of these issues, albeit mainly in the case of closed strings.)
The one-loop diagram naturally includes an integration over this parame-
ter, and it is this integral that we have singled out in (8.1.39). For w ~ 1,
the radius of the cylinder in fig. 8.9a is very small, so the open string
is propagating for a very small real time; this is then what one might
describe as the short-distance limit.

The alternative view of this divergence can be seen by using conformal
invariance (which is valid only in the critical dimension!) to rescale the
dimensions of the cylinder in fig. 8.11a by any desired amount. In par-
ticular, we can take this cylinder to have a fixed circumference 2x and a
corresponding length —2ir2/\nw (these conventions correspond to those
of the more detailed analysis that follows). This is sketched in fig. 8.116.
Figure 8.116 can be viewed sideways as a diagram with a closed string
propagating sideways for proper time —27T2/lnw. It is now the length of
the cylinder rather than its circumference that is to be integrated over.
Now w —> 1 no longer appears as an ultraviolet limit but an 'infrared'
limit of long-time propagation. Of course, this ability to look at things
'sideways' and view an ultraviolet effect as an infrared effect has no ana-
log in ordinary field theory; it is one way of understanding the absence of
ultraviolet difficulties in string theory. The reason that it is far preferable
to understand the w —• 1 region as an infrared region rather than an
ultraviolet region is that infrared difficulties, when present, have physical
reasons, such as contributions of massless particles (or tachyons) whose
role has not been properly taken into account; infrared divergences are not
symptoms of an inconsistency of a theory, but on the contrary are often
signals of interesting physics such as symmetry breaking or quark confine-
ment. Ultraviolet divergences, on the other hand, if not renormalizable,
signify the inconsistency of a theory. Also, the fact that the 'ultraviolet'
divergence for w near one can be interpreted as an infrared effect has the
following fundamental consequence. It means that this divergence must
be absent in a theory in which physical principles such as supersymmetry
enable us to predict the absence of infrared divergences. This will be the
key to understanding infinity cancellations in chapter 10.

To continue our heuristic treatment of the region near w = 1, let us
consider a closed string propagating for proper time — Inq ~ —2ir2/lnw
between initial and final states \i) and | / ) , which we take to have zero
space-time momentum. The amplitude for this process is given by an
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 21

integral over the proper time

f (8.1.40)f—U,
J H

where U is the evolution operator that carries the initial state into the
final one. This is given by

U = {f\e(Lo+Lo-2)(2^/\nw)^^ (8.1 Al)

where Lo + Lo — 2 is the inverse closed-string propagator (and Lo = LQ for
physical external states). In our problem, the role of the states |/} and
\i) is played by the open boundaries in fig. 8.11, one of which has vertex
operators attached and one not. |/) and \i) are states that are complicated
to describe concretely (except by the characterization of them just given);
in particular, it would be awkward (though possible) to describe them in
Fock space. For our purposes, all we need to know is that \i) and |/)
are states of zero momentum that are not orthogonal to the Fock-space
vacuum |0). This being so, upon setting Lo = £o> (8.1.41) behaves for w
very near 1 (which means very large proper time) as

U ~ (/^(Ole^^-^^/^^lOXOli), (8.1.42)

since all the other states have larger Lo and hence give contributions
that decrease exponentially relative to the tachyon contribution. As the
zero-momentum tachyon has Lo = 0, (8.1.42) behaves for w —> 1 as
exp{—47r2/lnttf}, so the integral in (8.1.40) above should diverge as

/ (8.L43)

0 0

After the tachyon contribution of (8.1.43), the next most singular contri-
bution to (8.1.41) would be the dilaton contribution. As the dilaton has
LQ = 1, its contribution to (8.1.41) would be proportional to

(8.1.44,

Let us now see how to obtain these results by a precise mathematical
analysis of (8.1.35). The region near w = 1 is conveniently analyzed by
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22 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

changing from the pr variable to the variables zr by

lnzr = 2iirvr, (8.1.45)

where

(so that VM — 1)- The interval (K;, 1) of the real p axis is mapped onto
the outer boundary of an annulus of unit radius in the z plane while the
interval (—w, — 1) is mapped into the inner boundary of radius

q = expiTrr = exp(27T2/lnw), (8.1.47)

which is integrated between 0 and 1. This makes contact with fig. 8.5. The
cylinder in fig. 8.116 is a picture of the world sheet in the lnz plane. The
circumference of the cylinder is 2TT, corresponding to the angular change
in a circuit of the boundary of the annulus. The length of the cylinder is

2TT2

-ixr = = - I n ? . (8.1.48)
mw

Since the point w = 1 is mapped to the point q = 0 the potential
divergence under consideration is associated in the q parametrization with
the hole in the center of the annulus shrinking to a point. The variables
zr are integrated independently of q around the outer boundary of the
annulus, except that ZM = 1- The others are required to keep their cyclic
ordering on the boundary. Introducing this change of variables into the
expression for >lp(l, 2 , . . . , M) in (8.1.35) requires the Jacobian

dw

(8.1.49)

_L(_ ln w)M+i j± J
r=

The function xj)rs transforms simply under this change of variables. This
can be seen by writing it in terms of the Jacobi theta function 0\(U\T).

The conformal equivalence of the annulus to the cylinder considered earlier makes
it clear that the space-time configuration of the world sheet does not necessarily
have a vanishingly small hole in the limit that the hole in the annulus becomes
tiny.
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 23

(Jacobi theta functions are described in appendix 8.A.) Using the prop-
erties listed in appendix 8.A, we see that

r ' ) | | ^ , (8.1.50)

where

and

The behavior of the ^rs 's under the transformation of variables defined
by (8.1.46) and (8.1.48) can be deduced from the behavior of the function
9\ under modular transformations (see appendix 8.A). The result is

2?rtfli(i/|T)
) = ~?(OM

= --exp(-iTTV2/T)x/>(z,q2) (8.1.53)

The function f(w) = I 6/
1(0\T1)/2/KW1'^ J also transforms simply un-

der the change of variables in (8.1.47) as shown in (8.A.25). The combi-

nation that enters into the expression for the loop amplitudes is

Substituting the transformed expressions into (8.1.35) results in an al-
ternative expression for the amplitude in which the behavior near w = 1
or q = 0 is easy to analyze, since the functions ln^(^,^2) and f(q2) have
well-defined series expansions in powers of q2 around q = 0. Substituting
(8.1.49), (8.1.53) and (8.1.54) into (8.1.35) the amplitude for the scatter-
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24 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

ing of M tachyons becomes (in D dimensions)

/
JM-1

l

J H

w(D-2*)/Uq(2-D)/12

n [ . TT 1 - 2?2n cos 2icvrs + q*n]

r<s L n=l \l — q ) J
(8.1.55)

where vT3 — v3 — ur. The first thing to note is that for the value D = 26,
and only for this value, the integrand has a series expansion of the form
Jo dq(foq~3 + /i<7~2 + . . . ) , where /o, / i , . . . are functions of the external
momenta and the j/r 's. This is a power series in q because the powers of
w and ln# have cancelled out of the integrand of (8.1.55). The powers
of w only cancel for D = 26. The powers of ln#, which cancel for all
D originate as follows: the transformation of f(w) in (8.1.54) contributes
l — D/2 powers, the VVs's in (8.1.53) contribute M powers, the Jacobian of
(8.1.49) contributes — M — 1 powers and the loop momentum integration
of (8.1.17) contributes D/2 powers. The singularities of the amplitude at
q — 0 are associated with the vanishing of the inner radius of the annulus
in fig. 8.5.

Figure 8.12. The divergences of the open-string one-loop diagram are illustrated by
drawing the world-sheet configuration in which a long and thin closed string disappears
into the vacuum via a disk.

Our preliminary discussion above obtained the same Jo fodq/q3 behav-
ior via tachyon exchange in what we might describe (with tongue in cheek)
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 25

as the 'crossed channel'. The nonleading divergence Jo fidq/q is likewise
associated with the emission of the massless closed-string scalar state (the
dilaton) at zero momentum. While the long cylinder of fig. 8.116 is the
correct world-sheet picture, to understand what is going on in space-time
we must recall that the tachyon or dilaton, like any mass eigenstate, is
quasi-pointlike, with a size of order %. Hence in space-time the diver-
gence comes from world sheets in which the long cylindrical world sheet
is mapped to a narrow tube in space-time. Thus, the space-time picture
is that of fig. 8.12. In supersymmetric theories, there is no tachyon; diver-
gences associated with massless dilatons will be calculated and analyzed
in the next two chapters.

Amplitudes with external massless vector states can be considered by
the generalization of the above analysis in which the vertices are taken
to be the vector emission vertices defined by (8.1.9). The calculation
involves a trace over nonzero modes of the form of / , as defined in (8.1.11),
but with vector emission vertices. The loop momentum integral gives a
generalization of (8.1.17),

1 \
x exp

l<r<5<M ^ \mu; / mw

(8.1.56)
and the product of the matrix elements of the trace over the nonzero
modes generalizes the result in (8.1.24) to give

" D~l ' , c?r + (w/csr)
n-2wn

r 3 n(l-w")
n=l u=l n=l x r<s v '

(8.1.57)

Combining the zero and the nonzero modes gives the expression for /

Recall the discussion in §2.2.3.
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26 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

with external massless

J ( l , . . . ,M)- [ / (u

vector

;)] ~ I

states

/ -2x>
\lnwj

D/2

r<s
r - ks In ^

+ (kr-ts-ks-{r)r]r, + tr-(stirs)},

where terms involving $ in the exponent have been dropped, since only
the terms linear in each £r contribute to the amplitude. The function if>r3

is defined as before while the other functions appearing in this expression
are defined by rjrs = r](csryw) with

and Qrs = Q(csr,w) with

, 1 c ^ f wn/c
c, W) = - " + 7> + > • 9 +ln^ ( i ) 2 s v a ^ / ) 2

(8.1.60)
The function 7jrs is proportional to (X'(/?r)X-;(/9s)), while flrs is propor-
tional to (Xt(pr)X

J(ps)). These correlation functions are related to ̂ ,
given in (8.1.33), by

and

lml>(cyw) (8.1.61)
oc

Q(c,w) =-c—T)(c,w). (8.1.62)
OC

The expression for the amplitude is given by

f-i

Ap(l,2,...,M)=gMGP

o o

^ ) * r * exp {(kr • (s ~ ks ' Cr)^, + Cr ' C^r.} ,
r<s

(8.1.63)
where it is understood that only the terms of first power in £r are to be
kept.
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 27

The transformations of the functions rjrs and firs under the change
to the variables vT and r (or, equivalently, zr and q) are given in ap-
pendix 8.A. Using these it is straightforward to transform the expression
for the amplitude to the coordinates of the annulus and verify that it has
the same kind of divergence at the endpoint q = 0 as was found for the
amplitude with external tachyons. This is not surprising, since the same
expression for the scattering of M massless vector states could have been
obtained by factorizing the amplitude with 2M tachyons on the massless
vector poles in the channels formed by pairs of tachyons. It also follows,
of course, from our heuristic treatment of the divergence, which did not
depend on the particular choice of external states.

8.1.2 The Nonorientable Diagrams

Figure 8.6 shows an example of a Mobius strip diagram with a nonori-
entable world sheet. The corresponding amplitude contains the group-
theory factor

(y (8.1.64)

The factor 77, the group-dependent part of the twist operator (see §7.1.6
for a description of this operator), is rj = +1 for the group USp(2n),
7] = — 1 for SO(n) and rj = 0 for U(n). The group-theory factor for the
planar amplitude in (8.1.1) contained a factor of tr(l) = n that is not
present for the Mobius strip. It was associated with the inner boundary
of fig. 8.5, which has no counterpart in the present case, since a Mobius
strip only has one boundary.

The Mobius strip diagram can be constructed by sewing a tree diagram
in the manner described above but including a twist operator ft in the
appropriate place. In order to obtain the complete expression for the am-
plitude with a given order of particles around the boundary of the world
sheet, i.e., with a group-theory factor containing the A matrices in a spe-
cific cyclic ordering, it is necessary to add together contributions obtained
from diagrams with different distributions of twists on the internal prop-
agators. Any odd number of twists must be allowed, since they all give
Mobius strip diagrams. The case of no twists gives the planar diagram
of the previous section and any positive even number of twists gives an
orientable nonplanar diagram of the type considered in the next section.

The contribution to the amplitude from the particular diagram with a
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28 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

twist operator in the propagator between particles 1 and M is given by

(8.1.65)

xAVo(k2,l)...AVo(kM,l))

where, as explained in §7.1.6, the twist operator is given by fi = (—l)^""1

and N is the number operator made of bosonic (and ghost) modes. Equa-
tion (8.1.65) differs from (8.1.5) only by the addition of the twist operator
and the replacement of Gp by Gjy. Evaluating the oscillator traces as
before, it is clear that one effect of the twist is to change the sign of the
variable w = x\X2 . • • XM in (8.1.24) but not in the zero-mode momentum
integral for which (8.1.17) is still appropriate. As a result the expression
%l)(csr,w) in (8.1.33) is replaced by \j> (csr,w) defined by

iNf \ l " c / l n 2 c \

2lnwJ
(8.1.66)

This can be recast in a form analogous to (8.1.50)

where the variables v1 and r' are defined in (8.1.51) and (8.1.52). The
factor of Q = (—1) in (8.1.65) also results in the replacement f(w) —>
f(—w), both for the a oscillators and for the ghost oscillators, since N
includes both kinds of modes.

The other contributions to the nonorientable one-loop amplitude with
the same group-theory factor are obtained from loops with an odd number
of fi's in which the particles are arranged in the same sequence around
the boundary of the Mobius strip. These diagrams contribute different
pieces of the complete region of integration over the pr variables in a
rather nontrivial manner. For example, the diagrams that contribute to
the amplitude with four external states are shown in fig. 8.13. Four of
these have a single twisted propagator (including the diagram described
above) while the other four diagrams each have three twisted propagators.

The world sheet for the Mobius strip is mapped into the semiannulus
in the upper half p plane shown in fig. 8.14. In this case any point p
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Figure 8.13. The contribution of the nonorientable loop amplitude of fig. 8.6 with
four external particles has a world sheet that is a Mobius strip, where the ordering
of the particles corresponds to the group-theory factor tr (A1A2A3A4). (a) The four
diagrams with a single twisted propagator, (b) The four diagrams with three twisted
propagators.

~P\ ~P2 Pi = W P3

Figure 8.14. The representation of the Mobius strip as a semiannulus in the p plane.
A point p is to be identified with a point — wp so that the arcs of the semiannulus are
identified with a reversal of orientation as indicated by the arrows. The points A and
A1 are identified as are the points B and B'. The boundary of the Mobius strip is
traced out along the real axis from A to B and from B' to A'.

is identified with — wp so that the inner and outer boundaries of the
semiannulus are identified after a reversal of orientation as indicated by
the arrows. The single boundary of the Mobius strip is mapped into
the segments of the real axis (AyB) and (£?', A1). The various diagrams
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30 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

in fig. 8.13 give contributions to the complete amplitude in which the
integrands all have the same form but the range of the pr variables is
different. In the first of these diagrams the pr variables are all integrated
in the fixed sequence (1,2,3,4) in the interval (w;, 1) (between A and B).
In the other diagrams at least one of the pr variables is multiplied by —1.
The result is that the contributions piece together so that in the sum of
all the diagrams the variables are integrated in sequence along the whole
boundary (l,w) and ( -1 , -w) ((A,B) and (-B',A')).

In order to study the divergence of this contribution to the amplitude
from the limit w = 1 it is again useful to change to the variables vr and r
((8.1.46) and (8.1.48)). Using the properties of ipN given in appendix 8.A,
it can be recast in the form

,N, > 4 ; r 2 f l 1 H / / 2 | T / 2 - l / 2 )
* {c>w) = hTq e[(o\T/2-i/2)

(8.1.68)
4x . Trv^rl-2(-Jq)ncosTn> + qn

= —•—sin- I I
l

Also the partition function can be recast using the formula

which is the counterpart of (8.1.54) for the nonorientable diagram.
The expression for the sum of all the terms contributing to the ampli-

tude from a given cyclic ordering of the particles is (after setting D = 26)

l

T fifi'r<s \ y
(8.1.70)

where vsr = vs — vT. Again, the powers of Ing cancel for D = 26. The
range of the angular variables 2?n/r is now 0 to 4?r, since it requires two
revolutions to traverse the boundary of a Mobius strip.

The nonorientable loop expression is also divergent at the endpoint q —
0. To understand the divergence requires a discussion of some simple facts
about the Mobius strip. The Mobius strip is easily drawn and visualized
in the configuration shown in fig. 8.15a in which the boundary is not
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r\
(a)

Figure 8.15. A Mobius strip is easily sketched, as in (a), in a configuration in which
not all of the boundary is visible. As the boundary is a single ordinary circle, one can
distort the Mobius strip to a configuration that is a simple cylinder near the boundary;
this cylinder then ends at the 'cross-cap' that is symbolically indicated in (6). As in
(c), the cylinder could extend for an extremely long distance before terminating in the
cross-cap.

all visible and, in fact, is somewhat tangled. Drawing this configuration
distracts attention from the fact that the boundary of the Mobius strip
is actually a single ordinary circle. Near the boundary, the Mobius strip
is just a cylinder. This cylinder, of course, does not end at a second
boundary; it closes in on itself in a configuration rather difficult to draw
or visualize, which is sometimes called a 'cross-cap'. This is sketched
in fig. 8.156. What would happen if one glues together the boundary
component in fig. 8.156? One would obtain a closed but not orient able
world sheet - the real projective plane RP2. This surface occurs as a
world sheet of unoriented closed strings and is discussed in §8.3.1 below.

The behavior of the nonorientable open-string diagram for w —> 1 corre-
sponds, as in fig. 8.15c, to a configuration in which a closed string propa-
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32 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

gates for a long proper time between the open boundary and the cross-cap.
The tachyon divergence has nothing to do with details of the 'initial' and
'final' states in the 'crossed channel', but depends only on the tachyon
(and dilaton) mass; this is why the unorientable diagram has the same
divergence as the orientable one.

The form of the integrand of the nonorientable loop is closely related
to that of the planar loop. In particular, the function ij) is related to %j)
by

) (8.1.71)

Therefore by making the change of variables

q' = q
l/\ z' = *V2 ( 8 . L 7 2 )

in (8.1.70) the formulas for the planar and nonorientable loops can be
made to look quite similar. (Because of (8.1.45), z —» z1'2 corresponds
to v —> v/2.) The divergences are then exhibited in the same form as
in the case of the planar diagram. This fact is important in considering
the possibility that there may be divergence cancellations in the sum of
the planar and nonorientable diagrams. We will not pursue this for the
bosonic theory, where the issue is obscured by the presence of a leading
l/#'3 divergence, associated with the closed-string tachyon, in addition
to the l/qf divergence associated with the emission of the dilaton at zero
momentum. When we consider type I superstring theories in the next two
chapters, we will show that there are no l/#3 divergences, and it will then
be more meaningful to focus on the cancellation of l/q divergences.

8.1.3 Nonplanar Loop Diagrams

The third and final class of one-loop open-string diagrams to consider are
those whose world sheet is topologically an annulus with external particles
attached to both the inner and the outer boundaries (as in fig. 8.7). If
we allow K external particles to be attached to the outer boundary and
(M — K) to the inner one, the diagram includes the group-theory factor

GT = tr(A*A2 . . . A*) tr(A*+1AA'+2 . . . AM), (8.1.73)

where one trace factor is associated with each boundary. The planar
diagram studied in §8.1.1 corresponds to the degenerate case K = 0.

In sewing trees to make the loop amplitude there are a number of terms
with even numbers of twists that contribute to the same cyclic orderings
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8.16. Contributions to the nonplanar four-particle amplitude with a group-
theory factor tr(AiA2)tr(A3A4). (a) The two diagrams with an even number of twists.
(b) The diagram with four twists.

of particles around each of the two boundaries. For example, the con-
tributions to the term in the four-particle amplitude with group-theory
factor tr(AiA2)tr(A3A4) are shown in fig. 8.16. These terms differ only in
the relative ordering of pairs of particles on different boundaries. Just as
in the case of the nonorientable diagrams, these different configurations
give amplitudes that are integrals of the same integrand over different in-
tegration regions. In this case the world sheet for the amplitude is again
mapped into the semiannular region in fig. 8.9 describing a cylindrical
world sheet. The two intervals of the real axis between w and 1 and be-
tween —it; and — 1 are the two boundaries of the cylinder on each of which
two of the external states are attached. A careful analysis shows that the
diagrams of fig. 8.16 combine to cover the entire region w < p\,p2 < 1?
—1 < PZiP* < — w exactly once.

A convenient example to consider is the diagram with two twists shown
in fig. 8.7. It is given (for external on-shell t achy on states) by

)

=9MGT f dDpTi((lAVo{kul)A... (8.1.74)

x V0(kK,l)HAV0(kK+1,l)... AV0(kM,l)).

Note that particles 1 , . . . , K are on one boundary and K +1,..., M are on
the other. In evaluating the trace in this expression the factors of fi can be
eliminated by commuting one of the fi's through the intervening vertices
and propagators associated with one of the boundaries - 1 , . . . , K, say -
until it is adjacent to the other (I and drops out because fi2 = 1. The only
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34 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

consequence of this is that the variables pr in (8.1.11) are replaced by —/?r,
e.e., —VT/T = lnpr/27ri is replaced by —vrJT + 1/2 when r = 1, . . . , /^ .
The variables c3r in (8.1.18) get a sign reversal only when r and s belong
to different boundaries. As a result the factors ip(csr, w) remain unaltered
when r and s are on the same boundary, while for contractions between
particles on different boundaries the ^Vs's are replaced by %l)~s defined by

1 ' - X In2 C \ yr (l + Wnc)(l + Wn/c)

\ UW / n=l \ ~W )

(8.1.75)
ln2c\ Oids'W)

Note that the c —> —c replacement has only been made for the factors
arising from the oscillator traces. The contribution from the momentum
integral in (8.1.17) is unchanged from the case of the planar diagram.

In the example of the four-particle amplitude all the contributions have
p\ and p2 multiplied by —1 and correspond to particles attached to the
boundary between —1 and —w. In the first of the diagrams of fig. 8.16
p± = w < pz < P2 ^ pi ^ 1- The sum of the other contributions in this
figure fill in the rest of the integration region —1 < —pi,—p2 <J —w and
w = P4 < pz < 1, which corresponds to particles 1 and 2 attached to one
of the boundaries and particles 3 and 4 to the other. The general result
for M particles is that the two sets of pr variables associated with each
of the boundaries are integrated independently over one cycle around the
boundary keeping the ordering of the particles on each of the boundaries
fixed and holding one of them, say pM > fixed at w.

The geometrical significance of the integration parameters again be-
comes clear after the transformation to the variables vr and r. To exhibit
it, we first make use of the transformation properties of the tj)T function
given in appendix 8.A, where it is shown that

(8.1.76)
= _(JL\ -i/4 ft 1 - 2?2"-1 cos 2xv + <?4"-2

W/? i i ( 2 ) 2n=l

The contributions to the nonplanar amplitude coming from the various
distributions of even numbers of twists on the internal propagators are
integrated over a range of the variables vT that is determined by the range
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8.1 Open-String One-Loop Amplitudes 35

of the pr variables. When these contributions are pieced together, to give
the total contribution associated with the group-theory factor in (8.1.72),
the result is that the vT variables are integrated over one cycle of the outer
and inner boundaries of the annulus independently, keeping the cyclic or-
der of the particles fixed on each boundary separately (and with VM fixed
at 1). Denoting this integration region by i?, the overall contribution of
the nonplanar diagram to the amplitude that multiplies the factor (8.1.72)
for D = 26 is

1-24

R r = 1 0

Kr<s<K K+l<r<s<M *<r<K
— — — — K+\<S<M

(8.1.77)
Since the formulas for t/> and t/r both contain a factor of (Ing)"1 the

total In q contribution from these factors is

(8.1.78)
r<s

and thus the In q factors cancel as in the previous loop calculations. (This
would not be the case for D ^ 26.) A new feature is introduced in this
case by the factor g"1/4 in the formula (8.1.76) for ijF. It results in a
term

J J (T*r*W4 = <T5/4, (8.1.79)

where
( K \ 2

(8.1.80)

and we have used the momentum conservation condition J^r = 1 kr = 0.
Physically, s is the square of the invariant energy associated with the
channel 1 , . . . , / ^ —* if + 1,... ,M in which the incoming particles all
belong to one boundary and the outgoing particles all belong to the other
one.

Since the integrand of (8.1.77) contains a factor of g~5/4"3, and the rest
of the integrand is an analytic function of q2 in the vicinity of q = 0, the
integral does not have a divergence associated with q —» 0 for s < —8.
When the integral is analytically continued in s to —8 and beyond, the
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onset of divergences in the q integration implies that there are singularities
in s at positions given by s/4 = —2, 0, 2, For D =̂  26, the integrand
contains a nonvanishing power of In q, which causes these singularities to
become branch points. This is a disaster for unitarity, since it implies the
existence of contributions to the imaginary part of the loop amplitude,
due to the discontinuities across the associated branch cuts, that do not
correspond to phase-space integrals of products of tree amplitudes.

In previous chapters, we have seen many reasons for preferring D = 26
over D < 26 in the bosonic string theory. Only in D = 26 do different
approaches to quantization (covariant or light-cone, for example) give the
same answer. Precisely in 26 dimensions, the conformal anomaly can-
cels, the light-cone quantization gives a covariant answer, and the BRST
operator is nilpotent. Nevertheless, a skeptic might insist that the old
covariant quantization gives a Lorentz-invariant and ghost-free spectrum
for any dimension less than 26. Why cannot this be the basis for a sat-
isfactory interacting theory? What we have just seen is, perhaps, the
decisive answer to this. For D < 26, one can indeed formulate a free
theory, and even one that is consistent at tree level, but unitarity is lost
at the one-loop level.

When D = 26 the powers of In q cancel and the singularities at s/4 =
—2, 0, 2 , . . . are simple poles. In this case the only contributions to the
imaginary part of the amplitude are 6 functions at the pole positions.
They can be reconciled with unitarity if the poles correspond to physical
particle states of the theory. (This is how Lovelace first discovered the
necessity of D = 26.) The fact that GT contains separate trace factors
for the initial and final states of the s channel implies that this channel
is purely a singlet of the gauge group. Thus any particle poles in this
channel are group-theory singlets. These states are just the closed-string
states that are expected to arise, as can be seen by distorting the world
surface of fig. 8.7. Also, the pole positions agree with the mass values
previously established for closed bosonic strings.

The dependence on s in the integrand is similar to that anticipated in
the discussion of the interpretation of the planar-loop divergence. In that
case we argued that the divergences could be interpreted as arising from
the closed-string states disappearing into the vacuum at zero momen-

Even so, it is conceivable that by adding 'Liouville modes' that arise in the path
integral quantization and do not cancel for D < 26, a unitary theory can be
obtained. In most approaches to this problem, it is felt that the unitary theory,
if it exists, would not possess the massless particles that are the center of interest
in attempting to view dual models as models that include gravity and other
fundamental interactions.
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turn, which is roughly the same as considering the nonplanar amplitude
in the special case K = 0. By studying the factorization properties of
the residues of the closed-string poles in the amplitude A71, it is possible
to verify that the spectrum of intermediate closed-string states is exactly
the spectrum of the closed-string theory. (The technical details are quite
complicated; we do not present them here.)

In addition to the closed-string poles there are open-string poles in the
5 channel with singlet quantum numbers. These poles arise from the
part of the integral in which one of the two sets of vT variables (say,
those with r = 1, . . . , K) associated with all the particles on a boundary
approach a common value independent of the value of q. The amplitude
also has double open-string poles in the s channel that arise from the
limit in which the coordinates vT of the other group of s-channel particles
(r = K + 1 , . . . , M) also approach a common value at the same time.

There is a coupling between the open-string poles and the closed-string
poles, which arises in the simultaneous limit in which the parameter q —•> 0
and the i/r's for all the particles on a boundary come together. This
coupling gives rise to a mixing of the particles of the closed-string sector
with group-singlet states of the open-string sector. In particular, for the
gauge group U(n) = SU(n) x U(l) there is a massless open-string vector
state associated with the U(l) factor, which can mix by this mechanism
with the massless antisymmetric tensor state of the closed-string sector.
When this happens they combine to give a massive antisymmetric tensor
state by a kind of dynamical Higgs mechanism. However, as has already
been pointed out, the group U(n) is not consistent with supersymmetry
in superstring theory. For the other allowed gauge groups, SO(n) and
USp(n), the even mass levels do not contain singlets (they are just the
adjoint representation). The odd levels do contain singlets, but none of
them are degenerate with closed-string states, so there is no strong mixing
of levels (at least in perturbation theory).

8.2 Closed-String One-Loop Amplitudes

We now consider one-loop scattering amplitudes with external closed
strings. If there is an open string propagating around the loop, as in
fig. 8.17a, the amplitude can be constructed exactly as in the analysis of
open-string amplitudes in the previous section; one merely uses closed-
string vertex operators instead of open-string vertex operators for the
external lines. We therefore concentrate on the case shown in fig. 8.176
in which the internal and external lines are all closed strings. This case
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.17. Scattering of external closed strings in a one-loop diagram in which the
internal lines are (a) open strings or (b) closed strings.

presents very significant new features.
In the oriented bosonic closed-string theory a Feynman diagram is rep-

resented by a world sheet that is a closed orientable surface of genus 1
(i.e., has / handles), where / is the number of loops. Since the topology
is unique for each /, there is only a single string diagram to consider at
any order in the perturbation expansion. For the unoriented closed-string
theory, unitarity requires also including nonorientable surfaces (such as
the Klein bottle). In either case there is no group-theory factor. The only
diagram considered in this section is the oriented genus / = 1 surface,
namely the torus. The amplitudes can be constructed by sewing together
tree diagrams, just as we did for open-string loops. Even though there is
a unique topology, it is still necessary in the operator formalism to add
contributions from all possible orderings of the external particles in order
to obtain the complete integration region. This fact already emerged in
the analysis of closed-string tree amplitudes in §7.2.1. It reflects the fact
that there is no natural ordering for external closed-string insertions on a
world sheet.

8.2.1 The Torus

We now consider the torus amplitude for coupling M closed-string on-
shell states. Arguments similar to those we have given for the open-string
case would give

,...,M) = KM JdDpTt(AV(h,l)AV(h,l)...V(kM,l))

(8.2.1)
for a particular cyclic ordering. In this expression A is the closed-string
propagator and V is a closed-string vertex operator, as described in §7.2.1.
In contrast to the open-string case, (8.2.1) requires some modification.
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First of all, it is necessary to sum over the ordering of the external states.
Second, (8.2.1) overcounts the correct result by an infinite factor in a way
that may at first sight be surprising.

Using world-sheet path integrals, as discussed in §1.4, the torus ampli-
tude would be expressed in terms of integrals over a world sheet of toroidal
topology, including an integral over the possible conformal structures of
the torus. As we learned in §3.3, the conformal structures on the torus
are given by a single complex parameter subject to rather subtle discrete
equivalences under the action of the modular group SL(2,Z). This ac-
tually coincides with the parameter r introduced in §8.1, as will become
apparent. We will see that analysis of (8.2.1) gives rise to the integration
over the parameter r but overlooks the discrete SX(2, Z) equivalences.
In the present formalism, we have to divide out the SL(2,Z) action by
hand. In chapter 11, we will develop a formalism in which the SL(2,Z)
equivalences arise automatically, but this formalism has other drawbacks,
notably lack of manifest Lorentz covariance. A completely satisfactory
formalism that would properly incorporate all physical principles has not
yet been developed and would undoubtedly be a major advance. We will
have much to say below about the role of the modular group, but first a
mathematical analysis of (8.2.1) is necessary.

The vertex operators in (8.2.1) represent any physical closed-string
states. Simple examples are the tachyon and the massless states dis-
cussed in §7.2.1. To keep things as simple as possible, we concentrate
on amplitudes with external tachyons only. They illustrate most of the
essential issues. In this case the amplitude can be written as

R

(8.2.2)
where

Jc(l,2,... ,M) = J dDp Trfvi^/n) • • • V(kM,PM)wLowl<>\ (8.2.3)

In this expression the closed-string vertices are defined as in (6.61)

V{kr,pr) = V(kT,pT,Jr) = VR{\kr,pr)VL{\kr,-pr), (8.2.4)

Here the complex parameters pr and w are defined in terms of the zr,
which parametrize the propagators, by equations similar to (8.1.12) and
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(8.1.13)

pr = ZX... ZT,

PM = W = ZI...ZM-

(8.2.5)

(8.2.6)

Figure 8.18. A string propagating for imaginary time y between initial and final states
|«) and |/) is indicated in (a). In (b) the ends of the cylinder are joined to make a
closed torus corresponding to Tre~y i f , while in (c), a twist by an angle x is included
before joining the ends of the cylinder.

The basic world-sheet structure of the torus can be made manifest by
simple manipulations of (8.2.3). Let H and P be the 'Hamiltonian' and
'momentum' of the closed string, viewed as a (1 + l)-dimensional quantum
field theory. They are related to LQ and LQ by

lo=
l-{H-P).

Thus the factor w^w"1" in (8.2.3) becomes

If we let

ww = e"2y, w = e2%xw/w = e

(8.2.7)

(8.2.8)

(8.2.9)

then ignoring the complicated vertex operator insertions, (8.2.3) would
involve a factor of

TV 10-yH J* (8.2.10)

Now, exp{—yH} is the operator that propagates a closed string through
imaginary time y. A matrix element (f\exp{-yH}\i) could be repre-
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sented as a path integral on a cylinder of circumference ir and length y
with boundary conditions at the end defined by the states \i) and | / ) ,
as in fig. 8.18a. The trace Trexp{-yH} = 2l-(«|exp{-yfl'}|t> can be
represented as a path integral on a torus by gluing the ends of the cylin-
der together as in fig. 8.186. In (8.2.10), we have an additional factor
of exp{ia:P} in the trace. This is the operator that rotates the closed
string by an angle x = 2cr, so the trace in (8.2.10) refers to a torus that is
made by gluing together the ends of the open cylinder in fig. 8.18a with a
relative twist corresponding to that angle. This is sketched in fig. 8.18c.
It is in this way that the operator formalism reproduces integration over
string world sheets. The complex variable r = (x + iy)/27r is the unique
invariant that determines the conformal structure of the torus; this pa-
rameter already entered in §3.3. Actually, r is not quite an invariant of
the complex structure, but must be subjected to certain discrete equiva-
lences, as we have seen in §3.3. These have to be included by hand as a
modification of (8.2.2), as is discussed in §8.2.2 below.

In the above, we have suppressed the vertex factors in (8.2.3). They of
course are essential; they correspond to the possibility of inserting opera-
tors on the surface at positions depending on the values of the integration
variables pr. It is in this way that the operator formalism makes contact
with world-sheet integrals over all possible world sheets and all possible
positions of operator insertions.

In the present context the zero-mode momentum enters in a very similar
manner as for the open-string loops (the main difference being some extra
factors of 1/4 in the coefficient of p2 in LQ and Lo). The zero-mode loop
momentum integration gives a factor very similar to the one in (8.1.17)

M

r=l

e X p

where the variables csr — ps/pr are now defined in terms of the complex
variables pr as in (8.1.18).

The evaluation of the oscillator traces also involves algebra similar to
that of the open-string loops. In this case there is a factor of T{f given by
(8.1.24) for each of the left-moving nonzero modes multiplied by the com-
plex conjugate of the same function for the corresponding right-moving
mode. Combining these factors with the zero-mode factor in (8.2.11) gives
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the result (setting D = 26)

, (8.2.12)

where the functions \rs = x(csr?w), analogous to the VVs's> a**e given by

X(c, w) = exp
In2 |cl
21nM

( 1 -
-1/2 n

m=l

(1 - Wmc){\ - Wm/c)
(1 -W"

, (8.2.13)

and lnxrs is proportional to the correlation function (Xl(pr)X*(ps)) on
the torus.

In order to study this expression in terms of variables that reveal the
torus structure, it is useful to express \ m terms of the Jacobi theta
function #i. To do this we define the variables

lnpr lniu

in analogy with v1 and />' in (8.1.51) and (8.1.52) (so that Imz/r =
— \n\pr\/27r and Imr = — In |W|/2TT). In terms of these Xrs = x(usr^),
where

= 2?rexp
{ Imr J

(8.2.15)

,M

and vsr — vs — vr. The change of integration variables gives a Jacobian
defined by

M-l

• | J d2vr. (8.2.16)
r=l

By substituting (8.2.12) into (8.2.2) and changing integration variables
one obtains the formula

H 2 }•£

A- 4 7 T
13

(8.2.17)
13

where the /?r integration region is 0 < |u>| = \PM\ ^ |pM-i| < - - - |/>i| < 1-
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\L

Figure 8.19. The mapping of the closed-string loop to the surface of a torus is rep-
resented by the annular region. The external particles, indicated by crosses, are inte-
grated over the annular region with the boundary condition that identifies any point
p on the outer boundary with the point wp on the inner one.

The complete amplitude involves summing expressions of this type over
all possible permutations of the external particles. The result is the same
expression but with the /?r's integrated over the region \w\ < \pr\ < 1 with
no other constraint. This region is the annulus shown in fig. 8.19.

L L

' 1+7

Figure 8.20. A representation of the integration region of the vr variables on the torus.
With r = (x + it/)/27r, the torus is made by gluing together the sides of a parallelogram
of height y and shift parameter x.

The integration variables of the closed-string loop amplitude have a sim-
ple geometrical interpretation in terms of a torus. Once we understand
it, the correct choice for the integration region will become clear. The
basic picture that will emerge is one in which the parameter r character-
izes conformally inequivalent geometries of a torus and the parameters ur
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describes the position of the rth particle on the surface of the torus. We
have already explained qualitatively why this happens. To see how this
comes out of the formulas let us note first that

X(i/ + l,r) = X{y + r,r) = xfor), (8.2.18)

as is shown in appendix 8.A. Thus for fixed r the function X(UJT)
 1S a

doubly-periodic function of v with periods 1 and r. This means that the
complex v plane can be divided into parallelograms displaced from one
another by integer multiples of 1 and r, each one giving a copy of the
same function, as shown in fig. 8.20. Therefore the function \ c a n be
regarded as living on a single one of these parallelograms with opposite
edges identified, in other words a torus. With r = (x + iy)/2iry this torus
is made, as in fig. 8.20, by displacing a closed string by a height y with
a shift of magnitude #, corresponding precisely to tr exp{—yH + ixP} as
discussed earlier.

In the case of the genus zero surface there was an SZ(2, C) symmetry
of the infinite plane that needed to be taken into account. So we may
naturally ask whether there is an analog in the present case. The answer
is clearly yes, as one can see by referring to fig. 8.20. The position of
the center of the parallelogram is an arbitrary choice, its shape and ori-
entation are important in order that it describe a given torus. In terms
of the vr variables, this means that they can all be shifted by a common
complex constant. In particular one of them may be fixed at a particu-
lar value and not integrated. In fact, the operator calculation gave the
particular choice VM = T. The effect of this [{/(I)]2 symmetry is actually
easier to deal with than the SX(2, C) symmetry of the tree amplitude. In
the genus 1 case it does not really matter whether the coordinate VM is
integrated over the torus or mapped to a particular point using the sym-
metry, because the group in question now has finite volume, namely the
area of a parallelogram (Im r), which could be compensated by including
an extra factor of (Im T ) " 1 .

8.2.2 Modular Invariance

Our expression for the toroidal contribution to the scattering amplitude
contains an integral over the complex parameter r, which determines the
conformal structure of the torus. We know from §3.3 that although a
choice of r uniquely specifies the conformal structure of the torus, the
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converse is not quite true. If

fa b\
(8.2.19)

is a 2 x 2 matrix with integer entries and determinant one, then r and

^ 2 1 1 *2 1 1
cr + d

(8.2.20)

determine tori with the same complex structure. The r integration should
be restricted to a 'fundamental region' that includes each possible confor-
mal structure on the torus precisely once. This does not arise automat-
ically from the formalism that we are using here for loop diagrams, and
we have to include the necessary modification by hand.

While a self-contained explanation of how the group SX(2, Z) enters
was already presented in §3.3, we pause here for an alternative and il-
luminating way of thinking about this. The Nambu-Goto action is in-
variant under reparametrizations of the string world sheet. The obvious
reparametrizations are the infinitesimal ones

</*_+</* + £«(</) (8.2.21)

as well as reparametrizations that can be reached by exponentiating in-
finitesimal ones. The infinitesimal reparametrizations generate a group
that is connected, of course, like the group generated by any set of in-
finitesimal reparametrizations. In our gauge fixing of the Nambu-Goto
action, we only considered infinitesimal reparametrizations. This was ac-
tually correct at the tree level. According to classical theorems, the diffeo-
morphism groups of the tree level world surfaces (disk or sphere for open
or closed strings) are connected and are generated by the infinitesimal
reparametrizations.

At genus one and higher, the situation is quite different; the diffeomor-
phism group is not connected, and there are reparametrizations of the
string world sheet that are not taken into account in the Faddeev-Popov
gauge fixing. These are the modular transformations, as we will see.

Notice that in the assertion that the diffeomorphism group of the torus
is not connected, the torus enters only as a topological entity; a choice of
metric or conformal structure on the torus is not relevant. Our task is to
pick one standard torus and discuss its diffeomorphism group. Consider
building a torus by imposing an equivalence relation in the cr\ — G2 plane
(in this section we refer to the world-sheet coordinates as cri,<72, since
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<r, r would invite confusion with the traditional name r for the modular
parameter). In the preceding subsection we parametrized the torus by a
complex variable v with periods 1 and T. The complex parameter v can
be replaced by a pair of real parameters G\ and (72, each of period one by
defining

v = (ji + (72r. (8.2.22)

The equivalence relation that enters in defining the torus can then be
expressed as

(<7i, <r2) « ((7i + n, <72 + m) (8.2.23)

for arbitrary integers n and ra.
Our claim is now that this torus admits diffeomorphisms that are not

continuously connected to the identity. They are the transformations

(cri, cr2) -> (a<Ti + 6(72,c<j\ + d(72), (8.2.24)

where a, 6, c, and d define an element of SX(2, Z). Indeed, the transforma-
tion (8.2.24) is compatible with the equivalence relation (8.2.23) (points
equivalent under (8.2.23) are mapped to equivalent points) only if a, 6, c,
and d are integers. Furthermore, (8.2.24) is an invertible, one-to-one trans-
formation of the torus to itself if and only if ad — be = 1, the inverse of
(8.2.24) being in this case

((71,(72) -» (dai - 6(72, —cai + ac^). (8.2.25)

Thus, the group SX(2, Z) can be realized as a group of reparametrizations
of the torus. The transformation (8.2.24) can be reached continuously
from the identity by exponentiating infinitesimal reparametrizations only
ifa = d = l , 6 = c = 0. An arbitrary diffeomorphism of the torus can be
put in the form (8.2.24) (for some choices of a, 6,c, and d) by multiplying
by a diffeomorphism that can be reached continuously from the identity.
Thus, the modular group 5L(2, Z) (and its multiloop analogs) is precisely
the part of the reparametrization invariance of the Nambu-Goto action
that is not taken into account in the conventional Faddeev-Popov gauge
fixing.

Some particular examples of modular transformations are particularly
easy to visualize. The transformation

(8.2.26)

exchanges cr\ and <72, with a change of sign. Its action on the modulus r
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of the conformal structure of the surface is just

r -> -1 / r . (8.2.27)

The transformation

(8.2.28)

brings about a <72 dependent shift in <T\. Its action on the modular pa-
rameter is

r -> r + 1 (8.2.29)

With some effort it can be shown that (8.2.27) and (8.2.29) generate
the whole modular group, so that in discussions of modular invariance
it is for some purposes adequate to verify proper behavior under these
transformations.

Although the Nambu-Goto action is formally invariant under infinitesi-
mal reparametrizations, such invariance actually only holds quantum me-
chanically in 26 dimensions, where the anomaly cancels. Likewise, al-
though SL(2,Z) invariance on a toroidal world sheet is formally a con-
sequence of the underlying reparametrization invariance, we must ask
whether this invariance actually holds in the quantum theory or is spoiled
by a 'global anomaly', i.e., a quantum-mechanical breakdown of modular
invariance. We will see below that £X(2, Z) invariance is crucial for the
absence of ultraviolet divergences in the theory, so an anomaly that spoils
SL(2, Z) would be disastrous. Furthermore, since SL(2, Z) invariance
is an integral part of the geometrical interpretation of the propagating
string world sheet, an anomaly would be a disaster for the geometrical
interpretation of string theory.

We now show explicitly that (in 26 dimensions!) the integrand in the
toroidal diagram is indeed invariant under modular transformations, and
therefore there is no one-loop anomaly in the SX(2, Z) invariance. The
amplitude (8.2.17) can be written in the form

2, ...,M) = J J^C{T)F{T), (8.2.30)

where the measure (Im T)~2CPT and each of the factors C and F will
turn out to be separately invariant under modular transformations. The
invariance of the measure follows from the fact that under r —> (ar +
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b)/(cr + d) we have

<pT -+ \CT + d\-U2r (8.2.31)

and

Imr-4 \cr + d\~2Im r, (8.2.32)

These facts are easily established. The fact that the function

/ ( JJ d2vA l[
J \ 1 / T<3

F(T) = 4(AC7r)MImr / ( J J d2vA l[(Xrs)kr'ks/2 (8.2.33)

is invariant under the 5L(2, Z) transformations follows from the fact that
X is a modular function of unit weight (as shown in appendix 8. A) together
with the kinematic relation for on-shell closed-string tachyon states

kr . ks = -AM. (8.2.34)
l<r<s<M

To verify the invariance of F(r) it is necessary to transform the vr variables
to i/J. = vr/(cr+d) at the same time as r is transformed to (ar+b)/(cr+d).
The complex variable u'r is integrated over the parallelogram with corners
at the points 0, (drf — 6), (a — b + dr1 — cr1) and (a — CT1), which has area
Im r;. The invariance of the transformed functions under is1 —> v1 + 1 and
v1 —-> v1 + r ' allows the v1 integration variables to be shifted so that they
are integrated over the fundamental parallelogram bordered by the lines
(0,1) and (0 ,T ; ) so the transformed integrand is integrated over the same
region defined in terms of rf as the untransformed integral was in terms
of r.

The invariance of the function C(r), defined by

C(T) = (llm r)-12e4*Im I / H I " 4 8 , (8.2.35)

is verified by using the transformation properties of |/(w)| obtained from
(8.1.54) (using the identifications Inw = 2i?rr and ln#2 = \nw' = 2i7rr'),
which gives

e4xlm '1/(^)1-48 = |r/|-24e4xlm r ^ ^ / ^ - 4 8 ^ (8.2.36)
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Figure 8.21. The r plane. The curves separate fundamental regions of the modular
group. The region marked F does not touch the I m r = 0 axis and is taken to be our
'standard' region.

8.2.3 The Integration Region

We have described the conformal structure of the one-loop diagram in
terms of a complex variable r of positive imaginary part. The upper half of
the r plane is mapped into itself by 5L(2, Z) in a rather complicated way.
A region R of the upper half plane with the property that every point in
the upper half plane can be mapped into R by a modular transformation
in a unique way is called a fundamental region for the modular group.
There is no unique way to split the upper half plane into fundamental
regions, but a conventional and convenient choice is in fig. 8.21. One
fundamental region in fig. 8.21, which we choose to view as the 'standard'
one, is the region — ̂  < Re r < ^, Im r > 0, |r|2 > 1, which is marked F
in fig. 8.21.

The expression (8.2.17) for the loop amplitude derived by sewing the
tree diagram together involves integrating r over a strip in the upper
half plane, Imr > 0 and — \ < Rer < | . However, this corresponds
to including an infinite number of fundamental regions that are mapped
into each other by the action of the modular group. Integrating r over
the whole strip would definitely give an infinite and nonunitary amplitude
(see fig. 8.36), since the whole integral, including its discontinuity, would
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be counted an infinite number of times. This means that the expression
given in (8.2.17) is incorrect. In order to avoid this overcounting the
integration over r must be truncated to just one region of the modular
group, for example the region marked F in the figure.

In a very rough sense, one might think of Im r as the imaginary time
that our string has propagated in the loop. In this sense, the region of
small Im r might be viewed as an 'ultraviolet' region of small time prop-
agation, while large Im r is an 'infrared' region. The restriction to the
fundamental region in this description eliminates the possibility of 'ultra-
violet' divergences, while leaving the possibility of infrared divergences
due to massless particles and tachyons.

The restriction on the integration region described above has to be
implemented by hand in the construction described here, but it must
emerge naturally in any consistent treatment based on a field theory of
strings (such as the light-cone field theory), since such a field theory is
guaranteed to be unitary. The restricted region of the r integration has no
simple interpretation in terms of the original propagators that make up the
loop amplitude. The zr parameters of the integral representation of the
internal propagators in any individual contribution to the amplitude are
integrated over limits that are coupled to each other when r is restricted
to F, which means that the loop amplitude is not equal to the sum of
component loops of particles that make up the string spectrum.

The normal threshold singularities of the one-loop scattering amplitude
required by unitarity can be exhibited as arising from endpoints of the
integrations over the parameters vr and r in much the same manner as in
the case of open strings. Poles in any given channel arise from the region in
which the variables associated with the particles in that channel approach
each other on the surface of the torus, i.e., the limit in which some of the
variables vST —* 0. When vsr ~ 0 the function \rs is particularly simple,
being given by

Xrs ~ 2*|i/r,|. (8.2.37)

The region of parameter space in which clusters of particles approach each
other correspond to space-time embeddings of the world sheet in which
clusters of particles are separated from the other particles by a long thin
tube. The normal threshold singularities arise from limits in which w is
close to zero (or Im r —> oo) due to the vanishing of the zr variables
associated with internal propagators. This corresponds to a space-time
picture in which the world sheet develops a pair of long thin internal tubes
that separate clusters of the external states.
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8.2.4 Analysis of Divergences

There are several possible limits in which divergences can arise. One is
a divergence associated with the limit in which all the i/r's except one
approach each other. This corresponds to isolating the loop on an exter-
nal tachyon leg, so that there is a singularity from a tachyon propagator
evaluated on shell (fig. 8.10). This kind of divergence, which also arose
for open-string loops, again can be interpreted as a renormalization of the
mass of the tachyon. Although there are technical problems in calculat-
ing the appropriately renormalized theory in the absence of an off-shell
formulation, this is no more of a conceptual problem than the analogous
problem in conventional point field theory.

(c)

Figure 8.22. A string world sheet with a long neck connecting a tree diagram to a
torus is sketched in (a). The integral over the length of the neck diverges due to
propagation of the tachyon; the residue of the infinity has the interpretation indicated
in (6). The world sheet of (a) can be conformally mapped into the picture sketched
in (c) in which the world sheet has no long neck, and the external states are inserted
very close together.

The really significant divergences arise from the region in which all the
particles approach each other on the torus, z.e., urs —» 0 for all r, s. Let
us first discuss this region heuristically, as we did in the open-string case.
Consider, as in fig. 8.22a, a string world sheet in which a sphere (tree
diagram) with external vertex operators is connected by a long tube to
a torus on which no vertex operators are inserted. The integration over
the length of the neck gives rise to precisely the same Jo dq/q^ divergence
that we met in open-string diagrams. The coefficient of the divergence
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factorizes as in fig. 8.226. On the other hand, by a conformal rescaling of
the metric, the configuration of fig. 8.22a is equivalent to the configuration
that we are discussing in which the particles are close together on the world
sheet so that vTS —> 0 for all r, s (as in fig. 8.22c).

Indeed, consider the two-dimensional metric

ds2 = dr2 + a(r)d<j>2 (8.2.38)

with a(r) being a smooth function that behaves as r2 for small r. The
choice

a(r) = sin2 r, 0 < r < TT (8.2.39)

is the metric of a sphere. On the other hand, a = constant would be the
metric of a cylinder. By combining these, as in

a(r) = sin r, if 0 < r < ?r — £;

a(r) = sin2(7r - 5), if TT - 8 < r < R

we get (for small 8 and large R) a sphere with a long thin tube coming out.
Now, let us consider the conformal rescaling of the metric that converts
(8.2.38) into the flat metric of the plane. We try to write

dr2 + a(r)d<f>2 = b(r)(dr!(rf + r ' ( r ) 2 # 2 ) (8.2.41)

where b(r) and rl(r) are functions that must be determined. Dropping
the factor b(r) on the right-hand side of (8.2.41) by a conformal rescaling
of the metric, we would then arrive at the standard flat metric of the
plane ds2 = dr1 + r' dcj)2. It is easy to see that (8.2.41) requires that
a(dr'/dr)2 = (r')2, which integrates to give

(8.2.42)

where ro is an arbitrary constant of integration. This is a general formula;
let us apply it to the case in which the metric is of the form (8.2.40). We
want to consider in (8.2.40) the limit of very large R in which there is a
very long neck in fig. 8.22a. In order to compare with the formulas for
the loop amplitude, it is most useful to arrange that the part of the world
sheet described by the metric of (8.2.40) is mapped to a region whose size
is independent of R. This requires choosing ro ~ R in (8.2.42), which in
turn means that the region of r < -K — 8 in (8.2.40) is mapped in the r1
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variable to r' < exp(—i?/sin(x — 6)). Thus we have shown that the region
in which the vertex operators are inserted nearby on the world sheet, or
in other words the region vrs —> 0 for all r, s, is conformally equivalent to
the region with the infrared divergence suggested in fig. 8.22a.

To examine this region in a more precise mathematical way, it is con-
venient to define variables r)r by

eVr = vr-vM (8.2.43)

for r = 1,2, . . . , M — 2, where the real variable e is \TJM-I |> i-e.*,

rjM-i = e <?* = i/jz-i - uM. (8.2.44)

The Jacobian for this transformation of variables is

M - l Af-2
Y[ d2ur = ie2M-*ded<f> H d\. (8.2.45)
r=l r= l

Making use of (8.2.37) we can expand the integrand of the amplitude in
(8.2.34) in a power series in e and obtain a leading divergent contribution
of the form

Here we see the expected de/e3 divergence, just as for open strings. The 7]r

integration is an M-point function on the sphere, while the r integration
is a vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude on the torus (an integral over the fun-
damental region of the modular group with no vertex operators inserted
on the torus).

The next term in the expansion of the integrand gives a divergence of
the form J de/e corresponding to the propagation of a massless dilaton,
rather than a tachyon, down the long neck of fig. 8.22a. The coefficient
of this divergence,

/ •
1-48 (8.2.47)

should be proportional to the coupling of a dilaton to a toroidal world
sheet, i.e., to the dilaton one-loop expectation value. This can be seen
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explicitly by comparing to the formula obtained directly from the one-
loop closed-string amplitude with a single external on-shell dilaton. The
vertex for emitting an on-shell dilaton at zero momentum is given by

VD = X%(l)XLlt(l), (8.2.48)

so that the dilaton one-loop expectation value (in which k = 0) can be
written as

£ /d26p
Writing z = exp{2z7rr} this expression can easily be seen to be propor-
tional to (8.2.47) with a finite constant of proportionality if the z integral
is assumed to be restricted to a single fundamental region.

This restriction of the r integration to a single fundamental region is
required for agreement with (8.2.47), although it is not determined di-
rectly from the one-dilaton amplitude, since its normalization is not de-
termined directly by unitarity. Since the dependence on the loop momen-
tum enters the integrand in (8.2.49) via the gaussian factors \z\p /4 ~
exp{—Trim rp2/2}, the region of large loop momentum is suppressed by
the restriction of the r integration to the fundamental region, which does
not include the region Im r ~ 0 (i.e., \z\ ~ 1). This is an explicit exam-
ple of how the ultraviolet divergences usually associated with field-theory
loop integrals are eliminated by the modular properties of closed-string
theory.

We saw in §3.4.6 that Weyl invariance of string theory implies that
the dilaton expectation vanishes at the level of tree diagrams. However,
this is evidently not true at the one-loop level. In fact, not only is the
coupling nonzero, but it is infinite since the integral in (8.2.47) is itself
divergent at the endpoint Im r —> oo. This divergence comes from the
leading term in the expansion of the integrand of (8.2.49) in a power
series in zz. This term is associated with the tachyon state circulating
around the loop and has nothing to do with the ultraviolet properties of
the expression. The divergence can be viewed in space-time as originating
from configurations in which the world sheet has the form of a torus of
very large circumference.

8.2.5 The Cosmological Constant

In general relativity it is possible to add the term Agt*" to the matter
energy-momentum tensor, where A is the cosmological constant and g^v is
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the space-time metric tensor. This corresponds to a term in the Einstein-
Hilbert action (in D dimensions) of the form

- I (8.2.50)

where g = detg^. In the classical theory a nonzero value for A is equiv-
alent to an extra energy density that is not generated by the matter in
the universe. Astronomical data shows that the four-dimensional cosmo-
logical constant is fantastically small, less than about 10~120 in units of
(Planck mass)4. Unfortunately, even if it is set equal to zero in the classi-
cal theory the change of the vacuum energy due to quantum fluctuations
generically results in a huge cosmological constant in conventional field
theories. In supersymmetric theories these vacuum fluctuations vanish
and there are no quantum corrections to the cosmological constant. How-
ever, supersymmetry is certainly broken in nature, at least at the scale
associated with weak symmetry breaking, so that the observed vanishing
of A remains an essential feature to be explained. Traditionally, particle
physicists have ignored this problem in the absence of a sensible quantum
theory of gravity but it is obviously an essential feature of physics that
must be confronted by superstring theory.

At the tree level in string theory, the cosmological constant vanishes.
This is shown by the fact that one does not run into any trouble if one
attempts to quantize the free string propagating in flat Minkowski space.
By contrast, if one attempts to consider propagation of a free string in
a world with nonzero cosmological constant (de Sitter or anti-de Sitter
space, for instance), one runs into a failure of conformal invariance along
the lines of the discussion in §3.4. Granted that the cosmological constant
vanishes in string theory at the tree level, we now want to determine what
happens at the one-loop level.

To begin with, recall the calculation of the quantum corrections to
A in ordinary field theory with point particles. The expression for the
cosmological constant is given by the sum of the vacuum (or zero-point)
energy of each species of particle. These quantum corrections to A can
be determined from the term in the quantum effective action (i.e., in
the free energy) of the form of (8.2.50). To lowest order in perturbation
theory this depends only on the kinetic terms in the field-theory action.
Integrating over the field degrees of freedom in the partition function gives
the expression for A arising from one particular species of particle with
mass m,

A = ±ilndet(p2 +m2) = ±\ J ^ l n ( p 2 + m% (8.2.51)
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where the + sign arises if the particle is a boson and the — sign if it
is a fermion. This expression is the most trivial kind of loop amplitude
in which there are no interaction vertices, and it is also very obviously
divergent in the absence of a regulator. In order to discuss the string
calculation, it is useful to rewrite A by using

oo

In a = lim
/ ! - ' -

.c

(8.2.52)

Ignoring the divergent constant lne, the expression for A in (8.2.51) can
be written as

(where the — sign refers to bosons and the + sign to fermions). The fact
that the integral diverges at the t = 0 limit is a symptom of ultraviolet
divergences that need regularizing in ordinary field theories. However, as
we will see, it causes no problem in string theory.

A plausible ansatz for the form of the cosmological constant in string
theory is that it is the sum of the vacuum energies from each of the
constituent states of the string. This is easy to evaluate, since the trace of
the string propagator is the sum of propagators of the constituent states.
The closed-string propagator introduced in §7.2.1 can be written as

a> f * x (8.2.54)_ ol f d2z
"27T J \Zf

In comparing this with the propagator of a point particle, we can write

z = e2iwr = e
2 f V ( R e r + l I m r ) , (8.2.55)

so that d?z/\z\2 = 47r2d2r. The integral over Rer projects onto the
physical sector of states satisfying Lo = LQ while the Imr integration
corresponds to the proper-time integration in (8.2.53), the relation of r
and t being t — Trc/Imr. The sum of the contributions to the cosmological
constant coming from the component fields of the string can therefore be
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expressed as

A - - I / ^P f <72__L.*(4-a'P
2)Imrt,YjV-;v\

2 7 (2*)*J dTlmre tT\Z * )
(8.2.56)

1 ^ yd2r(Imrr14e^-|/(e
2

If we took the integration region in (8.2.56) to be the semi-infinite strip
consisting of 0 < Imr < oo , - l /2 < Rer < 1/2, then (8.2.56) would
correspond rather closely to (8.2.53). In fact, however, this is the wrong
choice. The integrand of (8.2.56) is easily seen to be modular invariant
by the same reasoning as we used above for the case of the dilaton expec-
tation value. The r integration region should therefore be restricted to
cover a single fundamental region of the modular group shown in fig. 8.21.
The restriction to a single fundamental region does not correspond to any
simple operation that one might imagine in field theory. Roughly speak-
ing, the exclusion of the region near Imr = 0 ( | z | ~ l ) i s tantamount
to cutting off the ultraviolet contributions to the vacuum energy of the
component string states. The cosmological constant is still infrared di-
vergent in the bosonic string theory due to the tachyon contribution, but
the presence of the ultraviolet cut off is a significant departure from the
expression obtained in point-particle theories.

The expression in (8.2.56) is proportional to the dilaton expectation
value, (8.2.47). This relationship between the cosmological constant and
the dilaton expectation value is the simplest example of a general phe-
nomenon. The addition of a zero-momentum dilaton to an arbitrary pro-
cess gives a result that is proportional to the derivative of the amplitude
without the soft dilaton with respect to the string tension. This is closely
related to a scaling behavior discussed in §13.2.

8.2.6 Amplitudes with Closed-String Massless States

We now briefly consider one-loop diagrams with external massless closed
string states. A massless states with polarization tensor (?" has a vertex
operator VpP given by a product of left- and right-moving factors V^RV^I,

where V^R and Vvi correspond to emission vertices for massless open-
string vectors. It is convenient to take the polarization tensors to be
factorized in the form £^£r . This is no loss of generality, since an arbitrary
tensor can be written as the sum of products of vectors (£v = ]Pn CrnCrm
so the full amplitude can be expressed as the sum of terms involving
factorizing polarization tensors. The condition that the external states
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are physical requires (r • kr = 0 = (r • kr and k% = 0. Vertices V(CC? &)
that factorize into a product of contributions from the left- and right-
moving nonzero modes may be defined by VR(£, \k, Z)VL(C> \k,~z), where

VR((, \k, z) = exp (** • XR(z) + C • XR(z)/z) (8.2.57)

and similarly for Vx, as explained in §7.1.4. In evaluating an amplitude
we again only keep terms linear in the £'s and the £'s. As in the case of
open-string loops, the expression for the amplitude applies in either the
covariant approach (with suitable ghost modes contributing to the propa-
gators) or the light-cone approach (with the external momenta restricted
to have vanishing + components and Cf = Cr = 0). Since the z and ~z
integrations involve the left- and right-moving modes independently, the
evaluation of the traces over the nonzero modes in (8.2.1) factorizes into
the product of a trace over each kind of mode. Each of these factors has
a structure similar to the trace that arose in the open-string loops. The
zero-mode momentum integral couples the left- and right-moving degrees
of freedom, and so there are factors involving products of ( and (.

8.3 Other Diagrams for Unoriented Strings

In theories with open strings or in the closed-string theory with unoriented
strings there are additional diagrams that contribute to the same order
of the perturbation expansion as the diagrams considered so far. These
fall into two categories - 'higher-order' tree diagrams and additional loop
diagrams. By a tree diagram we mean a diagram whose only singularities
are one particle poles. By a higher-order tree diagram we mean a tree
diagram that enters the perturbation expansion in a higher order than
the order in which ordinary tree diagrams arise. The existence of higher-
order tree diagrams is a peculiar feature of theories containing unoriented
open and closed strings.

8.3.1 Higher-Order Tree Diagrams

In chapter 7 we studied string diagrams corresponding to a world sheet
that is topologically a disk. With external open strings, this diagram is
the leading contribution to the scattering amplitude, and is a perfectly
ordinary tree diagram that can be conveniently described in the operator
formalism. When there are two or more external open-string states and
any number of external closed-string states, the amplitude can be inves-
tigated as in chapter 7. One picks any two external open strings, calls
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them the 'initial' and 'final' states \i) and (/|, and formulates the tree
amplitude as

A=(f\VAVAV...V\i), (8.3.1)

where A is an open-string propagator and the Vs are suitable open- or
closed-string vertex operators.

Figure 8.23. (a) A world sheet that is topologically a disk, with the external states
being closed strings only. (6) Representation of the diagram as a closed-string tree
diagram with intermediate open-string states, (c) With a change in the boundary
conditions so that diametrically opposite points on the disk are identified (as indicated
by the arrows) it becomes a projective plane. This gives a contribution to the purely
nonorientable closed-string sector that modifies the tree contribution.

What happens if instead we consider, as in fig. 8.23 a, a disk with exter-
nal closed strings only? (Similar issues would arise in a diagram with pre-
cisely one external open string and any number of external closed strings.)
This is definitely a tree diagram, since if it is 'cut' to reveal intermediate
states, one finds only one-particle intermediate states. Depending on how
the world sheet is cut these may either be open or closed-string states, as
can be seen from fig. 8.236. As a contribution to closed-string scattering,
the disk is a higher-order tree diagram, since it has an extra factor of
AC ~ g2 compared to the Riemann sphere, which also contributes to scat-
tering of closed strings. Like other diagrams considered in this chapter,
it has a potential divergence due to tachyon emission into the vacuum.
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(a)

Figure 8.24. The dangerous configuration in the disk diagram with external closed
strings is sketched in (a); the infrared divergence, if any, would factorize as in (b).

This is associated with the region of parameter space in which the radius
of the disk becomes infinite, which is conformally equivalent to the region
in which all the external particles come together on a disk of finite radius
as shown in fig. 8.24a. The space-time configuration of the world sheet in
this dangerous region is illustrated in fig. 8.246. The residue of the infinity
should be a closed-string tree amplitude on the sphere times a constant
involving the coupling of a single closed string to the disk.

It would be quite clumsy to use the operator formalism to evaluate this
diagram. The only reasonably simple way to evaluate this diagram is the
world-sheet path integral approach that was developed in the introduction
(§1.4.4).

The world sheet under discussion can be mapped to a variety of conve-
nient configurations by various conformal transformations. For example,
the mapping

z = — i-
.p +

p-r
(8.3.2)

maps the disk of radius r in the p plane into the upper half z plane. It
proves more convenient to invert the disk by letting p —> I/p and to regard
the world sheet as the plane with a disk of radius q = 1/r cut out.

The problem of evaluating the amplitude for closed strings coupling to
this world sheet is only a slight variation on the problem in §1.4.4 in which
the world sheet was the Riemann sphere. As in that case, the amplitude
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can be written as

(8.3.3)
where N is the propagator and the factor of n comes from the group-theory
trace associated with the boundary of the disk. In the present case the
propagator, N(pr;p3,q

2), is the Green function for the two-dimensional
Laplace equation on the punctured plane, satisfying

d2
pN(p;p',q2) = 2*62(P-p') (8.3.4)

together with Neumann boundary conditions at the edge of the disk, z.e.,
vanishing of the normal derivative at the boundary, dN(p, pf; q2)/d\p\ = 0
at \p| = q. The expression for the propagator satisfying these conditions
is easily obtained by the method of images, which gives

2

N(p; />', q2) = In \p -p'\+ In | - ^ - 1|. (8.3.5)
PP

The symbol Ylr s indicates that the infinite normal ordering terms are
omitted from (8.3.3). This means that in the factor with r = s the diver-
gent piece of N(pr] pr,q

2) (given by the first term in (8.3.5)) is omitted
so that

2

Ar(/>r;/>r^2)=ln|4r--l|. (8.3.6)
PrPr

(In fact, the divergent constant cancels against an infinite infrared con-
stant that has been dropped from (8.3.5) in much the same manner as in
the tree diagrams discussed in §1.4.4.)

The expression for the integrand is invariant under the group of trans-
formations that maps the punctured plane onto itself. These are the
5/7(1,1) transformations

*Pr + q/3 { ,
PT -» -s . _ , (8.3.7)

/3pr/q + a

where a and fl are complex numbers satisfying aa — /3/3 = 1, giving a total
of three real parameters. To check invariance under these transformations
it is useful to note that the various factors in the integrand transform as
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follows

PT- Ps

(8.3.8)

and

(<?7/>r) - P. -> , , i q / P : } ~ , P ' , x- (8-3.1

In order to avoid infinite overcounting, three of the integration variables
can be fixed arbitrarily, just as in the treatment of the invariance of the
upper half plane under SX(2, R) transformations in the discussion of the
open-string tree amplitudes in §1.5.2.

The integrand of the amplitude is also invariant under scale transfor-
mations

pr -> e*prj (8.3.11)

provided the radius of the hole is changed so that

q -> t*q. (8.3.12)

This is evident from the fact that holes of any radius are all conformally
equivalent to the upper half plane. The amplitude (8.3.3) can therefore
be written in the form

S2(PA ~ z,)S\PB - z2)
\<r<s<M

(8.3.13)
In writing this we have reinstated the scale invariance of the amplitude
by integrating over the radius, q. This is compensated for by dividing out
by the volume of the combined group of i5f/(l, 1) and scale transforma-
tions. The 6 functions fix the 'gauge' by setting any two of the complex
p variables, labelled A and JB, to arbitrary values, z\ and 22 (which fixes
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the four arbitrary gauge parameters). The volume factor, V4, is given by

V4 = 1 f^fr -zr-rr (8.3.14)
\PA ~ PBYW - PAPBV

so that

P(PA-*1)P(PB-Z2) ( 8 3 1 5 )

is invariant under 5 £7(1,1) and the scale transformations for any choice
of A and B and of z\ and z2. For the special choice of parametrization in
which pA = p\ = 00 and pQ = p2 = 1 the amplitude is given by

The closed-string double poles in this amplitude arise from the end-
points where p^s come together on the world sheet. There are also poles
corresponding to open-string states that come from the region in which
the p^s approach the boundary of the disk. The overall constant can, in
principle, be found from the unitarity condition that the diagram should
factorize in the configuration shown in fig. 8.236 with the correct residues
for the poles. As expected, the integral over the radius diverges like
Jo dqq~*f{q2), which is the same kind of divergence that arose in the case
of the planar loop in §8.1.1. The leading divergent term is attributable
to the tachyon state in the closed-string propagator that is coupling to
the vacuum, as in the case of the open-string loop. The nonleading di-
vergence, of the form J dqq~~* f (0), is again an infrared effect due to the
dilaton state in the closed-string propagator.

8.3.2 The Real Projective Plane

In addition to the disk diagram of the preceding subsection, there is an-
other contribution to the closed-string amplitude at the same order in
the coupling constant. It is the real projective plane, RP\ which is a
nonorientable surface. Let us first describe this manifold. (It was already
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briefly discussed in §8.1.2.) The ordinary two sphere S2 has a natural
embedding in three-dimensional real Euclidean space; it is the set of all
X}., k = 1,2,3 that obey

£4 = 1- (8-3.17)

To make RP2 we impose a discrete equivalence relation

Xk ~ -Xk- (8.3.18)

While S2 is simply connected, RP2 has Z2 (the discrete group with ele-
ments ±1) for its fundamental group; because of the inversion in (8.3.18),
RP2 is unorientable. Just like 52, RP2 is a tree diagram in the sense that
if it is 'cut', one obtains only one-particle intermediate states. However,
just as in the case of the amplitude for closed strings coupling to a disk,
the amplitude for closed strings coupling to RP2 has double poles. It is
therefore of higher order than the usual tree amplitudes defined on S2.

There are a variety of ways to construct the scattering amplitude cor-
responding to a world sheet that is RP2. It can be represented as a
closed-string tree diagram with an insertion in a propagator. The req-
uisite insertion can be described in light-cone gauge, for example, as a
self-interaction of a single closed string (as will become clear in chap-
ter 11). It is easier, however, to construct amplitudes associated with
RP2 by the world-sheet path integral method used in §8.3.1 to discuss
the disk with external closed strings.

li.

Figure 8.25. The fundamental region of the transformation z —* —q2/z may be taken
to be the upper half plane (A and B' in the figure) or the interior of the unit disk
{A' and B' in the figure). The regions A and A' are mapped into each other by the
transformation as are B and B''.

The definition of RP2 shows that it is roughly 'half of S2. S2, after
removing a 'point at infinity', can be stereographically mapped to the
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entire complex z plane. The propagator of the free Bose field X^{z) in
the complex plane is - as we know from chapters 1 and 7 -

(X»(z) X»(z')) = - \ ^ v In \z - z'\. (8.3.19)

While the complex plane (plus a point at infinity) represents 52 , to obtain
RP2 we must impose the discrete equivalence relation (8.3.18). Allowing
for an arbitrary rescaling of the z variable this relation can be written as

z&-q2/z. (8.3.20)

As long as we do not worry about the 'point at infinity', one 'fundamental
region' of this transformation is the upper half plane. An equally good
'fundamental' region is the complex plane with a hole of radius q cut
out (as shown in fig. 8.25). This is clear from the fact that the upper
semicircle maps into the portion of the lower half plane that excludes the
lower semicircle so that the punctured plane (the plane with the hole)
is equivalent to the full upper half plane. Although this picture of a
punctured plane looks similar to the disk diagram considered in the §8.3.1
in the case of i?P2, the boundary of the hole is treated differently, since
diametrically opposite points are identified by virtue of (8.3.20). The disk
has a boundary (or is noncompact if the boundary points are deleted), but
RP2 is a compact manifold without boundary. Using the Green function
(8.3.19) in the upper half plane, and the characterization (8.3.20) of RP2,
we can deduce the Green function of the X11 field on RP2:

2 (8.3.21)

z£

The second term is essentially the contribution of an image charge required
by the fact that the Green function must be invariant under (8.3.20). This
expression applies whether the fundamental region is chosen to be the
upper half plane or the punctured plane with a hole of radius q.

The contribution of this diagram to the amplitude is obtained in the
same manner as the disk diagram of the §8.3.1. The Green function
N(p;p1,q2) (given in (8.3.5)) is replaced by the Green function

\_i\p\ p ,</ ) == iV \p\ p j —q ) ^o.o.zzj

(given in (8.3.21)), which satisfies G(p',p',q2) = G(-p;pf,q2) at \p\ = q
thereby identifying diametrically opposite points on the circumference.
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66 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

Figure 8.26. The projective-plane amplitude has a divergence of the now familiar
type, with a tachyon propagating between a sphere with external lines attached and a
projective plane without such external lines.

This relation between N and G is reminiscent of the way in which the
Green function for the Mobius strip diagram \j>N is related to that of the
planar loop diagram if) by replacing q2 by — q1 (8.1.71). The expression
for the projective-plane contribution to the amplitude therefore has the
same form as (8.3.16) but with q2 replaced by — q2 and without the over-
all factor of n, since the projective plane has no boundary. In particular,
the projective-plane amplitude has the familiar f dq/qz divergence, cor-
responding in this case to the configuration sketched in fig. 8.26. The
similarity to the divergent contribution from closed-string insertions on
the disk suggests that under suitable conditions these might cancel. This
is a matter to which we will return in chapter 10.

8.3.3 Other Loop Diagrams

In the closed, oriented string theory the torus is the only possible diagram
at order /c . However, in any theory in which the strings are unoriented
it is necessary to include closed-string diagrams with nonorientable closed
world sheets. At one-loop order this corresponds to the surface known
as the Klein bottle. This is seen by constructing the type I closed-string
loop diagram by sewing the tree diagrams and including a projection
operator ^(1 + T) in the internal propagators in the loop, where T is the
operator that interchanges the left- and right-moving oscillator spaces.
This projection operator ensures that the only states circulating around
the loop belong to the subspace that is symmetric under the interchange
of the oscillators a{J and o^, and therefore that the string is unoriented.
This is analogous to the action of the twist operator in the open-string
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case. The result is a sum of many terms with interchange operators, T,
distributed in all possible positions. In those contributions with an even
number of T's the trace in the integrand of the amplitude factorizes into
a product of two factors for each mode number in much the same way
as in the orientable theory. The effect of an odd number of T factors
in the operator inside the trace is to couple the left- and right-moving
spaces in such a manner that the trace over oscillators of a given mode
number goes around the loop twice in much the same way as the group-
theory trace in the Mobius strip does. These terms describe a world sheet
that is topologically a Klein bottle. Klein-bottle amplitudes have never
been worked out in the literature, so little is known about their behavior.
Until this is done, they remain a potential source of trouble for type I
superstring theory.

(a) (c)

Figure 8.27. Representation of loop diagrams with external closed strings, (a) The
Klein bottle, (b) The annulus. (c) The Mobius strip.

In terminology to be introduced in chapter 11, the Klein bottle can be
represented as a tree diagram in which there are two successive instanta-
neous interactions of the type mentioned in §8.3.2 (see fig. 8.27a). Another
obvious diagram to consider at the same order in the coupling constant is
the diagram shown in fig. 8.27c, which involves two successive open-string
insertions in a closed-string propagator. This is a process whose world
sheet is topologically equivalent to an annulus with the closed strings at-
tached to the interior of the surface. Finally, there is a diagram in which
an insertion of an open-string propagator in a closed-string propagator is
followed by an instantaneous self-interaction as shown in fig. 8.27c. This
has a world sheet that is a Mobius strip and is also of order KM . Together
with the torus, this exhausts the one-loop diagrams with external closed
strings.

The sum of the three diagrams in fig. 8.27 combine to form the iteration
of the insertion of a hole in the world sheet and attaching a cross-cap to
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68 8. One-Loop Diagrams in the Bosonic String Theory

the world sheet. These considerations are important in contemplating
whether there might be cancellations between the divergences associated
with the various diagrams.

8.4 Summary

In this chapter we have considered the one-loop amplitudes of the bosonic
theory that are the lowest-order quantum corrections to the classical string
field theory. We have emphasized operator methods for constructing these
amplitudes in this chapter, but they can also be constructed by functional
methods. (This will be described in the context of the light-cone gauge
in chapter 11.)

The open-string one-loop diagrams are of three types. Planar diagrams
are associated with a world sheet that can be represented in parameter
space by an annulus with particles attached to one boundary. They are
divergent at the endpoint of the integration over the variable w or q, which
parametrizes the conformal structure of the annulus. This divergence
corresponds to space-time configurations of the world sheet in which a disk
with particles attached to the boundary is joined to one with no particles
attached by a long thin tube that describes a zero-momentum closed-string
dilaton state. Nonorientable diagrams, associated with world sheets that
are Mobius strips, are divergent for similar reasons with the tube coupling
to the vacuum via a cross-cap instead of a disk. The nonplanar orientable
diagrams are not divergent. They contain closed-string bound states that
arise as singularities in the channel with vacuum quantum numbers. It is
only in the critical dimension (D = 26 in this case) that these singularities
are poles in accord with unitarity.

In the case of the orientable closed-string theory, things are much sim-
pler. The only one-loop diagram is associated with a world sheet that is
topologically a torus. This can only be consistently defined in the crit-
ical dimension, since it is only then that the loop integrand is modular
invariant. Even so, the amplitude is divergent due to singularities that
arise at the endpoint at which all the external particles come together
on the torus. Again, this divergence can be interpreted as an infrared
divergence associated with the presence of tachyons and massless scalars
in the theory.

There are various other kinds of quantum corrections to amplitudes in
nonorientable theories with external closed strings, which correspond to
adding handles or cutting windows out of the world sheet. Cutting a
window out of the orientable world sheet of a closed-string tree diagram
results in a quantum correction that is not a loop diagram but rather
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represents a mixing of open-string and closed-string states. There is a
related contribution from the closed-string tree diagram with a nonori-
entable world sheet that is a projective plane. The one-loop diagrams
with external closed-string states in the nonorientable theory can be clas-
sified according to the topology of their world sheets as a Klein bottle, an
annulus and a Mobius strip in addition to the torus.

Appendix 8.A Jacobi 0 Functions

The four Jacobi Ok functions (k = 1, . . . ,4) satisfy the heat equation

( 8 J U )
7T

They are defined in terms of sums or in terms of products by

oo

= 2/(?2)?1/4 sin wu Yl (l " 2$2n cos 2TTV + q4n) , (8.A.2)

n=—oo
oo

= 2/(?2)?1 / 4 cos TTU Yl (1 + 2?2n cos 2TTZ/ + qAn) , (8. A.3)
n=l

$3(U\T) = j

n
n=l

04(V\T) = -ieiK^+T^e!(u + \T\T) = Y, ( -1)VV
n=—oo

oo

= f(q2) J ] (1 - 2q2n~l cos 2xv + g
4 n"2) , (8.A.5)

n=l

where

9 = eJTr (8.A.6)
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and
oo

ftf) = n a - en)
»=i (8.A.7)

l

The notation 9l(0\r) conventionally represents a derivative with respect
to the first variable (z/),

(8-A.8)

The equality of the infinite series and infinite products in (8. A.2) - (8. A.5)
is the content of the Jacobi triple product formula, which was presented
in §3.2.4.

The function 9\ satisfies the important periodicity relations

9x[y + T\T) = -e-^-^OMr), (8.A.9)

with similar relations for the other 9r functions that follow from their
defining formulas.

The function ip that arises in the planar loop amplitudes is conveniently
expressed in terms of the 9\ function by the formula

l - p f 2 \ ^

where

Z7T In W '

so that
In/? v lnw 1

2Z7T T 2Z7T X

Under the transformation p —> w;/} (ẑ  —> I/ + T) the function
satisfies the relation

(8.A.12)

) , (8.A.13)

which follows from (8.A.9).
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Likewise, the function ipT is given by the formula

(8.A.14)

«i(0|-l/r) '

and satisfies

4>T(wp, w) = xl>T(p, w). (8.A.15)

Similarly,

« = i

1
(8.A.16)

which satisfies

1>If(wp,w) = 1>N(p,u,). (8.A.17)

The ^^ functions have simple properties under modular transformations.
The transformation r —> — 1/r, for example, is easy to analyze by making
use of a Poisson summation formula. The Poisson formula states

^ ^ c # (g.A.18)
n = o o ^ m=—oo

This formula can be proved by using J^m e2?rtrm = J^n <̂ (r — n)

OO

^ = J^ f dre2i*rme-*r*A+2r*As (8.A.19)

m=—ooj^

Upon carrying out the (Gaussian) integral over r on the right-hand side of
(8.A.19), one obtains (8.A.18). Equation (8.A.18) will be generalized in
appendix 9.B. The modular transformation law of #i, defined by the series
in (8.A.2), can be deduced from (8.A.18) by making the identifications
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A = IT and s = - \ + i + ^. We get

( ) l { u n ( 8 - A - 2 0 )

where

7/ = etV/4. (8.A.21)

Furthermore the transformation r —> r + 1 leads rather simply to

0I(I / |T + 1 ) = I70(I/ |T). (8.A.22)

The effect of an arbitrary modular transformation

ar + b

cr
(8.A.23)

can be deduced by combining the two special transformations in (8.A.20)
and (8.A.22) in arbitrary amounts, giving

ft (-J— a-l±±\ = rf'icr + df exp (^-) O^r). (8.A.24)
\cr + d cr + dj \CT + dJ

The coefficient 7/' in this equation is an eighth-root of unity; it is a subtle
number-theoretic problem to determine which eighth root occurs for given
a, 6, c, d. We can deduce from (8.A.24) the transformation rule

0|r). (8.A.25)

The other 0r functions satisfy similar relations that can be deduced by
substituting their expressions in terms of #i into (8.A.24).

By setting b = —c = 1 and a = d = 0, the transformation properties of
f(q2) follow from (8.A.7) and (8.A.25)

-{-{=¥) " -

Similarly, the partition function relevant to the nonorientable loop calcu-
lation transforms according to the formula

(8-A.27)

The transformation properties of the various i\) functions can be ob-
tained by applying formulas that follow from (8.A.24). Setting a = 0,
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b = 15 c = — 1 and cf = 0 gives

^m-l/l)^ = -l/^'V"V^i(H-)M(O|r). (8.A.28)

Choosing the same parameters and using the relationship between 8\ and
02 in (8.A.3), one finds that

Finally, by using (8.A.24) with parameters a = 1, b = 0, c = —2 and
d = l

l / r ) _ 2 ^ ^ ( - u / 2 | r /4 - 1/2)

/ r ) rC ^ (0 | r / 4 - 1 / 2 ) * ^ ^

Using these formulas the expressions for the i\) functions can be written
in a simple way in terms of the variables q and z = exp{2z7n/} as

if \ 27r • TT 1 ~ 2 ?
l n " i U-<r"j (8.A.31)

Similarly, the functions ?/>T and ^ ^ can be written as

7T

(I-?2")2

and

(8-A.32)

• ^ TT 1 ~ 2 (~ \ / ^ ) W c o s ^^ + 9n
 /Q A QQ^

— 2 - n ( ^ ( ^ ^ • (8-A-33)2

The other functions of relevance in the calculation of the open-string
loops with external massless vector states are rj(w,p) and Q,(w,p) (defined
in (8.1.59) and (8.1.60)). Their form under the change of variables /?, w to
z,q2 (which corresponds to the changes —u/r —> v and — 1/r —> r ) can
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be deduced by using (8.1.61) and (8.1.62), giving

7](p,w) = -rr)(z,q2),

and

(8.A.34)

v) = r2n'{z,q2), (8.A.35)

The prime indicates that zero-mode terms are missing in the expressions
on the right-hand sides of these equations, i.e.,

In/)
Into'

(8.A.36)

Inw'
(8.A.37)

The function x m (8.2.13), which appears in the closed-string calcula-
tions, can be written in the form

OI(V\T)

e[(0\r)
(8.A.38)

The invariance of x under the change of variable v —> v + 1 shown in
(8.2.18) follows, since 0\ simply changes sign (from (8.A.9)) under this
transformation. The invariance of x m (8.2.18) under v —> v + r also
follows, since the transformation of \B\\ in (8.A.9) is balanced by the
transformation of the exponential prefactor in (8.A.38).

It follows from (8.A.24) that x transforms under (8.A.23) with weight
1, which means that

xA cr \cr + d\
( 8 .A .39)

This completes our discussion of the formulas used in the one-loop calcu-
lations.
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9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

In this chapter we discuss one-loop amplitudes in superstring theory. The
operator methods used for the calculations of one-loop amplitudes with
on-shell external states in chapter 8 will be applied to the calculation of
the corresponding diagrams in superstring theories. The resulting am-
plitudes are expressed as integrals over world sheets that are closed and
orientable in the case of the type II or heterotic theories. Type I theories
are based on unoriented open and closed strings, and as a result their world
sheets need not be orientable and can have boundaries. As in the case of
the bosonic theory, the operator approach automatically gives the correct
measure factors by elementary algebraic manipulations. In approaches
that explicitly compute the sum over geometries, considerable care is re-
quired to correctly define and evaluate infinite determinants that give the
measure. Nonetheless, such approaches have a number of advantages and
certainly appear preferable for the study of multiloop amplitudes.

In the case of one-loop amplitudes in superstring theories, the light-cone
gauge calculations based on the space-time supersymmetric formalism of
chapter 5 and covariant calculations based on the formalism with world-
sheet supersymmetry of chapter 4 are quite different, just as in the case
of the calculation of the tree diagrams. For many purposes the light-cone
method with manifest space-time supersymmetry is more economical, be-
cause there are fewer diagrams to calculate for a given process. For exam-
ple, in theories with oriented closed strings (type II and heterotic) there
is only one one-loop diagram, which corresponds to a world sheet that
is topologically a torus. In the covariant formalism with world-sheet su-
persymmetry there are several contributions that must be calculated sep-
arately and then added together. These correspond to different fermion
boundary conditions on the one-loop surface. The way in which these
'spin structures' piece together in this example and the generalization to
surfaces of higher genus is one of the key issues in the consistency of su-
perstring theory. It is considered in this chapter and in more detail in
chapter 14.
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9.1 Open-Superstring Amplitudes

We begin our investigation with the study of open-superstring loop ampli-
tudes. These calculations are only directly relevant to type I superstring
theory, since it is the only one that contains open strings. The analysis is
also important, however, for the study of the type II and heterotic string
loop diagrams. In type II theories, left- and right-moving modes are de-
scribed by essentially the same mathematics as open superstrings. Sim-
ilarly, the open-superstring formulas are applicable to the right-moving
modes of the heterotic string theories.

In order to get a feeling for the behavior of these theories, it is very
instructive not only to formulate abstract formulas that describe general
cases, but to evaluate specific examples explicitly and explore some of their
salient properties. To do this in practice, it is convenient to concentrate
attention on amplitudes whose external states are ground states of the
theory, which means they are massless in the case of superstrings. There
is no fundamental obstacle to calculating processes with massive external
states as well, but the requisite vertex operators are more complicated.

In this chapter we also restrict our explicit calculations to examples
having four or fewer external particles. This does involve a rather sig-
nificant restriction. When we consider, for example, M external vector
particles, each has a polarization vector £? and a momentum vector k^.
Only M—l of the momenta k? are linearly independent. In general, ampli-
tudes involve Lorentz-invariants formed from the polarization vectors and
momenta of external lines. When M > 6 the invariant factor can include
an antisymmetric e tensor (with ten indices, since D = 10) contracted
into momenta and polarization vectors. For M < 6, no such terms are
possible, because an antisymmetric tensor can only give a nonvanishing
contraction with linearly independent vectors.

The e tensor terms mentioned above are of particular interest, since
they can reveal potential anomalies of the quantum theory. The absence
of such anomalies is an important consistency condition for an acceptable
quantum theory. In chapter 10 we explicitly calculate the anomalies asso-
ciated with certain hexagon string diagrams, but in this chapter we only
consider M < 4. When M < 4 we can use the light-cone gauge formalism
of chapter 5 without loss of generality. Since there are at most four lin-
early independent polarization vectors and three independent momenta
in a four point function, it is always possible to choose a Lorentz frame
in which the + light-cone component of all these vectors is zero. Then,
just as in the discussion of §7.4, amplitudes calculated in such a frame
uniquely determine the complete result in an arbitrary frame. By writing
a manifestly covariant formula for the amplitude that correctly describes
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the result obtained in the particular frame, one achieves its extension to
an arbitrary frame.

In §7.4.1 we derived vertex operators that describe the emission of mass-
less superstring states in a frame with fc~*~ = 0. Also, in the light-cone
gauge, polarization vectors satisfy (+ = 0, but just as in §7.4, we also
set (~ = 0. The results for massless boson and fermion emission vertices
were

VB((,k) = (iBieikX (9.1.1)

VF(u, k) = (uaFa + if F«)eik-X, (9.1.2)

where

Bi = X{ - \SfijSkj (9.1.3)

F* = (p+/2)1/25a (9.1.4)

*>]. (9.1.5)

We can write open-superstring loop amplitudes in the same general
form considered in chapter 8, namely

A = gM fdwpTr(AV(l)AV(2)...AV(M)), (9.1.6)

where the vertex operators V(r) can be either VB(C^) or Vp(u,k) and
the propagator is given, as before, by

A-1 = Lo = \p2 + N (9.1.7)

OO

N = J2(^n*in + nSa_nSa
n) (9.1.8)

71 = 1

Also, we may associate twist operators

H = -(-l)N (9.1.9)

with each of the propagators, depending on the topology of the diagram
we wish to describe.
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In the covariant calculations of chapter 8 it was necessary to include
the contributions of Faddeev-Popov ghost coordinates in the trace. Even
though they entered trivially in the vertices, they nonetheless gave a cru-
cial factor of [f(w)]~2 in the trace. In the physical light-cone gauge that
we are now employing, there are no ghost coordinates, and the traces only
refer to the modes of X*(a, r) and 5a(a, r).

9.1.1 Amplitudes with M < 4 Massless External States

Using the expressions for the propagator and the ground-state emission
vertices given above, superstring loop amplitudes can be expressed in
terms of correlation functions in much the same way as bosonic loop am-
plitudes were in chapter 8, but now including traces over the anticom-
muting modes. This includes the trace over the fermionic zero modes
SQ. AS explained in appendix 9.A, this trace vanishes due to a super-
symmetry trace identity, unless it includes at least eight SQ'S. Since each
ground-state boson emission vertex is at most bilinear in £Q, at least four
external bosons are necessary to get a nonzero result for the zero-mode
trace. This implies that amplitudes with zero, one, two or three external
ground-state bosons vanish. This result does not depend on how many
internal propagators are twisted and so it applies to the nonplanar and
nonorientable loops as well as to the planar one. It also applies to the vari-
ous closed-superstring theories, where there is a separate trace calculation
for left-moving and right-moving modes.

A similar argument applies to processes with external ground-state
fermions, as it obviously must, since these are related to the bosonic ampli-
tudes by supersymmetry. The reasoning is slightly more subtle, however,
since the fermion-emission vertex, VF, contains a term cubic in So's as well
as a term linear in So- Just counting powers of So it would appear that
there could be a nonvanishing loop with two external fermions and one
external boson. This loop actually vanishes for reasons that are explained
later in this chapter.

The vanishing of the one-loop diagram with no external particles is
closely related to the one-loop vanishing of the vacuum energy, and hence
the cosmological constant A. This connection between the vacuum energy
and the cosmological constant was explained in chapter 8. The vanishing
of the perturbative corrections to the cosmological constant is a feature of
any theory with unbroken supersymmetry. If supersymmetry remains un-
broken to all orders in the string perturbation theory, the amplitude with
no external particles should vanish to all orders. If supersymmetry were
to be broken in perturbation theory the resulting four-dimensional cos-
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mological constant almost inevitably would be of order (Planck mass)4,
exceeding the experimental bound by a factor of about 10120!

The vanishing of the open-string loop amplitude with one external open-
string ground state is trivial, since there are no massless open-string states
with vacuum quantum numbers. The vanishing of the loop amplitude with
two massless external states implies the vanishing of the self-energies of
the massless particles. This must be true to every order in perturbation
theory. For the bosons it is an expected consequence of gauge invariance,
while for the fermions it is a consequence of chirality. In each case there
simply are not enough modes to describe a massive state. Lastly, the van-
ishing of the three-particle amplitudes is quite reminiscent of nonrenor-
malization theorems for coupling constants which arise in supersymmetric
field theories.

9.1.2 The Planar Diagrams

The amplitudes with four external ground states (any combination of
fermions and bosons) are the first examples that give nonzero results.
This is required by unitarity, of course, since they must possess imaginary
parts that correspond to products of two-to-two tree amplitudes integrated
over the phase space of the intermediate particles. Thus the fact that the
tree amplitudes are nonzero implies that the loop amplitudes must also
be nonzero. These calculations turn out to be relatively simple, because
all the 5 oscillators in the vertex operators are used up in providing the
eight SQ 'S needed to saturate the zero-mode trace. The calculations of the
various kinds of open-string diagrams then become simple generalizations
of the corresponding calculations in the bosonic string theory.

Consider first the four-particle one-loop diagram with external bosons
only, so that every vertex is of the form given in (9.1.1). Since the trace
over the SQ modes vanishes unless there are at least eight powers of So
inside the trace, and each bosonic vertex operator can contribute at most
two, it must do so. The only term with two of them is —R^y in (9.1.3),
where

*% = \S^JbS
b
0. (9.1.10)

Therefore once the So trace is done, the vertex operators no longer con-

A massless vector has eight polarizations, whereas a massive one requires nine. A
massless Majorana-Weyl spinor has eight polarizations. Massive spinors cannot
be Weyl, so the minimum number of components is 16. In each case there is no
source, at least at any finite order of perturbation theory, of the extra modes
required if these particles are to gain mass.
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80 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

tribute terms involving the other S oscillators. The So trace provides a
factor in the amplitude

K — i fh /-«2 fiz fh p i p2 p 3 p4 (Q -J I - | \
2\ — I1UH2J2I3J3I4JM S>2 S3 S4 Kl K2 K3 ^4 J ^ . l . l l j

where the tensor t is defined to be

iiihhh ^ ^ ^ ^ * ) . (9.1.12)

The evaluation of this tensor is described in appendix 9.A. Remarkably,
this factor K is exactly the same as the one found in §7.4.2 for the four-
particle tree amplitudes. In the loop calculation the expression for the
tensor t arises as a trace of eight So's, whereas the tree calculation was
done in a quite different manner. Having discovered this result for bosons,
it becomes plausible that supersymmetry ensures that the one-loop four-
particle amplitudes involving fermions also have the same kinematic fac-
tors as the tree diagrams. In fact, this must be the case, because the
various K factors given in §7.4.2 can all be related to one another by
supersymmetry transformations.

Let us now consider the evaluation of the trace associated with the
nonzero S% modes. Since they drop out of the vertex operators after the
So trace is done, the propagator

1

= /xL«~ldx, (9.1.13)

defined in (9.1.7) and (9.1.8), is the only source of such modes in the eval-
uation of one-loop diagrams with four massless vectors. The contribution
to the integrand of the loop amplitude from the trace over nonzero S%
modes is therefore given by

= IK1 -
ra=l

(where w = Ylrxr)' This trace is particularly easy to evaluate because
each fermion level can only have occupation number 0 or 1, giving a factor
of 1 — wn for the nth level. The relative minus sign is due to the fact that
an occupied level has an odd number of fermion modes. (The argument
is the same as we gave for the ghost modes in §8.1.1.)
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9.1 Open-Super string Amplitudes 81

Having used up the prefactor B{ in each of the vertices (the factor that
multiplies exp{iA; • X}) in doing the zero-mode fermion trace, the trace
over the bosonic modes has the same form as in §8.1.1, but with D set
equal to ten, so that the result can simply be read off from there. In
the light-cone approach, the trace over transverse oscillator modes gives
a contribution

/ 8 oo \

= [ / H ] " 8 - ( 9 - L i 5 )

The factors of f(w) cancel between the bosonic and the fermionic traces.
The complete result for the planas loop amplitude with a given cyclic
ordering for the external massless states is

(9.1.16)
Here the integration range is w = p± < pz < p2 < pi < 1- The func-
tion In xj)rs is the Green function for the two-dimensional Laplace equation
in the p plane (with Neumann boundary conditions) evaluated between
points pr and ps on the boundary and was introduced in §8.1.1. K repre-
sents the kinematic factor given in (9.1.11), and Gp is the group-theory
factor tr(A1A2A3A4) introduced in chapter 6. The full planar loop ampli-
tude is given by the sum over all noncyclic permutations of the external
states.

The fact that the factors of f(w) have canceled in (9.1.16) is a conse-
quence of the one-to-one correspondence between a and S modes, which
in turn is a consequence of space-time super symmetry. It is explained
later in this chapter how this result arises in the covariant RNS approach.

The planar loop amplitude of (9.1.16) is divergent due to the behavior
of the integrand near w = 1. The analysis is almost identical to that
of §8.1.1. To exhibit this divergence it is convenient to transform to the
variables that express the amplitude as an integral over parameters defined
on an annulus. These are the variables

zr = e2i™r and q = exp ( - p - J , (9.1.17)

where

ur = Y^L, (9.1.18)

introduced in §8.1.1. The result is an integral over the positions zr of the
particles around the outer boundary of the annulus and over the radius q
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82 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

of the hole given by

AP(1,2,3,4) =g*GPK 1^- j [l[dvr) JJ (^)*r'*a

{ q Vr=l / Kr<5<4
\ - ~ (9.1.19)

= g'GpK I ̂ FP(q
J H.

where (using an expression for iftr3 in appendix 8.A )

n
\r=l

n dA n
\r=l / l<r<s

X f j (1 - 2q2n cos 2*{v, - ur) + qAn)\
n=l Jn=l

and 0 < v\ < v<i < v$ < v± = 1. (Other factors drop out using Y^r<s ^r '
ks = 0, valid for massless states.) Fp(q2) is an analytic function of q2 at
q2 = 0 and therefore has a power series expansion in powers of q2 starting
with a constant term. In superstring theory the divergence at q — 0 is
milder than in the bosonic theory (where the integral over q had the form
Jo dqf(q2)/q3). We learned in chapter 8 that the divergence at q — 0 in
the planar loop diagram can be interpreted as the result of the emission
of a tachyon or a massless particle into the vacuum, i.e., the exchange of
either of these states in the 'crossed channel'. The supersymmetric theory
with the GSO projection has no tachyon, so the most singular term comes
from a massless dilaton propagating in the crossed channel, and we know
from chapter 8 that J dq/q is the appropriate form of the divergence for
such a process.

In the covariant approach the planar loop amplitude is obtained as
the sum of a loop of fermions and one of bosons. Each of these has
a divergence of the form JQ dqf(q)/q2. This is less severe than in the
bosonic string theory because the closed-string tachyon (before the GSO
projection) is at k2 = 4 instead of k2 = 8. When the two terms are
combined the result given here is reproduced. Thus the GSO conditions
lead to cancellations of divergences - much more impressive than those of
supersymmetric point-particle field theories.

The calculation of loops with external fermions involves the fermion
vertex Vp, which has the form given in (9.1.2), (9.1.4) and (9.1.5). In
performing the integration over the loop momentum there are now factors
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9.1 Open-Super string Amplitudes 83

of p+ (which always occur in integer powers, since there are always an
even number of fermion vertices). The only terms that contribute to the
amplitude are those for which the net power of p + in the integrand is
zero. This is a consequence of the momentum integration, which for a
term with a factor of (p+)w in the integrand takes the form

2TT OO

j dp+dp-dsp(P
9 + ip°)nf(p2) = Jd<f>j <*rrw+1ein* J d8pf(p2 + r2),

o o
(9.1.21)

where p° has been replaced by ip° (a Wick rotation) and polar coordinates
have been introduced so that p9 + zp° = r exp{i<̂ >}. In all the examples
that we consider the function f(p2) is just wp . The integral (9.1.21)
vanishes due to the <j) integration unless n = 0. It is now evident why the
loop diagrams with two ground-state fermions obey essentially the same
counting rules as the ones with bosons. In order for the powers of p + to
cancel in the integrand we must include an equal number of Fa and Fa

factors in the integrand. Since an Fa can contribute at most one So mode
and an Fa can contribute at most three So modes, the pair can contribute
at most four So modes. Therefore the one-loop three-point function with
a boson and two fermions can only give six 5o's and vanishes just as in
the purely bosonic case.

Four-point one-loop amplitudes with two or four external fermions can
give nonzero results, of course. Again the S contributions are saturated
by zero modes leaving trivial traces for the other S%. Diagrams with two
bosons and two fermions are of two types - one with adjacent fermions and
one with the fermions separated by a boson. In each case there are two
terms with no powers of p + that contribute to the integrand. Specifically,
there are terms in which two powers of So come from each VB (without
any accompanying powers of p+), three powers from one of the Vp's (with
a factor of (p*)"1/2) and the last power of 5o from the other Vp (with a
factor of (p*)1'2)- Combining all the terms gives an expression for the full
amplitude that is the same as the boson amplitude of (9.1.16) but with
the Bose kinematic factor K replaced by the factor that multiplied the
corresponding tree diagram with two external fermions and two bosons as
in §7.4.2. The diagram with four external fermions likewise contributes
the same result as that given in (9.1.16) but with the kinematic factor
of §7.4.2 appropriate to that case. In summary, the amplitude given in
(9.1.16) describes all one-loop planar diagrams provided one includes the
appropriate kinematic factor K in each case.

In chapter 8 we noted the remarkable fact that the planar loop diver-
gence has both an ultraviolet and an infrared interpretation. On the one
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84 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

hand the calculation that gave it involved summing contributions of an in-
finite number of string states in the loop of arbitrarily high mass and spin
and integrating over ten-dimensional momenta. A field theorist would ex-
pect this to give a terrible ultraviolet divergence. Since the loop integral
contains wLo, with LQ = \p2 + Ny these effects correspond to LQ -» oo
and hence are all converted to a singular behavior as w —> 1. In the
bosonic string theory they really did given a bad divergence ~ dq/qz. In
terms of the w variable this is exponential because q~l ~ exp[2?r2/(l —w)\
for w —» 1. In the superstring case the lower space-time dimension and
boson-fermion cancellations (due to supersymmetry) have softened this
to dq/q, corresponding to dilaton emission into the vacuum, i.e., in the
'crossed channel' of figs. 8.24a and 8.26.

By changing variables from w to q and studying the behavior of the inte-
gral near q —• 0 we are led to a completely different viewpoint concerning
the origin of the divergence. Now, instead of being due to ultraviolet
effects, it appears instead to be due to the emission of a massless scalar
('dilaton') of the supergravity multiplet, which then disappears into the
vacuum at zero momentum. This has consequences for the stability of the
vacuum, as the interpretation of the divergence now depends on a single
scalar state at zero momentum, i.e., it is an infrared effect.

Adding a soft dilaton emission to an arbitrary process is equivalent to
taking a derivative with respect to the string tension. This is a very basic
property of string theory that is easy to see in the path integral approach.
The vertex for emitting a zero-momentum dilaton has the form

VD(k = 0) = daX
ldaX\ (9.1.22)

This is proportional to the bosonic part of the superstring action, which is
multiplied by the string tension. In fact the dependence of the world-sheet
path integral on the string tension comes from a very simple factor

e~s ~ exp{-^ / d2adaX
idaXiy (9.1.23)

From (9.1.22) and (9.1.23), it is evident that a derivative of the path
integral will bring about an insertion of a zero-momentum dilaton. We can
therefore interpret the fact that the divergent part of the loop amplitude
is proportional to the derivative with respect to the string tension of the

This expression follows from the general structure of massless closed-string ver-
tices given in §7.4.3, since the dilaton corresponds to the trace of the polarization
tensor f".
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9.1 Open-Super string Amplitudes 85

tree amplitude as explicit verification that the divergence is due to an
emitted soft dilaton making a transition into the vacuum. In this case, in
contrast to the bosonic theory, there is no closed-string tachyon state, so
the dilaton is the cause of the leading divergence.

9.1.3 Nonorientable Diagrams

In type I superstring theory, the strings are unoriented and therefore at
one-loop level diagrams with an odd number of twisted propagators (for
which the world sheet is a Mobius strip) must be included. As in the
bosonic theory, the main difference from the planar loop is the replacement
of w by — w in the factors arising from the traces over oscillators with non-
zero-mode numbers. In addition, there is a factor of 77 = +1, —1 or 0,
depending on whether the group is USp(2n), SO(n) or U(n), respectively.
As discussed in §8.1.2, the complete nonorientable one-loop amplitude is
pieced together from the contributions in which an odd number of twists
are distributed on the internal propagators in all possible ways. The full
contribution corresponding to a particular group-theory factor (such as
tr(AiA2AsA4)) comes from diagrams in which the particles are attached to
the boundary of the Mobius strip in a given cyclic order. Only after adding
all the diagrams and including the sum over noncyclic permutations of the
external states is the full nonorientable amplitude obtained.

The trace over the fermionic S^ modes is again very simple when there
are at most four external ground-state particles, since the zero-mode trace
eliminates all the dependence on the nonzero fermion modes from the
vertex. The one-, two- and three-particle amplitudes vanish by exactly
the same reasoning as in the planar case. When there are four external
states, the fermion zero-mode trace gives the same kinematic factor K
as in the case of the planar amplitudes, since the twist operators do not
contribute to the zero-mode dependences. Since this factor has total Bose
or Fermi symmetry by itself, it does not depend on the ordering of the
external particles. The effect of the twist operator in the trace in the
integrand of the amplitude is simply to change w to —w in the non-zero-
mode part of the trace as in §8.1.2. As a result, the trace over the nonzero
S% modes contributes a factor of [/(—w)]s, which cancels a corresponding
factor in the denominator due to the bosonic al

n traces. The resulting
contribution to the four-particle one-loop amplitude with a given cyclic
order of the external states is given by
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86 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

(9.1.24)

for a suitably defined p integration, which is more easily described after
making one more change of variables. The function ipN is defined and
discussed in appendix 8.A. Its logarithm, lnt/>^, is proportional to the
correlation function (X%(pr)X

J(ps)) for points pr and ps that lie on the
boundary of a Mobius strip. The group-theory factor GN was defined in
§8.1.2.

Changing variables to vT and q yields the expression

^ ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) =
kr-ks

(9.1.25)

where

- 2(-q1'2)n

The region i2, as in the bosonic theory, is defined by 0 < v\ < v<i < z/3 <
1/4 = 2. Since the function Fjy is so similar to Fp given in (9.1.20), it
is natural to to change variables as in §8.1.2 to vf

r = ur/2 and qf = q1'^.
This makes it possible to combine the expressions for the planar and
nonorientable amplitudes. Including the trivial Jacobian for this change
of variables, one has

FN{-q1'2) = FN(-q'2) = 8FP(q12), (9.1.27)

and hence
l l

J dSFN{.q^) = 32 J ^FP(q2). (9.1.28)
0 0

This relationship between the planar and nonorientable loop amplitudes
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9.1 Open-Super string Amplitudes 87

means that their divergences are also related. This will be pursued further
in §10.4.2.

9.1.4 Orientable Nonplanar Diagrams

One-loop diagrams with an even positive number of twisted propagators
describe a world sheet that is topologically an annulus with the external
states attached to both boundaries. Again, as discussed in §8.1.3, the
full amplitude is constructed by adding contributions from all possible
distributions of twists on internal propagators and adding diagrams with
noncyclic permutations of the external states on the respective bound-
aries. The algebra simplifies considerably when there are only four ex-
ternal states for the same reasons (concerning ^-oscillator traces) as in
the case of the planar and nonorientable diagrams that we have already
considered. Since the zero-mode trace is not affected by twist operators,
the same kinematic factors K are produced as before.

Consider a four-particle process with vacuum quantum numbers in the
s channel (as usual, s = — (ki + A )̂2 = —2ki • £2) that has the group-
theory factor tr(AiA2)tr(AaA4). In this case there are two kinds of contri-
butions to the amplitude. One of these has two twisted propagators, as
in fig. 8.16a, while the other has four (with the external states in different
cyclic order), as shown in fig. 8.166. Each of these diagrams is calculated
by the same procedure of sewing tree diagrams that led to the expression
for the nonplanar loop amplitude of the bosonic theory in terms of the
trace of a product of vertices in §8.1.3. Having used up two powers of the
5-oscillator zero modes from each vertex in forming the kinematic factor
K) the remaining part of each vertex is again simply exp{ikr • X(0)}. The
trace still includes the other S'-oscillator modes. As in the case of the pla-
nar and nonorientable diagrams, factors of the partition function arising
from the trace over nonzero bosonic modes cancel against ones from the
trace over nonzero fermionic modes. The expression for the amplitude
then becomes

kr-ks

0 r x 7 r<s
(9.1.29)

The correlation function between two points pr and ps on different bound-
aries of the world sheet is l n ^ , so that i/?J3 (defined in §8.1.3) is to be
used when the two points are on different boundaries of the world sheet,
while ij)rs is used when they are on the same boundary (as was the case for
the corresponding process in §8.1.3). The boundaries of the world sheet
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88 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

are mapped onto the regions (w, 1) and (—1, —w) in the p plane with par-
ticles # 1 and 2 attached to the points — p\ and — p2 on the negative axis
and particles #3 and 4 to the points pz and p± = w on the positive axis.
The complete integration region is obtained by adding together various
contributions, as discussed in §8.1.3.

Changing variables to those given in (9.1.17) and (9.1.18), which are
appropriate to integrating over an annulus, the total expression for the
amplitude becomes

l l

AT(1,2,3,4) = 16ic3g*GTK f — Idvxdv2dvz

I q { (9.L30)

The vr variables are integrated independently over one complete circuit
of the inner and outer circumferences of the annulus of radius q, holding
particle #4 fixed at v\ = 1. This contribution to the amplitude is finite as
in the case of the bosonic theory. As explained in §8.1.3, the behavior of
the integrand near q = 0 results in a sequence of closed-string poles in the
s channel. In the present case, they occur at s/2 = —k\ • &2 = 0,4,8,...,
which are the positions of the poles corresponding to the closed-string
states of type I superstrings. In agreement with the findings of chapter 5,
there is no tachyon in the closed-string spectrum.

In terms of a space-time picture, the dominant configurations of the
world sheet that contribute to the s-channel singularities are those in
which there is a long narrow tube joining two disks with the external states
joined to the boundaries of the disks (just as for the nonplanar loop in
§8.1.3). These are precisely the configurations that contribute an infrared
divergence when external vertex operators are attached to one boundary
only (i.e., the planar diagram). When vertex operators are attached to
both boundaries, the momentum flowing between the two boundaries gives
an infrared regulator on the would-be infrared divergence. The infrared
divergence is recovered for s —» 0, and this gives the closed string pole.

The residue of the ground-state closed-string pole at s — 0 is propor-
tional to g4GxK- Using the definition of K in (9.1.11), this residue is
evidently quartic in the external momenta. This is in accord with the ex-
pectation that it is proportional to the sums of the squares of the coupling
between the particles of the supergravity multiplet and a pair of open-
string ground states (particles in the Yang-Mills supermultiplet). This
includes the coupling of the graviton to the Yang-Mills sector, which is
just the same as in Einstein's theory. Also included is the coupling of the
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antisymmetric field B^v to the Yang-Mills multiplet. Its couplings include
Chern-Simons terms, which will be explained in chapter 13. These terms
will be shown there to play an important role in ensuring the absence of
anomalies in the low-energy theory.

There are also open-string poles with singlet quantum numbers in the
s channel just as in the bosonic theory. However, there are no massless
vector states with singlet quantum numbers for the symmetry groups al-
lowed in superstring theories. Therefore there is no mechanism that can
give mass to the antisymmetric tensor field analogous to the one men-
tioned in §8.1.3 for the bosonic theory with U(n) Chan-Paton symmetry.
Such a mechanism would in fact violate supersymmetry.

9.2 Type II Theories

The perturbation expansion of orientable closed-string theories consists
of a single Feynman diagram at each order. At one loop, the only con-
tributions come from world sheets that are topologically equivalent to a
torus. In this respect these theories are much simpler than the type I
theory, which involves several other closed-string one-loop diagrams, as
discussed in §8.3.3. The trace in the integrand of the closed-string torus
diagram factorizes into a trace for the left movers and one for the right
movers (apart from the zero-mode loop momentum, which couples the
two sectors). As we have discussed in §7.2.2, closed-string vertices are
given by products of open-string vertices for left movers and right movers,
with each factor carrying half of the momentum of the emitted state.
In particular, emissions of massless closed-string states (the supergravity
multiplet) are given by products of massless open-string vertices. In the
case of the torus diagram the trace over oscillator modes is taken for each
sector separately, so that aside from factors arising from the momentum
integration, the integrand is the absolute square of the open-string loop
integrand. As a result, the torus diagram with M < 4 massless external
particles vanishes for exactly the same reasons as in the case of the open-
string loops. Eight fermion zero modes are required for a nonzero trace,
both for the left-moving sector and the right-moving one. However, each
bosonic vertex can only supply two of them. Similarly, a fermion-emission
vertex operator can supply one or three, but the two types of terms must
appear an equal number of times.

In the one-loop Klein bottle diagram of the nonorientable (type I) the-
ory the situation is more complicated, because the trace does not factorize
into separate ones for left movers and right movers, as explained in §8.3.3.
As a result, since both factors in the vertices end up inside the same trace,
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the diagram need not vanish when there are two or more vertices.
In addition to the vanishing of the cosmological constant (M = 0), the

mass corrections (M = 2) and the corrections to the coupling constant
(M — 3), a most striking feature is the vanishing of the diagram with a
single zero-momentum dilaton (M = 1), which is the one-loop correction
to the dilaton expectation value. In the tree approximation the dilaton
expectation value vanishes by virtue of two-dimensional Weyl invariance of
the string action, as we have discussed in §3.4.2. However, loop corrections
to the dilaton one-point function do not generally vanish. Indeed, in the
bosonic string theory we have seen that the divergence of the one-loop
amplitudes can be interpreted as being due to the emission of a dilaton,
which makes a transition into the vacuum at zero momentum. In view
of the vanishing of the dilaton one-loop expectation value in superstring
theories it is tempting to conjecture that the loop divergence should also
be absent. In order to check this expectation, let us turn now to the
explicit calculation of the contribution of the torus to the four particle
amplitude.

9.2.1 Finiteness of the Torus Amplitude

Since the torus diagrams with M < 4 massless external particles vanish,
the first nontrivial check of finiteness occurs for the diagram with M = 4
massless particles. (Unitarity implies that this amplitude cannot vanish.)
In the one-loop open-string calculations of §9.1, we saw that the trace over
S zero modes completely used up the prefactors of the vertex operators
in the case of four massless external states. The trace over the remaining
nonzero S modes then became easy, given by

Tr w^?nS1»sZ = [f(w)]S . (9.2.1)

The corresponding closed-string calculation exhibits the same basic be-
havior. If we take the external polarization tensors to factorize (i.e.,
(AB = C s > where A, 5 , . . . denote vector or spinor indices as appro-
priate to describe the emitted states) the trace over right-moving S zero
modes results in a kinematic factor K of the type described in §9.1, while
the trace over the other S modes gives the factor in (9.2.1). Similarly,
the trace associated with the left-moving SQ gives a kinematic factor K
and the other left-moving S% gives a factor [f(w)] . Altogether, therefore,
there is a closed-string kinematic factor

Kd = KK (9.2.2)

and a contribution to the measure of |/(w)|16 from the 5-mode traces.
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Since the four-particle open-string loop diagrams were shown to have
the same kinematical factors as the corresponding tree amplitudes, it fol-
lows that the same is true for four-particle closed string amplitudes. Thus
the kinematic factor Kc\ is identical to the one constructed for four-particle
open-string trees in §7.4.3. There it was written out in the form

tfA'<?B'(3C'<?D'l<ABCD(k/2)KA,BIC'D<(k/2)- (9.2.3)

The type IIA and IIB amplitudes are distinguished by whether the spinors
associated with the two factors have the same or opposite chirality.

The factor |/(w)|16 introduced by the S traces is exactly canceled by
partition-function factors arising from the bosonic modes. The partition
function for the right-moving al

n modes is [f(w)]~s (as in the open-string
case), while the left-moving modes al

n contribute the complex conjugate
factor [f(w))-\

The remainder of the calculation is identical to that described in §8.2.1
for the torus diagram of the bosonic string theory with external tachyons.
There are only a few minor modifications. The fact that D = 10 instead
of 26 has already been taken into account in the discussion of the powers
of f(w). The formulas have no other explicit D dependences. The other
difference, of course, is that now the external states satisfy k2 = 0 instead
of k2 = 2, which changes some factors. For example, factors in Xrs that
are independent of r and s now cancel in the product (see below), since
E * r

By the same steps as were described in the earlier sections of this chapter
and the previous one, the expression for the four-particle torus amplitude
in either of the type II superstring theories is found to be given by

where

7(1,2,3,4) = J dlop\u>f/4Tr[v,Nw*V(l,pi)

xV(2,P2)V(3,P3)V(4,Pi)}

The integration region is pieced together from the different orderings of
the emitted states, in a way that is identical to the case of the bosonic
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closed-string calculation described in §8.2.1. Each of these configurations
has the \pr\ arranged in a given sequence. In the complete expression
for the amplitude the pr variables are integrated independently over the
annulus \w\ < \pr\ < 1. As in §8.2.3, we shall see that the w integral
must be restricted to avoid an infinite overcounting of equivalent string
world-sheet configurations. As in chapter 8, it is convenient to make the
change of variables

, (9.2.6)

(so that 1/4 = T). Then the amplitude can be rewritten as

AC(1,2,3,4) = (TTK)AKC1 f 1p—Fc{r), (9.2.7)
J (lmr)z

where

^ / I ! * II *-*''2 • (9-2.8)
r=l r<s

The vr integration can be restricted to cover the torus exactly once, since
the integrand has the same invariance (under v —» v + 1 and v —> v + r)
as in §8.2.1.

In order for the r integration to include each conformally inequivalent
torus geometry once and only once, it should be restricted to a single
region, say the fundamental region F described in §8.2.3. However, this
only makes sense if any choice of region gives the same result, i.e., if the
integrand has modular invariance. Modular invariance was demonstrated
for the torus diagram in the bosonic string theory in §8.2.2, and must now
be re-examined for type II superstrings. A failure of modular invariance
would represent a physical inconsistency.

Our goal is now to demonstrate that the integral (9.2.7) is invariant
under modular transformations r —> (ar + b)/(cr + of), where a, 6, c,
d are integers satisfying ad — be = 1. Since the measure 6?2r/(Imr)2 is
modular invariant, it suffices to demonstrate invariance of the function
FC(T). AS we explained in chapter 8 the limits of the v integration are r
dependent. Thus to restore them to a period parallelogram it is necessary
to accompany the transformation of r with the mapping v —> vj(er +
6?) for each of the vr. Then we can use the transformation formula (in
appendix 8.A),

(9.2.9)
cr + d cr + d) \cr + d\'
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to deduce that

XM)*r-*./2. (9.2.10)
r<s r<s

However, this factor is invariant, since J^r < s kr • ks = 0 due to the mass-
lessness of the external particles. The rest of the formula for Fc(r) is
also invariant, since the transformation of the measure, Ilr=i ^>VT-> gives
a factor of |cr + d|~6, which cancels a corresponding factor from the trans-
formation of (Imr)~3. This means, as in the closed bosonic theory, that
the r integration can be restricted to a single fundamental region. By
choosing this to be the region F in fig. 8.21, any possible divergences
associated with r = 0 are avoided.

The expression for the amplitude has the expected poles and normal
thresholds dictated by unitarity in the various channels. The poles in
channels associated with clusters of external particles arise, as explained
in §8.2.4, from the limits in which these particles come together on the
surface of the torus. In terms of the space-time viewpoint this corresponds
to configurations of the world sheet in which groups of particles are sepa-
rated by a long thin tube. In the example we have been discussing, namely
the superstring torus diagram with four massless particles, there are no
mass zero poles in any channel. This is in accord with the vanishing of the
vertex and self-energy diagrams for massless states, since these diagrams
would be factors in the residues of any such poles. Most importantly,
there is no divergence arising from the vT integrations. In the case of the
bosonic string theory, the region in which all the z/r's come together was
found to be responsible for a divergence, so this is the region that it is
particularly important to check. It is investigated as in §8.2.4, by making
a change of variables to j]r , e and <j> defined by

Using the same asymptotic estimates of the Xrs factors as before (and
(e)!£*»"*« = i)? the total e dependence near e = 0 is given by

which is convergent. Since the region of parameter space in which e —> 0
corresponds to a dilaton tadpole insertion, this is the expected result; a
nonzero value of the tadpole amplitude would violate supersymmetry.
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94 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

We have now seen that the torus diagram with four massless external
particles is finite for type II superstring theory. This result surely extends
to M-particle torus amplitudes. After all, if one of them were divergent,
one could factorize on a massless pole in a three-particle channel to get a
residue that factorizes into a product of a tree with M — 2 legs and a loop
with four legs. Since the tree is certainly finite, the divergence would have
to be present in the loop, contradicting the result we have just obtained.

It is also plausible that the finiteness result extends to multiloop ampli-
tudes, although the argument is not yet rigorous. The one-loop calculation
has demonstrated that there is no divergence associated with all the par-
ticle coordinates (ur) approaching a common value on the world sheet.
This depends on the absence of a dilaton expectation value on a genus
one surface, since the region in which all (i/r) approach a common value is
related by a conformal transformation to a dilaton coupling to the genus
one surface. It very probably follows from space-time supersymmetry that
the dilaton expectation value vanishes to all orders; attempts to prove this
using the covariant fermion vertex operator described in §7.3.5 have been
made. Assuming that such an argument is established in due course, what
other potential problems are there in loop diagrams? One might expect
trouble at singular limits of the geometry, corresponding to corners of the
space of Teichmuller parameters that are the multiloop analog of r. Such
problems would again be related to dilaton couplings, and should be ab-
sent due to space-time supersymmetry, though a complete proof has not
yet appeared.

9.2.2 Compactification on a Torus

We now explore the loop diagrams that arise in the simplest example of
string compactification, namely compactification on a torus. The purpose
of the discussion is in part to demonstrate explicitly how modular invari-
ance survives compactification, in part to prepare for a later discussion
of the low-energy limit of the theory in four dimensions (with this simple
compactification) and in part to set the stage for our later discussion of
a more realistic form of compactification, based on orbifolds. Thus, we
consider a situation in which (10 — D) spatial dimensions of a superstring
theory are circles with periodic boundary conditions (X1 « X1 + 2-irR1)
so that the lattice formed by the conjugate momenta is the trivial cubic
lattice given by p1 = m1/R, .

Compactification on a circle was described in §6.4.1. The extension to
a direct product of 10 — D circles, giving the torus T10~D, is completely
straightforward. Since the torus has no curvature, the compactification
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affects only the zero modes of the expansion of the X1 (a, r) coordinates,
where I labels the dimensions that have been compactified (/ = 1 , . . . , 10—
D). The calculations of the loop diagrams are therefore the same as
before apart from modifications to the treatment of the loop momentum.
In particular, the momentum component in the I direction only takes
discrete values, p = m /R , where R is the radius and m is an arbitrary
integer. Thus in defining the loop integral the momentum integrations
must be replaced by sums for these directions. The analysis in §6.4.1
showed that a closed string is also characterized by winding numbers,
which count the number of times it wraps around each of the circular
dimensions. Thus, in defining the loop amplitude, it is also necessary to
include a sum over all possible winding numbers.

Let us begin our study of the effects of introducing nontrivial space-time
topology by considering open-string one-loop diagrams. The gaussian
integral over each of the components of the loop momentum associated
with each compact dimension previously gave a factor of

oo

wa>P2dp = (-x/a ' lnw)1/2 . (9.2.13)

This must be replaced in the compactified theory by the sum

w"'m2?R\ (9.2.14)
m=—oo

The coefficient 1/R is the counterpart of dp in the integral, since it is
the change in p = m/R from one value of m to the next. The radius
R is chosen, for convenience, to be the same in all compact dimensions.
(More generally, the compact (10 — D)-dimensional space may be a torus
associated with a less trivial-lattice A in which case J dw~Dp is replaced
by Z^eA*) T n e r a t i o of t n e factors in (9.2.13) and (9.2.14), denoted by
Fi, can be written as

Fi=a
1/2 a2lnw

(9.2.15)

where
CO

03(O|r)= £ e l W r (9.2.16)r
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96 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

and

a2 — — (Q 2 17)

is a dimensionless parameter. Given the loop amplitude for the uncom-
pactified theory, the only modification arising from toroidal compactifica-
tion of 10 — D dimensions is the appearance of an extra factor of (Fi)10"^
in the integrand.

The behavior of #3 under the change of variables In w —> In q = 2?r2/ In w
follows from that of #1 in appendix 8. A (or may be proved directly by use
of the Poisson summation formula, which was described in appendix 8.A).
This gives

It is fortunate that this factor F\ does not introduce powers of In q in the
formula for the loop amplitude. Introducing (F\)10~D into the planar and
the nonorientable loop amplitudes does not alter their general features.
In the region of the divergence (q —» 0) the modification factor Fi(a,0)
equals one, so that the nature of the divergences is not modified. It is no
longer true, however, that the integrands for the planar loop amplitude
and nonorientable amplitude are related by (9.1.25), since F\(a, —q1'*) ^
Fi(a,q).

Since the theory now contains closed-string states of nonzero winding
numbers, there should also be a modification to the spectrum of closed-
string states. This must be reflected in the structure of the nonplanar loop
diagram. This can easily be checked, since the positions of the closed-
string poles in the s channel are given by expanding the integrand in a
power series in q2. This series now has additional terms coming from
(Fi)10~D so that new poles occur at positions given by

10-D

a'^iV+^^n')2, (9.2.19)

where n are the integers arising from the expansion in (9.2.18). This is
the same spectrum as that of the closed-string theory compactified on a
torus (§6.4.1) with the n^'s identified with the winding numbers. (The
intermediate states in this example all have zero Kaluza-Klein charges,
since the external states have p = 0.)

Let us now consider the torus diagram for closed-string scattering in
the presence of the toroidal compactification. In this case the strings can
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9.2 Type II Theories 97

have arbitrary winding numbers and the mode expansion of X^(cr, r)
(/ = D , . . . , 9) is given by (see §6.4.1)

i(r -a) = 4 + (=£ - n'R) (r - a) + i £ Ue~^

i + a) = xi + ( g + »'*) (r + <r) +

(9.2.20)
Before compactification the momentum integral gave a factor of

oo

/ Iwl^ 2 / 2 ^ = (a'lmr)-1/2 (9.2.21)
—OO

for each direction, where w = exp(27rir). This integral must now be
replaced by a double sum over winding numbers n and the charges m

Y^ w ^ 2 ^ ^ (9.2.22)
m,n=—oo

so that the integrand must be modified by a factor of (-Fb)10"^ where
F2 is the ratio of these factors. The exponents in this equation are the
zero-mode parts of Lo and LQ deduced from (9.2.20), as given in §6.4.1.
The ratio of (9.2.21) and (9.2.22) can be expressed as

F2(a,r) = a(Imr)1/2 ^ e x p [-2i7rmnRer - 7r(a2m2 + n2/a2)Imr] .

mn
(9.2.23)

It is important that the factor (F2)10 should not spoil the modular
invariance of the integrand of the loop amplitude. Since the entire group
of modular transformations is generated by the two transformations r —>
r + 1 and r —* — 1/r, it is sufficient to check these two cases. Invariance
of F2 under the first of these is trivial. Proof of the invariance under the
second transformation involves a generalization of the Poisson summation
formula to a double sum. The proof, given in appendix 9.B, shows that

F2(a,r) = F2(a, -1 / r ) , (9.2.24)

as required. Thus, even after compactification, the torus diagram still
has the modular invariance required for a consistent interpretation as a
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98 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

string theory. Note that it was crucial to include all the winding states to
achieve this result.

In the example just described, modular invariance did not restrict the
allowed radii R of the compact space. In the discussion of the heterotic
string in §9.3.2 we shall see that modular invariance imposes stringent
restrictions.

9.2.3 The Low-Energy Limit of One-Loop Amplitudes

The fact that at low-energy superstring theory reduces to supergravity
coupled to super Yang-Mills is one of its major features. Explicit evidence
for this has been given at the level of the tree diagrams of perturbation
theory around flat ten-dimensional space-time (i.e., for classical string
field theory) in §7.4. The three-particle vertices given there were found
to be exactly those of the low-energy field theory in the case of type 1
open strings. In the case of heterotic strings, we learned that there are
also order a1 corrections that vanish at low energy. In the case of four-
particle amplitudes, we found that the low-energy field theory results are
multiplied by a ratio of V functions that approaches one at low energy.

We can now consider the corresponding limit for the one-loop quantum
corrections, which should reduce to the one-loop corrections to the ap-
propriate supersymmetric field theory based on point particles. Clearly,
if we just take the low-energy limit of the expressions for the loops in flat
ten-dimensional space (which is equivalent to a1 —» 0 at the order that
we are considering here), the result has the usual divergences of ordinary
higher-dimensional field theory. An infinite answer is also obtained by
eliminating the extra dimensions by compactifying them on a torus and
letting the radii of the torus vanish (a —> oo) before taking the low-energy
limit. If this were possible it would yield a consistent string theory in
fewer than ten dimensions. What prevents this is that an infinite number
of closed-string states with nonzero winding numbers have masses propor-
tional to the radius of the extra dimensions, so there is a condensation of
such states at zero mass when the radius vanishes.

We would like to consider a coupled limit in which 10 — D dimensions
become vanishingly small at the same time that the states of nonzero
winding number become infinitely massive and decouple. This is achieved
by the limit

'2

R-*0, and a1 a2 = ^ -> 0. (9.2.25)

Although compactification on a general torus is not meant to be phys-
ically realistic, this method serves to illustrate the way in which the low-
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energy limit of the quantum corrections to string theory correspond to the
loop corrections to point-particle theories in dimensions in which they are
not divergent. A single expression for a string loop amplitude gives rise,
in the low-energy limit, to the sum of all the Feynman diagrams with the
same topology. This means that if there are cancellations of divergences
between different Feynman diagrams these are automatically incorporated
in this procedure.

The low-energy limit of the open-string sector of type I theories gives
N = 4 Yang-Mills theory. The one-loop amplitudes vanish when there
are fewer than three external ground states, which corresponds to the
absence of a coupling constant or mass renormalization of the low-energy
theory in any dimension. The open-string amplitude with four external
massless states has the same overall kinematic factor K for both tree and
one-loop amplitudes (and probably multiloop amplitudes as well). The
fact that the group-theory factors of the tree amplitudes and the planar
loop corrections are also proportional means that we can write the sum
of the tree diagrams and the planar loop corrections in the form

(9.2.26)

where the group-theory factor tr (A1A2A3A4) has been suppressed, c\ is an
overall dimensionless constant determined by unitarity and /(*' is given
by

M f dA [Fl(a, q)]i*-D f f j (
a 0 0 '=1 (9.2.27)

The dots in (9.2.26) indicate the presence of other quantum corrections,
including those coming from nonorientable and multiloop diagrams. In the
low-energy limit the nonorientable loop turns out to give a contribution
of the same form as the planar loop. In the case of the nonplanar loop
there is no tree diagram with the same group-theory factor as the loop,
but the rest of the expression reduces in the low energy limit to the same

Here we use the terminology N — 4 Yang-Mills for the theory in any dimension
D although it has four spinorial supercharges only in its four-dimensional form.
The analogous statement also applies to the terminology used below for N = 8
supergravity.
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100 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

form as the planar loop. The analysis in both these cases is very similar
to the planar loop and is not presented here.

The ten-dimensional Yang-Mills coupling constant gio is dimensionally
[length]3, while the coupling gjy when 10 — D dimensions are compactified
is defined by

_ _ r>(10—D)/1 (c\ c\ c\c\\

gD — <7io-ft • (y.z.Zo)
In order to define a limit in D dimensions in which we are left with a
one-loop Yang-Mills result with finite gj) but no gravitational effects, it
is necessary that the D-dimensional gravitational coupling constant

KD = KIOR{1°-D)/2 ~ 4 ^ ( / ) " 1 0 ) / 2 (9-2.29)
a

vanishes. This is the case provided that R^'^^/a1 -* 0.
It is convenient to consider the special case of (9.2.25) in which ol —•» 0

with fixed a (in which case the vanishing of KD requires that D < 6),
but the result holds for the general limit. The number of noncompact
dimensions D is treated as a continuous parameter in the formulas.

In the limit a' —> 0 with a fixed the powers of iprs in (9.2.27) approach
zero, and the leading behavior is controlled by the divergent endpoint
q ~ 1 (i.e., w = 27r2/lnq ~ 0) when D < 6. This uses the fact that F\
has the asymptotic form

Fi(a,<z)~a (-7—) , (9.2.30)

while

- w/x)exp (K
lnX

2
l*n

Zjv
W/X)) • (9-2.31)

Substituting these asymptotic expansions into p1', after a certain
amount of algebra the leading behavior of (9.2.27) is found to be given by

J2 \ (9.2.32)

where the variables ?/, are defined by

Vi = vi-vi-i, (9-2.33)

and

7 = \D - 4. (9.2.34)

This analysis can be used to obtain the expression for the one-loop
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N = 4 super Yang-Mills amplitude in any dimension D. The expression
(9.2.32) diverges for even dimensions D > 8, which is in agreement with
calculations of the ultraviolet divergences of N = 4 Yang-Mills theory.
When D = 6 the limit is finite, while the expression diverges at D = 4
due to infrared effects. The function /(*) diverges like (D — 4)~2 near
D = 4, which is the behavior typical of an infrared divergence in on-shell
scattering of four Yang-Mills bosons in dimensional regularization.

In a similar fashion one can obtain one-loop amplitudes for N = 8
supergravity from low-energy limits of type II amplitudes. It is only in
D = 10 dimensions that there is a distinction between the chiral and
nonchiral theories so that the rather trivial low-energy compactification
being discussed here does not distinguish between type IIA and type IIB
theories.

The one-loop diagrams with fewer than four external ground states
vanish again in this case so that the first nontrivial loop amplitude has
four external massless states. In this case the sum of the tree diagrams
and the quantum corrections can be written as

- a'u/4)

+ Q , s / 4 ) r ( 1

(9.2.35)
where d\ is another dimensionless constant determined by unitarity,

and FC(T) is defined in (9.2.8). The dots once more indicate the presence
of higher-order quantum corrections.

The low-energy limit can be considered again by taking a' —> 0 with
a and KD held fixed. As in the case of the open-string amplitude, the
loop diverges for D > 8, while for D < 8 the region of integration that
dominates (9.2.36) is the endpoint Imr —> oo, since in this limit

F 2 (a , r ) -a ( Imr) 1 / 2 . (9.2.37)

Substituting the asymptotic form for the functions inside (9.2.36) gives
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(after some algebra) the asymptotic form of gW as ol -» 0

1 Pz pi

gW ~ K2
DT(-J) I dpz I dp2 / dpi[spip2 +tp2pz

o o o (9.2.38)

+ upzpi + t(pi - p2)]
7

+ terms that symmetrize 5, t and u,

where 7 = D/2 — 4 as before.
This asymptotic expression for gW can be shown to be proportional to

the asymptotic expression for f^\ symmetrized in s, t and u, i.e.,

, t) + /W(t,u) + /(^(u, s). (9.2.39)

This means that g^ is also finite when D = 6. It has a softer infrared
divergence than /W as D -> 4, due to cancellations arising from the
symmetrization. Specifically, gW ~ (D — 4)"1, which is the characteristic
infrared divergence of gravity in dimensional regularization. In conclusion,
both N = 4 Yang-Mills and N = S supergravity are ultraviolet finite
at one loop for D < 8 and infrared finite for D > 4. These results
were obtained rather more easily from considering limits of string-theory
amplitudes than would have been possible in the field theories themselves.

9.3 The Heterotic String Theory

In chapter 6 we learned that the internal gauge symmetry degrees of free-
dom of the heterotic string theories can be expressed either in a fermionic
or a bosonic formulation. The tree amplitude calculations in §7.4.4 were
based on the bosonic formulation, and that is again the formalism that
we will use for the study of one-loop amplitudes in this section. Recall
that in this approach the internal gauge symmetry is described by sixteen
left-moving bosonic coordinates that parametrize the maximal torus of
E8 x Es or spin(32)/Z2.

The generators of Es x Es or 50(32) can be divided into 16 'neu-
tral' ones belonging to the Cartan subalgebra and 480 'charged' ones
with charges described by a 16-component vector K1, which may also be
regarded as Kaluza-Klein momenta associated with the 16-dimensional
torus. In formulating vertex operators for states of the Yang-Mills su-
permultiplet, the required structure is somewhat different for the neutral
and charged states. The construction was described in detail in §6.4.3 and
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9.3 The Heterotic String Theory 103

applied to the evaluation of some tree amplitudes in §7.4.4. For neutral
states belonging to the Cartan subalgebra of the adjoint representation
or supergravity multiplet states (which are singlets of the gauge group)
the internal momentum is K1 = 0. For the 480 charged states the vector
K corresponds to a root vector of the gauge group and has K • K = 2.
The vertex operators associated with the charged states contain cocycle
factors discussed in §6.4.4 and §6.4.5.

If we use the space-time supersymmetric light-cone gauge formalism of
chapter 5 to describe the right-moving modes, as in the preceding sections,
then we can achieve the same simplification for the heterotic superstrings
as we found for the type II superstring theories. As was the case with
the other superstring theories, amplitudes with fewer than four external
ground states vanish due to the trace associated with the right-moving
SQ modes. Also, as in the other theories, the four-particle amplitudes are
especially simple, since vertex operators associated with the right-moving
modes are effectively just those of the Veneziano model with no prefactors
once the 5J trace has been evaluated.

9.3.1 The Torus with Four External Particles

Since the simplest nontrivial example of a heterotic string loop amplitude
has four massless external particles, that is the case we consider. At one-
loop order there is only one diagram, the torus diagram. As in the case of
type II superstrings, the world sheet must be closed and orientable, and
the torus is the unique possibility at one loop.

The kinematics is the same as that described in chapter 8 (see fig. 8.8).
The space-time momenta of the emitted states are denoted K\ (I =
1,2,..., 16) and the charge of the rth propagator Pj is given by

r - l

I<1. (9.3.1)

The loop momentum P1 is summed over all the sites of the appropriate
lattice A.

The one-loop amplitudes are again given by 'sewing' tree diagrams,
which gives for four external particles

(̂1,2,3,4)= (^)70/n^/(l,2,3,4), (9.3.2)
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as in (9.2.4). Now the correlation function 7(1,2,3,4) is given by

7(1,2,3,4) = [dwp\wf'AYwp''2Tr[wNw*-1V(ltp1)
J £A (9-3-3)

xV(2,P2)V(3,p3)V(i,Pi)].

Note that we have included factors

because the superstring sector has no normal ordering constant, whereas
the bosonic sector has one of —1. The vertex operator V(kr, pr) describes
the emission of any of the ground-state particles of the heterotic string.
Since the trace over the right-moving SQ modes uses up all the dependence
on S modes in the vertices, the contribution of the right-moving £{J modes
to the trace becomes [/(w)]8, just as for the right-moving modes of the
type II theories.

It is convenient to express the second-rank polarization tensors (in-
cluding the spinors) of the supergravity multiplet as sums of products of
the polarization vectors of the Yang-Mills supermultiplet (i.e., to write
Cr"" = E»Cr"»Crn, <"" = E » < » C ™ , •• • ) • In this way the overall kine-
matic factor arising from the trace over the fermion zero modes is the sum
of factors of the same form as the factor K that arose in the open-string
case (we shall only consider one of these terms and so we shall drop the
label n).

The factors ^r/lX^(7r) (fi = 0, . . . ,9) associated with the vertices
for the emission of gravitons can be dealt with in the same way as
the vector-emission vertices in the bosonic open-string theory by using
exP[Cr * ^l(^r)] and extracting the terms linear in (r at the end of the
calculation. The vertices for the emission of the sixteen neutral gauge

particles contain factors of £ rX|(J r ) that can also be dealt with by expo-

nentiation in the form exp|JrX|(Jr)] and by extracting the terms linear

in £r at the end of the calculation. The factor £r can be regarded as a
4polarization' vector in the extra sixteen dimensions that labels the neu-
tral gauge particles. By including both types of factors simultaneously,
we obtain formulas that describe emission of an arbitrary combination of
gravitons and neutral gauge particles. Since the right movers are described
supersymmetrically, we can also describe their fermionic supersymmetry
partners by modifying the choice of K factors appropriately.

The integration over the ten-dimensional loop momentum pP is similar
to that in the bosonic theory in §8.2.1. But now there is additional p
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dependence in the integrand introduced by the zero mode of X^

M

In \w\ I AX | exp •
r = 1 x ^ . - i / ^. y 21n|u;|

(9.3.5)
This is the same formula as §8.1.1 with xr replaced by y/z^ and £r replaced

The sum over the discrete values of the loop momenta P1 is evaluated in
much the same way as for the continuous momenta, namely by completing
a square. The algebra is the same as in §8.1.1, which gives

Kr'Ks\ 2 - \ 1 Kr'

/ )

xexp| ^ _ ^

T T 1

V lniu 2 ,

^ T T 2

Kr'Ks[i
i

(9.3.6)
where, as usual, the complex conjugate of (9.2.6) gives

(r = 1 , . . . , M - 1 ) (9.3.7)

and

vM = T = - lnw/2iri. (9.3.8)

The lattice sum is contained in the function £, defined by

(9.3.9)
PEA

where
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where terms involving £r • £r have been dropped, since only the terms
linear in £r contribute to the amplitude.

The factors from nonzero modes in the trace contained in the function
I are evaluated in a way that is very similar to the previous examples.
The calculation may be divided into two factors so that

I = h x J2, (9.3.11)

where the factor I\ comes from the (left- and right-moving) space-time
modes a%

n and a%
n together with the trace over the fermion modes S%,

while the factor I<i comes from the modes of the extra sixteen left-moving
coordinates a^.

The fermionic trace contributes a factor K[f(w)] to I\. The zero-
mode momentum factor (9.3.5) combines with the factors arising from
the nonzero modes in I\ that occur in the function

( M \
Tr I exp ]T (ikr • X(zr) + (r • PL(zr)) \ , (9.3.12)

that forms the integrand of the loop diagram to give a factor similar to
the bosonic one in the type II theories. The result has a form that is
reminiscent of the open-string expression in §8.1.1:

)
(9.3.13)

X e x p | i ( f c r • C s - k8 • Cr)fjrs + Cr ' C s ^ }

where \rs = x(^sr5^)? with similar definitions for fjrs and £lrs. The
functions fjr3 and Clr3 are in fact proportional to the correlation functions
(Xr(zr)Xp(z3)) and (X^(Jr)^(V5)), respectively. They differ from the
unhatted functions defined in chapter 8 only in their zero modes (due
to the fact that the zero modes couple the left-moving and right-moving
coordinates).

ln|c, r |
\n\w\ ( 9 3 1 4 )

= 7)(csr, w) = rj(csr, w) - -—r

___ vST Im vST
— Vrs H I j ZT>

r Im r
and

) n ( F ) +{lrs =
\nw 21n|w|

1

47rlm r '
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The factor I2 associated with the extra sixteen dimensions is obtained
by combining (9.3.6) with the factors that arise from the nonzero modes.
To begin with there is the factor of 1(K\, K2, K3, K±) that comes from the
cocycle factors in the vertices with emitted charged Yang-Mills particles.
Apart from the fact that the momentum P1 takes discrete values, the
calculation is essentially the same as the open-string calculation, and gives

w \wr •LX \pTr w
1 • r= l I r ' r= l

r<s (9.3.16)
x exp [(Kr • ~£3 - Ks • tjrjrs + tT • Zsnrs].

Writing the measure in terms of the variables vr and T

, (9.3.17)

all the massless four-particle one-loop amplitudes are contained in

AJKI.2,3,4) = (*K)*eK Jd*r J Y[d*»r (^^ ±[f(wT2i

R r

x C exp 5 ] (i(fcr • Cs - ka • (r)r)rs + (KT • ts - Ka • Uvrs
r<s

r<s

(9.3.18)
Any process involving external ground states can be obtained from this
formula by choosing the rth state to have nonvanishing (f for a gravita-
tional particle, nonvanishing £r for a neutral particle in the Yang-Mills
multiplet or Kr ^ 0 for a charged Yang-Mills particle and keeping only
those terms that are linear in the nonvanishing £r's and £r's, as explained
earlier.

The integration region in (9.3.18) is the same as for the torus diagram
of the other theories we have explained. The crucial question is whether
Fff defined by the formula

^(1,2,3,4) = {KKftK jJ^FH(T), (9.3.19)

is modular invariant. This is the issue to which we now turn.
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9.3.2 Modular Invariance of the E% x Es and 50(32) Theories

Although there are many aspects of the demonstration of modular invari-
ance that follow the same path as for the type II theories, the heterotic
theory is crucially different due to the fact that it incorporates internal
symmetry via the lattice A. This enters the expression for the amplitude
(9.3.18) in the factor C. Modular invariance imposes important restric-
tions on possible lattices.

We begin the discussion by showing that the region of integration over
the vr variables can again be restricted to a fundamental parallelogram
corresponding to the periods 1 and r in the complex v plane. To prove
this we have to check the invariance under the transformations

vT -> vr + 1 (9.3.20)

and

vr-+vT + T, (9.3.21)

which correspond to zr —> zr exp{27ri} and zr —> wzr . The first of these is
an obvious invariance of all the factors in the amplitude apart from those
arising from the right-hand side of (9.3.6), since they are either functions
of \pr\ or have a series expansion in powers of pr. However, the left-hand
side of (9.3.6) is obviously invariant under zr —» zr exp{27ri}, since Pr is
a vector on the root lattice so that P,?/2 is an integer. The second of
the transformations on the vr variables is a symmetry of all the functions
in the integrand of the amplitude. For 0 r s and \rs this follows from the
properties listed in appendix 8.A, while for the other functions it is a
consequence of their definitions in terms of derivatives of if>rs. The fact
that C is invariant under (9.3.21) follows from its definition by shifting
ln~pr by In to in the exponent of (9.3.9), which is equivalent to shifting P in
the exponent by a lattice vector Kr leaving the sum invariant. This means
that the vr region of integration can indeed be restricted to a fundamental
region in the v plane so that it covers the torus exactly once.

Now we turn to the question of modular invariance, where something
new will arise. In order to study the behavior of the amplitude under
the global diffeomorphisms generated by modular transformations, it is
sufficient to consider the two transformations

r -> r ' = r + 1 (9.3.22)

and

T-+T' = - - , (9.3.23)

since they generate the entire modular group, as was described in §8.2.2.
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The first of these corresponds to the change from w to w exp{27ri}, which
is a special case of (9.3.20) with r = M. In order to study the behavior
under the second transformation, it is necessary, as before, to transform
the vr variables simultaneously by

i/ -> i/ = - - (9.3.24)

so that the v1 integral covers the same domain expressed in terms of the
transformed r variable as the original domain covered by v expressed in
terms of r.

The various functions that enter the expression for the amplitude have
simple transformations under this change of variables. The transformation
of ^(F,7), given in appendix 8.A, can be written as

V>(F,r) = iexp {~-^j *&,¥). (9.3.25)

Similarly, from equations of that appendix

r,(u,r) = r'(^(Tf,¥)-^ (9.3.26)

and

0(17,7) = r12 ( V , T O + ^ . (9.3.27)

Using (9.3.14) and (9.3.15) it is easy to check that the hatted functions
have the simple transformation properties

fi(u,T) = Tlrj(V',¥) (9.3.28)

and

fi(F,r) = r'2f)(77/,r/). (9.3.29)

All the factors considered so far are analogous to those that appeared
in the type II theories. We now turn to the factor £, defined in (9.3.9),
which has no analog in the earlier models. In order for the amplitude
to be modular invariant it is important that C transform simply. In
appendix 9.B we show that this only happens if the lattice A is self-dual.
In that case C transforms as

C = £(F r , r , f r ) = (T/)8£(F' r ,T
/ , r /^)e-^5 2 , (9.3.30)

where we have used the fact that r£7(Fr , r ,£ r ) = SI(Pr,7
t
1T

l£r), which
follows from the definition of S1 in (9.3.10). Writing out iirrS2 explicitly
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gives

(9.3.31)

£

This expression contains just the pieces of the zero modes of the trans-
formed functions ln^>(]7^r,r

/), TtTj(l7t
sr,T

t) and r/2fl(F^r,T
/) that are re-

moved by the transformations in (9.3.25)-(9.3.27). So C combines with
the other factors to give a combination that transforms simply. The fact
that the transformation of C is only simple if the lattice is self-dual is
of central importance in the theory. We have already seen that the only
allowed lattices are those corresponding to groups with 'even' roots (i.e.,
roots of length squared 2). We now find that consistency of the one-loop
amplitudes imposes the further restriction of self-duality. As was dis-
cussed in §6.4.7, the only self-dual lattices of rank 16 are the lattices Fi6
and Fg + T$ associated with the groups spin(32) and E$ x Eg. The re-
quirement of modular invariance is the first truly persuasive argument we
have given for imposing the self-duality constraint. Considerations based
on anomaly cancellations in §13.5.3 will select the same gauge groups for
D = 10 theories with N = 1 super symmetry.

The transformation properties of the factors in the integrand can now
be summarized. First, there are factors involving ijjrs associated with the
Me external massless states that have nonzero AVs

WP*r,7)fr'K', (9-3.32)
l<r<5<4 l<r<s<4

where the fact that £i<r<*<4 Kr • Ks = - | Er=i(A'r)2 = ~MC has
been used. There is also a factor of T1 from each factor of rjrs and (T*)2

from each ftr5, so that MJJ external uncharged Yang-Mills states (i.e.,
those that have Kr = 0 and nonzero £r) give an overall factor of (j1)^17.
Similarly, MQ external gravitational particles (with Kr = 0 and (r ^ 0)
contribute a factor (T1)^0, as follows from the transformations of rjrs and
Ctrs. Thus, altogether, a factor of r1 arises for each kind of particle giving
(r7)4 in the four-particle case.
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The transformation of the function f(w) can be expressed in the form

1 )]-24 = ^ - 1 2 i _ ^ ^ - 2 4 5 (9.3.33)[

(where w' — exp{47T2/lntu}). The remaining terms in the integrand of
(9.3.18) are

v / r==1 \ J r<s

Precisely this combination was shown to be invariant under modular trans-
formations by the arguments following (9.2.5).

The factor of (T ' ) " 1 2 in (9.3.33) is exactly cancelled by the 8 powers of
r1 from the transformation of C (9.3.30) and the Me + M\j + MQ — 4
powers of r' coming from the other functions, so that the integrand FJJ(T)

is invariant under the transformation r —> — 1/r.
The modular invariance of the integrand again allows the r integral

to be restricted to a fundamental region in the r plane, which is conve-
niently chosen to be the region F in fig. 8.21. This region avoids potential
singularities at r = 0 leading to a consistent expression for the loop am-
plitude. We should also check for divergences from the endpoints that
gave divergences in the bosonic theory.

The obviously dangerous endpoint is the one in which the particles
come together on the surface of the torus, the limit in which vr ~ vs. The
analysis of this limit follows closely that of type II theories in §9.2.1 and
involves substituting the change of variables in (9.2.11) into (9.3.18). For
simplicity suppose that the external states have nonzero Kr so that there
are no terms with £r or (r. The expression for S1 in (9.3.10) vanishes
when all the pr are equal so that C has no vr dependence. The only terms
that change the analysis from that of the type II theories are the factors
of {$TS)KT'KS in (9.3.18). Since i\)rs - vrs these contribute (e)£r<s

 K''K* =
e~4 (where we have used the fact that K^ = 2). The net effect is that
near the endpoint e = 0 the loop amplitude behaves as

(Inn-)5 w
(9.3.35)

where C is given by (9.3.9) with S1 = 0. The r integral apparently
diverges in the limit Imr —> oo (w —» 0), where C ~ 1 (the contribution
of the term with P = 0 in (9.3.9)). However, the angular integral cancels
the apparent singular behavior of l/w and the result is that the expression
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112 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

for the loop is finite. There is a straightforward generalization to the cases
with external particles described by £r or (r.

The fact that the loop amplitudes for the heterotic string theory have
modular-invariant integrands only for self-dual lattices is of great signif-
icance, since this restricts the possible groups to just spin(32)/Z2 and
E$x E%, as described in chapter 6. In §9.5.3 and §9.5.4 we will show that
by giving up the assumption of space-time super symmetry it is possible
to formulate a modular-invariant and tachyon free heterotic string theory
based on the gauge group 50(16) X 50(16) as well.

9.4 Calculations in the RNS Formalism

Up to this point, the calculations of this chapter have been based entirely
on the light-cone gauge formalism of chapter 5. There are a number of
reasons why it is useful to also consider calculations based on the RNS
formalism of chapter 4 that utilizes fermionic coordinates that are space-
time vectors rather than space-time spinors. For one thing, this is the only
approach in which we know how to do manifestly covariant calculations
(although the light-cone gauge can also be used in the RNS formalism).
Also, not being restricted to special momenta, generalizations to diagrams
with numerous emitted states or multiple loops seem to be more straight-
forward, though they are not explored in this book. Finally, studying the
scattering amplitudes in the RNS formalism enables us to take a critical
look at the extent to which the GSO projection is necessary. This is in-
deed the issue with which we begin the next subsection, before turning in
the following subsection to the actual loop calculations.

9.4-1 Modular Invariance and the GSO Projection

The RNS model of closed strings has a massless spin 3/2 particle. For
consistency, a massless spin 3/2 particle must be coupled to a conserved
super symmetry current (or decouple at low energies). Yet without the
GSO projection, the RNS model lacks space-time supersymmetry (and
the spin 3/2 particle does not decouple at low energies). It is therefore
natural to suspect that the RNS model is inconsistent at the interacting
level unless one imposes either the GSO projection to achieve space-time
supersymmetry or some other modification to eliminate the massless spin
3/2 particle. We can now see how this comes about: the RNS model,
without the GSO projection or a related projection that eliminates the
massless spin 3/2 particle, lacks modular invariance at the one-loop level.

We first discuss the right-moving fermions of the RNS model. Recall
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Figure 9.1. A path integral on a torus; the fermions may obey + or — boundary
conditions in the ai and vi directions, respectively.

that on a closed string, 0 < cr < TT, the fermions may obey either periodic
or antiperiodic boundary conditions. We refer to these as + and — or even
and odd boundary conditions, respectively. The even and odd boundary
conditions give rise, respectively, to fermions and bosons. If we carry out a
path integral on a torus, then the boundary conditions must be specified
in more detail, as in fig. 9.1. As in §8.2.2, we suppose that that the
torus is parametrized by v — a\ + (72T, SO that the fundamental periods
are o\ —» a\ + 1 and (72 —> (72 + 1. The boundary conditions may be
separately periodic or antiperiodic in the G\ and <J2 directions. There are
thus four possibilities, which we denote as (++), (H—),(—h), and ( ),
with the first ± sign referring to the behavior in the o\ direction and the
second referring to the behavior in the 0*2 direction. The four possible
boundary conditions are often referred to as 'spin structures', this being
a special case of a more general concept that will be investigated further
in chapter 14.

In the absence of any projection, loop amplitudes contain a factor of

T r e ~ ^ (9.4.1)

(where y is given by r = (x-\-iy)/2'K as in §8.2.1) for propagation through
imaginary time y. It is essential now to remember that in the path integral
formulation of quantum statistical mechanics, the partition function of
fermions is computed using antiperiodic boundary conditions in the 0*2
direction. The trace in (9.4.1) is thus naturally represented by a path
integral with antiperiodic (—) boundary conditions in the 02 direction. If
on the other hand we wish to calculate the quantity

Tv(-l)F e~yH, (9.4.2)

with (—1)F being the operator used in the GSO projection that counts
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114 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

the number of world-sheet fermions modulo two, then we must use +
boundary conditions in the <72 direction.

Therefore, in the absence of the GSO projection, the contribution of the
NS sector to a loop amplitude corresponds to ( ) boundary conditions,
while the contribution of the R sector corresponds to (H—) boundary
conditions. The combination of partition functions ( ) and (H—) is
not modular invariant. The modular transformation (<72,<72) —> (o'2,—o'i)
exchanges the role of a\ and 0*2, so it turns (H—) into (—h). To get a
modular-invariant theory, the ( ) and (H—) contributions of the RNS
model must be supplemented by (—h). But (—h) is a partition function
for NS states (— boundary conditions in the a\ direction) with an insertion
of (—\)F (+ boundary conditions in the <72 direction). Thus, in the NS
sector the inclusion of both ( ) and (—h) boundary conditions on the
toroidal world sheet amounts to replacing (9.4.2) with

Tr(l + ( - l ) F ) e " ^ . (9.4.3)

This is the GSO projection - the projection on states even under (—1) .
Thus we have learned at the one-loop level that for the sake of unitarity -
or at least modular invariance - it is necessary to make the GSO projection
in the NS sector. At the one-loop level these considerations do not force
us to make the GSO projection in the R sector, since the combination
(H—),(—h) and ( ) is modular invariant.

The reason that that combination is modular invariant is as follows.
Modular transformations (<Ji,<72) —» (aa\ + 60*2, ca\ + do<i) change the
boundary conditions and therefore permute (++), (H—), (—h) and ( ).
However, (++) is modular invariant by itself, since boundary conditions
that are completely periodic in both G\ and a^ remain so after taking
linear combinations of a\ and 0*2. Modular transformations cannot mix
(H—), (—h) and ( ) with (++) (the latter being modular invariant), so
they must permute (+—), (—h), and ( ) among themselves. Hence, it is
possible to try to make a modular invariant theory with the inclusion only
of (-)—),(—h) and ( ). This is a theory in which the GSO projection
is made for bosons only. Including (++) would mean making the GSO
projection for fermions too, but since (++) is modular invariant by itself,

We noted in §4.3.3, where the GSO projection was introduced, that a priori
the overall sign of the operator (—1)F is ill-defined. We now have a precise
prescription for defining it, namely modular invariance. Given a choice for the
normalization of the ( ) contribution to the one-loop diagram, a modular trans-
formation gives a definite answer for (—h) with a determined sign, which indeed
corresponds to the sign that gives a supersymmetric theory with no tachyon.
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modular invariance at one-loop level does not force us to make the GSO
projection for fermions. It can actually be shown by a more intricate
argument that the analog of modular invariance at the two-loop level
requires the GSO projection for the R as well as NS sectors. We will not
enter into this and content ourselves with having explained why the GSO
projection is needed in the NS sector.

If one does make the GSO projection in the R sector, that sector
is described by the sum of (H—) and (++) path integrals, by analogy
with our comments on the NS sector. Adding these all up, we have
( )>(—I~)?(H—) a nd (++) contributions, which must all be included
in the form of the theory with space-time super symmetry. The supersym-
metric form of the theory with both bosons and fermions and with the
GSO projection can thus be described very succinctly: one sums over all
possible boundary conditions. The multiloop generalization of this will
be explored in chapter 14.

There is a subtlety that should be brought out here. It is rather clear
that to achieve modular invariance, once we include the ( ) sector it is
necessary to also include the (—+) and (H—) sectors (into which ( )
transforms under modular transformations) in order to achieve modular
invariance. It is not clear that including (—+) and (+—) along with
( ) is sufficient for modular invariance. Indeed, consider a modular
transformation that maps ( ) into itself. The general form of such
a transformation is (0*1, £"2) —> (aoi + 6<J2,c<7i + 0̂*2), where a and d
are odd and b and c are even. Such a transformation leaves the ( )
boundary conditions invariant, but it is not obvious that it leaves the
( ) path integral invariant. There might be an anomaly. One of our
main conclusions in the next subsection will be that in ten dimensions
there is no such anomaly, at the one-loop level. This result has also been
proved in higher orders, but the requisite analysis is rather complicated
and is not presented in this book.

These considerations have several interesting generalizations. In stating
the argument, we assumed that the theory is to contain both bosons and
fermions (both NS and R states), and we used the action of the modular
group on the R contribution to argue for the necessity of the GSO pro-
jection in the NS sector. It is possible to avoid this assumption. Modular
transformations can be used to prove that the theory must contain both
R and NS sectors.

It is conceivable that in some more subtle way unitarity requires the GSO pro-
jection of the R sector even at one-loop level.
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It is clearly impossible to have an interacting theory with R states only
(states from the NS sector appear as poles in the scattering of two states
from the R sector), so the interesting question to consider is whether one
can have a consistent (modular-invariant) theory based on the NS sector
alone. In such a theory, the boundary conditions on the torus would be
( ) only (or ( ) and (—h) if we decide to make a GSO projection).
While ( ) is invariant under the cr\ — G<I interchange considered ear-
lier, it is not invariant under other modular transformations. Indeed, the
modular transformation (cr\,a2) —> (̂ "1+^2? ^2) converts ( ) into (-)—),
proving that R states must be present if NS states are. We can then, of
course, use the previous argument to prove that the GSO projection must
be made at least in the NS sector.

Another interesting variant of this argument arises in the fermionic
formulation of the 50(32) and E% x E% heterotic theories. In this case, one
must decide what boundary conditions to use for internal fermions that
carry group quantum numbers. Considerations analogous to the above
(including the two-loop argument in the R sector for which the reader is
referred to the references) show that to achieve modular invariance, it is
necessary to include the analog of both R and NS sectors and to make the
analog of the GSO projection. These steps were taken in §6.3 with only
partial motivation.

In one respect the above discussion is quite satisfactory. It is puzzling
that there should exist in the RNS model (without the GSO projection)
a massless spin 3/2 particle without super symmetry. We have at least
partly identified what is wrong with the theory in this form. Yet there
is a logical gap in the discussion. Instead of modifying the theory with
the GSO projection to achieve space-time supersymmetry, might it not be
possible to modify the theory to eliminate the massless spin 3/2 particle?

This is indeed possible, if one uses an option that was neglected in
the above. In the foregoing we considered right-moving fermions in iso-
lation. The RNS model has left-moving fermions as well, and the same
is true for the heterotic theories in their fermionic formulation. For def-
initeness let us consider the type II theory. There are sixteen possible
boundary conditions, which we might denote as (±±; ±±), with the first
pair of signs referring to left movers and the second pair of signs to right
movers. The supersymmetric form of the theory corresponds to includ-
ing separate R and NS sectors and making separate GSO projections for
both left and right movers. This is the only way to achieve modular
invariance if the allowed choices of boundary conditions for left movers
are independent of the allowed choices of boundary conditions for right
movers. There is no necessity to make the latter assumption, however,
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and if we relax it then it is possible to find other ways to achieve mod-
ular invariance. The most obvious modular-invariant way to correlate
the boundary conditions of left movers with the boundary conditions of
right movers is to say that left movers and right movers should have the
same boundary conditions. Thus, the collection of four sets of boundary
conditions (++; ++), (H—; H—), (—h; —h), and ( ; ) is modular in-
variant. Whatever the action of a modular transformation on left movers,
it does the same to right movers, and so permutes these four sets.

The procedure just described gives a theory that is not supersymmetric.
In fact, the theory has no fermions at all, since left-moving R (or NS)
states are coupled with right-moving R (or NS) states, making bosons
in each case. Because of the absence of fermions (and the presence, as
well, of a tachyon - we have not removed it from the spectrum, since we
did not make a GSO projection!), the model just described probably has
little practical application. It shares the faults of the Veneziano model,
but probably also enjoys the same degree of consistency. Its significance
is that it illustrates that there are in fact two ways to avoid the potential
inconsistencies associated with the massless spin 3/2 particle of the RNS
model: one can modify the theory to achieve space-time super symmetry
or eliminate the massless spin 3/2 particle.

There are a number of other unitary theories that can be constructed
roughly along these lines. In each case, the GSO projection is replaced
by some other projection that eliminates the massless spin 3/2 particle
rather than achieving space-time super symmetry. Most of these theories
have tachyons, but one, with gauge group 50(16) x 50(16), does not.
Instead of formulating this theory in the manner of the present discussion,
we will formulate it in a different way in the following section.

94-% The Loop Calculations

The calculation of superstring loop diagrams in the RNS formulation re-
quires the addition of contributions from all the possible fermionic bound-
ary conditions or 'spin structures'. In the operator approach this is
achieved by adding fermionic loop diagrams built out of integrally-moded
fermionic operators (R sector) and bosonic loop diagrams built out of half-
integrally moded fermionic operators (NS sector). In addition, one must
include in each case the supplementary (—1)^ projections (GSO condi-
tions) that ensure space-time super symmetry. It is, of course, important
to include the ghosts and antighosts associated both with the Fermi modes
and the Bose modes in the covariant version of this approach.

Covariant boson emission vertices do not involve the ghost modes, which
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118 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

only enter via the propagators. Just as in the bosonic string theory the
net effect of the ghost coordinates is to cancel two powers of the partition
functions that arise from the bosonic and fermionic modes. With exter-
nal fermions the situation is much more complicated, since the fermion-
emission vertex involves the ghost modes in an important manner (see
§7.3.5). Many of the basic calculations with external fermions are much
simpler in the light-cone gauge.

The various kinds of loop diagrams with external massless vector par-
ticles are built from the vertices

= (-i>eikX (9.4.4)

for emission from a fermionic string and

Vm(k,0 = ( ( • X + * • VC • V>) eikX (9.4.5)

for emission from a bosonic string. Including the GSO projection opera-
tors ^(1 + G) in open-string loops with circulating bosons or ^(1+F) with
circulating fermions leads to four contributions to each of the topologi-
cally distinct open-string amplitudes. {G and F were defined in §4.3.3.)
Since the heterotic string is supersymmetric only in its right-moving co-
ordinates the counting is the same in that case. (If the internal symmetry
is included by means of left-moving fermion modes then the analog of the
GSO projection operator combines different boundary conditions in that
sector also.) The type II theory involves similar counting for the right
movers and the left movers separately, leading to 16 terms for the general
one-loop diagram.

Amplitudes consist of parity-conserving and parity-violating pieces.
The parity-violating pieces arise from fermion loops containing an odd
number of F's. These parity-violating fermionic loops must contain at
least ten 7^ matrices to give a nonzero result for the trace over the Dirac
zero modes, since the presence of a 711 kills it otherwise. This gives rise to
a ten-dimensional e tensor whose indices are contracted with linearly in-
dependent momenta and polarization vectors associated with the emitted
particles. This means that at least six external vector particles are needed
(since with five of them there would only be four independent momenta
and five polarization vectors). It is precisely this parity-violating part of
the hexagon diagram that can give rise to anomalies. That is the subject
of the next chapter.

The vanishing of the cosmological constant for open superstrings (the
M = 0 loop) was derived earlier from a supersymmetry trace identity
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(the So trace). In the RNS formalism it arises as a cancellation between
three nonzero contributions. Similar remarks apply to the vanishing of
the cosmological constant in the type II and heterotic theories. This
cancellation can now be seen as a consequence of Jacobi's relation (§4.3.3),
which was earlier used to verify that there are an equal number of bosonic
and fermionic states at each level of the spectrum of the theory. The
vanishing of the two-particle and three-particle scattering amplitudes can
similarly be derived by piecing together the different contributions.

9.5 Orbifolds and Twisted Strings

In this section we describe a generalization of the GSO projection that
has many interesting applications. It can be used to give an exactly
soluble model of string compactification, which is almost as simple as the
compactification on a flat torus considered in §9.2.2 above. Also, it can
be used to construct a very interesting new tachyon-free ten-dimensional
string theory in which space-time supersymmetry is absent, or perhaps
present at a deep level but spontaneously broken.

9.5.1 Generalization of the GSO Projection

Consider a closed-string theory with a discrete symmetry group F. For
instance, if we compactify on a flat torus, as in §9.2.2, F may be simply
a discrete symmetry group of the torus; this is the example that we will
consider in the next subsection.

Propagating on the string world sheet are various fields, such as boson
fields X'*((71,(72) and perhaps world-sheet Fermi fields. Let us call the
generic field propagating on the world sheet <^(<TI,0"2)- Consider a one-
loop world-sheet path integral on a torus, which we can think of as defined
by the o~\ — o~2 plane with the equivalence relations o\ « <Ji + 1 and
o~2 ~ o~2 + 1. What boundary conditions should we impose on ^(cri,^)?
The obvious choice would be to require that

<K<r\ + 1,<T2) = <^>i,< 2̂ + 1) = <f>(cru<J2). (9.5.1)

Because we assume the existence in the theory of a discrete symmetry
group F, it is possible to contemplate a generalization of (9.5.1). We may
take any two elements g and h of F and require that

l,cr2) = ^ ( < 7 I , < J 2 ) , <£(<7i,(72 + l) = h<t>(<Ji,<r2). (9.5.2)
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Actually, it follows from (9.5.2) that

2 + 1) = (̂<7i + 1,̂ 2 + 1)
(9.5.3)

The equality of the first and last expressions in (9.5.3) is an unreasonable
requirement, which is likely to lead to inconsistencies, unless

gh = kg. (9.5.4)

We assume that we should restrict ourselves to boundary conditions de-
fined by pairs (g,h) of group elements that obey this condition.

If we choose to include a contribution with boundary conditions (</, ft),
what other contributions must be included to achieve modular invariance?
Under a transformation (cri,^) —> (^1,^2) = (a<Jl + ba<i,c0\ + dv<i),
how do g and ft transform? The shift (c^ ,^) —> (&[ + l , ^ ) is equiva-
lent to (01,02) —* {o"i + d, &2 — c)i s o inspection of (9.5.2) reveals that
under this transformation <j> transforms into g h~c<j). Likewise, under
(o-j, <7;

2) —> (a^, <72 + 1), <̂> is transformed to g~bha(f). In sum, the modular
transformation in question transforms (g,h) to

(g',h') = (gdh-e,g-hha). (9.5.5)

In particular, </ and h1 commute if g and h do, so it is consistent to restrict
our attention to commuting pairs {g,h).

Of course, we are entitled to restrict ourselves to the case g = h = 1,
this being the theory that we started with in the first place. If, however,
we wish to generalize the original theory, we must include contributions
with #, h ^ 1. We cannot simply add to the original theory an arbitrarily
selected contribution with boundary conditions (#, ft), since this would
not be modular invariant. If we wish to add some new contributions to
the original path integral (g = ft = 1) we must add a modular-invariant
combination. The general theory of what modular-invariant combinations
are allowed is rather complicated, especially if one incorporates constraints
that arise at the two-loop level, but there is one rather simple choice that
meets the eye. One can sum over all boundary conditions (g, ft), subject
to the one constraint that gh — hg. The prescription of summing over all
commuting pairs (#,ft) is clearly a modular-invariant prescription, since
we have seen that modular transformations permute pairs of this type.
We focus on this choice, which is a kind of generalization of the GSO
projection. More elaborate choices exist if F is complicated enough, but in
the particular cases we consider below, the summation over all commuting
pairs (<?,ft) is the only possibility.
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Just as in our discussion of the GSO projection, choosing boundary
conditions in a modular-invariant way does not guarantee that the result-
ing amplitudes are modular invariant. There may be quantum anomalies
such that the quantum-mechanical path integrals on the torus do not pos-
sess the full modular symmetry that formally would appear to follow from
the choices of boundary conditions. Such anomalies do not arise (in ten
dimensions) in the case of the GSO projection, but in the more general
situations that we will discuss, modular anomalies can arise, and avoiding
them is an important restriction.

9.5.2 Strings on Orbifolds

In §9.2.2 above, we discussed the propagation of strings on M4 x T6,
with M4 being four-dimensional Minkowski space and T6 being a six-
dimensional torus. This compactification is relatively simple to analyze
mathematically, but far from realistic. It leaves unbroken N = 4 or N = 8
supersymmetry in four dimensions (depending on which superstring the-
ory we start with); this is not a good starting point for a realistic four-
dimensional theory. Simple toroidal compactification also gives rise to un-
realistic gauge groups and matter representations in four dimensions. We
now describe a generalization of this discussion that is almost as tractable
mathematically and far more realistic.

Figure 9.2. A triangular lattice in the complex z plane; it is used in constructing a
torus with Z$ symmetry. The 'fundamental region' in the construction of this torus
consists of two triangles, and contains three fixed points of the Z$ symmetry.

Rather than being abstract, let us consider a concrete example. To
begin with, we consider a special torus To made (fig. 9.2) by the following
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122 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

identifications of points in the complex z plane:

(9.5.6)

The 'fundamental region' in the complex z plane consists of two triangles
in the figure. What is special about this particular torus is that it admits
the Zz symmetry generated by

c*o : z -» e2i*/3z. (9.5.7)

On the torus there are three points left invariant by this transformation.
They are the points

* = ^ ' » (9-5-8)

for k = 0,1,2. (In the complex plane, only z = 0 is invariant under
(9.5.7), but the other points in (9.5.8) are shifted by lattice vectors, i.e.,
by integer multiples of 1 and exp{2z7r/3}. We only consider k = 0,1,2
since other values are related to these by (9.5.6).)

Now consider three complex variables z±, i = 1,2,3. With the identifi-
cations Z{ « 2t- + 1 « Z{ + exp{2i7r/3}, we obtain three tori T;, i = 1,2,3
isomorphic to the above. The product T = T\ x T2 x T3 is a torus of real
dimension six (complex dimension three), and we wish to consider string
propagation on M4 x T, or more precisely on a certain modification of
this.

T admits the Z3 symmetry

a:*,--* c2l>/3z,-, i = 1,2,3. (9.5.9)

This symmetry has 33 ='27 fixed points (points that are left invariant),
these being points in which each Z{ takes one of the values in (9.5.8). We
denote the Z3 group generated by a as F.

Now, we would like to supplement (9.5.6) with an additional equiva-
lence relation, this being the statement that two points on T are consid-
ered equivalent if they are related by the F action. Thus, denoting the
coordinates of a point on T as {^}, we impose the condition

{z,} « {e2*/3*,-}. (9.5.10)

We denote as Z the space T/F of equivalence classes of points on T subject
to this equivalence relation. Z is not a manifold, because the equivalence
relation (9.5.10) introduces conical singularities at the 27 fixed points of
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9.5 Orbifolds and Twisted Strings 123

a; this is a matter that will be further discussed in §16.3. Because of these
conical singularities, Z is called an 'orbifold' rather than a manifold. Even
though Z is not a manifold, string propagation on M4 x Z, which is what
we now consider, seems to make perfectly good sense.

Consider first the propagation of a point particle on Z (or on M4 x Z,
but it is Z that we really wish to understand at the moment). On T the
point particle would be described by a wave function tp(zi) belonging to a
Hilbert space Ko- Working on Z = T/F means that we restrict the wave
function ip(zi) to obey

r/>(e2i''3Zi) = rl>(Zi). (9.5.11)

The Hilbert space K of states of a point particle propagating on Z is the
subspace of KQ consisting of wave functions that obey (9.5.11) or, in other
words, the space of states that are invariant under a. The operator that
projects onto states that are invariant under a is

P = (l + a + a2)/3. (9.5.12)

P is the operator that projects the big Hilbert space A'o onto the subspace
K of states of a particle propagating on Z = T/F. If H is the Hamiltonian
of the point particle, the partition function on T is Tr exp{—/3H}, but on
Z = T/F it is Tr exp{-/3H}P.

Following this logic for strings, the first step in discussing string prop-
agation on Z (or actually M4 x Z) is to consider string propagation on
T (the relevant Hilbert space was discussed in §9.2.2 above) and then
project this onto the F-invariant subspace. Consider a one-loop diagram
in which the string world sheet is as in the preceding subsection a parallel-
ogram in the a — r plane with opposite sides identified. If the strings are
propagating on T, we perform a path integral on this parallelogram with
periodic boundary conditions. If, instead, the strings are propagating on
Z = T/F, we must as in the point-particle case project the string wave
functions onto F-invariant states. As in the GSO case, the projection
onto states invariant under F can be made by summing over boundary
conditions in the r direction or in other words by including the bound-
ary conditions ( l , l ) , ( l , a ) , and (l ,a2) in the language of the previous
subsection.

In the point-particle case, this projection is the end of the story, but
in the string case we must go on, because the sum over boundary condi-
tions ( l , l ) , ( l , a ) , and (l ,a2) is not modular invariant. In fact it is clear
from (9.5.5) that once we include the three combinations (1,1), (1, a), and
(l,a2) with equal weight, we are forced to include all nine combinations
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(ak, a m ) , fc, m = 1,2,3, with equal weight. The need to include these new
contributions is somewhat analogous to the fact that modular invariance
forces one to supplement the NS sector with the R sector, as we saw in
§9.4.1 above.

There is an alternative language for explaining the need to include the
new sectors. Consider a closed string on M4 x Z; we describe M4 with
standard Minkowski coordinates x^, fi = 0 , . . . , 3, and we describe Z with
the complex coordinates z,-, i = 1,2,3 introduced earlier. Ordinary closed-
string boundary conditions would be

(x"(a + x), Zi(a + *)) = ( * » , Zi(a)). (9.5.13)

On Z, however, the points {zi} and {exp(2z*7r/3)2t} are equivalent, so
instead of (9.5.13) we are entitled to consider closed strings that obey

(x>(a + TT), Zi(a + x)) = (x"(a), e2i^3
Zi(a)). (9.5.14)

This corresponds to boundary conditions twisted by a in the a direction.
This 'twisted sector' must still be projected onto states invariant under
F = Z3, which is again done by summing over boundary conditions l ,a ,
or a2 in the r direction. On the a — r torus the contribution of the
twisted sector consists of terms with boundary conditions (a, 1), (a, a),
and (a, a2). In addition, we can replace exp{2i7r/3} in (9.5.14) with
exp{4z7r/3}, corresponding to strings that are twisted in the a direction
by a2. Projecting this sector onto F-invariant states, the requisite contri-
butions to world-sheet path integrals correspond to the inclusion of terms
with boundary conditions (a2,1), (a2, a), and (a2, a2). All in all, the
untwisted states and the two types of twisted sectors, all projected onto
F-invariant subspaces, are represented by summing over all nine possible
boundary conditions on the torus.

There are a variety of reasons that string propagation on M4 X Z is a
far more realistic model of compactification than string propagation on
M4 x T. First of all, compactification on M4 x Z spontaneously breaks
some of the supersymmetries. Of the underlying ten-dimensional super-
symmetries, only those that are invariant under F remain as unbroken
four-dimensional supersymmetries after compactifying on M4 x Z. If we
start with N = 1 supersymmetry in ten dimensions, then compactification
on M4 x T leaves TV = 4 supersymmetry in four dimensions. Of these
four supersymmetries, only one is invariant under F, so compactifying
on M4 x Z breaks the potential N = 4 supersymmetry down to N = 1,
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which is far more reasonable as a starting point for phenomenology in four
dimensions.

Another desirable feature of compactification on an orbifold instead
of an ordinary torus is that there are interesting possibilities for gauge
symmetry breaking. Let G be the ten-dimensional gauge group. Let u be
an element of G that obeys u3 = 1, so that it generates a Z3 subgroup
of G. In the above orbifold construction, instead of requiring that states
be invariant under the rotation a, we could require that they be invariant
under the combined rotation and gauge transformation

a = a-u. (9.5.15)

The whole construction that we have carried out above can be repeated
using a and the group F that it generates instead of a and JP. Formally
the logic is the same, but the physics is somewhat different and even
more interesting. One obtains a mechanism for spontaneous breaking of
both supersymmetry and gauge symmetries. Supersymmetries that do
not commute with a and gauge symmetries that do not commute with u
are all spontaneously broken.

Consider, for example, the heterotic superstring theory with E% x E%
gauge group. We choose u to belong to the first E%. As we know from
appendix 6.A, E% contains a maximal subgroup E$ x 5(7(3). The center
of SU(3) is Z3, with a generator that we will call u. The subgroup of
Es that commutes with w is ^ x 5£/(3). The orbifold compactification
with a = a • u thus breaks Es to EQ X 5(7(3) (while leaving unbroken
the second Es). This is a considerable improvement over the ordinary
toroidal compactification, which leaves Es x Es unbroken, because while
E% is not viable as a four-dimensional grand-unified group, EQ is. (Es
has no complex representations, but the 27 of EQ accommodates a single
generation of quarks and leptons in a relatively economical way.)

To see that it is N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions that survives, one
reasons as follows. The ten-dimensional Lorentz group 50(1,9) has a subgroup
50(1,3) x S0(6), where 50(1,3) is the four dimensional Lorentz group and
S0(6) » SU(4) is the subgroup of 50(1,9) that commutes with 50(1,3). The
four supersymmetries of N = 4 supersymmetry in four dimensions transform as
the 4 of SU(4). In the construction of the Z orbifold, the particular symmetry
operator a was chosen to be one that belongs to an SU(3) subgroup of S0(6) or
SU(4). Precisely one element of the 4 of SU(4) is invariant under 5£/(3), and
this is the one unbroken supersymmetry. If a were chosen instead to belong to
U(3) but not 5C/(3), supersymmetry would be broken entirely in the reduction
to four dimensions. Essentially the same considerations will play a major role in
chapters 15 and 16.
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The construction of the spectrum of the string propagating on M4 x Z
is not difficult, but will not be presented here. With the above choice of u,
one finds 36 (!) chiral generations of quarks and leptons, transforming as
the 27 of E§. Nine of these come from the untwisted sector and twenty-
seven from the twisted sector. It is quite attractive that the representation
of E& that is desirable for phenomenology appears automatically, and
that without putting them in by hand in any obvious way one gets out a
multiplicity of fermion generations (in fact, too many).

If one restricts oneself to compactification on orbifolds that leave un-
broken N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions, then the physics of orb-
ifolds is rather similar to that of compactification on manifolds of 5£/(3)
holonomy, which we will discuss in detail in chapters 15 and 16. In fact, as
we will see in §16.10, such orbifolds can be viewed as limiting cases of cer-
tain manifolds of 5f/(3) holonomy. Whether orbifolds are 'just' limiting
cases or are the most interesting case remains to be seen.

9.5.3 Twisted Strings in Ten Dimensions

In the above, we have considered orbifolds as an approach to compactifica-
tion from ten dimensions to four dimensions. An orbifold-like construction
can also be used to construct interesting ten-dimensional string theories,
somewhat similar to the models considered in §9.4.1 above, but more in.-
teresting because one of them is tachyon free. The tachyon-free model
arises as a twisted variant of the E$ x E% or SO(32) heterotic string. It
can be constructed with either of those two theories as the starting point;
we consider the Es x Es case.

In constructing an orbifold, one begins with a group F that acts as a
symmetry group of an already known string theory. What are the possible
symmetry groups of the ten-dimensional Es x Es theory? There is the
Lorentz symmetry group 50(1,9) and the E% x Es gauge group. If we
wish to construct a Poincare-invariant string theory in ten dimensions,
then F must commute with the Poincare group. The only element of
50(1,9) with that property is the 2TT rotation

z = exp(27rJi2). (9.5.16)

We could try to make an orbifold-like construction using the group FQ «
Z2 generated by x. It is possible to generalize this, however. Let y be an
element of Es x Es with y2 = 1, and let z = xy. Then z2 = 1, so z gen-
erates a group isomorphic to Z2, which we call F. We discuss the theory
obtained by twisting the Es x Es string theory by F - projecting it onto
states invariant under F and then, as in the previous section, adding the
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9.5 Orbifolds and Twisted Strings 127

'twisted' sector to achieve modular invariance. The resulting theory lacks
supersymmetry (or perhaps should be interpreted as a theory in which
supersymmetry is present at an underlying level but is spontaneously
broken), since the ten-dimensional supersymmetries are odd under z.

It turns out that there is precisely one choice of y for which the theory
that we construct is modular invariant and tachyon-free. As we know
from appendix 6.A, the E% Lie algebra contains 50(16) as a maximal
subalgebra. Under 50(16) the adjoint representation of E& decomposes
as 120 © 128. In the center of 50(16) there is an element that takes the
form

yo = - 1 . (9.5.17)

in the fundamental representation. Under yo, the 120 of 50(16) is even,
while yo can be chosen so that the 128 of 50(16) is odd. In E% x J5g,
let ?/Q and ?/g be, respectively, the elements of the first and second Es's
with the above-stated properties. In the construction we are considering,
only one choice of y gives a tachyon-free theory; it is

y = y? )xy? ) - (9.5.18)

Of course, y = 1 for any E& x E$ singlet.
To construct the twisted string theory, the first step is to project the

E$ x E$ heterotic superstring on the subspace z = 1; then to achieve
modular invariance we must add a 'twisted sector' in which the boundary
conditions are twisted by z in the a direction, just as in the construction
of orbifolds.

The projection on z = 1 in the ordinary or untwisted sector is easy to
describe. With z = xy and x2 = y2 = 1, z — 1 is equivalent to x = y.
States oi x = 1 or x = — 1 are bosons and fermions, respectively, and the
projection means that from the spectrum of the Eg x E$ theory we must
keep the bosons of y = 1 and the fermions of y = —1. The gravitino,
for instance, has x = —1,2/ = +1? s o it is removed by the projection,
in agreement with our expectation that there cannot be a massless spin
3/2 particle in a theory that is not supersymmetric. The graviton has
x = y = 1 so it is retained; this theory, like other closed-string theories,
includes gravity. What is the gauge group of the twisted theory? Among
the gauge bosons of the E$ x E% theory, the ones that have y = 1 are
those that transform as

(120,1)0(1,120) (9.5.19)

under 50(16) x 50(16). This is the adjoint representation of 50(16) x
50(16), so (as we do not get any additional massless bosons from the
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128 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

twisted sector) the unbroken gauge group of the twisted theory is 50(16) x
50(16). As for massless fermions, the states in the adjoint representation
of Es x Es that have y = — 1 are precisely those that transform as

(128,1)0(1,128), (9.5.20)

so these are the massless fermions that we obtain from the untwisted
sector.

Analysis of the twisted sector requires somewhat more care. At this
point it is worthwhile to make a definite choice of which construction
of the theory we wish to consider. For left-moving modes, we use the
fermionic description of Es x Es in terms of two groups of left-moving
fermions XA and A5, with A, B = 1 , . . . , 16. For right-moving modes, we
use the manifestly supersymmetric light-cone gauge formalism described
in chapter 5. Thus, there are eight right-moving fermions Sa transform-
ing in one of the two spinor representations of 50(8), the 8S, which we
describe as positive chirality. The Sa obey periodic boundary conditions

Sa(a + ir) = Sa(a) (9.5.21)

in the supersymmetric form of the theory developed in chapter 5. The
ground-state energy of the right-moving modes (including X*1 as well as
Sa) is zero. The ground state has a degeneracy that arises by quantizing
the zero modes of Sa and consists of sixteen states transforming as 8V©8C

of 50(8). In particular, the massless fermions have negative chirality,
opposite to the 5 a . Of course, when we project onto states of z = +1, the
surviving 50(16) x 50(16) fermions are those that transform as (9.5.20).

Now we wish to construct the twisted sector. In this sector right-moving
modes have boundary conditions in the a direction twisted by #, while
left-moving modes have boundary conditions in the a direction twisted
by y. For the right-moving modes, it is relatively easy to figure out what
this means. The modes that are odd under the 2?r rotation x are the 5 a ,
so (9.5.21) is replaced by

Sa(<j + 7r) = -Sa(a). (9.5.22)

Thus, in the twisted sector the 'supersymmetric' fermions Sa are subject
to boundary conditions analogous to those in the NS sector of the RNS
formulation. Therefore, we can borrow the analysis from chapter 4. The
ground state \fl) of the right movers is nondegenerate, and has L§ = —1/2.
Since the ground state of the left movers will turn out to be at LQ = 0,
the right-moving ground state is eliminated when we impose the condition
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Lo = LQ. AS for massless states of the right movers, these are built just
as in the analogous discussion in chapter 4 by acting on |fi) with an Sa

mode of energy +1/2:

\n°) = Sa_1/2\Q). (9.5.23)

Notice that \Qa) has the same chirality as the Sa and thus opposite chiral-
ity from the massless fermion states found in the untwisted sector. There
are no massless bosons in the twisted sector.

Now we must discuss the left-moving modes in the twisted sector. The
degrees of freedom that are odd under y are the 50(16) x 50(16) fermions
XA and A , so the 'twisting' means that we must reverse the boundary
conditions obeyed by the XA and XB. Here, however, we find ourselves in
a quandary. The fermionic construction of the Eg x Eg model described
in §6.3.2 already required us to sum over all possible boundary conditions
in the a direction of the modes XA and A"4, the possibilities being

(PP), (PA), (AP) and (AA). (9.5.24)

Here, for instance, (PP) is a sector in which the XA and A are all pe-
riodic in a. Since we are already summing over all possible boundary
conditions in a before 'twisting' by y, it appears at first sight that the
twisting operation can merely permute the terms in (9.5.24) and give us
nothing new. This would be disastrous, since the left-moving sector with-
out twisting contains a massless vector (a_i|£2)); if this is combined with
the right-moving states in (9.5.23), the theory possesses a massless spin
3/2 particle despite the absence of space-time supersymmetry.

Before leaping to this conclusion, let us think more carefully about the
GSO-like projection that is used in obtaining Eg x Eg symmetry in the
fermionic description. We defined in §6.3.2 operators (—l)Fl and (—l)^2

that obeyed

(-1)*AA = -XA(-lf\ (-l)FrXB = +XB(-l)Fl

(9.5.25)
(-lf>XA = +XA(-lf\ (-lf*XB = -XB(-l)F>.

We noted in §6.3.2 that these properties defined the operators ( — l)Fl and
(—l)^2 only up to sign. The GSO-like projection on states of (—1) * =
(—l)^2 = 1 gave i?8 X ^8 symmetry in the supersymmetric theory in-
vestigated in §6.3.2 if the signs are right. For instance, the left-moving
ground state |0) in the PP sector must have (-l)Fl = ( - l )^2 = 1. We
now know from our investigations of modular invariance of the Eg x Eg
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130 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

theory in §9.3.2 above that in the supersymmetric form of the theory the
sign choices that lead to Es x E& symmetry are also the ones that give
modular invariance.

Now we can state what it means to 'twist' by a transformation y that
at first sight appears to merely permute the four sectors in (9.5.24). The
answer turns out to be that the twisted sector is one in which one must
make the opposite projection; thus, in the twisted PP sector, for example,
the left-moving ground state |fi) has (—l)^1 = (—l)^2 = —1. Under this
assumption, the lowest-lying states of (—l)^1 = (—l)^2 = +1 are

|ft«6) = A^1 / 2F1 / 2 |n>. (9.5.26)

We know from chapter 6 that the left-moving ground state has Zo = —1,
so the states |Oa&) have LQ = 0. Coupled with the right-moving states in
(9.5.23), this gives massless fermions of positive chirality that transform as
(16,16) under 50(16) x 50(16). With the opposite GSO-like projection
from chapter 6, the left-moving twisted (AP)J(PA) and (AA) sectors
are easily seen not to contribute any massless particles. So combining
our results from the twisted and untwisted sectors, the massless fermions
(apart from some 50(16) x 50(16) singlets) transform as

(128,1)_ 0 (1,128)_ © (16,16)+ , (9.5.27)

where the subscript denotes the ten-dimensional chirality.
To justify the assertion that the left-moving twisted sector is one in

which we are to make the opposite GSO projection from usual, we write
down the modular-invariant partition function of this theory. It is pro-
portional to

The energetic reader should be able to derive this formula and verify
modular invariance. The first term on the right-hand side of (9.5.28) rep-
resents the contribution of the untwisted sector projected on z — +1.
The last two terms correspond to the twisted sector. It is really the anal-
ysis of the modular-invariant formula (9.5.28), that justifies our previous
interpretation of the left-moving twisted sector.

9.54 Alternative View Of The 50(16) x 50(16) Theory

We will now briefly describe how the theory just constructed could be
obtained if we describe the right-moving modes in the RNS formalism,
while still using (as above) the fermionic description of E% x E%.
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9.5 Orbifolds and Twisted Strings 131

The construction in §6.3 of the supersymmetric E% x E% theory involved
projection operators (—l)Fl and (—l)^2 for each of the four left-moving
sectors A A, AP, PA and PP. In the RNS framework, one also has a
GSO projection operator (—1) R for right-movers. Defining the overall
signs of these operators is somewhat delicate; the supersymmetric and
£8 x £8 invariant form of the theory involves choosing the signs so that
the massless gauge and gravitational supermultiplets are all even.

Describing right-movers in the RNS formalism, how can we recover the
50(16) x 50(16) theory which was just constructed? It all boils down
to suitable changes in the signs of the various GSO-like operators. The
requisite changes in sign vary from sector to sector and are

in sector change

(R; A, A) and (NS; P, P) ( - l ) F l and (-if* ^

(R; P, A) and (NS; A, P) (-lfR and ( - l ) F l l ' ' j

(R; A,P) and (NS;P, A) ( - 1 ) ^ and (-1)F2.

This can be shown to be the only set of sign changes that gives a modular
invariant and tachyon-free theory. Let us examine the spectrum of state
that results. In the R sector (space-time fermions) we have

|(mass)2 = NR = N-a, (9.5.30)

whereas in the NS sector (space-time bosons) we have

|(mass)2 = Nm - | = N - a. (9.5.31)

Here, as in the £s x E% case, a = 1 for the AA sector, a = 0 for the
AP or PA sector, and a = —1 for the PP sector. Let us first look for
tachyons. Since the TV's are never negative, a tachyon would require a = 1
and N = \. However this implies that TVNS = 0 in the A A sector. This is
not possible because (NS; A, A) is one of the sectors we have not changed.
Just as in the E% x £s theory, iV^s has eigenvalues 1/2,3/2,... in this
sector. Thus there are no tachyons.

Next let us investigate the massless states. Using the rules given above
the only sectors that can give rise to them are (R; A, A) with JVR = 0
and N = 1, (R;P,A) and (R; A,P) with NR = N = 0, (NS; A, A) with
iV ŝ — l/^ a nd N = 1. The only massless bosons come from the last
sector and have quantum numbers

(8V; 1,1)R x [(8V; 1,1) 0 (1; 120,1) 0 (1; 1,120)]£. (9.5.32)

The notation here is that the first label refers to the transverse 50(8)
group, while the next two refer to the two 50(16) factors. The sub-
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132 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

scripts R and L refer to right-moving and left-moving modes, respectively.
The product 8V x 8V = 35V © 28 © 1 gives the graviton, antisymmetric
tensor, and dilaton, all singlets of the gauge group. The other terms
give (8V; 120,1) © (8V; 1,120), which are the Yang-Mills gauge fields for
50(16) x 50(16). Note that in the Es x E8 theory there were additional
massless vectors arising from the (NS,P, A) and (NS,A,P) sectors that
gave the (8V; 128,1)©(8V; 1,128) required to complete the adjoint repre-
sentation of Es x E$. The change in assignment of (—1)^ for the NS and
A pieces of these sectors now prevents them from contributing massless
modes. This sector now starts with the states satisfying i%s = 1 a nd
N = I? corresponding to (mass)2 = 4

The massless fermions of the 50(16) x 50(16) theory are of two types.
First of all consider (R;A,A) states with TVR = 0 and N = 1. The
Fock space description of the left-moving modes must take the form

V^i/2^-i/21°) t o s a t i s fy t h e r u l e s ( -1 )^ = (-i)^2 = - 1 a n d N = i.
Thus tensoring with an 8S spinor for the right-movers, the quantum num-
bers are altogether (8S; 16,16). Additional spinors are obtained from the
(R, P,A) and (R,A,P) sectors with N = N = 0. In this case the rever-
sal of (—1) for the R states implies that they must be spinors, 8C, of
the opposite chirality. The P ground states are 128-component spinors
and the A ground states with (—1)^ = 1 are singlets. Thus altogether
we obtain massless spinors (8C; 128,1) © (8C; 1,128). This completes the
description of the massless spectrum.

The first excited states are only a 'half step' up from the ground state
- in other words they have (mass)2 = 4, half the value of the first ex-
cited levels of the other two heterotic theories. As we have already men-
tioned, these states are given by the (NS,A, P) and (NS,P,A) sectors
with iVNS = 1 and N = \. The N^s = 1 states are given by a%_x |0)
and ^_i/2^i/2 |0) corresponding to 8V and 28 representations of 50(8).
These combine to give the 36-dimensional antisymmetric tensor of the
massive little group 50(9). Thus the quantum numbers in this case are
(36; 128,16)+ (36; 16,128).

The 50(32), Es x Es and 50(16) x 50(16) theories are certainly in-
timately related; they can be described in terms of the same degrees of
freedom, with different boundary conditions. Many physicists have sug-
gested that these three theories may actually all be different vacuum states
in one underlying theory. It is very possible that the same may be true
for the type IIA and IIB theories.

We have described just a few of the modular invariant ten dimensional
string theories in which supersymmetry is broken by modifications of
boundary conditions. (Apart from the tachyon-free 50(16) x 50(16)
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9.6 Summary 133

theory, a simple construction of a tachyonic but modular invariant theory
was given at the end of §9.4.1.) There are many variants of these con-
structions which lead to modular-invariant ten dimensional string theories
with tachyons. In a number of cases, the tachyons are charged under the
gauge group.

In a theory with tachyons, one may be tempted to interpret the tachyon
as an instability which may lead to compactification down to a stable and
tachyon-free state. In the Veneziano model, this seems unlikely for the
following reason. Consider the Veneziano model formulated on Mn x
A', where K is a compact manifold of dimension 26 — n. Consider a
tachyon whose momentum p^1 only has components tangent to Mn. Its
vertex operator exp{ip • X} is decoupled from the compact dimensions
and will have the standard form, leading to the standard value of the
tachyon mass, regardless of the choice of K. On the other hand, in the
ten dimensional modular invariant theories with charged tachyons, the
tachyon vertex operator is quite different and is in no way decoupled from
the process of compactification. In those models, the tachyon mass can
definitely be affected by compactification.

9.6 Summary

We have described the one-loop quantum corrections to superstring the-
ories using the light-cone formalism with manifest space-time supersym-
metry. As in the bosonic theory, one-loop open-string diagrams are di-
vergent due to the emission of a zero-momentum closed-string state into
the vacuum. Since there are no closed-string tachyons in superstring the-
ories this divergence can be entirely associated with the massless dilaton.
Possible cancellation of the divergences in the planar diagram and the
nonorientable diagram will be explored in the next chapter.

The one-loop amplitudes of type II theories are modular invariant and
finite. The condition that the loop integrand should be modular invariant
restricts the possible heterotic string theories. The only supersymmetric
possibilities are those associated with the self-dual lattices Y% + T% or T\§.
We have explored the role of the GSO projection in achieving modular
invariance, as well as some alternatives to it that eliminate the mass-
less spin 3/2 particle rather than giving space-time supersymmetry. The
resulting insights have also led to an interesting approach to compactifica-
tion of higher dimensions, namely 'orbifolds', as well as the construction
of a heterotic string theory whose gauge group is 50(16) x 50(16). The
latter is a tachyon-free theory without space-time supersymmetry.
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134 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

Appendix 9.A Traces of Fermionic Zero Modes

In this appendix we assemble a number of properties needed for calcula-
tions involving traces over fermionic zero modes.

The zero-mode operators SQ span the 16-dimensional space \i) and |a),
where the states are normalized so that (i\j) = S{j and (a\b) = 6^. The
identity operator in the So space is therefore given by

I=\t)(i\ + \a)(a\, (9.A.1)

which leads to the expression for the So trace of any operator A

tvSo(A) = (t|A|z> - (a\A\a), (9.A.2)

where the — sign arises because the fermionic states \a) and (a\ anticom-
mute.

The action of the So's on these states was given in §7.4.1 in terms of
matrices 7 ^ introduced in appendix 5.A as

S$\a) = -^iLli) (9.A.3)

and

SolO = ^ « l « > - (9.A.4)

We also saw in chapter 7 that there is only one independent tensor that
can be made out of a pair of 5o's, namely

Kj = \~t%SSSl (9-A.5)

which is the operator that changes the helicity of a state without changing
its occupation number. The action of R%Q on the states is easily deduced
by iterating (9.A.3) and (9.A.4), giving

-6ik\j), (9.A.6)

and

*$\*) = -b%\i>)- (9-A-7)
The R1Q satisfy the angular-momentum algebra

#", Rk
o
l] = 6jkRH + F'Rtf - 6ikR0

l - SjlRik. (9.A.8)

The formulas for products of i?o's and So's acting on the basis states
can be obtained by repeated application of these formulas. For example,
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Appendix 9.A Traces of Fermionic Zero Modes 135

the product of two i?o's gives

Ri
o
jRkl\m) = SmkSil\j) - 8mkSjl\i) - SmlSik\j) + 8mlVk\i), (9.A.9)

and

^RkM = \bkWj f\i>). (9.A.10)

In the loop calculations we need to evaluate the trace of products of
5o's. Evidently there has to be an even number of 5*o's in the trace to
get a nonzero result. Since any bilinear made out of So's can be written
in terms of products of i?o's it is sufficient to consider traces of powers of
such products.

We begin with the trace of the identity operator, which is easily seen
to vanish by substituting A = I in (9.A.2),

t r 5 o ( / ) = Si{ - 6 ™ = 8-8 = 0. (9.A.11)

The trace of RZQ vanishes in a rather trivial way, since

(k\R%\k) =0 = (a|i#|a). (9.A.12)

The boson contribution to tTso(R
lQ Rkl) is calculated from (9.A.9) to

be 2 (6ik8tl — 8tk8^1). This cancels against the trace in the fermion sector
obtained by multiplying (9.A. 10) by (d|, so that

trS o(/#i?*') = 0. (9.A.13)

In fact, the trace vanishes unless all eight 5Q'S are present. In other
words, of all 28 operators 1, Sg, S^1 S%2, . . . , SQ1 S%2 • • • S%8, only the last
one has a nonvanishing trace. To prove this, form 'raising' and 'lowering'
operators

Bi = (So1 + iS2
0)/V2

(9.A.14)

B\ = (Sj - iS2
0)/V2

with {B\)B\} = 1 and similarly for the three remaining pairs of S'o's.

Then in terms of eigenstates |0) and |1) of the number operator B[B\ =
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136 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

iSftSQ, the traces in the SQ-SQ sector are

tr(l) = <0|0> - <1|1> = 1 - 1 = 0
(9.A.15)

= (0| B\Bi |0) - (1| B\BX |1> = 0 — 1 = - 1 .

In terms of S\ and S$ this reads tr(l) = 0 and tr(5oSo) ~ z* Generalizing
to the case of eight SVs, we learn that

tr(50
ai50

a2 •••S0
a8) = ea i a 2- a s . (9.A.16)

The first nonvanishing trace occurs when there are four i?o's (i.e., eight
powers of So),

tijklmnpq = ^ j^URklRmnRpq^ ^ (9.A.17)

The general structure of this tensor can be deduced from (9.A.5) and
(9.A. 16). Evidently it must have antisymmetry in each pair of indices ij,
H, ran and pq, and symmetry under the interchange of any pair of these
index pairs. The latter symmetry is a consequence of the algebra, (9. A.8),
and the fact that the trace of three i?o's vanishes. The full tensor is given

by

j.ijklmnpq 1 ijklmnpq
I - - ^ C

-U(6ik6jl - SilSjk){SmpSnq - SmqSnp)

+ (6km6ln - 6knSlm)(6piSqj - SpjSqi)

+ ^sim6jn - Sin6jm)(Skp6lq - 6kq6lp)\

+lhjk8lm6np6qi + 6jm6nk6lp6qi + 6jm6np6qk6H

+ 45 terms obtained by antisymmetrizing

on each pair of indices >.

(9.A.18)
The e tensor and the two terms inside curly brackets are the three in-
dependent tensor structures allowed by the symmetries. It is therefore
possible to determine their coefficients by considering three special cases.

The tensor t arises very naturally from the So trace in four-particle
one-loop calculations, but it is not nearly so obvious that it should also
appear in the corresponding tree-diagram calculations of chapter 7. In
fact, it is the same and the kinematic factor K that arose in the bosonic
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tree-diagram calculation in §7.4.2 can be written as

K = tiiklmnP9k[(ikl&kfQkKl (9.A.19)

The same correspondence is also valid for the kinematic factors that de-
scribe external fermions, as well.

Appendix 9.B Modular Invariance of the Functions F2 and C

In this appendix we prove the modular invariance of the functions F2 and
C. Since the modular group is generated by r —> —1/r and r —> r + 1, and
the latter is manifest in each case, it suffices to study the transformations
of the functions F2 and C under the change of variables r —> —1/r.

We start by deducing a more general formula. Consider the quantity
^(x), a function of a vector x = (xi, #2, . . . , xp) defined by

exp[-7r(n + x) • A • (n + *)], (9.B.1)

where A is a positive definite px p matrix. The components of the vector
n are summed over all integer values. The function F(x) is periodic in x
with integer period for each of its components, so that ^(x) = J-{x + e,-),
where e; denotes a vector with the ith component equal to 1 and the rest
zero. T{x) can therefore be expressed as a Fourier series

T[x) = ]T e2l'xm"£(m), (9.B.2)

with the inverse transform given by

1

0
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138 9. One-Loop Diagrams in Superstring Theory

Inserting the definition of T into the right-hand side of this equation gives

l

Q(m) = y I dvx exp[—7r(n + x) • A • (n + x) — 2irim • x]
neZp{

oo

= / dPx exp[—7rx - A • x — 27rim • x]

~Z (9-B.4)

= / <Fxexp[-v(x + im • A"1) • A • (x + iA"1 • m)

—oo

— ?rm • A~l - m]

= (det A)~1/2 exp[-7rm • A'1 • m],

where the sum over the integer components of n has been evaluated by
extending the range of the integrals over the components of x to the whole
of Rp and the resulting gaussian integral has been evaluated. Substituting
this formula back into (9.B.2) gives,

exp[—7r(n + x) • A • (n + x)]

(9.B.5)
= (det A)"1/2 ^2 exp[-7rm • A"1 • m + 2-Kim • x),

which is the basic identity that we are seeking.
As a first application of this transformation consider the function that

arises in the toroidal compactification of type II theories,

F2(a,T) — a(Imr)1/2 ^ P exp[-27rmin2Rer - 7r(a2n2 + n2/a2)Imr].
Til 7 l 2

(9.B.6)
This is a special case of (9.B.I) with p = 2 and x = 0. The matrix A,
given by

( a2ImT i Rer \

- 2 T ' ( 9 R 7 )

zRer a llmr J
satisfies the identities

det A = |r|2, A-\T) = A ( - l / r ) . (9.B.8)
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The latter follows from

I = -Im(r/ | r | 2 ) (9.B.9)

and

Re(l/r) = Re(r/|r |2). (9.B.10)

Substituting into (9.B.5) gives the relation

F2(a, r) = a(Imr)1/2 ^ exp(-7m >A-n)

It follows from this that ^ ( G ^ T ) = ^ ( a , —1/r), as required.
Let us now consider C(V,T, () defined by

(9.B.12)
PGA

and

TI \ 4 / _

vlniU r ' ]nw ^ \ r r ' 2TTT ' v—/
r=l \ / r=l \ /

In this case the application of (9.B.5) requires the identifications p = 16,
Ajj = irgjj, where gjj = Yll=i eiej ls ^ne me^ric on the lattice A and
a:, = X/7=i &e\ - Substituting in the general formula gives

C --= V e-i*r(P+Sf = (7) V - ei7r(M+r5)2/r-2Tr7S2 /Q g

4 vast?^
This transformation is only simple when the lattice is self-dual, in which
case y/detg = 1 and A* = A.

Notice that in the special case that the external particles have Kr = 0
and (} = 0, C is just the 0 function for the lattice (described in §6.4.7).
If det # = 1, the transformation formula becomes

PGA V q/ PGA

where q = exp{—ZT
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10. The Gauge Anomaly in
Type I Superstring Theory

The supersymmetric Yang-Mills multiplet in ten dimensions is parity vi-
olating; the massless fermions are spinors of 50(1,9) of one chirality or
the other, but not both. In the context of string theory, this means that
the massless fermion states of the open superstring have parity-violating
gauge couplings. In fact, parity violation appears because there are two
possible choices for the GSO projection in the Ramond sector, and one or
the other must be chosen. Because of the role of the open superstring in
constructing closed-string theories, most of the closed-string theories are
likewise parity violating. For the type I and type IIB theories, the use
of one GSO projection or the other introduces parity violation for closed
strings just as it does for open strings. Parity violation is avoided in the
type IIA theory, because one GSO projection is made for right-moving
modes on the world sheet while the opposite GSO projection is made for
left movers, and the overall system is invariant under simultaneous reflec-
tions or parity transformations of the world sheet and space-time. It is
not invariant under separate world-sheet or space-time reflections. The
heterotic theories are parity violating in the space-time sense (and on the
world sheet), because a parity-violating right-moving multiplet is coupled
to a parity-conserving left-moving multiplet.

Parity-violating gauge couplings of massless fermions are likewise con-
spicuous in four-dimensional physics; they are a basic part of the structure
of the SU(2) x [/(I) model of electroweak interactions. The neutrino has
negative helicity and weak hypercharge Y = — 1; its antiparticle, the an-
tineutrino, has positive helicity and weak hypercharge Y = +1.

While the gauge couplings of light fermions in four dimensions are par-
ity violating, their gravitational couplings are parity conserving. Accord-
ing to the four-dimensional CPT theorem, for every four-dimensional
fermion state with one helicity, there is an antiparticle with the same
mass and opposite helicity. The gravitational interactions of a fermion
depend only on mass and helicity, so the overall gravitational couplings
of four-dimensional fermions conserve parity. This is not so in ten dimen-
sions; the ten-dimensional CPT operation leaves invariant the chirality of

141
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142 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

a massless fermion. Thus, the gravitational couplings of a supersymmetric
Yang-Mills multiplet in ten dimensions, as well as the gauge couplings,
violate parity. Compactification from ten to four dimensions automati-
cally eliminates parity violation from low-energy gravitational couplings,
but as we will see in detail in chapter 14, under suitable conditions we
are left with parity-violating gauge couplings in four dimensions. On the
other hand, it seems to be impossible to generate parity-violating gauge
couplings in four dimensions starting with a multidimensional theory in
which the gauge couplings conserve parity. The parity violation that is
almost forced on us in ten dimensions because the supersymmetric Yang-
Mills multiplet violates parity is thus a crucial ingredient in trying to
describe nature via string theory.

(a)

Figure 10.1. In four-dimensional gauge theories with parity-violating gauge couplings,
an anomaly can arise in the triangle diagram with external gauge bosons, depicted in
(a). The analogous issue in ten dimensions involves a hexagon diagram with external
gauge bosons or gravitons, depicted in (6).

At the same time, parity-violating gauge couplings can lead to incon-
sistencies. Four-dimensional gauge theories with parity-violating gauge
couplings, for example, are inconsistent unless the Adler-Bell-Jackiw tri-
angle anomaly cancels. The most familiar potential anomaly involves the
triangle anomaly with three external gauge bosons, depicted in fig. 10.1a;
an anomaly can also arise in the triangle with an external gauge boson

Parity can indeed be spontaneously broken in the process of compactification,
but the resulting parity violation does not show up in four-dimensional gauge
couplings. This will be clear from our analysis in chapter 14 of the fermion
quantum numbers that arise in four dimensions after compactification.
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and two external gravitons, although this case is less familiar. The can-
cellation of these anomalies is an important ingredient in the consistency
of the standard electroweak theory. The analogous question in ten di-
mensions concerns the hexagon diagram shown in fig. 10.16 with external
gauge bosons and gravitons.

If one investigates the hexagon diagram in ten-dimensional supersym-
metric fields theories, one immediately observes that there is no possible
anomaly in the type IIA supergravity theory (it conserves parity), while
the anomalies in the type IIB supergravity theory can be seen to cancel in
a striking fashion upon summing the contributions of particles of various
spin. Study of ten-dimensional theories with N = 1 supergravity seems
to reveal that they are all afflicted with hexagon anomalies; for instance,
the hexagon diagram with only external gauge bosons receives a possibly
anomalous contribution from gluinos, and this contribution is nonzero for
every nonabelian gauge group. These points will be further elucidated in
chapter 13. Here, after a brief discussion of anomalies in D = 10 super
Yang-Mills theory, we study the analogous issues in string theory. In
fact, we study the hexagon diagram with external gauge bosons in type I
superstring theory. A surprising result will emerge: the anomaly cancels
if and only if the gauge group is SO(32). An analysis of the mechanism
behind this result in chapter 13 will show that it can be interpreted in
field theoretic language in terms of the existence of additional anomalous
diagrams beyond that of fig. 10.16. This interpretation suggests that the
other hexagon anomalies also cancel for the type I theory with gauge group
SO(32), although the relevant calculations have not been performed. It
also indicates the possible existence of an anomaly-free ten-dimensional
superstring theory with gauge group E% X E$, and indeed this clue played
a role in stimulating the discovery of the heterotic superstring theory,
which was described in chapter 6.

10.1 Introduction to Anomalies

A general discussion of the meaning and structure of anomalies in ordinary
point-particle field theories is deferred to §13.2. Here we settle for some
brief introductory remarks to set the stage for the string calculation.

10.1.1 Anomalies in Point-Particle Field Theory

An anomaly is the breakdown of a classical conservation law due to
quantum-mechanical loop corrections. Anomalies are important in four-
dimensional quantum field theory for a variety of reasons. Their inter-
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144 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Swperstring Theory

pretation and significance is quite different depending on whether the
anomalous symmetry is global or local. Certain global symmetries need
to be broken for phenomenological reasons, a job that may in some cases
be performed by anomalies. Local symmetries, on the other hand, must
not be broken by anomalies, since this leads to fatal inconsistencies.

An example of a global symmetry whose breaking is desirable is the
classical scale invariance of QCD with massless quarks. This needs to
be broken (by an anomaly in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor)
in order that hadrons can emerge as bound states with nonzero masses.
Another example of a welcome breaking of a global symmetry is also
provided by QCD with n massless quarks. Classically there is a global
UL(TI) x UR{n) symmetry corresponding to independent rotations of the
left-handed and right-handed components of the quarks. This symmetry
needs to be broken to a diagonal SU(n) subgroup to account for the
approximate vectorial SU(n) symmetry of the observed hadrons.

When a gauge symmetry is broken by quantum-mechanical anomalies
the situation is quite different. Gauge invariance is crucial for a consistent
interpretation of a quantum theory with gauge fields. In particular, it
is responsible for decoupling longitudinally polarized gauge fields. Such
longitudinal states must decouple from physical processes if the theory is
to be unitary.

Theories in which the gauge couplings violate parity are sometimes
called chiral gauge theories. A chiral gauge theory is the same thing as a
gauge theory in which the left handed fermions transform differently under
the gauge group from the way the right handed fermions transform. Let
R and R be the representations of the gauge group furnished by left and
right handed fermions, respectively. In four dimensions, the antiparticles
of left handed fermions are right handed and vice-versa. CPT symme-
try therefore requires in four dimensions that R should be the complex
conjugate representation of R. Consequently, in four dimensions, chiral
gauge theories, which are gauge theories in which R and R are distinct
representations, are the same as theories in which the representation R
is complex (not equivalent to its complex conjugate). Thus gauge groups
without complex representations (such as 50(32) and E& x E&) cannot
give a chiral theory.

In higher dimensions things can be very different. In odd dimensions
there are no Weyl spinors, no left-right asymmetry (parity violation)
and no anomalies. Such dimensions are certainly not promising for phe-
nomenology. In even dimensions, there are important differences between
4k and 4k + 2 dimensions. In 4k dimensions for k > 1, the situation is for
our present purposes similar to four dimensions.
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The case in which something really new happens is that of 4k + 2
dimensions, and this is the case of interest to superstring theory, since
the world sheet has dimension two and space-time has dimension ten!
In 4k + 2 dimensions the antiparticle of a left-handed particle is again
left-handed, and it is therefore possible to construct theories containing
fermions of one chirality only. This is why the gravitational interactions
can violate parity in 4k + 2 dimensions. Furthermore, fermions of given
chirality in 4k + 2 dimensions must belong to a real representation of
the gauge group. (If we start with a complex representation Q, then the
antiparticles belong to Q, so altogether we have the real representation
Q®Q.) Gauge anomalies potentially arise whenever the representations R
and R of left- and right-handed fermions transform differently under the
gauge group, so that gauge couplings violate parity. In four dimensions,
as we have already noted, R is distinct from R if and only if it is a complex
representation. In 4k + 2, R and R are always real, as we have observed
above, but need not be equal; when R and R are distinct representations,
the gauge couplings violate parity, and gauge anomalies may arise.

There are various ways of calculating anomalies (i.e., the anomalous
divergences of classically conserved currents) in ordinary field theory. The
effective action T(A) for a Yang-Mills field A^ coupled to a chiral spinor
ij) is defined by

r- / v. / - f f - fl + T l l \ 1
exp[iF(A)l ~ / Dib Dib exp < — I dxxb ( 1 F • Dib > , (10.1.1)

J I J \ 2 ) J
where D^ is the gauge-covariant derivative and (1 + Fn)/2 is the chiral-
ity projection operator. The generator of gauge transformations is the
operator

D'TA, ( 1 0-L 2 )

and accordingly the quantity

G^Df,-—- T(A). (10.1.3)
bAp

measures the failure of the effective action to be gauge invariant. Actually,

is the gauge current induced by the background field, so

G^D^. (10.1.5)

Thus, a failure of gauge invariance (G ^ 0) is the same thing as a break-
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146 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

down of current conservation in the background field. It is possible to
calculate the anomaly directly from the functional integral formulation
provided that divergences are carefully regulated. In this approach the
anomaly is found to originate from a phase in the fermion measure. Al-
ternatively, the anomaly can be calculated directly from the Feynman
diagrams.

In the case of gauge currents, the physically meaningful question is
whether the longitudinal components of the associated gauge fields de-
couple or not. The most direct approach to studying the question is to
consider diagrams whose external particles consist of a set of on-mass-
shell gauge fields. Then one can take the polarization vector of one of
them to be longitudinal with all the others transverse and physical and
check whether the resulting expression vanishes or not. If it does for all
possible S matrix elements, then the theory is anomaly-free. Careless
arguments can easily give a vanishing result as a consequence of the clas-
sical symmetry. It is necessary to carefully regulate divergent integrals
before evaluating the anomaly in order not to make subtle errors asso-
ciated with unjustified shifts of integration variables. (This is analogous
to the calculation of the anomaly in the Virasoro algebra, where careless
manipulations of divergent sums also would give wrong answers.)

There is a wide range of methods for regulating divergences in quan-
tum field theory, all of which can be used for calculating anomalies. They
include Pauli-Villars, Fujikawa's method of suppressing fermion modes
of high momentum in the functional integral, dimensional regularization
(supersymmetric or not as appropriate), point-splitting methods and so
forth. Anomalies arise in parity-violating theories, because in the case of
parity-violating gauge or gravitational interactions, all of these regulariza-
tions spoil gauge invariance or general covariance; the violation of these
symmetries does not necessarily disappear when the regulator is removed,
and is known as the anomaly. The result for the anomaly calculated by
any such method is the same up to irrelevant terms that can be absorbed
in a local counterterm of the effective action. A true anomaly is one that
cannot be canceled by adding such a counterterm.

10.1.2 The Gauge Anomaly in D = 10 Super Yang-Mills Theory

Anomalies occur in parity-violating loop amplitudes only, since parity-
conserving amplitudes can be regularized in a way that respects gauge
invariance and general covariance. Parity-violating amplitudes contain an
e tensor arising from the couplings of chiral particles in the loop. Rather
than discussing general concepts (to which we return in chapter 13), let us
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illustrate them with a specific example that is of considerable interest in
its own right, namely the Yang-Mills gauge anomaly in the D = 10 super
Yang-Mills theory. This theory, which was described in appendix 4.A,
is particularly relevant, since it is part of a low-energy approximation to
the superstring theories that we study in the next section. By showing
how the anomaly analysis works for this theory we can develop many of
the tools that are required for the string calculation. It also puts us in a
better position to identify the features that distinguish the two problems.

Figure 10.2. Illustration of the kinematics of a hexagon diagram.

The D = 10 super Yang-Mills theory contains vector gauge fields and

Majorana-Weyl spinors, both in the adjoint representation of the gauge

group. Consider a one-loop diagram with M external on-shell gauge par-

ticles and fermions for the internal lines, as shown in fig. 10.2. The formal

expression for this diagram (up to a numerical coefficient that does not

concern us) is

AM ~T I d p tr — — r * Ci—2 r * CM — ^ — I • (10.1.6)
J I Pi P2 \ z / J

The group-theory factor is

* a 2 . . . r M ) , (10.1.7)

where a{ labels the charge of the ith emitted boson and the t's are in
the adjoint representation of the gauge algebra, because that is the rep-
resentation to which the fermions belong. The vector (?(&,) describes
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148 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

the polarization of the ith boson. Since it is required to be physical and
on-shell,

h • d = k • ki = 0. (10.1.8)

The momenta of internal fermion lines are given by

(10-L9)

The chirality projection operator (1 + Fn)/2 is introduced to describe
the chirality of the circulating fermions. Such a projection operator ac-
companies each propagator, but they can be combined in a single term
as shown. An e term arises from the Dirac trace of the Fn term, so this
is the only piece that is relevant to the anomaly analysis. The result of
doing the trace with the Fn and carrying out the integral must be to
give an e tensor contracted into ten of the momenta and polarization vec-
tors. However, only M — 1 of the momenta k{ are linearly independent
(since J^ ki = 0), and thus the first case in which there are enough lin-
early independent k{ and Q to have a chance of giving a nonzero result is
M = 6. Therefore the hexagon is the simplest diagram that is potentially
anomalous, and henceforth we restrict our attention to that case.

The Fn piece of integral AQ is linearly divergent. (This is the character-
istic behavior of loop amplitudes that give anomalies.) Therefore it needs
to be regulated. In the Pauli-Villars method, for example, one subtracts
an identical expression with the massless propagators F • p/p2 replaced by
massive ones (F • p + m)/(p2 + m2).

To test for an anomaly one now chooses one of the polarization vectors
(#6, say) to be longitudinal by setting (Q = k§. The regulated integral
can then be evaluated explicitly, with the entire result coming from the
regulator term. The final result for the anomaly is then obtained by letting
the regulator mass m —> oo. This gives a finite result for the anomaly

G ~ 7V. .^ . . . ,*Cr • • • C*x • • • fcs5- (10.1.10)

(The algebraic details are omitted, since they are step for step the same
as the ones we present in §10.2.1 for the string calculation.)

The result described above shows that the D = 10 super Yang-Mills
theory has a gauge anomaly for every choice of gauge group! Only in the
abelian case, when the theory becomes free, can T vanish. Thus, by itself,
super Yang-Mills theory in ten dimensions cannot be a consistent theory.

The generalization to an arbitrary even number of dimensions is M = 1 + D/2.
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10.1 Introduction to Anomalies 149

The field-theory anomaly is proportional to the trace (10.1.7), with the
matrices in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. This cannot
vanish in all cases. The kinematical factor that this multiplies in (10.1.10)
has total symmetry in the five physical external lines. Thus when we
add the permutations required by Bose symmetry, five of the indices in
the trace become symmetrized. In view of the cyclic symmetry of the
trace, this implies that only the totally symmetrized trace contributes.
To project out this term, it is convenient to define t = Y^a

 catai where the
ca are arbitrary constants. This represents an arbitrary element of the al-
gebra. Only the symmetrized trace contributes to Tr(£6), which therefore
contains all the relevant group-theory information. Such expressions can
be related to analogous ones based on other representations of the matri-
ces. For example, suppose that Aa is in the fundamental representation
of an SO(n) group and A = ^ c a A a . In this case t has n(n — l)/2 rows
and columns, which can be labelled by a pair of antisymmetrized n-valued
indices. A, on the other hand, is an n x n matrix. They are related by

iab,cd = \{Kcf*bd - hc^ad ~ Kdhc + hd^ac) • (10.1.11)

Using the symbol cTr' to denote a trace in the adjoint representation and
'tr' to denote one in the fundamental representation it is easy to show
that

Tr*6 = (n - 32)trA6 + 15trA4trA2. (10.1.12)

Similarly, for a USp(n) group

Tr*6 = (n + 32)trA6 + 15trA4trA2 (10.1.13)

and for a U(n) group

Trt6 = ntrA6 + 15trA4trA2. (10.1.14)

(These matters are discussed further in §13.5.3.) Thus, among all simple
classical groups there is one case in which trA6 can be eliminated, namely
50(32). (There are also many examples that are products of simple clas-
sical groups.) We should emphasize, however, that the super Yang-Mills
theory is anomalous even in all such cases, because a trA4trA2 term sur-
vives. In the next section we show that in the superstring extension new
effects lead to a cancellation of these terms for 50(32).

10.1.3 Anomalies in Superstring Theory

We saw in §7.1.5 that in the string theory there are an infinite number of
gauge invariances associated with the decoupling of zero-norm states. The
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150 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Swperstring Theory

longitudinal mode of the massless vector state, fc-a_i|0; k) = £_i|0; &), is
the most basic example. Decoupling of the zero-norm states is one aspect
of the consistency and unitarity of the theory. There are a variety of ways
to study anomalies in field theory; some of them do not generalize easily to
string theory with our present understanding of this subject. For example,
in field theory, one can inquire as to the gauge invariance of the fermion
determinant in an external gauge field; one cannot at present ask the
analogous question in string theory, since string theory is formulated as
an on-shell theory. There are, however, ways of studying anomalies in field
theory that do generalize to string theory. In field theory, gauge invariance
entails the decoupling from the S matrix of the longitudinal mode of
the vector meson, and this decoupling breaks down when anomalies are
present. The question of anomalies can thus be posed in string theory by
asking whether the longitudinal mode of the massless vector meson really
decouples from the S matrix at the one-loop level. In string theory one
would really like to verify the decoupling of all of the zero-norm states,
but this question has been explicitly investigated only for the massless
level, and this is the case we consider.

It turns out in this investigation to be rather useful to work in a co-
variant gauge. By completely specifying the gauge, as in the light-cone
treatment, manifest Lorentz invariance is lost. In such a gauge a Lorentz
transformation includes a compensating gauge transformation, adjusted
so that the transformed theory is in the same gauge as the untransformed
one. A breakdown of gauge invariance due to anomalies is therefore man-
ifested by a violation of Lorentz invariance. No simple way of studying
this is known, in part because the light-cone vertices take a simple form
only if the momenta and polarizations have vanishing + components; but
under this restriction, the parity-violating amplitudes vanish, and it is not
possible to probe for anomalies. So we shall restrict our considerations to
the covariant formulation of the theory.

Just as in field theory, it is possible in string theory to give formal proofs
of the decoupling of the longitudinal mode of the vector meson from the
loop diagram. In string theory, such a formal proof can be based on a
canceled propagator argument, of the type sketched in §7.1.5. The can-
celed propagator argument must be used cautiously in loop amplitudes,
however, since canceling a propagator might introduce divergent behavior
in a way that compensates for the zero introduced by the canceled prop-
agator to give a finite answer. This is what happens in the calculation of
the hexagon anomaly in type I theories.

The analysis of the gauge invariance of the tree diagrams of the su-
perstring theories is very similar to that of the bosonic theory discussed
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in §7.1.5. Consider, as an example, an open-string tree diagram with
fermion end states and with emitted massless vector states. The rules for
calculating diagrams involve the fermion propagator, S = 1/Fo = Fo/Lo
and the emission vertex VK(C,A;,1) = £ • -0(l)exp{ifc • X(l)}. When the
polarization of the rth state is set equal to the momentum the vertex can
be written in the form

W(kr,kr,l) = kr-ifi(l)Vo(K,l) = tV2[Fo,Vo(*r,l)]. (10.1.15)

As in the bosonic theory, the factors of FQ in the commutator cancel
against adjacent propagators and cause the amplitude to vanish. This
argument does not involve the GSO projection operator - the theory is
gauge-invariant without the need for space-time supersymmetry.

In the absence of the GSO projection, the above argument would still
work if the fermion propagator were

A = — :—r = 7—; 7 (10.1.16)
(Fo - im) Lo + m2 K '

rather than l/Fo. Indeed, the vertex operator for a longitudinal vector
meson can be written as

iV2[F0 - im,V0] (10.1.17)

so the canceled propagator argument still goes through. This is significant
because, as in field theory, it is useful to regulate the one-loop diagram
by subtracting a fermion loop with m ^ 0. The gauge-invariant regulator
just stated shows that in the absence of the GSO projection, there is
no one-loop anomaly in gauge invariance. This is not surprising, since
without the GSO projection, the theory is parity conserving. If, however,
we carry out the GSO projection, all is different. In this case the vertices
have factors of (1 + F) in them, and the vertex of a longitudinal vector
meson can no longer be written as a commutator with FQ — im, since im
commutes with (1+F), whereas Fo converts (1 + F) into (1 — F). Just as in
field theory, the factors of F make regularization impossible and introduce
the possibility of an anomaly.

This regulator violates other principles of string theory, which require the inter-
cept m = 0, but it preserves the gauge invariance of the massless vector meson,
which is all we need for the present discussion.
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152 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

10.2 Analysis of Hexagon Diagrams

The hexagon diagrams responsible for the pure gauge anomaly in type I
superstring theories are those that contain fermion loops and six exter-
nal Yang-Mills particles. Since these particles are open-string modes, the
diagrams divide into the three classes - planar, nonorientable and non-
planar - described in chapters 8 and 9. Associated with each diagram is a
distinct Chan-Paton group-theory factor, introduced in accordance with
the rules described in §6.1. This factor is made from traces of A matrices
belonging to the fundamental representation of the gauge algebra S0(n),
USp(n) or U(n). For planar diagrams this factor is

G?p = ntr(AiA2---A6), (10.2.1)

where the cyclic sequence of the matrices inside the trace corresponds
to the cyclic sequence in which the emitted particles are attached to the
boundary of the diagram. As explained in previous chapters, this factor
multiplies a dynamical expression (to be described) that has the same
cyclic symmetry. The expressions that describe the other 59 cyclically
inequivalent permutations must be added to form the full planar one-
loop amplitude. The factor of n comes from the trace of the unit matrix,
which is associated with the boundary of the annulus that has no particles
attached.

The nonorientable hexagon diagram has a similar group-theory factor.
In this case the world sheet (which is a Mobius strip) has only one bound-
ary, to which all the particles are attached. As a result there is no factor
of n. Just as in §8.1.2 and §9.1.3, the appropriate group-theory factor for
the Mobius strip is

--A6), (10.2.2)

where 77 is a factor due to twisting an odd number of lines (—1 for SO(n),
+1 for USp(n) and 0 for U(n)), as explained in §6.1. In particular, this
group-theory factor accompanies the diagram in which the external par-
ticles are arranged in the same cyclic order as in the trace, with a twist
between the emission vertices for particles #6 and # 1 . Other diagrams
with one, three or five twists also contribute terms with the same group-
theory factor provided they correspond to arranging the emissions in the
same cyclic order on the boundary of the Mobius strip. As in the loop
calculations of earlier chapters, this division of the calculation into these
pieces with different odd numbers of twists is somewhat artificial from the
point of view of the picture of the world sheet in which the only distinc-
tive feature is the cyclic order of the particles around the boundary of
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10.2 Analysis of Hexagon Diagrams 153

the Mobius strip. In the operator formalism that we are using the sum is
required in order to obtain the correct integration region corresponding to
a given cyclic ordering. As in the preceding chapters, one can save some
labor by just calculating one of them and extending the integration region
appropriately.

The final class of diagrams consists of the nonplanar diagrams with two
or four twists, for which the group factor is a product of traces of the form

GT = tr (AiA2A3A4) tr (A5A6). (10.2.3)

For the groups SO(n) and USp(2n) all the terms factorize into traces
containing two Ar's and four Ar's only, since the trace of an odd number
vanishes due to the antisymmetry of the A's. For the U(n) groups, dia-
grams with three particles attached to each boundary of the world sheet
or those in which there is just one particle on one of the boundaries can
also occur. Since U(n) groups have already been shown to be inconsistent
with supersymmetry, they do not need to be considered (although the
anomaly is yet another argument for their inconsistency). Any particular
partition and ordering of the Ar's in the group factor, such as (10.2.3),
corresponds to several diagrams with two twists or four twists. The total
nonplanar amplitude is given by summing all inequivalent choices.

The division of the amplitude into three kinds of diagrams is very nat-
ural in type 1 superstring theory, since each type of factor is associated
with a world sheet of a different topology. In the case of an ordinary field
theory of point particles the Feynman rules do not distinguish a twisted
from an untwisted propagator, so the contributions all have the same dy-
namical form. Since the massless fermions circulating around the loop in
that case belong to the adjoint representation, it is more usual to express
the anomaly in terms of a trace of matrices in the adjoint representa-
tion, Tr(£i • • -̂ 6)? a s w e have done in §10.1.2. However, it is possible to
re-express these traces in terms of ones based on matrices in the funda-
mental representation of the gauge group, as we indicated there. They
can then be classified in the same manner as in the string theory. In the
calculation of the next section we will discover that the crucial distinc-
tion between the field-theory calculation of §10.1.2 and the corresponding
string-theory calculation is the cancellation of terms of the form GT in
the string case due to effects associated with the closed-string sector of
the theory.

The expression for the complete one-loop amplitude is given by sum-
ming the terms with the three types of topologies. The nonplanar dia-
grams have a distinct group-theory structure and must give a vanishing
anomaly by themselves. The planar and nonorientable diagrams have the
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154 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

same group-theory structure and can therefore conspire to give cancel-
ing anomaly contributions. Each of the three types of terms is given by
the sum of four contributions corresponding to the four possible bound-
ary conditions (spin structures) labeled ( ), (—h), (H—) and (++) in
the notation of chapter 9. This combination of diagrams diverges like
/ dq/q= 2TT2 / dw/w In2 w near q = 0 (or w = 1) for either the planar or
nonorientable diagrams. The fact that this is a milder divergence than in
the bosonic theory is due to a cancellation between ( ) and (H—), the
contributions from the bosonic and fermionic loops with no F factors in
the trace. The contributions from diagrams with circulating fermions or
bosons that include a factor of F are individually divergent like J dq/q.
Of the four types of terms (for each topology), the three ( ), (H—), and
(—h) give parity-conserving amplitudes, while the fourth one (++) gives
a parity-violating one, since it contains a factor of Fn in the trace giving
rise to an e tensor.

In §10.4.2 we will see that the the divergences in the parity-conserving
planar and nonorientable loop amplitudes cancel for the group 50(32).
Although the light-cone gauge formalism is very useful for studying that
cancellation it is not suitable for analyzing parity-violating amplitudes
without much more difficulty. The potential anomalies that we now wish
to study come entirely from the parity-violating (++) term, and that it
why it is much more convenient to use the covariant formalism of chapter 4
for this calculation.

10.2.1 The Planar Diagram Anomaly

The formal expression for the Feynman diagram that describes the parity-
violating part of the fermion loop with six external gauge particles is

f d10pTv(TSW(l)SW(2)'"SW(6)). (10.2.4)

The fermion propagator is

S = Fo/Lo. (10.2.5)

Also,

f =F1 1(-l)£r f-""S (10.2.6)

so that (1 + F)/2 is the GSO projection operator of the fermion sector
(as in §4.3.3), and the on-shell emission vertices for the massless gauge
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particles are

W(r) = W(Cr, K, 1) = Cr • V>(l)e^'X(1). (10.2.7)

The kinematics for the process is shown in fig. 10.2. Fermionic and bosonic
ghost modes must be included in the definition of the propagators, but
their effect on the amplitude is just to cancel two powers of the partition
function, as in the case of the bosonic theory described in chapter 8. Equa-
tion (10.2.4) describes a term for which the fermionic partition function
is [/(w)]8. It cancels against the partition function of the bosonic modes,
just as in the supersymmetric light-cone gauge calculations. In this case
the bosonic and fermionic ghost contributions to the loop amplitude also
cancel.

Since the amplitude in (10.2.4) is infinite it needs to be regulated. The
anomaly is evaluated, as in §10.1.2, by replacing the polarization vector
of one of the emitted gauge particles by its momentum. Because the
diagram is divergent, in contrast to the case of the tree diagrams, the
canceled propagator argument cannot be applied to argue that the ampli-
tude is gauge invariant. This would miss the non-gauge-invariant behavior
inevitably introduced by regulator terms.

The amplitude in (10.2.4) formally has cyclic symmetry in the six ex-
ternal lines. Whether this continues to be true after the divergence is
canceled by a regulator term depends on the particular choice of the reg-
ulator. A choice that breaks the cyclic symmetry can be averaged over
cyclic permutations to restore it if one wishes. Since at the present stage
in the development of string theory the Feynman rules are introduced in
a somewhat ad hoc manner so as to implement unitarity, rather than be-
ing derived from a fundamental action principle, it is not entirely clear
what requirements, if any, a regularization method should satisfy. Two
different methods for regularizing the divergences in the diagrams rele-
vant to the calculation of anomalies have been studied. They both lead
to the same conditions for the cancellation of anomalies, but they give
somewhat different formulas for them when they are nonzero. One is the
natural string-theory generalization of the Pauli-Villars method and the
other is closely related to the Fujikawa method. Both are described in
this chapter. The Pauli-Villars method is treated in detail in the text,
and the second method is relegated to appendix 10.A.

As mentioned earlier, the Pauli-Villars method consists of subtracting
from the divergent diagram a similar diagram with massive fermion prop-
agators and then taking the limit m —> oo at the end of the calculation.
The divergences can be arranged to cancel, since they are short-distance
effects that do not depend on any finite masses. Since the regularized
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156 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

amplitudes are finite, naive manipulations, such as canceled propagator
arguments, can be used with impunity. Therefore, since they give no
anomaly for the original term without the mass parameter, the entire
anomaly originates from the regulator term. As we will show, a finite
nonzero anomaly is obtained in the limit m —•> oo.

In order to apply the Pauli-Villars method to superstring theory, we
need to define a massive fermionic string propagator. Since Fo is the
string generalization of zT • p, the natural choice is

^ #±^ (10.2.8)
o-im Lo + m2

The regulator term, Ap( l ,2 , . . . ,6) is then obtained from (10.2.4) by re-
placing the propagators by 5 m , defined by (10.2.8). In contrast to Pauli-
Villars regulation of ordinary field theory the regulator mass m is never
larger than all the masses of the physical particles in the string theory,
since they have unbounded masses.

When we introduce integral representations for the factors (jLo + m 2 ) ~ 1
5

as in previous string amplitude calculations, this results in the loop in-
tegrand containing an extra factor of wm . Recall that the unregulated
integral diverges at the q = 0 or w = 1 endpoint like

/ dq/q = 2?r2 / dw/ In2 w. (10.2.9)

Simply subtracting the term A™ changes the divergence to

/ dw(l -wm2)l In2 w~m2 f dw/ In u>, (10.2.10)

which still diverges at w = 1. In order to subtract the divergence com-
pletely it is necessary to take a combination of three terms, such as

AP"2A^ + Afm, (10.2.11)

where the divergent pieces combine in the form

[ dw{l-2wm2 +w2m2)/\n2w~m* f dw, (10.2.12)

which is finite at w = 1. Once it has been decided that the expression
is finite and naive manipulations can be carried out, it does not matter
much whether there are one or two regulator terms are used. (In fact, the
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expression for the anomalous part of A'p turns out to be the same as for

Ap m.) Bearing this point in mind, for simplicity of exposition we shall
consider the combination

Arp9 = AP- A$, (10.2.13)

as the regulated amplitude in what follows.

The regulated amplitudes do not satisfy the usual requirements for
string amplitudes, since the introduction of the mass parameter m de-
stroys conformal invariance. In particular, the massive propagators in the
regulator term destroy the L\ gauge conditions that previously ensured
the decoupling of the longitudinal modes of the external gauge particles.
This is exactly what we expect a regulator to do for an amplitude that
has an anomaly.

The procedure for evaluating the anomaly arising from (10.2.13) (more
correctly, from (10.2.11)) is to test for gauge invariance on each of the ex-
ternal legs by replacing the polarization vector for each line in turn by the
corresponding momentum. The expression for Ap has cyclic symmetry
in the external particles, since F can be moved around the trace by naive
manipulations, which are valid for the regularized expression. However,
Ap does not have cyclic symmetry, since F is next to vertex #6 and does
not anticommute with the Sm. As a result the vertex for line #6 has
a different status from the other five. We will discover that this partic-
ular regularization scheme enforces gauge invariance for all the external
particles except #6, which must bear the entire brunt of the anomaly.

Let us begin by considering potential anomalies associated with lines
#1-5. We can make use of the identity

W(k,k,l) = k- ^(l)eihX^ = [FOie
ih'xW] (10.2.14)

to write Ap as the difference of two terms with canceled propagators on
either side of the vertex under consideration. In the term Ap it is useful
to write (10.2.14) as

W(k, fc, 1) = [Fo - tro, Vb(i, 1)]. (10.2.15)

This also leads to the difference of two terms each of which contain can-
celed propagators adjacent to vertex under consideration. Choosing, for
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example, to study line # 1 , two of these four terms are given by

GP J d10p

(10.2.16)
while the other two terms have a canceled propagator between particles
# 1 and #2. The trace over the fermionic zero modes (the Dirac matrices)
is very simple, because the Fn factor in F requires ten F matrices to
contribute a nonzero result. These have to come from the zero modes of
the five Fo's in the numerators of the propagators and the five ^(l)'s in
the vertices. This uses up all the fermionic modes in the vertices and in
the numerators of the propagators. Using the fact that

tr (rnIV . . . IV0) = 32cw...^10, (10.2.17)

the resulting expression is proportional to

P

x{Tv[V0(h)j-V0(k2)...^-V0(ke)}

(10.2.18)
The factors of L$ in the denominators in this expression contain the five
momenta P2, • • • ,P6, where pr — p — X^=i ks. Therefore, by making a
shift in the definition of the loop momentum from p to p + k\, the formula
no longer depends on k\ or ke. Thus each of the two terms must vanish,
because there are not enough independent momenta in the integrand to
saturate the indices of the e tensor. The analysis for lines #2-5 works the
same way.

Shifting the definition of the loop momentum is only a valid manipu-
lation in the regulated expression. (In the unregulated expression for the
anomaly it is certainly not valid to redefine the loop momentum. This is
the classic mistake that leads to the conclusion that there is no anomaly.)
The argument that the sum of these terms vanishes is correct but a little
cavalier, since each of them involves the product of the vertices Vo(&i, 1)
and Vo(k$, 1) at the same point on the world sheet (z.e., without the in-
tervening propagator). To treat this properly requires separating the two
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10.2 Analysis of Hexagon Diagrams 159

vertices infmitesimally and then considering the limit in which they co-
incide. This calculation bears a close resemblance to the point-splitting
method of calculating the anomaly described in appendix 10. A. The result
is that each of the two terms in (10.2.18) gives the same finite answer so
that their difference is indeed zero.

The calculation of the divergence on line #6 is rather different because
of the F factor adjacent to the vertex. In this case it is convenient to
re-express the relation in (10.2.18) (using the fact that {JFO,F} = 0) as

{}
(10.2.19)

= {Fo - im, V0{k6)T} + 2imV0(k6)T,

where the first relation is to be used in Ap, whereas the second relation
is appropriate to A™. By writing the relation in this manner there are
again two terms with canceled propagators arising from both Ap and A™.
These vanish in pairs by the same argument as before leaving a nonzero
term that contains the anomaly proportional to

jWP ~ Gpm I d"pTr f *° + im

LQ + mL

(10.2.20)

The trace over the Dirac matrices again involves a F n , which requires at
least ten F matrices to give a nonzero result (10.2.17). There are actually
eleven possible sources for these F matrices. There is a F matrix in the
iVs in each of the six propagators and in the ij>(l) factors in each of the
vertices for particles #1 to #5. This means that the one of the im terms
in a propagator is left over after the Dirac trace is performed. (The other
possible candidates for a left-over term are all linear in fermion oscillators
cfn, but such terms vanish when the dn traces are performed.) The result
involves a linear combination of terms arising from the ways in which
ten F matrices can be selected out of the eleven available. Five of the
F matrices are contracted into the five remaining polarization tensors in
each of the terms while the other five are contracted into five out of the
six momenta in the propagators, pr = p— Y^iZi kr, so that the Dirac trace
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results in a factor proportional to

Vb tf • • • Ct [(p -k1r...(p-k1-k2-h-ki-

- pvi (p - h)Vi ...{p-h-h-h- uy*}

= -im e(C,k),
(10.2.21)

where e(£, k) is proportional to the anomaly in the low-energy theory and
is defined by

•••^5 5 - (10-2.22)

The resulting anomaly is

2e(C k)GP I d10, k)GP I
J

WP ~ lim m2e(C, k)GP I d10pTv
J V l 0 + W (10.2.23)

+ 2
VQ(h,l)Td) ,

J

where T^ = (—l)Z^rf-»rf« The calculation has now reduced to a form that
is very similar to the calculations in chapter 8 of loop amplitudes in the
bosonic theory with the difference that the momenta in (10.2.23) satisfy
k2

r = 0 and D = 10.
The evaluation of the integral proceeds by replacing each propagator

by its integral representation (Lo + m2)"1 = / 0 x^0+m ~ldxr. The ma-
nipulations described in §8.1.1 now relate the expression for the anomaly
to correlation functions between vertex operators. They are evaluated at
points pr (where pr = x\... xr) on an annulus, which is built as in chap-
ters 8 and 9 by identifying any real point p with the points wnp; here
w = pe and n is an arbitrary integer. Using the relations in §8.1.1, we see
that

WP~ lim m2e(C,k)GP f— I {TT ^ ) ^ / ( l , . . . ,6), (10.2.24)
0 R X r = 1 '

where

7(1,... ,6) = [d10pwp2/2Tr (u^Ht iWi) • • • VQ(h,p6)Td^

/ o_x5 (10-2.25)

\lnwj
v 7 r<s

and the region R is given by 1> pi > ...ps>w. The function In tp(csr, w)
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10.2 Analysis of Hexagon Diagrams 161

(where csr = ps/pr), defined in §8.1.1, is the correlation function between
X(pr) and X(ps). In this case there is no factor of [f(w)]2~D, since the
trace over the Fermi modes (and associated ghosts) gives a factor of

'd» = j y r ^ S ^ (10.2.26)

which cancels the partition functions arising from the trace over a modes
and their ghosts.

In view of (10.2.24), it is evident that in the limit m —» oo the integral
is dominated by the region w ~ 1. This is in accord with the expectation
that any nonzero anomaly arises from a conspiracy between the infinity
of the amplitude at w = 1 and the zero due to the canceled propagator.
In order to exhibit the region around w = 1 it is easiest to transform the
integration variables to zr and q defined by

as in §8.1.1. Then the dominant region is given by q ~ 0, the region
in which the hole in the annulus approaches zero radius. Under this
transformation il>(csr,w) transforms into ifi(zs/zr,q

2) according to

(10.2.28)

as explained in appendix 8. A. Combining this with the momentum integral
(see §8.1.1)

[dl\T\xvl12 - f — V TT iV1/2exp (ll]2cA \ r S

I a p i i xr — i i i i \ csr exp i i ? ,

J t\ Vl n^ K ^ e l V21n^/J
(10.2.29)

/ can be re-expressed in terms of zr and q by

1= [—^-J [I {Hzs/zr,q2)) exp-

\ 7T /

(10.2.30)
which is the correlation function between the vertices on the boundary of
an annulus or cylinder. The symbol \p — 0) implies evaluation at zero
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162 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

momentum. The trace applies to all oscillator modes. By recasting the
formula in the latter form given in (10.2.30), we have succeeded in exhibit-
ing all the q dependence in a particularly useful way for the subsequent
analysis.

As in §8.1.1, the integration measure in terms of the variables on the
annulus is given by

0 ° ' \ _ • ^ (10.2.31)
dw „ x* , , , r .

xi/rfc)(z/r+l — z/r) ,

where i/r = lnzr/2iir = lnpr/\nw (with i/6 = !)• Substituting this change
of variables and the expression for / into (10.2.24) gives the expression
for the anomaly

WP ~ lim e(C, k)m2GP f I TT di/r0(i/r+i - vr)
m—KX> I \ AX

0 ^ = 1 ' 0

x (p = 0|Tr (q2NV0(kuz1)... Vo{ke,ze)rd) \p = 0).
(10.2.32)

Evidently, the only contribution to the trace that can survive the m —> oo
limit is the term with N = 0, since q vanishes exponentially fast as w —»
1 and N has discrete (integer) eigenvalues. This can be demonstrated
explicitly by considering the w integral

1 oo

0 0

which is equal to 1/m2 when N = 0, whereas terms with nonzero N vanish
exponentially as m —» oo. As a result the expression for the anomaly
arising from the planar loop diagram is given by

Wp~e((,k)GP I (f[dvrG{uT+1 - ur)\
o ^ = 1 'o

= e(C, k)GP ( )
{ \r=l / r<s

(10.2.34)
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10.2 Analysis of Hexagon Diagrams 163

where zr = exp(27rii/r). The last step is very similar to the evaluation of
a bosonic tree diagram. It uses the correlation function derived for tree
amplitudes in appendix 7. A. The total contribution to the hexagon gauge
anomaly from planar diagrams is obtained by summing over permutations
of the external lines.

The anomaly has the same form as the anomaly in the super Yang-Mills
field theory of §10.1.2 multiplied by a factor that resembles a tree dia-
gram, but both comparisons are imprecise. The super Yang-Mills gauge
anomaly in §10.1.2 involves a trace of matrices in the adjoint representa-
tion of the gauge algebra, whereas the matrices in the trace here are in the
fundamental representation of a classical algebra. In the low-energy limit,
kr <C vT (where the string tension has been set to T = 1/TT) the anomaly
reduces to the expression that arises from the massless hexagon loop in
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, aside from the important change in
the group-theory factor. The relationship between the group-theory fac-
tors can be understood as follows. The field-theory trace Tr(^^2 . . . ^ )
(with matrices in the adjoint representation) can be re-expressed as a su-
perposition of terms of the form tr(Ai A2 . . . XQ) and tr(Ai... A^tr^Ae)
(including other permutations) for any classical group, as explained in
§10.1.2. The particular coefficients that arise in this transcription depend
on the group. When this transcription is made the terms with six A ma-
trices inside a single trace precisely correspond to the low-energy limit
of the string-theory anomaly arising from the planar and nonorientable
diagrams summed over all permutations of the lines. One might expect a
similar relation between the terms with a product of two traces and the
anomalies associated with nonplanar string-theory diagrams. However,
as we explain later in this chapter, this is where new string-theory effects
give cancellations that persist even in the low-energy limit.

The dynamical factor that multiplies the trace differs from a tree am-
plitude in two respects. First of all, it has double poles in channels formed
by sets of adjacent particles. For example, there are double poles in the
channel formed by particles 1 to fc, which come from the integration end-
point where z\ ~ Z2 ~ . . . ~ zj~ and simultaneously zj~+i ~ . . . ~ ZQ = 1.
Furthermore, there are no massless poles in any channel, which is not
surprising, since a nonzero residue at such poles would correspond to an
anomaly in a diagram with less than six external massless particles. It is
noteworthy that the string-theory anomaly contains poles with nonzero
masses in various channels. By factorizing on these poles it is possible to
derive expressions for anomalous diagrams with fewer than six external
particles, some of which are massive. These are examples of anomalies in
gauge invariances associated with massive modes mentioned at the begin-
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ning of §10.1.3.

In appendix 10.A the calculation of the anomaly is repeated using a
regulator that cuts off the propagators with factors exp{—r)rLo}, where
the limit rjr —» 0 is taken at the end of the calculation. This procedure
is equivalent to cutting off the integration region of the vertex operator
correlation function so that the values of the In pr can never coincide. The
minimum value of lnpr — \npr+i is —rfr+\. When a single propagator is
regulated in this manner the result for the anomaly has the same form
as the result obtained by Pauli-Villars regularization. If the values of all
the rjr are taken to be equal, so that the regularization treats the particles
symmetrically, the result is different. The functional form of the integrand
is the same, but variables vr parametrizing the particles on the boundary
of a disk, are integrated over a restricted region (the combination R\ and
i?2 described in appendix 10.A.)

10.2.2 The Anomaly in the Nonorientable Diagram

The anomaly arising from the nonorientable diagrams is evaluated by
combining the methods of §8.1.2 for nonorientable bosonic loop diagrams
with those of the preceding subsection. The contributions to a given
group-theory factor come from a sum of several diagrams with an odd
number of twisted propagators. The treatment of the zero-mode Dirac
trace is identical to that in the planar loop diagram, so that the expres-
sion for the anomaly again boils down to a structure very similar to the
corresponding bosonic loop diagram. This gives an expression for the
nonorientable contribution to the anomaly similar to (10.2.32), but with
q2 replaced by —yfq and zr replaced by zr as in (7.61),

WN~ lim e((,k)m2GN / ( TT
0 v = 1

x{p = 0|Tr((-l)V/2V0(*i,
(10.2.35)

where the normalization corresponds to that of (10.2.32). In this case the
integrand is similar to the correlation of six Vb's on the boundary of a
Mobius strip so that the angular variables vr — lnzr/27ri are integrated
in sequence between zero and two. After taking the limit m —> oo and
performing the w integral the expression can be written as
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lfWN ~e((,k)GN I lf[dure(ur+1 - vr))
{ \r=i / (10.2.36)

32

n

where we have changed variables from y/z^ to zr (i.e., from vr/2 to z/r,
which gives a factor of 32) and used the fact that Gjy = r/Gp/n. As a
result the total anomaly with the group-theory factor tr(Ai.. . Ag) is given

by

(10.2.37)

which vanishes for the gauge group 50(32) and for no other group.
The relative factor of 7/32/n in (10.2.36) has a simple interpretation

in the low-energy effective super Yang-Mills field-theory calculation in
§10.1.2. In that case the total anomaly was proportional to Tr£6, which
decomposed into traces in the fundamental representation, as in (10.2.17)
for 50(32), for example. The term ntrA6 in that equation comes from
the low energy limit of the planar hexagon diagram. The low-energy limit
of any of the nonorientable diagrams gives the term trA6. The number of
such diagrams is equal to the number of ways in which an odd number
of twists can be distributed on the internal legs of a hexagon diagram,
which is 32. Each one of these contributes a dynamical factor of e(£, k)
to the anomaly and, after Bose symmetrization, this leads to the overall
factor of 32. The last term in (10.2.17), 15trA4trA2, has the group-theory
structure of a nonplanar diagram.

10.2.3 Absence of Anomalies in Nonplanar Diagrams

We will now analyze the nonplanar hexagon diagram and show that it
gives no anomaly. This should not be too surprising, since nonplanar
diagrams are not divergent, and the canceled propagator argument ought
to be valid. We now verify this in detail.

The calculation of these diagrams, which have an even number of
twisted propagators, involves the same zero-mode trace over Dirac ma-
trices as the other loop diagrams. The expression for the anomaly again
resembles the expression for the bosonic-string nonplanar loop in §8.1.3.
The major difference from the earlier calculations is that the factor of
q2N in (10.2.32) is replaced by q2N~3/4 (where s is the invariant energy-
squared of the singlet channel), which vanishes in the limit q —> 0 for all
values of N. More precisely, it vanishes for s < 0 and is defined to vanish
for all other values by analytic continuation.
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The fact that the contribution to the anomaly from the nonplanar dia-
gram vanishes might appear to contradict the calculation of the anomaly
in the super Yang-Mills field theory. The field-theory anomaly always
contains terms of the form tr(Ai.. . A4)tr(AsA6), even in the case of the
group 50(32) when tr(Ai.. . Ae) terms are absent. The resolution is that
the nonplanar loop diagram contains massless closed-string bound states
in addition to the states of the open-string sector. The presence of the
closed-string poles in the s channel was discussed in §8.1.3, where it was
seen that the factor q~s'4 is responsible for these poles. This means that
the low-energy limit of the theory has extra contributions in which the
massless closed-string poles play a critical role. These poles occur in just
those singlet channels in which the field-theory result is nonvanishing, so
it is possible for them to give the required cancellation. In chapter 13, we
will explore this phenomenon systematically from the low-energy point of
view, so here we only make a few remarks.

Figure 10.3. A tree diagram with the exchange of the B^ field between a vertex with
two gauge particles and one with four gauge particles. This tree diagram arises as
a piece of the low-energy limit of the nonplanar string hexagon loop diagram and is
anomalous in just the manner that cancels the usual low-energy hexagon anomaly.

The exchange of closed strings in the 5-6 channel arises from configu-
rations in which the world sheet has a long narrow tube joined at one end
to a disk with two particles attached to its boundary and at the other end
to a disk with four particles attached to its boundary. At low energy the
massless closed-string particles survive and so, in addition to the expected
anomalous hexagon diagram, there is a tree diagram in which the massless
particles of the closed-string sector are exchanged between a pair of gauge
particles at one vertex and four gauge particles at the other. This tree
diagram is anomalous if the particle exchanged in the tree is the massless
antisymmetric tensor field i ?^ , since it is then possible to get an e tensor
contracted into ten external vector indices. The vertex coupling the B^v

field to two gauge particles has the form d[pB^jtr (APFI1U), as we will see
in §13.5.3; here F^ is the Yang-Mills field defined in terms of the vector
potential A1* and [...] indicates antisymmetrization of indices. The vertex
that couples the BpV field to four gauge particles will be seen in §13.5.3 to
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10.3 Other One-Loop Anomalies in Superstring Theory 167

have the form e^.. .^ B ^ ^ F ^ 4 . . . F ^ 1 0 . The tree diagram with B^
exchange (fig. 10.3) consists of several terms obtained by contracting out
the B^v fields in each of these vertices with an intermediate propagator
containing a factor l/(&5 + k§)2. There is one term in the tree amplitude
due to this diagram that has an anomaly with a coefficient that is exactly
the value needed to cancel the contribution due to the hexagon loop dia-
gram. The appearance of anomalies in tree diagrams may be an unfamiliar
phenomenon. As we will explain in detail in chapter 13, this reflects the
fact that the coupling of B to two gauge bosons is gauge invariant only if
B transforms nontrivially under Yang-Mills gauge transformations, while
the coupling of B to four gauge bosons is gauge invariant only if B does
not transform at all; the 'interference' term between these two couplings,
which is the diagram of fig. 10.3 thus violates gauge invariance regardless
of what gauge transformation law is assumed for B.

10.3 Other One-Loop Anomalies in Superstring Theory

We have seen that amplitudes with external gauge particles must vanish
when we substitute ^ = k^ for one of the polarization vectors as an ex-
pression of on-shell gauge invariance or current conservation. In similar
fashion, if the polarization tensor of an external graviton is taken to be
(UP — ̂ Ci/+^C/*» * n e amplitude should vanish to reflect the decoupling of
longitudinally polarized gravitons required by energy-momentum conser-
vation. If this does not happen, one speaks of a 'gravitational anomaly'.

As we will discuss further in §13.3.2, hexagon diagrams with external
gravitons can give rise to gravitational anomalies. In the type I theory
these diagrams consist of several distinct topological types described in
§8.3.3. The diagram in which the world sheet is a torus is also the only
closed-string loop diagram in the type II theories. Since this loop diagram
is finite it is entirely plausible that the canceled propagator argument
can be used to prove that the diagram is not anomalous. This is in
accord with the result of the anomaly calculation in the low-energy theory
(described in §13.5.2), which shows that the hexagon anomalies precisely
cancel for the combination of massless states in the type II theory, type I
closed strings can also couple to a Klein bottle, an annulus and a Mobius
strip at this order in K. Therefore, if all anomalies cancel for the 50(32)
theory, as is suggested by the low energy analysis of chapter 13, then the
gravitational anomalies associated with these diagrams should cancel for
£0(32), though not for other groups.

In addition to anomalies with external gauge bosons or gravitons only,
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'mixed anomalies' can arise in diagrams with both external gravitons and
Yang-Mills particles. The one-loop diagrams of this type (for type I su-
perstrings) are the annulus and the Mobius strip. The analysis of the
low-energy theory in chapter 13 suggests that these anomaly contribu-
tions should also cancel in the SO(32) case.

The analysis above has been presented for type I superstrings. However,
as we show in §13.5, the low-energy analysis suggests that the anomalies
cancel in the type IIB and heterotic theories; indeed, the low-energy anal-
ysis of anomalies stimulated the discovery of the heterotic theories. It is
plausible that the loop diagram with six external particles is finite in these
theories and that the canceled propagator argument leads to the vanishing
of all the anomalies. Since the finiteness of the loop diagram is linked to
modular invariance, there seems to be a clear connection between the ab-
sence of ten-dimensional gauge and gravitational anomalies and modular
invariance, which corresponds to invariance under two-dimensional global
diffeomorphisms of the toroidal world sheet.

10.4 Cancellation of Divergences for 50(32)

Figure 10.4. The divergences in the planar and nonorientable diagrams arise from
dilaton tadpoles on a disk or on RP2, as sketched in (a) and (6), respectively.

We recall that in chapter 9 we found divergences of the form JQ dq/q
in both the planar and nonorientable loop diagrams. In each case, these
divergences represent massless dilaton tadpoles, as in fig. 10.4. The diver-
gence in the planar loop is proportional to the dilaton tadpole computed
on a disk, while the divergence in the nonorientable loop is proportional to
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the dilaton tadpole computed on RP2. We now wish to determine under
what conditions, if any, these divergences cancel.

10.4-1 Dilaton Tadpoles and Loop Divergences

Let us first think briefly about the meaning of dilaton tadpoles, in the
context of the limiting low-energy field theory. Let (f> be the dilaton field,
and let V(</>) be the potential energy for the dilaton. The tadpole is just

and its vanishing is one of the equations of motion of the theory.
Now, in four dimensions, there are quite a few supersymmetric field

theories, and it is possible to include a scalar potential V{<t>) in these
theories. There are not very many supersymmetric field theories in ten
dimensions, and in attempting to construct such theories one learns that
it is impossible to add a potential V((f>) to ten-dimensional supergravity
without violating supersymmetry explicitly. Thus, in ten dimensions the
dilaton tadpole must vanish by virtue of supersymmetry - though an
analogous statement would not be valid in four-dimensional supergravity.

Since the infinities of the type I theory reflect dilaton tadpoles, and the
dilaton tadpoles violate supersymmetry, the infinities must cancel when
supersymmetry is valid. The type I theory is definitely not supersymmet-
ric (at the one-loop level) for gauge groups other than 50(32), since su-
persymmetry implies general covariance, and we will see in chapter 13 that
for groups other than 50(32) there are gravitational anomalies. However,
it seems (combining our above results with those in chapter 13), that all
anomalies cancel in the case of 50(32), so that supersymmetry is presum-
ably valid in that case. In this case, the dilaton tadpoles must cancel for
50(32), and the one-loop infinities must cancel also. This is the question
that we now investigate here.

The reader may wonder about the following. If we believe that the
dilaton tadpole cancels between the disk and RP2 in the case of 50(32),
why do we not investigate this directly, rather than probing the question
indirectly by studying one-loop infinities? In fact, the dilaton tadpole on
the disk and on RP2 represents the expectation value of the dilaton vertex
operator (at zero momentum) on the respective world sheets. The calcula-
tion on either world sheet separately is not difficult, up to normalization,
and is easily seen to give a nonzero answer in each case. Unfortunately,
the respective normalization factors are all-important in this problem, and
are difficult to determine, since they depend on finite factors that are left
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170 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

over after the Faddeev-Popov gauge fixing in the two cases. The most
straightforward way to determine the correct normalization of the dilaton
tadpoles on the disk and on RP2 seems to be to obtain these tadpoles as
the coefficients of the divergences in the orientable and unorientable loop
diagrams, whose normalizations are known from unitarity.

We now turn to the mathematical analysis. The expressions for the
planar and the nonorientable loop diagrams in §9.1.2 and §9.1.3 diverge
at the q —> 0 (or q' —> 0) endpoints. The residue of either of these
divergences is proportional to

FP(Q) = I I I 1 © (^+1 - Vr)dvT ) I I (sinx(i/, - i/r)) , (10.4.2)

with 1/4 = 1. (In the analysis of this section it is useful to include explicit
a1 dependences.) By making a change of variables from 1/3 to

sm7r(z/3 ui)siniru2

with Jacobian

and y — exp{i7rvi} sin?r(i/2 — z/i)/sin7rz/25 it ie straightforward to show
that

l l i/2

f f [FP(0) = - I dx I dv2 I dvxx-01 s(l - x)~a *Im ( ] . (10.4.5)
K J J J \x-yj

0 0 0

This can be evaluated by using the relation

? ^ _ ? dui (e2ixi/2 ~ x )
J x - y ~~ J e2i7n/* + ( x - l)e2i™* - x (10.4.6)

x
(x - l)e2i*"* - x \2m \x -

which is easily integrated over 1/2, giving

, / x \
In - v2

Now compare this result with the expression for the tree diagram with
the same ordering of the external particles given in §7.4.2, which can be
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written (with a1 reinstated) as

i (10.4.8)
= 2g2KGP— / «-a'*-1(l - s ^ d s .

o

It follows from this that the planar loop divergence is proportional to

Kg*GPF(0) ~ f -T^ i r ee - (10-4-9)

10.4-2 Divergence Cancellations

The nonorientable loop amplitude has exactly the same form as the planar
one with the variable q2 replaced by — q2 and with a different coefficient.
Hence, for a special gauge group the divergences of these two amplitudes
may cancel. Since rjGp = TIGN for the group 50(32) (n = 32 and
77 = —1), the two contributions combine to give

1

AP + AN = S7r3g4KGp I y-F(A), (10.4.10)
- 1

where A = q2. This expression is nonsingular if we assume a regulator
that treats the point at A = 0 by a symmetric cutoff - in other words, if
the integral is defined by a principal-value prescription.

This argument for the finiteness of the 50(32) theory given above is not
entirely rigorous. The strength of the individual infinities depends on the
choice of variables. If we had redefined the q variable in the expression for
the nonorientable loop amplitude in another way, the formal cancellations
of infinities would not take place. The choice of the qf variable used
appears to be the natural one, because it leads to expressions for the
integrands of the planar and the nonorientable loops that combine into an
extended integration region. The real issue to resolve is whether there is a
gauge-invariant way of regulating divergent loop amplitudes that justifies
this particular choice. The fact that gauge anomalies also cancel at one
loop for this group (as discussed in this chapter and chapter 13) is further
evidence for the special nature of the group 50(32) in type I theories. It
also supports the belief that the infinity cancellation argument could be
made rigorous.
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172 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

There is no conceptual difficulty in considering amplitudes with more
than four external states, but explicit calculations are algebraically te-
dious, since in the general case there are complicated contributions from
the nonzero fermion modes in the prefactors of the vertices. In fact, for
loops with M > 4 external bosonic lines it is probably more convenient to
use the covariant formalism based on ^ fields, even though bosonic and
fermionic loops must be separately calculated and combined.

The relation of the infinities to dilaton tadpoles means that the can-
cellation seen in the four-particle amplitudes must also be a property of
one-loop amplitudes with any number of external states. The pictures of
the world sheets in figs. 8.12 and 8.15c show that the divergence cancel-
lation can be viewed as a cancellation between the contributions from a
disk (for the planar diagram) and from the real projective plane (for the
nonorientable diagram), which couple to the world sheet by a long narrow
tube. These configurations can not depend on how many external states
are attached to the world sheet and hence must be independent of the
number of external particles. This argument should even apply for mul-
tiloop diagrams. If the type I 50(32) superstring theory has multiloop
divergences, they must have some completely different origin.

In addition to the loop diagrams described here, which are all of order
</4, there are other diagrams that contribute to the possible divergences
in the theory at low order. These were described in §8.3.3 for the case of
the bosonic theory. For example, the disk diagram with external closed-
string states (fig. 8.23a) has a divergence that would have to cancel with
the divergence from the diagram that is described by the projective plane.
Similarly, the divergences associated with the Klein bottle and those asso-
ciated with the closed-string processes in which the external states couple
to an annulus and to a Mobius strip must all cancel. Figure 8.27 shows
that the latter sum of divergences can be formally expressed as an iter-
ation of the combination of the disk and the projective plane. Since the
local behavior on the world sheet that is responsible for these divergences
is identical to that of the loop diagrams we have described in detail, it
seems inevitable that the infinity cancellation would work in exactly the
same way for this pair of diagrams.

10.5 Summary

In this chapter we have described the calculation of the one-loop contri-
butions to the gauge anomaly in type I superstring theory. They were
studied by considering hexagon diagrams in which the external states are
massless on-shell gauge particles. The cancellation of such anomalies is
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required for the consistency of the theory. The string theory calculation
generalizes the analogous calculation in Yang-Mills field theory, which was
also briefly described. The planar and nonorientable hexagon diagrams
with chiral fermions circulating around the loop give rise to gauge anoma-
lies, each having the same form. The requirement that these anomalies
cancel uniquely determines the gauge group to be 50(32). Nonplanar di-
agrams are separately free from anomalies regardless of the gauge group.
This fact is closely linked to the fact that nonplanar diagrams contain
the bound states of the gravitational sector. In order to understand this
cancellation, we noted that at low energy the anomaly in the nonplanar
hexagon diagram includes the contribution of a massless antisymmetric
tensor exchange. We will see in chapter 13 that this exchange can con-
tribute an anomaly that exactly cancels the fermion loop anomaly with
the corresponding group-theory factor.

Appendix 10.A An Alternative Regulator

This appendix describes a method of regulating hexagon string diagrams
that can be interpreted as a 'point-splitting' of the vertices on the world
sheet. This is achieved by modifying the propagator carrying momentum
pr by a factor of exp{—7/rLo}, where rjr is a small positive parameter that
goes to zero at the end of the calculation. This cutoff has the effect of
suppressing states inside the propagators with high value of io = N+p2/2.
It therefore bears a close resemblance to the method used by Fujikawa
of regulating the fermion determinant by suppressing high-momentum
modes with a gaussian momentum cutoff. In the string context it also
suppresses states of high mass. The modified propagator has the form

where yr = exp{—7/r}, which means that prjpT-\ is always less than
exp{—rjr} so that the points pr and pr-\ cannot coincide.

This regularization is symmetric in all the external particles if all six
7/r's are chosen equal. This choice eliminates all poles from the amplitude,
since in any of the channels formed by the external particles the corre-
sponding set of p variables can never approach each other on the world
sheet. An alternative possibility that leaves most of the poles would be
to take all the 7/r's to be zero except the one corresponding to one of the
canceled propagators adjacent to the line whose anomaly is being consid-
ered.
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174 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

To start with, let us consider general values of rjr. Since all the external
lines are equivalent with this regulator, consider taking the divergence
on line #6. As before, the anomaly only arises from the parity-violating
amplitude in (10.2.4). By using the relation in (10.2.14), the regulated
anomaly is given as the difference of two terms with canceled propagators.
For the case of a planar diagram this can be written as

WP ~ lim GP I d10p (Trie""1 W(Cuh, l ) ^ / ' ° • • • V0(k6, l)f]

-Tr[F°e
T

m V(Ci,&i, 1)... W((5, h, l)e-^L° V^h,

(10.A.2)
Substituting the integral representation for each of the propagators gives

WP ~ GP(Wp + W2
P), (10.A.3)

where

y j

WP= lim f dwp [ d-^-... I d-^
M^oJ J xi J x5

0 0
(10.A.4)

0

xW(h,P5)F0W(h,p6)f},

and

M-^o J x2 J xe
o o

(10.A.5)
In the term Wp, XQ = t/e, while in the term Wp, x\ = y\. In both Wj>

and Wp, w = x\x2 . . . XQ and pr = x\... xr. Note, in particular, that in

while in Wp

lnu? = In p5-rj6, (10.A.6)

Inw Inw

The Dirac trace is evaluated in the same manner as the steps leading
to (10.2.16), giving terms that are similar in form to the first term of
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(10.2.16). Wp contains the integral

/ (10.A.8)

while Wp contains

(10.A.9)

In the context of (10.2.16), integrals of this type were combined with
the Pauli-Villars regulator terms so that the rjr —> 0 limit could be taken
and a naive shift of the loop momentum led to the vanishing of each term.
Here, it is important to consider the loop integral before the limit is taken.
In both the terms the p integration involves the factors

1 6 1 6 1

2 Yl p2r ln Xr = 2p2 lnw + P»Ylk?lnf)r + 2^kr'ks ln W ^ ) -
r=l r=l r<s

(10.A.10)
This means that the factor of pv in (10.A.8) and (10.A.9) can be replaced
by a term linear in d/dp", i.e.,

( 1 0 -A-n)

After integrating by parts, only the second term contributes to either
(10.A.8) or (10.A.9). Using momentum conservation to eliminate k%, the
terms that survive contraction with the e tensor in either case have the
form

e(C,*) f X>r/lnu>) Jd10pTr(wL°V0(p1)...V0(p6)T) . (10.A.12)

In the Tjr —» 0 limit this expression is dominated by the region of integra-
tion near w = 1.
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176 10. The Gauge Anomaly in Type I Superstring Theory

The term Wp can now be written as

x j d10pTv (wL°V0(pi)...

In order to isolate the region near w = 1, it is convenient to change vari-
ables once again to vr = In pTj In w (r = 1 , . . . , 5) and q = exp(27r2/ In w).
Note that in this case q is not independent of j/5, by virtue of (10.A.6),
which implies

Vh = = . ( 1 O . A . 1 4 )
In w In ps — 7/6

so that
q = exp[-27T2(l - 1/5)/%]. (10.A.15)

This vanishes exponentially as TJQ —> 0 when 1 — z/5 is finite. The change
of variables gives

— = \nwd»r, (10.A.16)
PT

for r = 1,2,3,4 while for r — 5

so that the integration measure in (10.A.13) is given by

f d l
r=l ^ ^ 6 r= l

The trace in (10.A.13) is expressed in terms of the transformed variables
by (10.2.30). Notice, in particular, that all the powers of mtu cancel out
and the result is proportional to 5^r=i7?r/7?6- Since q vanishes exponen-
tially fast in the limit rjr —> 0, only the term with N = 0 contributes to
the result, as before, giving

Wl
P - e(C, fc) r=1

776

The integration region R\ is discussed below. The expression for Wp
is the same as Wp but with 7/1, given by (10.A.7), replacing TJQ in the
denominator. The integration region R2 is also different.
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A symmetric regulator choice sets all the 7/r's equal to a common value
7] before taking the limit 77 —> 0. In this case the region of integration in
Wp is given in terms of the pr variables by

pe = p5 - 7/ < p4 - 2rj... < Pl - 5r? < - 6 r / . (10.A.20)

Using vr — Inpr/ In w and (10.A.14), it follows that i?i is given by

1 + z/r_i < 1/5 + PT for r = l , . . . 6 , (10.A.21)

where v§ — 1 and I/Q = 0- Similarly, the region i?2 appropriate to the
expression for VFp, using (10.A.7), is given by

v\ + ^i-i < Pi- (10.A.22)

The two regions R\ and R2 are nonoverlapping, since v\ + 1/5 > 1 in
i?l, whereas v\ + v$ < 1 in i?2- The integrand is the same as obtained
by the Pauli-Villars method, but the total region formed by adding Wp
and Wp is smaller than the one that arose in the Pauli-Villars method.
The two methods give exactly the same criteria for anomaly cancellations,
however.

The result is especially simple if the r/r's with r < 5 are set to zero
before TJQ is. Then the procedure is not symmetric in its treatment of the
external states. In that case Wp = 0 and the result for Wp is identical to
the complete anomaly obtained by the Pauli-Villars method in (10.2.34)
(which also treated the states asymmetrically). Similarly, setting all the
r/r's to zero before rji gives Wp = 0, and then the total anomaly comes
from Wp> which is equal to Wp in (10.2.34). Each of these special ex-
amples is equivalent to regulating just one of the propagators adjacent to
vertex #6, the vertex with the longitudinal state attached.
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11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

Perturbative calculations based on the operator formalism described in
chapters 7 - 1 0 can be used when at least one of the strings at each
interaction vertex is a physical on-shell state. That approach is effective
for calculations of tree and one-loop amplitudes but is not applicable for
multiloop amplitudes, since these necessarily involve at least one vertex
coupling three internal (and therefore off-shell) strings.

In principle, the systematic derivation of rules for calculating arbitrary
string-theory diagrams should follow from a second-quantized string field
theory. This has been developed in the light-cone gauge for both bosonic
strings and superstrings. A major effort is currently underway to develop
covariant gauge-invariant action principles, as well. Such a formulation
might provide a deeper understanding of the geometric significance of
string theories.

We will not develop string field theory in this book, but in this chap-
ter we do develop a 'first-quantized' approach to the Feynman rules of
light-cone string field theory. Apart from exhibiting at least some of the
ingredients of string field theory, this approach has several other virtues.
The equivalence of the first-quantized Feynman rules to world-sheet path
integrals - the only approach to multiloop amplitudes that we have men-
tioned hitherto - is important in understanding the unitarity of the latter.
Also, while we have extensively discussed conformal invariance and confor-
mal mappings in previous chapters, the explicit and detailed applications
of these concepts in this chapter should shed a new light on them. Most
of the explicit calculations in this chapter will be restricted to the bosonic
theory. In the last section we will describe the extension of these ideas to
the space-time supersymmetric light-cone formalism.

11.1 The String Path Integral

Just as with ordinary point-particle theories, it is possible to anticipate
the structure of the rules for calculating diagrams implied by the field
theory within the framework of the first-quantized theory. The basic
idea is to describe string scattering amplitudes by an extension of the

179
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180 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

Feynman path-integral approach to point-particle quantum mechanics.
In this approach a string-theory scattering amplitude is described as a
sum over all connected world surfaces joining the incoming and outgoing
strings weighted by expiS. The surface may have handles attached or
holes cut out (in the case of theories with open strings), corresponding to
the loop corrections of the second-quantized field theory.

11.1.1 The Analog Model

Let us begin by sketching the goal of this chapter. In §1.4 we described
a general ansatz expressing string scattering amplitudes in terms of path
integrals on Riemann surfaces. The integrals can be reduced (by Gaussian
integration) to integrals over a finite number of parameters (moduli of the
surface and positions at which vertex operators are inserted). According
to this ansatz, for instance, the amplitude for the scattering of M ground-
state tachyons (in the bosonic string theory) at an arbitrary order in
perturbation theory (z.e., with a world sheet that has an arbitrary number
of handles attached or holes cut out) is given by

= /

/ X (11.1.1)
x exp I — — - \ Pr ' PsN(zr'Jzs^

/y) I .
V ^ r>s /

Here the Z{ are the positions of vertex operators, and 7 are moduli of
the surface. The measure dfi is, according to our analysis in chapters 1
and 3, to be determined by calculating the functional determinants of the
string coordinates X^ and the conformal ghosts 6, c. Also, N{zr\zs,i)
is the Green function of the Laplace equation on the world sheet with
Neumann boundary conditions (the normal derivative of N vanishes on
the world-sheet boundary, if any). For external open strings the Z{ are
points on the boundary of the world sheet, while for closed strings the
external particles are attached to the interior of the world sheet. In its
historical origins, (11.1.1) (originally with an imprecise prescription for
determining the measure dfi) was known as the analog model.

Equation (11.1.1) is a beautiful formula, which summarizes much of
what we currently know about string theory. However, there are a few
peculiar features. It is not evident why (11.1.1) obeys unitarity. It is not

This boundary condition expresses the result of §2.1.3, namely that the a deriva-
tive of ^^((7, r) should vanish at the ends a — 0, w of the string.
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11.1 The String Path Integral 181

obvious what the connection is, if any, of (11.1.1) with standard Feynman-
diagram prescriptions for obtaining scattering amplitudes.

Our goal in this chapter is to shed some light on these questions by de-
riving (11.1.1) from a standard quantum mechanical formalism, involving
the use of a light-cone gauge Hamiltonian. The techniques in question
were pioneered by Mandelstam. They provide a well-defined quantum-
mechanical framework for perturbative calculations. Rules for calculating
perturbation-theory diagrams in this gauge can be derived from a hermi-
tian quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian, so unitarity is guaranteed.

This method treats the string as a quantum-mechanical system with the
interactions between strings incorporated in a manner that ensures unitar-
ity. The integration variables in (11.1.1) (the positions of vertex operator
insertions and the moduli of the surface) are identified with physical pa-
rameters such as the times of interaction and the fraction of the total
p+ momentum carried by intermediate string states. A drawback of the
method is certainly that Lorentz covariance is not manifest; proving it
will be one of our aims. Another drawback is that the origin of gauge
invariance and general covariance (or their stringy generalizations) is not
elucidated; a proper elucidation of these concepts remains a task for the
physics of tomorrow.

For most of this chapter, we will discuss the bosonic string theory,
sketching analogous results for supersymmetric strings in §11.7.

11.1.2 The Free String Propagator

In order to illustrate some of the subtle issues involved in the functional
formalism it is useful to consider the free string propagator in some de-
tail. Following Feynman's treatment of quantum mechanics the functional
integral for a free propagator defining the amplitude for a string in an ar-
bitrary state |Xi(cr)) at T\ to evolve into an arbitrary state |X2(<r)), at T2
is given by the functional integral

<7(Xi(<T),ri;X2(<7),T2) = (X2| JW'(<r, r) exp(i Jdr JdaC)\X.x),

(11.1.2)
where X'^TA) = X'A(a), \XA) = \XA(a)) (A = 1,2) and JVX'(<T,T)

denotes the integral over all surfaces joining the initial and final string
configurations. C is the light-cone gauge Lagrangian density of the bosonic
string theory; we are familiar with it from chapter 2. It is often convenient
for calculational purposes to let r —> —IT SO that the parameters can be
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182 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

regarded as forming a single complex variable (as was done in chapters 1
and 3)

p = T + ia. (11.1.3)

This is the convention in the rest of this chapter. We also scale the a
parameter so that it spans the range

0 < < T < 2 T T | P + | , (11.1.4)

with a corresponding scaling of the r parameter so that

X+ = T/2TTT, (11.1.5)

(which means replacing 2|p+|cr by the new a and 2|p+|r by the new r).
As before, the string tension is often set to T = 1/TT for convenience (i.e.,
a1 = 1/2) and p + is taken to be positive for incoming strings. With these
conventions

/ 2*|P+|

exp (» f drdaL) -+ exp -j- Idr f dadaX
i&"Xi . (11.1.6)

The states are normalized so that

= J ), T;X2(<T),T) = 1. (11.1.7)

Recall that physical closed-string states do not depend on the origin of
the sigma coordinate. Therefore a physical closed-string state, |X(<7))phys,
has a normalization that is expressed in terms of unconstrained states by
projecting onto the subspace of states that satisfy the constraint

|X(<7))phys = —^|- j *7o|X(*+ <*)). (11.1.8)
0

In this expression the state with X(<J) shifted to X(<7 + cr$) is generated
from the unshifted state by

The effect of the <Jo integral in (11.1.8) is to impose the usual subsidiary
constraint LQ = LQ on the physical space of closed-string states. As a
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result of (11.1.8) the normalization of a physical state is seen to satisfy

+|

Phys(X|X)phys = — L j j dao(X(v)\X(* + ao)). (11.1.10)

In performing closed-string calculations the external states are taken to
be unprojected and the answer is integrated over the a variables for each
of the external strings. The result is therefore a factor of l/y/27rpt in
the normalization of each external closed-string state of momentum pr.
Furthermore, in the calculation of a scattering amplitude the integration
over a for each external state introduces an additional factor of 2irpf for
each closed string giving a net factor of y 2?rp "̂, which must be kept track
of in obtaining the expression for the covariant closed-string scattering
amplitudes.

The functional integral has to be defined in a manner that introduces
a regulator to take care of the divergences associated with the short-
wavelength modes. These infinities can then be absorbed into the defini-
tion of the coupling constant g and the phase of the scattering amplitude.
To be more explicit consider the propagator in the form

G(X1(<7),T1;X2(<T),T2) = (X2|exp[-P-X+]|X1), (11.1.11)

where f = T2 — T\ > 0. The light-cone Hamiltonian P~, defined in §2.3.1,
is conjugate to X+ = f/2 and is represented in position space by the
expression

where P(cr) = X(cr)/7r = —i6/6X(a). This is just a superposition of an
infinite number of harmonic oscillator Hamiltonians for the normal-mode
coordinates.

The string wave function \I>, satisfying

| * = 0, (11.1.13)

is just the product of an infinite set of harmonic oscillator wave functions.
Likewise, the propagator is just the product of the Green functions for an
infinite number of harmonic oscillators, where the Green function for a
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184 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

single harmonic oscillator for a normal mode x with frequency u> has the
form (after a 'Wick' rotation to imaginary time)

/ LJ \i/2 / 2 2

Gw(x\, 0; X2, t) = ( - — — ) expl — ^uj(x-t + x2) cotha;t
VzTrsinha;^/ \ z

uxix2csc LO y

(11.1.14)
In this expression xi and 0:2 are the initial and final values of #, and
G(x,t]x'\t') satisfies the equation

+ ^ \ G(x, t] x\ t1) = S(t - t')S(x - x1) (11.1.15)

with

1 f ° * • ^ '} '} (11.1.16)

G(x\, 0; #25 0 is normalized to equal £(#1—£2) at £ = 0, which corresponds
to the normalization of the states in (11.1.7). The x-dependent factor in
(11.1.14) is just the exponential of the classical action while the quantum-
mechanical information resides in the ^-independent factor.

The string-theory Green function corresponds to an infinite number
of oscillators with a linear frequency spectrum. The product of the x-
independent terms diverges due to the factor (Yim^m)1 (where u)m ~
m). We now describe a method, due to Giles and Thorn, of regulating
this divergence by means of a high-frequency cutoff.

ILLS A Lattice Cutoff

In order to analyze the divergences carefully, a cutoff of the high fre-
quencies can be introduced by replacing the continuous parameter a by a
one-dimensional lattice with lattice spacing a. (An alternative procedure
would be to introduce a lattice in both the a and the r directions and treat
them symmetrically. It leads to the same physical results.) We expect to
find that the physical string excitations are those with wavelengths much
larger than a, so that the string theory emerges in the continuum limit.
The coordinates and the momenta at the lattice sites are defined by

Xi
I = Xi(Ia), J = 0 , l , . . . ,M, (11.1.17)

and

P} = - t - | r = aP\Ia), I = 0,l,...,M, (11.1.18)
UYYj
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11.1 The String Path Integral 185

where the length of the string in a is given by

27rp+ = Ma. (11.1.19)

The closed-string periodic boundary conditions require Xjt/ = Xo, while
for open strings the condition that the derivative of X vanish at the end-
points becomes Xo = X_i and XJI/ = X J ^ _ J . Integrals over cr are re-
placed by discrete lattice sums,

2 + M

(11.1.20)

and dX(cr)/d<j —• (Xj+i — Xj)/a. The lattice expression for the Hamil-
tonian is therefore given by

M - l

7=0

in place of (11.1.12). This system of M coupled harmonic oscillators can
be solved by transforming to a basis of normal modes.

Starting with closed strings the coordinates Xj and P / can be written
in terms of their modes Xl

m and P^ = —id/dXLm as

m = l

(11.1.22)

and

~~ M M 2-*/

(11.1.23)
where M is assumed to be odd. The closed-string frequencies are defined
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by

^ (11.1.24)

Reality of the coordinates requires that X_m = XJ^ and P - m = PJ^.
The operators am and am defined by these equations satisfy harmonic
oscillator commutation relations (appropriately normalized to reduce to
the continuum ones in the limit m/M —> 0),

(11-1.25)

In terms of the normal-mode variables the Hamiltonian can be written
in the form (using Ma =

m=l

n2 2 .
'-— y (a m-am+a> m-am) (11.1.26)

m=l

m=l

where the last term arises from the fact that the a's have been normal or-
dered (i.e., the raising operators are to the left of the lowering operators).
This term can be approximated for large M by using

2 ( M ^ ) / 2 2 AM 1
- Y, »C™ = ~cot(*/2M) ~ — + O(1/M). (11.1.27)
Ct cl 7TC* OZ?

The divergent term is proportional to the number of lattice sites. When
this discussion is generalized to scattering amplitudes this term is the
same for any diagram contributing to a given process, since the total
p + , and hence the total number of sites, is fixed. As a result the factor
exp(—P~f/2) in the amplitude contains the non-Lorentz-invariant factor
exp[—2(D — 2)Mf/7ra]. This is a physically irrelevant overall phase factor
(when continued back to real time), where the phase is proportional to the
area of the world sheet. It can can be eliminated by subtracting a term
4(D — 2)/air from the expression for the Hamiltonian at each lattice site,
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11.1 The String Path Integral 187

which is a local subtraction (i.e., it is independent of M and of p+). The
nonleading term, — l/6p+, cannot be changed by a local subtraction and
therefore its value has absolute meaning. As a result, (11.1.26) defines the
physical mass spectrum for the closed string. For example, the ground
state (mass) is

-P 2 = - ^ A (11.1.28)

(where P~ is now the subtracted Hamiltonian). Evidently this procedure
gives the same expression for the tachyon mass as the ("-function method
of regularization described in chapter 2.

The excited modes are obtained as usual by applying the raising oper-
ators a_m and a_m to the ground state. These states must satisfy the
discrete analog of the constraint in (11.1.8). This means that states must
be eigenstates of the operator U that shifts Xj to X / + j and d/dXj to
d/dXj+j, i.e.,

U^a^U = ofm exp{27rimJ/M}
(11.1.29)

U-'alU = d'm exp{-2™mJ/M},

where

m = l m

This reduces to (11.1.9) in the continuum limit.
The analysis for open strings is slightly different because of the bound-

ary conditions. Open-string coordinates are expanded in a series of func-
tions, cos[ra7r(J + j)/M], where 1 < m < M — 1. The frequencies of the
open-string modes are given by

| | (11.1.31)

and the expression for the Hamiltonian, defined by (11.1.21), is similar to
(11.1.26) but the normal-ordering term is now (D — 2) J ^ ^ / a , where

( ^ )
va a 24p+

(11.1.32)
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The resulting expression for P~ is given by

m - 1 (11.1.33)

In addition to the term proportional to M there is another divergent term
(—(D—2) I a) that gives a non-Lorentz-invariant contribution to scattering
amplitudes. This is associated with the free endpoints of the string and its
contribution can be eliminated by a local modification of the Hamiltonian.
This is achieved by adding a term (D — 2)/2a to the Hamiltonian at each
string endpoint. The consistency of this procedure, suggested by the
propagator calculation, must be checked for multistring amplitudes. The
open-string spectrum of states coincides with that obtained in previous
chapters, since the ground state has a (mass)2 given by —(D — 2)/12.

The string propagator is well-defined in the presence of the lattice reg-
ulator. It is given by the product of Green functions for the individual
oscillators (where each complex mode X.%m describes two independent os-
cillators - corresponding to its real and imaginary part). Comparing the
normalizations in (11.1.16) with (11.1.26), we see that each complex os-
cillator of frequency u:m gives a factor Gu;m(Xim,0;X2m,T) of the form
in (11.1.14) but with t replaced by f/a, x\ and x<i replaced by the real
or imaginary parts of X i m and X2m (^ ^ 0) and an overall factor of 2.
The zero-frequency Green function becomes (a/27TT)^D~2^2 exp[—(xi —
X2)2p+/f] so the closed-string propagator has the form

1; 0; X2,f) = Gc(0,0; 0, f) exp ( _

(M-l)/2

x f j expf - (JXim|2 + |X2m|2J wm coth(wmf/a)
m = l ^

+ 2Re(Xim • X2m)u>mcsch(u>mf/a) J.

(11.1.34)
The X-independent factor C?c(0,0; 0, f) arises in the functional integral

(using the Dirichlet conditions Xi = X2 = 0 at the initial and final
times) from (det A)""1/2, where A is the Laplace operator on the world
sheet. Using the expression for the oscillator Green function (11.1.14), we
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see explicitly that this is

{ (M-l)/2 1 D~2

( j y i / 2 pj ( s i 2 i i/a) .
(11.1.35)

11.1.4 The Continuum Limit

The closed-string frequencies Loc
m given by (11.1.24) satisfy

(M-l)/2 (Af-l)/2

»r - — ' (11.1.36)

which leads to the expression for closed strings (using wc
m — ^4f_m)

^-(M-i) / L. j JJ (i _ exp[-2^f/a])-1

^ ^ m = l

L m=i JJ

f
x e x p — J ^

L JJ (11.1.37)

_exp(-2mf/p+)]
m = l

x exp(—4Mf/7ra + f/6p+) >
Z>-2)/2

The divergent term in the exponent is just the one discussed earlier that
can be absorbed into a redefinition of the Hamiltonian. The only other M
dependence comes from the factor (TT)(2 ' ' 2 , which can be absorbed
into a local redefinition of the external wave functions. The resulting
expression then has a smooth continuum limit.

The subsidiary constraint on closed-string states (which are eigenstates
of the operator U in (11.1.30)) demands that the physical propagator
Gph is constructed from Gc by symmetrization, i.e.,

M-\
Gphys = M E Gc({X1>7},0;{X2,J+J},f). (11.1.38)

j=o

In calculating a scattering amplitude the sum is to be replaced by an inte-
gral over a so that the normalization of each external state must include
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190 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

the factor (aM)"1/2 = (27rp+ )~ll2 discussed earlier.
In order to understand how the spectrum of states is coded into the

propagator we may consider the simple example in which the initial and
final states are 'pointlike', i.e., Xi m = X2m = 0 for all m ^ 0. These
states automatically satisfy the subsidiary condition Lo = £0, since they
have the property that they are annihilated by al

m — c*Lm, as is evident
from (11.1.22). Upon substituting in (11.1.34) and converting the propa-
gator into a function of the transverse momenta by Fourier transforming
with respect to Xi and X2, the propagator has the form

Gc ~ e-P2/4^+Gc(O,0;O,0). (11.1.39)

Equation (11.1.37) shows that Gc can be expanded in an infinite series
of exponential terms, exp(—2iVf/p+) (where N is a nonnegative integer)
so that all the dependence on the transverse momentum occurs in the
combination exp (—(p2 + 8N — 8)f/4p+). This may be converted from a
dependence on r into a dependence on p~~ by a Laplace transform

oo

(11.1.40)

Changing the integration variable to f/2p+ leads to a function of p2 (where
p11 is the covariant D-dimensional momentum) multiplied by 2p+. This
function has poles corresponding to all the states of the closed string that
couple to the point-like external states. The masses of these states are
given by the pole positions at (mass) = —p2 = —p2 + 2p^p~ = %N — 8.
In evaluating scattering amplitudes the factor of 2p+ in the numerator of
any internal propagator is canceled by compensating factors of (2p'^)~1'2

for each particle coupling to a vertex. This leaves a factor of (2/J+)1/2 for
each external particle attached to a vertex, which is appropriate for the
external states to be normalized in the usual relativistic manner.

The simple example considered in the previous paragraph is singular
due to the point-like nature of the initial and final states. Nevertheless, it
illustrates in a formal manner the basic features, which also apply to the
propagator between general physical states.

The calculation of the propagator for the open string makes use of the
identity

M-l M-l

m = l ra=l

analogous to (11.1.37), to give a propagator of similar structure with an
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X-independent factor

G°(O,0;O,f)

f A/4M 1 1
" (11.1.42)
(D-2)/2

The divergent terms in the exponent are those discussed earlier, which
can be removed by a local redefinition of the Hamiltonian. In addition,
there is a normalization factor of M^2"^/4 , which cannot be absorbed
into a local renormalization of the Hamiltonian. It has to be associated
with a normalization factor of M^2~ " 8 in the open-string wave functions.
Since the propagator was constructed so that its r = 0 limit gave correctly
normalized states, this Af-dependent factor is clearly a necessary factor
in obtaining correctly normalized states.

It is possible to show, at least in simple examples, that in the calculation
of on-shell scattering amplitudes these factors combine with other factors
in the vertices to give a finite and Lorentz-invariant continuum limit only
in the critical dimension D = 26. Therefore, in the critical dimension there
is no need for infinite wave function or coupling constant renormalizations.
In fact, there appears to be no inconsistency in making such momentum-
independent renormalizations, so we generally will not try to keep track of
the way the infinities cancel in the amplitude calculations in this chapter.
(The critical dimension certainly plays a crucial role, however, in ensuring
the Lorentz invariance of the amplitudes.)

11.2 Amplitude Calculations

The study of the propagator makes it plausible that the infinities asso-
ciated with the high-frequency modes of the string can be absorbed into
redefinitions of the phase of the amplitude and the normalization of the
wave functions and the coupling constant. In calculating scattering am-
plitudes we shall adopt a continuum approach to evaluating the functional
integral, the success of which relies on the consistency of this treatment
of the high-frequency modes.

11.2.1 Interaction Vertices

The interactions between strings are described by splitting or joining pro-
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192 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

cesses that occur at points on the string. This means that the interac-
tions are local, which is an important physical ingredient in the theory.
Associated with this is the condition that the string coordinates evolve
continuously so that the vertex is nonzero only between states I\ and I2
in which the initial and final strings overlap along their entire lengths.
These statements are not only physically reasonable but are an important
element in obtaining results that are causal and Lorentz invariant. The
vertex therefore contains a A functional, which is an infinite product of
Dirac 6 functions identifying each element of the incoming and outgoing
strings. By a Fourier transform, it can also be expressed in terms of the
infinite product of 6 functions for the normal modes. If we denote the
time of an interaction by 77 then the string states at r1 = 77 — e and
T2 = 77 + e (where e is an infinitesimal time) are coupled by the interac-
tion vertex V, which has matrix elements (2|V|1). In the bosonic theory
there are no other factors in the vertex other than this A functional so
that the general interaction can be written in the coordinate basis as

<x A[Xl(a) - X } » ] , (11.2.1)

where X^ (a) denotes the transverse position coordinates of the strings
before the interaction and Xj2(cr) the coordinates after the interaction.
The choice for the vertex is certainly simple, but is it correct and unique?
The answer to both questions is yes. One way to prove this is by a careful
study of the requirements of Lorentz invariance. Rather than doing that,
which is technically rather demanding, we present explicit calculations of
scattering amplitudes and show that they give results with the desired
behavior (including Lorentz invariance). In superstring theories the ver-
tices also have additional factors involving operators such as a functional
derivative with respect to Xl(a) acting on the A functional at the inter-
action point a = aj. This distinction between superstrings and bosonic
strings is analogous to the fact that in Yang-Mills theory the cubic inter-
action between gauge particles has a derivative in it, whereas the cubic
interaction of scalar fields does not.

The interactions between strings can be divided into two classes in
a simple geometrical way according to whether the joining or splitting
occurs at interior points of the strings or involves the touching of string
endpoints.

(i) The first class consists of those interactions in which two open-
string endpoints touch and join or the time-reversed reaction in which an
internal point on a string breaks to form two new free ends. The vertex
that describes the joining of string 1 and string 2 to form string 3, for
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(a) (b)

Figure 11.1. The breaking/joining string interaction: (a) The three open-string in-
teraction. This is the string generalization of the cubic Yang-Mills interaction, (b)
The transition between an open and a closed string. This interaction couples the
gravitational sector and the Yang-Mills sector of the type I theories.

example, is given by

[i i i } (11.2.2)

where Xl
T((j) denotes the coordinate of the rth string and the Xr's are

only nonzero over the appropriate range of a (this parametrization will be
described in more detail in §11.4.5). This interaction, which is illustrated
in fig. 11.1a, is the string generalization of the cubic Yang-Mills coupling,
which is why it is assigned a coupling constant g.

The same process of two endpoints joining is also responsible for the
interaction by which an open string turns into a closed one as illustrated
in fig. 11.16. Since this interaction only affects the string locally, the
consistency of the theory requires this coupling to occur with the same
strength as the cubic open-string interaction. For example, this process is
responsible for the occurrence of the closed-string poles in the nonplanar
loop calculation described in chapter 8. Without this contribution the
amplitudes would not be Lorentz invariant.

(ii) The second class consists of those interactions in which two internal
points touch so that the incoming strings instantaneously rearrange their
pieces to form the outgoing ones. An example of this is the interaction
illustrated in fig. 11.2a in which two closed strings join to form a single
closed string or, conversely, a single closed string splits into two. This is
the string generalization of the cubic interaction between gravitons and
is therefore assigned the gravitational strength K. This is the only inter-
action possible for any of the oriented closed-string theories (such as the
type II superstring theories or the heterotic theories).

Another interaction vertex generated by the touching of internal string
points is one in which two incoming open strings rearrange segments to
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Q
(a)

(*)

(c)

Figure 11.2. The exchange string interaction: (a) The interaction that joins two closed
strings into one or splits one closed string into two. This is the string generalization
of the gravitational interaction. It is the only interaction in the light-cone gauge
formulation of oriented closed-string theories, (b) The interaction in which a pair of
open strings form another pair of open strings, (c) The interaction that joins an open
string to a closed string or the reverse reaction, (d) The interaction in which a single
open string rearranges itself, (c) The interaction of a single closed string analogous to

form two outgoing open strings (fig. 11.26). Locally on the string this
is the same interaction as in fig. 11.2 a, and so it is also of gravitational
strength. Although this is a contact interaction, it should not be confused
with the contact interactions of point-particle field theory. For example,
there is no contribution from this term to the process in which a single
string breaks into three strings, whereas the Yang-Mills contact term
contributes to any four-particle process. The contribution of this term is
essential in obtaining Lorentz-invariant tree amplitudes. The requirement
that the scattering amplitude be Lorentz invariant determines the strength
of this interaction to be g2, as will be apparent in the discussion in §11.3.1.
This in turn is related to the gravitational coupling AC, which leads to the
relationship between the gravitational and Yang-Mills coupling constants
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K ~ Tg2. (11.2.3)

There are three other possible interactions involving the touching of
internal points on strings. One of these (fig. 11.2c) describes the joining
of a closed and an open string to form a single open string. Figure 11.2c?
depicts the self-interaction of an open string in which two internal points
touch and a segment of the string is reversed. The analogous process for
a nonoriented closed string is depicted in fig. 11.2e. The interactions il-
lustrated by both figs. 11.2c and 11.2e can only occur for theories with
nonoriented closed strings. This can readily be deduced from the impos-
sibility of attaching arrows to the strings to give them an orientation.

11.2.2 Parametrization of Scattering Processes

Let us consider amplitudes for the scattering of initial on-shell momentum
eigenstates into final states that are also on-shell momentum eigenstates.
The initial and final times, rt- and r/, are taken to — oo and +oo at the
end of the calculation.

\L

Figure 11.3. A representation of the world sheet for an open-string scattering amplitude
in the p plane. The horizontal slits represent boundaries of the world sheet, i.e., the
world lines of string endpoints.

The world sheet for such a scattering process involving only open strings
is conveniently represented by a strip as shown in fig. 11.3. In this
parametrization the horizontal axis is r, i.e., it is proportional to the
light-cone time, while the vertical axis defines the a parametrization. The
horizontal lines indicate string boundaries at which the string coordinates
satisfy the condition that the normal derivative of X vanishes. Since the
coordinate X on either side of a horizontal line lies on different strings, it
is not continuous across these lines.
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The diagram in fig. 11.3 illustrates strings joining at their endpoints and
splitting to form new endpoints at the interaction 'times' TJ. In evaluating
the scattering amplitude it is necessary to integrate over these times.
Horizontal lines that connect two interaction points represent loops, i.e.,
they describe the splitting and subsequent recombination of the strings.
The horizontal lines are therefore to be thought of as slits cut in the strip so
that the external boundary of the strip is a continuous line that traces out
the world lines of the endpoints of the external strings (where an incoming
string at r,- —> — oo or an outgoing string at TJ —> +oo is considered to
be a single point). The group-theory factor for an open-string diagram is
incorporated by associating the charges with the boundaries of the strip
(which is just the Chan-Paton method described in §6.1). Such factors
are suppressed in this chapter.

By convention, the parameter ar on the rth string increases from the
bottom to the top for incoming strings while it increases from the top to
the bottom for outgoing strings. The range of the parameter ar is taken
to be 0 < crr < 7r|ar|, where ar is defined by

ar = 2p+, (11.2.4)

which is positive for incoming strings and negative for outgoing strings.
The advantage of this normalization of the parameters is that the to-
tal width of the strip is constant in time independent of the string in-
teractions as a consequence of the conservation of p + , which implies
Y^,i&i = ~^2fafi where i and / refer to initial and final particles re-
spectively. We usually want to use the single parameter cr, which has
a range 0 < a < Tr^ct,-. On a given external incoming string r the
parameter a is related to ar by

a = aT + cror, (11.2.5)

where aor is the value of a at the bottom of the string. For outgoing
strings the relation is

a = -ar + <TOr, (11.2.6)

where aor now refers to the top of the outgoing string. An open-string
loop correction to an open-string diagram, represented by the internal
horizontal slit in the world sheet in fig. 11.3, is associated with the two
TJ variables at the ends of the slit and a a variable (denoted by crjr)
labelling the distance of the slit from the bottom of the diagram. Thus
for every loop there are three additional variables to integrate over. Loops
of closed strings, which are handles attached to the world sheet, can also
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be represented in the p = r + ia plane in a more complicated manner.
In this parametrization of the world sheet the metric on the surface has
been chosen so that the two-dimensional curvature is everywhere flat apart
from the interaction points, where the curvature (of the one-dimensional
boundary for open-string world sheets or of the two-dimensional surface
for closed strings) is infinite. This is the parametrization in which the
integration variables have the physical interpretation described above. In
evaluating the functional integral it is convenient to map the world sheet
to the upper half complex plane or the whole complex plane, which makes
contact with more standard parametrizations of Riemann surfaces.

11.2.3 Evaluation of the Functional Integral

A typical Green function has the structure of a succession of vertices be-
tween which strings propagate freely with propagators given by (11.1.2).
The interaction times are to be integrated over their complete range. The
momentum-space Green functions with off-shell external propagators at-
tached are obtained by multiplying by exp[— ̂ 2rp^Tr/2] and integrating
over the times rr at which the external strings are created in prescribed
configurations. Here p~ is a c number that is equal to the operator P~
at the residues of the poles in the propagators of the external strings. On
the other hand, the connected part of an S'-matrix element is obtained by
multiplying the Green function by factors of exp[—P~rr/2] for each exter-
nal particle r at the initial or final time rr(= r,- —•> — oo or TJ —» oo). This
factor amputates the external propagators from the Green function. The
connected part of the S matrix is not a relativistically covariant quantity,
since it contains the flux factors needed to obtain the relativistic phase-
space measure that enters into the calculation of the cross-section. In the
light-cone coordinate frame the relativistic phase-space measure for an on-
shell particle of momentum p*1 is dD~2pdp+/a1/2 (withp~ = (p2+m2)/c*)
so that the covariant amplitude A for the scattering of M scalar particles
is given in terms of the S matrix by

M

(f\(S - l)\i) = -i(2*)D6D(£rf) n("r)"1/2A(l, 2,...,M). (11.2.7)
r r=l

Since the only effect of the vertices is to insert A functional that iden-
tify coordinates just before and just after the interaction time, the result
can be expressed as a single functional integral over all surfaces joining
the initial strings at r = rt- —> — oo and the final strings at r = ry —* oo.
Notice that the complete amplitude includes diagrams with both r order-
ings of the interactions as depicted in fig. 11.3. For a given group-theory
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factor (i.e., for a given ordering of the external particles along the string
boundary) the result is a single expression, which has to be integrated
over all possible values of the TJ and 01 variables. The fact that the inte-
grands of diagrams with different rj orderings take the same form at the
point where two TJ'S become equal is highly nontrivial and is only true in
the critical dimension. The general expression for the L-loop scattering
amplitude of M open-string particles (which has M — 2 + 2L vertices) has
the form

n *
vertices loops ^ ^

r,n,i

where G is the group-theory factor appropriate for the process being de-
scribed (if it involves open strings). In this expression the function W is
the amplitude for scattering incoming and outgoing string states described
in terms of the modes P*n of the momenta Pl(cr). They are defined by

where r labels the string and n labels the mode number. These external
states are eigenstates of the energy operators Pr"~, which means that they
are momentum eigenstates and states of definite occupation number. The
wave functions for the external strings # r are therefore products of the
oscillator eigenfunctions for each mode, i.e., the wave function for a state
with occupation numbers k%

r n , where n and i label the modes, is given by

*r (/»„) = f i l l %,n(^,n)exp[-(P'n)2/4n], (11-2.10)
n=l i = l

where Hktrn is a Hermite polynomial of degree kl
rn in P* The wave

function for a ground-state string (i.e., the tachyon) is simply the product
of gaussian factors.

The function W is determined by the functional integral

M

r=l

expI- ̂ 2P^Trft] exp [i^2 P^X^a.r^da - / Cdrda j ,
r=l V r=l ^ ^ /

(11.2.11)
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11.2 Amplitude Calculations 199

where the factor of exp(i ^2r J PlX%
Tdcr) converts the external wave func-

tions from momentum space to position space. The factors exp[—P~rr/2]
are required to convert the Green function to the on-shell amplitude and
the factors of y/a^ are the inverse flux factors that compensate for the
l /v^ r ' s in (H-2.7) in the expression for the covariant amplitude. The
light-cone gauge Lagrangian density for the bosonic theory is defined by

(11.2.12)

The functions XX((T,T), which are integrated in (11.2.11), are subject to
the boundary conditions dX*/da = 0 along the solid lines, z.e., at the
ends of the open strings. The whole of this discussion applies equally
well to closed strings, subject only to the appropriate modification of the
boundary conditions, namely that X1 is periodic on each closed string.

The functional integral can be defined by discretizing both the a and r
variables to form a lattice with a finite number of points, which reduces
the functional integral to the product of a finite number of integrals. Al-
ternatively, the integral can be formulated in terms of the normal modes
of the coordinates with a cutoff introduced on the high-frequency modes
by a a lattice, as was considered in the propagator calculation. In ei-
ther case, the functional integral to be evaluated has the form of coupled
gaussian integrals with external sources at r = ±oo corresponding to the
terms linear in Xl(aryTr) in (11.2.11). As a result the functional integral
can be evaluated by the usual procedure of completing a square. This is
done by writing the terms involving X'(<r, r) in the exponent of (11.2.11)
as

£ { / da'da" £ \pi{a')N{a', rr; a", rs)P!(a")
r,a J r,s

-wj dadr (A>, r) + £ £ / da'P^')N(a', rr; a, r)) A

(X\a, T) + i £ J da"Pi(a")N(a", rs; a, r)) },

(11.2.13)
where A is — 1/2TT2 times the two-dimensional Laplacian, i.e.,

A = -

In (11.2.13) surface terms at rr have been ignored. They are implicitly
taken into account in the definition of det A below.
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200 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

The Green function N(a, r; <7;, r '), which is the inverse of A, is required
to obey

&N(<r, r; a', r') = - -U(a - <J')8{T - r') + /(a, r) , (11.2.15)
7T7T

where / is an arbitrary function. In comparing (11.2.13) with (11.2.11)
it is necessary to do several integrations by parts and use the Neumann
boundary conditions on X(a, r) and the Green function

-^N(a,r;a',T')=g(a,T), (11.2.16)

where n denotes the normal to the boundary of the world sheet (which
is the a direction at the string endpoints and is the r direction for all
values of a at the initial and final times r,* and ry). The function g(cr,r)
is constrained by Gauss's law. Integration of (11.2.15) and use of Green's
theorem gives 2TT + J dadrf(a, r) = § dig (a, r). Neither g nor / has any
effect in comparing (11.2.13) with (11.2.11) due to overall momentum
conservation implied by the integration over the zero modes of X%. Note
that N is only defined up to an arbitrary solution of Poisson's equation
with source /(<7, r) . In the case of closed strings the Green function is
periodic in the a and a1 coordinates.

The functional integral in (11.2.13) is gaussian in the variables

X' (a, T) = X\a, T) + - 2 ^ / d<j'Pl
r(a')N{a\ rr; <r, r) (11.2.17)

r

and therefore, using

/ p X ' V ^ e x p ^7rXI'/((j,r)AXt'/((j,r)) = [det A]"^-2>/2,

(11.2.18)
we can write the amplitude PK(Pr*n,pJ.,Qfr) in the form

W =gM-^L[det A]-^-2)/21] (a,)1'2 exp[- £ Pf-rr/2]

\ (11.2.19)

J2 i i \X exp f jJ2j d<?'d*"Pi(a')N(<T',Tr;a",Ts)Pi(cT")\ .

The exponential factors in this expression can be combined into a man-
ifestly covariant expression by re-expressing the time variables rr associ-
ated with the initial and final strings in terms of the Neumann function
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11.2 Amplitude Calculations 201

by using the relation

r = ^ T fda'N(a,T;a',rr), (11.2.20)

where the integral is taken over the incoming and outgoing strings at the
initial or final times. This equation can be verified by noting firstly that
both sides satisfy Laplace's equation for general values of r. The fact
that the right-hand side of (11.2.20) has vanishing normal derivative at
the string endpoints for general r follows from the boundary condition
on N (11.2.16) and conservation of p + . The normal derivative of the
right-hand side at r -> r r(= rt- or ry and with a on string r) requires
careful consideration in the region of the a' integration close to cr, where
N is singular. By integrating (11.2.15) in a small region around the point
a1 = a when r —> rr this contribution is seen to be +1 for rr = TJ and
— 1 for rr = Tj in accord with the left-hand side. This result allows us to
make the replacement

E
(11.2.21)

in (11.2.19).

11.2.4 Amplitudes with External Ground States

For many purposes the whole of an incoming or outgoing string can be
considered to be a single point in the p plane. For example, when evalu-
ated between points on different incoming or outgoing strings the function
iV(cr, rr; cr', rs) (r ^ s) turns out to be independent of a and a' up to terms
that decrease exponentially with \rr\ (As before, rr and rs are equal to T{
for an incoming string or TJ for an outgoing string and a lies on string r
and cr' on string s.) Such terms are negligible when the external states
are ground states. They become important when the external states are
excited because the factor exp(— ]T}r rrP~/2) provides a compensating
exponentially increase. This will be apparent from the explicit form of
the Neumann function in §11.4. When the external states are ground
states, the a1 and an integrations for the terms with r ^ s in (11.2.19)
and (11.2.21) can be evaluated trivially and just give factors of 7rar and
iras. These multiply the zero modes of Pr

l(cr;) and of Pj(<r") in the expo-
nent of (11.2.19). Recalling that these zero modes have the form pl/ira
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202 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

the net effect is to cancel the powers of ira. The result combines with
the exponent of (11.2.21) to give a term involving the Lorentz-invariant
vector product pr • ps.

The terms with r = s involve the Green function evaluated between
points on the same string at r, or Tf. The Green function N(af,rr] cr"; rr)
does depend on a1 and cr", but in a way that does not depend on the shape
of the diagram, i.e., it is independent of the ar 's, since the points (<r',rr)
and (<7;/,rr) are far away from the interaction points. As a result, when
inserted in (11.2.19) and (11.2.21) the a1 and a11 integrations give terms
involving (P*n)

2 (where n > 0) that do not depend on the ar's. The
other source of Pfn-dependence comes from the external wave functions
of the form of (11.2.10). For external ground states the Pr*n integrations
(with n > 0) are therefore gaussian and give a change in the overall
normalization without affecting the ar dependence. The zero-mode pieces
of the Green functions with r = s in (11.2.19) and (11.2.21) combine to
give a factor

( 7TQfr 7T0rr \

i | - i J da' J da"N(a',rr;a",rr) , (11.2.22)
0 0 /

where we have used the result for the square of the ground-state mass,
p% = (D — 2)/12 implied by the sum of zero-point energies in (11.1.33).

When the external states are excited the leading term in the Green func-
tion evaluated between points on different incoming or outgoing strings
(i.e., the term that is not exponentially decreasing) does not contribute.
This is due to

= 0 (11.2.23)

for kl
r n ^ 0, where one factor of exp[—(P^n)

2/4n] comes from the wave
function and another from the r — s terms mentioned in the previous
paragraph. In this case the appropriate nonzero modes of the Green func-
tion must be evaluated, even though they are exponentially small. This
is because the term exp(—P~Tr/2) contains a compensating large factor
exp (—N(r)Tr/ar) (for open strings), where N^ is the occupation number
of the rth string, which compensates exactly the exponential decrease of
the Green function.

Mathematically, this is the orthogonality of ground-state and excited-state har-
monic oscillator wave functions.
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11.3 Open-String Tree Amplitudes 203

Combining all these terms gives the general expression for the i-loop
amplitude describing the scattering of M open-string on-shell tachyons

,2,...,M) = gM~2+2LG f Yl d^YldaiM det t
vertices loops

x;QK)1/2exp(i
r \ r<s

(11.2.24)
This formula does not yet cover all possible loop diagrams, however, since
so far we have only described how to deal with holes in the world sheet.
Other diagrams, obtained by adding handles as well, involve similar tech-
niques. Thus similar formulas apply to the closed-string bosonic theory,
as we shall see later.

The problem of calculating an arbitrary diagram has now been recast
into a problem of evaluating the inverse of the Laplace operator A, specif-
ically the Green function det A on an appropriate two-dimensional mani-
fold subject to a prescribed set of Neumann boundary conditions. This is
a subject with a vast mathematical literature. For tree diagrams and one-
loop diagrams the solution can be given explicitly and, needless to say,
the results agree with those calculated in earlier chapters of this book.
The real power of the functional approach becomes apparent in the study
of the multiloop amplitudes. We begin, however, with the tree diagrams.

11.3 Open-String Tree Amplitudes

Figure 11.4 is an example of a string tree diagram for the interaction
of M open strings. There are M — 2 interaction times rj of which one
is trivial, since the amplitude only depends on r differences. Overall r
translation invariance implies conservation of energy and is incorporated
by the factor $(^2rP^) in the S matrix. If the number of external strings
is not too large it is possible to make a judicious Lorentz transformation
to set the p + components of all the momenta except two to zero, which
makes all the strings have zero width in a apart from one incoming and
one outgoing one. In this case the diagram reduces to a strip that has no
horizontal boundaries apart from its edges at a = 0 and TTC*. In this par-
ticular Lorentz frame the Green function and the functional determinant
are particularly simple to evaluate. It is this observation that lies behind
the simplicity of the string light-cone gauge operator formalism discussed
in earlier chapters. However, this procedure requires faith that the light-
cone gauge formalism is Lorentz invariant and, in any case, it cannot be
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204 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

[£.

If.

Figure 11.4. (a) The string diagram for a general tree diagram and its mapping (6)
into the upper half z plane.

generalized to multiloop diagrams. For these reasons it is important to
calculate the Green function for the general tree diagram as represented
in fig. 11.4.

11.3.1 The Conformal Mapping

The calculation of the Green function is simplified by making use of its
invariance under conformal transformations to map it to the upper half
plane in some complex variable z at which point the Green function can
be written down trivially. The boundary of the string diagram, including
the slits along the horizontal lines is mapped continuously to the real z
axis. The z-plane Green function (which has vanishing derivative normal
to the real axis) is easy to evaluate. The conformal invariance of the
Laplace equation guarantees that it transforms back to the p variables
in a trivial manner. The fact that an arbitrary string tree diagram can
be conformally mapped into the upper half z plane means that all string
diagrams can be conformally mapped into each other by an appropriate
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11.3 Open-String Tree Amplitudes 205

choice of transformation. This is an example of the theorem of Riemann
that we met in §1.4 in the context of our discussion of the covariant
method of calculating string diagrams. This conformal equivalence of tree
diagrams is a property not shared by the loop diagrams. Loop diagrams
depend on 'moduli' that characterize conformally inequivalent surfaces of
the same topology. The parameter r of the torus that was described in
chapters 8 and 9 is a simple example.

The appropriate mapping is given by a Schwarz-Christoffel transforma-
tion

M

p = r + ia = 2_. &r ln(xr — z). (11.3.1)
r=l

The boundary of the string diagram in the p plane maps into the real z
axis as illustrated in fig. 11.4. The small semicircles in the upper half plane
around the singular points of the transformation z = xr are mappings of
the strings at the initial or final (very large) times, rt- or ry, depending
on the sign of ar. At the end of the calculation these times are taken to
±oo and the radii er of these semicircles approach zero. As the variable z
decreases and passes around the semicircle near a singular point xr, the
imaginary part of p changes by an amount 7rzar, that corresponds to the
increase or decrease in a at the infinite incoming or outgoing time. The
interaction points (pj = rj + iaj) are the points at which the boundary
of fig. 11.4 turns back on itself. These points are therefore mapped into
points r//, which are determined by the turning points dp/dz = 0. Hence
the yj are solutions of

M
- ^ — = 0. (11.3.2)

If one multiplies this equation by all the denominators, one obtains a
polynomial of order M — 1 in y. However, the coefficient of the leading
term is ]P ar = 0, so that the polynomial is actually only of order M — 2
and has M — 2 roots. Of these, only the M — 3 that correspond to r
differences are meaningful.

The transformation of a given string diagram is not uniquely specified,
since the upper half plane can be mapped into itself by a real projec-
tive transformation, z.e., an SL(2,R) transformation with three arbitrary
independent parameters. This takes z into z\ where

/ ^ / x o,z + b / , , o «\

ad — be = 1 and a, 6, c and d are real. Such a transformation can be
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206 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

written in an alternative convenient form

\^) 2/1 ^ 2/1 / i 1 o i*\

—— = rj . (II.3.4)
R[z) -y2 z-y2

The parameters y\ and y2 are the invariant points of the transformation
while r) is the multiplier. In the case of present interest the transformation
is hyperbolic, which means that 77, y\ and y2 are real with 7] ^ I. This am-
biguity in the mapping means that three of the x^s can be fixed arbitrarily.
A conventional choice is to take these fixed #r's to be at 0, 1 and oo, as we
did in chapter 7. This leaves M — 3 integration variables corresponding to
the number of interaction times TJ in the string diagram (after subtracting
one, which is irrelevant because of overall time-translation invariance). In
principle, the M — 3 xr variables can be expressed as functions of the r/'s
(holding one of them fixed) by inverting the mapping, but this is very
complicated for a general process.

Let us consider the mapping in some detail for the case of four external
particles (M = 4). Setting x\ = 1, x2 = oo, x% = 0 and x± = x results in
the mapping

p = a\ ln(l — z) + ctz Inz + a± Yn.(z — x) + To, (11.3.5)

where To is an irrelevant infinite constant. Substituting this into (11.3.2),
the images z+ and z- of the interaction points pi and p2 can be determined
as the solutions of a quadratic equation,

• (72 - •
" 2(1-71

where

71 = " ^ 7 ^ ' 72 = ^~T^2" (11"3-7)

and

A = z2(72 - 7 i ) 2 + 2x(27i72 - 7 i - 72) + 1. (11.3.8)

Figures 11.5a and 11.56 show two of the light-cone string diagrams that
contribute to the amplitude. These are the only contributions associated
with the group-theory factor tr(AiA2AaA4). These diagrams are mapped
into the z plane with the variable x in the range 0 < x < 1. The expression

A projective transformation is called elliptic if t/i = t/J a n d M = 1 or parabolic

if 2/2 - 2/1 = e, rj = 1 — ae and e —• 0.
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Figure 11.5. The tree diagrams contributing to four-particle scattering: (a) and (b)
have the group-theory factor tr(AiA2A3A4) and poles in the 5 and t channels, respec-
tively, (c) and (d) have the group-theory factor tr(AiA2A3A4) and poles in the s
and u channels, respectively. The last three diagrams have a group-theory factor of
tr(AiA3A2A4). (e) and (/) have poles in the t and u channels, respectively. The four-
string contact term is shown in (g). The point 07 separates the portion of string 1
that is joined to string 3 from the portion joined to string 4.

for the amplitude involves an integral over all positive values of the time
difference between the two interaction points (f = T2 — r\) in fig. 11.5a
and negative values in fig. 11.56. This time difference is given by

(11.3.9)

The contribution from fig. 11.5a contains the poles in the invariant s =
~{Pi + P2)2

5 which arise from the limit of integration in which the in-
termediate string propagates for an infinite time. The endpoint of the f
integration of fig. 11.5 at f = 00 corresponds to the point x = 0 (where
z- = 0). The other endpoint of the integration at f = 0 is mapped into a
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208 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

value of x lying between 0 and 1, which we denote by XQ. The value of XQ
is not Lorentz invariant, since it depends on the values of the ar's. Since
the values of z+ and z- do not coincide at the point x = #o, the values
of a = —i Imp at the two interaction points are unequal. Similarly, the
process in fig. 11.56 gives poles in the invariant t = —(pi + p±)2 from the
integration limit f = — oo, which corresponds to the limit x = 1 (where
z+ = 1). These two diagrams have the same integrands when expressed in
terms of the x variable and so the complete Lorentz-invariant integration
region, 0 < x < 1, is obtained after summing the two contributions.

The diagram of fig. 11.5c is obtained from fig. 11.5a by interchanging
particles 3 and 4, and therefore contains poles in the s channel. The
mapping of its boundary can be obtained by substituting x/(x — 1) for x
in fig. 11.5a, which gives negative values of x in the interval #o/(#o — 1) <
x < 0. The contribution from fig. 11.5d fills in the rest of the negative
rr-axis, —oo < x < XQ/(XO — 1) and gives the poles in the u channel (where
u = —(pi + P3)2). These diagrams piece together to form the Lorentz-
invariant piece of the amplitude with group-theory factor tr(AiA2A3A4).

The last contributions are the diagrams in figs. 11.5e, 11.5/, and 11.5<7
with group-theory factor tr(AiA4A2As), which are mapped into the region
1 < x < 00. In this case there is a contribution with poles in the s
channel depicted in fig. 11.5e. As the f variable moves from 00 to zero
the variable x moves from 1 to a value #_, which is a value at which the
two interaction points coincide, in both a and r in this case. This occurs
when the points z- and z+ coincide, i.e., when A = 0. The condition for
this has the two solutions

x = x± = -—-—rj ^ + 72 - 27172 ± 2A/7I(7I - 1)72(72 -

(11.3.10)
The diagram with poles in the u channel, fig. 11.5/, is obtained from the
region x+ < x < 00. The amplitudes described by figs. 11.5e and 11.5/
do not merge continuously into each other at r = 0. In the region in
between x+ and x- the values of z+ and z- become complex-conjugate
pairs and only one of them (z_) is in the upper half plane. The string
configuration corresponding to this region is depicted in fig. 11.5^. It
represents a four-string contact interaction in which two incoming strings
touch at an internal point (a = aj) and swap string bits to form the final
two strings. The value of aj is to be integrated between the bottom of
string 1 and the top of string 3. The figure has two sheets and the vertical
solid line indicates a cut so that below the point 07 string 1 is joined to
string 3 while the rest of string 1 is joined to string 4.
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11.3 Open-String Tree Amplitudes 209

When expressed in terms of the x variable, all three of the contributions
have Lorentz-invariant integrands of the same form. In order for the
complete amplitude to be Lorentz invariant, it is necessary to include
the diagram that fills in the region between x = X- and x = #+ with a
definite coefficient. This means that the normalization of the four-string
instantaneous interaction is determined in terms of the interaction that
joins two open strings into one. The integrands of figs. 11.5e and 11.5#
have the same form at the point x = #_, and so their contributions to the
amplitude merge into each other in a continuous manner when they are
normalized correctly. However, the contribution from fig. II.5g involves
an integration over aj (i.e., Im/)/), whereas that of fig. 11.5e involves a
f (i.e., Re/)/) integral. As a result the coefficient of the four-string term
must be ig2 to compensate the factor of i in the measure. Locally in
a this four-string contact interaction is the same as the one associated
with the joining of two closed strings to form a single closed string. That
interaction is the string generalization of the gravitational interaction, and
so we see that the gravitational coupling K is determined in terms of the
open-string (or Yang-Mills) coupling g.

11.3.2 Evaluation of Amplitudes

The Green function in the z plane is given by the solution of Laplace's
equation with vanishing normal derivative along the real axis

N(z\ z1) = In \z - z'\ + In \z - z'*\. (11.3.11)

In the expression for the amplitude (11.2.24), the Green function is to be
evaluated between points at r = ±oo on the various strings, i.e., at values
of z and z1 equal to the xr's so that the required Green functions are just
N(xr\ xs). In order to make use of this result, the xr's could be expressed
in terms of the integration variables of the original string diagram, i.e.,
the TJ'S, and substituted into (11.2.24), but this is a forbidding task. It
is easier to change the integration variables in (11.2.24) from the r/'s to
the #r's. This requires the evaluation of the Jacobian \drj/dzr\ for the
transformation.

After this change of integration variables the amplitude is given as an
integral over M — 3 independent xr variables. These are just the Koba-
Nielsen variables described in §1.5.4 and in §7.1.4. The factors in the
integrand still to be evaluated are the functional determinant det A, the
exponential involving the Green function evaluated between points on the
same string M and the Jacobian \dri/dzr\. These expressions are all
independent of the external transverse momenta. Since the exponential
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210 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

involving the Green function in (11.2.24) is Lorentz invariant when ex-
pressed in terms of the xr variables, the product of these factors must be
Lorentz invariant also and hence independent of the ar 's. This means that
the resulting covariant scattering amplitude A(l, 2 , . . . , M) must have the
form

/dx2dx3 . . . dxM-2V(xu... ,xM) H \xr - xs\
Pr'p>, (11.3.12)

r<s

where V is a measure factor that is independent of the ar 's. The notation
implies that the variables x\, XM-\ and XM are held fixed at arbitrary
values.

The explicit calculation of det A is outlined in appendix 11.A, and the
Jacobian for the transformation from the string diagram to the upper half
plane in appendix ll .B. This leads to an expression for

idTj/dzrlldetAp-WM, (11.3.13)

and hence the integration measure V. The result is that in the critical di-
mension (D = 26) the measure contributes precisely the factor IlrC0^)"
that is needed to compensate for the flux factors in obtaining a covariant
expression. The fact that the correct flux factors only emerge from this
calculation of the measure in 26 dimensions is yet another example of how
the critical dimension enters the theory.

For tree diagrams, as well as for one-loop amplitudes, it is possible
to take a short cut to the evaluation of V, which involves working in a
special Lorentz frame. This assumes that the theory is Lorentz invariant
(which is true in the critical dimension D = 26). This method does not,
however, generalize to multiloop amplitudes (for which the calculation in
appendices 11.A and ll.B must be generalized). Consider first the special
limit in which all of the strings have very small p^ apart from two that are
arbitrarily chosen to be numbers 1 and M (z.e., aT <C #I,<*M) and the
external transverse momenta all vanish. The mass-shell condition then
requires that p~ ~ —2/ar. If string 1 is in its ground state, then it is
not possible for any of the intermediate states to be excited, since the
coupling of any excited state to two ground states involves powers of the
transverse momenta.

The covariant amplitude is then easy to write down by using ordinary
quantum-mechanical rules

°°f
M-l

(11.3.14)
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11.3 Open-String Tree Amplitudes 211

where V is a normalization factor that is independent of the rr 's. The
equation for the interaction points (11.3.2) can be solved explicitly for
this special case of infinitesimal ar giving the M — 2 solutions yr

yr „ xr- —xr + O(a2) r = 2, . . . , M - 1 , (11.3.15)

where

(xr-xi)(xr-xM) Mi^-i^
xr = . (ll.d.lo)

(XI - XM)

Note that the M — 2 solutions yr are naturally associated with the strings
whose a is infinitesimal. Upon substituting z = yr in (11.3.1) we obtain
(after some straightforward algebra) the values of rr in terms of xr

rr = Repr ~a\ \n(xr — x\) — a\ \n(xr — XM)

+ ar(ln(arxr/ai) — 1) + \ j as In \xr — x5|,
2<s<M-l

(11.3.17)
where the prime means that the s = r term is not included. Thus

M-l M-\
exp{— y^p~rr/2} ~ (XM — x\) II

r=l r=2 ^ ™ A / (11.3.18)

x exp<

where the factor of (XM — x\)2 compensates for the term with r = 1 and
s = M in the exponential factor.

The Jacobian for the change of integration variables from rr to xr (hold-
ing #i, XM-I and XM fixed) can be deduced from (11.3.17), giving

M-2

d(x2...xM-2) r=2 xr
n T- • (n-3-19)

Substituting into (11.3.14) and using the fact that

Pr-ps~ cxr/as + as/ar, (11.3.20)
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212 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

gives the expression

M - l

/ ... dxM-2 J J \x8 - xr\
Pr'Pa.

\<r<s<M
(11.3.21)

This can be compared directly with the general result for the covariant
string scattering amplitude in (11.3.12). We define

M-2
V(au...,aM)=gM-2G\cn\ J ] |e/ar|, (11.3.22)

where G is the appropriate group-theory factor and a coupling constant
g is inserted for each interaction. Then

M-l

V(xu...,xM)=gM-2G JI *(*r+i-*r) ( 1 L 3 2 3 )

X \(XM-1 - X\)(XM — X\)(XM - XM-l)\ -

In this way the amplitude of (11.3.12) reduces to the Koba-Nielsen form
derived in chapters 1 and 7.

11.4 Open-String Trees with Excited External States

Up to now our explicit calculations have been for processes in which the
external states have been on-shell ground states, in which case the calcu-
lations simplify because only the leading behavior of the Green function
enters the calculations. In this section we consider the structure of the
Green functions in more detail and obtain expressions for open-string
tree diagrams with arbitrary excited external on-shell string states. This
includes the explicit expression for the cubic couplings between arbitrary
on-shell states in terms of oscillators that act in the individual Fock spaces
of the three strings. This vertex generalizes the emission vertices that have
been used in earlier chapters (to describe the emission of a string in one
particular on-shell state). The more general vertex provides the basis for
an interacting field theory of strings in the light-cone gauge (a subject not
covered in this book).
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In this analysis it is useful to introduce separate parametrizations for
the individual strings

r ~ ar | a r | '

so that

0 < rjr < 7T (11.4.2)

and the value of £r is negative on all of the strings, irrespective of whether
they are incoming or outgoing. Each string has mode expansions

oo

Xr(7/r)=xr + 2^Xrncosm?r, (11.4.3)
7 1 = 1

and

(11.4.4)

11.4-1 The Green Function on an Infinite Strip

Consider first the Green function for a single freely propagating open
string, which is represented by a long strip of width 7r|a|. In this case we
define a = a\ = — cxi- The Green function is easy to evaluate explicitly
by mapping the strip to the half plane using the transformation

( = p/a = lnz, (11.4.5)

which maps the incoming string at £ = £,- into a small semicircle in the
upper half plane around z = 0 and the outgoing string at £ = £/ into a
'small' semicircle around the point z"1 = 0 (z.e., a large circle). When
evaluated between arbitrary points away from z = 0 and z = oo the initial
and final values of £ can be set equal to infinity and the Green function
in the z plane is given by (11.3.11), which can be written in terms of the
( variable by inverting the transformation that sets z = exp £, giving

r, r; a\ r') = In |e< - e<'\ + In \e< - e^\
00 2

= 2 max(£, £') — Y^ —e~n'^~^ ' cos nr/ cos nr/1.
n=l

(11.4.6)
If the points ( and £' are situated at the initial or final times, the Green

function must be modified due to the fact that the Neumann boundary
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214 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

conditions should be imposed on the boundary of the half plane with
the small semicircles cut out. For each exponentially decreasing term,
exp{n£} or exp{n£'}, there is an additional term corresponding to a wave
reflected from the boundary at the initial or final times in order for the
Green function to satisfy the boundary condition dN/d£ = 0 at £,- or £/
(with a similar condition on the £' derivative). For £ near £,• the reflected
wave has exp{n£} replaced by exp{2n£4- — n£} with a similar replacement
for £ near £f (and for the exponentials involving £'). The net effect as £
and <f —> & or £/ is to double each term involving exp{n£} or exp{n£'},
which gives

00 4
p K T; <J', T) = 2 max(£, £') - ^ - e " n K " f ' • cos nrj cos nrf. (11.4.7)

n=l

1L4-^ Green Functions for Arbitrary Tree Amplitudes

We turn now to the calculation of the Green function for a general open-
string tree diagram such as the one illustrated in fig. 11.4. The mapping
that relates the z plane to the p plane is given in (11.3.1). Using (11.3.11),
it is easy to read off the leading piece of the Green function between points
pr and ps on the incoming or outgoing strings at r,- or ry, which are large.
Thus, if r and s are on different strings the leading term is the finite term,

(11.4.8)

which is independent of pr and ps. This term is familiar from the previous
calculation of tree diagrams with external ground states.

When the two points are on the same string r the situation is a bit
more complicated, since the Green function is singular at nr = rj'r in that
case. The leading behavior is the same as if string r were noninteracting,
since the points on the world sheet at £ = £r are very far away from
the interaction region. This fact was also used earlier in arguing that,
with external tachyons, the terms with r = s in the exponent of (11.2.19)
only contributed to the measure factors. A slightly more careful analysis
is needed in this case, which involves considering the points zr = xr +
eexp{z^r} and zf

r = xr+eexp{i<^'r} on a small semicircle of radius e around
the point xr. These points are mapped into the points £r = ££ = rr/ar

~ lne + J2s^r «s/«r In \xr - xs\ and rjr = <t>r, rjf
r = (j)'r. The terms in the
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11.4 Open-String Trees with Excited External States 215

Green function that do not decrease with £r are given by

JV(ay, rr; o>, rr) =2(r - 2 In |2(cos rjr - cos rj'r)\

The first two terms on the right-hand side of this expression are the same
as the expression for the Green function on the strip evaluated between
two points at the same initial or final time (11.4.7).

By integrating (11.4.9) over both ar and a'r we obtain

By combining (11.4.8) and (11.4.9), we find

?.tf(*r,Tr;<7,,T,), (11.4.11)

which is the same equation for r that was given earlier in (11.2.20).
We now turn to consider the complete Green function, including the

exponentially decreasing terms. When evaluated between points away
from the initial or final times on any of the strings, the Green function
has the general expansion

00 2
iV(crr, rr; <rs, TS) = - <5rs 2 ^ - cos n77r cos 72775

oJ1"1 (11.4.12)

n,m=0

The first term and 2JVQQ are the only terms that are not decreasing func-
tions of £r and £s. They correspond to the terms in (11.4.8) and (11.4.9)
so that

iVo
r
o
5 = Srstr + (1 - $rs)ln \xr - xs\ - 6rs V — In \xr - av | . (11.4.13)

The infinite series with coefficients N™n that have m or n / 0 are the
terms in the sum that are decreasing functions of £r and £5.
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216 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

In order to deduce the Green function evaluated between points on the
strings at the large initial or final times this expression again has to be
modified to include reflected waves, which are implied by the Neumann
boundary conditions on the small semicircles in the z plane. As we have
seen this doubles the coefficient of every term that has a factor of exp{n£r}
or exp{n£s}. This means that when £r and (s = & or £f —* —oo

OO .

\ £ V^ 4

7 r ,T r ;cr 5 , r 5 ) = — ors > — cos nrjr cos nrjs

n=\
oo

+ 4 Y ^ ( N™oem^r COS mrJr + ^ e m ^ COS 1711]s )
m=l

oo
+ 8 y ^ N"nem^r+n^* cos m7/r cos n ^ + 2Â QO•

m,n=l
(11.4.14)

II.4.3 The Amplitude in Terms of Oscillators

Upon substituting the expression for N in (11.4.14) into the formula for
W in (11.2.19), the integrations over a and a;,which project out the modes
of P r , can be carried out. The amplitude for an arbitrary tree diagram
(given by (11.2.8)) then becomes

,M-3

A(1,2,...,M)=^-2G / J I ^/V({ar},{Tj})
7=1 ^ r,n,i

r n=l
oo

r,s m,n=0
(11.4.15)

The volume element V is independent of the transverse momenta and
the occupation numbers of the external strings, and therefore it can be
determined by evaluating a simple special case, which is the method we
shall use for the vertex calculation. In the open-string vertex calculation
M = 3 and so there are no TJ integration variables.

The oscillator representation of the integrand of (11.4.15) can be de-
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11.4 Open-String Trees with Excited External States 217

duced by using the momentum-space wave functions

where k%
rn are the occupation numbers of string r. This also requires the

fact that

r,n r>i,n r,i,n

is the product of ground-state wave functions for the nonzero modes of
the external strings. The states |P£) are eigenstates of the momentum
operator and can be expressed in terms of the annihilation and creation
modes by

which is an eigenstate of al
n + a%_n with eigenvalue P^. Also

Substituting these expressions for ^n(Pr*n) and exp(— J^(Prn)2/4n) in
(11.4.15) the momentum factors P r m can be replaced by a^m + QHm.
The exponent in (11.4.15) then contains terms with factors like (a^ +
aLm)exp{ra£r}, where em^r is an exponentially small factor. These small
factors can be compensated by the factors of exp(^Pr~

rr /2) , which are
large when multiplying bra states of nonzero occupation number. As a
result only the creation modes survive in the exponential and the result
becomes (using (11.4.16))

r,5 m,ra=0

(11.4.19)
where the Pr~'s are written in terms of their oscillator expressions and

The fact that the apparently exponentially small factors in the exponent
contribute a finite amount is readily seen by commuting the factor of
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exp{— ^2 P~rr/2} to the right using

exp ( -P-TV/2) c / n = ^_ne~nT^ exp (-P~Tr/2) , (11.4.20)

which cancels the £r and £s dependence in the exponential. The excited
modes inside P~ then annihilate on the ground state leaving factors of
exp (rr(p^ — l ) /2a r ) . Notice that if the annihilation modes had been kept
their exponential factors would have become even smaller as a result of
this operation so it was correct to drop them.

The terms in the exponent of (11.4.19) involving the coefficients NQQ can
be treated explicitly by using (11.4.13). The contribution from the Srs(r

term gives a factor that cancels the factors of exp{—rrp^/2ar}. Using
(11.4.10) to re-express the factor of exp{rr/ar} = exp{£r} results in a
total contribution from the zero modes to the exponent in (11.4.19) of

{jPr • P.In \xr - x,\ - (1 - ip?) ̂ l n I*, - x,\ + A^} . (11.4.21)

Substituting into (11.4.19) and recalling that the factor of M =
combines with the volume element in a simple way gives

f
r<s

r<s

r,s myn

(11.4.22)
where —p2 = 2(Nr — 1) is the (mass)2 of string r. The choices x\ = 1,
xM-\ — 0 and XM — oo have been made by exploiting the residual
elements of the SL(2, R) invariance of the mapping. ^ denotes the sum
without the term with m = n = 0. This expression manifestly reduces to
the Koba-Nielsen form for the scattering of on-shell tachyons (for which
knr - 0 and p2

r = 2).

II.4.4 The General Form of the Neumann Coefficients

The Green function in the z plane is given by (11.3.11), which translates
into the p plane by inverting the transformation in (11.3.1)

N(p; p') = In \z{p) - z'(p')\ + In \z(p) - z'*(p')\. (11.4.23)

The Neumann coefficients N™n in (11.4.12) can be expressed in terms
of a contour integral in the z plane by making use of the 2:-plane Green
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function of (11.3.11) in the following way. The nonzero Fourier coefficients
(m^n ^ 0) of (11.4.12) are given by

Iymn —°rs°mn e

l J (11.4.24)
+ —e mKr n<s I dr)rd7]scosmrjrcosnrjsln(zr — zs),

o

where the two terms of the Green function (In \zr — zs\ and In |2rr — z*\)
have been combined by extending the range of the rjr and rjs integrals.

Expanding the cosine functions in terms of exponentials gives one term
of the form

N™ = ( 2 ^ JdVrdVse-m<'-<*ln(z((r) - z((s))
0 (11.4.25)

I f f e-™>(r{Zr)-n(s(z3)
= /o -\2 / dZr / dZs 1 \2 '

mn(27riy J J (zr - zs)
1

where the second step involves integration by parts followed by a change
of integration variables to integrals in the z plane surrounding the points
xr and xs. Since the functions (r(zr) &nd (s(zs) are singular at zr = xr

and zs = xs, respectively, this integral gives a nonzero result. The other
terms arising from the cosine involve the functions Cr{zt) o r (s(z$), which
are not singular at these points and therefore do not contribute when
r ^ s. When r = s they do contribute in just the manner that cancels
the Srs term in (11.4.24). Therefore (11.4.25) is the complete result for
all r and s. The result is also true when either m or n = 0.

11.4-5 The Neumann Coefficients for the Cubic Open-String Vertex

The expression for the interaction vertex coupling three open strings in
the oscillator basis can be extracted from (11.4.22) by considering the case
in which M = 3 and fixing arbitrarily x\ = 1, X2 = 0 and £3 = oo. A
vertex \V) can be defined in the tensor product of the oscillator spaces of
the three strings by

A(l,2,3) EE

r,s=l m,n

In this equation the interaction time is fixed at some value r = TO, deter-
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220 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

mined by the mapping of (11.3.1) for the case M = 3 (using the special
values of a?i, X2 and x%)

p = ai ln(z - 1) + a2 In z. (11.4.27)

The interaction point po is the turning point of the mapping, which sat-
isfies

01 21 = 0. (11.4.28)
z - \ z

This has the unique solution

z0 = - 2 1 , (11.4.29)

which determines po and hence the interaction time

/ \ / \ 3
r0 = Repo = ailn ( ) + c^ln ( ) = y^ar ln |a r | . (11.4.30)

The Neumann coefficients for the cubic vertex may be calculated ex-
plicitly from the expression in (11.4.25) by substituting the expressions
for the (r's that follow from the mapping (11.4.27)

e"Cl = ^-——, (11.4.31)

(11.4.32)

(11.4.33)

The Neumann coefficients can be evaluated from (11.4.25) by expanding
the integrand in a Taylor expansion to identify the residues of the poles
at zT — xr and zs = xs.

Next we define

E O P * (1L4-34)
s

where

V = aiP2-<*2Pi- (11.4.35)
Although it is not manifest, V is symmetric under cyclic permutations
of the external states when the conservation conditions ]T}r ar and ^2r pr
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are taken into account. Furthermore,

E^ = ~ , (11-4-36)

where

(11.4.37)

The coefficients, Nm and N™n, that result from (11.4.25) after substituting
(11.4.31)-(11.4.33) are

Nr
m = -fm ( - — ) , (11.4.38)

and

nctr + ma m »'

where a± = a\. The functions fm are defined by

r(m7) (-ir-1r(_ 1
/ m m! _

m! r ( m 7 + 1 - m) ml T(l - W17)
(11.4.40)

= — (7717 - I)(m7 - 2 ) . . . (m7 - m + 1).
m!

These functions have an interpretation in terms of the matching of the
incoming and outgoing strings at the interaction time described in ap-
pendix ll.C.

The expression for the vertex at r = 0 is obtained by shifting the ver-
tex described by (11.4.22) by the r translation operator exp[^Pr~ro/2].
This has no effect when all three external states are on their mass shells,
i.e., when ^2rP^~ = 0, which is not surprising given that the on-shell
amplitude is invariant under r translations. The result is

r,s m,n=l

r,s m r

(11.4.41)
The factor of exp[£P~T0/2] can be moved to the right of the other

exponential factors in \V) using (11.4.20), which converts N's into N \
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where

Wm = Nr
memT«la\ (11.4.42)

We have also used

exp(£ Pr-V2) |0> = exp ( - (V2/2a + £ l/ar)r0) |0). (11.4.43)
r

The final form of the vertex at r = 0 is then given by

\V) = exp(-ro£lK + AB)\0)6(^Pr), (H.4.44)

where

E E CVEEi r^- '«^-^2- (1L4-45)
r,s m,n=l

The vertex \V) represents A[Xi(<r) + X2(cr) - X3(a)] in the oscilla-
tor basis. This can be checked directly by noting that \V) satisfies the
identities

\V) =0, 0 < a < irau (11.4.46)

(X2(<T) - X3(crj\ \V) =0, wax < a < T(<XI + a2). (11.4.47)

Furthermore, since P*(cr) = —i6/8X%(a) the interaction also satisfies the
momentum conservation conditions

\V)=0 0 < a < 7raly (11.4.48)

(P2(<r) + Pz(a)) \V) =0 ?rai < (j < ?r(ai + a2). (11.4.49)

These equations are checked by expressing the coordinates and momenta
in terms of the creation and annihilation modes (denoted by the hats)
and eliminating the annihilation modes by moving them to the right past
the factor exp A^. In the form given in (11.4.41) it is easy to impose the
on-shell condition on the external states, which sets ^ P~ equal to zero.
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11.5 One-Loop Open-String Amplitudes 223

11.5 One-Loop Open-String Amplitudes

Let us now consider the evaluation of loop amplitudes by functional meth-
ods. The simplest example is the planar one-loop diagram, which was dis-
cussed using the operator formalism in chapter 8. All other open-string
one-loop diagrams can be treated in analogous fashion. The necessary
changes are fairly straightforward and are not described in detail here,
since the results were already given in chapter 8. Henceforth, we only
consider processes with external ground states in order to keep the for-
mulas from becoming too unwieldy.

11.5.1 The Conformal Mapping for the Planar Loop Diagram

Consider an amplitude with M external tachyons and a single open-
string loop. The string diagram now has a slit joining two internal in-
teraction points. Associated with this diagram is a group-theory factor
ntr(Ai... Ajif), where the factor of n arises from tr(l) on the inner bound-
ary. The diagram can be mapped to the upper half complex plane in many
ways. For example, in one of these the external boundary is again mapped
to the real z axis while the slit is mapped into a circle in the upper half
plane. This is a mapping that generalizes nicely to multiloop open-string
diagrams. When there is only one loop, however, it is somewhat simpler
to use a mapping that cuts an internal string propagator as shown in
fig. 11.6. This mapping takes the external boundary into one segment of
the positive real axis while the internal boundary of the loop is mapped
into a segment of the negative real axis. The wiggly lines denoting the cut
are mapped into two semicircles with radii r\ and 7*2, respectively (with
r\ < T2), which intersect the positive real axis at the two endpoints of the
mapping of the external boundary. The identification of these two lines
in the string diagram means that the two semicircles are identified.

Defining the ratio of the radii by

— = u>, (11.5.1)

the required mapping is given by

M

p = 2_\ar InV7 (xr/z,w) + constant, (11.5.2)
r=l
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\L

(a)

rx x M .

Figure 11.6. The mapping of the planar loop diagram from the p plane (a) to a
semiannulus in the upper half z plane (b). The string boundary is mapped to a
segment of the positive real axis between the two semicircles of radii r\ and r^, while
the boundary of the p plane slit is mapped to the segment of the negative real z
axis between the two semicircles. The mapping cuts one of the internal propagators
along the wiggly lines, which are mapped into the inner and outer semicircles, and are
therefore to be identified.

where the function i/> was defined in chapter 8. Its logarithm is given by

- wnx) - wn/x) - - wn)],
n= l

(11.5.3)
which was seen in chapter 8 to be proportional to the correlation function
(Xl(z)XJ(z')). The periodicity of the i\) function under lnx —> lnx + lni/;
implies that a point z is identified with any of the points wnz (where n is
any integer). The mapping of the external boundary to the positive z axis
is similar to the case of the tree diagrams, since ifr ~ (z — xr) when xr z.
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11.5 One-Loop Open-String Amplitudes 225

The external particles are mapped into the points xr lying between r\ and
r2 (and repeated along the positive axis in the intervals wnr\ to wnr2).
For negative z the term X)^li ar In2 (xr/z) /2 In w develops an imaginary
part so the negative z axis is mapped to the slit in the p plane, which has
a value of cr given by

cra = Irnpa = TT V c * r - ^ , (11.5.4)
z-—' In it;

r

so the value of aa (i.e., the width of the internally propagating string that
is not cut in fig. 11.6) is explicitly given in terms of it;. One circuit of the
boundary of the slit in the p variable is traced out between z = — r\ and
z = —r2- This is repeated in intervals — wnr\ to —wnr2 along the negative
axis. In this case the mapping from p to z has an arbitrariness associated
with scale transformations of z (since it depends only on the ratio of the
radii r\ and r2) rather than the full group of projective transformations.
(In the notation of (11.3.4) the invariant points have been fixed to be
?/i = 0 and y2 = oo leaving the single arbitrary parameter 77.)

The integration variables in the p plane are the interaction times for
the external particles (of which there are M — 2), the two interaction
times associated with the loop (ra and 77,) and the value of o~a. One of
the interaction times can be fixed due to overall r translation invariance.
This gives a total of M variables. After the conformal mapping these
variables are taken to be it; and the M — 1 variables xr in the z plane
(one xr can be fixed using the scaling symmetry). The integration region
is given by 0 < it; < 1, WXM < #1 ^ • • • ^ #Af-i < XM-> where XM is
fixed arbitrarily and can be chosen equal to it; for example (as was the
case in chapter 8 where the #r's were called pr and we set pM = w)>
Notice that string configurations corresponding to different values of it;
are conformally inequivalent.

11.5.2 The Green Function

The required Green function is a solution of Laplace's equation inside the
annulus in fig. 11.6 that satisfies Neumann boundary conditions along the
real axis as well as the condition that the two semicircles are identified.
This can be viewed as an electrostatic problem (using the analog model
§11.1.1) and solved by the method of images. In this case an infinite
series of image charges are required. The result is the same as that of the
calculation of the correlation function (Xt(z)X^(z1)) in chapter 8, namely

N(z,z') = In \i>(z'/z)\ + In \^/z)\. (11.5.5)
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226 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

Near the singular point z = z1 this function reduces to the same Green
function as the one for tree diagrams with no finite corrections. However,
the terms in the amplitude that contribute to A4 in (11.2.22), namely the
contributions containing the exponential of the Green function evaluated
on a single string at r = oo or — oo, are sensitive to the fact that the
first term of (11.5.2) differs from the corresponding expression for tree
diagrams. The Green function contains In \(zl — z)(zf — J)/zzl\ instead of
In \(z' — z)(z' — t)\ so that, when z ~ z1', N has an extra term —2 In \z\.
The expression for M. in (11.2.22) therefore gets an extra factor

e x P - / . 777V^ ~

which is equal to Yir \XA 1 when D = 26.

11.5.3 The Planar One-Loop Amplitude

Figure 11.7. A representation of the planar loop diagram used in calculating the volume
element. All the strings have p + = 0 apart from one incoming and one outgoing string.
These two strings are sewn together and the time separation TE is integrated.

The calculation of one-loop amplitudes requires the evaluation of the
product \drj/dzr\[det A](2~D''2A4. As in the case of tree diagrams, there
is a quick way of calculating this volume factor (which is independent
of the transverse momenta), provided we are willing to assume Lorentz
invariance. The loop is first thought of as arising from sewing together
an M-particle tree diagram, as described in chapter 8. This is depicted in
fig. 11.7. The wide strings (with width ±ira) begin and end at finite times
in arbitrary states, where the time separation between these states is T&.
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11.5 One-Loop Open-String Amplitudes 227

The loop is constructed by taking the trace on these states (including an
integration on the loop momentum) to form a cylinder of perimeter rg.
(This is very similar to the construction used in calculating loop diagrams
in chapters 8 and 9.) It is easy to see that this picture is conformally
equivalent to the one we wish to calculate by mapping the string diagram
from the p plane to the z plane using the transformation z — ep/a. The
strip is then mapped to the semiannulus of fig. 11.6 with the parameter
w = r\jr2 identified with exp{—r^/a}. The volume element can again be
calculated by considering the special case in which the external ground-
state strings have very small ar's and vanishing transverse momenta. As in
the case of the open-string tree amplitudes, the states circulating around
the loop cannot change between interactions with the external particles,
since this would require powers of external transverse momenta.

Instead of pursuing that route, however, it is possible to give a direct of
the volume element by an explicit calculation of \drj/dzr |[det A]'2~D»2A4
as sketched in appendices 11.A and 11.B. Either method gives the same
expression for the volume element. The resulting amplitude (for D = 26)
is

XM-2

dxM-\

XM XM

l<s<r<N
(11.5.7)

which is the same expression as that obtained in §8.1.1, where XM was set
equal to w. The endpoint of the integration region at which the amplitude
is divergent, i.e., w —• 1, is the limit in which the length of the slit becomes
small, ra — u —> 0. This means that the divergence of the open-string
loop appears as a short-distance effect in this formulation of the loop
amplitude. As we saw in §8.1.1, there is an alternative interpretation of
the divergence as an infrared effect due to the emission of a soft dilaton.

11.5.4 Other One-Loop Amplitudes

The treatment of the planar loop diagram can be generalized to the
nonplanar and nonorientable open-string loop diagrams in a fairly obvi-
ous manner. The string diagrams now describe interactions in which the
strings propagating within the loop twist before recombining. When both
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228 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

(a)

^•vfrsvr?*,*;^

(*)

Figure 11.8. The two types of contributions to the one-loop nonplanar diagram with
one initial and one final open string, (a) corresponds to the double-twisted string
diagram, (b) is the contribution that has closed-string poles. Note that (a) has a two
open-string intermediate state, whereas (b) has a one closed-string intermediate state.
The two become the same when the time separation of the vertices vanishes.

the internal propagators have twists the result is an orientable nonplanar
diagram that has particles attached to both boundaries. This diagram,
fig. 11.8a, is a piece of the complete nonplanar amplitude considered in
chapter 8. There we noted that the complete amplitude contains the
closed-string poles in the channel formed by particles 1 and 2. In the
light-cone gauge these are seen to emerge from the contribution shown in
fig. 11.86, which involves two successive interactions that convert an open
string into a closed one by joining the ends of the open string.

Locally in a the new interaction is identical to the one that joins two
open strings into one. Just as one would expect, it is given by the overlap
between an open and a closed string. The appropriate conformal trans-
formation to the z plane for the processes in fig. 11.8 is given by

K M

p = y^2ar\nip(xr/z,w)+ ]T ar\nil>T(xr/z,w), (11.5.8)
r=l r=A'+l

where K particles are attached to the outer boundary and M — K to the
inner. In this case the xr variables are mapped to the positive real z-axis
for the external particles attached to one boundary of the string diagram
and the negative real axis for those attached to the other boundary. The
diagrams in fig. 11.8 give contributions to the amplitude that have the
same integrands when expressed in terms of the xr variables, but each
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11.6 Closed-String Amplitudes 229

is integrated over a non-Lorentz-invariant region. In order for the com-
plete Lorentz-invariant integration region to be covered, it is necessary to
add the contributions from both of the processes with the correct relative
normalization. This determines the normalization of the open-string *-»
closed-string vertex in terms of the three open-string vertex. By requiring
the two diagrams in fig. 11.8 to match at their common integration end-
point, it is clear that the new vertex has strength g. This is similar to the
way in which the normalization of the four-string interaction was deter-
mined by considering the four open-string amplitude. When only one of
the internal propagators is twisted, the result is a nonorientable diagram
that has a single boundary (and is a Mobius strip). Since the amplitudes
associated with these diagrams were also calculated in chapter 8 in the
operator formalism, we do not consider these cases any further here.

11.6 Closed-String Amplitudes

11.6.1 Tree Amplitudes

The world sheet for closed-string tree diagrams has periodic boundary
conditions as shown in fig. 11.9, which illustrates the M closed-string
scattering amplitude. In addition to integrating over the time of the
interaction, it is necessary to integrate over the value of a on the internal
string to ensure that it only propagates states that are invariant under
global shifts of the a coordinate. Therefore the interaction point is now
specified by two parameters TJ and aj or one complex parameter pj =
TJ + iaj. (The external states are assumed to be in the physical subspace
satisfying (11.1.10).) Due to invariance under rigid r translations and a
translations one of the (two-dimensional) interaction points can be fixed
while the other 2M — 6 real parameters are to be integrated. The tree
amplitudes for M external ground-state closed strings is given by

A C ( 1 , 2 , . . . , M ) = 4 T T ( - ^ ) M - 2 / TT drjdajM det A " ^
4TT J i i

(11.6.1)
The Green function N can be evaluated by conformally mapping the

string diagram to the whole complex plane. The appropriate mapping is
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• 5.:;:i

X *5

Figure 11.9. The mapping of an arbitrary closed-string tree diagram onto the complex
plane. The initial and final strings are mapped to the points zr, marked by crosses.

again given by (11.3.1) but with complex parameters zr instead of the xr

M

p = r + ia = An(zr — z). (11.6.2)
r= l

The ends of the string diagram at r = rt- or TJ are mapped into small
circles surrounding the points zr. The radii of the circles vanish as r; or
Tf —> oo. This picture is the same as the one considered in the §1.4.4. We
saw there that the complex plane can be conformally mapped onto itself
by SX(2, C) transformations, and therefore there is enough arbitrariness
to fix three of the complex zT parameters. The remaining M — 3 complex
zr variables are integrated over the complex plane. This is the number
expected from the string picture as obtained above.

A particular string diagram, such as fig. 11.9, has a definite order-
ing of the TJ variables. The differences between successive TJ variables
are to be integrated from 0 to oo. When mapped into the z plane this
corresponds to integrating the M — 3 independent zr variables over a non-
Lorentz-invariant section of the complex plane. Different string diagrams
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11.6 Closed-String Amplitudes 231

are associated with different orderings of the TJ variables. Adding these
contributions together extends the integration region to the whole com-
plex z plane. Just as in the case of the open-string diagrams it is nontrivial
that these different diagrams piece together smoothly and, in fact, this is
only true in the critical dimension.

Since the string world sheet has no boundaries, the Green function is
given by

N(z;z')=ln\z-zf\. (11.6.3)

The volume element can again be found by considering the special case in
which M — 2 strings have infinitesimal p + and zero transverse momenta
(and assuming that the result is Lorentz invariant in 26 dimensions). The
general calculation of \dTj/dzr\[det A](2~D^2M is similar to that of the
open-string as outlined in appendices 11.A and 11.B. In either case, fixing
x\ = 0, XM-I — 1 and xjtf = oo, the volume element just contributes the
flux factor J [̂r ĉ r . The resulting covariant scattering amplitude has
the form

nM-2

r=2
(11.6.4)

for z\ — 0, ZM-1 = 15 and zjif = 00, which is the same as the Shapiro-
Virasoro model given in §7.2.1.

11.6.2 Closed-String One-Loop Amplitudes

Let us now consider one-loop closed-string amplitudes. The discussion
in this case parallels that of the open-string loop amplitude of §11.5. The
string diagram is shown in fig. 11.10a. Once again, the labelling indicates
that the horizontal lines are to be identified in pairs. There are several
different kinds of conformal transformations available for mapping this
region into the complex plane. In one of these the diagram is mapped
to the upper half complex plane with a hole removed. The boundary of
the hole has four sectors, which are identified in opposite pairs to make a
torus. Another method maps the world sheet into the complex plane with
two nonconcentric circular holes removed, whose boundaries are identified
with each other by a projective transformation. Both the methods gener-
alize to multiloop diagrams but are more cumbersome than necessary for
the one-loop case.
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- fel^y.

X:r*y**y/-2(*MuU^

(fl)

Figure 11.10. The mapping of the closed-string one-loop diagram (a) onto an annulus
in the z plane (6). In (b) the ratio of the internal and external radii is rxjr^ = |tu|,
and any point z is identified with the points wnz, where n is an arbitrary integer.

The most convenient method for treating a closed-string one-loop di-
agram entails cutting the string diagram along the dashed line and con-
formally transforming it to an annulus in the complex z plane shown in
fig. 11.106. This is similar to the transformation used for open-string
loops. The inner and outer circles (with radii ri and r2) are again iden-
tified, z'.e., any point z is identified with any of the points wnz, where
|w| = r\jr2' The phase of the complex parameter w corresponds to
the fact that the two circles formed by cutting along the wiggly lines in
fig. 11.10 a only need to be matched up to a global shift in the a parameter.

The mapping is expressed in terms of the function if>(zr/zy w) by

M In2(zr/z)

r = l

(11.6.5)

where the expression for if> is given in (11.5.3). The width in a of the
internally propagating string (which is not cut in fig. 11.10) is determined
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11.6 Closed-String Amplitudes 233

by the last term in (11.6.5)

,. = -2*f>r£pl. (11.6.6)
^ \n\w\

This corresponds to the imaginary part of p generated as z encircles the
origin. (The sum of the first two terms in (11.6.5) is regular at z = 0.)
In general the parametrization has a 'twist' in going around the handle,
with a change in a equal to

M , \ n w \

<j>a = lm[p(wz) - p(z)] = ImJ^a r (]nzr - In W ^ r r J , (11.6.7)

where we have used if>(wx,w) = il>(x,w). In fact, the difference p(wz) —
p(z) has no real part.

The amplitude is given by an integral over the M — 1 pairs of ar and
rr values at the interaction points, where the invariance under overall r
translation and a translation can be used to fix one of the interaction
points. In addition, the width in a of the string below the slit (cra) and
the relative twist between the two internal propagators (<f)a) must be in-
tegrated over. This gives a total of 2M real variables, which are mapped
into the M complex variables, zr and w. As expected, this counting of
integration variables agrees with the number of integration variables as-
sociated with a closed Riemann surface with M points attached and one
handle.

The range of integration of the zr variables shown in fig. 11.10 depends
on the value of w = exp{27rzr}, since this determines the ratio of radii of
the annulus. The range of integration of w (or r) requires more careful
consideration. It is important that the conformal mapping of (11.6.5) is
invariant under the transformations

T-+7 + 1, (11.6.8)

and under

r —> — 1/r, lnzr —> 27rzlnzr/lni<;, \nz—> 27ri\nz/\nw,
(11.6.9)

which are modular transformations of the variable r. The associated
transformation of the In z variables corresponds to v —> vjr in the nota-
tion of chapter 8. We know from chapter 8 that in the correct expression
for the closed string one loop integral, r should be integrated only over
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234 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

a single fundamental region such as the one denoted F in fig. 8.21. It is
very important test of the formalism developed in this chapter that the re-
gion of integration should turn out to be correctly described by the string
diagram with no overcounting. Recall that in the earlier discussions of
closed-string loop amplitudes it was necessary to truncate the integration
to a single fundamental region in order to satisfy the unitarity restriction.
Since the light-cone calculations of this chapter are an application of or-
dinary quantum mechanics, unitarity is guaranteed and it inevitable that
the correct region of integration emerges. Any consistent field-theoretic
formulation of string theory, such as that based on the light-cone gauge,
is guaranteed to produce the correct integration region.

The Green function in the z plane (as we have already seen in chapter 8)
is given by

(/z,w), (11.6.10)

where the function x? which is similar to |^|, was defined in §8.2.1). It is
given by

1 -x In2 |g|

21n|iu|

[ln |1 - wnx\ + In 11 — wn/x\ - 21n |1 - wn\).
7 1 = 1

(11.6.11)
This function satisfies the required periodicity under x —> wx. The factors
in the loop amplitude that are independent of the transverse momenta
can again be evaluated either by treating the special case in which the
external particles have vanishing ar and pl

r or by explicit evaluation using
a generalization of the methods outlined in appendices 11.A and ll.B.
The resulting amplitude is just the one given in §8.2.1.

Although we shall not be evaluating multiloop diagrams, it is easy to
count the number of integration variables that would be associated with
an arbitrary diagram. For example, consider a closed-string process with
M external particles and L loops (i.e., handles). The addition of a han-
dle, corresponding to the insertion of a pair of identified horizontal lines
in fig. 11.10, increases the number of internal propagators by three. A
generalization of the argument given for the one-loop case shows that
there are effectively two real parameters associated with each of these
propagators so that there is a total of 6 i + 2M — 6 real parameters to be
integrated over. These are precisely the modular parameters that we first
encountered in a geometric language in §3.4. The conformal structure
of a Riemann surface of genus L involves 3L — 3 complex parameters or
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11.7 Superstrings 235

6L — 6 real ones, and M complex parameters or 2M real ones specify the
positions of the M external particles on the surface.

11.7 Superstrings

In this section we sketch the application of light-cone functional meth-
ods to the calculation of superstring amplitudes. Most of the discus-
sion concerns open-string processes, but the extension to closed strings is
straightforward. The major new feature that will emerge is that super-
string interactions are not completely described by overlap delta function-
als that ensure the continuity of the coordinates at the interaction time.
In addition it is necessary to insert an operator at the interaction point
in order for the interaction to be consistent with Lorentz invariance and
super symmetry.

We use the light-cone gauge formalism in which space-time supersym-
metry is apparent. In that case the constraint that the interacting theory
is invariant under space-time supersymmetry more or less determines the
form of the interactions. The additional constraints imposed by Lorentz
invariance merely determine a measure factor that is a function of the
pjf's (i.e., of the ar's).

11.7.1 The 5*7(4) x 17(1) Formalism

The evaluation of the functional integral is easiest when expressed as an
integral over a commuting (or anticommuting) set of coordinates. Since
the fermionic 50(8) spinor Sa(a) satisfies

f c*&( \ QQ[ l\\ _ fsQ® f\( ^\ /1 1 7 1 \

it is simultaneously a coordinate and its conjugate momentum. The sec-
ond spinor Sa (or Sa in the case of the type IIA theory) satisfies a similar
relation. In the case of the type IIB theory it is possible to define anticom-
muting Grassmann coordinates, 5J + iS^ which are distinct from their
conjugate momenta 5j — iS^• However, for the other superstring theories
there is no such decomposition that preserves manifest 50(8) symmetry.
( 5 and 5 are inequivalent 50(8) spinors in the type IIA theory, they are
not independent spinors in type I open-string theories and there is no 5 at
all in the heterotic theory.) In these cases we can introduce distinct 'co-
ordinates' and conjugate 'momenta' only if we break the manifest spin(8)
symmetry. The most straightforward way of doing this is to decompose
the variables with respect to a spin(6) X spin(2) ~ SU(4) x U(l) subgroup.
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236 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

It is natural to think of the spin(6) group as representing rotations of six
'internal' space-time dimensions and the [/(I) as representing helicity in
ordinary four-dimensional space-time. The embedding is chosen so that
the three eight-dimensional spin(8) representations decompose as

8 v ->6o + l i + l - i , (11.7.2)

8S->4I+4_I, (11.7.3)

8c->4_i+4i, (11.7.4)

where the subscripts indicate the U(l) content, which can be thought of
as the four-dimensional helicity. Using (11.7.2)

X* -> ( X 7 , X * , X Z ) , (11.7.5)

where / = 1, . . . , 6 and R and L refer to the right-handed and left-handed
chirality, i.e.,

XR = -y=(X7 + iXs), (11.7.6)

XL = -^=(X7 - iX8). (11.7.7)

Also

SA(a) + iSA+*(a) ~ 0A(a), (11.7.8)

SA(a) - iSA+\a) ~ XA(a) = ^ y , (11.7.9)

where the superscript A = 1,...,4 labels a 4 of S77(4). When written
as a subscript it represents a 4 of 5C/(4). The symbol ~ indicates that
an arbitrary choice of normalization has been made so that 6A and A^
satisfy

{^),«V)} = f>-O- (11-7.10)

{0A(a), eB(a')} = {XA(a), XB(a')} = 0. (11.7.11)

A second Grassmann SU(4:) spinor 0A(o~) and its conjugate momentum
A (̂cr) are similarly defined from Sa(o~). This decomposition, which treats
six of the transverse dimensions differently from the other two, is in-
troduced as a mathematical device to define the two sets of Grassmann
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11.7 Superstrings 237

coordinates, 0A and 0A. However, this may be a quite natural treatment
of the space-time coordinates, since ultimately these theories can only
make physical sense if six dimensions compactify and are therefore really
distinguished from the other ones.

For open strings the boundary conditions satisfied by the Grassmann
coordinates are

eA(o) = eA(o), eA(ir\a\) = oA(*\<*\), (11.7.12)

so that the mode expansions are

00

9*e
—oo

(11.7.13)

The coordinates 0 and 0 are independent functions in the range of
the string 0 < a < 7r|a|, since the exponentials in (11.7.13) are only a
complete basis over the doubled range. This is demonstrated by the fact
that

0A(a) = 0A(-a). (11.7.14)

Similarly, the open-string Grassmann momenta have the expansions

oo oo

AA(<T) = ]£>mjle
im*/l*l, \A(<r) = Y,~XrnAe-im*/M, (H.7.15)

— OO —OO

where

which ensures that (11.7.10) and (11.7.11) are satisfied.
It is convenient to normalize the modes of 0 and A by defining fermionic

creation and annihilation operators R^ and RmA, by

t\A ~DA \ r> / i i 7 i 7 \
"m — —1=—Ji>mi Am A — —7= IhmAi I l . l . l l

\JL(X V Z7T Of

where

{RA,RnB} = aSm+nS^, (11.7.18)

and

{RtR*} = {RmA,RnB} = 0. (11.7.19)

These modes contain a factor of y/a relative to the dimensionless modes
S^. This factor is important when considering the action of the Lorentz
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generators J + ~ and J*~, since these generators contain factors of x~ =
—id/dp^. Although Sa and Sa transform as the components of a world-
sheet spinor, 0A and 6A do not. The factors of y/a have been inserted in
order to avoid cumbersome notation in the subsequent development.

For closed strings the coordinates 6 and 6A have independent expan-
sions

Yl H . (11.7.20)
—CO

as do the momenta A^ and A^

XA(a) = f^ AmAe2im<T/|a|, \A{<r) = £ W ~ w / H . (11.7.21)

The relations \A(cr) = 8/60A(a) and XA(a) = S/S0A(a) follow from the
identifications

1 1 ~ A
(7 zz: — ^ / (7 nz —(cJ 1 l J L . i . Z Z J

a a

1 1 ~ 7

7r|a| 7r|a|

where

{Qt QnB} = {Qi, QnB} = *6m+n8% (11.7.24)

with the other anticommutators vanishing.
The string wave functions are now functions of the 9^ and 0^ as well

as the momentum modes P^. They are therefore at most linear functions
of each mode. Consider, for example, the ground state wave function
u(p\9A). This wave function can be expanded in a power series

u(x 9A) = u1 + y}^20A ' ~-"° °AaB

\
(11.7.25)

The superscripts on the components denote their U{\) helicities. These
component wave functions satisfy TCP self-conjugacy conditions imposed
by

u - ^ t i 1 * , u^- 1 ' 2 = «i/2*, (11.7.26)

u\B = u°AB* = \cABCDu0CD. (11.7.27)

After imposing these constraints we see that the ground-state wave func-
tion describes eight boson states (with integer helicities) and eight fermion
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states (with half-integer helicities) - precisely the states of the super Yang-
Mills multiplet in ten dimensions.

11.1.2 The Super-Poincare Generators

The super-Poincare generators can be expressed in terms of the SU(i) x
U(l) coordinates and momenta. This requires decomposing the expres-
sions for the generators, which were written in the 50(8) notation in
§5.2.2, and normalizing a to lie in the range 0 < a < 7r|a|. The trans-
verse momentum operator is just the integral of the momentum density

p*= / P^^da, (11.7.28)

o

where i takes the eight values i?, L and / (= 1 , . . . , 6). The two S0(8) su-
percharges Qa and Qa, which make up a single 16-component Majorana-
Weyl ten-dimensional supercharge, each split into two SU(A) spinor su-
percharges. Thus, in the type IIB theory the two 50(8) supercharges
decompose as

QrM-+(Q+M,Qiu), (H-7.29)

and

where M = 1,2. The significance of the superscripts ± will become clear
shortly.

The components of the undotted supercharges are expressed as integrals
over the Grassmann coordinates and momenta,

%\a\ ir\a\

QtA = / QtA(*)<to> QtA = J QtA(°)^ (n-7.31)
0 0

where the charge densities are given by

Q+A(a) = ±e(a)0A(a), Q+A(*) = \e{*)~9A{a) (11.7.32)

(with e(a) = 1 if a > 0 and e(a) - - 1 if a < 0) and

*|a|

IA = / QIA (1 1 J -3 3)
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where

< # » = AA(<r), Q + » = \A(*). (H-7.34)

The components of the dotted supercharges are more complicated, since
they are bilinear in oscillators, as discussed in §5.2.2. In SU(4) notation
they are given by

(11.7.35)

QiA = J {^PAB^ + \x>I)"eB + ^<OC){PL + ^X'L)xA}da,
o

(11.7.36)

(11.7.37)
and

Q~2
A = J {2(P« + l-X'R)~9A - ^ < a

0

(11.7.38)
In these expressions the matrices pJ

AB and pIAB are the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients of SU(4) that describe the coupling of the vector representa-
tion to a pair of spinors or antispinors. Some of their relevant properties
are listed in appendix 11.D.

The supercharges satisfy the relevant (anti)commutation relations to
form the supercharge algebra

} (H-7.39)

,N (n.7.40)

N (11.7.41)

(H.7.42)
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(H.7.43)

(11.7.44)

with other anticommutators and commutators vanishing. This is the
5(7(4) x C/(l) decomposition of the N = 2 superalgebra that was ex-
pressed in 50(8) notation in §5.2.2. Covariantly it would read

{QM, QN} ~ T^SM,*- (11.7.45)

The expression for the Hamiltonian on the right-hand side of (11.7.44) is

w\a\

H = P'= f L(a) (TTP2 + Ix '2^ - 2t (oA\'A - 0A\'A} \ da.

(11.7.46)
To verify the closure of (11.7.44), it is important to impose the sub-

sidiary condition N = N for type II theories or N = N — 1 for the
heterotic theory, where N and N are the number operators made out of
the appropriate kinds of oscillators.

The expressions for the generators in the heterotic string theory are
obtained by deleting one of the Grassmann coordinates (9 say) in the
above expressions and including extra terms, which describe the internal
symmetry (as discussed in chapter 6). In the nonchiral type IIA theory
the expressions for the generators are the same as in the type IIB theory
but with the roles of 0A and A^ interchanged.

In type I theories not all of the supercharges are conserved (i.e., they
do not all commute with H). For open strings the boundary conditions
truncate the supersymmetry so that only the average supercharges

Q+ = yfkiQt + Qt) = \[\ I Qt(*)**> (H-7.47)

and

are conserved, where the suppressed indices are either those of a 4 or 4.
In these expressions we have expressed the charges as integrals over the
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doubled region — 7r|a| < a < ir\a\. Likewise, for type I closed strings
the condition that symmetrizes between the two Fock spaces leads to a
corresponding truncation of the super symmetry.

The expressions for the supercharges are easily written in terms of the
modes by substituting the expansions for the coordinates and the mo-
menta. For example, for open strings the expressions for the Q~ charges
are

QA = \fl(9iA + Q~2A) = £ £ (V2almPABRB + 2aL_mRmA),
m=—oo

(11.7.49)

a
m=—oo

(11.7.50)
and the Hamiltonian is

am=-oo a (11.7.51)

a

In these expressions the bosonic zero mode oscillator is defined by al
0 = pl

and the operator Nop is defined by

oo

Nop = £ R m < 4 + ^R-mRmA + ^ - m A ^ ) . (11.7.52)
m=l a a

There is no normal-ordering constant, since this cancels mode by mode in
the passage from (11.7.46) to (11.7.52).

In the type IIB theory the corresponding formulas are

a L—' \ /

2 / \
_ \ ^ l-y/2a{_ pIABQmB + 2a- QA) , (11.7.54)

with equivalent formulas for the Q^'s using the Q operators. The bosonic
zero-mode oscillator in the closed-string sector is defined by al

0 = p1 /2.
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The closed-string Hamiltonian is given by

Hd = P;t=~ [P* + 4iVci + 4iVc/J , (11.7.55)

where

oo

Ncl = J2 (rf-n< + -Q-nQnA + -Q-nAQn) , (11.7.56)
71=1 a a

with an identical expression for Nc\ made out of the &m's and the Qrn$.
The Lorentz generators J^v\ listed in §5.2.2, can also be transcribed

into the SU(4:) x 17(1) formalism in a similar fashion. These generators
have the form

i I 5 V * * /

where l**v and E^ are given by the same expressions as in chapter 5 with
the transverse vector indices decomposed into the SU(A) components 6,
L and R. The spin pieces of these generators are given by

TJ if/ n n- \

o (11.7.58)

oo

~~ 2 a J —n\r )A nBf
7 l = —OO

where the matrix (PIJ)AB = (PACPJ°B ~ PACPWB) A

™<<*) J ^a)plX(a) + A ( ( 7 ) /A((T)) da
o (11.7.59)

o (11.7.60)
OO

B
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and

o (11.7.61)

In this formula the symbol:: denotes normal ordering of the nonzero modes
while the zero modes are antisymmetrized (i.e., : RQJ^R^ := (RQAR^ —
R^ROA)/2). The analogous expressions for the closed-string theories are
obtained by substituting the appropriate mode expansions.

The spin generators can easily be shown to satisfy the 50(8) subalgebra
of the full ten-dimensional Lorentz group,

[Kij, Kkl] = -iKil6jk + permutations, (11.7.62)

even though this is not a manifest symmetry of the theory in the 5/7(4) x
U(l) formalism. In particular, the rotations generated by J and J
are symmetries that need to be checked explicitly. These generate trans-
formations that mix the two inequivalent SU(4) spinors giving

[JLI,Q-A]=-iJ\/ABQ-B (11.7.63)

[JLI,QA]=O, (11.7.64)

with similar relations involving J . The Hamiltonian is invariant under
these transformations so that

[JLI,H] = [JRI,H] = 0. (11.7.65)

11.7.3 Supersymmetry Algebra in the Interacting Theory

In the bosonic theory the interactions were based on the simple ansatz
that the string coordinates are continuous at the interaction time. This
led to the same Lorentz-invariant amplitudes as were derived in the ear-
lier chapters by operator methods. For superstrings continuity of the
(super)space coordinates is not the whole story. In addition to the conti-
nuity delta functional, the vertex must contain an operator that acts at
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the joining or splitting point. For example, the interaction that couples
three open superstrings, which was given by entirely by a delta functional
for the bosonic theory, will be shown to be given by

17£(<rj)A[Zi(<7) + Z2(a) - Z3(<r)] (11.7.66)

in type I superstring theory. The collection of superspace coordinates is
denoted by Zr(a) =(Xl(a),0^(cr),9f(cr)) and H(crj) is an operator made
out of P^(cr), Of (a) and Of (a) acting at the interaction point aj = Trai
(with the choice of parametrization given in §11.2.2). The operator H
will turn out to be linear in P\ which makes it analogous to the cubic
interaction between gauge particles in ordinary Yang-Mills theory.

In order to derive the form of the interaction, it proves useful to work in
the oscillator basis in which the vertex can be written as a tensor product
of ket vectors in the oscillator spaces of the three strings. This generalizes
the expression for \V) of the bosonic theory, (11.4.45). The correspond-
ing quantity in the superstring theory is denoted |iJ), and (11.7.66) is
transcribed into the oscillator basis as

\H) = H\V)S, (11.7.67)

where \V)s is the oscillator-basis representation of the superspace delta
functional A[Z2(cr) + Z2{a) - Z3(a)].

The interaction vertex \H) generates nonlinear transformations on the
space of string states, since it maps a single string into a pair of strings.
It is, in fact, equivalent to a cubic interaction in the field theory of strings.
Although string field theory is not developed in this book, our approach
to determining the form of \H) is equivalent to the method for deter-
mining the cubic vertex in light-cone gauge string field theory. Just as
the Hamiltonian (or P~) gets interaction corrections, the other genera-
tors in the super algebra must also get interaction terms in order for the
complete interacting theory to satisfy the supercharge algebra, which is
isomorphic to (11.7.39) - (11.7.44). In particular, since the right-hand
side of (11.7.44) now contains the interaction Hamiltonian, which acts
nonlinearly on string states, the left-hand side must also act nonlinearly.
This, in turn, shows that Q~A and Q~^ must have interaction terms that
can be represented (to order g) by ket vectors

\Q~A) = Q~A\V)s (11.7.68)

and

\QA) = QA\V)S, (11.7.69)

respectively.
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The complete set of interacting generators must satisfy the supersym-
metry algebra. The various generators consist of the free-theory piece
given earlier plus an order g interaction term now under consideration.
(There could be higher-order terms, as well, but we only consider effects
of order g here.) We can isolate the terms that map a single string into
two strings (which are terms of order g). The equations that determine
these terms are the supersymmetry algebra equations expanded to order
g. The only terms of this order are the cross terms involving an anticom-
mutator of a leading-order supercharge with an order g interaction term.
Expanding the equations in this manner gives the conditions

QrAW) + E Hr\Q~A) = 0, (H.7.71)
r r

E W A > = 0' (n-7-72)

r r r r

(11.7.73)
In these expressions the generators labelled with a subscript r refer to
those denned in the previous subsection made out of the coordinates and
momenta of string r. Since we are writing the interaction terms in a three
Fock space notation it is necessary to represent each of the zeroth order
generators as a sums of three terms, one for each of the three string Fock
spaces. The Lorentz generators J+~ and J%~ also develop interaction
corrections that act nonlinearly on the space of strings but we shall not
pursue them here. Instead we shall outline how (11.7.70) - (11.7.73)
determine the form of the interaction terms, including the interaction
Hamiltonian \H).

11.7.4 The Continuity Delta Functional

The expression for \V)s can be determined from the delta functional
by similar methods to those that determined \V) in the bosonic theory
(§11.4.5). The result is given by

where A# is the same expression (made out of the bosonic modes) as
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before (11.4.45), while the fermionic modes occur in the form

3 oo 3 oo
A*" = E E U'mnK-mAV-n + E E ^ - m ^ . (11.7.75)

r,s=l m,n=l r = l m=l

In this expression

QA = — (o?-of\, (11.7.76)
0^3 V /

which has cyclic symmetry by virtue of the conservation 6 functions in
(11.7.74). The matrices U™n are related to the N^n by

*J mn iron? V • * /

ay-

while
Vm = -&y/2—'Nr

m. (11.7.78)

Although (11.7.74) can be derived from the functional integral by the
same kinds of arguments that led to | V) for the bosonic theory it is easier
to check that it does represent the A functional by verifying the continuity
of the coordinates

(11.7.79)

(Z2(<r) - Z3(a)) \V)S = 0, Traj < a < 7r(c*i + a2) (11.7.80)

and conservation of momenta

6 8 \ , „ . . . . . (11.7.81)

\V)S = 0, TTC*I < a < ?r(ai + a2)(11.7.82)

where the conditions summarize conditions on both the bosonic and the
Grassmann variables. The coordinates and the momenta in (11.7.79) -
(11.7.82) are expressed in terms of the operator modes (<xm, i?4

)

The supercharges QA+ and Q\ are proportional to the integrals over
the densities e(a)6 (cr) and A^(cr), respectively. This means that the
Grassmann components of (11.7.79) - (11.7.82) are equivalent to the con-
servation of the + components of the supercharge densities on the strings
at the interaction time at all values of a.
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The situation with the — components of the supercharges is less simple.
Recall that Q~A and Q^ are integrals of quadratic forms in the bosonic
and fermionic coordinates and momenta. The A functional at the inter-
action vertex ensures that the densities of these charges are conserved
for all values of a away from the singular interaction point, aj = irai.
However, the region near a = aj must be considered more carefully, since
various operators are singular there. The way in which ]> r̂ Q~ acts on
\H) is determined by the solution of (11.7.70) - (11.7.73). First, however,
we must study the behavior of operators that are singular near a = aj.

11.7.5 Singular Operators Near the Interaction Point

The fact that the evolution of the string coordinates is smooth everywhere
except at splitting or joining points, where certain operators are singular,
is not surprising from the point of view of the functional approach in
the light-cone gauge. The curvature of the world sheet is infinite at the
interaction points, while it vanishes everywhere else. The existence of
these singularities, crucial for the interaction, is straightforward from the
functional point of view. The conformal mapping to the upper half z
plane gives a parametrization in which the curvature of the world sheet
is nowhere singular, and all the operators are well-behaved. Thus the
existence of singular operators can be traced to the mapping.

Consider the conformal mapping that takes the upper half z plane to
the string diagram (the p plane, where p = r + i<r). In the vicinity of the
interaction point (zj or pj) the mapping has a square-root branch point,
since the string boundary doubles back on itself, so that

(z - ZI) ~ c(p - PIfl\ (11.7.83)

where c is a constant. This means that

g ~ c(p - Pi)-"\ (11.7.84)

The operators in the theory pick up factors of (dz/dp)J, where J is the
conformal weight of the operator. Since P% transforms with J — 1, this
means that, for example,

P\p) = ^P'iz), (11.7.85)

is divergent in the vicinity of the interaction point. There is a similar
divergence for 0(p) and 0(p). On the other hand, X%{p) and the A(/))'s
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have J = 0 and so they are nonsingular. (The rules for the 0's and A's
will be clarified below, where explicit calculations are cited.)

To be more explicit, consider first the behavior of the operator (PJ (<r) —

-^i(cr)/7r) defined on string #1 near the interaction point a = ?rai,

(11.7.86)

Substituting the expression for \V)s and commuting the annihilation op-
erators through the factor of exp A# results in the expression

. , oo oo

< Z?i -J- / Oi C~ ~\~ *P / TIC 1N

~l r C M " <n,s7,
s=l m>n=l

where V1 was defined in (11.4.35).
The last two terms in the preceding equation are found to be divergent

in the limit e —> 0, where e is a positive parameter defined by

e = 7rai -a. (11.7.88)

Substituting the expression for JVm from (11.4.42) and (11.4.38), the lead-
ing behavior of the second series in (11.7.87) is given (using Stirling's
approximation) for e —> 0 by

^ Trai ^ n ' F (1 — n —

(11.7.89)
where

rJ = e*i/* (11.7.90)

and a = ct\a2OLz as before. In order to define the infinite sum properly, it is
important that t have a small positive imaginary part, which corresponds
to considering the operator to be at a slightly negative value of r.
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Similarly, from (11.4.39), as n —> oo

fcC (11-7.91)

so the last term in (11.7.87) is also divergent when e —> 0 and has the
form

^ £ n̂ i'wc*"/«» ~ y a - ^ ' \ - ^ N s
m . (11.7.92)

These results imply that

/(<7) - \x'j(o)} \V)S ~ V ^ | y ) s , (11.7.93)

where the linear combination of bosonic oscillators Z% is defined by

Zi = |2&|-l/2 | Vi _

\

In a similar manner it follows that

\V)s ~ i^ ' ' |V>5 . (11-7.95)

The expression Z% is symmetric under the cyclic interchange of the three
strings, which is a reflection of the fact that, although we started by
considering operators defined on string #1 , the same result is obtained by
considering the action of the operators in the vicinity of the interaction
point on any of the strings.

Similar considerations apply to the action of the Grassmann coordinates
at the interaction point. Essentially identical analysis gives

v*YA)V)s, (H.7.96)

and

e1/2di(*)\V)s~r,YA\V)s, (11.7.97)

where

YA = \\a\^ (QA + y i £ ^TmRli) • (H-7.98)

It is straightforward to show by the same sort of analysis that the oper-
ators J^(cr), A (̂cr) and A^((j) are nonsingular at the interaction point.
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11.7.6 The Interaction Terms

We now return to consider (11.7.70)—(11.7.73), which are the equations
involving the Q"'s. Substituting \H) = H\V) and \Q^} = Q~A\V), the
equations to be solved that involve H can be rewritten as

3

i
r=l

3
r=l

3

]T Q-AH\V)S + J2 HrQ-A\V)s = 0,

gi|T/>5 = 0,

r= l
3

r=l r=l

while (11.7.73) gives more constraints on the

, (11.7.99)

(11.7.100)

(11.7.101)

Figure 11.11. The contours of integration in obtaining Y^*=i Q7\V)s- The string
parametrization is extended to the double range —7r(ai + a2) < a < ir(ai + a2) so
that the interaction point occurs twice - at a = wax and a — —itoi.\.

The second terms in (11.7.100) and (11.7.101) vanish when matrix ele-
ments are considered with arbitrary on-shell states (since ^ r Hr = 0 for
on-shell states). It follows that for such states ^ r Q~H\V)s = 0. This in
turn implies that H cannot just be a constant, since ]Pr Q~\V)s ^ 0. The
easiest way to see this is by expressing the Q~'s as integrals of densities.
For example,

r=l 1+2+3

(11.7.102)
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In this expression the contours on strings # 1 , 2 and 3 are taken over
double the width of the strings (see fig. 11.11). The conservation of the
momenta Pl(cr), given in (11.7.81) and (11.7.82), and the continuity of
the coordinates X*(a) and 0A(a), given in (11.7.79) and (11.7.80), at
the interaction time imply that the integration along strings #1 and #2
in (11.7.102) cancels that along string #3 everywhere, with the possible
exception of the singular regions near a = ±7rai. Near these points the
integrand is dominated by the leading (e)"1/2 behavior of (P — X'/ir)
and 0, given by (11.7.93), (11.7.95), (11.7.96) and (11.7.97). Substituting
these expressions into (11.7.102) gives

3

r= i

Q7A\V)s = f ^-iV2ZRYA\V)s = ±V2ZRYA\V)s. (11.7.103)

The fact that the result is given by the residue of a pole in e depends
on the contour on string #3 being displaced to slightly positive r and
the contours on strings #1 and #2 to slightly negative r, as shown in
fig. 11.11. Similarly, we find that

B\V)s. (11.7.104)
r = l

The 50(8) components of the Lorentz generators JtJ are also not con-
served when acting on \V)s> For example,

JT
LI\V)s = -i\/2Yf?Y\V)s. (11.7.105)

r=l

We are now in a position to solve for the prefactors Q~A, Q~^ and H that
enter into the interaction terms in the superalgebra, (11.7.70) - (11.7.73).
It is obviously important that the presence of these prefactors does not
interfere with the conservation of the Q~^ and Q+A supercharges. This

means, for example, that we must require S r^ r "^ ' = ®' Similar
relations are also needed to ensure that the other symmetries of \V)s are
not destroyed by the prefactors. This can be achieved by building all the
prefactors out of Zi and YA, defined in (11.7.94) and (11.7.98).

The algebraic equations, (11.7.99) - (11.7.101), determine the form of
the prefactors that define the interacting pieces of the superalgebra. The
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result is

(11.7.106)

Q'A = \eABCDYBYcYD, (11.7.107)A = \eABCDYBYcYD

and

+ \zReABCDYAYBYcYD. (11.7.108)

In principle, we should allow for a common overall factor that is an unde-
termined function of the ar's in these expressions. Only the action of the
generators J+~ and J%~ can distinguish the p + dependence (i.e., the a
dependence) in the vertex, since only these generators contain factors of
d/dp+. Thus this function can be deduced by considering the closure of
the Lorentz algebra. However, since this overall function does not depend
on the states being considered it is also determined by considering the
special matrix element of |if), for example between ground-state vector
particles.

Having obtained the form of the interactions in terms of the oscillator
representation, it is possible to reconstruct the prefactors that multiply the
A functional at the interaction point by using the relationship between Zl

and (Pi(aI)±X'I(<rI)/ir) in (11.7.94) and between YA(aj) and 6A((jI) in
(11.7.98). As expected, the interaction vertex is linear in the momentum
operator Pz(cr/), rather like the cubic Yang-Mills interaction.

The other kinds of interactions between open and closed superstrings
that we described for the bosonic theory in §11.2.1 can be derived by the
same techniques. The cubic coupling between oriented closed superstrings
(type II or heterotic) is particularly interesting, since it generalizes the
cubic coupling between gravitons in general relativity. In the type II
theory this interaction (denoted \H)C\) is written in the oscillator basis
in terms of a tensor product of ket vectors in the left-moving and right-
moving spaces

= \H)®\H), (11.7.109)

where the two factors on the right-hand side are just the expressions for
the interactions in the untilded and tilded spaces. In writing this, it is
assumed that the vertex acts on states that satisfy the subsidiary condition
N = N. In this way it is possible to deduce all the interaction vertices
that enter into the functional calculation of scattering amplitudes in the
light-cone gauge.
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11.7.7 Tree Amplitudes for Open Superstrings

The evaluation of amplitudes follows by methods that extend those used
for the bosonic string in the earlier part of the chapter. It is now necessary
to include the integration over the Grassmann coordinates and to incor-
porate the operators at the interaction vertices. These operators act like
additional sources so that the result now involves contractions between
the external particles and the interaction points. We do not describe the
details of these calculations but merely quote the results for tree diagrams
with external open-string ground states obtained by using this method.

The four-particle amplitude has also been obtained by joining up a pair
of |i?)'s by a propagator in the oscillator basis. This calculation illus-
trates the fact that operator methods are much more more complicated
than functional methods for the most general calculations. Only when all
but two of the external particles have vanishing + components of their
momenta are the operator methods simple.

The general tree amplitude is expressed as a function of the zero modes,

0r = 0Tfl. (11.7.110)

These enter the expression for the amplitude in the combinations Ors,
defined by

ers = ^ L , (n.
+

where the lines r and s are joined to the same vertex in cyclic order (i.e.,
s follows r in a clockwise direction around the vertex). We also define the
following quantities associated with a given vertex involving the lines r
and s:

ri3^arpi-asPi, (11.7.112)

ars = -aTas(ar + as), (11.7.113)

JTS = v^ + ̂ B V ^ ^ + ^V^ABcneiQ^Qge^. (11.7.114)

In addition it is necessary to define a combination of factors associated
with a pair of vertices containing particles (r, s) and (£, u)

24 \ars aiu) (11.7.115)

x <*otrsijr3ijrsursutu — ottu\jrsKJtuKjtuyjiuj .

A tree amplitude with M external ground-state particles in a given
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cyclic order has the form

M-l M-l

JI dxre(xr+i-a:r)(K.N.) TT 7 7
r = 2 r = l V^r+l ~ xr)

perms r r

(11.7.116)
where G is the Chan-Paton group-theory factor and (K.N.) denotes the
usual Koba-Nielsen integrand (fixing x\ = 0 and XM = OO)

K.N. = Yl(xs - xr)
Pr'Ps. (11.7.117)

r<s

The sum Ylperms T 1S defined as follows. Each term in the sum is
associated with a different tree diagram in which the end particles are
always #1 and # M but the ordering of the other particles is permuted.
The sum is over all possible permutations of the ordering (even though
the complete amplitude describes the process in which the particles have
the cyclic ordering asociated with the K.N. factor). Each term in the sum
is itself a sum over all possible ways of pairing some of the vertices in the
tree diagram with the rest left unpaired. For the vertices that are paired,
called (r,s) and (t,u), there is a factor Krs\tw> whereas there is a factor of
Jrs for any unpaired vertex (?% s).

This expression for the amplitude is manifestly invariant under the su-
persymmetry transformations generated by Q^A — Y^rar@r^ a nd Q\ —
X r̂ <9/<9#̂  due to the conservation 6 functions in (11.7.116). It requires
more work to see that the expression is also invariant under the Q~ su-
persymmetry transformations.

It is a virtue of this formalism that the result summarizes all the possible
ground-state processes. In order to extract the amplitude for a particular
set of massless external states one merely has to attach external wave
functions, t/r(fc*,#^), and integrate the amplitude with respect to the #r's
using the rules for Berezin integration, J d9A — 0 and j dOA6A = 1. The
resulting amplitudes can then be expressed, if one wishes, in terms of
the wave functions of the component states that occur in the expansion
of the wave function given in (11.7.25).

11.8 Sum mar y

In this chapter we have developed the functional approach to calculations
of string perturbation-theory diagrams in the light-cone gauge. In this
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256 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

gauge the calculation of scattering amplitudes amounts to an application
of familiar quantum-mechanical principles. The extension of the path
integral method from point particles to strings was applied to calculate
the free string propagator and hence to deduce the spectrum of free string
states. The method was then used to calculate on-shell tree diagrams and
one-loop amplitudes for both open and closed bosonic strings. Most of
these calculations were for processes with external ground-state strings
but we also derived the general expression for open-string tree diagrams
with arbitrary external states. This led to an explicit calculation of the
oscillator expression for the vertex coupling three general open strings.
This vertex, together with similar expressions for the other fundamental
vertices in the theory, can be used to define the interactions between string
fields in a second-quantized field theory of strings in the light-cone gauge,
which is a subject that we do not develop.

The calculation of superstring scattering amplitudes was sketched in
the supersymmetric light-cone gauge formalism. The major new features
are the fact that the functional integral integral involves fermionic coor-
dinates and the fact that the interaction vertices are no longer given as
overlap A functional. There is, in addition, an operator at the interaction
point. This operator is linear in X% derivatives for the cubic open-string
interaction (just like the Yang-Mills cubic interaction) while it is bilinear
in derivatives for the cubic interactions of type II strings (just like the
cubic interaction of gravitons).

Appendix 11. A The Determinant of the Laplacian

Quite generally, the determinant of the two-dimensional Laplace operator
is singular. Therefore a regularization procedure is required to define a
meaningful quantity. Singularities arise from several sources. There is a
multiplicative infinity proportional to exp (area) that was encountered in
discussing the propagator in §11.1.4. It can be absorbed into an overall
phase of the scattering amplitude (when r is continued back to real val-
ues). Since the area of the parameter space is independent of the number
of external strings the phase is the same for all processes and the infinite
phase has no effect on physics. This infinity is just a reflection of the
normal-ordering infinity discussed in §11.1.3. In the case of a world sheet
with boundary there is an additional infinity proportional to exp (perime-
ter), which we also saw in §11.1.4 can be absorbed into a renormalization
of the string Hamiltonian at the string endpoints.

The Laplacian is also singular at points of infinite curvature. In the
case of open-string diagrams the one-dimensional geodesic curvature of
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the boundary is infinite at the interaction points and must be carefully
regularized. For closed-string diagrams the two-dimensional curvature
is infinite at the interaction points. These divergences can be absorbed
into a redefinition of the string coupling constant. In addition, the string
wave functions require renormalization, as we saw in §11.1.4. These infi-
nite coupling-constant and wave-function renormalizations actually cancel
each other in calculations of physical processes in the critical dimension
of space-time. This is yet another nontrivial aspect of the critical dimen-
sion. However, we choose to absorb them into renormalized parameters
and rely on Lorentz invariance to determine the critical dimension.

All of the above infinities are aspects of two-dimensional field theory on
the world sheet and have no connection with infinities of the quantum field
theory of strings (which arise from limits of integrations over the positions
of the splitting and joining points, i.e., the shape of the two-dimensional
surface). The infinities of the determinant occur for tree diagrams as well
as for diagrams with an arbitrary number of loops. We are interested in
the finite result that emerges after the various infinities are renormalized.

The conformal transformation of the world sheet to the upper half com-
plex plane is also singular, and we are really interested in the product of
the determinant and the Jacobian for this conformal transformation. The
Jacobian will be described in the next appendix.

(a) Open-String Tree Diagrams
For tree diagrams the method for calculating the determinant is to

exploit its anomalous transformation properties under conformal trans-
formations. Since the determinant is easy to evaluate in the upper half
plane, its form in the string diagram can be deduced if its behavior under
conformal transformations is understood (since an arbitrary diagram can
be conformally mapped to the upper half plane). A conformal transfor-
mation is expressed as a change in scale of the two-dimensional metric

h"p(v,T) -> h^(a,r) = e^^h^^r), (ll.A.l)

where <̂ (<J, T) is the arbitrary function that specifies the conformal trans-
formation. Under this transformation the two-dimensional curvature R
changes to

The boundary of the string diagram is a curve za(s) = (r(s),cr(s))
parametrized by s. The unit vector tangential to the curve is ta =
^/(hfozPp)1/2, while the normal is na = - e a % . The geodesic cur-
vature k is a measure of how the curve deviates from being a geodesic and
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258 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

is defined by

where Va is the covariant derivative containing the Christoffel connection.
The geodesic curvature of the boundary k changes under (11.A.I) to

where the hatted variables are those calculated from h (and na denotes
the normal to the boundary).

The form of the Laplace operator is given, in general, by

Its determinant may be calculated from the formula

lndet'A = tr'In A, (11.A.6)

where the prime indicates that the zero modes have been left out of the
definitions of det and tr. The zero modes just give the SD"2(J2rpr)
factor associated with the overall conservation of transverse momentum.
It follows from (11.A.6) that

oo

lndet'A = - / j t r ' (e"'A) , (11.A.7)
€

where c is an ultraviolet cutoff that defines the regularized determinant
and spoils the conformal invariance of the classical theory. We denote the
eigenvalues of A by An, i.e.,

= An$n, A n > 0 , (11.A.8)

where the wave functions $ n are normalized by

($ m ,$ n ) = £mn. (11.A.9)

Substituting in (11.A.7) gives

oo

lndet'A = - / y ^ ' e - ' A " . (11.A.10)
€

The standard way of solving this equation is to consider its variation under
an arbitrary infinitesimal change of the conformal factor 6</>(a,T). Under
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such a variation the Laplacian changes by —2A£<£ so that the changes in
the eigenvalues are given by

6\n = -2An($n<ty$n). (ll.A.ll)

Substituting into (11.A.10) gives

/ * dtC (11.A.12)

= -2tr '

so the result is determined by properties of the operator exp{—tA} (the
'heat kernel') at a very short 'time', t = e. The expansion of this operator
has the form for small t

V ) J V WM A I I / (H.A.13)

C(f) li2

where the coefficients A(f), B(f) and C(f) are known as the De Witt-
Seeley coefficients and the formula applies for arbitrary functions / .

This expansion can be obtained by studying the diffusion operator

which satisfies the diffusion equation

JL-AG = 2irS(t - t')62(z - z'). (11.A.15)

This can be solved in perturbation theory around the initial fiducial metric
h. Since the result is only sensitive to the short-distance properties of
the manifold, we can always consider a conformal gauge in which h°P =

£a^. The Laplacian can then be written as

2n2A = -d2-V, (11.A.16)

where

V = (e-2* - l) d2. (11.A.17)
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260 11. Functional Methods in the Light-Cone Gauge

G is determined by the integral equation

where Go is the diffusion operator in flat space, given by

Go(z,z']t) = (47r*

in the case that there is no boundary (otherwise Go must satisfy the
appropriate boundary conditions). To obtain the perturbative solution of
(11.A.18) it is convenient to choose coordinates in which

#0,0) = 0, da<f>(0,0) = 0, (11.A.20)

(when there is no boundary) in which case the expression for G truncates
at terms quadratic in Go in the limit t —> 0, z.e.,

G = Go + GQVGQ + O(t1/2). (11.A.21)

We do not present further details of the calculation of the coefficients
(which is now quite straightforward). However, choosing f = 6<j> and
substituting in (11.A.12) (and choosing Neumann boundary conditions),
gives the expression

- -6 (In det'A) ~tr' (<tye"eA)

~— Id2zVl8(j> \ = f dl6<t>

zyfi**4\ + °(^),
(11.A.22)

where dl indicates a differential along the boundary.
Equations (11.A.1)-(11.A.4) determine the <j> dependence of the various

functions in (11.A.22) so that it can be integrated with respect to </>, giving

157 [ / dtk8(t> + \

In det'A L - lndet'AL=0 = - T^- Id2zVn~e2+ + —\= [
9 9 ATCJ \yjTtt J

die*

+ f dlfk + l fd2zVh(/>R^

+ (terms independent of <f>).
(11.A.23)

The first two terms on the right-hand side of this expression are the diver-
gent terms proportional to the area and the perimeter of the world sheet
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Appendix 11. A The Determinant of the Laplacian 261

that were referred to earlier. They are dropped from now on. The value
of lndet'A at <f> = 0 is the same as the expression for lndet'A in the z
plane with the small circles excised.

(b)

Figure 11.12. (a) Circular holes are cut out of the world sheet around the interaction
points pi. The incoming and outgoing strings are terminated at rr, which are large
but finite times, (b) The images of the holes around pi are semicircles with radii ej
centered on the points zi on the real z axis. The images of the strings at rr are the
semicircles with radii er centered on the points xr.

Since (11.A.23) will be applied to transformations from the z to the
p plane, we consider the the flat metric ha^ = 8QP appropriate to the z
plane. In order to avoid the singular interaction points, we cut out small
circles of radius rj around each />/, as shown in fig. 11.12 a. These circles
are mapped into semicircles (shown in fig. 11.126) in the z plane centered
on the points zj. We also excise the points corresponding to the incoming
and outgoing strings at r = ±oo by terminating each string at r = rr,
where |rr| is large, which is also illustrated in fig. 11.12a. This corresponds
to cutting semicircles out of the z plane centered on z = xr and with radii
er, which are small (fig. 11.126). It also convenient to choose XM = oo, as
usual, which means that the region to be excised around XM is the region
\A > l/eM? where CM is small.

The surface is flat and so A</> = 0 everywhere. As a result, the whole ef-
fect of the conformal transformation is concentrated on the circles around
the excluded regions. For a flat surface the scale factor is expressed in
terms of the coordinates before and after the transformation (z and p
respectively) by the formula

dz
(11.A.24)
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Before considering the conformal transformation from the string dia-
gram to the upper half z plane let us consider a Sir(2, R) transformation
that takes the upper half plane into itself. As we saw in chapter 1, this is a
nonsingular conformal transformation. A simple application of (11.A.23)
leads to the expression for the determinant in the upper half plane with
semicircles of radius ej cut out from around the image of the interaction
points (zj) and semicircles of radius er cut out from around the points
xr (allowing for the special treatment of XM ). The calculation uses the
fact that d2<f> = 0, so that the first term of order c° in (11.A.23) can be
integrated by parts to give boundary terms

Idhatd^ (H.A.25)
where the contour goes around the semicircles centered on z = zj or zr.
The resulting form of the determinant in the z plane, satisfying (11.A.23),
is

Indet'A| , 0 = — V j Inep + terms independent of e ,̂ (11.A.26)
v

where £ \ denotes the sum over all the values of / and r.
Now consider the conformal transformation from the z plane to the

string diagram (i.e., the p plane) defined by (11.3.1),

p = ^ <*r Hxr ~ *), (11.A.27)
r= l

where we have used r-translation invariance to set XM = oo and dropped
an infinite constant from (11.3.1). The interaction points are solutions of
dp/dz = 0, which gives

M-l

J-^—T = 0. (11.A.28)

Near any interaction point the transformation (11.A.27) has a square root
branch point, so that near p = pj

where

ci = ^ • (11.A.30)

The circles of radius rj around the interaction points in the p plane are
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therefore mapped into circles of radius tj in the z plane, where

lne/ = -(In2r/ - lnc/). (11.A.31)

The behavior of the function <f> near the interaction points is given by

~d~z
In \z - zi\ + lnc/ = - (ln(2\p - /?/|) + lnc/). (11.A.32)

Substituting this into (11.A.25) gives a contribution to lndet'A of the
form

Only the second term depends on the shape of the string diagram via
the cj. The other contributions to (11.A.23) come from (11.A.26) and
the term involving k. The cj dependence in these terms cancels out so
that the complete cj dependence of lndet'A is given by (11.A.33). The
dependence on the radii, r/, can be absorbed into a renormalization of
the coupling constant, as mentioned earlier.

The other contributions to In det'A come from the region in which the
external particles are attached. Near any point z = xr (r ^ M) the
mapping is well-approximated by

p ~ OLT ln(2 - xT), (11.A.34)

so that

where rr is the large time at which the incoming or outgoing strings orig-
inate. Near any of these points

dz

In this case the contribution of the term in (11.A.25) to (11.A.23) is given

by

1 V - , l«r| (H.A.37)

while there is also a nonzero contribution from the term in (11.A.23) of
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the form

(U.A.38)

The term with r = M has similar form but the sign of In \&M\ is reversed
due to the reversal of orientation of the contour integral around the point
at infinity.

The final source of dependence on er comes from M, the contribution
of the self-interaction on the rth string at r = rr, defined in (11.2.22)

o (11.A.39)
r\

lner + terms independent of er.
r

In evaluating the integral we have made use of the formula for the Green
function on a strip, (11.4.9).

The terms in (11.A.37), (11.A.38) and (11.A.26) combine with \nM
to cancel the dependence on er for r ^ M. Due to the reversal in sign
associated with the contour at infinity there is a net CM dependence,

fD—2W12

giving a factor of xK
M

 }l . This is needed to cancel a singular factor
°f IIr<Af \XM — xr\

Pr'PM ~ Xjy~ '' in the integrand of the amplitude
(11.3.12) that arises when XM = 00. Together with (11.A.33) these equa-
tions determine [det'A]^D^2M so that

r=l

This is the result that must be combined with the expression for the
Jacobian to give the measure for open-string tree amplitudes.

(b) Closed-String Trees
For closed strings the calculations are very similar except that it is

necessary to cut out complete circles around the interaction points zj and
the points z = zr where the external particles are attached. The result
is that all contributions to lndet'A are doubled, and so the result for
[det'A](2-DV2M is squared.

(c) Loop Calculations
In the case of tree diagrams we were able to determine the measure by

considering the effect of conformal transformations. As we have seen in
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earlier chapters the world sheet for a loop diagram depends on 'Teich-
muller' parameters that are unchanged by infinitesimal conformal trans-
formations of the metric. This means that it is not possible to determine
the dependence of the measure factors on these parameters by just con-
sidering conformal transformations as we did for the tree diagrams. The
simplest example of a loop diagram is the planar open-string loop consid-
ered in §8.1.1 and §11.5. In this case the dependence on the parameter
w = exp{27nY} cannot be determined by conformal transformations. We
merely quote the result of the determinant calculation, which gives (choos-
ing xM = 1)

(11.A.41)

Appendix 11.B The Jacobian for
the Conformal Transformation

(a) Tree Diagrams

The calculation of the Jacobian J is particularly simple if the three
arbitrary xT coordinates are chosen to be x\ = 0, XM~\ = 1 and XM = oo.
In that case

J = det
dxr

has an xr dependence that is exactly the same as that of

(ll.B.l)

This can be seen from an analyticity argument based on the fact that the
two expressions have the same singularities at the points where two £r's
touch or where two interaction points, i.e., two />/'s, touch. These facts
can be seen from the expression for the conformal mapping in (11.A.27).
As a result, the combination J\[i \cl\~1^2 ls independent of xr. This is
useful because when D = 26 this is just the combination that enters into
the product of (11.A.40) and the Jacobian J. Since J Y[j l^il"1^2 does not
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depend on xr it can be calculated by choosing a particularly convenient
set of values xr « xr+i- In this case the relation between the M — 3
interaction points and the xr is particularly simple, namely,

PI = lnarj (11.B.3)

where the dots represent terms that are independent of xr for r < I.
Therefore the Jacobian is given by the diagonal terms only, and by dif-
ferentiating (11.A.27) we find that

M-2

7=2

where

By differentiating (11.A.27) once again we find

\ci\ =

(11.B.4)

(11.B.5)

dz*
Z=XI

(7?) (11.B.6)

Noting that 71 = a\ and 7M-1 = —&M it follows that

M-i a 2 - 1 / 2

7=2 *=*/
M n

r=l

(U.B.7)

This result evidently combines with (11.A.40) to give a result for the
measure that is only simple in the critical dimension. Setting D = 26 the
result is

M
J[det'Af-DV2M = x2

M I ] Kl"1 / 2 , (H.B.8)
r= l

which is the expected product of flux factors for the external particles
multiplied by the factor of (XM ~ xi)(xM ~* xM-i)(xM-i"~ xl) evaluated
with XM -+ oo, XM-l = 1 and x\ = 0. The infinite factor of x2

M is needed
to cancel a compensating zero factor in the integrand of the amplitude as
explained above.
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In the case of closed strings the Jacobian calculation is very similar
but the result is squared, since the integration is two dimensional. Since
the result in (11.A.40) was also squared for closed strings it appears that
the measure involves the square of the required flux factors. However, we
have already pointed out that the integration over the cr's of the external
particles gives a factor of 27r|ar| for each particle. Taken together with
the factor of (27r|ar|)""1'2 in the normalization of each closed-string state
the result is still proportional to the expected flux factor (when D = 26).

(b) The Planar Loop Diagram
As with the determinant calculation, we simply quote the result of the

evaluation of the Jacobian for the planar loop diagram. The argument
that leads to the result is a complicated generalization of the preceding
argument for the tree diagrams. The result is

- J / 2

Combining this expression with that of (11.A.41) gives a simple covari-
ant result only in the critical dimension D = 26

J[det'Af~DV2M = w-2 (TT^-T) [f(w)]-2i TTa^V1- (H.B.10)
\\\nw\J A

r
A

When substituted into (11.2.24) (specialized to the case under consider-
ation) this gives the same expression for the diagram as in chapter 8.

Appendix 11.C Properties of the Functions fm

The functions fn defined in (11.4.40) can be rewritten in the form

Ml) = ̂ (ni - l)(n7 - 2) • • • (n7 - n + 1) (ll.C.l).

They are related simply to the geometrical properties of the string dia-
gram, as can be seen by inverting the mapping from the string diagram
to the z plane as in (11.4.27). This allows z to be expressed in terms of
the variables £r = £r + irjr, in the appropriate regions of the p plane. In
the region of string #3

a 3
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where 7 = —ai/a^. This equation can be written in the form

y = 7 ln ( l+se» ) , (11.C.3)

where

y = ?ri — Inz — £3, and x = e^3. (11.C.4)

The function y(x) can be obtained as a power series in x by using a
formula due to Lagrange. Given any function £ satisfying

an arbitrary function /(£) can be written as

n = l

In order to solve (11.C.3) we make the identifications £ = e1/7, a = 1,
= r , / ( 0 = log£ = y/7 . Substituting in (11.C.6) gives

7 2 n!(/i7 —nj!
(11.C.7)

E
n=l

where /n(7) is the function defined in (11.4.40). This series converges for

\*\<h-ir1h\-f. (ii.c.8)
The condition (11.C.4) gives

n=l

This series is convergent in the region in which string #3 is defined. In
the same manner, the variable z can be related to the variable (1 in the
region of string # 1 , giving

^ ) (11.C.10)
n=l ^ 7 ^

and to the variable (2 by
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Appendix l l .D Properties of the
5/7(4) Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients

The p matrices are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that describe the cou-
pling of two 4's or of two 4's to a 6 of 5/7(4). They are normalized, by
analogy with Dirac matrices, to satisfy

JAC J xJACJ ofiAcIJ M i n n
P PCB + P PCB-2dB° • (ll.D.lj

The 50(8) matrices 7^, defined in appendix 5.B, form the spinor repre-
sentation of 50(8) (described in detail in appendix 5.A) They decompose
into 5/7(4) matrices according to

In the text we have also defined

BIJ „ 1 / / CBJ J nCBl (11.D.

In order to prove the relations in §11.7 it is useful to note the following
identities

PAB = hABCDPICD, (H.D.7)

PA[BPCD] =

P[ABPCD]

ofcDcB xBeD\ M i n i n g
= 2 \f>A°C - °AdCJ • (11.JJ.1UJ
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12. Some Differential Geometry

In the first eleven chapters of this book we have attempted to introduce
the reader to string theory as it is presently understood. Our focus now
shifts to making contact with more familiar physics. In this chapter we
develop some concepts in differential geometry that are useful in under-
standing general relativity and Yang-Mills theory even in four dimen-
sions, but which are of particular utility in ten-dimensional physics. Our
treatment in this chapter is comparatively elementary and aims mostly
to develop the minimum material we require in chapters 13 and 14. In
chapter 13, we will discuss supergravity theory in ten dimensions, which
at least in perturbation theory is the low-energy limit of ten-dimensional
superstring theory. In chapter 14, we will discuss some of the important
ideas that arise in compactification from ten to four dimensions. The con-
cluding chapters of this book, chapters 15 and 16, are devoted to more
specialized mathematical background and more speculative ideas about
compact ification.

12.1 Spinors In General Relativity

A good place to start our discussion is to think about the coupling of
spinors to a gravitational field. This problem is of great importance in
string theories in which both fermions and gravity are present, and this
alone would justify its consideration here. In addition, thinking about
the coupling of spinors to a gravitational field forces us to examine issues
whose analogs for Yang-Mills theory we will wish to consider later. The
question of coupling spinors to general relativity was considered briefly in
chapter 4, in connection with a discussion of two-dimensional supergravity,
but here we will be more extensive.

In most of this chapter we consider a manifold M of dimension n; it may
be endowed with a metric of Euclidean or Lorentzian signature. When we
have to make a specific choice we usually consider a metric of Euclidean
signature (positive definite). When we wish to consider global topological
properties, we usually take M to be compact.

We would like to consider spinor fields on M. The reason that it is
somewhat subtle to do so is the following. Under a change of coordinates

271
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from one set of coordinates x** to another set #"*, a vector field V* is
transformed by

y ^ y = y . (12.I.I)

Here the matrix

Z = dx'^/dx" (12.1.2)

is, in general, an element of GL(n, i?), the group of invertible, real n x n
matrices. The vector V^ transforms in the fundamental, vector represen-
tation of this group. The most elementary formulas of general relativ-
ity for coupling of gravity to matter fields require that the matter fields
form representations of GL(n,R). Under a coordinate transformation, a
physical field in a given GL(n,R) representation is transformed by the
matrix Z of (12.1.2) acting in that representation. The representations of
GL(n,R) are tensors. A GL(n,R) representation always gives an SO(n)
representation by restriction, since SO(n) is a subgroup of GL(n, i?), but
the converse is not true. Spinors form a representation of SO(n) that
does not arise from a representation of GL(n,R). To couple spinors to
gravity requires finding a modified framework in which the Z matrix is
replaced by an SO(n) matrix (or an SO(n — 1,1) matrix, depending on
the signature).

A necessary step is to first introduce at each point x on M a basis
of orthonormal tangent vectors e®(#), a = 1, . . . ,n. Here fi is an index
labelling the components of a vector tangent to M at x, and a is merely the
name of the vector e^(#). Orthonormality means that ej(ar)e&/i(x) = r\ah,
with T]ab being the flat space metric. Equivalently,

el(x)eM(x) = 9(lv(x) (12.1.3)

with gnv(x) being the metric tensor of M, and eafJL(x) = Tjabefi(x)' The
vectors e^ form a basis for the tangent space Tx, which consists of all
vectors tangent to the manifold M at the point x. This basis is usually
called a vielbein or (in four dimensions) a vierbein or tetrad. The 'Lorentz'
index a of the tetrad ê  is raised and lowered with the Lorentz metric ?/a5,
while the space-time index \x is raised and lowered with the flat space
metric tensor g^v.

There is a large arbitrariness in the choice of a vielbein. Just as good
as e^x) would be e^(x) = A%(;r) • e^(#), with Aai(x) being an arbitrary
x dependent Lorentz transformation. Such a change of vielbein is called
a local Lorentz transformation. It is the Lorentz transformation Aai(x)
that eventually replaces the GL(n, R) matrix of the preceding discussion.
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It is not self-evident at first sight that introducing a vielbein is a good
idea; the utility of this will emerge in the course of the discussion. But
it should be obvious that if we are going to introduce a vielbein, then
we must ensure that the formalism is invariant under local Lorentz trans-
formations, so that physical observables are independent of the arbitrary
choice of a tetrad. As in any other discussion of local gauge invariance, to
achieve local Lorentz invariance requires introducing a gauge field UJ^^X)

of the Lorentz group 50(1, n — 1) (or S0(n) in the positive signature
case). Here fi is a vector index tangent to the manifold, while a and b are
50(1,71 — 1) indices. The gauge field u^ transforms under local Lorentz
transformations in the standard way u^ —• Ao^A"1—c^A-A"1. The gauge
field of the local Lorentz group is usually called the spin connection.

We would like to find a minimal choice of the spin connection with
the property that introducing the vielbein and spin connection does not
change the content of general relativity. (Of course, in string theory gen-
eral relativity is modified, and a nonminimal choice of spin connection
may be preferred. But it is important to first understand the minimal
choice.) As a preliminary, let us explain how the spin connection is used.
The covariant derivative of a vector field V** is usually defined in general
relativity by saying that DXV^ = d\V» + T^VU, with T^ being the
Christoffel symbols. On the other hand, once a vielbein is introduced,
one could work not with V^x) but with Va(x) = ea^(x)V ̂  (x). The Va

contain the same information as V* since one can always reconstruct
V^(x) = e%Va(x). In terms of Va the natural covariant derivative would
be D^Va = d^Va + u:^a

hV
h. If we are to avoid modifying the standard

content of general relativity, the two notions of the covariant derivative
of a vector V must be equivalent. This will be so, in the sense that
D^Va = eavDpVv, if we define the spin connection so that the covariant
derivative of the vielbein is zero,

2 V J = 0 . (12.1.4)

Here just as in conventional general relativity the covariant derivative of a
field such as e% with several indices is defined by adding a connection term
for each index: D^ = <9Me£ - F^eJ + o^V*. Equation (12.1.4) has
precisely enough information to uniquely determine both the Christoffel
symbols (giving the standard formulas) and the spin connection. The
easiest way to convince oneself of this is to note that (letting /J, i/, and a
vary) (12.1.4) contains n3 independent equations, which is the combined
number of independent components of the Christoffel symbols and spin
connection. The explicit formula for the spin connection that follows
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from (12.1.4) is not needed in this book, but we present it anyway for
completeness:

rf =Ka(Vt - 0,eji) - K'(V" - dvel) i
lPP<t <rb/fs o \ c \ • ' )

A consequence of (12.1.3) and (12.1.4) (and the Leibniz rule Dp(AB) =
(D^A)B + A(DtiB)^ which is obeyed by covariant derivatives) is the fact
that Dxg^tu = 0, as is indeed the case in general relativity.

Having defined the spin connection, we can form the gauge-covariant
field strength JR/U/% = dpWvab — dl/ujfi

a
b + [u^,ujJ/]

a
b. It has the same

content as the Riemann tensor Rfu/% conventionally defined in terms of the
Christoffel symbols and their derivatives; in fact, it follows from (12.1.4)
tha t Riiv

a
h = e%eT

hRVLV°'T.

With the aid of the spin connection, it is not difficult to couple spinors
to general relativity. As with any gauge field, the spin connection can be
coupled to a field i^(x) in any required representation of the gauge group.
In this case, the gauge group is the Lorentz group, and we take tp(x) to
be a field in the spinor representation of the Lorentz group. Letting E%
be the generators of the Lorentz group in the spinor representation, the
covariant derivative of i/> is defined in the standard way as

D^ = d^ + i< 6 E a 6 V. (12.1.6)

Under change of the vielbein by a local Lorentz transformation A(x),
we require ij)(x) —* A(x)ip(x); then the covariant derivative of ij){x) also
transforms homogeneously, D^IJJ(X) —> A(x)Dflif)(x).

To define the Dirac equation, we also need gamma matrices. One
first introduces the standard flat space gamma matrices Fa that obey
{ra,r&} = 27/a&. Curved space gamma matrices are then defined as
Tp(x) = c«r«. They obey {T^x^T^x)} = 2g^{x). By virtue of
(12.1.4) the gamma matrices are also covariantly constant in the sense
that D^Tx = T\Dp. There is now no mystery about how to define the
Dirac operator. It is simply p= T^Dp, just as in gauge theories.

Several further remarks are in order. First, we have discussed the min-
imal spin connection, which obeys (12.1.4). In general it is useful to
consider other, nonminimal spin connections, which normally depend on

In our discussions of differential geometry in the remainder of this book we adopt
(as is common in the physics literature) a convention for the Dirac matrices in
which F^ for space-like fi is hermitian.
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physical fields other than the metric. The nonminimality of a nonminimal
spin connection is conveniently measured by the so-called 'torsion' T ^ ,
defined as

T^^D^-D^ (12.1.7)

The torsion depends only on the spin connection, not on the Christoffel
symbols, since (by virtue of symmetry of T^v in the lower indices and the
definition of covariant derivatives) the Christoffel symbols cancel out in
the right-hand side of (12.1.7). For the same reason, the most efficient
way to find the formula (12.1.5) for the spin connection in the minimal,
torsion-free case is to start with (12.1.7) (with T — 0) rather than (12.1.4).

Figure 12.1. It is impossible to 'comb the hair on a sphere' or in other words to
find an everywhere nonvanishing tangent vector field on the surface of an ordinary
two-dimensional sphere.

We have already explained at the beginning of this section one reason
that it is necessary to introduce a vielbein in order to couple spinors to
general relativity. There is another and deeper reason. This arises if we
consider a topologically nontrivial situation. We have assumed in the
above that it is possible to find an orthonormal basis of tangent vectors,
and this is certainly possible locally, but in general it is not possible glob-
ally on a topologically nontrivial manifold. For example, on the ordinary
two sphere (fig. 12.1), a classic theorem asserts that it is not possible to
find a smoothly varying, everywhere nonzero tangent vector field. This
theorem is often described by saying that 'you can't comb the hair on
a bowling ball'. If it is not possible to find a single everywhere nonzero
vector field on the two sphere, it is certainly not possible to find a basis
of orthonormal tangent vector fields - or vielbein. In fact, topologically
nontrivial manifolds on which it is possible to define a single vielbein
everywhere are comparatively scarce. They are called parallelizable man-
ifolds and do not seem to be suitable for superstring compactification.
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If topological problems prevent us from defining a vielbein everywhere,
what do we do? We can certainly define a vielbein locally, so we cover M
with open sets 0(a\j on each of which we introduce a vielbein ea/Qy On
overlap regions 0(ap\ = 0(a\ 0 0(p\ the two vielbeins e/a\ and eip\ are
necessarily related by a local Lorentz transformation

. (12.1.8)

The local Lorentz transformation A^a^(x) that appears in this formula is
called a transition function. Of course, if we used different vielbeins e^
and e(p\ in O(a\ and O(^), we would have different transition functions.
But no matter what vielbeins and transition functions we use, it follows
from (12.1.8) that in the triple intersection regions 0(a/?7) = 0( a )C\0^ f!
O(7\, the transition functions obey

A(a/?)A(/?7)A(Ta) = 1. (12.1.9)

Now, how do we introduce spinors in this more difficult situation? In each
open set 0(a), we introduce a spinor field V*(«)- On overlap regions O(a/?)
we require that il>(a)

 a nd 0(/?) provide descriptions of the same physical
situation in the sense that

(12.1.10)

Here A is the SO(n) or SO(n — 1,1) matrix A written in the spinor rep-
resentation. Equation (12.1.10) only makes sense if on the triple overlap
regions

h h h (12.1.11)

At first sight it may seem that all is well, since (12.1.11) seems to be a
consequence of (12.1.9). However, we must realize that the spinor repre-
sentation is double-valued and that this implies a sign ambiguity in going
from A to A. In fact, —A is just as good as +A. For this reason (12.1.11)
does not quite follow from (12.1.9); the right-hand side of (12.1.11) may
be —1 instead of +1. To define spinors on a manifold M that is not par-
allelizable, one must try to choose the signs of the A(a^j so that (12.1.11)
is obeyed. If this can be done, M is said to admit a spin structure or
to be a spin manifold. (If M is not simply connected, there may be sev-
eral inequivalent choices of signs compatible with (12.1.11), and in that
case M is said to admit several spin structures. This is a phenomenon
that we will encounter in the next section.) Superstring theories certainly
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12.2 Spin Structures On The String World Sheet 277

have fermions, so they can only be defined on spin manifolds. In two or
three dimensions, every orientable manifold is a spin manifold, and this
is the reason that the concept of spin manifolds is not more well-known
to physicists. In four or more dimensions, 'most' manifolds, by any rea-
sonable measure, are not spin manifolds, so the requirement of a spin
structure is an important restriction on superstring compactification.

12.2 Spin Structures On The String World Sheet

In the preceding section we have considered the propagation of spinors
in curved space-time. A quite analogous mathematical problem arises in
string theory in studying the propagation of spinors on a curved world
sheet, as we have already discussed in §4.3.4. In that discussion we con-
sidered only local problems, but here we return to the subject and discuss
some simple global properties.

An important simplifying feature is that the rotation group in two di-
mensions is 50(2), which is abelian; in fact, it is isomorphic to (7(1), the
group of complex numbers of modulus one. As in §4.4.1, let W be the
one generator of 50(2). A representation of 50(2) is given by specifying
the eigenvalue of W. Unlike the situation in more than two dimensions, a
vector field V* does not give an irreducible representation of 50(2) but
decomposes into components V* and V~ of W = 1 and W — —1, re-
spectively. If V^ is real then V+ and V~ are complex conjugates of each
other. A two-component spinor field tpA likewise has components ^ + and
ip~ of positive and negative chirality, with W = 1/2 and W = —1/2,
respectively. They are again complex conjugates of one another if ^A is
real (Major an a).

(a) (b)

Figure 12.2. A compact string world sheet is sketched in (a) with two closed curves
7i and 72 of which the first is topologically trivial and the second is not. In (b) we
indicate the fact that there are 2k topologically independent closed curves on a surface
of genus k.
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For simplicity we restrict ourselves to orientable world sheets; in the
nonorientable case a similar discussion can be carried out but requires
much more care and much more precise definitions. Consider, as in
fig. 12.2, a string world sheet that is a compact Riemann surface of genus
k. We would like to discuss the parallel transport of vectors and spinors
around closed curves such as the curves 71 and 72 indicated in fig. 12.2a.
It suffices to consider V^ and ^ + since V~ and i/)~ transform like the
complex conjugate of these.

Under parallel transport around a closed curve 7, F + is transformed
by some phase eta. What happens to ?/>+ under parallel transport around
7? Except for a sign ambiguity, this question is easily answered by noting
that the product ip^ • ip~*~ transforms like V~^ and picks up a phase eta

under parallel transport around 7. ^ + , therefore, must transform like

y/e*°. (12.2.1)

An ambiguity arises here because the square root has two signs. If the
curve 7 is contractible (like 71 in fig. 12.2a) then the ambiguity can be
resolved in the following way. In the limit that 7 is a very tiny closed
curve, vectors and spinors must both be unchanged in transport around
7, assuming that the spin connection is nonsingular (which is certainly the
case for the conventional spin connection defined in (12.1.5) to make the
metric covariantly constant). Thus for a very tiny closed curve, a « 0 and
parallel transport of spinors gives the positive sign of the square root in
(12.2.1). For any contractible closed curve 7, not necessarily infinitesimal,
the sign of the square root in (12.2.1) is determined by the requirement
that (12.2.1) be a continuously varying functional of 7 that is positive if
7 shrinks to zero. If on the other hand 7 is topologically nontrivial, like
72 in fig. 12.2a, then there is no natural way to choose the sign in (12.2.1)
and we must consider both possibilities.

More generally, as in fig. 12.26, there are 2k independent noncon-
tractible loops on a surface of genus k. Therefore, there are 2k choices of
sign to be made in deciding how to carry out parallel transport of spinors
on a surface of genus k. In all there are 22k possible choices for how to
define parallel transport of spinors on a genus k surface. (If the discussion
is recast in the language of the preceding section, it can be shown that all
22k choices are compatible with (12.1.11).) On a surface of genus k there
are 2 spin structures.

We are now in a position to gain a better understanding of the GSO
projection, which - as we saw in chapter 4 - gives supersymmetry in the
RNS model. Let us first think about a genus one surface in detail. As in
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Figure 12.3. A genus one surface, regarded as a parallelogram in the (o"i,<72) plane,
with opposite sides identified.

chapters 8 and 9, it can be viewed as a parallelogram in the (<7i, a^) plane,
with opposite sides identified. This is depicted in fig. 12.3. We can choose
a flat metric on the parallelogram, and if we do so a vector undergoes
no change in parallel transport around closed loops, contractible or not.
Spinors therefore change in sign by ±1 in going around a closed loop in the
o\ or (72 direction. There are four possible sets of boundary conditions
on spinors, which we may call (++), (—h), (H—) and ( ), with the
first and second + or — sign referring respectively to the behavior under
parallel transport in the cr\ or (72 direction. These four sets of boundary
conditions correspond to the four spin structures on the genus one surface.*

When we calculate a one-loop path integral in a string theory that con-
tains fermions, which spin structure do we use? For superstrings in the
RNS formalism, this was already discussed in §9.4 in the course of explain-
ing why unitarity and modular invariance require the GSO projection (or
some other related projection that eliminates the massless spin 3/2 par-
ticle). Fermions and bosons, respectively, appear in the RNS model upon
choosing + or — boundary conditions in the a\ direction, so including
both fermions and bosons amounts to summing over the possible bound-
ary conditions in the a\ direction. The GSO projection amounts to an
insertion of (1 + (—1) )/2 in the path integral. The operator (—1)^ re-
verses the boundary conditions in the G<I direction, so the GSO insertion of
(l + (—l)) /2isan instruction to sum over possible boundary conditions
in the 02 direction. Combining these facts, the supersymmetric theory

We have already discussed these boundary conditions on a genus one surface
in chapter 9, though not in the language of spin structures. As was discussed
there, if there are several different kinds of fermion in a theory they may each
be governed by a different spin structure, perhaps with some correlations among
the various choices.
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with the GSO projection is obtained at the one-loop level by summing
over all four possible boundary conditions or in other words over all four
possible spin structures. Summing independently over boundary condi-
tions in both the o\ and &2 directions would appear, formally speaking,
to be a prescription invariant under modular transformations, which ex-
change G\ and (72- It is necessary to verify this and make sure that there
is no anomaly under modular transformations; in the critical dimension
this is true, as we have seen in chapter 9. '

(a)

Figure 12.4. A genus two surface, with (a) a cut that separates the two handles; (b) a
cut revealing a representative state circling in one of the loops.

What is the generalization of this to higher genus surfaces? Since at
the one-loop level we summed over all four spin structures, one might
expect that at the fc-loop level we should sum over all 22k spin structures.
Indeed, once we decide to sum over all spin structures at the one-loop level,
unitarity forces us to do the same in fc-loop order. If one 'cuts' a two-
loop diagram, as in fig. 12.4a, to separate it into two one-loop diagrams,
then unitarity certainly forces one to sum separately over the four spin
structures of each of the two sub diagrams if this was done at the one-loop
level. Combining the two subdiagrams together, one is then summing over
all 4 x 4 = 16 spin structures on the genus two surface.

We now can answer a question that may have puzzled the reader when
the GSO projection was introduced in chapter 4. Granted that the theory
has a discrete conserved quantum number (—1) , it is certainly possible in
tree diagrams to carry out the GSO projection and only consider processes
in which the external states are even under (—1)^. But what ensures that
particles of wrong G parity (odd under (—1)^) are not pair produced in
loop diagrams? To see that this does not occur, examine a typical string
state circling around a loop A in a diagram such as that of fig. 12.46.
The instruction to 'sum over all spin structures' means that we sum over
fermion boundary conditions that are either periodic or antiperiodic in
circumnavigating the loop A. Thus, the string state cut along A may be
either an R or NS state - either a fermion or a boson. Summing over
spin structures also means that the boundary conditions in the direction
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'orthogonal' to A may be either periodic or antiperiodic; this is the GSO
projection. Thus, the intermediate states in loop diagrams are precisely
those that we are allowing as external states; unwanted states do not
appear in pairs.

12.3 Topologically Nontrivial Gauge Fields

Returning from the string world sheet to space-time concepts, our next
goal is to think about topologically nontrivial gauge fields in space-time.
The requisite concepts are quite similar to some that we encountered
in our discussion of spin structures in n dimensions, and we therefore
begin in §12.3.1 below by rethinking the notions of vectors and spinors
in Riemannian geometry. The discussion of gauge fields in §12.3.2 will
be cast in a less abstract form, and is logically independent, but the
more abstract view is valuable, especially in applications to more difficult
problems.

12.3.1 The Tangent Bundle

Figure 12.5. The tangent bundle at two points x and x' on a Riemannian manifold.

Given a smooth manifold M, at each point x we have a vector space Tx

consisting of tangent vectors to M at x (fig. 12.5). A spin one or vector
field V is at each point x an element Vti(x) of Tx. In any natural sense,
the tangent vector spaces Tx and Tx> for different points x and xf in M are
different spaces. One is the space of tangent vectors at #, and the other
is the space of tangent vectors at x'.

Though it is obvious intuitively in fig. 12.5 that Tx and Tx> are not
really the same vector space, this point is of great importance and deserves
careful exploration. One could compare tangent vectors at x to tangent
vectors at x1 by parallel transport along some path 7 that leads from x to
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x1. However, such parallel transport would depend on an arbitrary choice
of path from x to a;', and so is not a natural operation.

More generally, in what sense can two vector spaces such as Tx and
Txt be said to be 'different'? In fact, any two vector spaces T and T of
the same dimension n are isomorphic. An isomorphism between them is
simply an invertible linear mapping p : T —» T. Such mappings certainly
exist, if T and T have the same dimension, but there are many such
mappings and no natural choice. A natural choice of isomorphism between
T and f would be possible if those spaces were endowed with an agreed
upon choice of basis elements ea, a = 1 , . . . , n for T and ea, a = 1, . . . , n
for T. We would then define an isomorphism from T to f by p(ea) = ea. In
general, in Riemannian geometry there is no natural way to choose bases
ea(x) for the vector spaces Tx. However, we have seen in §12.1 above
that while there is no natural way to do so, it is nonetheless extremely
useful to make an arbitrary choice of a basis ea(x) ,e.e., a vielbein. In any
region 0 in which a vielbein has been chosen, one can regard the vector
spaces Tx as being the 'same' space in some sense. One simply picks an
arbitrary point XQ 6 0 and maps Tx onto TXo by the invertible mapping
ea(x) —> ea(^o)- Though this is not really a natural operation, since it
depends upon the arbitrary choice of vielbein, it gives some sense in which
the various Tx might be considered the 'same'.

In general, however, as we mentioned at the end of §12.1, it is not
possible to pick a smoothly varying vielbein throughout a topologically
nontrivial manifold M. When this is not possible, we cannot view the
vector spaces Tx as being the 'same' vector space even by making arbitrary
choices; we must accept a view in which the vector field V^(x) takes values
at each point # in a different (but smoothly varying) vector space Tx. This
is then the prototype for an extremely important concept in mathematics.
A 'vector bundle' V over a manifold M is a family of vector spaces Vx,
one for each point x G M, that varies smoothly with x. The vector
space Vx is called the 'fiber' of the vector space V at the point x. The
classic example of a vector bundle over M is the example we have been
describing: the tangent bundle T, whose fiber at each point is the tangent
space Tx. A vector bundle is said to be topologically trivial if by choosing
a smoothly varying basis for each of the Vx one can identify them with
VXo for any given xo. According to this definition, the tangent bundle T is
topologically trivial if it is possible to define a single vielbein throughout
the manifold M; thus, what we earlier called parallelizable manifolds are
manifolds whose tangent bundles are topologically trivial. Every vector
bundle is trivial locally since locally the analog of a vielbein can always
be introduced.
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If the tangent bundle is not topologically trivial, then, as in §12.1, the
best we can do is to cover M with open sets O(a\, and pick a vielbein
e(a) in each O(a), related by suitable transition functions on the overlap
regions. This formalism is quite similar to the analogous formalism for
gauge fields, to which we turn next.

12.3.2 Gauge Fields and Vector Bundles

In the most elementary formulation of the concept of a gauge theory, one
begins with a gauge group G and a matter field ifrl(x) transforming in
some representation R of G. Here x labels a point in space-time M, and
i = 1 , . . . , n is an index in the R representation. One then considers local
gauge transformations by an arbitrary space-time dependent gauge trans-
formation g(x). The transformation law is simply if>l(x) —> glj(x)if>i(x),
where glj is written in the R representation.

This is a perfectly complete and satisfactory formulation for gauge the-
ories in flat space or more generally in any situation that is topologically
trivial. By a topologically trivial space we mean a space, such as Euclidean
space or an open ball in Euclidean space, which can be shrunk to a point
without tearing it. On a topologically nontrivial manifold M, however,
such as a sphere or a Riemann surface with n handles, the conventional
formulation of gauge theory admits a very important generalization.

Figure 12.6. Covering a sphere with two open sets, 0+ and O_.

The reasoning required is reminiscent of the principle of equivalence in
general relativity. It is also reminiscent of our discussion in §12.1 of this
chapter of how to introduce fermions in topologically nontrivial situations,
but we now enter into somewhat more detail. We already know how to
formulate gauge theories on a topologically trivial space. So we cover M
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with open sets O^ each of which is topologically trivial. For instance,
as in fig. 12.6, if M is a sphere then two open sets are adequate; we
may pick them to be 0+ and 0_, where 0_j_ and 0- are, respectively,
the complement of the south and north poles. On each open set 0^
we formulate gauge theories in the usual way. Thus, on each 0(a) we
introduce a field iplJx), in the R representation of the gauge group. It
admits a gauge transformation law

4 , ) - ^ ( a ) ^ a ) , (12.3.1)

where now we consider ourselves free to use a different gauge function
glj(a) in each set 0(ay Of course, we do not want the fields etl>(ot) on
the various O(a) to be completely independent; we must impose some
conditions that correspond to the fact that the various 0^ are glued
together into a space M. To this end, let O(ap\ = 0(a) D O(p) be the
region of overlap of 0tQ\ and Otpy We require that the field ifi{a\(x) on
O(a) and the field ip^(x) on 0^ should describe the same physics on
the region where they are both defined, namely O(apy Of course, they
describe the same physics if and only if they are related by some gauge
transformation gupy So we require that

^(a) = 0(a0)%) o n °(a/3) (12.3.2)

for some g(apy where now we are suppressing the indices labeling the rep-
resentation R that appeared in previous formulas. The g^ap) are called
transition functions, a logical name since they bring about a transition
between two equivalent physical descriptions on the overlap region O(apy
Analogous quantities appeared in our discussion of spinors in curved
space-time.

There is a consistency condition that must be obeyed by the tran-
sition functions in order for (12.3.2) to make sense. Let O(a£7) =
O(a) H O(^) H O(7) be the region of triple overlap of 0(Qy O^ and O(7).
Then consistency of (12.3.2) requires that

9(aP)9(py)9(ya) = 1 (12.3.3)

on O(a^T). How do the g(ap) transform under a gauge transformation?
Study of (12.3.1), (12.3.2) and (12.3.3) shows that the transformation law
we must postulate is

g(a/3) -> g(a)g{ap)g{p)~l- (12.3.4)

If it is possible to choose the gauge functions g^ in (12.3.4) in order to

set the t ransi t ion functions g^ap) to one, the various tpl^ are then equal
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12.3 Topologically Nontrivial Gauge Fields 285

on the overlap region, and the description reduces to the more usual one
in which the matter field is just an ordinary field tpl(x) defined throughout
M. The novelty in this description arises if it is not possible to make a
gauge transformation to set the transition functions to unity.

To illustrate what all of this means, consider in some detail the example
of the sphere 5 n , as in fig. 12.6. There is a single overlap region O+_,
consisting of everything except the north and south poles. Consequently,
there is a single transition function #_| : O^ —» G. Of course, it is
only defined up to a gauge transformation; g+- is gauge equivalent to
g+g+^gZ1 where g+ and g- are any gauge transformations in 0+ and
0_. At first sight one might think that with the two arbitrary G valued
functions g+ and g- one could set the single function g+- to unity. If
this were so, the generalization of conventional gauge theories that we are
discussing would be vacuous, at least in the case of Sn. This fails only
because of a topological subtlety.

Figure 12.7. The sphere Sk is the boundary of a (k -f l)-dimensional ball B. For any
space G, a map a : Sk —• G is said to be homotopically trivial if it can be extended to
a map a : B —• G.

The overlap region 0+- contains, in particular, the equator S w Sn~1.
Any of #+, #_, or g+- can be restricted to the equator and gives a map
S71"1 —* G. It is therefore important to briefly discuss the topological
classification of such mappings. For any fc, a map a : S* —> G is said
to be topologically or homotopically trivial if it can be extended to a
map a : B —> G where B is a ball whose boundary is 5* (fig. 12.7).
This leads to an equivalence relation, with two maps a : Sk —> G and
b : Sk —> G considered equivalent if the product ab~^ is trivial in the sense
just stated. The equivalence classes are called homotopy classes, and they
form a group called the homotopy group ^k(G)- Now, in the above, g+
and g- are trivial as elements of 7rn_i(G) since they have extensions over
0+ and 0_, which include the northern and southern hemispheres, re-
spectively. Nothing guarantees the same for g+-. The transition function
#+_ in general cannot be extended over either the northern or southern
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hemisphere and defines a nontrivial element of 7rn-i(G). The homotopy
class of #_}__ is invariant under (12.3.4) since g+ and g_ are homotopically
trivial. However, this topological information is the only property of g^
that is invariant under (12.3.4). (In fact, if / : O_j-_ —> G is in the same
homotopy class as #+_, then g+ = f • g~^_ can be extended over 0+ and
can be used in (12.3.4) to transform g+_ into / .) Therefore, gauge fields
on Sn are classified topologically by specifying an element of 7rn_i((7).
For n = 2 and G = U(l), we have TTI(£/(1)) « Z; the nontrivial gauge
fields are called magnetic monopoles. For n = 4 and G any simple non-
abelian group, we have ^ (G) ~ Z; the nontrivial gauge fields are called
instantons. The analogs for higher n are less well-known to physicists.
For spaces other than Sn the topological classification of gauge fields is
quite complicated, in general. For a ten-dimensional manifold with gauge
group E% a comparatively simple answer can be given but even so involves
concepts beyond the scope of this book.

In the case of a topologically nontrivial gauge field, with transition
functions <7(a/?) that cannot all be set to one, one must work with a different
gauge field A^ in each open set 0(a), just as one does with the charged
matter fields ^(«)* As for the charged fields, the various A^ are related
to each other by gauge transformations,

) ' 1 - (12.3.5)

In a topologically nontrivial situation, no one A^ can be extended
throughout all space without meeting a Dirac string singularity. How-
ever, if the generalization of the Dirac quantization condition is properly
obeyed, the Dirac string can be moved at will by means of a gauge trans-
formation, and by choosing a different gauge in each O(a), one can describe
physics in each O(a) in terms of a nonsingular gauge field A(ay The analog
of the Dirac quantization condition is actually the consistency condition
obeyed by the transition functions on triple overlap regions, so it has been
incorporated already in our discussion.

Let us now summarize this discussion in a way that aims to underscore
the connection between the treatment of topologically nontrivial gauge
fields and our discussion in §12.3.1 above of the tangent bundle. Consider
a system with a topologically nontrivial gauge field A^ interacting with
a charged field tj). Cover space-time with simple open sets O(a) as above.
What the observers in O^ and O^ can agree on is that at each point
x £ M the possible values of the charged field i\> make up a vector space
Vx. The observers in O^ and O^ are not able to agree on a choice of
basis for the Vx, because a topologically nontrivial situation is precisely a
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situation in which no one smoothly varying basis for the Vx can exist. If
one chooses a basis for Vx, then the field ^(#), which is an element of Vx,
can be described by a wave function ij)l{x) consisting of the components
relative to that basis. Since the observers in O^ and O^ are not able to
agree on a choice of basis, they describe the same field if> by different wave
functions MJx) and ^\Q\{X)\ these are related by transition functions
that carry out the change of basis from O^ to 0(/?)- But once again,
what the observers in O^ and O^ can all agree upon is the existence at
each x of a vector space Vx of possible values of the charged field ip. The
intrinsic notion is thus the notion of a vector bundle, a smoothly varying
family of vector spaces Vx, one for each point x in M.

Given a manifold M and a gauge group G, the classification of vec-
tor bundles on M with gauge group G is a very complicated problem
in general, as we have noted already. For many purposes it is essential
to understand the simplest topological invariants that can be associated
with vector bundles. These are the characteristic classes. We will discuss
characteristic classes in §12.5 below, but first it is necessary to develop
the elementary aspects of the theory of differential forms.

12.4 Differential Forms

Consider an antisymmetric tensor field Bi1i2^{k with k indices propagating
on a compact manifold M of dimension n. Such a field is known by
mathematicians as a k form or alternatively as a differential form of degree
k. For the field B we postulate the gauge invariance

* l (12.4.1)
± cyclic permutations >,

where A,-lt-2.><tfc_1 is antisymmetric in all A; — 1 indices, and the signs on
the right-hand side are chosen to ensure that SB is completely antisym-
metric in all indices. It is convenient to avoid constantly repeating the
cumbersome expression on the right-hand side of (12.4.1) by defining the
exterior derivative operator d. Its definition is simply that acting on any
differential form such as a p form <j) it produces the p + 1 form whose
components are

(12.4.2)

The signs on the right-hand side are chosen to ensure the complete an-

± cyclic permutations >.
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tisymmetry of d</>. The definition is such that (12.4.1) can be succinctly
rewritten SB — dA.

At first sight, it might appear that (12.4.1) and (12.4.2) are perfectly
good formulas in flat space, but that in curved space all of the ordinary
partial derivatives should be replaced by covariant derivatives. One might
expect to replace (12.4.2) with

(12.4.3)
± cyclic permutations \,

where D is the covariant derivative defined with respect to some Rieman-
nian metric on M. However, (12.4.2) and (12.4.3) are equal. This fact
is proved in textbooks on general relativity; it can be proved straightfor-
wardly from the definition of the covariant derivative and the properties
of the affine connection. For instance, if (j) is a one form, then (12.4.3)
would give

— UiQi — F;:(Dh — OiOi ~\~ F -;<Pi.
ITJ IJ T K JTI I JtrK

(12.4.4)

We have used the definition of the covariant derivative D{<f>j and the fact
that in Riemannian geometry the affine connection F*- is symmetric in
its lower indices i and j . The equivalence of (12.4.3) and (12.4.2) for p
forms with p > 1 is proved similarly, though it is necessary to keep track
of more terms. The equivalence of (12.4.3) and (12.4.2), independent of
the choice of metric used in defining (12.4.3), means that the operator d of
(12.4.2) is a generally covariant operator even though it is defined without
any choice of metric. This means that it depends only on the manifold
M as a topological (or differentiate) manifold. Differential forms are
the only fields on which it is possible to define a reasonable differential
operator (namely d) that is independent of the choice of metric; this is
the reason for their importance in mathematics. Any property of M that
can be formulated purely in terms of the properties of the operator d
is automatically a topological invariant, because of the facts just stated.
Other differential operators studied in mathematics and physics (such as
the Dirac operator, for example) depend on the choice of metric, and
topological invariants (such as the Dirac index, which we will study in
chapter 14) can be extracted from them only via rather special arguments.

Now, a differential form </> is said to be 'closed' if d<j) = 0. It is said
to be 'exact' if <j> = da for some differential form a. Of course, if <f> is of
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degree k (that is, a k form), then a must be of degree k — 1. We have
defined d so that it can operate on differential forms of any degree, so
given a p form ^, d<f> is a p + 1 form to which d can be applied again; but
it is a fundamental fact that for any form <j>, d(d<f>) = 0. This fundamental
fact may be expressed by saying that d2 = 0 or by saying that every
exact form is closed. To verify that d2 = 0 is straightforward given the
definition (12.4.2), requiring only some care to keep track of the various
terms; it may be wise to first practice with forms of low degree.

Using the fact that d2 = 0, one can readily see that the p + 1 form

C = dB (12.4.5)

is invariant under (12.4.1); moreover, it obeys the 'Bianchi identity' dC =
0. A special case of all of this is familiar from Maxwell theory. If B
happens to be a one form, it can be viewed as an Abelian gauge field,
and as such (12.4.1) is the standard gauge transformation law, A being in
this case a zero form. Moreover, (12.4.5) is in this case (up to a factor of
two) the standard definition Cij = (diBj — djB{)/2 of the gauge-invariant
field strength, and dC = 0 is equivalent to the standard Bianchi identity
diCjk + djCki + dkCij = 0.

The Bianchi identity just stated has a kind of converse. Any differential
form C that obeys dC = 0 can locally be written in the form C = dB. For
general p this is known as the Poincare lemma; for small p it is familiar
to physicists from electromagnetic theory. In electromagnetic theory it
is well-known that the Maxwell equation dF = 0 (F being the two form
that represents the electromagnetic field strength) implies the existence
of a one form A (the vector potential) such that F = dA. More precisely,
the existence of such a one form is only guaranteed locally; globally one
may run into troubles. The prototype of a situation in which dF = 0
but the vector potential cannot be defined everywhere without running
into singularities is the Dirac magnetic monopole. The general problem of
inverting the Bianchi identity - whether a p form C with dC = 0 can be
written globally as C = dB - will occupy much of our attention in what
follows, for reasons that will soon become apparent.

Having found the gauge-invariant field strength C, it is straightforward
to formulate the generalization of the Maxwell action. It is

~ l ^ T J 9

M

1 L Z L

where g is the metric tensor of the manifold M and the inner product is
defined by (<t>,if)) = / <f> A *?/>. Actually, this is the minimal generalization
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290 12. Some Differential Geometry

of the Maxwell action; we will meet a further generalization in the next
chapter.

Now, it is very useful, both for our present purposes and again in chap-
ter 14, to understand the zero modes of the B field. By zero modes we
mean modes that have zero action according to definition (12.4.6), but
which are physical modes that cannot be gauged away by a gauge trans-
formation (12.4.1). In chapter 14 we will discover that upon compactifi-
cation of a higher-dimensional theory to four dimensions, the zero modes
are manifested in four dimensions as massless particles. The mathemati-
cal tools we develop to understand the zero modes will also enable us to
define the simplest topological invariants associated with vector bundles,
namely the characteristic classes.

Since we require a zero mode B to have zero action, it is evident from
(12.4.6) that it must obey dB = 0. At the same time, since we require
that a physical zero mode is something that cannot be gauged away, it
must be that B ^ dA for any p — 1 form A. Thus, the number of linearly
independent p form zero modes is the number of linearly independent p
forms that are closed but not exact. This number is called the pth Betti
number bp. We have defined the bp purely in terms of the properties of
the operator <i, which we know to be independent of the metric of M, so
the integers bp are topological invariants. They are among the most basic
and most easily computed topological invariants of a manifold M.

An equivalent way to express the definition of the bp is as follows. Let
Cp be the vector space consisting of all closed p forms, that is all p forms
a with da = 0. Let Dp be the vector space consisting of all exact p forms,
that is all p forms a such that a = df3 for some p — 1 form )3. Then Dp is
a subspace of Cp, so it is possible to define the quotient vector space

Hp(M;R) = Cp/Dp. (12.4.7)

(Given a vector space C and a subspace D, the quotient space H = C/D
is defined by saying that it consists of equivalence classes of elements of
C, two elements c and c' of C being considered equivalent if c — c' G D.)
The space HP(Z\R) is known as the pth cohomology group of M with
real coefficients. (The group structure of HP(M; R) is just its additive
group structure as a vector space.) The connection between the spaces
Hp and the Betti numbers bp is very simple; bp is just the dimension of
the vector space HP(M;R).

The reference to real coefficients reflects the fact that the Hp actually have a
significant generalization - cohomology classes with integer coefficients. This
concept is regrettably beyond the scope of our exposition here, though it plays a
significant role in ten-dimensional physics.
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It is not possible to give a complete account of the Betti numbers and
the cohomology groups here, but we pause at this point to try to give a
flavor of the subject. A p form a can be integrated over any p-dimensional
submanifold T of M. For low p this is well-known to physicists. For
instance, if p = 1 we are discussing a one form, which is an Abelian gauge
field A. It can be integrated along any curve 7 to give 77 = f A{dx%.
If p = 2 we are discussing a two form, such as the electromagnetic field
strength, which can be integrated over any two surface S to give 'the
magnetic flux through S\ Is = J$ FijdY?3, where dT,13 is the area element
of S. This generalizes to the integral of a p form a over any p-dimensional
submanifold T, with or without boundary:

(12.4.8)

Here dTiH"tp is the volume element of T. We henceforth abbreviate
(12.4.8) as

IT= fa. (12.4.9)
T

Integration of differential forms is governed by an important theorem
known as Stokes' theorem. Given any compact submanifold W of M,
let dW be its boundary. Suppose that W has dimension p -f 1, and let )3
be a p form. Then Stokes' theorem asserts that

Jdp= J p. (12.4.10)
w dw

For low p this is familiar from electromagnetic theory.
Now we want to discuss the relation between the cohomology groups and

the integrals of differential forms over closed submanifolds. By a closed
submanifold, we mean simply a compact submanifold without boundary.
Let a be a closed p form, and let T be a closed submanifold of M of
dimension p. A closed p form a is an element of what we called Cp,
so its equivalence class in Cp/Dp defines an element of HP(M; R) called
the cohomology class of a. Two closed forms a and a1 define the same
cohomology class if a — a' = d/3 for some p — 1 form /?. If so

fa- / < * ' = fdp= f(3 = 0, (12.4.11)
T T T dT

since dT = 0. Thus the integral of a closed form a over a closed mani-
fold T depends only on the cohomology class of a. In particular, if the
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292 12. Some Differential Geometry

cohomology class of a is zero, in other words if a = d/3 for some /?, then
JT a = 0 for all closed manifolds T. A celebrated theorem by de Rham
establishes a converse to this. If the cohomology class of a is not zero,
there is always some closed manifold T with JT a ^ 0.

If a is such that JT a is an integer for all T, then a is said to be an
integral cohomology class. Such classes form a link between the de Rham
cohomology that we are considering here and the more subtle cohomol-
ogy with integer coefficients, which we will unfortunately not be able to
explore.

W

Figure 12.8. The manifold W interpolates between two manifolds T and V that can
be deformed into one another.

Now, fix a closed p form a, whose cohomology class may or may not
be zero, and study I(T) = JT a as a functional of the closed manifold T.
If T can be continuously deformed into T;, then I(T) = I(Tf) since by
virtue of Stokes' theorem

fa-fa= f a= f da = 0. (12.4.12)
T T' dW W

Here W, indicated in fig. 12.8, is a manifold that interpolates between
T and T1 and obeys dW = T — T1 (the minus sign means that T and
Tl appear in dW with opposite orientation). Evidently, such a W exists
whenever T can be deformed into T1. This is a special case of a much
stronger restriction on I(T). Let T be any closed p-dimensional manifold
that is the boundary of some (p + l)-dimensional manifold W, dW = T.
Then

I(T)= j a = I a = fda = 0. (12.4.13)
T dW W

Thus, if T is a boundary, the integral over T of any closed form is zero.
Again, de Rham's theorem establishes a kind of converse to this. If the
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12.4 Differential Forms 293

closed submanifold T of M (and every multiple of it) is not the boundary
of any submanifold of M of one dimension more, then according to de
Rham's theorem there is always some closed differential form a on M
such that j T a ^ 0. We speak loosely of a closed submanifold T of space-
time as being topologically nontrivial if T is not the boundary of any
submanifold W of M.

Combining these statements, we find that the pth Betti number bp of
a manifold M is the number of independent closed p-dimensional surfaces
in M that are topologically nontrivial.

There is another way of expressing some of these ideas that we some-
times find useful. Let a be a p form that is closed but not exact; this
means that da = 0 but a ̂  d/3 for any p—I form /?. In view of the latter
statement, it is impossible to choose /? to make the quantity

W=(a-d(3,a-d/3) (12.4.14)

vanish. While we cannot make W vanish, we can choose j3 to make the
positive definite quantity W as small as possible. The variational equation
for minimizing W with respect to /? is d*(a — d/3) = 0, where d* is the
adjoint of d with respect to the inner product (, ). Explicitly, d* is easily
seen to be the operator that, acting on any p form 0, gives a p - 1 form
d*ip defined by

^ . i ^ . (12.4.15)

Since d2 = 0, the square d*2 of its adjoint must also be zero, and this can
easily be checked explicitly from (12.4.15).

If we let 7 = a — dfl, then what we have learned can be summarized
by saying that any p-dimensional cohomology class (such as the class of
an arbitrary closed p form a) can be represented by a differential form 7
that obeys

d1 = <f 7 = 0. (12.4.16)

Now, while d maps p forms into p + 1 forms, its adjoint d* maps p forms
into p — 1 forms, so the operator

A = dd* + d*d (12.4.17)

maps p forms into p forms. It is called the Hodge-de Rham Laplacian
acting on differential forms. (The reader may wish to verify that acting
on zero forms, which are ordinary functions, A is indeed the ordinary
Laplacian.) A solution of Aa = 0 is called a harmonic differential form.
Evidently, any form 7 that obeys (12.4.16) is harmonic, so since every
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cohomology class can be represented by a solution of (12.4.16), every
cohomology class can be represented by a harmonic differential form.

The converse is also true; every harmonic differential form represents
a nonzero cohomology class. To prove this, suppose first that 7 obeys
A 7 = 0. Then 0 = (7, (dd* + d*d)7) = (dj.dj) + (d*7,<**7>- Since (, )
is a positive inner product on differential forms, this implies that 7 obeys
(12.4.16). In particular 7 is closed and therefore represents a cohomol-
ogy class. To see that the cohomology class represented by 7 is not zero,
suppose on the contrary that 7 = d/3 for some /?. Then (since 7 obeys
(12.4.16)) 0 = (d*7,/3> = {l,dp) = (7,7). This implies that 7 = 0.
Therefore, the cohomology class represented by a harmonic differential
form 7 can be zero only if 7 is itself zero. This completes the demon-
stration that harmonic p forms are in one-to-one correspondence with
p-dimensional cohomology classes. In particular, the pth Betti number bp

equals the number of linearly independent harmonic p forms.
Another way to express this result is frequently quite convenient. Since

d2 = (d*)2 = 0, A = S2 where S = d + d*. Since 5 is hermitian, it
has the same zero eigenvalues as its square A. In particular, zero modes
of S can be chosen to be differential forms of definite degree (since this
property is obvious for A, which maps p forms into p forms), and the
pth. Betti number or the number of harmonic p forms is the same as
the number of independent p forms annihilated by S. As a first-order,
hermitean operator, S is reminiscent of the Dirac operator. We will make
the analogy much more precise in chapter 14.

We now describe an operation called the 'wedge product', which is
essential in the study of differential forms. Given any two tensor fields A
and 5 o n a manifold M, it is possible to make new tensors by multiplying
them and contracting indices in various ways. In the case of differential
forms, there is a particularly important multiplication law that is suitable
for studying topological properties of M because it does not depend on the
use of a metric tensor. If A and B are a p form and a q form, respectively,
we define the wedge product A A B to be the p + q form

tl...tpi?Ip+1...,p+, ± permutations}, (12.4.18)

where the right-hand side is summed over permutations so as to be com-
pletely antisymmetric in all p + q indices. When confusion is not likely we
often denote A A B simply as AB. The wedge product obeys

AAB = (-l)pqBAA. (12.4.19)

This can be straightforwardly checked from the definition (12.4.18), the
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only slightly delicate point being the sign ( —l)pg, which arises from the
complete antisymmetry in the definition of the wedge product. The wedge
product and the exterior derivative obey

d(A AB) = (dA) AB + (-l)pA A (dB), (12.4.20)

as one can again see from the definitions. An important consequence
of (12.4.20) is that if A and B are closed so is A A B. If A and B
are closed, they represent p- and #-dimensional cohomology classes, re-
spectively, and their product A A 5 , being closed, represents a (p + <?)-
dimensional cohomology class. Moreover, the cohomology class of A A B
depends only on the cohomology classes of A and B. For if we replace,
say, A by a differential form A = A + da in the same cohomology class,
then AAB = AAB + (da)AB = AAB + d(aAB) and (since d(aAB) is
zero in cohomology) this means that AAB and AAB represent the same
cohomology class. Thus, the wedge product gives a well-defined law of
multiplying cohomology classes. Given closed p and q forms representing
elements of HP(M]R) and Hq(M;R)y respectively, their wedge product
defines an element of HpJtq(M',R). This multiplication law for cohomol-
ogy classes defines what is called the cohomology ring of the manifold M,
and it contains much more information than is contained in the individ-
ual cohomology groups themselves. For instance, we will see in chapter 16
that under suitable conditions the cohomology groups, or rather their di-
mensions, which are the Betti numbers, determine the number of massless
fermions, while the cohomology ring determines the Yukawa couplings.

Since the Betti numbers play an important role in many aspects of
ten-dimensional physics, we pause here to discuss a few of their basic
properties. The simplest property is that the zeroth Betti number &o is
always one. This is easily shown by noting that a zero form is just an
ordinary function </>, and a closed zero form <j> obeying d</> = 0 would have
to be a constant function, say (f) = 1. While this is a closed zero form, it
is not exact (for <f> a zero form, </> = da would mean that a would have to
be a (—1) form!), so there is up to normalization precisely one closed but
not exact zero form, showing that bo = 1. Another basic property of the
Betti numbers is that on a compact, orientable manifold M of dimension
n, bp = bn-p for any p. This is easily proved by thinking of the Betti
number bp as the number of zero eigenvalues of the Laplacian A acting on
p forms. Let e^...^ be the Levi-Civita tensor of M; this is the completely
antisymmetric tensor, which, apart from the metric tensor, is the only
covariantly constant tensor field on a generic Riemannian manifold. There
is a natural operator * called the Poincare duality operator, which maps
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296 12. Some Differential Geometry

p forms into n — p forms. It is defined by saying that for any p form a,
*a is the u — p form

(*a)tl..,n_p = eil...in_p
i"-"^-i"ain_p+1...iJp\. (12.4.21)

It obeys (*)2 = (—iy(n~P) and is related to the d and d* operators defined
earlier by d* = (_i)nJ>+n+1 * rf*. These relations are nontrivial but easily
verified. It follows from these properties that

*A = *(dd* + d*d) = ( - l ) n ^ + 1 * ((-l)nd*d* + *d*d)

= (_i)"H-i((_i)" * d * d + d * d*)* = (dd* + d*d)* = A*,
(12.4.22)

so that * commutes with the Laplacian A. Therefore, * maps harmonic p
forms into harmonic n — p forms, and vice versa. This ensures that on a
compact, orientable manifold of dimension n, bp = bn-.p. One consequence
of this is that on such a manifold bn = 1.

Another fundamental property of the Betti numbers concerns their be-
havior when one considers a product of manifolds. Let Z\ and Z<i be two
compact manifolds, and let Z = Z\ x Z2. Let bp(Z\)^bp(Z2)1 and bp(Z)
be respectively the pth Betti number of Z\, Z2 and Z. Then the Runneth
formula asserts that

bp-k(Z2). (12.4.23)
ib=0

The proof is quite simple. Let a be a harmonic k form on Z\ and let /?
be a harmonic p — k form on Z2. Then a A /? is a harmonic p form on
Zj which is always nonzero. This construction for various values of k and
all possible choices of a and /3 gives enough harmonic p forms on Z to
prove that bp(Z) is at least as large as the right-hand side of (12.4.23).
To show that (12.4.23) holds exactly, not just as an inequality, we must
show that wedge products a A/?, where a and /3 are defined on Z\ and Z2,
respectively, give a basis for the harmonic differential forms of Z, This
follows easily from the fact that the Laplacians on Z, Z\ and Z<i obey
Az = A ^ + A^2, a fact that is again nontrivial but not too difficult to
verify. Each of these operators is nonnegative (and A ^ and A^2 commute
with each other) so a zero eigenvalue of Az must be a simultaneous zero
eigenvalue of Az1 and Az2. Hence a harmonic differential form on Z is

The reader who wishes to verify this statement is urged to consider first the case
in which A acts on zero forms.
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124 Differential Forms 297

Figure 12.9. A circle on the two sphere is always topologically trivial; more generally
on Sn, a p sphere Sp for 1 < p < n is always topologically trivial.

always a linear combination of expressions of the form a A /3 with a and
f3 harmonic forms on Z\ and Z2, respectively.

Let us consider briefly the Betti numbers of a few simple spaces. One
general statement is that for a compact, orientable manifold of dimension
n, 60 = bn = 1. Restricting ourselves to compact, orientable manifolds,
the sphere Sn is the only space for which the other Betti numbers are
zero. That the Betti numbers of Sn vanish except for 60 and bn can be
proved by study of the Laplacian; alternatively, it is related to a different
characterization of the Betti numbers that was sketched above. The Betti
number bp is the number of independent p-dimensional submanifolds Y
that are topologically nontrivial in the sense that Y is not the boundary
of R for any (p + l)-dimensional submanifold R. On the sphere Sn every
p-dimensional submanifold for 1 < p < n — l i s topologically trivial (this
is sometimes described, as in fig. 12.9 by saying that 'you can't lasso a
sphere'), so the bp are zero for 1 < p < n — 1. (However, a point in Sn is
a zero-dimensional submanifold that is not a boundary, so 60 = 1? and Sn

itself is an n-dimensional submanifold that is not a boundary, so bn = 1.)
The Betti numbers of a product of spheres can then be worked out from the
Runneth formula. For instance, for the ordinary two-dimensional torus
T = S1 x S1 the Betti numbers are bo = 1,61 = 2,62 = 1. A classic result
generalizes this to a compact Riemann surface (or string world sheet!)
with g handles: 60 == 1> 1̂ = 2g, 62 = 1. The value of 61 reflects the same
fact that entered in our discussion of spin structures on a Riemann surface
of genus g: there are 2g independent noncontractible closed curves on
such a surface. Actually, there are quite practical methods to calculate
the Betti numbers of any reasonable space, but we will not be able to
explore them in this book.

We conclude this introduction to differential forms by pointing out a
very useful but slightly more abstract notation, which we have chosen
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298 12. Some Differential Geometry

to avoid in the above. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold with lo-
cal coordinates x%, i = 1 , . . . , n. Although this viewpoint is not usually
adopted in physics literature, the 'coordinates' x% on a manifold can be
viewed as real-valued functions on the manifold, or in other words zero
forms. Since the x% are zero forms, their exterior derivatives are one forms
dxl. Since the wedge product of one forms is antisymmetric, the dx% obey
dxl A dxJ = —dxJ A dxl or simply (if the wedge product is understood)
dxtdxJ = —dx^dx1. The dx% are a complete basis of one forms on M (at
least locally), in the sense that any one form A has an expansion

(12.4.24)

where the scalar functions Ai(xJ) are the 'components' of A in the coor-
dinate system given by the xK If we regard A as an abelian gauge field,
then the field strength is

F = dA= \{diAj - djAi)dxidxj (12.4.25)

or simply F = ^FijdxldxK Note that we could also have written F =
dxldx^d{Aj or F = dxldiA if it is understood that the derivative d{ acts
only on the components Aj and not the fundamental one forms dxJ in the
expansion A = AjdxJ. More generally, if <j) is a differential form of any
order, then we have in the same sense d(j) = dxldi<f).

12.5 Characteristic Classes

We now have the tools to describe the simplest topological invariants
characterizing topologically nontrivial gauge fields. These are the charac-
teristic classes. Consider first the case of a U(l) gauge field. As in §12.3.2
we cover our manifold M with open sets Otay In each open set O(a) the
gauge field is a one form A(ay Equation (12.3.5) reduces in this case (with
9(aP) — exP(^(a/?)) a n d absorbing a factor of i in the gauge field to make
it real) to

^P) = A(a) + d^afi)- (12.5.1)

Here the <̂ (ay#) are smooth functions in O(a) fl O^y
The gauge-invariant field strength is F = dA(ay It is a two form

which by virtue of (12.5.1) (and d2 — 0) is independent of a and so is
uniquely defined throughout M. Moreover, the Bianchi identity dF = 0
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12.5 Characteristic Classes 299

asserts that F is closed and so defines an element of H2(M\ i2), the second
cohomology group of M with real coefficients. The cohomology class
of F/2TT in H2(M;R) is called the first Chern class of the (7(1) vector
bundle under discussion. (A (7(1) vector bundle, that is a vector bundle
in which the gauge group is £7(1), is frequently called a complex line
bundle.) In a topologically trivial situation, F = dA with the same A
defined everywhere. In this case (by the definition of the cohomology
groups), F is zero in H2 and the first Chern class vanishes.

In a topologically nontrivial situation, a gauge field is really a family
of gauge fields A(a\ that obeys (12.5.1). Two gauge fields, or rather two
families A^ and A^, are of the same topological class if they obey
(12.5.1) with the same transition functions 4>(apy.

( ^ 5 2 )

A(a) = A(/3) + <?W)

Subtracting these equations, we note that A(a) — A^ is independent of
a and so is an everywhere defined one form, which we may call B. Also,
the respective field strengths are F = dA and F = dA. Their difference
is F — F = dB. Now the important point is that since A^ and ^4(a)

 a r e

not everywhere uniquely defined (but vary from O^ to O(a) according
to (12.5.1)), the equations F = dA and F = dA do not imply that the
cohomology class of JP or F is zero. But since B is everywhere uniquely
defined, the equation F — F = dB means that F and F are of the same
cohomology class. In other words, the first Chern class is a topological
invariant.

If the first Chern class is not zero, so that F is not zero in H2(M; i?),
then by virtue of the theorems of de Rham that were surveyed in §12.4,
there is always some closed two manifold T in space-time with

(12.5.3)

In this case, the Dirac quantization law for magnetic charge, applied to
T, guarantees that I(T) is an integer, so that the cohomology class of
F/2TT is always an integral element of H2{M\R). The first Chern class
can be thought of as a rule that assigns to each closed two manifold T
in space-time the integer I(T). Being integers, the I(T) cannot change
under continuous deformation of the gauge field, and this is another way
to understand the topological invariance of the first Chern class.
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300 12. Some Differential Geometry

12.5.1 The Nonabelian Case

Now we wish to generalize the notion of Chern classes to the case of a
simple nonabelian gauge group G. In this case the discussion is slightly
more complicated. The gauge field AJ^ carries an extra index a labeling
the Lie algebra of G\ it may be viewed as a one form with values in this Lie
algebra. The gauge field strength is now Fa = dAa + fa

bcA
b A Ac, where

faic are the structure constants of the Lie algebra G. Here Fa may be
characterized as a two form with values in the Lie algebra. Because of the
Lie algebra index of Fa, it is not gauge invariant, only gauge covariant.
The Bianchi identity asserts not that Fa is closed, but rather that

0 = dFa + fa
hcA

b A Fc. (12.5.4)

Since Fa is not closed, there is no analog of the first Chern class. However,
(12.5.4) is easily shown to imply that the four form

$abFaAFb (12.5.5)
a,b

is closed, dQ, = 0. If we normalize the generators of G to obey tvTaTb =
Sab, then (12.5.5) is equivalent to fi = J2a,b

 F<L A Fb ' trTaT6. By intro-
ducing matrix-valued forms

A = ] T TaAa F = Y1Tai?a' (12.5.6)

this can be abbreviated as

O = t rFAF . (12.5.7)

The 'trace' in (12.5.7) is then over the indices of the T matrices, which
have not been explicitly indicated. Since dfl = 0, Ct defines an element
of H*(M]R) known as the second Chern class in the case of an SU(N)
gauge field or the first Pontryagin class in the case of SO(N).

To show that the second Chern class is zero in a topologically trivial
situation, one introduces the Chern-Simons three form o?3, defined in each
O(a) by saying that

2
u;3(a) = trA(a) A dA(a) + - t r 4 ( a ) A A{a) A A(a). (12.5.8)

Here, analogously to (12.5.7), trA A A A A is an abbreviation for Aa A
Ab A Ac - trTaTbTc. It follows from the definitions that trF A F = cL;3.
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12.5 Characteristic Classes 301

In a topologically trivial situation, with u>3 uniquely defined everywhere,
this implies that the second Chern class is zero. To show that the second
Chern class is a topological invariant, suppose that we are given two gauge
fields A and A that are in the same topological class; in other words the
families A^ and A^ obey (12.3.5) with the same transition functions
9(<xp)' Then in the difference 6A = A — A the inhomogeneous term in
(12.3.5) cancels out; 8A is a gauge covariant one form just like the field
strengths F and F. The three form Z = tr8AA(F + F)- itrSAASAASA
is uniquely defined, independent of a, and can be shown with a small
amount of algebra to obey t rF A F — t rF A F = dZ. This shows that the
cohomology classes of trF A F and tvF A JP are equal, or in other words
that the second Chern class is the same for any two gauge fields in the
same topological class.

As in the abelian case, if fl = t rF A F is not zero in cohomology, there
is always some four manifold T such that

is not zero. The integral I(T) measures what in discussions of QCD would
be called the 'total instanton number' of the gauge field on T, and, as is
known from discussions of QCD, it is always an integer. Consequently,
tiFAF/Sir2 always represents an integral class in ijT4(M; R). We can think
of the second Chern class of an SU(N) gauge field (or the first Pontryagin
class of an SO(N) gauge field) as a rule that assigns an integer to each
closed four manifold T, namely the total number of instantons on T. Being
integers, the I(T) cannot change under continuous variation of the gauge
field. As in our previous discussion, this is another way to understand
that the second Chern class is a topological invariant.

The generalization to higher characteristic classes is relatively straight-
forward. If dai...a* is any fcth-order symmetric invariant tensor in the Lie
algebra of G, let

Fai A . . . A Fak • dfll...flfc. (12.5.10)

It follows from (12.5.4) that <ffi2fc = 0 as long as dai..Mk is an invariant ten-
sor, so that Q,2k defines an element of H2k(M; R). A very important case
is the case dai..,ak

 = strTai . . . Tafc, where str denotes a symmetrized trace,
symmetrized under all permutations of the indices a\... a&. In the case
of a U(N) gauge field, with str being the symmetrized trace in the funda-
mental representation, the cohomology class of ̂ k is called the kth. Chern
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302 12. Some Differential Geometry

class (with real coefficients). When confusion is not likely we write for
this cohomology class Q*2k — trF*, the wedge product on the right-hand
side being understood. In the case of a U(N) gauge group, all character-
istic classes can be expressed as a linear combination of wedge products
of the 0>2k- What is the analogous statement in the case of SO(N)1 For
SO(N) the symmetrized trace of an odd number of generators vanishes
in the fundamental representation, so Q,2k is zero (with the above choice
°f dai..Mk) unless k = 2r for some r; in that case the cohomology class of
Cl2k is called the rth Pontryagin class of the SO(N) bundle.

For S0(2N) there is one other important choice of dai^ak in the spe-
cial case k = N. It arises as follows. For orthogonal groups the ad-
joint representation is the same as the second-rank antisymmetric ten-
sor representation, so the generators Ta can be conveniently labeled as
T^(= -Tji), i,i = 1, . . . , 27V, and likewise the Yang-Mills field strength
Fa becomes FlJ(= —FJl). The antisymmetric tensor e2l ^2N can there-
fore be viewed as an TVth-order invariant tensor of S0(2N). Use of this
invariant tensor in (12.5.10) leads to the definition of a closed 27V form

1 . . .
f. . . 7?li*2 A A pi2N-H2N / i o 5 i i )

whose cohomology class in H2N(M]R) is known as the Euler class of
the vector bundle. The topological invariance of the higher Chern and
Pontryagin classes and the Euler class can be proved as in our previous
discussions.

The characteristic class tiF A F can be defined for any vector bundle
whose structure group is a compact Lie group. This characteristic class
can be defined, for example, for a vector bundle with gauge group E%. In
the case of Es, after tiFAF the next characteristic class (apart from wedge
products of trF A F) is the sixteen form trF8, since after the quadratic
invariant used in defining trF A F, the next symmetric invariant in the
Es Lie algebra is of eighth order.

12.5.2 Characteristic Classes of Manifolds

Given a manifold M and a vector bundle V, the simplest topological in-
variants that can be defined are the characteristic classes that we have
been discussing. They can be defined for any choice of V. A particularly
interesting case is the case in which V is the tangent bundle T of M. In
that case, as explained in §12.1 and §12.3, the natural gauge field is the
spin connection u;^a

6, and the gauge-invariant field strength R^i/aj) is es-
sentially the Riemann tensor. For the tangent bundle just as for any other
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12.5 Characteristic Classes 303

vector bundle, the differential forms tr j? A R and more generally tri?2^ (a
wedge product being understood in the last expression) are closed; their
cohomology classes are topological invariants, independent of the choice
of metric of M. The cohomology class of tvR2k is, according to our gen-
eral discussion, the fcth Pontryagin class of the tangent bundle of M; it
is usually called simply the Mb. Pontryagin class of M. The Euler class
(12.5.11) of the tangent bundle is likewise usually called the Euler class
of M. If M has dimension 2n, the Euler class is a 2n form that can be
integrated over M to give a number,

X(M) = J r,. (12.5.12)
M

This number is called the Euler characteristic of M; it will enter our story
in chapter 14. If the dimension of M is divisible by four, it is likewise
possible to make numbers (called characteristic numbers) by integrating
certain characteristic classes or wedge products of characteristic classes
over M. These are called Pontryagin numbers; they will be less useful
for us. Euler, of course, originally defined the Euler characteristic (in two
dimensions) in a more elementary way; the notions of curvature tensors
and differential forms were developed centuries later.

One application of the notions we have been discussing in string theory
is the following. In N — 1 supergravity in ten dimensions, one of the fields
in the supergravity multiplet is the two form B. Considerations related to
anomaly cancellation discussed in the next chapter show that the gauge-
invariant field strength of B is not Ho = dB but H = dB + LO^L —

fHere oo^y = trA A dA + ftrA A A A A is the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons
three form, A being the gauge field, and LO^L = tro; Adu> + |tru; A u A u) is
the Chern-Simons three form constructed from the spin connection. They
obey respectively dco^y — ^ r ^ A F, dco^i = tvR A R. The Bianchi identity
asserts that dHo = 0, from which it follows that H obeys the more subtle
identity

dH = tvRAR- tvF A F. (12.5.13)

Now, in cohomology dH is zero, so (12.5.13) asserts that the cohomology
classes of t rF A F and tri? A R are equal. The cohomology class of trF A F
is the first Pontryagin class of the 50(32) or E% X I?8 bundle V, and the
cohomology class of tri? A R is the first Pontryagin class of the tangent
bundle T. (12.5.13) asserts that these cohomology classes are equal; this
is an important restriction on the topological choices that are made in the
course of comrjactification.
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304 12. Some Differential Geometry

12.5.3 The Euler Characteristic of a Riemann Surface

For another interesting application of these results, consider the case in
which M is actually a manifold of dimension two - the world sheet E of a
string. In this case, p forms exist only for p < 2, and the only nontrivial
characteristic class of the tangent bundle is the Euler class. Its integral
over £ is the Euler characteristic

(12.5.14)

With the two-dimensional identity eijekl = gikgjl - gilgjk, (12.5.14) be-
comes

(12.5.15)

where R is the Ricci curvature scalar and we have restored in (12.5.15) a
factor yfg, the square root of the determinant of the metric tensor, which
has been suppressed in most of our formulas. We learn from (12.5.15) that
the right-hand side is a topological invariant. This assertion was made in
chapter 3 in explaining why the possible presence of a term proportional to
the right-hand side of (12.5.15) in the world-sheet action is not important
in the quantization of the free string. While the identification of (12.5.15)
with the integral of the Euler class is a satisfying way to understand the
fact that the right-hand side of (12.5.15) is a topological invariant, the
machinery we have developed is certainly not necessary for establishing
this particular point. Indeed, it is quite elementary to see that, locally,
y/gR is a total derivative. For instance, in a coordinate system with
g- = Sije^, we learned in §3.1.2 that y/gR = D<j>. The fact that y/gR is
locally a total derivative means that it cannot change in any local variation
of the metric and therefore is a topological invariant.

We can easily work out the value of the Euler characteristic for a Rie-
mann surface of any genus. Let x(#) ^ e the Euler characteristic of a
surface of genus g. For genus zero, by explicitly evaluating the integral
in (12.5.15) for the ordinary round metric on S2 (if the radius is r, the
area is 4?rr2 and the curvature is R — 2/r2), we find x(0) = 2. For genus
one, we note that the torus admits a flat metric. Evidently, with this
choice of metric, (12.5.15) vanishes, so x(l) — 0. For g > 1, x(#) *s easily
worked out from the recursion relation x(<7l) + x(#2) = x(<7i +#2) + x(0)>
or equivalently

X(<7i + 92) = X(9i) + X(92) - 2. (12.5.16)

The proof of (12.5.16) is carried out by a simple operation of cutting
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12.5 Characteristic Classes 305

Figure 12.10. Given two surfaces Ei and E2, of genus gi and g2, by removing a
hemisphere from each and rearranging the pieces, we can make a surface of genus
9i + 92 and one of genus zero.

and pasting in which, without changing the total integrated curvature,
a surface of genus g\ and one of genus gi are recombined into a surface
of genus g\ + gi and one of genus zero. This is illustrated in fig. 12.10.
Using the known values for genus zero and genus one, we can deduce from
(12.5.16) that

X(g) = 2-2g (12.5.17)

for any genus. In chapter 14, this formula will be rederived by relating
the Euler characteristic to the Betti numbers via an index theorem.
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13. Low-Energy Effective Action

The particle spectrum of a string theory consists of a finite number of
massless states and an infinite tower of massive excitations at a mass
scale characterized by a fundamental parameter - the string tension or
Regge slope. As has been explained in previous chapters, this parameter
must be of order the Planck mass (1019 GeV) in order that the gravi-
ton interact with the usual Newtonian strength. If one wishes to give a
phenomenological description of the consequences of string theory for low-
energy physics, it should not be necessary to describe explicitly what the
massive states are doing. It is natural, instead, to formulate an effective
action based entirely on fields that correspond to massless, or at least very
light, degrees of freedom only. Such a description turns out to be useful
not only for a phenomenological analysis, but even as a framework for
addressing certain theoretical issues, such as the occurrence of anomalies.

The infinite set of point-particle fields that arise in string theory consists
of a finite number of massless fields, which we collectively represent for
the moment by <̂ o, and an infinite number of heavy fields collectively
represented by <j)jj. In principle, it must be possible to describe string
theory by a classical action 5(^0 > (f)ji) (or, at the quantum level, a quantum
effective action) governing these fields. At present, we do not have really
satisfactory ways to formulate and understand the exact classical action
S(<f>o,(j)H). A proper understanding is likely to involve understanding
the string-theoretic generalizations of general covariance and Yang-Mills
gauge invariance, and so is clearly a very crucial problem, which in fact
has attracted much renewed interest in the mid-1980s.

In principle, a low-energy effective action S'eff (<̂ o) for the massless fields
<j>0 could be obtained by integrating out the massive fields from S((j>o, <f>ff):

[

In principle, this does not constitute an approximation, just a first step
in evaluating the exact Feynman path integral. In the classical approxi-
mation, it would correspond to eliminating the heavy fields </>H from the
equations of motion leaving a smaller set of equations that only involve

307
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308 13. Low-Energy Effective Action

the massless fields; this amounts to carrying out the path integral in tree
approximation. The complete path integral also includes diagrams involv-
ing loops of massive fields. It describes the proper elimination of these
degrees of freedom from the quantum theory. Then the effective action
*Seff(̂ o) can be regarded as series in powers of % corresponding to the
number of <J>H loops that are involved. The leading (7i)° approximation
corresponds to the classical elimination of <j)jj described above.

The exact effective action for massless fields is bound to be horrendously
complicated and nonlocal. Even in field theory, integrating out a massive
field introduces nonlocality, and if anything an even richer structure of
nonlocality can be expected in string theory, where the object being inte-
grated out of the underlying classical action is really an extended body,
the string. The whole idea of constructing an effective action for mass-
less fields is that although the exact formula would be a complicated and
artificial rewriting of the exact theory, useful formulas can be obtained
by a systematic expansion in the number of derivatives. After all, each
derivative corresponds to a suppression by a power of E/M, where E
is a characteristic energy scale of a reaction and M is the characteris-
tic mass scale of the string theory. Thus a truncation to the first few
terms in such an expansion should represent an excellent approximation
at ordinary energies, though one that sacrifices the good ultraviolet con-
vergence properties of the exact string theory. In practice, since we do
not know at present a usable form for S(<f>o,<j>H), w e cannot really con-
struct a low-energy effective action for the massless fields. What we can
do is to study string 5 matrix elements and simply construct a classical
action for the massless fields that reproduces them. Moreover, in the ex-
treme low-energy limit, the leading terms in the effective action can be
constructed just from invariance principles - from gauge invariance and
local super symmetry.

13.1 Minimal Supergravity Plus Super Yang-Mills

Let us consider the long wavelength expansion of the effective action 5 f̂f

more systematically. We would like to expand the effective action in pow-
ers of (length)"1. In fact, every derivative represents a power of inverse
length. On the other hand, it is necessary to take account of the length di-
mensions of the various fields. A free boson or free fermion kinetic energy
(OM<I>)2 or xl>TMSM^ are equally important at long wavelengths. We can
accommodate this by assigning to fermions the dimension of (length)"1'2.
If NQ and Nf are the number of derivatives and the number of fermions
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13.1 Minimal Supergravity Plus Super Yang-Mills 309

in a given term in the Lagrangian, and

n = Nd + \Nf, (13.1.1)

then counting n is a precise way to count powers of length in a long
wavelength expansion of the theory. Terms of larger and larger n are less
important at longer and longer wavelengths. The minimal supergravity
Lagrangians in ten dimensions have only terms of n = 2, as we will see.

To see in another way why the parameter n is natural in supergravity,
let us study the general form of the supersymmetry transformation laws.
Let <j>m represents an arbitrary power of a Bose field and let i\) represent
an arbitrary Fermi field. The supersymmetry transformations naturally
take the form

c I m ml (13-L2)
OQip ~ U(j) TJ 4" (f> ip T}.

These preserve the n counting if one makes the assignment n = —1/2
for the supersymmetry parameter 77. It is possible to consistently re-
strict the supersymmetry transformation laws and equations of motion to
respect this n counting; in this way, one can consistently find supergrav-
ity Lagrangians in which all terms have n = 2. We call such a leading
Lagrangian S2] the n = 2 terms are important because they give the
dominant behavior at long wavelength. The possible forms of £2 can be
determined just from supersymmetry, without recourse to string theory.

It is possible to add higher-order terms S4,S6, etc., to the supergrav-
ity Lagrangians and likewise to add higher-order terms 62,84, etc. to the
supersymmetry transformation laws. Indeed, in string theory such terms
are certainly present. (It seems that only terms with even n arise.) Once
one does so, one is no longer able to restrict to definite values of n; at-
tempting to close the supersymmetry algebra forces the inclusion of terms
with larger and larger n.

Before accepting the statement that the long wavelength behavior of
supergravity is governed by terms of the type S2, we should ask whether
lower-order terms are possible. A term of type So would have to be of
the form f dnXy/gV(<f>), with (f> being some scalar field. A term of type
S\ would have to be of the form J dnXy/gU{<f))^. In four-dimensional
supergravity, such terms are possible and indeed play an important role in
phenomenology. In chiral ten-dimensional supergravity such terms are in-
compatible with supersymmetry. The attempt to modify ten-dimensional

The situation is different for the non-chiral type IIA theory (see Romans, L.
[432]).
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supergravity by adding terms of type So and Si to the Lagrangians below
(together with supersymmetry variations of type £_i) is not successful.
(The analysis is easy for N — 1 supersymmetry in ten dimensions. Terms
of type S\ and £_i are impossible because of chirality restrictions on the
fields, and terms of type So are then easily seen to violate supersymme-
try. The four-dimensional constructions that do work involve an interplay
between So, Si, and <L.i.) The impossibility of adding to ten-dimensional
supergravity a term of type So entered our analysis in an important way
in chapter 10. A possible dilaton tadpole would be proportional to So
(more exactly, to dV/dcf)), and must be absent when anomalies cancel
and supersymmetry is valid since So violates supersymmetry. This was a
crucial step in arguing that anomaly cancellation for type I superstrings
would necessarily lead to cancellation of infinities.

13.1.1 N = 1 Supergravity in Ten and Eleven Dimensions

In this section we describe N = 1 supergravity in ten dimensions. The
N = 1 superstring theories include type I superstring theory with gauge
group SO(32) and the heterotic string theories with gauge group E$ x Eg
or SO(32). In each case the massless sector consists of the Yang-Mills
supermultiplet (A^,xa)> each in the adjoint representation of the gauge
group, and the N = 1 supergravity multiplet. The super Yang-Mills
theory has already been described in appendix 4.A. We therefore turn
straightaway to the supergravity theory after which the coupled super
Yang-Mills plus supergravity system will be considered.

The supergravity multiplet consists of a graviton, described by a viel-
bein e^ , an antisymmetric tensor BMN-> which in the language introduced
in chapter 12 is a two form, a scalar (/>, a gravitino i>Mi a n d a spinor A. The
spinors are all Majorana-Weyl with I/>M left-handed and A right-handed.
Capital letters M, N,... denote ten-dimensional space-time coordinates,
whereas indices A, 5 , . . . are local Lorentz indices or tangent space indices.
As usual, e^ denotes the inverse of e^ and e denotes the determinant of
ejrf. The Dirac matrices for ten-dimensional space-time are represented

by

YM = e%rA. (13.1.3)

The conventions here and in the following chapters differ somewhat from those of
the first 12 chapters. Specifically, we previously wrote //, i/, etc. for space-time
coordinates, whereas we now write A, B, etc. The reason for this change is that in
the following chapters we consider splitting the coordinates into four-dimensional
ones x* and six-dimensional ones y%.
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The F^ are constant matrices obeying

{TA,TB}=2r1
AB, (13.1.4)

but the F ^ are field dependent according to (13.1.3). The matrices TA are
32-dimensional, since this is the minimum dimension required to realize
the Dirac algebra for ten different matrices. However, when they
multiply a chiral spinor, they are effectively multiplied by a projection
operator ^(1 dbFn), which projects them into a 16-dimensional subspace.

One way to derive the N = 1 supergravity action in ten dimensions
is to first formulate supergravity in eleven dimensions and then make a
truncation to D = 10. One advantage of this is that a different truncation
gives the type IIA supergravity theory in ten dimensions. Also, the eleven-
dimensional theory is interesting to formulate in its own right, even though
it does not seem likely as a candidate theory of nature.

The eleven-dimensional supergravity theory only involves three differ-
ent fields: the vielbein e^, a Major ana gravitino ^f, and a three-form
potential Aj^^p. (The indices are 11-valued here.) Since there are fewer
fields than in ten dimensions, the formulas are somewhat more concise.
We settle here for simply quoting the formulas. The result (derived by
Cremmer, Julia, and Scherk; the form of the multiplet was first indicated
in an analysis by Nahm) is

e

F)NPQR

M l - M l l F F % (13.1.5)
3456

As usual, F's with multiple indices represent antisymmetrized products
with unit weight. For example,

TMN = UYMTN - TNTM). (13.1.6)

The spin connection (JOMAB
 1S understood to be given by the solution of the

field equation that results from varying it as an independent field. (This
includes a torsion part containing terms of the form 0F^.) The sym-
bol CJMAB denotes the supercovariant connection, whose supersymmetry
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variation does not involve derivatives of the infinitesimal Grassmann pa-
rameter. It is given by

\ l T i Q (13.1.7)

FMNPQ is the curl or invariant field strength of the field AMNPI F —
6<L4, as discussed in chapter 12. FMNPQ *S the supercovariantization of
FMNPQ' (This means that its supersymmetry variation does not contain
derivatives of the parameter rj.)

The action formed as the integral of the Lagrangian density (13.1.5) is
invariant under local supersymmetry transformations. The transforma-
tions can be expressed in terms of an infinitesimal space-time dependent
Grassmann parameter r](x), which transforms as a Majorana spinor. They
are given by

6AMNP = - -g-rf F[MN^P]> (13.1.8)

Given the result for D = 11, one can obtain D = 10 supergravity
theories by dimensional reduction. All that is required is to drop the de-
pendence of the fields on one of the spatial coordinates, and to decompose
the eleven-dimensional fields into ten-dimensional pieces. In the reduction
the eleven-dimensional vielbein decomposes to give the ten-dimensional
vielbein, a vector and a scalar. Specifically,

A I eM AM \ / . « . ^x

where we use the same labeling for the ten and eleven-dimensional viel-
beins to keep things simple. The 10 x 1 block of zeros can be achieved by
a gauge choice that uses up the gauge freedom associated with Lorentz
transformations between the eleventh dimension and the first ten. The
three form AMNP decomposes in ten dimensions into a three form AMNP

and a two form BMN (corresponding to AM Nil)- The gravitino decom-
poses into a pair of Majorana-Weyl gravitinos xj)%

M (i = 1,2) and a pair
of Majorana-Weyl spinors A' in D = 10. The two members of each pair
have opposite chirality, reflecting the left-right symmetry of the original
D = 11 theory.
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The collection of fields obtained by this reduction describes type IIA
supergravity in D = 10. The Lagrangian for this theory is obtained
by carrying out the indicated decomposition of the D = 11 one. It is
convenient to always express the resulting Lagrangian in a form where
the Einstein term appears in the conventional form (proportional to the
curvature scalar). However, the reduction described would give an extra
factor of <j> in this term due to the reduction of e = det ej^. This can be
removed by rescaling the ten-dimensional ej^ by <P, where 7 = —(£) —
2)"1 = —1/8. This causes peculiar powers of <j) to occur in the other terms
of the Lagrangian.

The type IIA supergravity theory described above can be truncated to
give N = 1, D = 10 supergravity by setting AM = AMNP — 0 a n ( l als°
setting ĵy- = Â  = 0. (R and L refer to right- and left-handed chiralities.)
The Lagrangian that remains is then given by

- \\VMDM\ -

(Fermi)4.
(13.1.10)

The terms with four Fermi fields are all known and can be found in the
references. It is understood here that tpM is a left-handed Majorana-Weyl
spinor and A is a right-handed Majorana-Weyl spinor sometimes called
a 'dilatino'. The three form H is the curl of B, i.e., in differential form
notation H = dB. The other fields that remain are the dilaton </> and the
graviton, of course.

The supersymmetry transformations of this action can be deduced from
those of the D = 11 theory. This requires some care, however. First of all,
only the left-handed piece of n describes a surviving symmetry, since one of
the D = 10 supersymmetries has been sacrificed in the truncation from the
IIA to the N = 1 theory. The chirality of the supersymmetry parameters
matches that of the gauge field ij)M > of course. A more subtle point is
that the transformation law one would naively deduce does not preserve
the gauge choice of (13.1.9). In order to be consistent with this choice
it is necessary to include in the definition of a D = 10 supersymmetry
transformation a contribution from a D = 11 local Lorentz transformation
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that restores the gauge condition e^ = 0. The result of doing this is that

^/

/2 /2
6BMN = —<t>^4(rfTMtpN ~ rj^N^M ~ —V

SX = - ^ i ( r . dfir, + ir^T^HMXP + (Fermi)2

Hu = -DMV + ^^I\YM
NPQ - 96%rp%HNPQ + (Fermi)2 .

(13.1.11)
The (Fermi)4 terms in (13.1.10) and the (Fermi)2 terms in (13.1.11) are
known.

The ten-dimensional supergravity theories are, of course, the low-energy
limits of certain string theories. Further dimensional reduction can give
a variety of supergravity theories in various dimensions less than ten. If
string theory proves to be correct, it could be regarded as 'explaining'
the existence of supergravity theories for D < 10. Eleven-dimensional
supergravity remains an enigma. It is hard to believe that its existence is
just an accident, but it is difficult at the present time to state a compelling
conjecture for what its role may be in the scheme of things.

13.1.2 Type IIB Supergravity

Dimensional reduction of D = 11 supergravity gives a theory in ten di-
mensions with two supersymmetries - type IIA supergravity. The two
supersymmetries have opposite handedness, and the theory has an overall
left-right symmetry, i.e., it is 'nonchiraP. There exists a second N = 2,
D = 10 supergravity theory in which both supersymmetries have the same
handedness. This theory, type IIB supergravity, is obviously chiral (left-
right asymmetric). It is not obtainable by reduction or truncation of a
theory in a larger number of dimensions. It describes the leading low-
energy behavior of the classical effective action of type IIB superstring
theory. This fact makes the explicit formulation of the supergravity the-
ory of particular interest.

The massless spectrum of type IIB superstring theory was already given
in §5.3.2, where we found that in terms of transverse 50(8) representa-
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tions the physical content is given by

(8V + 8C) ® (8V + 8C) =(1 + 28 + 35V + 28 + S5C)B
i l o . l .L2*}

+ (8S + 8S + 56S + 568)/p.

We recall that the 35V is the graviton and the 35C is a fourth-rank anti-
symmetric self-dual tensor. The 56s's represent the two gravitinos, and
the 8s's are a pair of Majorana-Weyl spinors. The 28's are a pair of
second-rank antisymmetric tensors.

Our purpose in this subsection is to describe the interacting type IIB
supergravity theory in a manifestly covariant form. In doing this we rep-
resent the Bose fields by e^, Aa, A^N and AMNPQJ where a = 1,2. The
self-duality of the SO(8) representation 35C is reflected in the free covari-
ant theory by the 50(9,1) self-duality of the field strength FMNPQR =
5cfyif AjypQ/q. In the language of forms, F = *F. There does not appear
to be a simple covariant action principle that gives rise to this equation
of motion. The usual sort of kinetic term J dlox(FMNPQR)2 describes
both a self-dual and an anti-self-dual field strength. There is no simple
way of modifying this action so that the self-dual piece corresponds to
physical propagating degrees of freedom and the anti-self-dual piece does
not. The theory does admit manifestly covariant equations of motion,
however. Thus, for this particular theory it is much easier to attempt to
derive covariant field equations than a covariant action principle. So this
is the route that we follow.

The problem of formulating an action principle with manifest Lorentz
covariance has an analog for super symmetry. For many supersymmetric
theories (including the one at hand) no 'off-shell' superspace formulation
is known. This means that an action with manifest supersymmetry can-
not be written down. However, it is always possible to introduce 'on-shell'
superfields and write manifestly supersymmetric equations of motion. In
fact, the type IIB supergravity theory is itself an example of such a the-
ory. However, in order to keep things as simple as possible here, we will
present the theory in terms of component fields rather than superfields.
The superfield approach, while quite elegant, requires developing a rather
elaborate formalism that is not required elsewhere in this book, and there-
fore is not presented here.

The derivation of the covariant field equations of type IIB supergravity
hinges on two main ideas. The first one concerns the relationship between
the field equations and the supersymmetry transformations of the fields.
First of all, one has the obvious requirement that the supersymmetry
variation of an equation of motion should give rise to an expression that
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also vanishes by the equations of motion. The conditions are stringent
enough that if the supersymmetry variations are known and one of the
field equations is known, all the others can be deduced. There is an even
stronger requirement, however. When the commutator of two local super-
symmetry transformations is applied to the fields, closure of the algebra
requires that the result should correspond to a combination of the local
symmetries of the theory - namely, a general coordinate transformation, a
local Lorentz transformation, a local supersymmetry transformation, and
additional local gauge transformations associated with the 'gauge fields'
A^N and AMNPQ- However, since we are dealing with an on-shell for-
malism not possessing auxiliary fields required for off-shell closure of the
algebra, this result only applies if the equations of motion are satisfied.
This fact can be turned to our advantage. It means that in the process
of constructing supersymmetry transformations of the fields with a con-
sistent gauge algebra one can actually deduce some of the field equations
at the same. The consistency aspects built into these conditions turn out
(on calculation) to completely determine the theory!

While the consistency conditions described above do, as just asserted,
completely determine the theory, the identification of another fundamen-
tal symmetry principle serves to organize concepts and formulas so as to
make the calculations much simpler to carry out and the results much
more elegant to describe. The symmetry in question is a global 5(7(1, 1).
(This is a noncompact form of 577(2), isomorphic to 51/(2, i?), encoun-
tered earlier in the study of conformal mappings of the unit disk onto
itself. Specifically, the mapping z —> (az + b)/(cz + d) is a nonsingular
and invertible mapping of the unit disk onto itself if (" )̂ belongs to the
group Stf(1,1).)

The 5(7(1,1) global symmetry of type IIB supergravity is one exam-
ple of a generic phenomenon in extended supergravity theories. In these
theories there is a noncompact global symmetry group G with a maxi-
mal compact subgroup H. The scalar fields of the theory are associated
with the coset G/H. This implies, in particular, that their number is
dimC? — dim if. In the case at hand, the maximal compact subgroup of
5(7(1,1) is ?7(1), and the theory possesses 3 — 1 = 2 scalar fields. The
most famous example of this phenomenon is N = 8 supergravity in four
dimensions, which possesses the global symmetry £7,7. The group Efj
is a noncompact form of E7 whose maximal compact subgroup is 5(7(8).
Since Ej has 133 generators and 5(7(8) has 63 generators, it follows that
N = 8 supergravity has 133 — 63 = 70 scalar fields.

Since dim G — dim H does not correspond to the dimension of a repre-
sentation of G, one must be a little clever to exhibit the global G sym-
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metry of such theories in a manifest form. However, it proves to be well
worth the trouble of doing so. The appropriate method is closely (but
not precisely) analogous to the vielbein formulation of relativity in which
we describe the graviton by the field e^. This field clearly transforms
linearly under the global symmetry group GL(Dy R), which is a subgroup
of the group of general coordinate transformations. (This group acts only
on the base-space index M.) This is a noncompact group whose maxi-
mal compact subgroup is SO(D). In the vielbein formalism this group
is implemented as a separate local symmetry - local Lorentz invariance.
There are no independent propagating gauge fields associated with this
symmetry, since no kinetic term for the connection WM (analogous to
F2 in Yang-Mills theory) is introduced. As a result, one can use the lo-
cal symmetry to gauge away D(D — l)/2 components of ej^ leaving only
ones corresponding to the coset GL(DyR)/SO(D). This still overcounts
the number of physical polarization modes of a graviton because the local
general coordinate transformations have not yet been taken into account.
A careful analysis shows that they can be used to restrict the preceding
analysis to D — 2 transverse directions. This can be achieved by choosing
light-cone gauge, for example. Thus the physical polarizations of a gravi-
ton actually correspond to a coset space SL(D — 2,R)/S0(D — 2). This
is the feature present for gravitation but not for the coset description of
the scalar fields. Not having an analog of general coordinate invariance,
the G/H description of the scalar fields is actually easier than general
relativity.

For the reasons described above we wish to describe the two scalars of
type IIB supergravity by the matrix V£ analogous to the vielbein ej^.
The index a = 1,2 labels the 2 of £{7(1,1) whereas the index a = ±
describes two U(l) representations with 'charges' U = ±1. V* is the
complex conjugate of V+. The 2 x 2 matrix of fields V* belongs to the
group 5/7(1,1). Thus, in particular,

eapV°v£ = det V = 1. (13.1.13)

Under a global 5£7(1, 1) transformation

i (13.1.14)

where m" p is a constant matrix belonging to the algebra of 517(1,1).
Under a local U{\) transformation with infinitesimal parameter E(#)

8V£ = ±iEV£. (13.1.15)

(In general, a field $£/ of charge U satisfied 6$u = i
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The 5(7(1, l)-invariant combination

QM = -ieapV«dMVP (13.1.16)

acts as a U(l) gauge field since it follows from (13.1.15) that

SQM = % £ , (13.1.17)

where we have used (13.1.13). Equation (13.1.16) is the analog of the
formula for the spin connection in terms of the vielbein. There is yet
another 5(7(1, l)-invariant quantity that can be formed from V^, namely

PM = -ea0VfdMv£. (13.1.18)

This expression clearly has (7 = 2, and its complex conjugate has U —
—2. If our purpose were only to describe the nonlinear sigma model of
5(7(1, l ) /[ /( l) scalar fields, this would be easy to do. The Lagrangian
would be proportional to gMN PuP^- However, as already explained,
this has no nice extension to the full type IIB supergravity theory.

How should we describe the other fields of the theory? We know from
general relativity that the Fermi fields should transform under the local
symmetry group rather than the global one. Thus associated with the 8S

and 56S representations, we introduce fields A and X^M whose (7(1) charges
are U = 3/2 and U = 1/2, respectively. The fact that there are two of
each is incorporated simply by virtue of the fact that they are complex.
(The complex conjugates have U = —3/2 and U = —1/2.) The fact that
A and ipjtf are Weyl spinors is expressed by FnA = A and V\\ij)M = "^M-

For the Bose fields it is more convenient to use base-space indices in the
case of general relativity, and hence 5(7(1,1) indices as regards the sigma-
model structure. Thus, the two 28 fields are represented by an 5(7(1,1)
doublet A<MN. The four form field AMNPQ is a singlet of 5(7(1,1) and
neutral under (7(1), of course. From the fields Aa

MN and AMNPQ,
 w e c a n

form the field strengths

FMNP = Zd[MA«NP] (13.1.19)

FMNPQR = 5d[MANPQR] + li^af3AfMNF^QR]. (13.1.20)

In the latter expression we have included an interaction term that will
be convenient later. Equation (13.1.19) obviously defines a field strength
that is invariant under ^A^^ = 25^/A^, as usual. However, (13.1.20) at
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first sight is not invariant under this transformation. In fact, it is invari-
ant provided that one simultaneously transforms the four-form potential
according to the rule

SAMNPQ = -\i^a^[MFNPQ\ (13.1.21)

This is in addition to the usual gauge transformation

SAMNPQ = 4d[MANPQ], (13.1.22)

of course.
The 5(7(1, 1) doublet of [/(I) neutral fields strengths F^Np can be re-

placed by an equivalent expression that is an 5(7(1,1) singlet with charge
(7 = 1. The appropriate formula is

GMNP = -tapV?FMNp. (13.1.23)

One more definition that we require is the (7(l)-covariant derivative. A
field <&u with charge U has a covariant derivative, also of charge (7, given

by

Du*v = (9M - iUQM)$u, (13.1.24)

where QM is the connection given in (13.1.16). This is the usual construc-
tion of the covariant derivative, identical to the one of electromagnetism.

We have now described the ingredients required to present the super-
symmetry transformation formulas and the field equations in a form with
manifest 5(7(1,1) x (7(1) symmetry, the 5(7(1,1) being global and the
(7(1) local. The actual derivation or verification of the formulas is straight-
forward (but tedious) and will not be presented here. For the local super-
symmetry transformations one finds

(13.1.25)

c.c.
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and

6\ =i-TM
n*PM - ±-TMNPr, GMNP + (Fermi)2

6+M =-DMv + T
K 4U

^ - 9TNPGMNp)r}* + (Fermi)2.

Note that the supersymmetry parameter 77 has U(l) charge U = 1/2, just
like the gravitino field I/>M-

The equations given above have forms that are easily checked to be cor-
rect, giving the usual supersymmetry algebra, in the linearized and global
limit, i.e., for the free theory. The embellishments occurring in the for-
mulas above are the only possible structures compatible with the various
symmetries of the theory - general coordinate invariance, local Lorentz
invariance, AM and AMNP gauge invariances, local U(l) symmetry and
global 517(1,1) symmetry. The nontrivial exercise is to verify that the
numerical coefficients of the various terms are precisely the ones given.
In fact, closure of the algebra completely determines these coefficients, as
well as the equations of motion. Moreover, most coefficients are deter-
mined several times by the formulas - fortunately, always with the same
result!

Closure of the supersymmetry algebra gives equations of motion for
the chiral fields of the theory, each of which satisfies a first-order field
equation. These fields are the Fermi fields A and ij^Mi a nd the four-form
potential AMNPQ- The equation of motion for the four form AMNPQ

 ls

basically the statement F = *F, where F differs from dA by interaction
terms. The formula F is given in (13.1.20). (There is also a (Fermi)2

term, which we omit.)
The other equation of motion can be obtained by applying supersym-

metry transformations to the ones already obtained. One finds (neglecting
Fermi field contributions) that

DMPM =

DPGMNP =PPG*MNP - li

(13 1 27)
-RMN =PP* + P*P + \ 2 F F H p *

- \9MNGPC>RG*PQR).

A potentially important use of these equations is the study of spon-
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taneous compactification. In doing this it is generally assumed that the
Fermi fields can be set equal to zero. (This is all one can do classically, al-
though one could imagine a 'condensate' forming quantum mechanically.)
For this purpose the equations in the form given (without Fermi field
contributions) are sufficient.

Let us conclude this brief introduction to type IIB supergravity with one
final remark. The 5C/(1,1)/C/(1) symmetry of the theory, which proved
to be so useful in the construction described above, is not preserved by
the type IIB superstring extension of the theory. In particular, the U(l)
group rotates the two super symmetries into one another, but not even
this symmetry is preserved by the superstring extension. The simplest
way to understand this remark is to refer back to the supersymmetric
superstring action S = S\ + S2 given in §5.1.2. There we introduced
two superspace Grassmann coordinates 0A(a, r) , A = 1,2. The term S\
manifestly has 50(2) rotational symmetry, which is the U(l) in question,
but the term 52 (which was crucial in the superstring analysis) does not
share the symmetry.

13.1.3 The Coupled Supergravity Super Yang-Mills System

We have completed our survey of pure supergravity theories in ten dimen-
sions. Our next problem is to couple the N = 1, D = 10 supergravity
theory described in §13.1.1 to N = 1, D = 10 super Yang-Mills theory.
Recall that in appendix 4. A we showed that the super Yang-Mills theory
in isolation is given simply by

LYM = ~\Fa
MNFMNa - \rrM{DMX)a. (13.1.28)

This action is invariant under the global supersymmetry transformations

6Aa
M=l-rjTMXa

1 (13.1.29)

The challenge is to couple this to the supergravity system so that the
combined system is invariant under local supersymmetry transformations.

As usual, the Yang-Mills field strength is defined by

% - 8NAa
M + gfa

bcA
b
MAc

N (13.1.30)

and the gauge-covariant derivative by

+ 9fabcAh
Mxc, (13.1.31)
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322 13. Low-Energy Effective Action

where /a&c are the structure constants of a semisimple Lie group. The
Yang-Mills coupling constant g has dimensions (length)3 for D = 10.
At the quantum level, anomaly cancellation imposes restrictions on the
allowed symmetry groups, but at the classical level, any semisimple group
is acceptable.

As in §12.5.1, we introduce matrices Ta that represent the group gener-
ators, normalized so that tv(TaTb) = 8ah, and define a matrix of potentials

(13.1.32)

and similarly for the cgauginos' %• The Yang-Mills field strength is de-
scribed in this notation by a matrix-valued two form F = ^2 FaTa, where

Fa = dA" + gfa
bcA

b A Ac, (13.1.33)

which we sometimes abbreviate as

F = dA + gA2. (13.1.34)

The coupling of the super Yang-Mills multiplet to the supergravity mul-
tiplet (with n = 2 terms only) is uniquely determined by the requirement
of local supersymmetry. The result was worked out in the abelian [U(l)]
case by Chamseddine and by de Wit et al. and generalized to the non-
abelian case by Chapline and Manton. The analysis involves much tedious
algebra, but there is one real novelty that arises. The gauge-invariant field
strength of the two form BMN must be generalized from H — dB to

H = dB-^=u;z, (13.1.35)
v2

where u?3 is the Chern-Simons three form

u;3 = AaFa - \gfabcA
aAhAc = AadAa + \gfabcA

aAhAc, (13.1.36)

or equivalently,

u>3 = tr(AF - \gAz) = ti(AdA + jgA3), (13.1.37)

as described in the preceding chapter. While the modified H is obviously
invariant under SB = dA, it is less obvious that it possesses Yang-Mills
gauge invariance. In fact, to achieve gauge invariance, it is necessary to
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13.1 Minimal Supergravity Plus Super Yang-Mills 323

postulate a nontrivial gauge transformation law for the field B. This is
unexpected, because B is neutral. Under a gauge transformation

*A = dA + [A,A], (13.1.38)

where A is a matrix of infinitesimal parameters, the Chern-Simons term
has a variation

&43 = tr(dAdA) = du\, (13.1.39)

where

u>\ = tr(AdA). (13.1.40)

The subscript denotes the degree of the form and the superscript refers
to the number of occurrences of the parameter A. It is now obvious how
to achieve gauge invariance. If we assign the transformation law

(13.1.41)

to the two-form potential, then the three form H = dB—T*U>3 is obviously

gauge invariant. ( The factor /c/v2 in (13.1.35) will be removed by a
scaling of variables described below.)

The Lagrangian coupling supergravity and super Yang-Mills theory
turns out to be

e"1L =e~~1.LsG(with modified HMNP)

(13.1.42)
The last term in this expression vanishes when a = b due to an identity
valid for D = 10 Majorana-Weyl spinors. Therefore it is absent in the
abelian case.
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324 13. Low-Energy Effective Action

The infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations of the super Yang-
Mills fields, which give the curved-space generalization of (13.1.29), are
given by the formulas

l
(13.1.43)

The transformations of the supergravity fields are as given in (13.1.11)
with the modified three form H substituted in the equations for S\ and

. Also, the variations acquire extra pieces

(13-1-44)

By making these modifications, the local supersymmetry of the pure su-
pergravity system is extended to the coupled supergravity plus super
Yang-Mills system.

Before commenting further on the formulas, let us make some field
redefinitions that make them a bit more elegant. Specifically, we set

(13.1.45)

A new „ Aold rpnew „ rpold / I Q 1 ACL\

M = 9AM ^ FMN = 9*MN (13.1.46)

v ^ 9 r>old Tjnew v ^ 9 rjold / i o i A1\
—"—^MNi HMNP~ —"—nMNP- (^.IA()

Equation (13.1.35) then becomes

H = dB-u3. (13.1.48)

Making the notational changes listed in the preceding paragraph the
Lagrangian for the coupled supergravity super Yang-Mills system takes
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the form

1 - 1

4W?

- V2^MTNPQTMX)HNPQ + (Fermi)4.
(13.1.49)

In formulating this theory, we have introduced a gravitational coupling
constant AC, which in ten dimensions has dimensions of (length)^4, and a
Yang-Mills coupling constant g, which in ten dimensions has dimensions
of (length)""3. At first sight, then, it appears that the theory is charac-
terized by an arbitrary dimensionless parameter A = </4//c3. More careful
reflection shows this is not so. Equation (13.1.49) is invariant under the
rescaling <j> —» c<f>, if g transforms as g —> g/y/c. If we wish, we can remove
g from the above Lagrangian altogether by writing </>' = </>(g2 /«3/2). (The
factor of /c3/2 is inessential; it is included to make <f>f dimensionless.) Thus,
the supergravity theory has no free dimensionless parameter. The essence
of the matter is that nothing in the classical Lagrangian (13.1.49) deter-
mines the expectation value of the field <f>. Instead of a one-parameter
family of theories labeled by the value of A, what we really have is a sin-
gle theory with a one-parameter family of vacuum states. At least, this
degeneracy holds classically. It may or may not be lifted at the quantum
level. Knowing how the degeneracy is lifted or how the expectation value
of <j> is determined is of utmost importance in understanding the physical
content of the theory, since (for example) the physical gauge coupling,
which is really g2cf>, depends on which of the one-parameter family of
classical vacua is physically relevant.

If one considers superstring theory rather than supergravity theory, an
additional quantity a1 plays a crucial role, but there is still no arbitrary
dimensionless parameter in the fundamental laws, since a1 is determined

It cannot be lifted unless supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, since a poten-
tial energy V(<f>) - necessary to lift the degeneracy - violates supersymmetry, as
we learned earlier.
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in terms of g and K by K ~ g2/a1 (type I) or K2 ~ g2o! (heterotic). Thus,
there really is no fundamental adjustable dimensionless constant in the
equations of string theory. In §3.4.6, we made essentially this observa-
tion in a different way, showing that the arbitrary adjustable parameter
seemingly present in the string perturbation expansion is an illusion, and
actually can be absorbed in shifting the value of the dilaton field <f>.

In order to keep the formulas from becoming excessively messy, in
(13.1.49) we have not written out all the (Fermi)4 terms explicitly. One
of them, the last term in (13.1.42) is of particular interest, however. It
combines with the xxH a n ( i H2 terms to give a perfect square

(13.1.50)

It has been suggested in connection with supersymmetry breaking that
dynamical effects could cause the bilinear X^MNPX to acquire a vacuum
expectation value. When this happens HMNP could also be expected to
obtain a compensating expectation value for which the square vanishes.
This induces an inhomogeneous term in the supersymmetry transforma-
tion formula of the 'dilatino' A. This provides an interesting scheme for
achieving supersymmetry breaking while retaining a vanishing cosmolog-
ical constant, at least at a certain level of approximation. It might even
provide a rationale for why six dimensions (three complex dimensions)
must curl up. There is at present no convincing basis for these specula-
tions, however.

13.2 Scale Invariance of the Classical Theory

Following the formulation of (13.1.49), we have already made some re-
marks about the significance of the expectation value of the dilaton field.
Here we pursue this subject further. Let us first think briefly about some
simple but perhaps unfamiliar properties of ordinary general relativity,
described in D dimensions by the action

(13.2.1)

This theory is not scale invariant as a quantum theory. It is, however,

Except in two dimensions, where (13.2.1) is a topological invariant.
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scale invariant as a classical theory. Under

9MN -> t~29MN (13.2.2)

(this is a scale transformation, since all lengths are scaled by a factor of
2"1), standard formulas of general relativity show that RMN 1S invariant,
so S transforms as

S _> r^-^S. (13.2.3)

At the classical level, the normalization of S is irrelevant - it scales out of
the classical equations. So general relativity is scale invariant as a classical
theory. At the quantum level a transformation such as (13.2.2), which
rescales the action, is not a symmetry. (We can consider this question in
a formal way even though standard general relativity probably does not
make sense as a quantum theory.) This follows, for instance, from the
description of the quantum theory as a path integral:

= I eiS'h. (13.2.4)

Evidently, a rescaling of S does not leave (13.2.4) invariant. Though not a
symmetry, (13.2.2) has a consequence in quantum gravity that may seem
provocative. To describe the classical theory requires the fundamental
constants c (the speed of light) and K (the gravitational constant). One
might expect that a new fundamental constant % is needed in the quantum
theory, but this is not really so; from (13.2.3) and (13.2.4) it is evident
that a change in the value of % can be absorbed in a transformation of the
type (13.2.2), so there really is no fundamental constant ft in quantum
general relativity.

To couple to fermions, we must introduce a vielbein e^A^ which obeys
9MN = V eMAeNB a n d so must transform under (13.2.2) as

eMA -> t'^MA- (13.2.5)

The coupling to fermions

S = - JdDx e(^R + j$eMATADM'l>) (13.2.6)

possesses the same classical scale invariance that we have just discussed
if the transformation law of tp is

\l> -> *1/2V>- (13.2.7)

What happens in supergravity? Considering as an example the TV = 1
supergravity theory formulated in (13.1.49), the reader will note that this
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theory possesses the same classical scale invariance, but now we must
assign a nontrivial transformation law to the dilaton field <j>. The trans-
formation law of <f> is in fact

<j> - > t2<f>. (13.2.8)

Thus, the supergravity theory possesses the same classical scale invari-
ance as minimal general relativity. There is a basic difference, however.
Although the expectation value of <j) is arbitrary in the classical supergrav-
ity theory, we must attribute some expectation value to <f>. Therefore, in
ten-dimensional supergravity, the scale invariance of the classical theory
is spontaneously broken. At the classical level, the massless dilaton <j) can
be understood as a Goldstone boson of this spontaneously broken scale
invariance.

Quantum mechanically, the scale invariance is not really a symmetry,
so <f> is better described as a pseudo-Goldstone boson. As such, one might
expect it to gain a mass. This is prevented by supersymmetry as long as
supersymmetry is unbroken, since (j> is in the same supermultiplet with
the graviton, which certainly cannot receive a mass. More generally, as
was noted earlier, supersymmetry forbids not only a mass term for <̂ , but
an arbitrary potential V(<f>).

Let us ignore momentarily the constraints associated with supersymme-
try and discuss instead constraints due to the classical scale invariance.
At the classical level, scale invariance would permit a potential of the
special form

- <t>, (13.2.9)

though because of supersymmetry such a term is actually absent in the
Lagrangian that we are considering. Suppose that a potential is gener-
ated by a one-loop effect. A one-loop effect is of order %. Under a scale
transformation, % is rescaled; in ten dimensions the behavior is % —»ts%,
according to (13.2.3) and (13.2.4). The scaling pseudosymmetry thus re-
quires that a one-loop potential transform like h times (13.2.9), or like
(f>5. More generally, an n-loop contribution V^n' to an effective potential
would be proportional to %n times <̂>, so, if not zero would behave as

yW(^) ~ <£4n+1. (13.2.10)

Notice that contributions to the effective potential of higher and higher
order vanish more and more rapidly for <j> —* 0. A nonperturbative effect

The formulas are singular at <j> = 0; more precisely, the form of the kinetic energy
1 shows that <j> = 0 is 'infinitely far away' in field space.
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would presumably vanish for <f> —•» 0 faster than any power of <j)\ after
all, nonperturbative effects should vanish more rapidly for weak coupling
(small <t>) than effects of any finite order of perturbation theory.

Figure 13.1. Possible forms of the potential for the field a = —\n<j>. This potential
may be identically zero (curve (1) in (a)); it might approach zero as <r —• oo from
above (curve (2) in (a)) or from below (curve (3) in (a)) while having no other zeros.
It may also have an isolated zero in addition to the zero at infinity (b).

What behavior of V(<f>) do we desire or expect? (This discussion should
really be carried out in the context of a discussion of the reduction to four
dimensions, but for brevity we work directly in ten dimensions.) It is pos-
sible that V(<l>) is identically zero, as depicted by curve (1) in fig. 13.1a.
In this case, </> is a massless particle. As it has coherent couplings to
matter (for instance in the F2/<f> coupling), <j> would then contribute cor-
rections to large-scale gravitational phenomena that might be observable
in astronomy. It would in fact be subject to fairly stringent experimental
bounds, somewhat like the restrictions on the Brans-Dicke scalar.

t Apart from direct astronomical tests, the most stringest bounds on coupling of
a scalar such as <j> arise from the fact that in cosmological models, because of
its coupling to matter, the expectation value of <j> would change in time. The
mechanism for this is explained at the end of §14.5. The change in time of
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If the potential V(<f>) is not identically zero, we must face a host of
new questions. The minimum of V((f>) is what is usually known as the
cosmological constant. One of the real mysteries in superstring theory is
undoubtedly the question of why the cosmological constant vanishes af-
ter supersymmetry breaking. This is perhaps the question on which our
present ideas are most obviously deficient. The facts cited above concern-
ing the classical scaling symmetry make the vanishing of the cosmological
constant even more puzzling. Equation (13.2.10) seems to indicate that
no matter what else happens, the potential V{<f>) vanishes for <f> —> 0.
Since <j> = 0 is really 'infinitely far away', our following remarks can be
brought out more clearly by working with a = — In </>. A potential that
vanishes for a —» oo may approach zero either from above or from below.
If V approaches zero from below, as depicted by curve (3) in fig. 13.1a,
then the cosmological constant (the absolute minimum of V) is negative,
an unhappy state of affairs. So we hope that V approaches zero from
above. If so, one obvious possibility is that V = 0 is achieved only at
a —* oo, as depicted by curve (2) in fig. 13.1a. If so, there is no stable
vacuum in nature; a will 'roll down the hill' indefinitely. Such an idea was
essentially first proposed by Dirac in the 1930s to account for what is now
called the gauge hierarchy problem; Dirac's idea was that large numbers
(such as the ratio of the Planck mass to the proton mass) grow in time
as a rolls down the hill. Although this idea has many attractions, exper-
imental bounds on the rate of change in time of coupling constants make
it seem unlikely that this is the way nature works. Alternatively, it could
be that in addition to the zero at a —> oo, V has an isolated minimum (at
which V = 0) for some finite (7, as depicted in fig. 13.16. There is nothing
wrong with this option except that it is a mystery why V should have the
stated form. Also, many physicists find it counterintuitive to postulate
that our world (the zero at finite <r) is degenerate in energy with another
world that is 'rolling down the hill'.

13.3 Anomaly Analysis

We now turn our attention to the analysis of anomalies, a subject that we
met for the first time in chapter 10.

Symmetries of classical field theories can be broken by quantum effects
known as anomalies. The origin of these effects can be traced to certain ill-
behaved Feynman diagrams, with classically conserved currents attached,

the expectation value of <f> would, because of the F2/<j> coupling, bring about a
change in time of the fine-structure constant, a possibility that is severely limited
by observation.
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that do not admit a regulator compatible with simultaneous conservation
of all the attached currents. Anomalies that spoil global conservation laws
affect the physical content of a theory, but do not cause it to be incon-
sistent. Anomalies in local conservation laws, such as gauge invariance or
general covariance, cause a theory to be inconsistent. Such anomalies can
arise only in parity-violating amplitudes (gauge-invariant Pauli-Villars
regularization is always possible for parity-conserving amplitudes).

Figure 13.2. Anomalous triangle diagram with V — A currents at each vertex.

The classic example of restrictions on gauge couplings that are required
to avoid anomalies is the 5(7(2) x U(l) model of electroweak interactions
in four dimensions. The quarks and leptons are assigned to left-handed
doublets and right-handed singlets of the weak SU(2). In this case there is
an anomalous fermion triangle diagram with V—A currents at each vertex,
as shown in fig. 13.2. Conservation cannot be imposed for the currents
at all three vertices simultaneously, so the only consistent possibility is
for a cancellation to occur when the contributions of the various fermions
of the theory are summed. For example, if one chooses three currents
carrying the U(l) (weak hypercharge Y) quantum numbers the anomaly
is proportional to Y3. Hence we must get zero when we sum Y3 for all
the left-handed quarks and leptons. Since each generation has the same
pattern of quantum numbers it suffices to consider the first one. The usual
assignments are

Y{uL) = Y(dL) = 1/3

Y(uL) = -4/3, Y(dL) = 2/3 (13.3.1)

Y(e-L) = Y(uL) = -l, Y(e+) = 2.

Including a factor of three for color, one finds for the quarks tr(F3) = —6
and for the leptons tr(F3) = +6. Thus the standard generations do give
the required cancellation, whereas a truncation of the theory to include
only the quarks or the leptons would be inconsistent. Anomalies of the
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type YT2 and FA2, with T and A being generators of SU(2)i and color,
respectively,, cancel in a similar way. The standard model also has a
potential anomaly in a triangle diagram with one external hypercharge
generator and two external gravitons. This anomaly is proportional to
trY (the trace again being taken among left-handed fermions) and again
vanishes for a standard generation of quarks and leptons. This too is a
nontrivial restriction on the quantum numbers of the quarks and leptons.

Anomaly cancellation was originally understood as a requirement for
renormalizability of the standard electroweak theory. If the requirement
of anomaly cancellation is understood in this way, one may well won-
der why the quark and lepton anomalies do cancel in nature, assuming
string theory to be correct. String theory improves on the ultraviolet
behavior of field theory by so much that if anomalies were basically a
question of renormalizability, the field theory analysis of anomalies would
not seem relevant! After all, it does not worry us to include at least one
unrenormalizable theory - general relativity - as part of the low-energy
approximation to string theory. So why is it necessary to cancel quark
and lepton anomalies?

The real answer to this question is that although anomalies can be
understood as an ultraviolet effect, related to the absence of a gauge-
invariant regularization of certain diagrams, they can also be understood
as an infrared effect. Even the low-energy part of the anomalous triangle
diagram (and its higher-dimensional cousins) cannot be reconciled with
gauge invariance and unitarity. This viewpoint came to be properly ap-
preciated only under the stimulus of comparatively recent work on the role
of anomalies in composite models of quarks and leptons. It is, however,
no more than a refinement of what, since the early work on the subject,
has been recognized as an essential part of the whole anomaly story: the
anomaly is a failure of gauge invariance that cannot be removed by adding
any local counterterm to the effective action and therefore cannot depend
on unknown modifications of the short distance physics.

Our goal here is to obtain restrictions for supersymmetric theories in ten
dimensions analogous to those described above for the standard model.
In chapter 10 we calculated the hexagon loop amplitude in type I super-
string theory shown in fig. 13.3. The conclusion there was that the only
classical Yang-Mills group for which the nonabelian gauge anomaly could
cancel is SO(32). We now make this result more transparent by means of
a low-energy analysis, which also will reveal that anomalies can cancel for
a ten-dimensional N = 1 supergravity theory with gauge group E% x E%.
The low-energy analysis is adequate for reasons that were explained in
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Figure 13.3. The hexagon diagram that gives anomalies in ten dimensions.

the previous paragraph. The analysis will require considering potentially
anomalous processes with external gauge bosons and external gravitons
alike. The results can presumably be checked by full-fledged one-loop
string calculations, but in practice only the calculation reported in chap-
ter 10 has actually been completed so far. The analysis is certainly much
easier for the low-energy effective action, and this approach has the ad-
vantage of not requiring any knowledge or assumptions about the nature
or existence of possible superstring theories. In fact, this is how the group
E& x E% was first encountered, before it was known how to incorporate it
in a string theory.

13.3.1. Structure of Field Theory Anomalies

Anomalies are a breakdown of gauge invariance and general covariance. To
investigate the possible occurrence of anomalies, one investigates the effec-
tive action T(AM>> guN) for the gauge field AM and the gravitational field
9MN obtained by integrating out all other fields, and one asks whether
this effective action is gauge invariant and generally covariant. (The ef-
fective action F does not coincide with the object Seff considered earlier,
since it is obtained by integrating out massless as well as massive modes.)

The current induced by a given background field A is defined in terms
of the effective action T as

JM = jjjp. (13.3.2)

More precisely, the low-energy analysis is adequate for determining when anoma-
lies might cancel with the addition of suitable counterterms, but not for deter-
mining when they do cancel, which depends as we will see on the coefficients of
certain possible terms in the low-energy Lagrangian.
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Figure 13.4. If longitudinal modes do not decouple from one loop diagrams, they will
appear as poles in two loop diagrams.

Consider the variation of the effective action T(A) under a gauge trans-
formation 8 AM =

(13.3.3)

A partial integration shows that G = 0 if the gauge current (13.3.2) is
covariantly constant. Thus, when there is an anomaly, the gauge cur-
rents are not really conserved. The loss of conservation of such gauge
currents implies that unphysical polarization states of gauge fields show
up as poles in S matrix elements, which implies a breakdown of unitar-
ity. The calculation of chapter 10 described the anomaly as a coupling of
a longitudinally polarized gauge field to five transversely polarized ones.
This in turn implies that the longitudinal mode occurs as a pole in a
two-loop diagram with ten transversely polarized gauge fields, as shown
in fig. 13.4, which is inconsistent with unitarity.

Consider the hexagon diagram in ten dimensions with external gauge
bosons only. There are many invariant ways to combine the gauge and
Lorentz indices of the external lines, and consequently there are many
invariant amplitudes characterizing the hexagon diagram. Anomalous be-
havior actually arises only in amplitudes that violate parity (others can
be regularized in a gauge-invariant fashion) and only in amplitudes that
are completely symmetric under permutations of the gauge indices of the
external lines. We will not try to explain the latter feature systematically,
except to note that it arises in every perturbative calculation of anomalies;
it arose, for instance, in chapter 10. Because of the complete symmetry
in gauge indices, we lose no essential information if we characterize all ex-
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ternal gauge bosons by the same gauge generator T. The anomalous loop
diagrams with six external gauge bosons are proportional to sixth-order
invariants made from T. The ten-dimensional CPT theorem forces us to
deal with real fermion representations in which the trace of an odd power
of T vanishes, so the relevant sixth-order invariants are

trT6, trT4trT2, (trT2)3. (13.3.4)

Let us describe more concretely (following, for instance, our experience
in chapter 10) the form of anomalous hexagon amplitudes. It is convenient
to let Fo = dA represent the linearized approximation to the Yang-Mills
field strength; the linearized approximation is adequate since we are dis-
cussing the lowest number of external gauge bosons for which an anomaly
arises. Under a linearized gauge transformation AM —* AM + 9M A on one
of the external lines, the anomalous variation of the hexagon amplitude

ST = I d10x (citrAFo5 + c2trAF0trjP0
4 + c3trAF0(trF0

2)2) . (13.3.5)

Wedge products of differential forms are understood in (13.3.5); the in-
tegrand, made from five two forms i<o, is a ten form, which can indeed
be integrated over ten-dimensional space-time. The analogous formula in
four dimensions is the familiar ST = tiAF2 from the triangle diagram.
The three coefficients ci,C2,C3, which correspond to the three symmetric
invariants in (13.3.4), depend on the gauge quantum numbers of the par-
ticles circulating in the hexagon loop. The generalization of the anomaly
to terms with more than six external gauge bosons is not given simply by
replacing FQ by the gauge-invariant field strength F in (13.3.5). However,
since the higher-order anomalies cancel when and only when the anomalies
cancel in the six-point function, the form of the generalization of (13.3.5)
is for some purposes not essential. The proof that the anomaly in any
theory is of the general form (13.3.5), with only the three coefficients c&
depending on the theory, involves showing that by adding suitable lo-
cal counterterms, if necessary, the anomaly in any Bose-symmetric action

Anomalous amplitudes with more than six external gauge bosons in ten dimen-
sions are not completely symmetric in gauge indices, but are uniquely determined
in terms of anomalous six-point amplitudes by the Wess-Zumino consistency con-
ditions described in §13.3.5.
By adding to T a local counterterm of the form tiAFotiAFQ, we could if desired
take C2 to multiply trFp ITAFQ instead of the more convenient form we have
chosen.
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functional can be put in the form of (13.3.5). The analysis is somewhat
technical, and we content ourselves with noting that explicit calculations,
such as those in chapter 10 or familiar four-dimensional anomaly calcula-
tions, always give answers of this form.

13.3.2 Gravitational Anomalies

It is also possible to have anomalies in Feynman diagrams with exter-
nal gravitons. These are known as gravitational anomalies and represent
a breakdown of general covariance. We have already met gravitational
anomalies in two dimensions (the string world sheet) in §3.2.3. Now we
consider the ten-dimensional case.

Parity-conserving diagrams can be regularized while preserving general
covariance, so gravitational anomalies arise only for fields whose grav-
itational couplings violate parity and more specifically for fields whose
Lorentz quantum numbers are such that their interactions must violate
parity. In Euclidean space of D dimensions, this occurs for particles that
are in a complex representation of the SO(D) group, so that Lorentz in-
variance forbids mass terms and Pauli-Villars regularization is impossible.
SO(D) has complex representations only if D is of the form 4k + 2 for
some &, so these are the only dimensions in which gravitational anomalies
can occur.

Like the gauge anomaly, the gravitational anomaly in ten dimensions
arises first in a diagram with six external lines. The analysis of the Feyn-
man diagrams is somewhat lengthier than we wish to delve into here, so
we will try to state the result in a way that should sound plausible; we
leave the interested reader to explore the references.

The analogy between Yang-Mills theory and general relativity is, of
course, strongest if one introduces the spin connection WMAB-> which in
ten dimensions is an SO(10) gauge field. In fact, the analogy is perhaps
strongest if one considers a weak field gravitational wave of the special
form

hMN = hMhNeikx. (13.3.6)

Every plane wave can be written as a linear combination of plane waves of
this special kind, so we lose nothing essential by considering the scattering
of gravitational waves of this particular kind. For a wave of this special
kind, the linearized spin connection is

= (hMeikx)MAB, (13.3.7)
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where MAB is the 5(9(10) generator

MAB = ^fca ~ ^ ^ - (13.3.8)

We can think of the spin connection in (13.3.7) as an 5(9(10) gauge field
AMAB

 with spatial dependence h,Metkx and 5(9(10) content given by the
50(10) generator MAB- The linearized Riemann tensor, for instance, is

RQAB = du>AB. (13.3.9)

If one looks at things this way, then the general kinematics of gravitational
anomalies turns out to be similar to that of gauge anomalies. Indeed,
the anomaly only arises in a channel that is completely symmetric in
the 'group indices' of the external gravitons, so there are three possible
combinations, involving trM6, trM4 trM2, and (trM2)3, as in the case of
gauge anomalies. The general form of the anomaly in the effective action
is also similar to (13.3.5). Consider an infinitesimal general coordinate
transformation of the special kind

xM -> xM + eoh
Meikx (13.3.10)

with eo a small parameter. Transforming the metric according to the
standard rules of general relativity, one finds that the gravitational field
remains in the form of (13.3.6), but h undergoes a gauge transformation

fiM -> hM + kM^O- (13.3.11)

In the analogy that we are trying to draw between gauge theories and
gravity, h^ is the 'polarization vector' of the 'gauge field' in (13.3.7).
Thus, (13.3.11) corresponds to the correct transformation law of this gauge
field under gauge transformations. On the other hand, the charge matrix
(13.3.8) is invariant under the gauge transformation (13.3.11), just as in
the linearized limit of a gauge theory. Thus, it is plausible that for general
coordinate transformations of the form (13.3.10), the general form of the
anomalous variation of the effective action is very similar to what we
encountered in the gauge theory case. In fact, if one defines the 5O(10)
matrix 0 = Meo, then the general form of the variation of the effective
action comes out to be

ST

Here RQ is the linearized Riemann curvature two form given in (13.3.9);
as before a wedge product of the five two forms is understood, and the

= f rfloar(ditr0jR§ + d2tr0 Jlotr/# + d3tr0i2o(tr^)2) . (13.3.12)
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trace is over the 50(10) indices. While this formula is quite similar to
the gauge theory formula (13.3.5), the detailed expression for the d{ in,
say, the case of a hexagon anomaly due to a massless spin 1/2 particle is
quite different from the expression for the ct, as we will discuss in more
detail later.

Whether or not we have succeeded by our heuristic derivation in mak-
ing this seem plausible, expression (13.3.12) is the general form of gravita-
tional anomalies that emerges from actual perturbative calculations. The
reader who would like to see (13.3.12) emerge from Feynman diagrams is
referred to the references. We would like to stress, however, that (13.3.12)
is the correct general expression for the change in the six-point amplitude
under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism, not necessarily of the special form
(13.3.10), which was used to facilitate the heuristic discussion. If one
considers instead of (13.3.10) a general infinitesimal diffeomorphism

xM_txM + vM^ (13.3.13)

then (13.3.12) is still valid, with

= DAr,B - DBTIA. (13.3.14)

Gravitational anomalies represent a breakdown of energy-momentum
conservation, just as gauge anomalies represent a breakdown of current
conservation. Under an infinitesimal coordinate transformation x —>
xM — £ , the variation of the metric is SgMN — ^M£JV+AAT£M- Therefore
the variation of the effective action is

= J DN(M)STISgMN. (13.3.15)

But ST/SgMN is \(TMN)-> where (TMN)
 1S the expectation value of the

energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational fields. Thus, just as we
argued in the case of (13.3.3), by a partial integration one obtains

6T = - J dx^NDM(TMN), (13.3.16)

so that a gravitational anomaly corresponds to a breakdown of conserva-
tion of the energy-momentum tensor.

13.3.3 Mixed Anomalies

Finally, it is possible to consider 'mixed anomalies' with both external
gauge bosons and gravitons. As in the above, the gauge bosons are char-
acterized by a charge matrix T and the gravitons by an SO(10) matrix
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M. Just as for purely gauge anomalies or purely gravitational anomalies,
the mixed anomalies arise in channels that are completely symmetric in
the charge matrices of external gauge bosons, and likewise in the 50(10)
matrices of external gravitons. The relevant group-theoretic invariants
(bearing in mind that the trace of an odd power of T or M is zero in the
relevant representations) are

trT4trM2, trT2trM4, trT2(trM2)2, (trT2)2trM2. (13.3.17)

The general form of mixed terms in the variation in the effective action
under a gauge and coordinate transformation is (with notation as above)

ST = dloz(eitrAFo t r i ^ + e2tr0J?o trF0
4

+ e3trAF0(tri^)2 + e4tr0i?o(trFo
2)2),

with the e,- being coefficients that depend on the details of a particular
theory. Anomaly cancellation in ten dimensions means that the ten c,-, dj,
and ek must all vanish.

The four terms in (13.3.18) correspond to the invariants in (13.3.17).
All the same, the reader may wonder why we have omitted some other
seemingly possible terms such as

/ d10x trAFo trF0
2 tvR2

0 (13.3.19)

and a similar term with the role of gauge bosons and gravitons exchanged.
The answer to this is that (13.3.19) can be eliminated in favor of the e4

term in (13.3.18) by adding to the effective action F a local counterterm

f = f d10x trAdA trF0
2 trwdw, (13.3.20)

where LJ is the spin connection and A is the gauge field. Using the gauge
transformation laws

6(tiAdA) = d(trAdA), 6(tiLoduj) = d(tr0do>) (13.3.21)

(and of course the gauge invariance of FQ in the linearized approximation
we are using) the reader should be able to see that by adding the local
term T of (13.3.20), (13.3.19) can be eliminated and the mixed anomalies
can be put in the form given in (13.3.18).
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Physically, we are permitted to add (13.3.20), or any other local expres-
sion, to the effective action, because being local this respects unitarity and
all other physical principles. A theory in which anomalies can be elim-
inated by addition of a term such as (13.3.20) is not really anomalous,
since gauge invariance and general covariance can be achieved without
violating any physical principles. The freedom to adjust at will some of
the seeming potential anomalies by adding terms such as (13.3.20) will be
important later.

13.3.4 The Anomalous Feynman Diagrams

Figure 13.5. An anomalous diagram in which a massless two form B is exchanged
between two gauge bosons (or gravitons) on one side and four gluons (or two gauge
bosons and two gravitons or four gravitons) on the other side.

Postponing the detailed formulas, let us now discuss the general for-
mat of anomaly cancellation, as seen from the low-energy point of view.
On general grounds, only Feynman diagrams with massless internal lines
are relevant in discussing anomalies. Diagrams with massive internal lines
give local amplitudes whose anomalous behavior, if any, is irrelevant, since
it can be absorbed in adding a physically acceptable local counterterm to
the action. Which diagrams with massless external lines are relevant?
One choice is the hexagon diagram of fig. 13.3; it is this that corresponds
in the most obvious way to the anomalous triangle diagram in four di-
mensions. In type IIB superstring theory, the hexagon diagrams are the
only ones that are relevant. We will learn, however, that another anoma-
lous diagram, not familiar from four-dimensional experience, plays a role
in anomaly cancellation in the type I and heterotic theories. This is the
diagram of fig. 13.5 in which a massless two form B is exchanged between
gluons and gravitons. The coupling of B to two gluons appeared already
in our discussion of N = 1 supergravity theory in ten dimensions. We
noted that the naive form of the field strength of 5 , namely Ho = c/J9,
was actually replaced by H = dB — tv{AdA + f A3), the addition being
the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons form. The H2 term includes a coupling of
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B to two gluons, namely

Si = J dlox^(Ho)
MNPtiAMdNAp. (13.3.22)

To draw a diagram such as fig. 13.5 is only possible if we add a term to
the Lagrangian - not present in the minimal supergravity theory - that
couples B to four gauge bosons. The relevant coupling turns out to be

S2= fd10xBAtvF\ (13.3.23)

Notice that £2 is invariant under the gauge transformation SB = dA of
the two form B\ to prove this one must integrate by parts and use the
fact that the form trF4 is closed.

The idea of an anomaly in a tree diagram such as fig. 13.5 may seem
surprising if we believe that anomalies only arise from ultraviolet diver-
gences in loop diagrams. Actually, (13.3.23) is invariant under Yang-Mills
gauge transformations provided B is invariant under such transformations.
This is the natural, obvious state of affairs for the neutral field B. On the
other hand, we learned in §13.1.3 that the H2 term, from which (13.3.22)
derives, is gauge invariant only if B is not invariant under gauge transfor-
mations. Taking the two together, we find that although either (13.3.22)
or (13.3.23) is gauge invariant by itself, a Lagrangian containing both of
them is not gauge invariant. Thus, the interference term between these
two interactions, which appears in fig. 13.5, violates gauge invariance.

It is easy to determine the form of the violation. Under a gauge trans-
formation 6A = dA, (13.3.22) changes by

SSx = - f dlox^tT^AFMN^DpHMNP. (13.3.24)

If the only term in the Lagrangian in which B appears is the H2 term,
then the equation of motion for B is DpHMNP = 0. In this case, (13.3.24)
vanishes, reflecting the fact that in and of itself (13.3.22) respects gauge
invariance. In the presence, however, of other interactions, it is no longer
true that D HMNP ~ 0. The interaction (13.3.23) modifies this, in fact,
to DPHMNP = ZMNA^.AMF^2 • • • FA^), so (13.3.24) becomes

6Si = - f d10Xy/$tr(AF) A trF4, (13.3.25)

which has precisely the form of some of the anomalies that we wish to
cancel. An equivalent, diagrammatic way to express all of this is that when
inserted in the diagram of fig. 13.5, the Dp HMNP m (13.3.24) cancels the
B propagator that is present in that diagram, leaving us with (13.3.25).
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We see, then, that an exotic phenomenon, which from a low-energy
point of view would be described as an anomalous tree diagram, can cancel
some of the anomalies we surveyed above. This requires the presence of
the interaction (13.3.23), which is not present in the minimal supergravity
model, but whose presence in string theory would not be very surprising.

Trying to cancel anomalies with diagrams such as fig. 13.5 has a dra-
matic consequence. The basic anomaly cancellation depends on the ex-
istence of a massless boson B that can couple to two or four gluons (or
gravitons, in subsequent generalizations). Upon reduction to four dimen-
sions, some modes of the B field are still massless particles, as we will see
in detail in the next chapter. We will obtain in this way a massless spin
zero particle a with a coupling to two four-dimensional massless gauge
bosons. This coupling turns out, as we will see, to have the form atrFF
that enters in the axion solution of the strong CP problem, so it is quite
conceivable that the solution of the strong CP problem is to be found in
the mechanism described here for canceling anomalies.

Which anomalies can be canceled this way? The anomaly cancellation
mechanism requires a B propagator that carries neither gauge nor £0(10)
quantum numbers, so we can only cancel anomalies in which the group-
theory factors encountered above factorize as a product of traces. Thus,
in the Yang-Mills case, for example, we can hope to cancel a trT2trT4

or (trT2)3 term in this way, but we cannot hope to cancel a trT6 term.
With a sufficiently large number of independent B fields in the above
construction, we could cancel in this way all anomalies except the two
irreducible ones trT6 and trM6. In fact, in the ten-dimensional N = 1
supergravity multiplet there is only a single two form i?, and by suitably
adjusting unknown couplings such as (13.3.23) it is possible to cancel only
some of the factorizable anomalies. In fact, for the factorizable anomaly
to be expressible as the residue of the pole of a single B field in fig. 13.5,
it must have the general form

ST = I dloa;(trAFo + utiSRo) A (vtrF0
4 +

J

+ z(trF0
2)2 + y(tiR2

0)
2

with unknown coefficients u,v,w,x,y,z. We are entitled, of course, to
use the freedom in (13.3.20) in putting the anomalies in this form. Thus,
anomaly cancellation requires that the irreducible anomalies trT6 and
trM6 should cancel from hexagon diagrams, and that the eight factor-
izable anomalies parametrized earlier in terms of C2,C3,d3,o?4,ei,e2,e3,
and e± should be expressible in terms of only six independent coefficients
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u,v,w,x,y,z. Of course, it is necessary in addition that string theory
should generate those latter parameters with the correct coefficients.

13.3.5 Mathematical Characterization of Anomalies

In this subsection (which is not strictly necessary for understanding the
rest of the chapter), we would like to give at least a flavor of how anomalies
with more than six external gauge bosons or gravitons are determined
from the hexagon anomalies. Again, the interested reader may wish to
look elsewhere for more detail.

Let G(A) be the change in the effective action under the gauge trans-
formation or general coordinate transformation A. Thus, with T being
the effective action, G is

G(A) = ^ r . (13.3.27)

In D dimensions, G(A) is always given as the integral over all space-time
of a D form I p. We encountered some examples of such forms Ip in
the above. In the integral G = f I}), the D form Il

D is only well-defined
modulo an exact form.

There is an important consistency condition for anomalies, called the
Wess-Zumino condition. It states that

= G(A), (13.3.28)

where

A= [Ai,A2]. (13.3.29)

The necessity of this condition on G is evident from G(A) = S\T and
(13.3.29).

There is an elegant way of solving the consistency condition (13.3.28)
in terms of a D + 2 form ID+2 that is gauge invariant. Since we are
supposing that space-time is only D-dimensional, there are no D + 2 forms
in the usual sense, so ID+2 must be regarded as a formal expression. (In
fact, there is a sophisticated mathematical interpretation of the extra two
dimensions that are required for the existence of a D + 2 form, but we do
not need to know about that for our purposes here.)

Before explaining the relation between the D + 2 form ID+2
 a n ( i the

anomaly £?, let us recall from chapter 12 some facts about the generic
structure of gauge-invariant differential forms. Under a Yang-Mills gauge
transformation, the two-form field strength transforms according to the
rule 6F = [F,A]. Therefore a 2m form of the type tr(Fm) is gauge
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invariant as a consequence of the identity tv(AB) = tr(BA), which is
valid for forms of even degree. If the matrices F are expressed in a real
representation of the gauge group, then the generators are represented by
antisymmetric matrices. In this case tr(Fm) vanishes unless m is even. In
fact, this is the case of primary interest since in D = 4k + 2 dimensions
CPT conjugates the group assignment of a field without changing its
chirality. Thus the sum of an arbitrary representation and its conjugate
(if different) is described by a real representation.

As we know, the gravitational field in the vielbein formalism can be
treated very similarly to the Yang-Mills fields. Specifically, the spin con-
nection U>MAB can be regarded as a Yang-Mills potential analogous to
AM • It can be expressed as a one form

"AB = uM
ABdxM (13.3.30)

and, by lowering an index with the Minkowski metric, regarded a s a D x D
matrix u in the fundamental representation of the Lorentz algebra SO(D—
1,1). Using this connection one forms a D x D matrix of curvature two
forms

(13.3.31)

which is entirely analogous td" (13.1.39). The expression u>2 represents
a matrix product as well as a wedge product of one forms. Under an
infinitesimal Lorentz transformation with parameters given by an SO(D —
1,1) matrix 0, the transformations are

6u = de + [u;,G] (13.3.32)

and

6R = [R,e]. (13.3.33)

This is completely analogous to the Yang-Mills gauge transformations.
We can construct Lorentz-invariant differential forms tr(i?m) out of the

curvature forms, just as in the Yang-Mills case. Since R is an antisym-
metric matrix, these vanish unless m is even. We now can describe the
most general possible expressions /p+2 that can arise. They are given
by polynomials made from the gauge-invariant combinations tr(Fm) and
tr(i?m). Containing both the Yang-Mills and gravitational curvatures,
they suffice to describe the most general anomalies involving Yang-Mills
and gravitational fields. Since F and R are two forms, the total number of
F's and i?'s in each term of a D+2 form is 1+D/2. This only makes sense
if D is even, of course. But chiral fields, parity violation, and anomalies
only occur for even D anyway.
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Let us now explain how the D + 2 form i/)+2 is related to the anomaly
G. Any form of the type tr(Fm) can be written locally in the form

tr(Fm) = ^ 2 m - i , (13.3.34)

where the 2m — 1 form tO2m-i-> which is a certain polynomial in the gauge
field and its derivatives, is called a Chern-Simons form. Chern-Simons
forms were introduced in §12.5. The Chern-Simons form is defined ex-
plicitly for the case m — 2 in (13.1.37). The formula for the general case
is

l

= m fdttm-Hi(A(dA + tA2)1"1'1). (13.3.35)

o

Since we wish to introduce analogous expressions for the Lorentz case we
introduce the symbols u>2m-i,y and W2m-i,Lj where the subscripts denote
Yang-Mills and Lorentz. The fact that tr(Fm) and tr(#m) are exact
implies that any polynomial made from them is also exact. For example,

tv(Fm)tv(Rn) = d[u2m-ltYtT(Rn)] = d[tr(Ou>2n-i,l]. (13.3.36)

We are using here the fact that

dtvFm = dtrRn = 0, (13.3.37)

which follows from (13.3.34) and the fact that d2 = 0.
Now suppose that ID+2 is a i5 + 2 form given as some polynomial in

trFm and tri?m, so that it is gauge invariant. Since it is also exact, we
may write

(13.3.38)

where the D+l form ID+I is well-defined modulo a closed form. Although
ID+2 is ga uge invariant, ID+I in general is not. For example, the Chern-
Simons three form was shown to have a gauge variation dtr(AdA). While
the gauge variation of IQ+\ is not zero, it is always exact. Thus we may
write

Slo+i = dIl
D. (13.3.39)

This ensures the gauge invariance of ID+2, in particular. The expression
Il

D is a D form that is linear in the gauge parameters A and 0 (hence
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the superscript). This quantity is ambiguous up to a closed form, but it
determines a unique integral

G = J ID, (13.3.40)

which is the anomaly corresponding to ID+2-

The construction ensures that G satisfies the Wess-Zumino condition
(13.3.28). To prove this let us suppose that the D-dimensional space-time
manifold M can be represented as the boundary of a (D + l)-dimensional
region S. (In mathematical notation M = 9E.) One way of achieving
this, if we are working in Euclidean space, is to add a point at infinity so
that M becomes topologically a £)-sphere S^. Then E can be taken as a
(D + l)-dimensional ball having M = SD as its surface. In this case the
anomaly can be re-expressed as follows

G(A) = Jl}> = JdI1
D = SAJlD+1. (13.3.41)

M E E

Then [̂ Ai? ̂ A2]
 = Â implies that (13.3.28) is satisfied. This has the follow-

ing significance. In D = 2n dimensions, the Z) + 2 form involves n + 1 field
strengths F and/or R in each term. Since F = dA + A2 and R = duj + J1,
the minimum number of fields that can enter in such an expression is also
n + 1. Thus the 'smallest' anomalous one-loop diagrams are ones with
n + 1 external gauge fields. However, because of the nonlinearity of F and
i? the formulas also determine anomalies for diagrams with more external
gauge fields. In fact, it is evident that the term with n + 1 gauge fields
uniquely determines the complete formula by the substitutions dA —> F
and dw —> R. Thus if the anomalies with n + 1 external gauge particles are
derived by explicit Feynman diagram calculations, the general formulas
can be deduced without further calculation.

13.3.6 Other Types of Anomalies

In addition to gauge and gravitational anomalies, one may wonder if it is
possible to have anomalies that spoil local supersymmetry in some of the
ten-dimensional supergravity theories that are otherwise anomaly free.
Although most workers in the field consider this improbable, a convincing
treatment has not yet appeared.

In our discussion above, we have considered only infinitesimal gauge
and coordinate transformations. Absence of anomalies under such in-
finitesimal transformations implies absence of anomalies under any gauge
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and coordinate transformations that can be reached continuously from the
identity. There remains the question of possible anomalies in gauge trans-
formations or coordinate transformations that cannot be reached contin-
uously from the identity. Such 'global' anomalies are the space-time
analog of anomalies in world-sheet modular transformations. It has been
shown that space-time global anomalies always vanish in ten-dimensional
supergravity theories in which the perturbative anomalies cancel, but the
analysis is rather lengthy and will not be pursued here.

13.4 Explicit Formulas for the Anomalies

In the above, we have discussed the general form of the anomalies in any
ten-dimensional theory. Let us now discuss the form of the anomalies that
actually arise from hexagon diagrams in the relevant cases.

Let us begin with pure gravitational anomalies. They arise in hexagon
diagrams only from fields that transform in complex representations of
50(10). For example, the Majorana-Weyl spinor A in the N = 1, D — 10
supergravity multiplet belongs to the 16-dimensional spinor representa-
tion. This is a complex representation, its complex conjugate being the 16.
Similarly chiral gravitinos can belong to the 144 or 144. For D — 4k + 2,
SO(D) also has complex bosonic representations. The simplest example
is given by a tensor of rank 2k + 1 that is self-dual or anti-self-dual

(13.4.1)

A significant example is the self-dual fifth-rank field strength that occurs
in type IIB supergravity.

The explicit calculation of gravitational anomalies can be carried out
in the 'minimal' case by considering a loop with 2k + 2 external gravitons
(for D = 4k + 2). Pauli-Villars regularization of the linear divergence is
convenient, and then the anomaly can be calculated by the same general
approach as in the case of Yang-Mills gauge anomalies. In practice a
number of tricks are required to do the combinatorics effectively. Here we
settle for reporting the results.

We have learned that the gravitational anomaly in ten dimensions in-
volves a sixth-order invariant of an 50(10) matrix M, the possibilities
being trM6,trAf4trilf2, and (trM2)3. More generally, in 4k + 2 dimen-
sions we would encounter invariants of order 2k + 2 such as trM2k+2 and
so forth. Henceforth, in order to bring our discussion more in line with
usual mathematical terminology, we use the name R (for curvature two
form) for the matrix M. We wish to emphasize, however, that although
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it arises in some mathematical discussions (as in §13.3.5) as a curvature
two form whose two form indices are then suppressed, for our purposes R
is just a matrix.

Since the anomaly formulas are functions only of the invariant expres-
sions tr(i?2m), they only depend on the eigenvalues of the antisymmetric
D x D matrix R. By an orthogonal transformation such a matrix can be
brought to the form

0 x1

D

0 x2

-x2 0

In this basis it is easy to see that

7

(13.4.2)

tr(ii2m) = 2 ( - l (13.4.3)

Therefore if we are given a symmetric polynomial in 2k + 1 variables :rt-,
even in each of them separately, we can associate an mth-order invariant
of R by the rule

1/ ^«.. -orn (13.4.4)£ 2m

Let us denote the anomalies of a chiral spin 1/2 field, a chiral spin 3/2
field, or a self-dual 2k + 1 rank tensor as ij/2, 3̂/25 a nd I At respectively.
Before writing down the expressions for these quantities, it is convenient
to remove a common factor from each of the formulas, so we define

71/2 = -i( (13.4.5)

with similar definitions of 73/2 and

We stress this point because we are about to discuss the eigenvalues of R - a
concept that makes sense for matrices but must be interpreted more abstractly
for matrix-valued two forms.
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The formula for the gravitational anomaly of, say, a spin 1/2 particle in
some given dimension of the form 4A: + 2 is rather complicated. Remark-
ably, it is easiest to write down a formula that simultaneously encompasses
the (4k + 2)-dimensional anomalies for all k. The formula is

The meaning of this formula is that for D = 4A: + 2 dimensions, one must
extract the terms that are homogeneous of degree k + 1 in order that the
substitution (13.4.4) give a polynomial in R of order 2k + 2, the correct
value in 4k + 2 dimensions. By actually carrying out the process, we can
find the explicit form of the anomaly for small k. Letting yi = \x%, we
have

++ + )

= 1 - 6*2 + 180^4 + 72*2

^ ^ 3 + • • •, (13.4.7)

where we have defined

t = l

Thus, for example, the gravitational anomaly due to a complex Weyl
spinor in D = 6 is given by Ii/2 = j|o*4 + I7X2 ^ w n i c n implies that

hfi = - W " 3 ^ [^—trii* + ^ ( t r i ? 2 ) 2 ] • (13.4.9)

The anomalies J3/2 and I A are described by analogous symmetric func-
tions. Specifically

h/2 = M - l + 2 g coshxi)

- 1 +4Y2 + | F 4 + ^

In the important case of D = 10, it is useful for our later analysis to note
that
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W 3 . (13.4.11)

Finally, the antisymmetric tensor anomaly is described by

+
- - i 17 Xi

~ s n tanh

t a n h x .

- 140r2
3) + • • •. (13.4.12)

In addition to the pure gravitational anomalies described above, we
also require formulas for anomalies in diagrams that contain both external
gravitons and external gauge fields or external gauge-fields only. These are
characterized by invariants made from a charge matrix T - henceforth we
call it F to achieve better agreement with mathematical terminology - as
well as the 50(10) matrix R. In 4k + 2 dimensions, the mixed anomalies
involve terms of total order 2k + 2 in F and R. One-loop anomalies in
diagrams containing external gauge fields arise only from loops made of
chiral fields that carry the Yang-Mills charge. In our applications the
only massless chiral field that carries gauge quantum numbers are Weyl
spinors. Hence only the formula for / ^ needs to be generalized to include
a dependence on the Yang-Mills field strength. The rule turns out to be
surprisingly simple

I1/2(F,R) = tv(eiF)I1/2(R), (13.4.13)

where Ii/2{R) refers to the expression formed from (13.4.6). Again, the
meaning of this formula is that in 4k + 2 dimensions, one is to expand in
powers of F and R and keep precisely the terms of order 2k + 2.

The trace in tretjF is to be taken in whatever representation the chiral
spin 1/2 fields may lie in. If t rF 2 m + 1 = 0, as happens for real representa-
tions, one can replace tre2jF by trcosF. Using the expansion

m=0

and the expansion in (13.4.7), the expansion of Ii/2{F,R) can be worked
out. Note that (13.4.13) contains the pure gravitational anomaly as a
special case. The first term in (13.4.14) is tr(l) = n, where n is the
dimension of the representation to which the chiral fermions belong. As
we would expect, for the pure gravitational anomaly only the number and
spin of these fields matters. Their other group-theoretic properties are
irrelevant.
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13.5 Anomaly Cancellations 351

We learn from (13.4.7), (13.4.13) and (13.4.14) that the anomaly for
D = 2 is given by

I1/2(F,R) = ^tvR2 - ±trF2 (13.4.15)

and for D = 6 is given by

Similarly, in D = 10 one finds that

- ^ t r i [ j ? t r j R + 4
256 45 36

(13.4.17)

8-1296

The formulas in this section correspond to the anomalies for complex
Weyl fermions. If in 8k + 2 dimensions one wishes to consider Majorana-
Weyl fermions, it is necessary to divide by a factor of 2.

13.5 Anomaly Cancellations

We have seen that matter fields with chiral couplings can give rise to pure
gravitational anomalies for space-time dimension D = 4k + 2. The chiral
fields that occur in D = 10 supergravity and superstring theories are of
the three types described in the previous section.

The relevant terms for anomalies in ten dimensions are sixth order in
the charge matrices F and R (in the language of §13.3.5 the anomalies are
described by 12 forms). We wish to investigate whether or not anomaly
cancellations take place when the various contributions are combined.
Therefore we may drop a common factor from the various contributions
and focus our attention on the expressions I3/2) A/2? an<^ /A defined in
the previous section. We consider first the purely gravitational anomalies.
We learn from the formulas given in (13.4.7), (13.4.11) and (13.4.12) that
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the sixth-order terms are

(^1/2)6 = - 2^5*6 - IMo^2*4 - 1^6^2

(̂ 3/2)6 = J | r 6 - $LY2YA + ^Yj (13.5.1)

13.5.1 Type I Supergravity Without Matter

An easy case to consider is the type I supergravity theory without gauge
interactions (or the type I superstring theory with closed strings only).
In these theories the fields with anomalous couplings are a massless
Majorana-Weyl gravitino field and a massless Majorana-Weyl spin 1/2
field of the opposite chirality. The sum of their contributions to the
anomaly is characterized by \{Iz/2 ~ ^1/2)- (The factor of 1/2 was ex-
plained at the end of the preceding section.) Since (/3/2 — A/2)6 7̂  0,
the anomaly does not cancel for the pure N = 1 supergravity theory. To
the hexagon contributions listed above, it is necessary to add the contri-
butions from exchange of the B field as described in §13.3.4 above and
further explored below in §13.5.3, but this mechanism cannot cancel the
Y& term. Consequently, there cannot be a string theory (or any other type
of theory for that matter) that is approximated by pure N = 1, D = 10
supergravity at low energies and is anomaly free.

13.5.2 Type IIB Supergravity

In the case of type IIB supergravity there is a complex gravitino of one
chirality, a complex spinor of the opposite chirality, and a self-dual anti-
symmetric tensor field strength. The total anomaly contribution of these
fields is given by J3/2 —I\/2 + /A- This combination exhibits a 'miraculous'
cancellation, the first nontrivial anomaly cancellation to be discovered in
ten-dimensional supergravity or superstring theory:

= 0. (13.5.2)

The coefficients are just right to cancel separately each of the three dif-
ferent types of terms in the formula. The cancellation in (13.5.2), where
nothing can be arbitrarily adjusted, is rather remarkable, though perhaps
it is less surprising in light of the excellent convergence properties of the
oriented one-loop superstring diagram.
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13.5.3 Allowed Gauge Groups for N = 1 Superstring Theories

We saw in §13.5.1 that pure N = 1, D = 10 supergravity has anomalies
that prevent it from being a low-energy approximation to an anomaly-free
string theory. Let us now include the coupling of Yang-Mills supermul-
tiplets. In this case there are n additional left-handed Majorana-Weyl
spinors belonging to the adjoint representation of the group, (n is the di-
mension of this representation.) The total anomaly coming from one-loop
hexagon diagrams is proportional to

I = I3/2(R) - I1/2(R) + I1/2(F, R). (13.5.3)

Combining (13.4.11) and (13.4.17) (using the correspondence (13.4.8))
this is given by the sixth-order polynomial

+

[55535

+ ^ ( t r i ? 2 ) 3 . (13.5.4)

We have used the symbol Tr rather than tr for the gauge field traces to em-
phasize that the trace in question is a trace in the adjoint representation.
The curvature matrices are ten-dimensional, of course, corresponding to
the fundamental representation of 0(9,1) or O(10). The actual anomalies
are given by G = / / Jo , where 7*0 is constructed from Iu by the steps
described in §13.3.5.

The anomaly in (13.5.4) is certainly nonvanishing for every choice of n.
However, it is possible for anomalous diagrams involving exchange of the
B field to give a canceling anomaly contribution provided that I\2 can be
factorized in the form

7i2 = (tvR2 + kTvF2)Xs, (13.5.5)

where k is a constant and X% is a fourth-order polynomial in F and R.
We have already discussed this matter in §13.3.4 above, and we will enter
into more detail below. Let us first examine the conditions under which
factorization occurs.

A necessary condition for (13.5.4) to factorize in the form (13.5.5) is
for the coefficient of triJ6 to vanish. The point here is that tr/?6 cannot
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be re-expressed as a combination of triJ2trJ?4 and (tri?2)3. The reason
for this is that 5(9(10) has an independent sixth-order Casimir invariant
that contributes to tri?6 evaluated in the fundamental representation. So
a necessary condition for the factorization of the anomaly (13.5.4) is that
n = 496, i.e., that the Yang-Mills group have 496 generators. This offers a
possible answer, for the first time, to the question 'how many Yang-Mills
symmetries are there in nature?' If N = 1 superstring theory is relevant,
the analysis requires 484 additional ones beyond the 12 for which there is
already experimental evidence. Putting n = 496 and multiplying by 48,
(13.5.4) takes the form

4 + 5(tri?2)2] (13.5.6)

+ ^(

This can factorize in the form (13.5.5) only if TrF6 can be re-expressed
as a linear combination of TTF^TTF* and (TrF2)3. Assuming this is the
case it is straightforward arithmetic to show that the unique possibility is
for k = -1/30 and

TrF6 = ^TrF2TrF4 - ^ ( T r F 2 ) 3 . (13.5.7)

Then one finds that

X, = ^ T r F 4 - ^ ( T r ^ 2 ) 2 - 5 i o T r F 2 t r E 2 + i t r ^ + i( tr i?2)2 . (13.5.8)

We must now ask for what 496-dimensional gauge groups is (13.5.7)
satisfied. First we discuss the SO(n) groups. We denote traces in the
fundamental representation of SO(n) by the symbol 'tr', while traces in
the adjoint representation are denoted 'Tr'. It is possible to work out
concrete formulas relating the two kinds of traces. Suppose we are given
a generator F of SO(n). In the fundamental representation, F is simply
an antisymmetric n x n matrix Fac. In the adjoint representation, F is
represented by

Fab,cd = l(Fac6bd - FbcSad - FadSbc + Fbd6ac). (13.5.9)

Using this formula one finds easily that

TrF2 = (n - 2)trF2 (13.5.10)
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TrF4 = (n- 8)trF4 + 3(trF2)2 (13.5.11)

TrF6 = (n- 32)trF6 + 15trF2trF4 (13.5.12)

and so forth. It follows, for example, that in the case of 50(32)

TrF6 = 15trF2trF4. (13.5.13)

Here is a case where TrF6 does factorize even though the group has an
independent sixth-order invariant. It just does not contribute to TrF6. It
does contribute to trF6, which cannot be factorized, but that will not be
relevant.

Among the S0(n) groups we see from (13.5.12) that 50(32) is the
only one for which a sixth-order Casimir exists but TrF6 can still be
decomposed. In fact, using (13.5.10) and (13.5.11), as well, one finds
that it satisfies (13.5.7) with exactly the right coefficients! Moreover, the
dimension of 50(32) is 31 x 32/2 = 496, as required. Thus this is one
solution.

Remarkably, there is a second 496-dimensional group that satisfies
(13.5.7). Since E$ has 248 dimensions, a direct product of two of them,
E$ x E$, has the correct dimension. The group E$ is known not to have
independent fourth- or sixth-order Casimir invariants. This implies that
TrF4 is proportional to (TrF2)2 and TrF6 is proportional to (TrF2)3. The
problem is to work out the constants of proportionality. An elementary
method of doing this is note that E% has an 50(16) subgroup, with respect
to which the adjoint can be decomposed according to 248 = 120 + 128,
as explained in appendix 6.A. The 120 is the adjoint of 50(16) and the
128 is a spinor. It is easy to calculate the various traces for specific
50(16) matrices in both the 120 and the 128 representations. Using
these results one can deduce the constants of proportionality for the sum,
corresponding to the 248 of E%. In this way one finds that

TrF4 = ^ ( T r F 2 ) 2

(13.5.14)
TrF6 = 2 3

Now what does this imply for the direct product Es x E%1 In this case
TrF2m means TrFfm + TrF2

2m, where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the

TrF6 can also be decomposed for S0(n) for small n when there is no sixth-order
Casimir so that t rF 6 can itself be expressed in terms of t rF 2 and t rF 4 , but the
number of generators is then much less than 496.
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two E% factors. Thus to verify (13.5.7) we need that

=i(TrF1
2 + T r F 2 ) ^ [(TrF2)2 + (TrF2)

2] (13.5.15)

Remarkably, the cross terms cancel and the equation is satisfied.
The relation ^ T r F 2 = trF2 is an identity for 50(32) (see (13.5.10)).

We find it useful to use this formula as the definition of the symbol tr
for Es x E$. (In the latter case it coincides with the standard definition
of 'tr' for generators in the 50(16) x 50(16) subgroup, which has a 32-
dimensional fundamental representation.)

One may wonder whether there are other dimension 496 groups that
satisfy (13.5.7). The answer is that there are two more. They are [[/(I)]496

and Es x [£/(l)]248. These satisfy (13.5.7) rather trivially, since the traces
vanish for the [/(I) factors. No string theories are known that correspond
to either of these groups, and it appears extremely unlikely that any
interesting theories can be based on either of them.

Let us now turn our attention to the origins of the factorization condi-
tion (13.5.5), which we now rewrite in the form In = (tri?2 — trF2)Xs. We
have already discussed the significance of the factorization requirement in
§13.3.4 above, but in view of its fundamental importance we return here
to consider this in a more formal way. In this more formal discussion we
speak of the anomalies as formal twelve forms, as in §13.3.5.

The fact that In is an exact form, In = din, implies that X$ is exact,
and hence closed. (Global considerations are not relevant here.) Now, we
know that tvR2 = doo^i a nd trF2 = dujzy-, where UJ%L a nd WZY a r e the
Lorentz and Yang-Mills Chern-Simons forms given by (13.1.37) in the
Yang-Mills case and an analogous expression obtained by replacing A by
the spin connection uo in the Lorentz case. Therefore a possible choice for
Jn is

$ (13.5.16)

Under a local gauge transformation X$ is invariant, but, according to
(13.1.39), SLO^Y = dw\Y- Similarly, under a local Lorentz transformation,
SwzL — du>\L, where w\L = tr(Odu;). Another possible choice for I\\ is

/g) = (tri?2 - trF2)X7 (13.5.17)

where dXi = X%. Which choice is correct? Bose statistics requires
treating each of the field strengths equally. (This gives the 'consistent'
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form of the anomaly that satisfies the Wess-Zumino consistency condition
(13.3.28).) It means choosing the linear combination

hi = l{u>iL-V3Y)X$+l(tiR2-trF2)X7+ad[(u3L-u3Y)X7]- (13.5.18)

Here a is an arbitrary parameter; the last term is the ambiguity in the
definition of 7 n . We then define Jjo by SIn = dll0 and X\ by SX7 = dX\.
This implies that

- trF2)Xl + ( i - a){u\L - u>lY)Xs, (13.5.19)

modulo an exact form that does not matter for the anomaly G = f IJQ.
A partial integration gives

- <*) j(u>\L - u>lY)Xs. (13.5.20)

Along the lines of the discussion in §13.3.4, we now wish to construct
local contributions to the effective action of massless fields that can con-
tribute anomalies in tree diagrams. As in our previous discussion, a
crucial clue is provided by (13.1.41). The supersymmetry structure of the
coupled supergravity plus super-Yang-Mills system was found to imply
that the two form B has the Yang-Mills gauge transformation SB = OJ\Y-
What we need now is for this transformation law to be replaced by

6B = u\Y-w\L, (13.5.21)

because then the addition to the Lagrangian of the counterterm

AT= f BX$ - ( | + a) /(wsi - u>3Y)X7 (13.5.22)

cancels the anomalies. This expression is unique up to gauge-invariant
terms.

If the variation SB must contain u>\L as well as u^y, why did we not
find that term in §13.1.2? The reason is that u\L is of higher-order in
the low-energy expansion than u^y and therefore does not appear in the
minimal n = 2 truncation of the theory. In passing from Yang-Mills

The string theoretic interpretation of these new local contributions is that they
arise from integrating massive modes out of one-loop diagrams. Thus, the anoma-
lous tree diagrams of the low-energy theory are, as in chapter 10, derived at a
more microscopic level as a loop contribution.
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expressions to their Lorentz counterparts we replace the gauge field A by
the spin connection u>. But the spin connection is linear in derivatives of
the vielbein, so we obtain a term of higher order according to the rule in
(13.1.1). This fact was manifested already in the minimal theory, where
the kinetic terms R and F2 were each counted as n = 2. The modified
transformation formula (13.5.21) implies that the gauge-invariant three-
form field strength in (13.1.48) must be modified to the form

H = dB + ujzL-uZY. (13.5.23)

Let us point out an interesting consequence of (13.5.23). By taking the
exterior derivative of (13.5.23) we learn that

dH = tvR2-tvF2. (13.5.24)

The three form H must be globally well defined, since HMNPH

contributes to the energy density. It follows that for any closed four-
dimensional submanifold M± of the ten-dimensional space-time M\Q

f dH = f(tvR2-tvF2)^0. (13.5.25)

In other words, the four form tri?2 — trF2 must have trivial cohomology.
The choice of AF required for anomaly cancellation may seem ad hoc.

The point, of course, is that exactly this form must necessarily arise in
the effective action of the 50(32) and E% x E$ superstring theories.

13.5.4 The 50(16) x 50(16) Theory

The 50(16) x 50(16) heterotic string theory was introduced in §9.5.3 and
shown to satisfy one-loop modular invariance. Here we wish to examine
the cancellation of gauge and gravitational anomalies in the corresponding
low-energy effective action. This string theory, unlike the other tachyon-
free ones, is not supersymmetric (or is perhaps to be interpreted as a
theory in which supersymmetry is spontaneously broken).

In contrast to the other string theories, the 50(16) X 50(16) theory
does not have finite one-loop amplitudes, since in the absence of super-
symmetry dilaton tadpoles contribute infrared divergences. Therefore one
cannot expect the anomaly cancellations to work as a consequence of the
flniteness of the string-theory loop diagram, as one might in the other
cases. This could be a cause for concern. However, as we demonstrated in
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§9.3.4, it does satisfy one-loop modular invariance, the absence of global
diffeomorphism anomalies on the world sheet. In the supersymmetric form
of the heterotic string, modular invariance holds in precisely the cases
(5(9(32) and E$ x E&) in which hexagon anomalies cancel. This relation-
ship suggests that the 50(16) x 50(16) theory should be anomaly-free.
Let us now check it and find out.

The chiral fields of the 50(16) x 50(16) theory consist of Majorana-
Weyl spinors only. In terms of physical polarizations described by the
transverse group 50(8) and the internal symmetry group 50(16) x
50(16), they belong to the representations

(8s; 16,16), (8C; 128,1), (8C; 1,128). (13.5.26)

Since these are the only chiral fields, the total anomaly is proportional to
the 12-form part of

/ = Ti(cos F)I1/2(R). (13.5.27)

The expression Tr(cos F) here means

tri6xi6(cos F) - tri28xi(cos F) - tnxi28(cos F), (13.5.28)

where the subscripts denote the representation of 50(16) x 50(16) in
which the matrix of two forms F is to be expressed and the relative signs
reflect the relative chirality of the space-time spinors.

The first thing to note about (13.5.28) is that when cosF is expanded
as 1 — | F 2 + ..., the term coming from the 1 vanishes because 16 x 16 —
128 — 128 = 0. This represents the fact the number of left-handed and
right-handed spinors is equal and the pure gravitational anomaly cancels
as a result. Unlike the N — 1 theories, which required 496 spinors to
balance the gravitational anomaly due to the gravitino, cancellation of
purely gravitational anomalies does not determine the total number of
spinors, only that there should be an equal number of both chiralities.
The theory is still chiral, of course, since the left-handed and right-handed
spinors belong to different representations of the gauge group.

Expanding (13.5.27) using (13.4.7) and (13.4.8) gives the result

72180-512 72-64 (13.5.29)

6

As in preceding section, let us attempt to factorize this into an expression
of the form (tri?2 + HrF2)Xs, where trF2 is evaluated in some suitable
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representation. Since tvR4 cannot be related to tri?2 and there is no
tri?2tri?4 term, it is necessary that TrF2 = 0. Let us examine this first
and then return to the rest of the formula.

Consider a single 50(16) gauge group. In this case one can show by ele-
mentary calculations analogous to those discussed in the preceding section
that

tr128F6 = 16trF6 + y (trF2)3 - 15trF2trF4

(13.5.30)

= 16trF2,

where the traces of the right-hand sides of these formulas are evaluated
in the fundamental (16) representation. Using indices 1 and 2 to refer to
the first and second 5(9(16) factors,

16trF2
2

(13.5.31)

It follows from this that

TrF2 - t r 1 6 x l 6 F 2 -

Analogous calculations give

and

- t r l x i 2 8 F 2 = 0.

- (trFj2 + 1!4 + trF2
4)

(13.5.32)

( 1 3 5 3 3 )

- trFj4 - trF2
4.

( 1 3 6 3 4 )

Inserting (13.5.32), (13.5.33), and (13.5.34) into (13.5.29), and multiplying
by 48, gives the factorized result

(tri?2 - trFf - trF2
2)X8,

where X$ = ^ T r F 4 is given in (13.5.34).

(13.5.35)
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Since the 50(16) x 50(16) theory does contain the massless two form
BMN m ^ s spectrum, we are now in a position to complete the anomaly
cancellation argument by exactly the same reasoning as in the previous
subsection. We take the two form to have Yang-Mills and Lorentz trans-
formations given by

\ \ (13.5.36)

and construct the gauge-invariant field strength

H = dB + uj3L- ^3F- (13.5.37)

The traces that are used in the definitions of LO^Y a n ^ ^SY a r e n o w under-
stood to be evaluated in the (16,1) + (1,16) representation of 50(16) x
50(16). As before, X-j is defined by X% = (IX7, and the counterterm in
the effective action is given as in (13.5.22) by

Ar = / BX8 - (I + a) ({UJZL - LU3Y)X7. (13.5.38)

In §9.3 we described techniques for constructing quite a few modular-
invariant ten-dimensional string theories with tachyons. By computations
similar to those that we have just described, those theories all turn out
to be free of hexagon anomalies.
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14. Compactification Of Higher Dimensions

Since superstring theories are necessarily ten-dimensional theories, any
discussion of phenomenology must begin with a discussion of how ap-
parent four-dimensional physics is related to underlying ten-dimensional
physics. The present chapter is devoted to this question. We will carry
out the discussion in the context of field theory, but with an emphasis
on properties that depend only on qualitative assumptions, not numerical
details, and so can remain valid in string theory. What we will try to
accomplish in this chapter is not to develop detailed models of compacti-
fication but to set the stage and introduce some of the essential concepts.

14.1 Wave Operators in Ten Dimensions

Most of the preceding chapters have been devoted to string propagation
in ten-dimensional flat Minkowski space M10, but henceforth we will con-
sider ten-dimensional space-time to be some more general ten manifold
M. We take M to be of the form M4 x if, where M4 is four-dimensional
Minkowski space and K is a compact six manifold which is, unfortunately,
as yet unknown. More precisely, we take the vacuum state to be a product
M4 x K\ it must have this form if we wish to maintain four-dimensional
Poincare invariance. Of course, physical fluctuations will not necessarily
respect the product form of the vacuum configuration, but as in so many
other areas of physics, understanding the ground state is the key to un-
derstanding the low-energy excitations. In fact, we will see that a vast
assortment of physical questions amount to questions about the topology
and geometry of K.

14-1-1 Massless Fields in Ten Dimensions

We will denote ten-dimensional indices as M,N,P = 1 , . . . , 10; the ten
space-time coordinates will be called XM, M = 1, . . . , 10. Indices tangent
to M4 will be //,*/, A = 1,...,4; the coordinates of M4 will be named
x'*, // = 1, . . . , 4. Indices tangent to K will be labeled i , j , k = 5 , . . . , 10;
we will denote the coordinates of K as yl, i = 5 , . . . , 10.

363
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In differential geometry, given an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold
Q, the tangent vectors at any point p G Q make up an n-dimensional
vector space Tp, the tangent space at p. The orthogonal transformations
of Tp form a group, the tangent space group, isomorphic (if Q has positive
signature) to SO(n). The tangent space groups of M4 x K, M4 and K are
respectively 50(1,9), 50(1,3) and 50(6). Of course 50(1,3) x 50(6) is
a subgroup of 50(1,9), with 50(1,3) acting on the first four components
and 50(6) acting on the last six components of the ten vector of 50(1,9).
The tangent space group of a manifold Q is in no way the same thing as
the symmetry group of Q, which may be larger or smaller. Q may have no
symmetry at all, but its tangent space group depends only on the signature
and dimension. The tangent-space group is a symmetry of measurements
carried out in a small space-time region, and as such enters in Einstein's
'principle of equivalence'.

The 'spin' of a physical field $ in n-dimensional space-time is specified
by choosing a representation X of the tangent space group. Given any
point p, the fields at p transform in the X representation of the tangent
space group. This means that in ten-dimensional physics, it is possible
to introduce a field whose components (at any given point p) transform
in any desired representation of 50(1,9). The first step in relating ten-
dimensional physics to four-dimensional physics is to realize that a field
with a simple spin content in ten dimensions may have a rather compli-
cated spin content as seen in four dimensions, since a simple represen-
tation of 50(1,9) may be rather complicated and highly reducible as a
representation of 50(1,3) x 50(6). In practice, there are five cases to
consider:

(i) Gauge Fields
A gauge field AM transforms in the vector representation of 50(1,9),

and we have already noted that this decomposes under 50(1,3) x 50(6)
as (4,1) © (1,6). This amounts to saying that the gauge field AM, M =
1, . . . , 10 splits in the four-dimensional sense into a vector field Apy \x —
1, . . . , 4, and scalars Aj, i = 5 , . . . , 10. Assuming that AM was a gauge
field for some gauge group G in ten dimensions, and so transformed in
the adjoint representation of G, both A^ and A{ transform in this repre-
sentation. This means that the ten-dimensional theory has the potential
to unify what in four-dimensional terms are seen as a gauge field A^ and
Higgs fields Ai in the adjoint representation. Actually, here (and in the
other examples discussed momentarily) we are only taking account of the
spin; when we allow for the y dependence of, for instance, A^x" ,y*), we
will encounter an infinite number of four-dimensional fields.

(ii) The Metric Tensor
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The decomposition of the metric tensor gMN, M, N = 1 , . . . , 10 is sim-
ilar. The components g^ , //, v = 1, . . . ,4 make up the four-dimensional
metric tensor, while g^, fx = 1 , . . . , 4, k = 5 , . . . , 10 are spin one fields as
seen in four dimensions, and gmn, m,n = 5,...,10 are observed in four
dimensions as spin zero fields.

(iii) Differential Forms
The other massless Bose fields that arise from superstring theories are

antisymmetric tensor fields $MiM2...Mk which are antisymmetric in all
their indices. Such a field, as we have discussed in chapter 12, is called a
k form in the mathematical literature, or a differential form of degree k. A
gauge field can be viewed as a one form (with values in some Lie algebra),
but we discussed this case separately because of its special importance.
The decomposition of a A: form under 50(1,3) x 50(6) is very simple;
the components with q indices in the range 1,. . . ,4 and k — q indices in
the range 5 , . . . , 10 transform as a q form under 50(1,3) and a k — q form
under 50(6).

(iv) Dirac Fields
The spinor representation of 50(1,9) is constructed by introducing ten

gamma matrices TM , M — 1 , . . . , 10 which obey TMTN+T^TM = 2T}MN-

The 50(1,9) generators are then Y>MN = [^M^N]/^- TO construct
a spinor of 50(1,3) would require only four gamma matrices 7^, fi —
1, . . . , 4. We can regard the first four TM as gamma matrices of 50(1,3).
Then the 50(1,9) definition of the generators T,MN for M, N = 1 , . . . , 4
coincides with the standard 50(1,3) formula a^ = [7^,71/]/4 = 7^ /2 , so
a spinor field of 50(1,9) transforms as a spinor of 50(1,3). The same ar-
gument (focusing on the last six TM only) shows that a spinor of 50(1,9)
transforms as a spinor of 50(6). The above remarks should really be sup-
plemented by a discussion of chirality; we turn to that important question
later.

(v) Rarita-Schwinger Fields
A Rarita-Schwinger field ipMa has an 50(1,9) vector index M and

spinor index a. We have already discussed the 50(1,3) x 50(6) de-
composition of the vector and spinor indices separately, and it is easy
to combine the two. The components with M = 1,...,4 transform as
a vector-spinor (or Rarita-Schwinger field) of 50(1,3) and a spinor of
50(6), and the components with M = 5 , . . . , 10 transform as a spinor of
50(1,3) and a vector-spinor of 50(6).

14-1-2 Zero Modes of Wave Operators

After decomposing ten-dimensional fields according to their spin content
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in four dimensions, the next step is to determine the masses of the fields
as seen in four dimensions. As a representative case, suppose we wish to
consider a Dirac field $ which in ten dimensions obeys

10

0 = ipio1® = i ^2 rMDM^, (14.1.1)
M=l

where pio is the ten-dimensional Dirac operator. This equation can be
rewritten

0 = i(p± + PK)^J (14.1.2)

where we have introduced the four-dimensional and internal Dirac opera-
tors

4 10

pK = YsrPDP> (14.1.3)

which obey the obvious identity

PLO = P* + PK- (14.1.4)

Equation (14.1.2) makes it immediately apparent that px is a kind of
'mass' operator whose eigenvalues are fermion masses as seen in four di-
mensions.

In view of (14.1.2), one's first thought might be to solve the ten-
dimensional Dirac equation by separation of variables in terms of simulta-
neous eigenstates of p\ and px- This does not work because p± and PK
do not commute but rather anticommute, so they cannot be simultane-
ously diagonalized (except in the sector consisting of zero modes of PK)-
The proper procedure is to introduce the four-dimensional chirality op-
erator rW = e T i ^ ^ r ^ and rewrite (14.1.2) in the obviously equivalent
form

(14.1.5)

with |>4 = T^D^pK = T^DK. NOW % and pK commute with each
other and can be simultaneously diagonalized. Introducing a complete set
of normalized solutions <f>i(y ) of the eigenvalue problem

k{yk) = A.AV), (14.1.6)

the Dirac equation (14.1.5) can be solved by writing

O^.V). (14.1.7)
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where now the ^ must obey

0 = (ifa + \i)il>i(x'1). (14.1.8)

Thus, each ^i is observed in four dimensions as a fermion of mass A;. It
is important to note that in these equations p± and px are equivalent
to the standard Dirac operators p± and px since T^ = iF ' 4 ' !^ , fi =
1,...,4 and f* = P^Pfc, k = 5, . . . ,10 obey, respectively, the proper
anticommutation relations of gamma matrices of M4 and K.

With or without the refinement that leads to the separation of vari-
ables in (14.1.7), the main point here is that it is zero modes of px that
correspond to massless fermions in four dimensions. Nonzero eigenvalues
of the Dirac equation on K, on the other hand, will presumably be of
order 1/i?, R being the radius of the compact space K. Presumably 1/R
is of order the Planck mass, 1019 GeV; if so, these particles are scarcely
observable. The known fermions must all be particles which in the ap-
proximation under discussion here are massless; they must correspond to
zero modes of px- Much of the following discussion is therefore devoted
to understanding whether and why zero modes of px exist.

Comments similar to those made above for Dirac fields can be made
about Rarita-Schwinger fields and about the various Bose fields of rele-
vance. In each case the masses, as seen in four dimensions, are determined
by the eigenvalues of a suitable wave operator fi# on K; its zero eigenval-
ues are manifested in four dimensions in the existence of massless particles.
A separation of variables similar to that in (14.1.7) can be carried out in
each case without too much difficulty for the massless states and with
somewhat more difficulty for the massive ones. The zero eigenvalues of
pX and its analogs for particles of other spin play an absolutely central
role in all phenomenological discussions, so they will be our main inter-
est in the rest of this chapter. In what follows we will consider, in turn,
the zero modes of fermion operators, the zero modes of differential forms,
and the zero modes of disturbances in gauge and gravitational fields. We
will also develop many mathematical tools that are important in under-
standing the phenomenology of compactification. Toward the end of this
chapter we will apply what we have learned to formulate what may prove
to be a realistic picture of the fermion quantum numbers in nature.

14.2 Massless Fermions

Now that we have defined the Dirac operator, we would like to discuss its
zero modes - which, by virtue of the introductory remarks at the begin-
ning of this chapter, are related to massless fermions in four dimensions.
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Before entering into the mathematics of the fermion zero modes, let us
first briefly review the experimental facts which we would like to describe.
Several generations of spin one-half quarks and leptons are observed in
nature. We know them mainly through their gauge interactions, which
are specified by a choice of representations VL and VR for fermions of left-
or right-handed helicity, respectively. One of the most important facts
about the gauge interactions is that the representations VL and VR are
different. For instance, in terms of an assumed SU(5) unification group,
VL (for one generation) consists of 5 + 10 while VR consists of 5 + 10.
Since the CPT theorem implies that VR is isomorphic to the complex-
conjugate representation of Vi, the statement that VL is different from
VR is equivalent to the statement that VL furnishes a complex representa-
tion of the gauge group (a complex representation being simply one that
is not isomorphic to its complex conjugate).

The observed fermions are extremely light, of course, compared to the
mass scale of grand unification or gravity; otherwise they would not be
observed. Why is this so? As long as the gauge symmetries are conserved,
a left-handed fermion can gain a mass only by pairing up with a right-
handed fermion of the same gauge quantum numbers (since a massive spin
one-half particle has two helicity states, which must have the same gauge
charges). The fact that the left- and right-handed fermions transform
differently under the gauge group means that they must remain massless
as long as the gauge group is unbroken. What seems to happen in nature
is that the observed quarks and leptons remain massless down to a mass
scale of a few hundred GeV at which the electroweak gauge group is broken
down to a subgroup - electromagnetism. At that point, the fermions are
in a real representation of the remaining gauge symmetries, and they
can and do get masses, except possibly for the neutrinos. We do not
understand why the scale of weak interaction symmetry breaking is so
tiny compared to the Planck mass; this is the hierarchy problem. But we
do at least understand the lightness of the quarks and leptons in terms of
the lightness of the W and Z; it follows from the chiral asymmetry that
we have been discussing between left- and right-handed fermions.

There may be additional fermions in nature that form a real represen-
tation of the gauge group. (Such particles certainly exist if superstring
theory is correct.) If so, very large gauge-invariant masses are possible for
these fermions, and such masses have presumably arisen, since we have
not observed these particles. There is every indication that the chiral
asymmetry is the only reason that we observe any fermions at all, the
fermions we observe being precisely those that are light because of a chi-
ral asymmetry. Our goal in studying the zero modes of the Dirac operator
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14-2 Massless Fermions 369

in ten dimensions will be to understand the origin of the chiral asymmetry
in four dimensions.

14-2.1 The Index of the Dirac Operator

We turn now to the study of the ten-dimensional Dirac operator. As
we have learned in appendix 5.A, the spinor representation of 50(10) or
50(1,9) is of dimension 25 = 32. Moreover, with Lorentzian signature

+ + + +}, the Dirac matrices TM, which obey {TM, TN} =
c a n De chosen to be real, 32 x 32 matrices. Of fundamental

importance are the chirality operators

(14.2.1)

These three operators will be referred to as the ten-dimensional, four-
dimensional, and internal chirality operators, respectively. The factors of
±i have been included to ensure that

(r(io))2 = ( r(4))2 = ( r(tf))2 = ! (14.2.2)

and also that

r(io) = r(4)r(tf). (14.2.3)

Both of these equations will be of considerable importance.
Now, as we learned in chapter 4 (in studying the GSO projection) and in

chapter 13 (in studying ten-dimensional supergravity), massless fermions
in ten dimensions obey a chirality condition, which we will here take to
be r^10) = +1. That this condition can be imposed depends, among other
things, on the reality of the gamma matrices, which ensures that I^10' is
real and that its eigenstates can be CPT eigenstates. Imposing this ten-
dimensional chirality condition means in terms of reduction on M4 x K
that

r(4) = T(K) (14.2.4)

Equation (14.2.4) establishes a correlation between four-dimensional and
internal chirality.

Now we must turn to our basic question: Why would the Dirac operator
on K have zero eigenvalues? In fact, the question of topological condi-
tions for zero eigenvalues of Dirac operators is a vast and fascinating one.
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o

o
o

Figure 14.1. The H eigenvalues of nonzero energy are paired. Such pairing need not
hold for the zero eigenvalues. In the figure, modes of positive or negative chirality are
indicated by (g) or Q, respectively; the vertical scale is the H eigenvalue of E.

o

C)
C)

C)

= +1 = -1 = +1 = - 1

Figure 14.2. A continuous deformation of the spectrum of H that preserves the pairing
at nonzero energy can change rc+ and n_, but cannot change the index, which is the
difference 77+ — 77.. Sketched is a process in which a pair of states originally at nonzero
energy migrate down to zero energy, changing both rj+ and r/_ by +1.

We will have use in this book for only the simplest topological invariant
related to zero eigenvalues of Dirac operators; this is the notion of the
Dirac index. It is this notion that turns out to be directly related to the
chiral asymmetry in four dimensions. To describe this notion, define a
'Hamiltonian'
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H = (ipK)2. (14.2.5)

Since [i?, f(A)] = 0, H eigenstates can be chosen to be at the same time
r ^ eigenstates. If Hxp = Exp, then H-ipKi{> = E-ipKi>, so ^ and
are always degenerate in energy. Since pxT^' = - r ^ ' | ) ^ , ^ and i
have opposite eigenvalues of r ^ ) and are linearly independent unless
ipKijj = 0. Consequently (fig. 14.1), the H eigenvalues of nonzero energy
are paired. For every state of r ^ = +1 there is a state of T^ = - 1 ,
and vice versa. However, states with zero eigenvalues need not be paired
in this way. Let us denote the number of zero eigenvalues of ipx with
r(-K) = ±1 as n±. Then it is customary to define the index of the operator
ipK as the difference n+ — n-. We will denote it as index pg.

The index is an important concept because it is invariant under arbi-
trary smooth deformations of p% that preserve its hermiticity and the
basic relation P' 'PK = ~~PK^ - The reason for this is that no smooth
deformation of fig. 14.1 that preserves the pairing at nonzero E can dis-
turb whatever chirality imbalance may exist at E = 0. Under a smooth
deformation of the spectrum which preserves the pairing at nonzero E,
n+ and n_ can change, but they necessarily change by the same amount,
as in fig. 14.2, leaving the index invariant. The invariance of the index
under smooth deformations of the spectrum means, in particular, that it
is a topological invariant.

We have so far not mentioned gauge-field expectation values, and in
fact little in the discussion until this point depends on whether they are
present or not. If, however, we now specialize to the case in which gauge
field expectation values are zero, it is easy to prove that the index is
zero on a six-dimensional compact manifold K. (The same argument
would work in 4k + 2 dimensions for any fc, and indeed we will also be
interested in the case of two dimensions, k = 0, corresponding to the
study of wave operators on the string world sheet.) The point is that
since the gamma matrices are real, the equation for zero modes of px is
invariant under complex conjugation. However, r(A) is purely imaginary,
and changes sign under complex conjugation. So if i[> is a zero mode of
pK with one chirality, its complex conjugate ip* is a zero mode with the
opposite chirality. Complex conjugation therefore gives a pairing between
zero modes of opposite chirality, ensuring that n_j_ = n_ and that the
index is zero. There is a simple 'physical' explanation for this result in
four-dimensional terms, which we will come to later.

14-2.2 Incorporation of Gauge Fields

So far we have not considered gauge fields, but their incorporation is es-
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sential. Consider gauge fields of a gauge group J, with spinors in some
representation Q. The index of the Dirac operator PK can be defined in
the same way and is still a topological invariant, except now this means
that the index depends on the topology of K and on whatever topologi-
cal choices were made in defining the gauge-field expectation value. We
can still consider the operation of complex conjugation of the Dirac wave
functions. Complex conjugation still reverses the chirality, but now it
exchanges the Q representation with its complex conjugate Q*. Conse-
quently, the number of positive- (or negative-) chirality zero modes in the
Q representation is the same as the number of negative- (or positive-)
chirality zero modes in the Q* representation. This means that the Dirac
index in the Q representation is the negative of the index in the Q* rep-
resentation:

indexQ^f = —indexg*^. (14.2.6)

In particular, if Q is a real or pseudoreal representation, so that Q and
Q* are equivalent, the index is zero, in 4k + 2 dimensions. But if Q is
a complex representation, there is absolutely no reason for indexQpx to
be zero. In fact, the Atiyah-Singer index theorem gives a formula for the
index. In two dimensions (the case which is relevant for studying wave
operators on a string world sheet S) the formula is

= - ^ / trejF. (14.2.7)
E

Here F is the Yang-Mills field strength regarded as a two form, and
trg refers to a trace in the Q representation of J. If the group J is
semisimple, then trgF = 0, and the index vanishes. In general, (14.2.7)
is a topological invariant by virtue of arguments in the last section of
chapter 12. In six dimensions, which is the case of most interest in the
study of compactification, the index formula is

f[tTQF AFAF- hvgF A tiR A R]. (14.2.8)
J O

= I .
4o(Z7Tj° J

K

Here R is the Riemann tensor regarded (as in the concluding remarks in
chapter 12) as a two form with an extra Lie algebra index. The integrand
on the right-hand side of (14.2.8), being the wedge product of three two
forms, is a six form, which can be integrated over the six manifold K to
give a number. This number is, again, a topological invariant by virtue
of the arguments presented in the last section of chapter 12. The second
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term in (14.2.8) drops out if the gauge group J is semisimple, and both
terms vanish if the representation Q is real, since the symmetrized trace
of an odd number of generators is zero in such a representation.

We will not give a proof of (14.2.8) in this book, but we will pause
here to explain qualitatively how such a formula arises. To this end, an
alternative way of formulating the concept of the index is useful. It can
be written

= tr (T^ exp - / ? # ) , (14.2.9)

where (3 is an arbitrary positive number. The idea in (14.2.9) is that states
of nonzero energy occur in pairs with a state of r(A) = — 1 for every state
of r(A) = +1, and consequently they cancel out of the trace in (14.2.9).
The trace receives contributions from the zero-energy states only, and
the contribution of these states is precisely our previous definition of the
index, n+ — n_. The trace is of course to be taken only for states in
the Q representation. One of the reasons that (14.2.9) is useful is that
if j} is taken to be very small, (14.2.9) can be evaluated by means of the
high-temperature expansion of quantum statistical mechanics. Indeed, let
x and y be two points on the manifold K, and let

(14.2.10)

Then from (14.2.9),

/tr (G{X,X'^)T^ . (14.2.11)= /

KK

The small j3 behavior of G(x, x; j$) can be computed by various techniques
familiar to physicists. For example, one can write a Feynman path integral
to express G(x, x; j3) in terms of paths that propagate from a: to a: in
imaginary time j3. For small /? such a path integral is dominated by paths
that do not stray far from x. This leads to an expansion of G(x^x]j3)
in local functionals of -the metric and the Yang-Mills field, multiplied by
powers of (3. Inserting this in (14.2.11), indexQpx will inevitably then be
given as JK O, with O being a local functional of the metric and Yang-
Mills fields. But the index is known to be a topological invariant. The only
topological invariants which can be written as integrals of local functionals
are the characteristic numbers, the integrals of polynomials in the Yang-
Mills field strength and the Riemann curvature tensor. Consequently, the
Dirac index must be given by such an expression. Working out the small
/? expansion of (14.2.11) to get the precise formula (it turns out that a
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supersymmetric path integral is the most efficient tool in the calculation),
one arrives at (14.2.7) and (14.2.8) in two or six dimensions.

14.2.3 The Chiral Asymmetry

Returning to our physical problem, at first sight one might think that the
gauge group J in the discussion of (14.2.8) should be taken as the under-
lying gauge group of the ten-dimensional theory. If so we would hardly
get an interesting answer, since the CPT theorem requires that in ten
dimensions fermions of given chirality should be in a real representation
of the gauge group; supersymmetry in fact requires that this should be
the adjoint representation. But (14.2.8) is nontrivial only in the case of a
complex representation.

The proper interpretation is somewhat different. We begin in ten di-
mensions with a unified gauge group G. We turn on expectation values
of gauge fields in some subgroup J of G. To preserve Lorentz invari-
ance in the uncompactified dimensions, only the components of the gauge
field AM with M = 5 , . . . , 10 have expectation values. As we have dis-
cussed in the last section, these appear in four-dimensional terms as Higgs
bosons. Their expectation value will break G to the subgroup that com-
mutes with J; let us call this H. H is observed in four dimensions as the
unbroken gauge group (or at least, as the group that is left unbroken at
the compactification scale). Ten-dimensional fermions are in the adjoint
representation A of G. Under H ® J this has a decomposition of the form

A « @iLi ® Qi, (14.2.12)

where Li and Qi are representations of H and J respectively.
A four-dimensional physicist is not interested in how fermions transform

under J but in how they transform under the unbroken group H. There
may be a correlation between the two, however, since the J representation
Qi may depend on the H representation Li. Four-dimensional massless
fermions in the Li representation of H arise from zero modes of the Dirac
operator in the Qi representation of J. A four-dimensional physicist is also
not directly interested in the eigenvalue of Y^K\ but is quite interested
in the eigenvalue of Y^\ which is measured as ordinary fermion helicity.
Happily, the two are equal because of equation (14.2.4).

For reasons that we have discussed, we are interested largely in the chi-
ral asymmetry of the massless fermions. (By massless fermions we really
mean fermions that only get their mass from low-energy gauge symmetry
breaking.) Thus let n j . and n j be the number of positive- and negative-
chirality multiplets in the Li representation of H. The chiral asymmetry
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is defined as NL{ — ri^. — nj^.. This asymmetry is important, because it is
the existence of a nonvanishing chiral asymmetry that prevents unpaired
fermions from having gauge-invariant bare masses. If TV̂ . = 0, so that
there are equal numbers of left- and right-handed fermions of given quan-
tum numbers, then gauge invariance would not prevent the fermions from
pairing up and gaining masses. In fact, experiment suggests that for each
i, either n j . or n^. is zero, so that fermions in nature apparently have
paired up and gained masses to the extent that this was permitted by the
existence of a nonzero chiral asymmetry. In the case where L denotes a
standard generation of quarks and leptons, the chiral asymmetry is often
referred to as the number of generations Ngen.

We are now, finally, in a position to express the chiral asymmetry in
four dimensions in terms of topological invariants of K. Fermions that
transform as L{ under H transform as Qi under J, and fermions of F4 =
±1 have F = ±1, so the relation is simply

NLt=indexQtpK. (14.2.13)

This relation is of far-reaching importance in phenomenological applica-
tions of superstrings. After developing some more mathematical machin-
ery in the course of our discussion below of the zero modes of Bose fields,
we will return toward the end of this chapter to evaluate (14.2.13) in a
very interesting context.

14-2.4 The Rarita-Schwinger Operator

One can carry out a rather similar discussion for the Rarita-Schwinger
operator. Its index can be defined in the same way as the Dirac index,
and it is a topological invariant for the same reasons. As in the Dirac case,
complex conjugation can be used to prove that the Rarita-Schwinger in-
dex is zero in 4A; + 2 dimensions for Rarita-Schwinger fields that do not
have gauge couplings. Interesting ten-dimensional theories do not seem
to have charged Rarita-Schwinger fields, so a nontrivial index does not
emerge. Zero modes of Rarita-Schwinger fields can be expected only un-
der more detailed assumptions such as low-energy supersymmetry, which
is the subject of chapter 16.

14.2.5 Outlook

In the above discussion, we have found a general formula (14.2.13) only for
the asymmetry between the quantum numbers of positive- and negative-
chirality fermions. This, however, is enough to predict the massless
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fermions whose masslessness is determined by the unbroken gauge sym-
metries. As we have already noted, all of the known light fermions are of
this kind. Massless fermions not predicted by (14.2.13) would be, for in-
stance, family-antifamily pairs that could have had gauge-invariant bare
masses but do not.

The reason that formula (14.2.13) for the chiral asymmetry is not just
a field theoretic answer but is expected to be valid in the string theory
context is that, as we have tried to stress, the chiral asymmetry which it
governs is invariant under any smooth deformation of the theory. In the
language of statistical physics, the chiral asymmetry depends only on the
'universality class' of a theory with gauge group H in four dimensions.
It is for this reason that, along with general covariance and nonabelian
gauge invariance, the chiral asymmetry observed in nature is probably
one of the best clues that experiment has provided us about physics at
the shortest distances.

It is conceivable, of course, that the string coupling constant is so strong
that it pushes the vacuum state into a 'universality class' that cannot
be seen from the field-theory viewpoint. If so, there may be very little
phenomenology that can be extracted from our present knowledge of string
theory. If, however, nature is willing to let us gain some understanding
of phenomenology from our present knowledge of string theory, the chiral
asymmetry is almost certainly one of the things that we can hope to
understand, precisely because it only depends upon the universality class
of the theory.

Finally, let us note here the 'physical' content of equation (14.2.6) which
asserts that indexg = —indexg*. In view of (14.2.13), this implies that
the chiral asymmetry of four-dimensional fermions in a representation L
of the unbroken group H is the negative of the chiral asymmetry in the
complex conjugate representation L*. But that was to be expected; it is
a consequence of CPT invariance, since fermions in the Q representation
have antiparticles of opposite chirality in the Q* representation.

14.3 Zero Modes of Antisymmetric Tensor Fields

In this section we turn our attention to the zero modes of antisymmetric
tensor fields, known to mathematicians as differential forms. We have
already worked out most of the necessary mathematical preliminaries in
chapter 12.
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14-3.1 Antisymmetric Tensor Fields

Let Bixi2^ip be a p form, or pth rank antisymmetric tensor field. For such
a field to be present in a physically sensible theory, there must be a gauge
invariance to decouple the timelike modes. The requisite gauge invariance
is simply

SB = dA, (14.3.1)

with A being a p - 1 form, and d being the exterior derivative that we
discussed in chapter 12. Under certain conditions, as we learned in our
study of anomaly cancellation in chapter 13, B must be taken to transform
nontrivially under Yang-Mills gauge transformations and general coordi-
nate transformations. For our present problem of identifying the massless
states that arise upon compactification to four dimensions, consideration
of that issue can be postponed.

As we learned in chapter 12, the gauge-invariant field strength associ-
ated with (14.3.1) is simply the p + 1 form

C = dB, (14.3.2)

and the analog of the Maxwell action is

5 = ^j9'l3l---9i^+1Ctl...,p+1Ch...jp,1 = &&. (14.3.3)
M

Here g is the metric tensor of the manifold M and the last part of the
equation defines the inner product (, ) for p + 1 forms. In §12.4 we
introduced the Hodge-de Rham Laplacian

A = dd* + d*d (14.3.4)

and studied its zero modes. As we discussed, the number of such zero
modes (for p forms) is called the Betti number bp. As we learned in
chapter 12, a zero mode of A on a compact manifold K must have zero
field strength,

dB = 0. (14.3.5)

Of course, we are interested in modes that obey (14.3.5) but cannot be
gauged away:

B ^ dh. (14.3.6)

It was seen in chapter 12 that equivalence classes of p forms B that obey
(14.3.5) (with B and B1 being considered equivalent if B — B1 = dA) are
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in one-to-one correspondence with the zero eigenvalues of A. In view of
what we have already learned, it is natural to believe that in reduction
of a ten-dimensional theory to four dimensions, massless four-dimensional
fields will arise from zero eigenvalues of the Laplacian A. We will now see
that this is the case.

The components of B transform in the pth rank antisymmetric ten-
sor representation of the tangent space group 50(1,9) of M. Under
50(1,3) x 50(6) (the two factors being the tangent space groups of M4

and K, respectively), components of B with n indices ranging from 1 to 4
(tangent to M4) and p — n ranging from 5 to 10 (tangent to K) transform
as n forms of M4 and p — n forms of K. Let us refer to such components
as (n,p — n) forms.

Define the Hodge-de Rham Laplacians on the ten-dimensional manifold
M = M4 x K and on the factors Af4 and K to be Aio,A4, and A#,
respectively. They obey

Aw = A4 + A*, (14.3.7)

an identity which is the analog of (14.1.4) for spinors. The field equation
derived from (14.3.3) is

d*dB = 0. (14.3.8)

Here d* is the adjoint of d, discussed in chapter 12, which maps p forms
to p — 1 forms. If B is a one form, (14.3.8) is the Maxwell equation which
in flat space is d^{dpLBv — d^B^) = 0. Just as in Maxwell theory, (14.3.8)
can be simplified with a proper choice of gauge. The gauge choice

d*B = 0 (14.3.9)

is the generalization of the Lorentz gauge condition d^B^ = 0 in electro-
dynamics. The Lorentz gauge condition is well known to reduce the (flat-
space) Maxwell equations to the simpler form UB^ = 0, where D = dvd

v

is the d'Alembertian or wave operator. Likewise, the gauge condition
(14.3.9) reduces (14.3.8) to the form AB = 0, since A = dd* + d*d. In
view of (14.3.7), this becomes

(A4 + AK)B = 0. (14.3.10)

The wave equation (14.3.10) decouples the (n,p — n) forms for various n,
so we can discuss each case separately.

Both for one forms (abelian gauge fields) and for p forms of any p, dd* + d*d
coincides with • in flat space.
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Equation (14.3.10) implies that AA' behaves as the mass operator for
four-dimensional fields. The number of zero eigenvalues of Ax for (n,p —
n) forms is the Betti number bp-n of K, and this will be the number
of massless n forms that arise in four dimensions upon reduction of a
ten-dimensional theory on M4 x K.

In fact, suppose that we are given on K a harmonic differential form
(3 obeying d/3 = d*/3 = 0. We can suppose that /3 is normalized so
that (/3,(3)K = 1, where (,)K is the inner product defined in (14.3.3) for
differential forms on K. Let us try an ansatz

B = aA/3, (14.3.11)

where a is to be a differential form on M4 whose dynamics we will inves-
tigate. (Saying that a is a differential form on M4 means that all indices
are tangent to M4, and that the components of a are independent of the
coordinates of K.) a must obey .

0 = A4a = (dd* + d*d)a (14.3.12)

if B = a A (3 is to obey (14.3.10). Likewise, the gauge condition (14.3.9)
reduces to the requirement that

d*a = 0. (14.3.13)

Combining (14.3.12) and (14.3.13), we see that the conditions on a are

0 = d*da = d*a. (14.3.14)

The first is the equation that we would derive from the standard action

& (14-3.15)

= (da,da)M</2(n\)2

for an n form a propagating on Af4; here c = da. The second equation in
(14.3.14) is (as we have already discussed in the ten-dimensional context)
a condition that can be imposed to fix the gauge freedom of (14.3.15).
Thus, in the ansatz B = a A /?, with (3 being a harmonic p — n form on
K, a is governed by the standard action for an n form on M4. Equation
(14.3.15) could also have been obtained, in a perhaps more direct way, by
simply inserting the ansatz B = a A /? into (14.3.3). These observations
confirm the contention that the number of massless n forms that arise in
four dimensions upon compactification on M4 x K is the Betti number

h-n{K).
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For n = 0, (14.3.15) is the standard formula for a massless scalar field
propagating on Af4. For n = 1 it is the standard Maxwell action for a
massless spin one meson. For larger values of n, (14.3.15) may be less
familiar, but in fact is easily analyzed. For instance, if n = 2, (14.3.15) is
an unusual way to describe a free massless scalar field in four dimensions.
To see this, define a one form y^ by y^ = e^aTcU(Tr. This relation between
y and c is essentially the Poincare duality operation that we discussed in
§12.4. The equation of motion for the two form a - namely d*c = 0 -
becomes in terms of y the equation dy = 0. This implies that y = d<f> for
some scalar field <j>. (One does not run into global problems in defining
<f> in the case of uncompactified four-dimensional Minkowski space.) The
Bianchi identity dc = 0 is equivalent to d*y = 0, and in terms of <f> this
becomes

A<£ = 0, (14.3.16)

which is the desired equation of motion for the massless scalar <f>. If n > 2
instead, it can be shown that (14.3.15) does not describe any propagating
degrees of freedom in four dimensions.

14-3.2 Application to Axions in N = 1 Superstring Theory

We would now like to discuss some applications of the above results.
Since the main applications involve axions and the strong CP problem,
we first make a brief digression to review the latter.

Quantum chromodynamics, the SU(3) gauge theory that is generally
considered to be the correct theory of the strong nuclear force, allows a
topological term of the form

to be added to the Lagrangian. Such a term does not contribute to the
classical equations of motion, but does influence the quantum theory by
its contributions to the path integral in sectors where the gauge fields have
nonzero winding number ( / Ltopd*x ^ 0), the so-called instanton sectors.
Such a term, if present, would be very important because it gives P and
T (or CP) violation. The experimental limit, based on the absence of
an electric-dipole moment for the neutron, is 0/32?r2 < 10~9. This is a
strikingly small value for a dimensionless natural constant, and the strong
CP problem is the question of why 6 is so small.

A promising suggestion for solving the 'strong CP problem' is the idea
of axions, especially the weakly coupled 'invisible axion'. An axion is
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simply a massless scalar a with a coupling

(14.3.18)

More precisely, an axion is a scalar that would have been massless ex-
cept for a coupling (14.3.18); standard analysis shows that the coupling
(14.3.18) will give the axion a mass of order mTfT/F. It is awkward to
talk about a scalar that 'would have been massless', and a better formu-
lation of things is to say that an axion is a spin zero field a with a global
symmetry

a->a + c (14.3.19)

(c being an arbitrary constant), which is violated only (or primarily) by
the coupling (14.3.18). Experimental searches for axions depend very
much on the value of F, since the axion coupling is proportional to F " 1

while the mass also scales like F"1. The potential axions we will find
below have F of order the Planck mass, so they are very weakly coupled.

We now return from this digression to an analysis of the zero modes of
ten-dimensional wave operators. We will concentrate on the particularly
interesting case of ten-dimensional theories with N = 1 supersymmetry.
In this case, there is a two form B in the ten-dimensional supergravity
multiplet. Harmonic zero, one or two forms on the compact space K will
lead, via the considerations described in the last subsection, to the appear-
ance of massless two, one or zero forms in the effective four-dimensional
theory. On K there is always a single harmonic zero form (the constant
function 1), as was discussed in §12.4, so one always gets precisely a single
two form in the effective four-dimensional theory. We will learn presently
that it has axion-like couplings. The numbers of harmonic one forms and
harmonic two forms on K are the Betti numbers b\ and 62? which are
subject to no universal restrictions. The effective four-dimensional the-
ory contains 61 abelian gauge fields and 62 massless scalars originating as
components of the ten-dimensional two form B. We will learn presently
that the scalars just mentioned may also have axion-like couplings un-
der suitable conditions. Perhaps it is interesting to emphasize that since
(with a suitable choice of the topology of K) the numbers b\ and 62 c&n
be arbitrarily large, there is no general upper bound on how many mass-
less bosons in four dimensions can originate from a single field B in the
ten-dimensional theory.

Let us now explain why the massless scalars just encountered can have
axion-like couplings. The basic reason was already noted in §13.5.3, where
we pointed out that the mechanism for anomaly cancellation in TV = 1
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supergravity in ten dimensions requires the existence of massless bosons
that couple to two or four gluons. The anomaly cancellation requires
a generalization of the minimal action whose dimensional reduction was
considered above. The gauge-invariant field strength of the two form B
is not C = dB, as in (14.3.2), but

H = dB - LOY + u>L, (14.3.20)

where toy and LOL are the Yang-Mills and Lorentz Chern-Simons three
forms, which were introduced in §12.5.2 and included in the definition
of the field strength in §13.1.3 and §13.5.3. The ten-dimensional action
(14.3.3) is replaced by

Soc ( # , # ) . (14.3.21)

Let us first consider the massless scalar which arises from (2,0) forms,
that is, from components of BMN with M,N — 1,...,4. The massless
mode is the one whose wave function is independent of the compactified
coordinates, and it is governed in four dimensions precisely by the action
(14.3.21), with all indices being now tangent to Af4. We now repeat
precisely the steps which led to (14.3.16), but with a modification because
of the form of (14.3.20). We write first y^ = t^aTEV(JT. The equation of
motion derived from (14.3.21) is still d*H = 0, and this still gives dy = 0,
so that y = d<j), for some scalar field <j>. Now, however, the Bianchi
identity is not dH = 0, but

dH = trR A R - tvF A F. (14.3.22)

In terms of <̂ , this gives not D<j) = 0, but

U<t> = trRR - t rFF , (14.3.23)

which contains the standard coupling of an axion.
We call (f) the model-independent axion, since it arises in a way that

does not depend on the details of compactification. Now we move on to
a consideration of model-dependent modes which arise when the second
Betti number of K is positive, say 62(K) = n. If so, there are harmonic
two forms /?&, k = l , . . . , n on K, and we consider as in (14.3.11) the
ansatz

k(xnt3k(yml (14.3.24)

where the aj~ are spin zero fields in four dimensions. Our previous analysis
gave the minimal equation Aa^ = 0 for the a&. Under what conditions
can the a& obtain axion-like couplings?
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For notational simplicity we take k = 1 and consider a single harmonic
two form j3 and correspondingly a single four dimensional field a. The
modification (14.3.20) of the field strength does not give axion-like cou-
plings to a. Such couplings, however, can arise because of the other terms
introduced in §13.5.3 to cancel anomalies. These included terms like

AS= IBAtvF2 AtrF2. (14.3.25)

M

Equation (14.3.25) modifies the field equation of B from

d*dB = 0 (14.3.26)

to

d*dB = *(trF2 A trF2), (14.3.27)

where * is the Poincare duality operator which makes a two form from
the eight form trF2 A trF2.

The question at this point is whether the four-dimensional field a gets
an axion-like coupling from (14.3.27). An axion couples to two Yang-
Mills field strengths, while on the right-hand side of (14.3.27) there are
four. If, however, components of F tangent to K have expectation values
(something desirable anyway to obtain a nontrivial answer for the chiral
asymmetry of fermions), then by replacing one factor of trF2 in (14.3.27)
by its vacuum expectation value, we can obtain a coupling of the axionic
form. Indeed, if we write

(14.3.28)

then with insertion of the ansatz (14.3.24), (14.3.27) reduces in four di-
mensions to

Aa = 2ktiFF (14.3.29)

showing the promised axionic coupling.
To claim that a scalar is an axion, it is not enough to exhibit a coupling

to trFF; it is necessary to show that this scalar is massless except for
the effects of this coupling. A better way to say this is to note that the
equation Aa = 0 is invariant under the symmetry

a-+a (14.3.30)

with c being a constant. Equation (14.3.30) is the analog in this context
of the symmetry introduced by Peccei and Quinn in their original work
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on the strong CP problem. The Peccei-Quinn-like symmetry (14.3.30) is
violated by the trjF2 coupling in (14.3.29). The four-dimensional scalar a
will behave as an axion and can contribute to the solution of the strong
CP problem only if the trF2 coupling is the dominant effect that violates
the axionic symmetry.

Very tiny effects, other than the FF coupling, that violate the Peccei-
Quinn symmetry could spoil the axion-like behavior of a would-be axion.
To address this question, one must examine the form of the axion vertex
operators to determine whether the axionic symmetry is really valid in
string theory. In the case of the model independent mode <̂>, whose indices
are all tangent to M4, it seems likely that gauge theory instantons are the
main effects that violate the axionic symmetry. For the model dependent
axion a, the situation is more complicated and is currently under active
investigation. We will discuss some aspects of this question here.

The mode a would arise in studying oriented bosonic strings, and we
will consider this case since complications associated with superstrings
are not essential in the present discussion. To explore the validity of
the symmetry (14.3.30), an exact string theoretic treatment is needed,
since symmetry-violating effects of very high order in a1 would be enough
to prevent a from behaving as an axion. A suitable framework for an
exact discussion is the formalism of string propagation in background
fields which was introduced in §3.4. The string propagation on M4 x K
is governed by a suitable nonlinear sigma model. The vertex operator for
a fluctuation in the B^N field is

V= f d2aeal3BMN(XK)d(XXMdpXN. (14.3.31)

This is an operator in the nonlinear sigma model of maps of the string
world sheet E into Af4 x K. Inserting in (14.3.31) the ansatz B(XK) =
a(xti)j3(yr ), with a being a scalar field on M4 and /? a harmonic two form
on Kj (14.3.31) becomes

= J ^aa(x")€^d ay%yiPij. (14.3.32)V

To investigate the validity of the symmetry a —• a + c, we must
ask whether (14.3.32) is invariant under this operation. The change in

In the heterotic theory, the extra terms in the vertex operator V considered below
vanish at zero momentum and are irrelevant. In the type I theory, the vertex
operator has a different form but again vanishes at zero momentum. Indeed, in
that case, the axionic symmetry is not spoiled by world-sheet instantons, and
seems to be exact.
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(14.3.32) is

SV = c f #otaPday%tffoj. (14.3.33)

Does this vanish? The answer turns out to be that (14.3.33) vanishes to
all finite orders in sigma-model perturbation theory and thus to all finite
orders in a', but not exactly. To show this, note that locally the harmonic
two form /3 can be written

fa = diXj - djXi, (14.3.34)

where A is some one form on K. Inserting (14.3.34) in (14.3.33) gives

SV = 2c I #<rea/'d0l(\jdpyi). (14.3.35)

Being the integral of a total divergence, this vanishes.
However, in arriving at (14.3.35) we have used the form (14.3.34) which

is valid only locally. The correct statement, in general, is not that SV
vanishes, but only that SV is a topological invariant which vanishes if the
map S —> K given by aa —> yl{o-a) is topologically trivial. To finite orders
in a', as was described in §3.4, one describes string propagation on M4 x
K by sigma-model perturbation theory, in which yl(va) is topologically
trivial. Nonperturbatively, the sigma model governing string propagation,
just like other quantum field theories, will have instantons. More precisely,
instantons are present if the second Betti number of K is not zero, so that
there are topologically nontrivial two-dimensional submanifolds of space-
time onto which the string world sheet (of suitable genus) can be mapped
in a noncontractible way. This is precisely the situation in which the
mode a that we are discussing exists; in other words, whenever a exists,
the relevant world-sheet instantons will also exist. Since the sigma-model
coupling constant is of order a', the world-sheet instantons will make
contributions of order e~lla . Thus, the Peccei-Quinn-like symmetry of
the mo del-dependent axions associated with 62 (^) is valid to all finite
orders in a', but not exactly.

The violation of the Peccei-Quinn symmetries of model-dependent ax-
ions by world-sheet instantons may be strong enough to prevent these
modes from being relevant to low-energy phenomenology; this would leave
us with the one model-independent mode <j>. The Peccei-Quinn symmetry
of the model-dependent modes is, however, good enough to have a striking
theoretical application which we will meet in chapter 16.
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14.3.3 The 'Nonzero Modes'

So far, we have been discussing only what we called the 'zero modes',
which are the modes of zero action or energy. However, it is also of interest
to discuss more general solutions of the equations of motion derived from
(14.3.3). The zero modes were the (nontrivial) solutions of the equations of
motion with C — 0; now it is our task to discuss the solutions with C^O.
The variational equations derived from (14.3.3) require d*C = 0. This
must be supplemented with the Bianchi identity dC = 0 which follows
from the definition C = dB of the field strength C. Therefore, a solution
of the equations of motion with C ^ 0 is characterized by

dC = d*C = 0. (14.3.36)

In other words, C (if not zero) is a harmonic p + 1 form. This is a concept
with which we are already familiar from our discussion of the zero modes,
which were harmonic p forms. In particular, specializing to the case of a
compact manifold if, we know that the number of linearly independent
solutions of (14.3.36) is a topological invariant, the p + 1 Betti number

Vf-i-
It is perhaps curious that while the zero modes correspond to harmonic

p forms, the solutions of nonzero energy correspond to harmonic p + 1
forms. Because of this state of affairs, the mathematical tools needed to
understand the zero modes carry over directly to the solutions of nonzero
energy. But there is one particular property that should be stressed. A
solution C of (14.3.36) can always be written locally in terms of a gauge
potential B as C = dB. As was discussed in §12.4, this is guaranteed
by the Poincare lemma. Can one globally write C as dB, or does one
encounter singularities analogous to the Dirac string? The answer can be
deduced easily. On a compact manifold if, a harmonic differential form
C obeying (14.3.36) always represents a nonzero cohomology class and so
cannot be written globally as C = dB. Thus, on a compact manifold the
nonzero modes are always generalizations of the Dirac magnetic monopole.

In considering compactification on M4 X K, if the p+1 Betti number of
K is nonzero, one has the option of introducing a nonzero-energy solution
of (14.3.36) in specifying the vacuum state. This involves introducing a
monopole-like structure in the vacuum; analysis of the Bianchi identity
dC = 0 shows that the 'monopole' strength is a conserved quantity which
cannot change in time. In the more delicate situation that we encountered
in studying anomaly cancellation, with the Bianchi identity replaced by
dC = trR A R — tvF A F, more careful analysis shows that to avoid
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global anomalies (a loss of modular invariance after compactification) the
monopole charge must obey a quantization condition. It also turns out in
that case that the 'monopole' charge is not really a constant of integration
but can change dynamically (in tunneling events) by integral quanta.

14.3.4 The Exterior Derivative and the Dirac Operator

In the foregoing we have considered the zero modes of the wave operator
A = dd* + d*d. Since d2 = d*2 = 0, we can alternatively define this
operator as

A = S2, (14.3.37)

where

S = d + d* (14.3.38)

is a first-order operator.
As a first-order operator which arises naturally in Riemannian geome-

try, 5 is reminiscent of the Dirac operator. For applications to the family
problem and the fermion quantum numbers, it will be important for us to
understand the precise connection between the operator S = d + d* and
the Dirac operator. In what follows, we suppose that K is a manifold of
dimension n.

The operator S turns a p form into a linear combination of a p — 1 form
and a p + 1 form, so the field \P on which 5 acts must be understood as
a linear combination of differential forms of different degree. The general
component of $ is a p form which is antisymmetric in p tangent vector
indices, where p may have any value from 0 to n. In all (summing over p),
$ is a field with 2n components, since each of the n independent tangent
vector indices may be either present or absent. This is very much like a
system of fermions in which there are n single-particle states correspond-
ing to the n independent values of a tangent vector index. Thus, we say
that the ith single particle level is filled if and only if $ has an index of
type z, meaning that it takes the value i. As in any system of fermions,
it is convenient to introduce the fermion creation and annihilation oper-
ators. Thus, let a* be an operator that creates an index of type i. In
other words, af will annihilate any p form \P that already has an index of
type i; acting on a p form \P that does not have such an index, af makes
a p + 1 form by adding an index of type i. The formula for this is

(«.-**)ii...ip+i = —^{#;i*i2...ip+i ± cyc l i c permutations}, (14.3.39)

where g is the metric tensor of K. The adjoint of af is the operator at
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that removes an index of type i (and annihilates any differential form that
does not contain such an index). The formula is

(«i*)i....ip-i = *o-....*-.- (14-3-40)

The creation and annihilation operators obey {a,-,aj*} = (jr,y as usual.
The utility of the creation and annihilation comes in large part from the
fact that they make possible rather convenient formulas for the exterior
derivative d and its adjoint d*. The operator d creates an index of type i
while differentiating the field it acts on in the i direction, so it is

d = gijai*Dj. (14.3.41)

Here Dj is the covariant derivative. On the other hand, the adjoint oper-
ator d* removes an index of type i while differentiating in the i direction,
so it is

d* = gijaiDy (14.3.42)

Combining these formulas, the operator S = d + d* that appeared in the
study of harmonic differential forms is

S = gij(ai* + ai)Dj. (14.3.43)

In this last formula appear the very important operators

Ti = (ai + ai*). (14.3.44)

These matrices deserve to be called gamma matrices; they obey the stan-
dard gamma matrix algebra {Fj,Fj} = 2gij. It is perhaps surprising
that one can also define a second set of gamma matrices,

f,- = i(ai - a,-*), (14.3.45)

which are also easily seen to obey the standard gamma matrix algebra.
In addition, the I\- and Ft- mutually anticommute, {Fj,Fj} = 0. For our
purposes it is more useful to have two sets of mutually commuting rather
than mutually anticommuting gamma matrices. While this can always
be done, the details depend somewhat on the number of dimensions, and

To the reader who has read the construction of the spinor representation of
SO(2N) in appendix 5.A, this may not seem so surprising.
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.S Zero Modes of Antisymmetric Tensor Fields 389

we specialize now to the case of principal interest in which n is even. We
introduce the two chirality operators

r(n) = r ( n - l r p p
(14.3.46)

where the phase î v71""1)/2 has been included to ensure that the square of
either r M or f M is unity. Now we redefine the second set of gamma
matrices to be

Ft- = iTW • f,-. (14.3.47)

One may readily check that the Ft- anticommute among themselves in the
proper fashion for gamma matrices, but commute with the T{.

Either the I\ or the Fj may be viewed as 'the' gamma matrices of
SO(n). One set of gamma matrices can be realized on a field <f>a with
a single spinor index a, so two sets of commuting gamma matrices can
be realized on a field <J>a£ with two independent spinor indices a and /?.
On the other hand, we constructed the two sets of commuting gamma
matrices starting with a field \I> which was a linear combination of differ-
ential forms of varying degree, so it must be that a field $ a^ with two
independent spinor indices is equivalent to a linear combination of differ-
ential forms. That this is so is simply an exercise in SO(n) group theory.
In one's first encounter with the Dirac equation one learns that because
of the anticommutation laws for gamma matrices, the independent Dirac
matrices are the antisymmetrized products

Tii...ip = (riF2 . . . Tp ± permutations)/^! (14.3.48)

of p gamma matrices. As a result, the tensors that one can form by
multiplying two spinors rj and A are the zero form A 77, the one form AF,-?/,
the two form AF^^T/, and in general the p form AFt'1t2...»p^ for any p < n.
As far as group theory is concerned, combining two spinors rja and \p is
the same as combining the two different spinor indices of a single bispinor
field $ap with two such indices, so this confirms that the field $ap is really
equivalent to a linear combination of differential forms of various p.

Now we can use what we have learned to get a much better understand-
ing of the operator S. Let us first recall the general structure of the Dirac
operator. Typically one considers a spinor field <f>^ with a spinor index
a and perhaps an additional Yang-Mills index x. The Dirac operator is
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390 14- Compactification Of Higher Dimensions

then

(14.3.49)

With our knowledge that the field on which S acts is a bispinor
equation (14.3.43) can be rewritten in a form that is precisely analogous,

(S$)a/} = T^Di^. (14.3.50)

We see that S is just a Dirac operator acting on a spinor field that has an
extra spinor index, the second spinor index /3 of $a^ being an 'internal'
index analogous to x in (14.3.49). As a matter of fact, in a rather impor-
tant application of the S operator that we will encounter towards the end
of this chapter, the second spinor index of the bispinor field will originate
precisely as an internal symmetry index.

Since S is a kind of Dirac operator, it is natural to ask what is the
analog for S of the Dirac index that we studied in §14.2.1. To define an
index problem, one introduces a 'chirality' operator T that anticommutes
with S and obeys T2 = +1. Letting n+ and n_ be the number of zero
modes of S with T = +1 and T = — 1 respectively, we then define the
'index' as n+ — n_. It is a topological invariant for the same reasons that
we discussed in §14.2.1. However, in the case of the S operator there
are several possible choices of T, and they lead to different topological
invariants.

The possibility which corresponds most closely to our treatment of the
standard Dirac operator is to let T = T^n\ In this case the index is a
topological invariant that is known as the Hirzebruch signature and is
often denoted a. It can be shown to vanish in 4k + 2 dimensions by an
argument based on complex conjugation which is similar to arguments
that were given in §14.2 to show that the standard Dirac index (without
Yang-Mills fields) is zero in such dimensions. The point is that the cre-
ation and annihilation operators a,- and a* are manifestly real from their
definition, so (14.3.46) shows that I'M and f (n) are real in 4k dimen-
sions and imaginary in 4k + 2 dimensions. The operator S is manifestly
real, so, in 4k + 2 dimensions, complex conjugation maps zero modes of
S with r(n) = +1 into zero modes of fW = — 1, ensuring that the index
a vanishes. On the other hand, in Ak dimensions, a need not vanish.

Another choice of the chirality operator which will be of much greater
importance in this book is to use f — inT^ • fW. With this choice,
the index of S is a topological invariant called the Euler characteristic
%. It is perhaps the single most fundamental topological invariant of a
manifold. Note that T is real both in 4fc and in 4fc + 2 dimensions, so that
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14-3 Zero Modes of Antisymmetric Tensor Fields 391

the Euler characteristic can be nonzero in any even dimension. It is not
obvious that the Euler characteristic defined in this way as the index of
the operator S coincides with the definition given at the end of chapter 12,
where the Euler characteristic of a manifold was defined as the integral
over the manifold of a certain polynomial in the curvature tensor. This
equality is the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem, and can be extracted as a
special case of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. We will do this explicitly
in the two-dimensional case in §14.4 below.

The Euler characteristic of a manifold K has a simple expression in
terms of the Betti numbers of K. Tracing back the definition of T^ and
f (n), one sees that

f = i-rWfW = (_i)« Y[(ai + ai*)(ai - ai*) = H(-l)Ni, (14.3.51)
1=1 1=1

where iVj = afai is the number operator of the ith fermion mode. For
a p form, the number of filled states is p, so (14.3.51) means that for p
forms f = (-l)p.

Now, the zero modes of S are the harmonic differential forms, and the
number of p forms which are such zero modes is the Betti number bp. The
contribution of p forms to the index of S is hence ±6p, where we must
take a plus or minus sign depending on whether T = +1 or T = — 1 or in
other words depending on whether p is even or odd. It follows then that
the Euler characteristic is

X(K) = £ ( - lW (14.3.52)

and this is our desired formula expressing the Euler characteristic in terms
of the Betti numbers. One important property of this should be pointed
out. In discussing the index of a generic Dirac operator, we noted that if
n+ and n_ are the number of positive- and negative-chirality zero modes,
then in general only the index n+ — n_ is a topological invariant; and
one may expect that either n+ o rn_ will vanish depending on whether
the index is positive or negative. The S operator is an exception to this;
the numbers n+ and n_ are both topological invariants in the case of the
S operator, being respectively the sum of the bp for even or odd p. In
ordinary Riemannian geometry (as opposed to more specialized subjects
like the study of complex manifolds), the operator S is the only known
operator with this property. We will see in chapter 16 that it is at least
possible that this property may be related to the solution of the gauge
hierarchy problem.
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Along the lines of equation (14.2.9) in §14.2.2 above, the signature a
and Euler characteristic x c a n be written

(14.3.53)

where A = 52 plays the role of the 'Hamiltonian'. In our later work,
we will encounter not quite the operator 5 but rather 5 — 5(1 + F'n')/2
- which is simply 5 projected onto the subspace of Hilbert space with
T\n) = +1. In this sector, T — T, so it does not matter which chirality
operator we use in defining the index of 5. Choosing T = T^n\ the index
is

index 5 = Tr ( r ^ ( l + f^ ) /2exp - / ? A ) = (<r + x)/2. (14.3.54)

Of course, in Ak + 2 dimensions a vanishes, and (14.3.54) reduces to

(14.3.55)

a result that will enter in our later study of the number of fermion gener-
ations.

14.4 Index Theorems on the String World Sheet

Though our goal in this chapter is mainly to elucidate the properties of
wave operators in space-time, we will now pause to discuss how some of
the concepts appear in the analysis of a wave operator on a string world
sheet, i.e., on a compact Riemann surface E of genus g. This will enable
us to illustrate many of the ideas we have considered earlier, and others
which we will be introducing shortly, in a simple setting. The results in
any case have various applications in string theory.

14-4-1 The Dirac Index

As in chapters 3 and 4, many of the essential features reflect the fact
that in two dimensions the rotation group 50(2) is abelian; an irreducible
representation is specified by giving the eigenvalue of the one generator W
of 50(2). In our applications this eigenvalue will always be an integer or
half-integer. A spinor %j> has positive- and negative-chirality components
^_j_ and 0_ with W = 1/2 and W = —1/2. The covariant derivative Va
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144 Index Theorems on the String World Sheet 393

likewise has components V+ and V_ with W = +1 and W = — 1. Acting
with the Dirac operator gives a spinor y^> which like %j) has components
with W = ±1/2. The Dirac equation f^ = 0 is explicitly

_ = 0,

Y7 n (1 4'4 J)
V_^ + = 0.

The two equations in (14.4.1) are the equations for zero modes of negative
or positive chirality, respectively. If we denote the number of linearly
independent solutions of the first and second equations in (14.4.1) as n_
and n+, respectively, then the Dirac index is

indexy = n+ - n_. (14.4.2)

If the covariant derivative in (14.4.1) is constructed from the spin con-
nection only, with no coupling to, say, a Yang-Mills field, then the two
equations in (14.4.1) are complex conjugates of each other, so n+ = n_
and the Dirac index vanishes.

A nonzero index can arise if an additional gauge coupling is present.
Consider a spinor field xj)a that carries a Yang-Mills index a, labeling some
representation R of a gauge group G. We will denote the gauge field as
Aa. The Dirac equation is

+ ^ " ' (14.4.3)

The two equations are still complex conjugates of each other if the repre-
sentation R is real or pseudoreal, but not otherwise. In this more general
situation, the Dirac index is not necessarily zero. It is given by a formula
discussed in §14.2:

i n d e x y = — / t r F . (14.4.4)
2TT J

S
Here F is the curvature two form, and the trace is taken, of course, in the
R representation.

Equation (14.4.4) evidently vanishes if the group G is semisimple. Only
a (7(1) component of G is relevant, and we will focus on the case in which
G is actually (7(1) (or SO(2)). The (7(1) gauge fields for which the right-
hand side of (14.4.4) is nonzero have a net nonzero flux of the magnetic
field integrated over E, and thus represent generalizations of the Dirac
magnetic monopole. According to Dirac's classical analysis, the magnetic
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394 14- Compactification Of Higher Dimensions

charge of the monopole or more precisely the right-hand side of (14.4.4)
must be an integer in order for coupling of the monopole to a charged
field such as ij) to be possible. Equation (14.4.4) actually constitutes a
new proof of Dirac's quantization law, since the left-hand side of (14.4.4)
is certainly an integer.

In the above, i/> might be coupled to any [/(I) gauge field that we wish
to consider, but there is one choice that is particularly interesting. On any
orientable two-dimensional manifold, the spin connection u>a is an SO(2)
or U{\) gauge field. The (7(1) gauge field Aa of the previous construction
could thus be chosen to be simply wa. A slight generalization of this is
possible; because U(l) is abelian, it makes sense to write

Aa = nu>a (14.4.5)

with an arbitrary integer or half integer n. Because of the nonlinearity
of the SO(N) gauge transformation law for N > 2, in more than two
dimensions (14.4.5) makes sense in a gauge-invariant way only for n = 1,
but in two dimensions we do not have this restriction.

Equation (14.4.5) is certainly an interesting example of an abelian gauge
field to study, since it introduces no arbitrary ingredients that are not
present anyway whenever we study the surface E. We will see that the
index theorem (14.4.4) in this special situation has many interesting ap-
plications.

With the choice (14.4.5), the gauge field strength t^vF^v is simply n/2
times the Ricci curvature scalar R. If we denote the Dirac operator acting
on spinors of 'charge' n as V(n\, then the index theorem becomes

n) = ̂  f ^ R . (14.4.6)index V(n

We will work out three interesting applications of (14.4.6), to the Euler
characteristic, the conformal ghosts, and the superconformal ghosts.

144-2 The Euler Characteristic

We have already analyzed, in 2n dimensions for any n, an operator S
whose index is the Euler characteristic. We discovered in (14.3.50) that

n must be an integer or half integer if Aa is to respect the Dirac quantization
condition on magnetic charge for any choice of the surface E, though other frac-
tions would make sense on some surfaces. We will see that in the applications
that arise naturally n is always an integer or half integer.
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S is simply the ordinary Dirac operator acting on a field tj>* with a spinor
index a and an extra 'Yang-Mills' index which is merely another spinor
index. In two dimensions, this construction simplifies because SO(2) is
abelian. The a index takes two possible values, corresponding to W = 1/2
and W = —1/2 in the terminology of the last subsection. The operator S
is simply

S = ( V ( 1 / 2 ) ° ) , (14.4.7)

where V(±i/2) a r e the operators whose index is given in (14.4.6) above.
What is the index of £7 We must recall that there were two possible

choices, corresponding to tre~* F and tve~^s FF. They correspond,
respectively, to the sum and difference of the two operators V^/2) and
V(_j/2) that appear in (14.4.7). The Euler characteristic was seen in
(14.3.53) to arise from the latter choice, so we have

X = index V(1/2) - index V(_1/2) = — I R, (14.4.8)

E

where (14.4.6) has been used. Equation (14.4.8) has already been obtained
at the end of chapter 12 on the basis of a different definition of the Euler
characteristic, so we see that these two definitions are equivalent, at least
for a manifold of dimension two. The two definitions (previously % w a s

defined as the integral of a certain characteristic class, here as the index
of S) are actually equivalent in any dimension. This can be established
by further study of the index theorem.

We now have considerably more information about the Euler charac-
teristic than we had when we first defined it in chapter 12. For instance,
we now know (from (14.3.52)) that

(14.4.9)
p=0

Any compact connected manifold has bo = 1 and, for a two-dimensional
manifold, Poincare duality gives 62 — 1- At the end of chapter 12 we
determined the Euler characteristic of a Riemann surface of genus g to be
2 — 2g. Combining these results, we see that the first Betti number of a
genus g surface is

b1(g) = 2g. (14.4.10)

As we discussed in §12.2, 2g is the number of independent noncontractible
loops on the genus g surface. Equation (14.4.10) is thus an illustration
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396 14- Compactification Of Higher Dimensions

of the relation between the Betti number bp of a manifold M and the
number of topologically independent p-dimensional submanifolds of M.

14-4-3 Zero Modes of Conformal Ghosts

In §3.3, we discussed the zero modes of conformal ghosts and antighosts
on a compact Riemann surface of genus g. The wave equations for the
positive-chirality ghosts c_ and antighosts 6+_|_ were

: : : ( i 4 4 u )

The numbers of b and c zero modes on a genus g surface were called Bg

and Cg, respectively, in §3.3. We found for these numbers a somewhat
irregular behavior for low genus, but for the difference A^ = Cg — Bg we
found the simple result

A, = 3 (1 -5) . (14.4.12)

It is natural to suspect that the difference A^ might be the index of some
operator, and that this is responsible for the fact that the behavior of Ag

is simpler than that of Bg or Cg. We will now see that this is the case.
First of all, there is no harm in replacing the second equation in (14.4.11)

with

V+c+ = 0, (14.4.13)

where c+ is the complex conjugate of c_. We will interpret the difference
between the number of solutions of (14.4.13) and the number of solutions
of the first equation in (14.4.11) as the index of an operator. The operator
in question is simply V(3/2) in the terminology introduced earlier. Indeed,
V(3/2) would act on a field 0£, a being a spinor index (W = ±1/2)
and a a 'gauge' index of W = 3/2. The positive- and negative-chirality
components of ip have, respectively, W = 1/2 + 3/2 = 2 and W = —1/2 +
3/2 = 1. They can be identified with &_j__j_ and c+, respectively. So

A, = index V(3/2) = ^ J R. (14.4.14)

The integral on the right-hand side of (14.4.14) is 3/2 of the Euler char-
acteristic; using the known value of the Euler characteristic of a genus g
surface, we recover (14.4.12).
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14.5 Zero Modes of Nonlinear Fields 397

14-4-4 Zero Modes of Superconformal Ghosts

In a similar spirit we can study the zero modes of superconformal ghosts,
which we have not considered previously. The right-moving modes are a

ghost 7(-i/2) a n d a n antighost /?(+3/2) (the subscripts are eigenvalues of
W). The wave equations are

0 (14.4.15)
V-7(-i/2) = 0.

Rather as in the bosonic case considered in §3.3, the zero modes of 7
correspond to generators of superconformal symmetries, while those of /3
correspond to what might be called 'supermoduli'. If Ug and Vg are the
number of 7 and j3 zero modes, respectively, on a genus g surface, then
as in the purely bosonic case, Ug and Vg behave somewhat irregularly for
small g. Indeed, UQ — 2 (corresponding to the existence in the quantized
bosonic sector of superstrings of an anomaly-free symmetry group with
two odd generators G±\j<i in addition to Lo and £±1), while U\ = 1 (the
only zero mode on a torus with flat metric being u =constant), and Ug = 0
for g > 1. As for Vg^ the values are Vb = 0, Vo = 15 Vg — 2g for g > 1.

We will not prove all of these statements here, but we can check them
to a certain extent by using an index theorem to compute the difference
A^ = Ug — Vg. As in the bosonic case, this difference behaves more
smoothly than Ug and Vg. The same arguments as in the bosonic case
show that A^ can be interpreted as the index of what we have called D^y
Hence

A, = 2 (1 -0 ) . (14.4.16)

Curiously, A^ is precisely equal to the Euler characteristic of the Riemann
surface.

14.5 Zero Modes of Nonlinear Fields

So far we have discussed the zero modes of spinors and antisymmetric ten-
sor fields in background gauge and gravitational fields. These zero modes
have turned out to be related to many rich geometrical and topological
ideas of which we have discussed only a few aspects. The classical linear
equations that we have studied are only approximations from the super-
string theory point of view, but they are good enough approximations for
most of the questions we have studied, because most of our conclusions
have depended only on very general considerations. For example, the
Dirac index only depended on the universality class of a theory, and the
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zero modes of differential forms will be zero modes of almost any gauge-
invariant equation those fields might obey, because the gauge-invariant
field strength of the zero modes vanishes.

We now turn our attention to the other massless ten-dimensional fields,
which are the gauge and gravitational fields. These fields obey nonlinear
equations such as the classical Einstein and Yang-Mills equations, as op-
posed to linear equations in prescribed backgrounds, so it is natural to
call these fields nonlinear fields. In discussing the wave equations of the
nonlinear fields, the first question one runs into is the question of whether
a presumed vacuum state M4 x K really obeys the nonlinear Einstein
and Yang-Mills equations. This discussion has a completely different fla-
vor from the discussion in the last few sections. Whether a given space
Ky with given expectation values for matter fields, obeys the nonlinear
equations depends not just on the universality class of a theory but on
a particular choice of action. It makes all the difference in the world
whether the gravitational field, for instance, is governed by the minimal
Einstein-Hilbert action y/gR or by some other action with higher-order
contributions determined by string theory. For this reason, the discussion
of which spaces M4 x K might obey the nonlinear equations that arise
from string theory requires a discussion of a completely different kind from
the one presented here.

Here, we simply assume that some suitable vacuum state M4 x K has
been found, and we ask what spectrum of massless particles will emerge in
four dimensions. In the case of gauge and gravitational fields, this means
that we linearize their field equations around a presumed solution and
ask what is the spectrum of zero modes. The discussion will necessarily
depend only on very simple and general arguments because we will not
assume that we know what are the correct gauge and gravitational field
equations. We will simply assume that the gauge and gravitational fields
are governed by some gauge-invariant and generally covariant equations
of which M4 x K is a solution. The important conclusions indeed depend
only on this. Statements that depend on the detailed form of the gauge
and gravitational equations are not terribly interesting, unless one learns
to use the exact equations coming from string theory, because in this
discussion almost any small error is unacceptably large. A mode that is
a zero mode to within one percent corresponds to a particle whose mass
may be as large as one percent of the Planck mass.

In discussing the massless modes of the nonlinear fields, we recall that
the coordinates of M4 are denoted x*1, fi = 1, . . . , 4, while the coordinates
of K are y*, j = 5 , . . . , 10 and all ten coordinates together are written
XM, M = 1 , . . . , 10. The first general statement to be made about com-
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14-5 Zero Modes of Nonlinear Fields 399

pactification on M4 x K is certainly that it is covariant under Poincare
transformations of M4. If the underlying ten-dimensional theory was gen-
erally covariant, then the four-dimensional Poincare group is actually a
local symmetry group, and we must therefore expect the appearance of
a massless graviton in the four-dimensional theory. Since a constant is
the unique zero form, the massless mode is simply g^(xx), with all in-
dices tangent to M4 and no dependence on the yK Generically, this is
the only massless field in four dimensions arising from the components
QiiV of the ten-dimensional metric gMN- In a similar spirit, suppose that
the underlying ten-dimensional theory has a local symmetry under gauge
transformations of some gauge group G, and suppose that expectation val-
ues of matter fields on K break G down to some subgroup H. Then the
K independent modes A^(xx) (with a running over the Lie algebra of H)
behave in four dimensions as massless gauge fields of if, and generically
no other massless modes can be expected to come from the components
of the gauge field tangent to M4.

A more subtle case arises if one asks for massless modes of the com-
ponents g^j of the metric tensor with one index tangent to M4 and one
index tangent to K. Historically, this case animated the invention of
Kaluza-Klein theory and much subsequent work on the subject down to
the present. Massless modes of g^j will be observed in four dimensions as
massless spin one particles - in other words, massless gauge bosons. Such
particles appear if a suitable subgroup of the underlying ten-dimensional
general covariance is left unbroken in the compactification on M4 x K.
To understand how this can occur, one must first review the description
of continuous symmetries in general relativity. Under a general coor-
dinate transformation of a manifold K, yk —* yk + eVk(yi) (e being a
small parameter and Vk a vector field), the change in the metric gij of
K is easily seen from the standard formulas of general relativity to be
Sgij = e(DiVj + DjVi). So the metric of K is left invariant under the
coordinate transformation yk —> yk + eVk generated by V if V obeys the
Killing vector equation

DiVj + DjVi = O. (14.5.1)

The coordinate transformation generated by a Killing vector field V leaves
the metric of K invariant, so it is a symmetry of any generally covariant
equation for the metric of K. If one is studying an equation not for the
metric only but for a coupled system consisting of the metric of K and
suitable matter fields (such as gauge fields) one gets a symmetry if V
can be combined with a suitable transformation of the matter fields that
leaves their expectation values invariant.
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If one finds several Killing vector fields V£, a = 1 , . . . , n, the correspond-
ing coordinate transformations will generate a Lie algebra of some kind.
In general

X j f k , (14.5.2)

where faic are the structure constants of some Lie algebra H, which will
then generate a symmetry group of K.

Let us now consider compactification of a ten-dimensional generally
covariant theory on M4 x K, assuming K to have a symmetry group
H. A rigid (M4-independent) rotation of K would be the coordinate
transformation (xfl^yk) —• (xtl^yk + ]T̂ a e

aVk), the ta being infinitesimal
constants. This rigid transformation leaves fixed the metric of M4 x K,
if the Va are Killing vector fields. If the original ten-dimensional theory
is generally covariant, we are free to consider not only rigid rotations of
K but x1* -dependent ones. The formula is

(*", y*) -*(*", y* + £ e'(z")Fa*), (14.5.3)

where now the parameters in the transformation are not constants ea

but functions of the x^. Working at very long wavelengths compared to
the Planck length so that a description just in terms of massless fields is
adequate, we take the ea(xti) to be very slowly varying functions. The
transformation in (14.5.3) will be a symmetry of any generally covariant
theory compactified on M4 x Ar, and it will look in the effective four-
dimensional theory like M4-dependent local gauge transformations with
gauge group H. So the effective four-dimensional theory must have mass-
less gauge bosons of this group. The ansatz exhibiting them is just (in
the linearized approximation)

where the A^x") are the massless gauge fields that appear in M4. To
verify the correctness of (14.5.4), it is enough to note that under the
gauge transformation (14.5.3), the fields A* transform in the appropriate
fashion, 8AI = d^a + fabcebA^c.

What gauge symmetries can arise in this way in the process of com-
pactification on M4 x Kl We will consider this question in some detail
if only for its historical interest, though the considerations it leads to no
longer seem to be of central interest in the context of superstring theory.
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14-5 Zero Modes of Nonlinear Fields 401

In discussing what symmetry groups can arise, we temporarily drop the re-
striction to ten dimensions and contemplate compactification of a (4 + n)-
dimensional theory for arbitrary n. Determining the gauge groups that
can arise in four dimensions amounts to asking what symmetry groups an
n-dimensional manifold K can have. To investigate this question, let x
be a point in K. The 'orbit' of x under a symmetry group H of K is the
space Wx consisting of all points in K into which x is transformed by the
action of the group. K is said to be a homogeneous space under the action
of H if for each x the orbit Wx comprises all of K, which is tantamount
to saying that for any point y in K there is some element h of the group
H such that h(x) = y. It follows from the definitions that whether or
not K is homogeneous under the action of H, each of the Wx always has
this property. The maximum possible symmetry groups for manifolds of
given dimension always arise for homogeneous spaces; intuitively this is
because if K is not a homogeneous space, some of the dimensions of K
are 'wasted' because H is really acting on the submanifolds Wx of lower
dimension. Let us suppose then that K is a homogeneous space.

The 'little group' of a point x in K is the subgroup Ho of H that leaves
x fixed. The difference between the dimension dimH of the group H and
the dimension dimii/o of the group Ho is dimif — dimifo — n^n being the
dimension of K. The reason for this is that a generator of H that does
not leave x fixed moves it in some tangent direction. As there are only n
such directions, there can be at most n linearly independent generators of
H that do not leave x fixed; and if K is a homogeneous space, there must
be precisely n such independent generators, since there must be some
generator of H that moves x in any prescribed direction.

Up to isomorphism, there is precisely one space homogeneous under the
action of a given group H with a given little group Ho of a point. Such
a homogeneous space is conveniently defined as consisting of elements of
H subject to the equivalence relation that two elements a and b of H are
considered equivalent if a = bho. The space of equivalence classes is called
the quotient space H/Ho and is homogeneous under the action of H by
left multiplication, a —> ha for h £ H and a £ H/Ho- Picking an element
a of H/HQ, say a = 1, its little group consists of elements h £ H such
that h - 1 = 1 - ho for some ho £ Ho] in other words, the little group is
isomorphic to Ho- The uniqueness up to isomorphism of this construction
is not difficult to prove, but we will not do so here.

Rather than trying to completely determine the maximal symmetry
groups for n manifolds K, let us simply ask for what n the observed
gauge symmetry group of nature, namely Q = SU(3) x SU(2) x £7(1), is
possible. (If one wishes a larger group than this, then n would have to
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be larger than we will determine.) Suppose that Q acts homogeneously
on K, and let the little group of a point be a subgroup QQ. QQ should
not contain all of either 5(7(3) or SU(2) or (7(1), for if so this factor of
Q would leave K invariant and would not really be a symmetry group.
The maximal subgroup of 5(7(3) x SU(2) x (7(1) that does not contain
any of the three factors is SU(2) x (7(1) x [/(I), the SU(2) being an
'isospin' subgroup of 5/7(3), and the two 17(1 )'s being linear combinations
of the 'hypercharge' generator of 517(3) which commutes with 'isospin', an
arbitrary 5*7(2) generator, and the (7(1) factor of 5(7(3) x 5(7(2) x (7(1).
(There are infinitely many inequivalent 5(7(2) x (7(1) x (7(1) subgroups
of Q, corresponding to inequivalent choices of the two (7(l)'s, but we
will not classify them here.) So the minimum dimension of a space with
5(7(3) x 5(7(2) x (7(1) symmetry arises if we pick the little group QQ =
517(2) x (7(1) x (7(1). With this choice, Qo has dimension five, while the
dimension of Q = 5(7(3) x 5(7(2) x (7(1) is twelve, so the dimension of
the quotient space, which is the lowest possible dimension of a space with
5(7(3) x 5(7(2) x (7(1) symmetry, is 12 - 5 = 7.

For superstring theory, this is at best a near miss. We have six compact
dimensions, and we would have needed seven. If we cannot get 5(7(3) x
5(7(2) x (7(1) by compactifying from ten to six dimensions, can we at least
get an interesting subgroup of this? There is indeed a unique six manifold
with 5(7(3) x 5(7(2) symmetry (namely CP(2) x 52 , corresponding to the
little group QQ — 5(7(2) x (7(1) x (7(1)), but this space does not make sense
in superstring theory because it is a manifold on which one cannot define
spinors (the relevant concepts here were discussed in §12.1). If one could
have obtained at least 5(7(3) x 5(7(2) via compactification, one might
have thought of doing physics with type IIA superstrings, which have a
(7(1) gauge boson in the ten-dimensional supergravity multiplet, but this
fails because one cannot even get 5(7(3) x 5(7(2) from compactification.

The fact that ten dimensions is not quite enough is by no means the
only problem with trying to get a realistic gauge group from compactifica-
tion. The other major problem is that, regardless of how many dimensions
one starts with, one cannot obtain realistic fermion quantum numbers in
four dimensions if the gauge groups are assumed to come entirely from
symmetries of a compact manifold in the fashion we have been discussing.
This can be shown to follow from a rather subtle theorem, first proved by
Atiyah and Hirzebruch, about zero modes of the Dirac operator on man-
ifolds with continuous symmetry; however, we will not enter here into
a discussion of this theorem and its application to Kaluza-Klein theory.
With the discovery of anomaly-free superstring theories that already have
gauge groups in ten dimensions before compactification, and which have
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the relatively attractive phenomenology that we will be discussing in the
remainder of this book, there is no longer a compelling need to try to
get gauge symmetries via compactification. On the contrary, the 50(32)
and E& x E% theories have more than enough gauge symmetry, the prob-
lem being to break the symmetries in the right way, not to obtain more
symmetry.

So far we have discussed the zero modes of the components of the
gravitational and gauge fields with all indices tangent to M4, and the
mixed components g^ of the metric with one index tangent to M4 and
one index tangent to K. It remains to discuss the zero modes of the
components gij of the metric and A^ of the gauge field with all indices
tangent to K. The very complexity of the equations governing those fields
will make the discussion brief.

The components gij and Aaj of the gravitational and gauge field enter
(perhaps along with other fields) in the nonlinear equations that deter-
mine the structure of K. We are here assuming nothing about those
equations except that they are generally covariant and gauge invariant. It
might happen that the equations that determine the structure of K de-
termine its structure uniquely. In this case, A' is rigid, with no possibility
of low-frequency oscillations. On the other hand, it might happen that
the equations that determine the structure of K do not determine this
structure uniquely. Integration constants </>i might enter in solving the
relevant equations. Such integration constants are usually called moduli
in mathematical discussions; they are somewhat analogous to the moduli
of Riemann surfaces, discussed in §3.3. Without further information, we
cannot predict how many moduli there are, if any. But if undetermined
integration constants appear in finding the structure of Ar, they will al-
ways be manifested in the effective four-dimensional theory in the form of
massless spin zero particles. The reason for this is that it will inevitably
be possible to consider a situation in which the moduli fa are not quite
constant but are slowly varying functions <f>i(x ), x being the coordinates
of M4. As in the usual proof of Gold-stone's theorem (which governs a
situation in which the undetermined integration constants in the vacuum
are present because of a spontaneously broken symmetry), the <f>i(x ) will
be seen in the low-energy theory as massless fields.

The occurrence of moduli represents a loss of predictive power in the
theory, because observable quantities such as the fine-structure constant
and particle masses are likely to depend on the undetermined integration
constants. On the other hand, the massless particles associated with the
moduli, if really present, would be an interesting and perhaps testable
prediction. They might very well have coherent couplings to matter, in
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which case they might give rise to detectable deviations from the usual
gravitational force laws. In addition, if such a scalar </> has coherent cou-
plings to matter, its wave equation in the expanding universe is something
like

{d2
t-d

2
i)<j> = p , (14.5.5)

where p is the source of the <f> field - some operator which we suppose
has an expectation value in the universe. Averaging (14.5.5) over local
inhomogeneities in the universe and so discarding the space derivatives,
(14.5.5) reduces on a large scale to

where (p) is the average value of p in the universe, at given cosmic time.
Equation (14.5.6) forces </> to change in time. Since coupling constants and
mass ratios will almost certainly depend in a nontrivial way on the field
<t> (particularly since we suppose it has coherent couplings to matter), the
time dependence of <j> would be seen as a time dependence of the natural
'constants'.

The connection that we have discussed between moduli and massless
particles is valid both classically (in an approximation in which the vac-
uum is governed by the classical equations which arise from superstring
theory) and quantum mechanically. (In the exact theory, the vacuum
is determined by minimizing some effective potential.) In the classical
theory there is one general statement that can be made; there is always
at least one modulus, the dilaton expectation value, because of a scaling
argument that was described in §3.4.6 and §13.2. Concerning the exact
quantum theory, we are not in a position at present to make any state-
ment, but experimental bounds on the phenomena mentioned at the end
of the last paragraph suggest that such moduli do not exist. The sharpest
bounds come actually from the failure to observe changes in time of the
natural constants.

14.6 Models of the Fermion Quantum Numbers

In this section we finally apply the tools that we have developed to work
out a class of models of the quantum numbers of massless fermions that
arise in four dimensions after compactification. Of particular note is the
ease with which we will obtain, in four dimensions, several fermion 'gener-
ations', identical in their gauge quantum numbers, despite starting in ten
dimensions with a single irreducible multiplet. The class of models that
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we present here is most interesting in the case of the heterotic E& x E$
theory, whose construction was described in chapter 6. The requisite facts
about E$ were explained in appendix 6.A.

We consider space-time to be a ten-dimensional manifold M4 x K, with
M4 being four-dimensional Minkowski space and K being some compact
six-dimensional manifold. On general grounds, discussed in §14.2.3, we
know that if we do not include an expectation value of the E% x Es gauge
field Am tangent to K, then the chiral asymmetry of fermion quantum
numbers in four dimensions will vanish. Since the chiral asymmetry de-
pends only on the universality class of a theory (this is why we view it
as a fundamental problem!), it is clear that if we do include gauge-field
expectation values (while leaving 5/7(3) x 5/7(2) x /7(1) unbroken), the
chiral asymmetry of four-dimensional fermions will be invariant under con-
tinuous variations of those expectation values. The chiral asymmetry of
four-dimensional fermions can only depend on topological invariants asso-
ciated with the gauge fields. This is indeed manifest in the index formula
(14.2.8) which vanishes if the gauge fields are topologically trivial.

To obtain an interesting model of four-dimensional fermions, we must
choose on K a topologically nontrivial configuration of E% x E% gauge fields
- while leaving 5/7(3) x SU(2) x Z7(l) unbroken. Depending on K, there
are many possibilities that we might consider for the gauge field expecta-
tion value. The possibilities correspond essentially to the classification of
vector bundles on K. The range of possibilities is so vast that at first sight
it may not be clear where to start in constructing an interesting model.
However, one interesting possibility presents itself by analogy with our
discussion of world-sheet phenomena in §14.4.1. Whenever one considers
a six-dimensional Riemannian manifold K, there is one vector bundle that
is implicit in the discussion. This is the tangent bundle. The gauge field
that enters in parallel transport of tangent vectors is the spin connection
wm

abi which in six dimensions is an 50(6) gauge field. By embedding
50(6) in Es x 2?8, we can view the spin connection as an Eg x Es gauge
field. In this way, we obtain a candidate gauge field on K for use in com-
pactification, which has the attractive property that it involves relatively
little by way of arbitrary choices, using only ingredients that are present
anyway in any discussion of a six-dimensional Riemannian manifold K.

What embedding of 50(6) in Es x Es do we wish to consider? As
discussed in appendix 6.A, Es has a maximal subgroup 50(16), un-
der which the adjoint representation of Es decomposes as 120 © 128,
the 120 and 128 being respectively the adjoint representation and the
positive-chirality spinor of 50(16). 50(16) has in turn a maximal sub-
group 50(10) x 50(6), and it is that latter 50(6) subgroup that we will
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use. Thus, we take the SO(16) gauge field to be

(14.6.1)

with nonzero entries only in a 6 x 6 block in the lower right-hand corner,
where we place the spin connection a;,-.

In some sense, the 50(6) subgroup of Es just identified is the smallest
one (the Casimir operators are as small as possible, for example), so em-
bedding 50(6) in one of the two Es factors in the way just stated (and
not at all in the second Es) can be viewed as the minimal choice. There
actually are some good theoretical reasons for making this choice. For
instance, the equation associated with anomaly cancellation

dH = tr R A R - tr F A F (14.6.2)

places a topological restriction on possible compactifications. The restric-
tion is that the right-hand side, which represents a certain combination
of characteristic classes, must be zero at the level of cohomology. This
restriction is obeyed with the precise embedding given in (14.6.1); in that
case the right-hand side of (14.6.2) is identically zero, not just zero as a
differential form. With other embeddings of 50(6) in Es x E%, since the
quadratic 50(6) Casimir operator would be larger, the right-hand side
of (14.6.2) would not be identically zero and would typically not be zero
even in cohomology.

If we do choose the embedding in (14.6.1), then the second E% is left
unbroken while the first is broken to the subgroup of Es that commutes
with 50(6). The decomposition of the Eg Lie algebra under 50(10) x
50(6),

248 = (45,1) © (1,15) 0 (10,6) 0 (16,4) © (16,4) (14.6.3)

shows that the subgroup of Eg that commutes with 50(6) is precisely
50(10). Thus, our ansatz breaks EB x Es to 50(10) x Es.

This is already a significant step towards a phenomenologically viable
model. Es is not a realistic candidate for a grand unified gauge group in
four dimensions (since it only has real representations), but 50(10) is. In
fact, 50(10) is known as the only orthogonal group that is a reasonable
candidate for unification in four dimensions. The 16 of 50(10) neatly
accommodates a single generation of quarks and leptons (together with
an unseen massive left-handed neutrino). Efforts to use other orthogonal
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groups for unification have led to severe difficulties. In the above dis-
cussion, 50(10), rather than some other orthogonal group, appeared not
because we contrived this but because 50(16) is a maximal subgroup of
i?8, and 6 is the number of compact dimensions.

What about the chiral asymmetry? We know from (14.2.13) how to
compute the chiral asymmetry of fermions that transform in some repre-
sentation Qi of 50(6) and a corresponding representation Li of 5O(10).
The net number NL{ of chiral fermions that transform in four dimensions
as L{ is simply

NLi = indexQt pK, (USA)

the index of the Dirac operator px on K for fermions that transform in
the Qi representation of 50(6). We also know from our study of the Dirac
operator that this index vanishes unless (14.6.4) is a complex representa-
tion. Inspection of (14.6.3) shows that the only complex representations of
50(6) which appear are the 4 and 4. Fermions that transform as 4 (or 4)
of 50(6) transform as 16 (or 16) of 50(10), so any chiral asymmetry that
we obtain in four dimensions will be for fermions that transform in these
representations. This is to the good, since as remarked above the 16 (or
16; the difference between them is a matter of convention) is the appro-
priate fermion representation for grand-unified models based on 5O(10).
The fact that the construction described here automatically gives not only
the correct group 50(10) but also the correct fermion representation, the
16, is a very encouraging sign.

What number of fermion generations will we obtain? In nature we
observe so far three generations (left-handed 16's) and no antigenerations
(left-handed 16's). An index theorem will only predict what we will call
Ngen, the difference between the number of left-handed 16's and left-
handed 16's in four dimensions. Of course, it is not surprising if at some
energy scale generations and antigenerations should pair up and gain mass
to the extent possible; in this case the number of antigenerations at low
energy will be zero, and the number of generations will equal what we
are calling Ngen. This is indeed what seems to have happened in nature,
since antigenerations (mirror fermions with V + A weak interactions) are
not observed.

According to (14.6.4) and (14.6.3), the net number of chiral generations
Ngen equals the index of the operator px in the 4 of 50(6). Happily, this
is an index problem which we have already analyzed. The 4 of 50(6) is
the positive-chirality spinor representation. The Dirac operator px acting
on a field ^ O a , a being a spinor index and a being a Yang-Mills index
labeling the 4 of the tangent space group 50(6), is precisely the operator
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S discussed at the end of §14.3.4. Its index is given by (14.3.55) as

(14.6.5)

where x(K) ls the Euler characteristic of K. Actually, (14.6.5) is not quite
what we should identify as the number of fermion generations in four di-
mensions. The difference between 16 and 16 depends on a choice of basis
in the Lie algebra of SO (10), and physicists have simply by convention
defined the observed fermions to be 16's rather than 16's of 50(10). The
number of generations in nature is thus positive more or less by definition,
and so should be identified as the absolute value of (14.6.5):

Ngen=\X(K)/2\. (14.6.6)

This is our final result for the number of generations.

Equation (14.6.6) represents a fascinating possibility for the answer to
the question of why nature chooses to replicate structure, presenting us
at low energies with several generations of fermions with identical gauge
quantum numbers. Beginning with an irreducible fermion multiplet in
ten dimensions, we obtain according to (14.6.6) several generations in
four dimensions, the number being determined by one of the really fun-
damental topological invariants of the compact manifold K, namely its
Euler characteristic.

Figure 14.3. The connected sum A + B of two spaces A and B is obtained by removing
a hole from each and gluing them together along the boundary.

The Euler characteristics of various simple spaces can be calculated
using the following tools. First, of all, we have the formula for the Euler
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characteristic derived in (14.3.52):

X(K) = £ ( - i y V (14.6.7)
P

For a product of spaces K = A x B we have

X(A x B ) , X(A) x X(B). (14.6.8)

This can be proved using the Kiinneth formula discussed in §12.4 in con-
junction with (14.6.7), or alternatively by using the characterization of
the Euler characteristic as the index of the operator S. For a connected
sum of two spaces A and B (the connected sum A + B is formed as in
fig. 14.3 by removing hemispheres from A and B and gluing them together
along the resulting boundary) we have

X(A + B) = X(A) + X(B) - 2. (14.6.9)

The correction term —2 in (14.6.9) is the Euler characteristic of the two
hemispheres that are discarded in making the connected sum. Equation
(14.6.9) is the n-dimensional generalization of the formula that was used at
the end of chapter 12 to determine the Euler characteristic of a Riemann
surface of any genus; and it can be proved in the same way. Equation
(14.6.9) can actually be generalized to give the behavior of the Euler
characteristic in an arbitrary cutting and pasting process and thereby to
compute the Euler characteristic of any reasonably simple space.

The above formulas are adequate for working out many interesting ex-
amples. We know from §12.4 that the nonzero Betti numbers of a sphere
Sn are b0 = bn = 1. For K = S6, (14.6.7) therefore gives x = 2 and
one generation. For K = S2 x 54 , (14.6.8) gives \ = 4, correspond-
ing to two generations. For K = S2 x S2 x S2, we get x = 8 or four
generations. The connected sum K = A + £ , with A = B = S2 x 5 4 ,
would have x = 4 + 4 — 2 = 6, corresponding to a three generation model.
Clearly, any desired number of generations can be obtained in this way.
Without additional physical principles, we cannot predict the number of
generations. But it is still very satisfying to see the group 50(10) and
the correct fermion representation emerging in a natural way. These suc-
cesses are unlikely to be entirely accidental, and the relation between the
number of generations and the topology of K is very possibly the seed of
an eventual explanation of the origin of flavor.

In chapter 16, we will explore a refinement of the model considered
here, in which the holonomy group of K is not SO(6) but SU(3); the
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unbroken 50(10) of the above discussion is then enlarged to EQ, and the
massless fermions are in 27's of E^, not 16's of 50(10). Many other
possible approaches to making detailed models of the fermion quantum
numbers have been discussed in recent literature.

14.7 Anomaly Cancellation in Four Dimensions

There is one further theoretical point that we wish to explore. A theory is
anomaly free if the effective action is invariant under gauge and coordinate
transformations. If such invariance holds exactly in a given theory, it must
hold in any valid approximation such as reduction to a low-energy four-
dimensional effective theory after compactification. Thus, the anomaly-
free ten-dimensional theories must reduce in four dimensions to anomaly-
free four-dimensional theories. Let us see how this works.

Let Fo and i?o be the vacuum expectation values of the Yang-Mills
field strength and the Riemann tensor on K. It is not necessary for the
analysis here that the background fields satisfy the field equations, but it
is necessary that the four form

- trF0
2 (14.7.1)

should be zero in cohomology, so that the Bianchi identity

dH = tiRl - trF0
2 (14.7.2)

has a solution. Let G denote the ten-dimensional gauge group 50(32)
or E& x #8 and suppose that the components of G that have expectation
values lie in some subgroup J of G. The unbroken subgroup H in four
dimensions is the subgroup of G that commutes with J. The adjoint
representation A of G decomposes under H x J into a sum of terms

A « ®iLi ® Qi, (14.7.3)

where the L{ are irreducible representations of H and the Qi are irre-
ducible representations of J. In particular,

^ , - • dimQi = 496. (14.7.4)

Now we consider the Dirac equation for ten-dimensional 'gluino' fields
X, which transform as (14.7.3). According to (14.1.4), the massless ten-
dimensional Dirac equation pioX — 0 c a n be written

O, (14.7.5)

where lj)± and px refer to Dirac operators on M4 and K, respectively.
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According to (14.2.8), the net chiral asymmetry of four-dimensional
fermions that transform as Li under the unbroken group H is

ni = nf -nf = —±-j j[trQtF
3 - l-tvQ%F0tri?

2]. (14.7.6)
K

The symbol trg. means that the trace is taken in the Qi representation
of H.

Let T be a generator of H. The T3 anomaly for four-dimensional mass-
less fermions in the Li representation of J is just trjr.T3; summing over z,
with rti multiplets of each type, the total anomaly is

i^LiT3- (14-7-7)

Only complex representations Lt- can contribute in the sum since trT3 = 0
for real representations.

Let X and Y be generators (or products of generators) of H and J
respectively. Then it follows from (14.7.3) that

]T tTLtXtrQiY = Tr(XY), (14.7.8)
i

where Tr is the trace in the 496-dimensional adjoint representation of G.
The point in (14.7.8) is that the sum over i of t r^ • trgt reconstructs the
trace in the adjoint representation of G. We apply this with X being T3

and Y being Fo or F0
3. So (14.7.7) becomes, with the aid of (14.7.6),

= /(TrT3F0
3 - | T r T 3 F 0 t r ^ ) . (14.7.9)

K

The next step is to recast TrT3F0
3 using the identity

TrF6 = ^ T r F 2 T r F 4 - — \ — (TrF2)3 (14.7.10)
48 14,400

from §13.5.3, which plays an important role in canceling anomalies. Ap-
plying that equation for an arbitrary linear combination aT + flFo and
extracting the coefficient of a3/?3 gives

TrT3F0
3 = 2ioTrT3FoTrFo

2. (14.7.11)

In writing this we have dropped terms of the form TrTFo and TTTFQ,

which vanish if H is semisimple. We comment on the more general case
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later. Substituting (14.7.11) in (14.7.9) gives

I = - \ j TvT3F0(tvR2
Q - trF0

2). (14.7.12)

K

Substituting tri?Q — trFg = dH and integrating by parts gives zero since

TrT3F0 = Y, ^UTHIQ.FO (14.7.13)

and by the abelian Bianchi identity, dtrg.Fo = 0.
In the above argument, we used the assumption that H is semisimple

in order to drop certain terms from (14.7.11). At first sight, it might
appear that otherwise, [/(I) components of H will be anomalous. This
cannot be, since the gauge-invariant effective action of an anomaly-free
ten-dimensional theory must remain gauge invariant under any valid ap-
proximation. What ingredients are we missing? When H is not semisim-
ple, a new physical phenomenon is possible. U{\) components of H can
gain mass by absorbing some of the would be massless axions discussed in
§14.3.2 above. Precisely when (14.7.11) seems to predict anomalies for a
given U(l) gauge field, that gauge field is eliminated from the low-energy
spectrum by combining with an 'axion' into a massive gauge meson. We
shall not explore this phenomenon, however; the interested reader is urged
to tackle this as an exercise or consult the references.

Four-dimensional mixed gauge-gravitational anomalies can be analyzed
in a similar way; the 'axionic' phenomenon just mentioned is important in
the analysis, since in any case four-dimensional mixed anomalies do not
arise if H is semisimple. Purely gravitational anomalies are not possible
in four dimensions.
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15. Some Algebraic Geometry

In chapters 12 and 14 we developed some simple tools in differential geom-
etry and used them to gain some insight concerning the compactification
of hidden dimensions as well as some insight concerning phenomena on the
string world sheet. We now turn our attention to some more specialized
mathematical tools involving complex manifolds and algebraic geometry.
Again, the motivation is twofold. The world sheet of a string is a complex
manifold - a Riemann surface, in fact - and as string theory develops, the
deeper study of world-sheet phenomena is likely to involve deeper aspects
of algebraic geometry, which have already begun to enter in recent works
on multiloop diagrams. Also, algebraic geometry has been a tool in recent
attempts to formulate more realistic models of string compactification.

In this chapter, we develop some of the basic concepts of complex geom-
etry, with examples selected for their role both in world-sheet phenomena
and in the study of compactification. We will unfortunately not be able
to describe in this book recent work on the application of algebraic ge-
ometry to multi-loop diagrams. This subject is probably not yet ripe for
synthesis; and the requisite mathematical machinery is more extensive
than we will be able to present even in this moderately lengthy chapter.
By laying at least some of the elementary foundations we hope to facili-
tate the task of the reader who wishes to delve further elsewhere. We will
try to present a moderately thorough survey of applications of algebraic
geometry to string compactification. This subject serves - along with
world-sheet phenomena - as the motivation for our mathematical work in
this chapter; it will also be the theme of the next chapter.

1*5.1 Low-Energy Supersymmetry

Since the analysis of low-energy supersymmetry is the application of al-
gebraic geometry that we will explore in detail, it seems appropriate to
begin by discussing the motivation for this analysis.

15.1.1 Motivation

One striking motivation for thinking about low-energy supersymmetry is
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414 15. Some Algebraic Geometry

the gauge-hierarchy problem, the question of why the mass scale of weak-
interaction symmetry breaking is so tiny compared to more fundamental
scales such as the Planck mass. We do not know how to solve this problem,
but one necessary ingredient is presumably that the ordinary SU(2) x U(l)
Higgs doublet must remain massless at the compactification scale and in-
deed to within extraordinary precision. This is rather puzzling. There
are many mechanisms (index theorems and chiral symmetries, for exam-
ple) that can yield massless charged fermions, but it is difficult to explain
the existence of massless charged spin zero fields. Goldstone bosons are
massless, but they are always neutral under unbroken gauge symmetries.
In fact, the only known way to explain the existence of massless charged
scalars is to postulate the existence of an unbroken supersymmetry of the
low-energy world. Under this assumption, massless charged scalars can
naturally arise as supersymmetric partners of massless charged fermions.
Of course, if we suppose that the SU(2) x £/(l) Higgs doublet would be
exactly massless in the limit of unbroken supersymmetry, then the tiny
but nonzero scale of SU(2) x £/(l) breaking in the real world must be
related to a small scale of supersymmetry breaking.

A second motivation for studying conditions for unbroken supersymme-
try is that this is one way to find solutions of the equations of motion of
the theory. A state of unbroken supersymmetry in four dimensions always
obeys the equations of motion. This is most obvious in global supersym-
metry, where the Hamiltonian is positive semi-definite and vanishes when
and only when supersymmetry is unbroken. It is also true in supergravity.
At present, states of unbroken supersymmetry are very nearly the only ex-
amples known of compactified solutions of the equations; the other known
examples are related in comparatively simple ways to states of unbroken
supersymmetry.

The last major motivation for studying configurations with unbroken
supersymmetry is that the hypothesis of unbroken supersymmetry is very
restrictive, but not too restrictive, for phenomenology. More precisely, it
is the hypothesis of unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions
that has these virtues. A larger unbroken supersymmetry algebra could

There is the alternative possibility that the SU(2) x U(l) Higgs doublet is not an
elementary field but a composite that forms from dynamical symmetry breaking.
This fascinating idea seems to be plagued with innumerable phenomenological
difficulties, and has not so far been the basis for interesting developments in
string theory.
For example, it is possible to have spontaneously broken supersymmetry with
orbifolds (see §9.5.2); it is also possible on manifolds of SU(3) holonomy to
break supersymmetry by working with a spin structure that does not contain the
covariantly constant spinor.
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15.1 Low-Energy Supersymmetry 415

not lead to a realistic model, because in four-dimensional super symmetric
theories with N > 2 supersymmetry, the massless fermions always trans-
form in a real representation of the gauge group, in stark contrast to what
is observed in nature. Thus it is really the conditions for unbroken N = 1
supersymmetry in four dimensions that will interest us.

We will concentrate on the 50(32) and E% x E% theories because they
have elementary gauge fields and can generate chiral fermions in four
dimensions. As we will see, their phenomenology is rather interesting,
especially in the E$ x E% case. Many considerations that we will develop
could, however, be carried out for the type II theories as well. Low-energy
supersymmetry is not an issue for the 50(16) x 50(16) theory, since it
does not possess unbroken supersymmetry even in ten dimensions.

Understanding the conditions for unbroken supersymmetry will lead us
into the fascinating terrain of algebraic geometry, a subject which also has
applications to world-sheet phenomena, as noted earlier. The fact that
similar mathematical tools enter in both problems is indeed one reason for
being hopeful that the approach to compactification based on algebraic
geometry may bear an element of truth.

15.1.2 Conditions for Unbroken Supersymmetry

In a locally supersymmetric theory, the infinitesimal supersymmetry pa-
rameter na(X

M) can have an arbitrary dependence on the space-time
coordinates XM. For each choice of r}a(X), there is a corresponding con-
served supercharge Q. Out of this infinity of conserved supercharges,
we wish to identify those that generate unbroken supersymmetries. An
unbroken supersymmetry Q is simply a conserved supercharge that anni-
hilates the vacuum state |fi). Saying that Q annihilates |fi) is equivalent
to saying that for all operators {/, (ft| {Q, U} |fi) = 0. This will certainly
be so if U is a bosonic operator, since then {Q, U} is fermionic, so the real
issue is whether (f)| {Q,U} |fi) vanishes when U is a fermionic operator.

Now, when U is fermionic {Q, U} is simply £[/, the variation of U under
the supersymmetry transformation generated by Q. Also, in the classical
limit, SU and (fi| SU |0) coincide. So finding an unbroken supersymmetry
at tree level means finding a supersymmetry transformation such that
SU = 0 for every fermionic field U. Also, in the classical limit, it is
enough to check this for the elementary fermion fields.

In the low-energy effective field theory in ten dimensions, the only el-
ementary fermions are the gravitino XI>M, the spin one-half cdilatino' A,
and the gluinos xa- As we discussed in chapter 13, their supersymmetry
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416 15. Some Algebraic Geometry

variations are

S^M — ~~DMTJ + 2 (Fjif ^ — 9Sj^T )T]HNPQ + (Fermi) ,

6X
a = -T^7=TMNF^NV + (Fermi)2,

(15-1.1)
Here <j> is the dilaton field, F^N is the Yang-Mills field strength, and H is
the gauge-invariant field strength of the antisymmetric tensor field BMN-
While we can arbitrarily specify the space-time metric and the dilaton
field (f> in trying to obey SI^M = SX = 8\ — 0, we cannot arbitrarily
specify F or H; they must obey certain Bianchi identities. In the minimal
ten-dimensional field theory, the Bianchi identity for H is dH = —trFAF,
but as we have seen in chapter 13, string theory corrects this to

dH = tiRAR- tiF A F. (15.1.2)

Since the stringy correction in (15.1.2) plays an important role in the dis-
cussion, one may ask whether other string-theoretic corrections to (15.1.1)
can be neglected. In principle, we would like to search for vacuum states
not just in the limiting low-energy field theory but in the exact string
theory with all its massive degrees of freedom. To do so by studying the
string-theoretic generalization of (15.1.1) directly would be rather diffi-
cult; one would either have to study the supersymmetry variations of the
whole infinite tower of massive fields or, integrating them out, one would
have to study an infinite series of corrections to (15.1.1) containing terms
of higher and higher order in a'. In either case the appropriate equations
are not known in closed form. Despite this, we will be able to show in
§16.6.3 that the results that we obtain from the limiting low-energy field
theory are valid to all finite orders in a'.

The analysis of (15.1.1) is rather complicated in general, and so we
simplify the discussion by assuming at the outset that the gauge-invariant
three form H vanishes, and that the dilaton <j> is a constant. In §16.7, after
developing some necessary tools, we will return to the problem and find
a more general class of supersymmetric vacuum states with nonzero H
and nonconstant <j>. With our simplifying assumptions, the condition for
finding a supersymmetry generator 77 that leaves the vacuum invariant
reduces to

0 = 6*M = DMr,
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15.1 Low-Energy Supersymmetry 417

Thus, the first of these equations says that a generator 77 of an unbroken su-
persymmetry should be covariantly constant. This is an extremely strong
condition because it implies the integrability condition [DM<>DN]T] = 0
or, in other words,

RMNPQTPQV = 0, (15.1.4)

with RMNPQ being the Riemann tensor.

We will look for a vacuum state in which ten-dimensional space-time is
of the form T4 x K, where T4 is a maximally symmetric four-dimensional
space (de Sitter space, anti de Sitter space or Minkowski space) and K
is a compact six manifold. We will now show, however, that (15.1.4) im-
plies the vanishing of the four-dimensional cosmological constant, thereby
eliminating the de Sitter and anti de Sitter possibilities. Recall our con-
vention that an index M, iV, P is tangent to ten-dimensional space-time
while an index /LJ, 1/, A is tangent to T4 and an index z,^, k is tangent to
K. By definition, the maximally symmetric space T4 has curvature ten-
sor R^a/s = (r/12)(flr,,a<7i/0 ~ 9pp9va), r being the four-dimensional Ricci
scalar. Equation (15.1.4) with M, N = 1, . . . ,4 now immediately implies
that r = 0 so that the maximally symmetric space T4 must in fact be flat
Minkowski space, as we would hope.

This is a nontrivial result, since in four-dimensional supergravity theo-
ries unbroken supersymmetry does not necessarily imply the vanishing of
the cosmological constant. For instance, unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry
in four dimensions is possible in either Minkowski space or anti de Sitter
space. While unbroken supersymmetry does not automatically lead to
vanishing cosmological constant, it does so in the circumstances at hand.
We might consider this a phenomenological success, although it hardly
touches on the real mystery of the cosmological constant, which is why it
vanishes after supersymmetry breaking.

Returning to (15.1.3), with T4 being flat Minkowski space M4, the
components of the first equation with M = 1 , . . . , 4 tell us that 77 must be
independent of the four uncompactified coordinates. The first equation
in (15.1.3) thus reduces to a statement about the^compact six manifold
K; it must be possible on K to find a spinor field 77 that is covariantly
constant. In the next section, we will explore the consequences of this
statement. In the process, we will begin our encounter with algebraic
geometry. Eventually we will develop the tools to understand also the
second equation in (15.1.3).
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418 15. Some Algebraic Geometry

7o
(a) (b)

Figure 15.1. Upon parallel transport around a closed curve, tangent vectors are trans-
formed by an orthogonal matrix obtained by integrating the spin connection around
the curve, as shown in (a). The matrices obtained in this way always form a group,
because closed curves can be composed as in (6).

15.1.3 Manifolds of SU(3) Holonomy

On a Riemannian manifold K of dimension n, the spin connection u
is, in general, an SO(n) gauge field. Upon parallel transport around a
contractible closed curve 7, a physical field tp is transformed into £/y>,
where U — P exp J oo-dx is the path-ordered exponential of u around the
curve 7. The SO(n) matrices U that can be obtained in this way always
form a group H, called the holonomy group of the manifold. (H forms
a group because if parallel transport around a curve 71 gives an SO(n)
matrix C/i, and parallel transport around a curve 72 gives an SO(n) matrix
C/2, then the product matrix U\ • [7*2 arises from parallel transport around
the composition curve 71 • 72 indicated in fig. 15.16. Since we restrict
ourselves to contractible loops, what we have defined is called the local
holonomy group. Global properties will enter later.)

Generically, H is all of SO(n), but we will be interested in cases in
which this is not so. In fact, for the 'physical' case of n = 6, we would
like to find conditions under which K admits a spinor field 77 obeying
Difj — 0. As in gauge theories, a covariantly constant field 77 always
returns to its original value upon parallel transport around a contractible
closed curve. Thus, the holonomy group of a manifold that admits a
covariantly constant spinor field 7/ consists of 50(6) matrices U that obey
Urj = 77. What is the subgroup of 50(6) that obeys this condition? The
Lie algebra of 50(6) is isomorphic to that of 5/7(4), and the positive-
and negative-chirality spinors of 50(6) are the fundamental 4 and 4 of
5/7(4), respectively. We may as well suppose that 77 has positive chirality

These facts were explained in appendix 6.A.
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15.1 Low-Energy Supersymmetry 419

and thus belongs to the 4 of 5(7(4). The subgroup of 5(7(4) that leaves
fixed an element of the 4 is 5(7(3). In fact, by an 5(7(4) transformation
we can always put 77 in the form

/ 0 \

7] = (15.1.5)

and the unbroken 5(7(3) group is simply the subgroup of 5(7(4) that acts
on the first three components.

Since the 4 of 5(7(4) contains precisely one 5(7(3) singlet, a six manifold
K whose holonomy is precisely 5(7(3), rather than a subgroup, admits pre-
cisely one covariantly constant spinor field 77 of positive chirality. The com-
plex conjugate 77 of 77 is then the unique covariantly constant spinor field
of negative chirality. If we desire unbroken JV = 1 supersymmetry in four
dimensions, then the holonomy group of K should be precisely 5(7(3). To
see this, note that if we denote the positive- and negative-chirality spinor
representations of 50(1,3) as 2 and 2', then under an 50(1,3) x 50(6)
or 50(1,3) x 5(7(4) subgroup of 50(1,9), the 16-component positive-
chirality spinor of 50(1,9) decomposes as 16 « (2,4) © (2',4).f If the
4 and 4 both contain a single covariantly constant spinor field, then the
covariantly constant components of the 16 will transform under 50(1,3)
as 2©2 ' . But 2 © 2' (with the 2; being the complex conjugate of the
2, since the 16 of 50(1,9) is real or alternatively because the two spinor
representations of 50(1,3) are complex conjugates of one another) corre-
sponds to a single real four-component Majorana spinor of 50(1,3). So
5(7(3) holonomy of K will yield unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry in four
dimensions.

Our next task is to understand what sort of manifold K will admit a
metric of 5(7(3) holonomy. The basic tool is the fact that if 77 is covariantly
constant, then so is any tensor field constructed just from products of
77 with itself. One of the relevant tensors is the 'Kahler form', k%j =
rjTijT}. Another, even more basic in a sense, is the 'complex structure',
Jlj = gtkkkj. Finally, we will meet the 'holomorphic volume form', uty-jt =
ff^Tijkrj. In coming to grips with what it means for a manifold to admit
a metric of 5(7(3) holonomy, we will consider in turn the consequences

This amounts to saying that in the 16 of 50(1,9), positive (or negative) 50(1,3)
chirality is correlated with positive or negative S0(6) chirality; it is equivalent
to the statement T<4) = 1 ^ derived in §14.2.1.
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420 15. Some Algebraic Geometry

of the existence of the covariantly constant complex structure, Kahler
form and holomorphic volume form. In the process we will meet many
of the foundational concepts of algebraic geometry, relevant also in other
applications such as applications to world-sheet phenomena.

15.2 Complex Manifolds

The embedding of 5(7(3) or (7(3) in 50(6) can be thought of in the
following way. There is, of course, no real number whose square is —1,
but we can easily find a 2 x 2 real matrix whose square is —1, namely the
matrix

' =
- 1

A (7(3) matrix is a 3 x 3 matrix of complex numbers,

(
«21 «22 «23

(15.2.2)

with matrix elements that are complex numbers a{j. Replacing the imagi-
nary unit i by the 2x2 real matrix / , we can represent the complex number
ciij = Re a{j + zim a^ by the 2 x 2 real matrix a^ = Rea^ + / • Ima^.
Turning every complex number into a 2 x 2 real matrix in this way, the
3 x 3 complex matrix U becomes a 6 x 6 real matrix (7. If U is unitary,
then U is orthogonal. This is the embedding of C/(3) in 50(6) .

In particular, the U(3) matrix U = i (in other words, the matrix with
matrix elements a^ = i • Sij) is represented in this way as the 6 x 6 real
matrix

/ 0 1 0 0 0 0\

- 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 - 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

\ 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 /

(15.2.3)

Apart from the identity matrix, / is the only U(3) (or SU(3)) invariant
matrix in the fundamental 6 of 50(6). After all, to commute with (7(3) a
matrix must be a constant in each irreducible (7(3) representation. As the
decomposition of the 6 under (7(3) contains only two terms (6 « 3 © 3),
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15.2 Complex Manifolds 421

there only are two matrices in the 6 of 50(6) that commute with £/(3).
They are the identity matrix and /. In particular, / can be uniquely
described (up to normalization) by saying that it commutes with U(3)
and is real and traceless.

15.2.1 Almost Complex Structure

Now let us return to our manifold K of SU(3) holonomy, with its co-
variantly constant spinor field r](y) of positive chirality. On this man-
ifold we can define, as at the end of the last section, the tensor field
J%j{y) = 9tk{y)v(y)^kjV(y)' F°r e a c n y £ ^ \ J%j c a n t>e viewed as a
matrix acting on tangent vectors, the action being v% —> JljV^ for any
tangent vector vl. Viewed in this way as a matrix acting on tangent
vectors, J is real, traceless and SU(3) invariant, so (with proper normal-
ization) J coincides with the matrix / defined in (15.2.3). In particular,
J obeys (J2)lj = —6lj, or more succinctly J2 = —1. A tensor field J on
a manifold (with one covariant and one contravariant index) that obeys
J2 = — 1 is called an almost complex structure.

The matrix J or equivalently the matrix / of equation (15.2.3) certainly
cannot be diagonalized over the real numbers, but it can be diagonalized
over the complex numbers. J is in fact the matrix that assigns the value i
or — i to states in the 3 or 3 of U(3). At any point y in A', there is a suitable
basis of complex coordinates za, a = 1,2,3 and their complex conjugates
I5", a = 1,2,3, in which J takes the form Ja

b = i6a
b,J

w^ = -iS\ with
other components zero. We will call this the canonical form of J. Relative
to a basis y*, i = 1,. . . ,6, in which J takes the form of (15.2.3), the za

can be defined as z1 = y1 + iy2, z2 = y3 + iy*, zs — y5 + iy6. This choice
of the za is, of course, only unique up to a U(3) transformation.

15.2.2 The Nijenhuis Tensor

Given a manifold K with an almost complex structure J and any one
point p in K, one can find local coordinates za, J01 in which J takes the
canonical form at that one point p. We would now like to ask, 'Can
we choose complex coordinates to put J in the canonical form not just
at the one point p but in a whole open set containing pV Coordinates
with this property may be called local holomorphic coordinates. If local
holomorphic coordinates exist (in a neighborhood of each point p E K),
then the almost complex structure J is said to be integrable. Determining
which almost complex structures are integrable is at least qualitatively
similar to a problem that is familiar from general relativity.
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422 15. Some Algebraic Geometry

Suppose that we are given on K not a tensor field J% j with one con-
travariant and one covariant index, but a symmetric tensor field gij with
two covariant indices. (In most applications g is the metric tensor, but
this is irrelevant at the moment.) By simple linear algebra, one can show
that given any point p E Ar, there is a coordinate system such that g
takes the standard form gij = 6ij at p. (This is true in the 'locally inertial
coordinates' of general relativity.) Now we would like to ask whether we
can find coordinates which will put g in the standard form not just at the
one point p but in a whole neighborhood of p. Such a coordinate system
might be called a flat coordinate system.

To determine when a flat coordinate system exists requires certain fun-
damental concepts. One tries to define a tensor field made from deriva-
tives of g. It turns out there is essentially only one such tensor field, the
Riemann tensor Rijkl- (All others can be made from R and its deriva-
tives, together with the metric.) A necessary condition for existence of a
flat coordinate system in a whole neighborhood of a point p is that Rijkl
should vanish in this neighborhood. (This condition is necessary, since if
a coordinate system with gij = 6ij exists, then evaluating Rijkl in this
coordinate system gives immediately Rijkl = 0.) It is not too hard to
prove the converse; if Rijkl — 0, there is at least locally a flat coordinate
system.

Now we would like to carry out an analogous argument in the case of
an almost complex structure J%j. We first try to define a new tensor field
constructed from Jlj and its derivatives. There is essentially one such
tensor field, the Nijenhuis tensor

N\} = SiidtJ^ - djJki) - J'jid^i - diJk,). (15.2.4)

To prove that N is a tensor is straightforward. One approach is to intro-

Such a coordinate system might not exist globally; it does not exist globally if
K is, for instance, a torus or Klein bottle. The proper global statement is as
follows. If Rijkl = 0 everywhere on K, then it is possible to cover K with open
sets O(a) and to choose on each O(a) flat coordinates y\s. On intersection regions

O( o ) fl O(/j), y[Q) and yfa are related by y[a) = M(^)*^ ' / ? ) + <t>(ap)\ w h e r e (fo*
each a and /?) M(a^) is an orthogonal matrix and <j>(ap) is a constant. M and
<j> represent rigid rotations and translations of the coordinates, respectively. The
2//aN and \AQ\ differ (at most) by a rotation plus translation, because this is the
most general change of coordinates from yls to y\^ that is compatible with the
fact that the metric is in standard form in each coordinate system. In the case
of complex manifolds, it is an arbitrary holomorphic change of coordinates that
plays the role of M and <j>.
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15.2 Complex Manifolds 423

duce an arbitrary metric g on the manifold K and define

k kj - DjJki) - Jli(DiJki - DiJ*,), (15.2.5)

with D\ denoting the covariant derivative based on the affine connection
calculated from g. Then JV (like any other expression made from J and
its covariant derivatives) is certainly a tensor. On the other hand, using
the definition of the covariant derivative in general relativity and the fact
that J2 = —1, one easily sees that N = N. Thus, N is a tensor made from
J and its derivatives without need to use an auxiliary metric; as such, it
is essentially unique.

Now, just as in the analogous problem in general relativity, if we can find
local holomorphic coordinates that put J in the standard form in a whole
neighborhood of a point p, then evaluating N in this coordinate system
shows immediately that N = 0. The converse is a rather difficult theorem
due to Newlander and Nirenberg. According to the Newlander-Nirenberg
theorem, if N = 0 then given any point p £ K it is possible to find local
holomorphic coordinates in a whole neighborhood of p. Thus, an almost
complex structure is integrable if and only if N = 0. An integrable almost
complex structure is called a complex structure. A manifold K endowed
with a complex structure J is called a complex manifold.

In general (as in the real case discussed in a previous footnote), the
local holomorphic coordinates za of a complex manifold exist only locally.
By definition, however, one can always cover a complex manifold by open
sets 0(a) on each of which we have a local holomorphic coordinate system
z? x which puts the complex structure J in the standard form

Ja
b = iSa

b, J^=-i8% (15.2.6)

other components zero. How are the z?Q\ and z?g\ related on overlap
regions 0(a) fl 0(0)? Evidently, they must be related by a change of
coordinates that preserves the standard form of J. It is easily seen that the
coordinate transformations that preserve the standard form of J are the
holomorphic (analytic) coordinate transformations za —> zb = zh(za) (that
is, the zh are functions of the za', and not of their complex conjugates Jz°).
Thus, the local holomorphic coordinates z?>. and z?^ are holomorphic
(analytic) functions of one another on overlap regions 0(a) ^ 0(/?)« The
converse to this is also true and gives an alternative way to express what it
means to have a complex manifold. Suppose that we are given a manifold
K of dimension 2N. Suppose that K can be covered by open sets 0(») o n

each of which we can find local complex coordinates z? x with the property
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424 15. Some Algebraic Geometry

that on intersection regions O(a) D O(/?), the z^g\ are analytic functions of
the z?Qy Then K is a complex manifold. To show this, define on each
0(a) a tensor field J^ with one covariant and one contravariant index
by saying that its nonzero components in the z? x coordinate system are

J{oi)ab — i$abiJ(a)ab = ~~^a"b' ^ n ^(«) ^ ^(/?)' *̂ (<*) = ^(£)' s m c e ^ ls

invariant under holomorphic changes of coordinates. Because J^ = J^
on intersection regions, the Jta\ fit together into a tensor field defined
globally on all of K. This tensor field is manifestly an integrable complex
structure, since we are presented in the construction with the requisite
local holomorphic coordinates z?y

Part of the motivation for the concept of a complex manifold is that
on such a manifold it is possible to define a concept of holomorphic (or
analytic) functions. Let K be a complex manifold. A complex-valued
function / on K is said to be a holomorphic function if at each point p, in
any system of local holomorphic coordinates, / obeys df/dza — 0. This
definition is independent of the choice of local holomorphic coordinates,
since any two systems of local holomorphic coordinates are related by a
holomorphic change of coordinates. Many familiar theorems of ordinary
complex analysis carry over in this more general situation. For instance, it
is not possible to have a local maximum in the modulus of a nonconstant
holomorphic function. (This is a local statement, so it is true on an arbi-
trary complex manifold as a consequence of the familiar theorem on the
complex plane.) It follows from this that on a compact complex manifold
(on which any nonsingular function has a maximum), any holomorphic
function without singularities anywhere is a constant.

Now let us return to our original problem. Consider a 2N-dimensional
manifold K whose holonomy group is not SO(2N) but U(N) or a sub-
group thereof. At any point x G if, tangent vectors, which transform
as the vector of 50(2iV), decompose as N © N under U(N). There is a
unique matrix Jlj(x) acting on tangent vectors at x which takes the value
+i or —i, respectively, for vectors in the N or N of U(N). J defines an
almost complex structure. Since J is invariant under the holonomy group,
it is covariantly constant. Thus, all of the covariant derivatives of J van-
ish, and in particular the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes. Thus, a manifold of
U(N) holonomy is a complex manifold.

15.2.3 Examples of Complex Manifolds

Not every real manifold can be given the structure of a complex manifold;
for instance, the sphere Sn admits a complex structure if n = 2 (as we
will see shortly) but not otherwise. On the other hand, if a manifold
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does admit a complex structure, it may admit complex structures that
are inequivalent to each other. Two manifolds M and N have the same
topological type if it is possible to find a continuous and one-to-one map
/ : M —> N. In this case M and N are considered equivalent as real
manifolds. On the other hand, two complex manifolds M and N are
equivalent as complex manifolds only if it is possible to find an invertible
map / : M —> N which is holomorphic in the sense that local holomorphic
coordinates of M are mapped by / into local holomorphic coordinates of
N. It is not unusual to find manifolds that are equivalent as real manifolds
but not as complex manifolds; in this case we say that it is possible to put
inequivalent complex structures on the same real manifold. Let us give
some examples of complex manifolds.

(1) 'Flat Space' and the Complex Torus
The most basic example of a complex manifold of complex dimension n

is Cn, the Cartesian product of n copies of the complex plane C. It is the
same as i?2n, Euclidean space of 2n dimensions, endowed with a complex
structure.

It is now easy to construct our first example of a complex manifold
with nontrivial topology. Let F be a lattice in Cn (again, this is exactly
the same thing as a lattice in i?2n). Then the quotient E = Cn/T is a
complex manifold which is known as a complex torus. A holomorphic
function on E is the same thing as a holomorphic function on Cn which
is invariant under the lattice translations. By continuously varying the
choice of lattice F, one obtains manifolds E with the same topological
type, but different complex structure.

(2) Riemann Surfaces
The next example is one that is extremely important in string theory:

an arbitrary oriented Riemannian manifold of real dimension two is a
complex manifold. (For genus one, this is a special case of our previous
example.) Thus (in the Euclidean formulation) the world sheet of an
oriented closed string is a complex manifold. To establish this result, let
E be a Riemannian manifold of real dimension two, with metric tensor gij.
If E is oriented, it possesses a covariantly constant antisymmetric tensor
£,j, which we may normalize so that e\2 = +1 in locally inertial frames.
This tensor obeys the familiar identity etk€kj  = —6%j. By virtue of that
identity, the tensor field Jlj = g%ktkj ls a n almost complex structure,
obeying J2 = — 1. Moreover, it follows immediately from the definition

In previous chapters the antisymmetric symbol e was defined to be a tensor
density. For the purposes of this chapter it is more convenient to include an
additional factor of y/g in the definition so that it becomes a true tensor.
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of the Nijenhuis tensor that this tensor vanishes in the case of two real
dimensions, or one complex dimension. Hence E is a complex manifold,
and it is possible to choose a local complex coordinate z to put J in the
standard form. (The nonzero components of J are Jz

z = —Jzj = i.)
We are using here the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem, which is a fairly
difficult theorem even in the case of real dimension two, where it was first
proved by Korn and Lichtenstein.

These considerations allow us to extract a further corollary, which has
actually been used extensively in the first volume of this book. In the
coordinate system defined by z and J, e, being antisymmetric, obeys ezz =
tYz = 0, and also ezj = —cjz = if(z^) for some / . As e is real and
nonzero, / = e2p with some real function p. Using €{j  and J'y, we can
reconstruct the metric tensor as gij = —t^J^j. With the known form of J
and e in the z,~z coordinates, we see that the metric takes the form gzz =
gjz = 0, gz-z = g-zZ = \e2p. Equivalently, in terms of real coordinates
xl defined by z = x1 + ix2, the metric takes the form g^ = e2pSij. The
existence of local coordinates on an arbitrary string world sheet with gij =
e2pSij is something that we used extensively in volume one of this book;
we now see that the existence of such coordinates is equivalent to the
assertion that every oriented manifold of real dimension two is a complex
manifold.

We have shown that every Riemannian metric g on an oriented string
world sheet £ induces an integrable complex structure J. Moreover, un-
der a Weyl rescaling of the metric g —> e2^#, the antisymmetric tensor
transforms as e —» e2^e, so the complex structure J%j = gtkej~j is invariant
under Weyl rescaling. Thus, the induced complex structure J is the same
for any two metrics g and gf = e2^g that differ only by Weyl rescaling;
this is usually described by saying that the complex structure of a Rie-
mann surface depends only on the conformal class of the metric, or on the
conformal structure determined by the metric. If, however, two metrics
on a Riemann surface S do not differ merely by conformal rescaling, they
determine two different complex structures on S. The possible complex
structures on a Riemann surface make up the Teichmuller parameters that
appear (in different guises, depending on the formalism) in loop integrals
in string theory. Our discussion in §3.3 of the conformal structures on a

To prove this, note that in two dimensions ft Jkj - djJku being antisymmetric
in j and /, is necessarily of the general form €jiV k, where e is the antisymmetric
tensor and Vk is some vector field. With Jli = glm€ mi, it follows that W* =
Jli(diJkj - djJki) is symmetric in i and j , so that the Nijenhuis tensor Nkij =
Wk — Wh vanishes.
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Riemann surface of given genus can be reinterpreted as a discussion of the
complex structures on such a surface.

(3) Complex Projective Space
Our next example of a complex manifold is very different but equally

fundamental. Let Z*, fc = l , . . . , J V + l b e i V - f l complex variables, not
all zero. For any nonzero complex number A, we consider the family {Zk}
to be equivalent to the family {XZk}. The equivalence classes depend on
N independent complex coordinates, and form a manifold called complex
projective space or CP . CP is a compact manifold; to see this note
that by scaling we can assume X ^ * 1 \%k\2 = 1- If this were the only
condition, {Zk} could be viewed as defining a point on the sphere 5 2 ^ + 1 ,
which is certainly compact. Since in addition we wish to remove a phase
degree of freedom, {Zk} « {etaZk}, CPN is actually the quotient of the
compact space g2^"1 by the compact group U(l) of complex numbers of
modulus one; hence CPN is compact. Compactness of CPN could also
be proved by noting that CP is equivalent to the homogeneous space
SU{N + l)/U(N)*

To prove that CPN is a complex manifold, note first that if Z1 ^ 0,
we can use the scaling symmetry to set Z1 = 1; the remaining Z%, i =
2,. . . , N + 1 are then a set of N independent complex coordinates. This
coordinate system, however, breaks down when Z1 = 0. More generally,
for i = 1, . . . , N + 1, let O(l) be the subset of CPN with Z* ^ 0. The
O(t), i = 1, . . . , iV + 1, form an open cover of CP . In each O(j), we choose
local complex coordinates ZL = Zj/Z\ l<j<N+lJ^i. (The idea
behind this definition is that the ZjL are invariant under {Zk} —> {XZk}

and are well defined where Zl ^ 0.) To show that CP is a complex
manifold, we must show that in Ou^ fl Om, the ZK are analytic functions

of the Zfay This is so, since in fact Zfo = (Zl/Z^Zfa.
In one case, complex projective space is already familiar: CP1 is the

Riemann sphere, the ordinary two sphere S'2. Indeed, CP1 is described by
two homogeneous coordinates (Z, W). If W ^ 0, we set W = 1 by scaling,
and we are left with the complex Z plane. If W = 0 we can set Z = 1 by
scaling (the definition of CP1 requires that Z and W are not both zero),
so this is one additional point, the 'point at infinity' that must be added
to the complex plane to make the Riemann sphere. The fact that there

Except when strict adherence to this convention would be awkward, we will
denote local complex coordinates by lower case letters za, wh, etc. Homogenous
'coordinates' of CPN (which are not true coordinates since they are defined only
up to scaling) will be denoted by upper case letters Z,-, Wj.
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are no Teichmuller parameters in string theory at tree level corresponds
to the statement that CP1 has a unique complex structure; the same is
true for CPN for any N.

(4) Hypersurfaces in CPN

Many additional examples of complex manifolds can be obtained as
submanifolds of CPN. The simplest way to do this is to pick a poly-
nomial P(Z*, Z 2 , . . . , Z +1) which is homogeneous of some degree k in
the sense that P(AZ\ AZ2,. . . , \ZN+X) = A*P(Z\ Z 2 , . . . , Z^+ 1) . The
homogeneity of P means that the equation P — 0 makes sense in CPN.
For generic P this equation defines a compact complex submanifold of
CPN of dimension N — 1 called a degree k hypersurface. The necessary
condition on P will be stated shortly. More generally, we could consider n
polynomials P,, i = 1 , . . . , n, homogeneous of degrees &i, &2,..., fcn. Be-
cause of the homogeneity of the P,, the equation Pi = P2 = . . . = Pn = 0
makes sense in CPN. For n < JV, this defines (for generic P;) a com-
pact complex submanifold of CPN of dimension N — n, called a complete
intersection of hypersurfaces.

To understand the requirement that must be imposed on the polynomi-
als P{ in the above construction, consider the analogous problem for real
manifolds. For simplicity, let us start with the x — y plane X and attempt
to define a smooth submanifold of dimension one or in other words a
curve by an equation f{x,y) = 0, where f(x,y) is some smooth function.
A generic smooth function, such as f(x,y) — y — x2, defines a smooth
curve (a parabola, in this case). A typical example that leads to a curve
with singularity is f(x,y) = y2 — x2. In this case the curve f(x,y) = 0
consists of two lines, and is singular at x = y = 0 where the two lines
meet. Analytically, the signal for the fact that the curve / = 0 is singular
at x — y = 0 is that at that point df/dx = df/dy — 0 or in other words
df = 0 (here d is the exterior derivative, defined in chapter 12; the state-
ment that df = 0 amounts to saying that all of the partial derivatives of
/ vanish). Near any point in the plane X where df ^ 0, / can be chosen
as one of the coordinates. Hence near any point on the curve / = 0 at
which df 7̂  0, the equation / = 0 is equivalent to vanishing of one of the
coordinates and defines a smooth curve.

These considerations carry over to the complex situation. The hyper-
surface in CPN defined by vanishing of a homogeneous polynomial P is
nonsingular if at no point on this hypersurface do the partial derivatives
dP jdZ% all vanish or in other words if the equations P = dP — 0 have
no solution except Zl = 0 (which is not a point on CP ). The general-
ization of this to a complete intersection of hypersurfaces defined by the
vanishing of homogeneous polynomials Pi, P2, . . . , Pn is that the surface
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Pi = P2 = . . . = Pn = 0 is nonsingular if on this surface there is no point
at which the n form dP\ A dP2 A . . . A dPn vanishes. The idea here is again
that locally, near any point in CPN with dPi A dP2 A . . . A dPn ^ 0, the
Pi can be chosen as n of the coordinates of CPN.

As an illustration of these ideas, consider the curve in the (real) x-y
plane defined by / = 0 where / is a polynomial, say / = xn + yn — 1.
It is easy to give a qualitative description of this curve; for instance, it
is compact if n is even. One might be curious to analytically continue
this curve to complex values of x and y. Thus, one can consider the
equation xn + yn — 1 = 0 where now x and y are complex variables. Over
the complex numbers this curve is of course not compact, regardless of
n. One might wonder whether it is possible to add 'points at infinity'
to compactify it. The way to do this is to replace xn + yn — 1 with a
homogeneous polynomial in CP . Thus, we introduce a third variable z
and consider the homogeneous equation xn + yn — zn = 0, where x, y, z are
homogeneous coordinates of CP2 (and so the triplet x,y,z is identified
with Aar, Ay, \z for nonzero complex A). If z is not zero, then by scaling we
can take z = 1, so in this way we get back to the equation xn + yn — 1 = 0
in the complex plane. However, by working in CP2 we have also the
'points at infinity', where z = 0 and xn + yn = 0. Notice that there are
precisely n such points.

The equation xn + yn — zn = 0 in CP2 defines a compact complex
manifold of complex dimension one, which must be a Riemann surface
of some genus. One may wonder what is the genus of this surface. The
answer is that it has genus (n — l)(n — 2)/2, as we will see in the last
section of this chapter.

Although the complex structure of CPN is unique, that is not so (except
in a few cases) for a hypersurface in CPN. Let P be a polynomial, homo-
geneous of degree n in the N + 1 homogeneous coordinates Z 1 , . . . , Z + 1 ,
and let P1 be a second polynomial homogeneous of the same degree n in
N + 1 complex coordinates W1,..., W^+ 1. The equations P = 0 and
P1 = 0 define complex manifolds Q and Q1 which have the same topologi-
cal type, since we could interpolate smoothly between the polynomials P
and P1. However, Q and Q1 do not necessarily have the same complex
structure. For them to have the same complex structure, there must be
a holomorphic map from the Z% to the W3 which turns P into Pf. To be
invertible and free of poles, and invariant under rescaling of the Z% and
WJ, the map Z% —* WJ must actually be linear.

Consider a one-parameter family of polynomials P% — tP+(l—t)P\ 0 < t < 1; as
t goes from zero to one the zeros of Pt define a one-parameter family of manifolds
starting at Q and ending at Q', proving that Q and Q1 have the same topology.
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For instance, an example that will interest us later is the case of a quintic
hypersurface in CP*, determined by the zeros of a fifth-order polynomial
P in five variables Z 1 , . . . , Z5. A little arithmetic shows that there are
5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 / l - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 = 126 independent quintic polynomials in
five variables. On the other hand, a linear change of coordinates would
depend on an invertible 5x5 matrix with 25 independent matrix elements.
The quintic polynomial P thus has 126 — 25 = 101 independent degrees of
freedom that cannot be absorbed in redefining the coordinates. Hence, the
complex structure of a quintic hypersurface in (7P4 depends on at least
101 complex parameters. For N > 2, all of the complex structures of a
hypersurface in CP^ can be found in this way, so the complex structure
of the quintic hypersurface in CP^ depends on precisely 101 parameters.

15.3 Kahler Manifolds

On a manifold K of U(N) (or SU(N)) holonomy, it is possible to define a
natural complex structure J%j which was the subject of the previous sec-
tion. Our discussion in that section merely focused on the implications of
the vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor Nljk constructed from J. However,
U(N) holonomy means not just that the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes but
also that J%j is covariantly constant. We will devote this section to ana-
lyzing what it means for J%j to be covariantly constant. Actually, we will
find it somewhat more convenient to study not the complex structure J
but the two form k{j = gikJkj, with g being the metric tensor. Covariant
constancy of J or A: are equivalent statements, since g is covariantly con-
stant. A metric of U(N) holonomy is called a Kahler metric; a manifold
that admits such a metric is called a Kahler manifold; the two form k is
called the Kahler form. In this section we will work out the general local
expression for a Kahler metric and describe a few of the basic examples.

15.3.1 The Kahler Metric

In a system of local holomorphic coordinates za, and their complex conju-
gates J°, a vector vl has holomorphic components va and antiholomorphic
components va. The splitting of v* into va and va of course corresponds
to the splitting of the fundamental vector of SO(2N) as N © "W of U(N).
The distinction between holomorphic and antiholomorphic indices is in-
variant under holomorphic changes of coordinates and does not depend on
the choice of a particular holomorphic coordinate system. It therefore is
very natural to decompose tensor fields into pieces with definite numbers
of holomorphic and antiholomorphic indices.
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For example, the metric tensor gij at a point p £ K is invariant under
the action of U(N) on the tangent space at p. Since it is impossible to
make a U(N) singlet from N ® N or N ® N for N > 2, g obeys #a& =
flf-5 = 0. Also, being symmetric, g obeys ga^ = g^a. Using k{j = #ifcJ*y
and the explicit form of J in local holomorphic coordinates, we find that
kab = kab = ° a n d kab = ~^a6 = 'Ha'

The study of differential forms is another example in which it is im-
portant to decompose tangent-vector indices into holomorphic and an-
tiholomorphic indices. Thus, consider a p form i>i1i2...ip; we recall that
this is a pth rank covariant tensor that is completely antisymmetric in
all indices. On a complex manifold it is natural to ask how many of the
indices of the p form ij) are holomorphic indices and how many are anti-
holomorphic indices. For many purposes, the basic concept is the (p, q)
form if>a1a2...apa1a2...aq which is completely antisymmetric in p holomorphic
and q antiholomorphic indices. It is convenient to adopt a convention
about ordering of indices; we will always write the holomorphic indices of
a (p, q) form first.

15.3.2 Exterior Derivatives

On a real manifold the 'exterior derivative' of a p form xj) is defined to be
the p + 1 form

„..,- =^TT^"«- (15.3.1)
± cyclic permutations.

On a complex manifold, these notions can be refined. We define a 'holo-
morphic' exterior derivative d which maps (p, q) forms to (p + 1, q) forms
by saying that if if) is a (p, q) form then dtp is the (p + 1, q) form

(dlft)a1a2...ap+1a1a2...aq = dp*dai1pa2

± cyclic permutations

Just like d, d obeys d2 = 0. We define an 'antiholomorphic' exterior
derivative d which maps (p, q) forms to (p, q + 1) forms by saying that if
^ is a (p, q) form, then dtp is the (p, q + 1) form

± cyclic permutations.

The factor (—l)p has been included to ensure that d = d + d. Granted
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this, the identity d2 = 0 implies that

d2 =d2 = dd + 8d = 0. (15.3.4)

The operators d and d are often called the Dolbeault operators. Their
essential property is that they can be defined just in terms of the complex
structure of the manifold /C, with no choice of a metric tensor. Despite the
use of ordinary derivatives, rather than some sort of covariant derivatives,
in defining them, the objects dip and dip transform homogeneously under
holomorphic changes of coordinates.

Because d2 = 0, a form ip that can be written ip = d\ automatically
obeys dip = 0. The Poincare lemma gives a local inverse to this; if ip is a
p form with p > 0 and dip — 0 then locally ip can be written ip — d\ for
some p — 1 form x- This statement has an analog for complex manifolds.
If ip is a (p, q) form with p > 0 (or q > 0) and dip = 0 (or dip = 0), then
locally 0 can be written ip = d\ (or 0 = $x) w n e r e X ^s a (p ~~ 1? f̂) form
(or (p,q — 1) form). For complex manifolds there is a further statement
that does not have a direct analog for real manifolds. If ip is a (p, q) form
with p > 0,<? > 0, and dtp = dip = 0, then locally ip can be written
ip = d<9x, with X being a (p — 1, q — 1) form.

15.3.3 The Affine Connection and the Riemann Tensor

We are now in a position to give the general local description of a metric
of U(N) holonomy. The covariantly constant tensor k{j is not just a two
form but a (1,1) form, since we noted earlier that kai = fc-j = 0. Also,
being covariantly constant, k obeys dk = dk = 0. It follows then that k
can be expressed locally as

k = -iddfr (15.3.5)

where <j> is a (0,0) form or in other words a scalar function. Here (j> is known
as a Kahler potential. The Kahler potential is not uniquely determined;
if F is an arbitrary holomorphic function, then <j> = <f> + JP + F obeys
dd<j> = dd<f>. Locally, this is the general form of the indeterminacy in <j).

Bearing in mind the relation k^ = —igai between the metric tensor g
and the two form &, (15.3.5) is equivalent to a general local expression

for a metric of U(N) holonomy. Actually, so far we have only sketched
why it is always possible to locally write a metric of U(N) holonomy in
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the form (15.3.6). The converse, however, is also true; any metric that
locally can be put in the form of (15.3.6) (with gab = g-^ = 0) has U(N)
holonomy.

To prove this, it is useful to first work out the form of the affine con-
nection for Kahler manifolds. One easily finds that the only nonzero
components of the affine connection F*-£ = g (djgik + dkgij — digjk)/^ are

% (15-3.7)

It follows from this form of the affine connection (as the reader should
check!) that the standard complex structure J (with nonzero components
Ja

6 = iSab^Ja^ = —iSa^) is covariantly constant. Since the subgroup of
SO(2N) under which J is invariant is U(N), covariant constancy of J
means that the holonomy group of a Kahler manifold is (at most) U(N),
completing the demonstration that metrics of U(N) holonomy are pre-
cisely Kahler metrics.

Like the affine connection, the Riemann tensor greatly simplifies on a
Kahler manifold. Using the definition

Kin=dkT)t - wij+n ron? - T}mr?} (15.3.8)

and the form (15.3.7) of the affine connection, it is immediate that R%JM
vanishes unless the indices i and j are both of the same type (both holo-
morphic or both antiholomorphic). It follows then (since the metric g has
9ab = 9aZ = 0) ^na^ Rmjkl = 9m%R%jhl vanishes unless the indices m and
j are of opposite type. In view of the symmetry relation Rmjki = Rklmj
of Riemannian geometry, Rmjki also vanishes unless the indices Jc and /
are of opposite type. The nonzero components of the Riemann tensor
are thus of the form #fljcj. The cyclic identity of Riemannian geometry
Rijkl + Rjkil + Rkijl = 0 simplifies for Kahler manifolds to the statement
that

*abcl = Rclal = Kiel- (15-3-9)

The nonzero components i?ajcj or equivalently i?ajcj = 9aaRabcl °^ ^ e

curvature tensor of a Kahler manifold are easily calculated. One of the
resulting formulas is

R\l = dcTf-d. (15.3.10)

A particularly useful simplification occurs for the Ricci tensor, R^c =
R\c which in view of (15.3.10) is

% = -acFfr (15.3.11)

It follows from (15.3.7) that (by analogy with a similar formula for real
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manifolds) F|_ = c^lndetg. Hence, the formula for the Ricci tensor
reduces to

Rlc = -d^dc In det g, (15.3.12)

which we will find useful later.

•>D

Figure 15.2. Under parallel transport of a vector Vk around a small loop in the ij
plane, it changes by an amount 6Vk ~ RijkjVl.

The above restrictions on the Riemann tensor of a Kahler manifold can
be understood intuitively. Recall that on a general Riemannian manifold
M of dimension 27V, the Riemann tensor Riju is antisymmetric in k and
/. Keeping i and j fixed, it is a 2N x 2N antisymmetric matrix or in
other words a generator of S0(2N) which we may call ifyj). (Explicitly,
R(ij) is the matrix whose kl matrix element is Rijkh) The well-known
relation [Di,Dj]Vk = Ri^V1 shows that in parallel transport around a
small loop (which can be expressed by a commutator of covariant deriva-
tives [Z),-,Z)j], as in fig. 15.15.2) tangent vectors undergo rotation by the
S0(2N) matrices R(ij). If M has U(N) holonomy, the matrices R(ij)
are not general S0(2N) matrices; they are U(N) matrices, embedded in
S0(2N) in the fashion that we described above in §15.2. Now, it is easy
to describe which S0(2N) matrices MM are U(N) generators. In our fa-
miliar complex basis, the requirement is Mai — M-£ = 0. Hence to say
that for fixed i and j the matrix RUJ\ is a U(N) matrix amounts to saying
that Rijab — Ri ab — 0- Under these conditions, parallel transport around
an infinitesimal loop gives a U(N) transformation; since finite loops can
be made by piecing together infinitesimal ones, this is the necessary and
sufficient condition for U(N) holonomy.

15.3.4 Examples of Kahler Manifolds

We will now describe some of the basic examples of Kahler manifolds.
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The most basic example is certainly Cn, complex n space with complex
coordinates zK;, k = 1, . . . , n. The standard flat metric ds2 = ]T^ |ck*|2 is
a Kahler metric, since the holonomy (being trivial) is a subgroup of U{n).
The Kahler potential can be chosen to be

Y- (15-3.13)

Notice that this Kahler potential is globally defined throughout Cn. A
less trivial example is the complex torus E = Cn/T, with V as before a
lattice in Cn. The flat metric on E is still a Kahler metric (the holonomy
is still trivial!), but the Kahler potential (15.3.13) is now satisfactory only
locally, as it is not invariant under the lattice translations.

Our second example is a basic one in string theory. Every oriented real
two-dimensional Riemannian manifold is a Kahler manifold. In fact, an
oriented real two-dimensional manifold has holonomy SO(2) (or a sub-
group). As 50(2) is the same as £7(1), every metric on an oriented
two-dimensional manifold is a Kahler metric. The fact that the metric
of a two-dimensional manifold can locally be put in the form of (15.3.6)
is another form of the statement that locally the line element of such a
manifold can be put in the form ds2 = e2pdzd'z. (Implicit in (15.3.6) is
the additional, not very deep, assertion that locally one can always find a
solution <j> of the linear equation d2<t>ldz&z = e2p.)

Another very important example of a Kahler manifold is CPN. Up
to normalization, there is a unique metric on CP that is invariant
under unitary transformations of the N + 1 homogeneous coordinates

1. This metric is

ds2 = (Z V)"1 (dZa - Za^L) (df - T^t). (15.3.14)

This metric has been adjusted to be invariant under rescaling of the Za,
since in CPN the Za are only defined up to scaling. It has also been
adjusted to vanish if dZa (or dZ ) is a multiple of Za (or Z ), since
points that differ by 6Za ~ Za are equivalent in CPN and must have zero
separation. The metric of (15.3.14), which is known as the Fubini-Study
metric, is manifestly invariant under SU(N +1) transformations of the
Za. To see that (15.3.14) is a Kahler metric, it is enough to note that
in the region ZN"^~1 ^ 0, we can set Z ^ + 1 = 1 by scaling, and then we
find that the Fubini-Study metric can be derived in this region from the
Kahler potential <j) = ln(l + £ f= i ZaT).
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Having found that CP is a Kahler manifold, it is natural to ask
whether a hypersurface in CP or an intersection of hypersurfaces is
likewise a Kahler manifold. This question can be answered very simply.
A complex submanifold of a Kahler manifold is always a Kahler manifold
in its own right. Indeed, this follows rather easily from the local char-
acterization (15.3.6) of Kahler metrics. If K is a manifold and Q is a
submanifold, any metric on K always induces a metric on Q\ one simply
uses the metric of K to measure distances on Q. Differently put, the
induced metric gij on Q is the same as the metric gij of K except that
in viewing gij as a metric on Q, one is only interested in the components
with i and j tangent to Q. Now, if the metric of K can be written as
in (15.3.6) in terms of second derivatives of a Kahler potential, then the
same is true for the induced metric on a complex submanifold Q\ work-
ing on Q just means evaluating d2<f>/dZadZ only for values of a and b
tangent to Q.

Thus, every complex submanifold of CPN is a Kahler manifold. There
is also a partial converse to this statement. Every compact Kahler man-
ifold (with a mild restriction on the topological class of the Kahler form,
which we will discuss shortly) can be embedded in CPN. However, such
an embedding of a given Kahler manifold in CPN may be difficult to
describe; embedding in CP is certainly not always the most economi-
cal way to describe a given Kahler manifold. The complete intersection
of hypersurfaces which we discussed at the end of the last section is a
particularly simple example of a complex submanifold of CPN, but the
'typical' complex submanifold of CP cannot be obtained in this way. A
relatively simple example of a complex submanifold of CP that cannot
be obtained as a complete intersection of hypersurfaces is the 'twisted
cubic curve' in CP*. It is the subspace of CP3 consisting of points whose
homogeneous coordinates are of the form (u3, w2t?,t/v2,t;3), where u and
v are complex numbers not both zero. Since u and v can be considered to
determine a point on CP1, the twisted cubic curve can be regarded as an
exotic embedding of CP1 in CP*. It is not too hard to convince oneself
that it cannot be realized as a complete intersection.

Returning now to general theory, let K be a Kahler manifold on which
we have chosen a particular Kahler metric g. The corresponding Kahler
form fc, since it is^a closed two form, defines an element of H2(K; R) (the
second de Rham cohomology group of K with real coefficients). This
element is called the Kahler class of the Kahler metric g. Just as a
complex manifold may admit a range of choices of complex structure,
a Kahler manifold may admit Kahler metrics with a range of possible
Kahler classes. However, the Kahler class of a compact Kahler manifold
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is always nonzero; in other words, k cannot be written globally as k = da
with a a one form. To prove this, one shows that on a Kahler manifold
of complex dimension N or real dimension 27V, the JV-fold wedge product
of the Kahler form k with itself is always a multiple of the completely
antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor eilm..i2N- Recall that at any point p, one
can choose standard complex coordinates za with k = dz1 A dz1 + . . . +
dzn A dz11. From this, it is easy to deduce that k A k A . . . A k = N\e. The
volume of a compact manifold is V = / e, and in particular this does not
vanish. If on the other hand k = da globally, we would have

N\>V = I kAkA...Ak = fda A k A . . . A k
J
 f
 J (15.3.15)

= I d(aAkA...Ak) = 0.

So the Kahler class of a compact Kahler manifold is always nonzero.
Not every complex manifold admits a Kahler metric; there are strong

topological restrictions. For example, for the compact manifold M to
be a Kahler manifold, the second cohomology group H2(M\R) must be
nonzero, or in other words the the second Betti number of M must be
positive. Otherwise, the Kahler class of a hypothetical Kahler metric on
M would automatically vanish, but we have just seen that the Kahler
class of an arbitrary Kahler metric on a compact Kahler manifold is not
zero. In fact, the even Betti numbers of a compact Kahler manifold must
all be positive, since the cohomology class of the n-fold wedge product
{kAkA...Ak}n\s always nonzero for all n < N. In fact if we could write
the n-fold wedge product as {kA.. .Ak}n = dX then the volume of K would
be N\ - V = JK(d\) A {k A . . . A k}N.n = JKd(X A {k A . . . A k}N_n) =
0, which is impossible. There are many examples of compact complex
manifolds which cannot be endowed with Kahler metrics since some of
their even Betti numbers vanish.

Locally, nothing can prevent us from defining a Kahler metric as in
(15.3.6) on an arbitrary complex manifold, so the obstruction to finding
a Kahler metric on a given complex manifold is purely topological. In
fact, locally any two complex manifolds of the same dimension are indis-
tinguishable from one another.

15.4 Ricci-Flat Kahler Manifolds and SU(N) Holonomy

If a manifold K does admit a Kahler metric g, this Kahler metric is not
unique. We are free to pick an arbitrary scalar field ^ , and to define a
new Kahler metric g1 (which will have the same Kahler class) by saying
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that g1 T — gai + dadpl). Any two Kahler metrics with the same Kahler
class are related in this way.

Having understood the basic content of U(N) holonomy, we would
now like to understand the additional restrictions associated with SU(N)
holonomy. Given a Kahler manifold K - which by our above remarks
admits an infinity of Kahler metrics - is it possible to find on K a Kahler
metric that has not U(N) holonomy but SU(N) holonomy? It is rela-
tively easy to see that there is a topological obstruction to finding such
a metric. In fact, the spin connection of a Kahler manifold is a U(N)
or SU(N) x (7(1) gauge field. The (7(1) part of the spin connection is
an abelian gauge field, which we may call A. A metric on K of SU(N)
holonomy would be a Kahler metric such that A is a pure gauge or, in
other words, such that the gauge-invariant field strength F = dA van-
ishes. Such a metric exists only if the (7(1) part of the spin connection
is topologically trivial. If instead the spin connection describes a (7(1)
field with a nontrivial quantized magnetic flux, this cannot be removed
by continuous variation of the Kahler metric. As we discussed in chap-
ter 14, the closed two form F defines an element of H2(K] i?), the second
de Rham cohomology group of K with real coefficients. This element is
called the first Chern class of K, c\(K). (It is, in fact, the first Chern
class of the so-called canonical line bundle of K, which will be defined
in example (2) in §15.6.3.) Only if c\(K) = 0 can K admit a metric of
SU(N) holonomy.

154.1 The Calabi-Yau Metric

In 1957 E. Calabi conjectured that a Kahler manifold K of vanishing first
Chern class always admits a Kahler metric of SU(N) holonomy. More
specifically, he conjectured that there would be up to scaling precisely
one metric of SU(N) holonomy for any given complex structure on K
and any given Kahler class. Calabi proved the uniqueness of this hypo-
thetical metric. Its existence was proved by S.-T. Yau twenty years later.
By virtue of this rather difficult theorem, metrics of SU(N) holonomy
correspond precisely to Kahler manifolds of vanishing first Chern class.
This is a crucial simplification in our search for vacuum states of unbro-
ken supersymmetry, because metrics of SU(N) holonomy are extremely
difficult to describe (none are known explicitly except in certain singular
limits), but Kahler manifolds of zero first Chern class can be found by
qualitative methods, as we will see.

It would hardly be possible to prove here the existence of metrics of
SU(N) holonomy on Kahler manifolds of c\ = 0, but the following facts
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may make this seem more plausible. We already know that a manifold
of SU(N) holonomy admits a spinor field 77 that is covariantly constant,
Ditj = 0. Such a spinor field necessarily obeys [/?,-, Dj]rj = 0 or

RijklTkln = 0 (15.4.1)

so that

0 = T'TklRijm = 0. (15.4.2)

Using the gamma matrix identity T>Tkl = T^>kl + gJkTl - g^Tk, and the
curvature identity Rijkl + Riklj + Riljk = 0, (15.4.2) implies that

TkRikr, = 0. (15.4.3)

This in fact implies that R^ — 0; thus, a metric of SU(N) holonomy is
necessarily Ricci-flat.

We will now establish this in another way and at the same time prove
the converse. In fact, we will show that (up to a factor) the Ricci tensor of
a Kahler manifold is the field strength of the (7(1) part of the spin connec-
tion. Recall the nature of the embedding of 17(1) in SO(2N). The {7(1)
generator is precisely the complex structure J*y, whose nonzero compo-
nents are Ja& = i£%, Ja^ = — iSay Given an SO(2N) generator or in other
words an antisymmetric matrix MM, its (7(1) part is trJM = MkiJlk-
Now, as we discussed in connection with fig. 15.2, under parallel trans-
port around a small loop in the ij plane, vectors are rotated by a matrix
R(ij) whose kl matrix element is Riju- The (7(1) part of this matrix is
Fij = tvJR(jj} = RijklJlk- This is the (7(1) part of the rotation under-
gone by tangent vectors that are transported around a small loop in the
ij plane; it is the field strength of the (7(1) part of the spin connection.
The nonzero components of F^ are hence

Ki = - t = RJA = iRafc - iRafr (15-4-4)
but

Klc = RaUc91C = -Ralcl9Cl = ~RJT (15-4.5)

So, in fact, F^ = 2iRa^
c
c. Comparing this to the Ricci tensor R^ =

Ra°lc and the Kahler identity Ra°ic = ~~Rd&C
c->

 w e Se^ finally the relation

We established this earlier for SU{Z) holonomy, but it is true more generally
for SU(N) holonomy. With the embedding of SU(N) in SO(2N) that arises in
Kahler geometry the spinor representation of SO(2N) always contains an SU(N)
singlet.
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between the Ricci tensor R^ and the U(l) field strength Fap

= -Fla- (15-4.6)

Thus, a metric of SU(N) holonomy is the same thing as a Ricci-flat Kahler
metric. This satisfying result is our first taste of the fact that in find-
ing states of unbroken supersymmetry we actually are finding vacuum
states that obey the equations of motion of string field theory. After all,
Ricci-flatness is certainly the leading long-distance approximation to the
equations of motion of the theories we are discussing!

While we cannot here prove the existence of such metrics on general
Kahler manifolds of c\ = 0, we can point out a few facts that tend to make
this plausible. We saw in equation (15.3.12) above that the Ricci tensor
is Ra^ = —dadfilndetg. The condition that Ra^ = 0 is consequently that
lndet # = F(za)+F('za), where F(za) is an arbitrary holomorphic function
of the za. Locally, by a holomorphic change of coordinates za —> za(zb),
we can put F in an arbitrary form, say F = 1/2. The Ricci flat condition
is hence locally

lndet# = 1. (15.4.7)

Here, of course, g must be a Kahler metric, described locally as ga^ =
da&frCf), with some scalar function <f>. So locally, in trying to find a Ricci-
flat Kahler metric, we are trying to adjust one scalar function <j> to obey
one equation (15.4.7). This can be done locally. (Flat space, described
by <t> — Yl ka|2> 1S o n e solution.) Whether the one desired equation for
one unknown can be solved globally is another question. We have already
noted a topological obstruction - ci(K) must vanish. Yau's proof of the
Calabi conjecture means that this is the only obstruction; a Kahler man-
ifold of ci = 0 admits a unique Ricci-flat Kahler metric for any choice of
the complex structure and Kahler class.

15.4-2 Covariantly Constant Forms

For future use, let us state the criterion for c\ = 0 in another way. We
know that the fundamental representation of 50(27V) splits as TV 0 TV
under SU(N). Out of the antisymmetric combination of TV copies of
the TV of SU(N) we can make an 5£/(TV)-invariant eaia2<..ajv, which is
not a U(N) invariant of course. If we consider then an TV form w o n a
manifold of SU(N) holonomy, such a field has a component that is neutral
under the holonomy group and so is invariant under parallel transport in
the case of a manifold of SU(N) holonomy, but not in the case of a
manifold of U(N) holonomy. Actually, the covariantly constant TV forms
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on a manifold of SU(N) holonomy are forms of type (TV, 0) or (0, TV), since
it is from N<g) N® .. .® N or from N®N®.. .®N that one can form an
SU(N) singlet. One of the essential properties of a manifold of SU(N)
holonomy is thus the existence of a covariantly constant (JV, 0) form a;;
its complex conjugate is a covariantly constant (0, N) form U. In terms of
a positive-chirality covariantly constant spinor 77, LO can be expressed as
uiii2...iN — 7/rrt-1,-2...t-JNr77. Being covariantly constant, UJ nowhere vanishes
(it would vanish everywhere if it vanishes at one point). The converse to
this is also true. A charged field interacting with a topologically nontrivial
U(l) gauge field always has to have zeros somewhere, so if a complex
manifold K admits an everywhere nonzero N form, the [/(I) part of the
spin connection of K must be topologically trivial and the first Chern
class of K must be zero.

A differential form a of type (p, 0) that obeys da = 0 is called a holomor-
phic p form, since in local holomorphic coordinates all of the components
of a are holomorphic functions. The covariantly constant (TV, 0) form of
a manifold of SU(N) holonomy is certainly holomorphic. In practice, one
often tries to prove that a complex manifold K has c\ — 0 by searching for
an everywhere nonzero holomorphic N form, though it would be adequate
merely to find an everywhere nonzero (iV, 0) form, holomorphic or not.

154.3 Some Manifolds of SU(N) Holonomy

We will now give some examples of manifolds K that admit metrics of
SU(N) holonomy. For our first example, we pick K to be a compact
Riemann surface E. In this case, the whole spin connection is a £/(l) gauge
field. For the spin connection to be a topologically trivial (7(1) gauge field,
the requirement is that J^F — 0, F being the U(l) field strength. We
know from the discussion in chapter 14 that, among compact Riemann
surfaces, / s F vanishes only in the case of the torus. Thus it is only the
torus that might admit a metric of SU(\) holonomy. Actually, a metric of
SU(1) holonomy is the same thing as a flat metric, since the group SU(1)
is trivial. For real dimension two, Yau's proof of the Calabi conjecture
just implies that the torus admits a flat metric, and we certainly know
that that is true.

In more than one complex dimension, how can we find examples of
complex manifolds of c\ — 0? As we discussed in §15.2.3, some of the
simplest examples of complex manifolds are the complete intersections
of hypersurfaces in CPN. We would like to determine which of these
manifolds have c\ = 0 and admit metrics of SU(N) holonomy. To begin
with, we consider the case in which we are given a single homogeneous
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polynomial P of degree k in the N+l complex variables Z1, Z 2 , . . . , ZN+1.
The equation P = 0 defines a hypersurface Q in CPN. For what values
of & and JV does the hypersurface Q have c\ = 0? We will answer this
at least in part by exhibiting for certain k and N an everywhere nonzero
holomorphic N form.

First let us work in the region of Q in which ZN+1 ^ 0. In this region
we can parametrize Q with coordinates xa = Za/ZN+1,a = l, . . . ,iV.
Now, consider the holomorphic N — 1 form

u> = dx1 A dx2 A . . . A dxN~1/(dP/dxN). (15.4.8)

Here by P we mean P(x\,X2, • •. , ##> !)• At first sight it seems that
the definition of LO depends on arbitrarily singling out x . Actually,
however, we should remember that on Q the polynomial P is a con-
stant (in fact, P — 0 on Q), so on Q we have dP — 0. Explicitly,

dp = J2a=i(dp/dxa)dxa-So on <2 we have (for a ny m )

N) = -dxN/(dP/dxm)+ Yl frdxi> (15.4.9)

where the form of the fi can be worked out but will not matter. Substi-
tuting (15.4.9) in (15.4.8) (the f{dx% terms drop out, since dx1 Adx1 = 0),
we find that for any m

to = ( - l ) ^ - ™ ^ 1 A dx2 A . . . dxm . . . A dxN/{dP/dxm). (15.4.10)

The symbol dxm means that dxm is to be omitted. Now, the importance
of (15.4.10) is not merely that we wish to treat all of the xm democrat-
ically. The original definition (15.4.8) of u had an apparent singularity
at dP/dxN = 0. The alternative form (15.4.10) shows that this apparent
singularity is harmless; in fact, the ability to write to as in (15.4.10) for
arbitrary m shows that as long as Z + 1 ^ 0, to can be singular only if the
polynomials dP/dxm are all zero for m = 1, . . . , N. But, as we sketched
in example (4) of §15.2.3, the dP/dxm never simultaneously vanish on the
hypersurface P = 0 if that hypersurface is nonsingular. It is also clear
from the definition that UJ is nowhere zero except perhaps when Z + 1 = 0.

To investigate the behavior at Z + 1 = 0, let us assume, say, that
Z1 ^ 0, and define coordinates ym = Zm/Z1,m = 2 , . . . ,iV + 1 or in
other words ym = xm • (ZN'¥l/Z1). If P is homogeneous of degree fc, then
P(l, y 2 , . . . , yN^) = P(x\x2,..., xN, 1) • (ZN+1/Zl)k. In terms of the
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yk, to becomes

u, = ( - l ) i - ( Z 1 / ^ + 1 ) J V + 1 - * V A dy>
• r , , (15.4.11)

A...dy™...AdyN+1/(dP/dym).

In deriving (15.4.11) one must discard terms that vanish at P = 0 or
that are proportional to, say, dy% Ady%. Using (15.4.11), we see that if
N+1 — k = 0, then u> has neither a zero nor a pole at ZN+1 = 0, so under
this condition we have found an everywhere nonzero (and nonsingular)
holomorphic N form. For k ^ N + 1, we see from (15.4.11) that to has
only zeros and no poles or only poles and no zeros. With some slight
additional work, the existence of a meromorphic N — 1 form on Q with
only poles and no zeros or only zeros and no poles can be used to show
that c i ( Q ) ^ 0 i f k^N + l.

A hypersurface of degree N + 1 in CPN is thus a relatively simple
example of a Kahler manifold of c\ = 0. To construct additional exam-
ples, consider n polynomials P i , . . . , Pn in CPN homogeneous of degrees
fci,..., fcn, and let Q be the locus of Pi = . . . = Pn = 0. Let

u> = dx1 A dx2 A . . . A dxN~n/(det M), (15.4.12)

where M is the n x n matrix whose matrix elements are

Mab = dPaldxN-n+\ (15.4.13)

As before, xk = Zk/ZN~*~1. A reasoning similar to what we gave before
shows that to is everywhere nonzero and nonsingular if and only if

(15.4.14)

In this way, we get additional examples of Kahler manifolds with c\ = 0.
As an example of this, we see that a cubic equation in CP2, such as

Fermat's equation X3 + Y3 + Z3 = 0, defines a Riemann surface of c\ — 0.
By our previous discussion, this must be topologically a torus. A quartic
equation in CPZ, such as X4 + F 4 + Z4 + W* = 0, defines a manifold
that admits a metric of SU(2) holonomy. This manifold is known as the
K3 surface. It can be shown (by methods that go beyond the scope of
our exposition here) to be topologically the only example of a manifold
that admits a metric of SU(2) holonomy. As for manifolds of complex
dimension three, there are many topological types that admit metrics of
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SU(3) holonomy. In view of the above, an example of such a manifold
would be a quintic hypersurface in CP*, described by an equation such
as

Z a = 0 (15.4.15)
a=l

or a more general homogeneous quintic polynomial in five variables. In
CP^ we could consider two cubic equations or a quartic equation and a
quadric (quadratic) one. In CP6 we could consider two quadrics and a
cubic. Finally, in CP7 the intersection of four quadrics defines a manifold
that admits a metric of SU(3) holonomy. These are the only examples
of this nature. There are, however, many other constructions of mani-
folds of SU(3) holonomy. We will describe one in §16.10. In contrast to
the situation in complex dimension two, there are innumerable examples
(perhaps infinitely many) of Kahler manifolds of complex dimension three
and c\ — 0. The examples just cited are only some of the simplest.

15.5 Wave Operators on Kahler Manifolds

As we have seen extensively in chapter 14, physical properties of Kaluza-
Klein theories depend very much on the zero modes of wave operators
such as the Dirac operator and the de Rham operators. It turns out that
these wave operators have very special properties on Kahler manifolds; it
will be crucial to understand these properties.

15.5.1 The Dirac Operator

The Dirac operator is a good place to start. Standard Dirac gamma
matrices P obey {F^F-7} = 2g%*. On an iV-dimensional Kahler manifold
K, Dirac algebra simplifies if we work in local holomorphic coordinates
za, a = 1 , . . . , Ar, with gah = gab = 0. The gamma matrix algebra is then

{ r , r } = { r , r } = o,
1 _ l j. (15.5.1)
{Y\Tb}=2gab.

Up to a normalization factor this is the usual algebra of fermion creation

One could formally find other examples obeying (15.4.15) by using linear equa-
tions, but these are not really new, since a linear equation in CPN merely sets to
zero one of the coordinates, reducing the problem to a problem in CPN~l with
one less equation.
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and annihilation operators; one can think of F as creation operators and
P as the hermitian-conjugate annihilation operators.

The spinors, on which the gamma matrices act, can be constructed in
the fashion that is familiar from the study of free fermions. We begin with
a cFock vacuum' |J1) which is annihilated by the annihilation operators,
Ffl |fi) = 0, a = 1 , . . . , TV. The other states are the 'one-particle state'
\W) = r* 10), the 'two-particle state' \Q?1) = -\ftfe) = F T ^ O ^ and so
on all the way up to the completely filled state |II) = T1]?2 . . . TN |ft).

We wish to study not just the spinor representation of 5O(2TV), which is
what we have just constructed, but spinor fields that depend in some way
on the coordinates za, 'za. A general spinor field on K has an expansion

(15.5.2)
At first sight, one might think that <̂>, which has no indices, is the same
as a spinless field, but this is not necessarily true. <f> may interact with
the (7(1) part of the spin connection. In fact, if we normalize the (7(1)
generator of U(N) so that the TV and TV of [/(TV) have 17(1) charge +1
and —1, respectively, then the creation operators Fa, which transform as
N of (7(TV), have charge — 1. The filled state |O^ is obtained from the
Fock vacuum |J7) by acting with TV creation operators, so if q is the (7(1)
charge of |O), then the (7(1) charge of |fi) is q — TV. On the other hand,
we can relate |fi) and |fi) by an operation of complex conjugation. Such
an operation exchanges creation operators Fa with annihilation operators
Fa and so exchanges the empty state |fi) with the filled state |fi). At the
same time, complex conjugation changes the sign of the (7(1) generator.
We conclude that the filled and empty states have equal and opposite
(7(1) charge, so q = TV/2.

It is therefore not true on a general Kahler manifold that <j> in (15.5.2)
is the same as a neutral spinless field. In general <j> is not neutral with
regard to the U(l) part of the spin connection. The only case in which
<j> is the same as a spinless field is a case of particular interest to us: the
case of a Ricci-flat Kahler manifold, on which the U(l) part of the spin
connection is trivial anyway. In that situation <f> is completely decoupled
from the spin connection, like a neutral scalar. Hence we can choose <j) to
be a constant. The spinor -0 = |O) is then one of the covariantly constant
spinor fields of a manifold of SU(N) holonomy, the other being ip = |fi).

As for <f>a in (15.5.2), it has a single (covariant) antiholomorphic index,
so we can think of it as a (0,1) form. (This is only appropriate for SU(N)
holonomy; otherwise (j>a has different (7(1) charge from a conventional
(0,1) form.) Since ^-j is antisymmetric in its two antiholomorphic indices,
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it is equivalent to a (0,2) form. Moving on in this way, it should be
clear that states obtained by acting on the 'Fock vacuum' with k creation
operators are equivalent to (0, k) forms. Thus, the spinors on a manifold
of SU(N) holonomy are the same as (0, k) forms for k = 0 , . . . , N. The
creation operators that turn (0, k) forms into (0, k + 1) forms are gamma
matrices that reverse chirality, so a (0, k) form is a spinor whose chirality
is (—1)*.

Now, we wish to study the Dirac operator p= TlD Two of its eigen-
values are the two covariantly constant spinors. Are there others? A
standard computation shows that

Dj] g

=DiD
i + [ri,ri}[Tk,rl}Rijkl/32.

Using the identity

TiTJTkTl =Tijkl _ pikgjl ± p e r m u tations)
• LI L I I L (15.5.4)

+ 9"gkl-9tk9il + g'l9jk,

(15.5.3) reduces to

-f = -£>,•£>• + R/A (15.5.5)

with R the Ricci scalar. For a manifold of SU(3) holonomy, R — 0,
so ft* — D{D%. The operator —DiD1 is positive semidefinite, and its
zero eigenvalues must be covariantly constant. The proof is as follows: if
-DiD^ = 0, then

0 = Jm-DiD1) \$) = + j(D$\D^). (15.5.6)
K K

This is possible only if D^ = 0. The spinor of SO(2N) contains no
SU(N) singlets other than the Fock vacuum and its charge conjugate.
Covariantly constant spinors must be singlets of the holonomy group,
so a manifold whose holonomy is SU(N) rather than a subgroup has
precisely two covariantly constant spinors. Therefore, on a manifold of
SU(N) holonomy, the only zero eigenvalues of the Dirac operator are the
covariantly constant (0,0) and (0, N) forms.

It is possible to define (p, q) forms on any complex manifold, so the equivalence
of spinors to (0, k) forms for manifolds of SU(N) holonomy means, in particular,
that such manifolds are always manifolds on which spinors can be defined, a
nontrivial assertion as we have noted in §12.1.
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We have not yet formulated the most far-reaching aspect of the connec-
tion between spinors and (0, k) forms on manifolds of SU(N) holonomy.
Let us look more carefully at the Dirac operator:

p=TwDa + TaDa. (15.5.7)

Let us study the first term, ]/)+ = TaDa. Acting on a (0,A:) form ip =
<fc...a*r^ . . . T"k |O), p+ gives the (0, k + 1) form

^(Dao<f>a1...ak ± cyclic permutations)^0 . . . T"* |fi) . (15.5.8)
k +

Comparing (15.5.8) with (15.3.3), we see that in fact p+ is equivalent
to the Dolbeault operator d. As the Dirac operator is hermitian, it is
p= d + d , where d is the adjoint of d.

15.5.2 Dolbeault Cohomology

By analogy with our treatment of de Rham cohomology in chapter 14,
there is a more 'topologicaP way to think about these matters. We refer
to a form tp that obeys dij) = 0 as a d closed form. We also refer to a
form ^ that can be written i\) = dX as d exact. Since d = 0, every d
exact form is d closed. There may in addition be nontrivial examples of
d closed forms. That is, there may be (0, n) forms tp that obey dij) = 0
but cannot be written as %j) = dX. Just as in the definition of de Rham
cohomology, it is natural to think of two (0,n) forms ip and $ that are
d closed as being equivalent if their difference is trivial in the sense that
%j) — $ = dX for some A. The equivalence classes make up a vector space
that is known as the Dolbeault cohomology group H(°'n'(K) (the group
structure being the additive structure as a vector space).

Some standard arguments from de Rham cohomology carry over easily
to the Dolbeault case. For instance, if ij) is d closed but not exact, then we
cannot choose A to make / = (tp — dX\ip — dX) vanish, but we can choose
A to minimize / . The variational equation

tells us that %/>' = xj) - dX obeys # V = 0 as well as dip' = 0. This
shows us that in every Dolbeault cohomology class there is a solution ip'
of dij)1 = d 0' = 0. Conversely, the same arguments as in the de Rham
case show that a solution of di\) = d i/> = 0 cannot possibly be written
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as ip = dx, so in fact Dolbeault cohomology classes are in one-to-one
correspondence with forms ip obeying dip — d ip = 0. A form that obeys
dip = d ip — 0 is obviously a zero eigenvalue of the 'Laplacian'

Aj= dd* + d*d. (15.5.10)

Just as in the de Rham case, an eigenfunction ip of the Laplacian with
zero eigenvalue obeys

0 = (ip\ A^-|?/>) = (dip\dip) -f (d ip\d ip) = 0, (15.5.11)

so it must obey dip = d ip = 0.
Putting all of these facts together, Dolbeault cohomology classes are

(just as in the de Rham case) in one-to-one correspondence with zero
eigenvalues of the Laplacian. Moreover, with d = d = 0 , the Lapla-
cian Aj is up to normalization one and the same thing as the square
of the Dirac operator. Hence the Dolbeault cohomology groups iif(0'n)
are precisely the spaces of (0, n) forms annihilated by the Dirac operator.
In particular, the discussion surrounding (15.5.6) determines the spaces
jy(°'n) for manifolds of SU(N) holonomy; they are one dimensional for
n = 0, N and zero otherwise.

In studying the Dirac operator in real differential geometry, we found
only one tool for predicting zero eigenvalues - the Dirac index. In Kahler
geometry, Dolbeault cohomology gives a much richer framework for pre-
dicting zero eigenvalues of the Dirac operator and hence massless particles.
Instead of one number, the index, which may predict zero eigenvalues, we
have TV + 1 of them, namely the dimensions of the Dolbeault cohomology
groups i?(0'n), n = 0 , . . . , iV. These depend only on the complex struc-
ture of the manifold K, not on a choice of metric. In complex geometry
properties that depend only on the topology and complex structure of a
complex manifold K behave very much like ordinary topological proper-
ties on real manifolds, even though the complex structure of a complex
manifold may depend in general on freely adjustable parameters. Thus,
the Dolbeault cohomology groups should be viewed as quasi-topological.

As a first illustration of the significance of this, let us note that the
ordinary index theorem can never predict the occurrence of zero eigenval-
ues of the Dirac operator of both positive and negative chirality; in real
differential geometry such a behavior seemed implausible. Yet in Kahler

Even in real differential geometry, there is in 8fc+2 dimensions a Z2 index theorem
that can sometimes predict that the Dirac operator has a zero eigenvalue of each
chirality, but there is nothing to match the phenomena that arise in Kahler
geometry.
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geometry such behavior is quite natural. For example, on a manifold of
SU(N) holonomy we have found that the minimal Dirac equation has
two zero eigenvalues, a (0,0) form and a (0, N) form. For odd N (which
happens to be a case of interest!), these states have opposite chirality.
What makes this behavior 'natural' is really the fact that zero eigenvalues
of the Dirac operator correspond to Dolbeault cohomology classes, which
are quasi-topological. In later generalizations, the role of Dolbeault coho-
mology will become even more significant.

15.5.3 The Hodge Decomposition

So far we have studied only the (0,n) forms in Kahler geometry. We
would now like to study the properties of (p, q) forms for arbitrary p and

q-
The definition of the d cohomology groups carries over immediately to

(p, q) forms. We consider (p, q) forms which are d closed but not exact.
Considering two such forms xjp and ip' to be equivalent if their difference is
exact, the equivalence classes make up the Dolbeault cohomology group
H(p>q'. Precisely the same arguments as before show that elements of
jj{p,q) a r e m one-to-one correspondence with (p, q) forms that are annihi-
lated by Aj = W* + d*d.

This is not the first time that we have encountered 'cohomology groups'
that consist of 'harmonic differential forms'. In chapter 14 we defined
the Laplacian A = dd* + <i*d, and noted that the de Rham cohomology
group Hp (in this section only we use the subscript D to specify de Rham
cohomology) can be identified with the harmonic n forms, i.e., the n forms
annihilated by A. One may wonder what is the connection between the
'real' Laplacian A and the 'complex' Laplacian Aj. The answer is that on
Kahler manifolds (but not on more general complex manifolds) they are
related by Aj = A/2. In particular they have the same zero eigenvalues,
so a de Rham cohomology class is also a Dolbeault cohomology class and
vice versa. In real differential geometry de Rham cohomology classes can
always be taken to be n forms of definite n, but the relation of de Rham
and Dolbeault cohomology makes possible a much sharper statement in
the case of Kahler geometry. The de Rham cohomology classes of a Kahler
manifold can be taken as (p, q) forms of definite p and q. Mathematically,
the relation between de Rham and Dolbeault cohomology groups is that

Hn
D = ®p+q=nH™. (15.5.12)

This assertion is known as the Hodge decomposition.
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450 15. Some Algebraic Geometry

One way to establish the above statements is to recall from §14.3.4
that the de Rham complex of differential forms of arbitrary degree is
conveniently described in terms of a field ij>ap with two spinor indices.
We introduced two sets of anticommuting gamma matrices P,?-7, i,j =
1,...,2JV, with { P , P } = {f\f>} = 2gV, { P , P } = 0. In the Kahler
case, the two sets of gamma matrices become two anticommuting sets
of fermion creation and annihilation operators, {Fa,F } = {Fa,r^} =
2gah. It is convenient to treat holomorphic and antiholomorphic indices
symmetrically in a way that was not possible with only one set of gamma
matrices. Thus, we will regard the

F" and fb (15.5.13)

as creation operators. This choice is symmetric under exchange of holo-
morphic and antiholomorphic indices a and a if accompanied by F «-+ F.
We introduce a 'Fock vacuum' |fi} annihilated by the annihilation opera-
tors

Fa and F . (15.5.14)

A general state

F F l . . . F ^ f a i . . . f a P - | n ) (15.5.15)

is antisymmetric in p holomorphic and q antiholomorphic indices, so we
identify it as a (p, q) form.

In §14.3.4 we defined an operator 5 acting on the bispinor field il>ap by
the formula

{S^U = KaDi^- (15.5.16)

We organized the Dirac algebra in the previous paragraph in such a way
that S is the operator d + d whose square is A -̂ and whose zero eigenval-
ues are therefore the Dolbeault cohomology classes. On the other hand,
in chapter 14, with a slightly different way of organizing Dirac algebra,
we interpreted the same operator S as the operator d + d* whose square
is A and whose zero eigenvalues are de Rham cohomology classes. There-
fore, we have already established the relation between Dolbeault and de
Rham cohomology. However, it is more satisfying to go on and explic-
itly demonstrate that S2 maps (p, q) forms to (p, q) forms, so that its zero
eigenvalues are forms of definite p and q. The required formulas are useful
in any case.

The bispinor field ipap is a special case of a more general thing - a
spinor field iftQ

x with an extra index x acted on by some Yang-Mills field.
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The bispinor ij)ap is the special case in which x happens to be an extra
spinor index. The operator S acting on ^a/# is just a minimally coupled
Dirac operator with the Yang-Mills field acting on the /? index being the
spin connection.

Considering the general case of a field i/ja
x with an arbitrary Yang-Mills

index x, we would like to calculate the square of the minimally coupled
Dirac operator TlD{ acting on this field. The derivation of (15.5.3) and
(15.5.5) is modified because there is an extra term in the commutator
of covariant derivatives. The extra term is [/),-, Dj] ~ FXTX, where Fx

is the Yang-Mills field strength and Tx are the group generators. The
generalization of (15.5.5) is

(tT1'A)2 = ~DiD
i + R/A - (15.5.17)

We wish to specialize this general formula to the case in which the index
x is an extra spinor index, acted on by the spin connection. In this case,
the Tx are just [f*,f']/4, and Fx- is just Rijki- Also, in this case, as we
know from chapter 14, (iTlDi)2 is the Laplacian A associated with de
Rham cohomology. Hence (15.5.17) reduces in this situation to a formula
for the Laplacian

A = -DiD1 + R/i - Riiki[r\T']\rk,Tl]/16. (15.5.18)

In the case of a Kahler manifold (not necessarily of SU(N) holonomy!),
we know that the only nonzero components of the Riemann tensor are
Rabcd> s o t h e l a s t t e r m i n (15.5.18) becomes i?ajc I [ra ,rF][fc ,F]. This
has one creation and one annihilation operator of each type, so it maps
(p, q) forms to (p, q) forms. The same is true of the covariant derivatives
Di (because the U(N) representation of a (p, q) form depends on p and
<7, and D,-, which contains the U(N) spin connection only, cannot change
the U(N) representation). So A maps (p, q) forms to (p, q) forms, and the
harmonic forms can be chosen as forms of definite (p, q). This completes
our discussion of the Hodge decomposition.

15.5.4 Hodge Numbers

isIn real manifolds, the dimension of the de Rham cohomology group
called the Betti number bn. Similarly, in Kahler geometry the dimension
of the Dolbeault cohomology group Hp'q is called the Hodge number hVA.
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The Hodge decomposition implies that

bn = J2 &M- (15.5.19)
p+q=n

This implies that the Euler characteristic of a Kahler manifold is

X = £(-!)"&» = £ ( - 1 ) P + W ' - (15.5.20)
n p,q

The Hodge numbers are governed by certain simple restrictions that are
easily deduced from (15.5.18). First of all, symmetry under T% <-* T%

means that

h™ = h™. (15.5.21)

This is a reflection of the fact that it is a matter of convention what
we consider holomorphic and what we consider antiholomorphic. Second,
(15.5.18) is invariant under exchange of all creation operators with anni-
hilation operators (thus exchanging the N and N of U(N)). This implies
that

hP,q = hN-p,N-qm (15.5.22)

This is Poincare duality, specialized to Kahler manifolds.
Let us now discuss the determination of the Hodge numbers in some

simple examples. First, we consider a compact Riemann surface of genus
g. We know that the Betti numbers are 60 = h, = 1, 61 = 2#. Equations
(15.5.19) and (15.5.21) are enough to determine that ft0'0 = h1*1 = 1, and
h1*0 = h0*1 = g. Here A1'0 is the number of globally defined holomorphic
(1,0) forms, or in other words globally defined holomorphic differentials
a(z)dz. The fact that this number is g is the original Riemann-Roch
theorem.

As a second example, consider a manifold of complex dimension three
whose holonomy is precisely S77(3), not a subgroup. At the beginning of
this section we showed that fermion zero modes, which are harmonic (0, n)
forms, must be covariantly constant. This means that ft0'0 = A3>0 = 1 and
h1*0 = h2'0 = 0. The remaining Hodge numbers that are not determined
by (15.5.21) and (15.5.22) are A1'1 and A2'1. Here (since />2'0 = A0'2 = 0)
h1'1 is the same as 62, the number of harmonic two forms. As for A2>1,
it also has a qualitative significance, which we will encounter after some
further adventures with Dolbeault cohomology. The Euler characteristic
of a manifold whose holonomy is precisely SU(3) is x — 2(A1'1 — h2*1).
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15.6 Yang-Mills Equations and Holomorphic Vector Bundles

Equation (15.1.3), under the simplified assumption that H = d<j> = 0,
gave two conditions for unbroken supersymmetry. One of them, 0 = Dm,
has been our subject until now. We now turn to the second equation,

0 = V'Fijr,, (15.6.1)

with Fij being the field strength derived from some Yang-Mills gauge
field A, which is a connection on some vector bundle X. It is now time
to investigate the implications of this equation. Written out explicitly in
terms of creation and annihilation operators, (15.6.1) becomes

0 = ( % r * + FahT
ah + 2FalT

al)rj. (15.6.2)

All three terms in (15.6.2) must vanish separately. Requiring that the
first term in (15.6.2) should vanish if 77 is the Fock vacuum, or that the
second term should vanish if rj is the completely filled state, we learn that

% = *".» = 0. (15.6.3)

The analysis of the last term in (15.6.2) is slightly more subtle. Tah

contains one creation operator and one annihilation operator. Acting on
a completely empty or completely filled state 77, the annihilation operator
must annihilate what the creation operator has created, or vice versa, so
Tahr} = ±gabrj. Hence the vanishing of the last term in (15.6.2) amounts
to the condition that

9a~bFal = 0. (15.6.4)

We will assume that the fields are real in the sense that the (1,0) and
(0,1) parts of the gauge field A are hermitian conjugates of one another.
In this case, to obey (15.6.3) it is enough to require JP-J = 0, since the
condition Fab = 0 is related to this by complex conjugation. Locally, there
is no difficulty in finding the general solution of F-j = 0. This equation
says that 0 = [Da, D$ = [da + iAa, d% + i%], so

Ay = i%Vr-Vr-1, (15.6.5)

where V is some matrix-valued function of the coordinates za,z*. With
Aa the hermitian conjugate of A^, this implies that

Aa = idaV*-1 • V*. (15.6.6)

Here V* is the adjoint of V, so V* = V~l if and only if V is unitary.
Equations (15.6.5) and (15.6.6) show that either Aa or Aa may be set to
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zero by a gauge transformation, but in general not simultaneously. They
can be set to zero simultaneously only if V is unitary.

Let / be a charged field interacting with the gauge field A. Then / is
said to be 'holomorphic' if

Dwf = 0. (15.6.7)

The integrability condition for this equation is [Da,D-^] = 0. Locally,
(15.6.7) is equivalent, in view of (15.6.5), to / = Vg, where g is a holomor-
phic function in the usual sense, d^g = 0. Globally, (15.6.7) is a significant
generalization of the elementary definition of an analytic or holomorphic
function. Equation (15.6.3) is fundamental in complex geometry because
it leads to this generalization of ordinary complex analysis.

15.6.1 Holomorphic Vector Bundles

We now will analyze the global import of (15.6.3). First we note that in
general the vector bundle X on which the gauge field is a connection may
be topologically nontrivial. Thus, in general we must, as in §12.3, cover
our manifold K with open sets Otay on each of which we have a gauge
field A(ay On overlap regions O(a/?) = O(a) DO^y A^ is related to A^
by a gauge transformation U(Qpy Explicitly,

(15-6-8)

on O(apy Equation (15.6.8) implies that {/(<*/?) = (̂/fo)"~ • The £/(<*£)
are called transition functions for the bundle X. Consistency of (15.6.8)
requires that the transition functions on triple overlap regions O(a/?7) =
0(o) fl O(^) H O(7) should obey the consistency condition

= 1. (15.6.9)

The transition functions are, of course, not uniquely defined. Making a
gauge transformation on each O(a\ by a gauge transformation U(ay the
U{a0) a r e transformed into equally good transition functions

#(«/») = Uia)Uia^U{p)-\ (15.6.10)

which equally well obey (15.6.9).
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Now, in a situation in which F-j = 0, we can write A(a) on each O^
as in (15.6.6),

yV{-
1

y (15.6.11)

with now a different V(a) on each open set O(Qy Substituting (15.6.11) in
(15.6.8), we find that on each O(Qpy the quantity

%fi) = %]UW)V(0) (15.6.12)

obeys

^(V^U)]'^0- (15.6.13)

Comparing (15.6.10) to (15.6.12), we see that (taking U(a) = Vr}) the

Wao\ can be viewed as new transition functions for the bundle X. Equa-

tion (15.6.13) means that these new transition functions are holomorphic.
A vector bundle on which the transition functions can be chosen to be

holomorphic is called a holomorphic vector bundle. What we have found
is that a solution of (15.6.3) is a holomorphic vector bundle. The converse
is also true (though we will not prove it here). Given a vector bundle X
over a complex manifold K, if we can choose the transition functions U(Qp)
of X to be holomorphic functions, then it is possible to find on X a gauge
field that obeys (15.6.3). Such a gauge field is called a holomorphic gauge
field or holomorphic connection.

Topologically, two vector bundles X and X with transition functions
U(ap\ and U(ap) are considered equivalent if the U and U are related
as in (15.6.12). Holomorphically, the situation is more delicate. The
importance of the notion of a holomorphic vector bundle is largely that
on such a bundle we can (as in (15.6.7) above) generalize the concept of an
analytic or holomorphic function. The holomorphic vector bundles with
transition functions U and U define equivalent notions of holomorphic
function only if the V^ in (15.6.12) can be chosen to be holomorphic; only
in this case are X and X considered to be equivalent holomorphically.

Given a holomorphic vector bundle, the holomorphic connection A{ on
this bundle is not unique. Equally good (in the sense that it also obeys
(15.6.3)) would be the new gauge field A^ whose (0,1) part is

AL = GAaG"1 + idaG • G'1. (15.6.14)

It is not too hard to prove that any two holomorphic connections A and
A! on the same holomorphic vector bundle are related as in (15.6.14). G
is globally defined, since A and A', as connections on the same bundle,
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should have the same Dirac string singularities. We need not specify
the (1,0) part of A', since it is related to the (0,1) part by complex
conjugation.

If G is unitary, then Af is gauge equivalent to A, but not otherwise. In
general, we may write for G a polar decomposition G = UP', where U
is unitary and P is hermitian. The unitary part is irrelevant, so we may
simple assume that G is hermitian.

15.6.2 The Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau Equation

Now, we wish to ask the following question. Given a holomorphic vector
bundle X, can the connection A on this bundle be chosen to obey not just
(15.6.3) but also (15.6.4)? This amounts to asking whether the hermitian
matrix G in (15.6.14) can be chosen so that the hermitian matrix H —
gahFai in (15.6.4) vanishes at each point in K. Locally, we can expect
to be be able to adjust one hermitian matrix G to set another hermitian
matrix H to zero. The question of whether this can be done globally is
another story. As usual, it involves topological questions.

\{ A is a U(l) gauge field, we can answer the question rather easily.
In this case, the (1,1) form F is gauge invariant and represents the first
Chern class of the line bundle X. Let k be the Kahler form of the Kahler
manifold K, which we suppose has complex dimension N. Then one can
verify that in this case H is equal to

Hence, H = 0 if and only if the (TV, N) form X = FAkA...Ak vanishes.

On the other hand ,

/ = f X (15.6.16)
K

is a topological invariant in the sense that for fixed choice of the bundle
X and the Kahler class fc, / is independent of the choice of a gauge field
A on X. The crucial ingredient here is the fact that Chern classes are
topological invariants or more specifically the fact that the cohomology
class of the (1,1) form F depends only on the topology of X.

Thus, a necessary condition for finding a holomorphic connection A
with H = 0 is that the topological invariant

/ = ftiFAkA...Ak = {N-l)\2 fH (15.6.17)

K K

should vanish. This is easily seen to be (in the abelian case) also a sum-
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cient condition. In the abelian case the hermitian matrix G of (15.6.14) is
just G = ea for some scalar function a. Also, if F1 is the gauge-invariant
field strength derived from A', then in the abelian case H' = g F'-r is

related to H = galFal by H1 = H + Aa (with A = g^daBg being the
ordinary Laplacian). Setting H1 = 0 means finding a such that Aa = if;
this is possible if and only if JK H = 0. If indeed the eigenfunctions of A
are ^ with eigenvalues A&, the solution of Aa = H would have to be

(15.6.18)

The trouble with (15.6.18) is that Â  might vanish for some k. Equation
(15.6.18) is a valid solution of Aa = H if and only if (ip^H) = 0 when-
ever Xk = 0. Actually, the only zero eigenvalue of A corresponds to the
constant function 1, so the necessary and sufficient condition for validity
of (15.6.18) is

= I H, (15.6.19)
K

as we claimed.
In the nonabelian case, it is of course less straightforward to determine

the global conditions for existence of a solution of (15.6.4). If A is a U(N)
gauge field, the first necessary condition is that the U(l) part of A should
obey the conditions that we have just stated. The additional requirement
has been determined in recent theorems by Donaldson and by Uhlenbeck
and Yau. The requirement is that the holomorphic vector bundle X must
be a 'stable' bundle. This is a relatively mild topological condition whose
meaning we will not try to elucidate. In our applications, the necessary
condition will be evident on physical grounds.

Since the conditions we have been discussing are related to unbroken
super symmetry, it is natural to think that they will imply the equations of
motion, in this case the Yang-Mills equations. Indeed, with Fai = Fj- =
0, the Yang-Mills equations DlF{j = 0 reduce to

ga~bDaF-bc = 0. (15.6.20)

The Bianchi identity D{Fjk + DjFfc + Dj~Fij = 0 implies in this sit-

uation that DaF];c = DcFba1 so that the Kahler-Yang-Mills equations

(15.6.20) amount to Dcg
alFai = 0. This certainly follows from the equa-

tion gabFa^ = 0 that we have just been discussing.
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15.6.3 Examples

The above concepts may seem somewhat abstract, and therefore we will
now give a number of concrete examples, some of which will be important
in later applications.

(1) Holomorphic Vector Bundles Over Riemann Surfaces
As usual, it is convenient to begin with the case in which the complex

manifold considered is a Riemann surface E, of complex dimension one.
Let A be any gauge field over S. Then inevitably F-^ = 0 (since on a
Riemann surface a and b have only one possible value, namely J), so A
defines a holomorphic vector bundle over S.

The above may possibly give a somewhat exaggerated impression of
how many holomorphic vector bundles there are over a Riemann surface.
Two gauge fields A and A! may define equivalent holomorphic vector
bundles if they differ by a transformation of the type (15.6.14), and in
fact holomorphic vector bundles of a given topological type over a given
Riemann surface are determined by a finite number of parameters. We
will address this question in the next section.

(2) The Tangent Bundle and Its Cousins
For our next example of a holomorphic vector bundle, let K be an

arbitrary complex manifold. The 'holomorphic tangent bundle' consists of
tangent vectors with a (1,0) part only; that is, a section of the holomorphic
tangent bundle would be a vector field va with only a holomorphic index.

To show that this is a holomorphic vector bundle, we construct explicitly
the transition functions. The complex manifold K can be covered with
open sets 0(a), on each of which we have complex coordinates z?y On
overlap regions O(a/?) the z? ^ are analytic functions of the z?gy this being
one way to express the definition of a complex manifold; hence quantities
such as dz?^/dz^o\ are analytic functions of z?^ (or of Z(#\)- Consider a
general vector field v on K. On each open set O(a), v has components
v?ay In overlap regions O(Qp\, in changing from z?^ coordinates to z? N
coordinates, the vector field v transforms in a way that is familiar from
general relativity:

8za

We see from this that the transition functions of the tangent bundle are

v(a/3)a
h = dz(a)/d*lpy (15.6.22)

As these are holomorphic functions, the tangent bundle is a holomorphic
vector bundle.
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Instead of considering a vector field va with a holomorphic tangent
vector index, we could consider, for instance, a differential form wa

of type (1,0). These transform under coordinate transformations as
wa(a) = ^Z\B)I^Zta))wb{^)- Again, the transition functions are holomor-
phic functions, so the differential forms of type (1,0) take values in a
holomorphic vector bundle which is usually considered the holomorphic
cotangent bundle 0. More generally, we could consider differential forms

aP °f type (p, 0). Their transformation law under a change of coor-
dinates from z?o\ to

The transition functions are again holomorphic, so the differential forms
of type (p, 0) take values in a holomorphic vector bundle which we will
call W.

On a complex manifold K of complex dimension iV, a differential form
of type (TV, 0) must be a multiple of dz1dz2...dz . So the differential forms
of type (TV, 0) form a one-dimensional vector bundle called the canonical
line bundle L of K. Its first Chern class is called the first Chern class of
K. When this vanishes, L is a trivial line bundle, and if K is compact
there is a unique everywhere nonzero and nonsingular holomorphic section
UJ of L. (A holomorphic section of a trivial line bundle is equivalent to
a holomorphic function, and on a compact complex manifold K there
is a unique nonzero and nonsingular holomorphic function, namely the
constant function 1.) This everywhere nonzero holomorphic N form to
was one of the key ingredients in our discussion of manifolds of SU(N)
holonomy.

(3) New Vector Bundles From Old Ones
Generalizing our above remarks leads to a general method of making

new holomorphic vector bundles out of old ones. Let X be a holomorphic
vector bundle over a complex manifold K. Let C/(â ) be transition func-
tions for X. If X has complex dimension n, then the £/(<*/?) are invertible
nxn complex matrices or in other words elements of GL(n, C). Let R be
any representation of GL(n, C) and let U(a(3) ^ e U(aft) written in the R
representation. Then the U(Q/3) are holomorphic functions which obey the
appropriate identities to be transition functions for a new holomorphic
vector bundle XR.

For instance, we can let J/(a/?) be the inverse transpose matrix of U(apy
With this choice the U are transition functions for a bundle X known as
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the dual or complex conjugate of X. Another case of special importance
is that in which R is the adjoint representation of GL(n, C). In that case,
XR is usually called EndX, the bundle of endomorphisms of X. The
reason for this name is that if Xv is the fiber of X at a point p £ K,
then the fiber of XR at p is the space of all endomorphisms or linear
transformations of the vector space Xp.

(4) The Direct Sum
Another fundamental operation is the direct sum of bundles. Let X and

Y be any holomorphic vector bundles over K, whose fibers at a point p
are Xp and Yp. Then we define a new bundle XffiF, called the direct sum
of X and F, by saying that the fiber of X © Y at p is Xp ffi Yp, the direct
sum of the vector spaces Xp and Yp. Equivalently, if U(apj and V^a^ are
transition functions for X and F, then X ffi Y is the vector bundle whose
transition functions are

V ° v(*f*)J
In a similar way one can define the tensor product of X and Y", denoted
X ® Y, as the bundle whose fiber at p is the tensor product of the vector
spaces Xp and Yp.

(5) Line Bundles Over CPN

For our next example, we consider line bundles or U(l) bundles over
complex projective space CPN. We recall that CPN may be described in
terms of N + 1 homogeneous complex coordinates Z1, Z 2 , . . . , ZN+l. We
cover CPN with open sets O(a)> a = l,...,JV + l, with O(a) being the
region in which Za ^ 0.

Now, we define one-dimensional complex bundles or line bundles over
CP very explicitly by specifying the transition functions V(a6) m the
overlap region O(a&) = O(a) fl O^y We pick an arbitrary integer n and
define

V(ab) = (Zb/Za)n. (15-6.25)

The V(a6) are clearly holomorphic functions in O(an, and in triple inter-
section regions O(a6c) = O(a) flO(6) nO(c) they obey V{ab) • V{bc) • V(ca) = 1.
So they are transition functions on a line bundle L(n) over CPN. These
are all of the line bundles over CP , though we will not try to prove that
here.

Let us now determine explicitly what is a section of L(n) or in other
words a function that takes values in this line bundle. Concretely, such a
function is described by giving on each O(a)>

 a— 1 , . . . , iV + 1 a function
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, Z ) with two basic properties. Since the Zb are homogeneous
coordinates we require

f(a){\Z\\T) = f(a)(Z
bX). (15.6.26)

Also, on overlap regions the /(a) must obey /(a) = V(a&)/(6). In view of
the explicit form of the V(a/,), this equation amounts to the statement that
(Za)nf(a) = izb)nf(b)i so / = (Za)nf(a) is independent of a. On the other
hand, / does not have the conventional homogeneity of (15.6.26). Rather,
it obeys

f(XZ\JT) = Xnf(Z\T). (15.6.27)

Thus, to describe a section of £(n), we can dispense with the machinery of
open coverings and transition functions, and work with a single function
/ , which obeys not the usual homogeneity condition of (15.6.26) but the
generalized condition of (15.6.27).

(6) Vector Bundles Over Hypersurfaces
In our phenomenological work in the next chapter, we will find that

vector bundles over manifolds of 5/7(3) holonomy can play an impor-
tant role in the construction of more or less realistic models. We would
therefore like to construct here some examples of such bundles. We will
content ourselves with describing some examples of vector bundles over
one of the simplest examples of a manifold of 5/7(3) holonomy, namely a
hypersurface Q in CP4 described by the vanishing of a quintic polynomial
P.

We begin by describing explicitly the tangent bundles of CP4 and of Q.
A tangent vector field va can be thought of as the generator of an infinites-
imal coordinate transformation 6za = va. Here in general the za might
be any complex coordinates on any complex manifold K. In the case of
CP* the simplest description involves choosing the za to be the standard
homogeneous coordinates Z1, Z 2 , . . . , Z5, which are defined only modulo
a scaling Za « XZa. When we write in the_case of CP4 the standard
formula 6Za = Va, a — 1,. . . ,5, the Va(Zh,~Z°) must be homogeneous of
degree one (i.e., Va(XZb, A Z°) = AVa(Z6,Z°)). This is required because
the formula 6Za = Va does not make sense unless the Za and the Va

scale in the same way. Also, one of the five Va is redundant since the
complex dimension of CP4 is only four. The redundancy is removed by
noting that we should consider Va and Va + XZa to be equivalent in CP4,
since the transformation 6Za = XZa is trivial in CP*.

If we wish to discuss the tangent bundle not of CP4 but of the hyper-
surface Q in CP4, then we should impose the condition that the vector
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field Va should be tangent to the hypersurface. This means that the
equation P = 0, which defines the hypersurface, must be invariant un-
der SZa = Va. The change in P under that coordinate transformation
is 8P = (dP/dZa)Va, and this must vanish for Va to be tangent to the
hypersurface. In summary then, a tangent vector field to Q is a set of five
functions Va(Zb, Z ) that are homogeneous of degree one and are subject
to an equivalence relation

Va w Va + XZa (15.6.28)

and a constraint

§^ya = °- (15-6-29)
The constraint is compatible with the equivalence relation, since for any
homogeneous quintic polynomial P, Za(dP/dZa) = 5P, and this vanishes
on the hypersurface Q.

Equations (15.6.28) and (15.6.29) describe a particular holomorphic vec-
tor bundle over Q, namely the tangent bundle T. We now will describe
some more general complex vector bundles over T that have the same
topological type but a different complex structure. To do this, we perturb
the equations that entered in defining T. There is no useful way to modify
(15.6.28), but (15.6.29) is another story. In (15.6.29), dP/dZa is, for each
a, a quartic polynomial in the Zb. Let Pa, a = 1 , . . . , 5 be any five quartic
polynomials in the Zb that obey

PaZ
a = 0 (15.6.30)

(on Q). Then we can modify (15.6.29) to

PaV
a = 0. (15.6.31)

This is still compatible with (15.6.28) because of (15.6.30). For any choice
of the five polynomials Pa (subject to (15.6.30)), (15.6.28) and (15.6.31)
together define a holomorphic vector bundle T over Q. It is equivalent to
T topologically but has a different complex structure. The general form
of the Pa compatible with (15.6.30) is

Pa = 8P/dZa + PabcdeZ
bZcZdZe, (15.6.32)

where pabcde is completely symmetric in its last four indices but vanishes
if symmetrized in all five indices. A little arithmetic shows that there are
224 parameters in the choice of the pabcdei s o the holomorphic deformation
of T that we have constructed depends on 224 parameters.
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Now, T, like T, is a three-dimensional complex vector bundle or 517(3)
bundle, since at each point in Q, the Va, in view of (15.6.28) and (15.6.31),
have three independent complex components. In our search in the next
chapter for models with unbroken supersymmetry in four dimensions and
gauge group 50(10), we will be interested in /owr-dimensional bundles
over Q. In the case at hand, we can obtain some four-dimensional bundles
over Q by dropping either (15.6.28) or (15.6.31). It turns out to be far
more interesting to drop (15.6.28), so we define an 5£/(4) bundle X over
Q by saying that a section of X is a set of five functions Va, homogeneous
of degree one, that obey (15.6.31). More explicitly, for each point p in
Q there are four independent solutions of (15.6.31); these form a vector
space that is to be the fiber of X at p.

Upon dropping (15.6.28), there is no reason to require (15.6.30), so we
no longer require that pabcde vanishes if symmetrized in all five indices.
Of course, pabcde is still completely symmetric in the last four indices. At
first sight, there seem to be 5 • (5 • 6 • 7 • 8/1 • 2 • 3 • 4) = 350 parameters
in the pabcde<> but this is not the number of parameters that enters in
determining the complex structure of X. After dropping (15.6.28), the
index ca' in Va or Pa no longer has any intrinsic meaning. If we take any
5 x 5 matrix A then Pa = Aa&P&, inserted in (15.6.31), gives a bundle
equivalent to the one that we would have made from the Pa. As A has
5 x 5 = 25 components, the number of independent parameters that enter
in defining X is 350 - 25 = 325.

Topologically, X is the same as T © L (the direct sum of the tangent
bundle T and a trivial line bundle L). To see this, note that the topolog-
ical type of X cannot depend on the continuously adjustable parameters
Pabcde' Thus, we can determine the topological type of X by consider-
ing the case pabcde — 0. In this case, we note that X contains a trivial
line bundle L (the degree of freedom that we could have removed by the
equivalence relation (15.6.28) if we had chosen to do so), while the orthog-
onal complement of L is manifestly the same as T. While X is equivalent
to T © L topologically, this is not so holomorphically. Instead, X is a
'holomorphic deformation' of T© L, a structure that can be reached from
T ffi L by continuously varying the complex structure.

15.7 Dolbeault Cohomology and Some Applications

Let K be a Kahler manifold of complex dimension N. We have defined
the d operator which maps (0, q) forms to (0, q -f 1) forms by saying that
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if ^aia2...a9 is a (0, q) form, then dij) is the (0, q + 1) form

= ~da1'
lfci2:.aq+i =t cyclic permutations. (15.7.1)

In many ways, the d operator is quite similar to the ordinary exterior
derivative d of a real manifold, but there are crucial differences. One of
the main differences is that, unlike J, d has a generalization in the presence
of Yang-Mills fields that preserves the essential property d = 0.

To formulate this generalization, let X be a holomorphic vector bun-
dle, endowed with a holomorphic connection, so that the Yang-Mills field
strength obeys F-^ — 0. Let tp be a (0, q) form with values in X. This
means that ^ ^ . . . a ls antisymmetric in the q antiholomorphic indices
o"i, a*2,..., aq and in addition carries an index x appropriate to the bundle
X. We define a gauge covariant exterior derivative D that maps (0,g)
forms with values in X to (0, q +1) forms with values in X by the formula

_ 1 r
W . « * i - ? + 1 | ^ a2...aq+1 ^ ^

± cyclic permutations. >

Thus, we have merely replaced the ordinary derivative d^ in the exterior
derivative with the covariant derivative Da- Since for a holomorphic con-
nection on a holomorphic vector bundle [Da-, D^\ = 0, Da serves just as

2

well as da~ in ensuring that D = 0.
2

Since D = 0, we can define cohomology groups in the usual way. A
(0,#) form xj) with values in X is considered D closed if Di\) — 0 and D
exact if tj) = DA for some A. The equivalence classes of (0,(?) forms that
are closed but not exact form what is called Hq(X), the qth Dolbeault
cohomology group with values in X. In the usual way, Hq(X) can al-
ternatively be characterized as consisting of the zero eigenvalues of the
hermitian operator D + D (with D being here the adjoint of D).

To understand the connection of this with our previous definition of
Dolbeault cohomology, note that the extra index x of the form ^f^ •%
may label an arbitrary holomorphic vector bundle X. In particular, x
may label the bundle Vtv of differential forms of type (p, 0), which was
described in example (2) in §15.6.3. In that case ^ ^ -^ is the same
thing as a differential form i/>a1a2...apa1a2...aq with p holomorphic and q
antiholomorphic indices. The gauge-covariant operator D in this situation
is the same as the d operator acting on (p, q) forms, so what we called

in §15.5.3 is what we would now call Hq{QP).
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As an example, given a holomorphic vector bundle X over a complex
manifold K, the cohomology group H°(X) has a particularly simple in-
terpretation. An element of H°(X) is a scalar field i\)x with values in X
which obeys 0 = Dxj)x. More explicitly, it must obey 0 = Datpx for all
a. We have already discussed this equation in (15.6.7) above; if locally
we gauge away the gauge fields that appear in D^ the equation reduces
to dart>x — 0, and means that the ipx locally are analytic functions in the
usual sense. If X is actually the trivial line bundle L, an element of H°(X)
is an everywhere holomorphic function which - if K is compact - must
be a constant. For more general X, H°(X) generalizes the notion of an
everywhere holomorphic function. For instance, let K be CPN and let X
be the line bundle L(n) defined in the last section. We showed there that
a section of L(n) is a function / homogeneous of degree n in the N + 1
homogeneous coordinates Z1,..., Z + 1 . / is a holomorphic section of
L(n) if it is holomorphic in the Z\ A global holomorphic function homo-
geneous of degree n in the Z% must be an nth-order polynomial in the Z%.
(Any other homogeneous holomorphic function would have singularities
somewhere.) For negative n there are, of course, no nth-order polynomi-
als. For nonnegative n there are (N + n)\/N\n\ independent nth-order
polynomials in TV + 1 variables, and this is the dimension of H°(L(n)).

We will now sketch some applications of the generalized notion of Dol-
beault cohomology.

15.7.1 Zero Modes of the Dirac Operator

Let K be a manifold of SU(N) holonomy. Then - as we have learned in
§15.5.1 - a spinor field on K is the same as a collection of (0,#) forms,
q = 1 , . . . , N. A spinor field ^£ with values in some holomorphic vector
bundle X is the same as a collection of (0, q) forms ^ - with values in
X. The Dirac operator P D t for such a field is the same as the Dolbeault
operator D + D , a matter that we have already discussed in the case in
which X is trivial. The zero modes of the Dirac operator are the zero
modes of the Dolbeault operator; they are in other words the Dolbeault
cohomology classes, the elements of Hq(X).

On the other hand, the Dirac zero modes give rise to massless fermions
in four dimensions. This is indeed the principal reason for our interest in
Dolbeault cohomology. A few general statements about Dolbeault coho-
mology on manifolds of SU(N) holonomy will be very helpful in the next
chapter.

The first general statement is that Hq(X) has the same dimension as
HN~q(X), with X being the dual or complex conjugate bundle of X. This
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is proved by complex conjugation. The complex conjugate of a (0, q) form
^ - with values in X would be a (#,0) form ^*alfl2...a

 w ^h values- with values in X would be a (#,0) form ^alfl2...a

in X. By contracting with the covariantly constant (0, N) form u) of the
manifold of SU(N) holonomy,

aia2...aq

bi a9

we can relate if)* to a (0, N — q) form <j) with values in X. </> obeys the
Dirac equation if and only if ^ does. This establishes that Hq(X) and
HN~q{X) have the same dimension on a manifold of SU(N) holonomy,
a statement that is a special case of Serre's generalization of Poincare
duality to complex manifolds.

Physically, in compactiflcation on manifolds of 517(3) holonomy, the
relation between Hq and H3~q means that massless fermions coming from
Hz~q are always the CPT conjugates of massless fermions coming from
Hq. It will therefore be adequate to understand the modes coining from,
say, H° and H1. Actually, the theory of H° is particularly simple in the
case that will interest us most - the case in which the gauge connection
can be chosen to obey (15.6.4), an equation that is related to unbroken
supersymmetry. To see this, note that an element of H° is annihilated by
the Dirac operator YlDi and hence also by its square, for which we have
given a formula in (15.5.17) which we here repeat for convenience:

(in A)2 = -DiD* + i?/4 - TijF^Tx/i. (15.7.4)

Here we may drop the R/i term, since this vanishes on manifolds of
SU(N) holonomy. Also, in studying i7°, we may drop the last term since
the relation of spinors to (0, q) forms is such that (if the Yang-Mills field
obeys (15.6.3) and (15.6.4)) F ' i ^ annihilates (0,0) forms. Hence on
(0,0) forms, (iTlDi)2 = —DiD1. A zero mode 0 of the Dirac operator
must hence be annihilated by —DiD\ and hence it must be covariantly
constant. In practice, this means that the only massless modes in four
dimensions coming from H° (or H3) are modes such as gluinos, which
are related to supersymmetry and unbroken gauge symmetries in obvious
ways. The real subtlety in studying fermion zero modes on a manifold of
SU(3) holonomy involves studying H1 (or equivalently H2).

As a check on some of the foregoing, recall that the relation of forms to
spinors on a manifold of SU(3) holonomy is such that a (0,<?) form has
chirality (—l)q in the sense of the six uncompactified dimensions. In view
of the correlation between six-dimensional and four-dimensional chirality
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described in chapter 14, a (0,<?) form also has chirality (—I)9 in the four-
dimensional sense. Thus, we can consider elements of H1 as left-handed
massless fermions in four dimensions; their CPT conjugates, which arise
from H2 (of the complex-conjugate bundle) are right-handed.

15.7.2 Deformations of Complex Manifolds

In this subsection and the following one we turn to a discussion of the re-
lation between Dolbeault cohomology and deformations of complex struc-
ture.

Let /{ be a complex manifold. Then K is endowed with a tensor field
Jlk that obeys

J'kJ
k
m = -61 (15.7.5)

along with the vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor

0 = Nkij (15.7.6)

constructed from J. Locally, it is possible to find holomorphic coordinates
za on K; in the coordinate system defined by the za and J6, the nonzero
components of J are

Ja
b = iSl J"l=-iSf. (15.7.7)

Now, we would like to ask whether it is possible to deform the complex
structure of K to a 'nearby' but inequivalent complex structure. (In the
special case or a Riemann surface, this is a restatement of a question that
we first asked in §3.3, where we explored the conformally inequivalent
metrics on such a surface.) Thus, we ask whether it is possible to perturb
the complex structure J to a new one

Ji
k-+Ji

k = Jik + Ti
k (15.7.8)

in such a way that the key equations (15.7.5) and (15.7.6) are still satisfied.
Of course, if J is obtained from J by a diffeomorphism or coordinate
transformation on A', it will obey (15.7.5) and (15.7.6) just as J does; but
in this case J will define a complex structure which (up to diffeomorphism)
is equivalent to that defined by J. We are interested in characterizing the
perturbations r that obey (15.7.5) and (15.7.6) but cannot be obtained
by a diffeomorphism applied to J. Using (15.7.7), it is not too difficult to
see that (15.7.5) implies that ra& = ra^ = 0, but it does not constrain ra^
or its complex conjugate r%. What about (15.7.6)? Using the definition
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(15.2.4) of the Nijenhuis tensor, the reader should be able to see that all
components of Nkij vanish automatically except

Nal-c = dvac-dtr% (15.7.9)

and its complex conjugate Naic, which will of course vanish if (15.7.9)
does. The vanishing of Na-^- has a simple interpretation. If we view ra^
as a (0,1) form with values in the holomorphic tangent bundle T, then
Na£- = 0 amounts to

dra = 0. (15.7.10)

This says that the deformation r of the complex structure defines an
element of Hl{T).

Of course, deformations J ^ J + T are to be considered trivial if they
can be obtained by an infinitesimal change of coordinates

s« _> za = za + tva{z\-f), (15.7.11)

with e being a small parameter. The transformation law of J under such
a transformation is determined by the transformation law of tensors in
general relativity

f l V <"-7J2>
One finds that the infinitesimal transformation law of ra is

ra -> Ta + edva. (15.7.13)

This shows that if two different deformations of J, say r and r', have the
same cohomology class in H1^), then they define (up to diffeomorphism)
the same deformation of the complex structure. Combining our results, we
see that the possible deformations of the complex structure of a complex
manifold K are in one-to-one correspondence with elements of H^(T), the
first Dolbeault cohomology group of K with values in the holomorphic
tangent bundle T.

As an example, let K be a Riemann surface E. An element of Hl(T)
is a harmonic form tpj with a holomorphic one form index which has only
one possible value, namely z, and an antiholomorphic (0,1) form index
which must be J. Contracting with the covariantly constant metric tensor
we can relate ^ to a field

h-z - <7z#f, (15.7.14)

which transforms like the antighosts that arise in covariant quantization
of string theory. An element of if1(T) would be equivalent to a zero mode
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of the Dirac equation acting on the field xj)j or bjz- Thus, we learn that
infinitesimal deformations of the complex structure of S are in one-to-one
correspondence with zero modes of the antighost field b. It is pleasing to
recover in this way a result that we first obtained in §3.3.

For another important application, let K be a manifold of SU{Z) holon-
omy. In this case, by use of the holomorphic three form a;, an element
0a£ of Hl(T) is equivalent to a (2,1) form

Xaia2l = ̂ a2a^a\ (15.7.15)

As u) is covariantly constant, x is a harmonic form if and only if ip is.
Thus, on a manifold of 517(3) holonomy, IT1 (T) coincides with HW.
In particular, this means that the Hodge number ft2'1, defined as the
dimension of H^2}1\ is the same as the number of complex parameters
that enter in defining the complex structure of K.

For example, let K be a quintic hypersurface in CP4. Then we saw in
example (4) of §15.2.3 that the complex structure of K is determined by
the 101 independent complex parameters of a quintic polynomial. Hence,
K has ft2'1 = 101. We know from §15.5.4 that h™ = h™ = h3^3^
and that A0'0 = ft3'0 = 1, ft1'0 = ft2'0 = 0. This leaves only h1*1 to be
determined. A1'1 is the number of harmonic (1,1) forms. On any Kahler
manifold there is always at least one such form, the Kahler form. A
hypersurface in CPN always has precisely one harmonic (1,1) form, so
h1*1 = 1 for such a space. Hence we can evaluate the Euler characteristic
of a quintic hypersurface in CP4. It is

X = Y,(-lY*9hM = ~200- (15.7.16)
p,q

There is of course a gap in our derivation of this result, since we have not
proved that hljl = 1. In the next and last section of this chapter, we will
give an independent derivation that x = —200 (and hence hlyl = 1) for a
quintic hypersurface in CP4.

15.7.3 Deformations of Holomorphic Vector Bundles

In the last section, we showed that deformations of the complex structure
of a complex manifold K are related to ff1(T), with T being the holo-
morphic tangent bundle of K. Here we will consider a holomorphic vector
bundle X over K, and give an analogous description of the deformations
of the complex structure of X in terms of Dolbeault cohomology.

Except for one exceptional case N = 3.
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We can describe the bundle X by specifying a gauge field A{ with F-j =
0. In the latter equation only the (0,1) part of the gauge field is relevant.
If we wish to perturb the bundle, we can do this by perturbing the (0,1)
part of A. We write Aa = A-a+SA-a, with SA-a an infinitesimal disturbance,
and we ask whether it is still true that F-j = 0 to lowest order in 8A. The
requisite equation is D-aSA^ — D^SAa = 0, or more succinctly D6A = 0.
Thus, 6A must be D closed, and so defines a Dolbeault cohomology class.
As 8A is a (0,1) form in the adjoint representation of the gauge group,
the relevant cohomology group is Hl{EnAX). (Recall that we defined
End X as the bundle made by writing the structure functions in the adjoint
representation.)

Figure 15.3. The four generators of the fundamental group of a Riemann surface of
genus two are sketched here.

As an example, let X be the trivial line bundle over a Riemann surface
S of genus g. Then EndX is trivial, like X, so H1 (End X) is the same as
ij(0)1). This we know to be g dimensional for a surface of genus #, so holo-
morphic deformations of the complex structure of X depend on g complex
parameters. An explicit description of them can be given. As sketched in
fig. 15.3 for the case of genus two, the fundamental group of a surface of
genus g has 2g generators. We can require that a complex field change
by an arbitrarily prescribed phase in circumnavigating any independent
noncontractible loop in E. As there are 2g independent loops, the possi-
ble boundary conditions depend on 2g real parameters or on g complex
parameters. Since the boundary conditions can be adjusted continuously,
they do not affect the topology of the bundle X, but they do affect its
holomorphic structure (as we have proved by computing iJ1(EndX)).

As another example, let T be the holomorphic tangent bundle of a
quintic hypersurface in CP4. In example (6) of §15.6.2 we explicitly con-
structed a family of holomorphic deformations of T depending on 224
complex parameters. Though we will not prove it here, these are all of
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the possible continuous deformations of T, so H1 (End T) is 224 dimen-
sional. Likewise, we constructed in the same discussion a 325-dimensional
family of deformations of X ~ T © £, and this corresponds to the fact
that H1 (End X) is 325 dimensional.

15.8 Branched Coverings of Complex Manifolds

In this concluding section we will briefly and somewhat heuristically de-
scribe the notion of a branched covering of a complex manifold and the
behavior of the Euler characteristic under such a branched covering. The
goal is to enrich our understanding of Riemann surfaces and complex man-
ifolds and to develop a new tool for determining the Euler characteristic
of a manifold of SU(3) holonomy.

Let k be the standard Kahler form of CPN. What harmonic forms exist
on CPN1 Apart from the zero form 1 and the two form &, the harmonic
forms we know of are the wedge products k A fc, k A k A k, and so on up
to the iV-fold wedge product (k A k A . . . A k)^. Though we will not try
to prove this here, these are all of the harmonic forms on CPN, and in
particular the Euler characteristic of CPN is N + 1. This fact will be
useful presently.

Let X, V, and Z be homogeneous coordinates for CP2. Consider the
Riemann surface E defined by the homogeneous equation

Zn = Xn + Yn (15.8.1)

in CP2. We would like to determine the genus of this surface; we will do
so by computing the Euler characteristic.

By themselves, X and Y would be homogeneous coordinates for a Rie-
mann sphere R « CP1. If Xn + Yn is not zero, then (15.8.1) permits n
possible values of Z for given X and Y. Thus, if there were no roots of
the equation

Xn + Yn = 0, (15.8.2)

the surface E would simply consist of n copies of R. As the Euler char-
acteristic of R is 2, the Euler characteristic of n copies of R would be
2n.

Actually, the equation (15.8.2) has n roots on the Riemann sphere. For
Xn + Yn ^ 0, (15.8.1) allows n values of Z, but for Xn + Yn = 0, (15.8.1)
requires Z = 0. Because of this, the Euler characteristic of S is not
simply n times that of R. What is the necessary correction? Let P be
the collection of n points on R on which (15.8.2) is obeyed. Let R — P be
R with those points removed, and let S — P be E with the corresponding
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472 15. Some Algebraic Geometry

points removed. Then E — P is indeed n copies of R — P, so the Euler
characteristic of S — P is n times that of R — P:

X(X-P) = n.X(R-P). (15.8.3)

The Euler characteristic of R is 2. The Euler characteristic of a point is 1,
so that of P is n. The Euler characteristic behaves in an additive fashion
in gluing spaces together or in removing pieces, so

X(R-P) = x(R)-x(P) = 2-n- (15-8.4)

Thus x(E — P) = n(2 — n). Gluing in n points to recover E from S — P,
we get

X(S) = x(S - i>) + x(-P) = «(3 - n), (15.8.5)

which determines the genus of S. In particular, for n = 3 the Euler
characteristic is zero; S is a surface of genus one, an ordinary torus. This
agrees with the fact that in §15.4.3, we found an everywhere nonzero
holomorphic one form on E precisely for n = 3.

The above construction is usually described by saying that S is an re-
fold cover of the Riemann sphere i?, branched over the n roots of (15.8.2).
S is made by taking n copies of X everywhere except on the branch locus,
where we take only one copy.

Let us try this again, considering a hypersurface H in CP^:

Wn = Xn + Yn + Zn. (15.8.6)

By themselves X, F , and Z would be homogeneous coordinates for a man-
ifold M, isomorphic to CP2, with Euler characteristic 3. If the equation

Xn + Yn + Zn = 0 (15.8.7)

had no roots, (15.8.6) would simply determine n possible values of W
for given (X,YyZ). Actually, (15.8.7) vanishes on a Riemann surface E'
isomorphic to the surface S considered earlier (one relates (15.8.7) to
the equation for S by multiplying Z by an nth root of -1). H can be
described as an n-fold cover of M « CP2 branched over S'. The Euler

This additivity was proved and used in a special case at the end of chapter 12
to determine the Euler characteristic of a Riemann surface. It can be proved in
the general case in a similar way, by using the fact that the Euler characteristic
is the integral of a polynomial in the Riemann tensor.
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15.8 Branched Coverings of Complex Manifolds 473

characteristic of M is 3, so that of M — E' is 3 — n(3 — n), and that of
H — E; is 3n — n2(3 — n). Finally, the Euler characteristic of H is

X(H) = X ( # - S') + x(E') = n(n2 -4n + 6). (15.8.8)

For instance, the K3 surface (n = 4) has x == 24.
We will push this one step further and consider the hypersurface Q in

CP4 denned by

Un = Wn + Xn + Yn + Zn. (15.8.9)

By themselves W, X, F, and Z would be homogeneous coordinates for a
manifold N « (7P3, of Euler characteristic 4. Q is an n-fold cover of iV,
branched over the locus H' of

Wn + Xn + Yn + Zn = 0. (15.8.10)

The Euler characteristic of Hf is given in (15.8.8). Applying the same
reasoning as in the previous examples, the Euler characteristic of Q is

, 9 (15.8.11.)
X(Q) = X(Q - H') + x(H') = nX(N - Hf) + X(Hl)

= nX(N) + (1 - n)x(H') = -n(n3 - 5n2 + lOn - 10).

Setting n = 5, we learn that the quintic hypersurface in CP4, which
admits a metric of SU(3) holonomy, has \ = —200. This, finally, is in
agreement with our discussion in §15.7.2.
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16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

In the last chapter we developed some of the basic tools of algebraic
geometry, and in particular we developed the machinery that is needed to
understand compactifications that lead to low-energy supersymmetry in
four dimensions. In this chapter, we will apply what we have learned to
explore in considerable detail the properties of the resulting models.

It should be noted that in our discussion of orbifolds in chapter 9, we
have already discussed special examples of models with low-energy super-
symmetry. The precise connection of orbifolds with the models investi-
gated in this chapter will be explored in §16.10 below.

16.1 A Simple Ansatz

We formulated in the last chapter the condition for unbroken supersym-
metry to survive after compactification from ten dimensions on M4 x K.
The ten-dimensional spinor rja generates an unbroken supersymmetry in
four dimensions if a supersymmetry transformation with parameter rja

leaves the elementary Fermi fields invariant. Restricting the equations of
§15.1.2 to the internal space K and dropping Fermi fields gives

(a) o = ̂  = l ^ ^

(6) 0=6X = "

Here ^, A, and x a r e respectively the gravitino, dilatino, and gluino; <j> is
the dilaton, and H is the gauge-invariant field strength of the two form
B. The above equations must be supplemented by the Bianchi identity

dH = tvR A R - t rF A F. (16.1.2)

The above equations simplify considerably if we assume that d<j) = H =
0. As we will see, a good deal of interesting physics is possible under

475
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476 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

this simplifying assumption, and we will analyze this situation in detail
before trying to formulate generalizations. Indeed, to understand the
generalizations requires a more powerful approach, which we will develop
later.

With d<j) = H = 0, the first equation in (16.1.1) tells us that K is a
Kahler manifold of vanishing first Chern class endowed with a metric of
SU(3) holonomy predicted by Yau's proof of the Calabi conjecture. The
second condition in (16.1.1) is vacuous when d<f> = H = 0. The last tells
us that the gauge field A is a holomorphic connection on a holomorphic
vector bundle X and obeys the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau equation.

Once the topology of K has been chosen, a metric on K of SU(3)
holonomy is determined by a finite number of parameters. These are the
parameters that determine the topological class of the Kahler form on
K and the complex structure of K. Likewise, once a choice is made of
the topological class of the bundle X, the solution of (16.1.1)(c) depends
on only a finite number of parameters, namely the parameters that enter
in determining the complex structure of X. Therefore, once the discrete
topological choices have been made, there are only a finite number of con-
tinuously adjustable parameters at our disposal in trying to obey (16.1.2).
Since we have assumed that H = 0 in order to simplify (16.1.1), (16.1.2)
tells us that

0 = trF A F - tiR A R. (16.1.3)

At first sight, (16.1.3) may not appear promising. Equation (16.1.3) is
really an infinite set of conditions, since the four form trF A F — trR A R
must vanish at each point in K. How can we adjust the finite set of
parameters left over from (16.1.1) to obey (16.1.3)? We can only expect
an overdetermined set of conditions like (16.1.3) to be obeyed if it is
obviously obeyed, and this requires that there should be some relation
between F and R.

How can we achieve this? We will use a special case of an ansatz that
was introduced in §14.6 to obtain a reasonable model of the fermion quan-
tum numbers. As we noted in our discussion there, the spin connection
u>i of a Riemannian manifold K can be regarded as a gauge field. The
gauge group is the holonomy group H of K, which for our present pur-
poses is SU(3). If the ten-dimensional gauge group were 5£/(3), we could
simply set the gauge fields A{ of the ten-dimensional theory equal to the
spin connection a;,-. The Yang-Mills field strength F would then equal
the Riemann curvature tensor i?, and (16.1.3) would be obeyed (up to a
normalization factor that we will discuss shortly). In practice, the ten-
dimensional gauge group is not SU(3) but much larger; in fact, E% x E% is
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the most interesting possibility. To carry out the above construction, we
must pick an 5(7(3) subgroup H1 of Eg x Eg and set the H1 gauge fields
equal to the spin connection. Picking an 5(7(3) subgroup of Eg x Eg can
be interpreted as embedding the holonomy group H in Eg x J3$, so we
will describe the whole construction as 'embedding the spin connection in
the gauge group'.

For reasons that will become clear, we wish to pick a minimal embed-
ding. Thus, we select a maximal subgroup 5(7(3) x EQ of (say) the first
Eg, and we identify the holonomy group H with the first factor. With the
5(7(3) gauge fields being the same as the spin connection, (16.1.3) will be
obeyed up to a possible normalization factor coming from the fact that
the traces trF A F and tiR A R are being evaluated in different represen-
tations. In fact, trR/\R is being evaluated in the vector representation of
50(1,9), which under 5(7(3) transforms as 3 0 30 singlets. For t rF A F
the situation is less straightforward. We must recall that in chapter 13
we defined ctr' in the Eg case to denote one thirtieth of the trace in the
adjoint representation of Eg. Also, we recall the decomposition of the
adjoint representation of Eg under 5(7(3) x EQ:

248 = (3,27) 0 (3,27) 0 (8,1) © (1,78). (16.1.4)

Here (8,1) and (1,78) are the adjoint representations of 5(7(3) and EQ,
respectively; (3,27) is the tensor product of the fundamental 3 of 5(7(3)
with the fundamental 27 of Ee; and (3,27) is the complex conjugate
of this. It is straightforward to show that the trace of the square of an
5(7(3) matrix in the adjoint representation 8 is three times what it is
in the 3 0 3. Adding this to the 27 copies of 3 © 3 explicitly visible in
(16.1.4), we see that the trace of the square of an 5(7(3) generator in the
adjoint representation of Eg is 3 + 27 = 30 times what it is in the 3 © 3 of
5(7(3). This factor of 30 cancels the fact that t rF A F is defined to be one
thirtieth of the trace of F A F in the adjoint representation of Eg. So in
(16.1.3) we may interpret trF A F as a trace in the 3 ©3 of 5(7(3). Since
tiR A R is a trace in the same representation, (16.1.3) is satisfied. This
would not work if we were to choose a nonminimal embedding of 5(7(3)
in Eg X Eg, so the minimal embedding is forced upon us.

Embedding the spin connection in the gauge group was already con-
sidered in chapter 14, merely in order to obtain a realistic model of the
fermion quantum numbers. In chapter 14 we considered a generical Rie-
mannian manifold of 50(6) holonomy. Embedding the holonomy group in

The facts about Eg group theory required in the present chapter were described
in appendix 6.A.
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478 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

Es by the chain 50(6) x 50(10) C 50(16) C JE8, we broke E* to 50(10).
This led to the existence of chiral fermions in the 16 and 1(3 of 50(10),
the net number of generations being one-half the Euler characteristic of
K. We are here considering the special case in which the holonomy group
H is not 50(6) but an 5(7(3) subgroup. The unbroken subgroup of E%
is correspondingly larger - E§ rather than 50(10). At the E§ level, the
number of generations is defined as the net number of chiral 27's, since
the 27 of EG decomposes under 50(10) as 27 « 16 0 1 0 ©1. The number
of generations in an EQ model obtained by picking K to be a manifold of
5(7(3) holonomy must be one half of the Euler characteristic, just as in
the more general 5O(10) models, since the construction considered here
is just a special case of the one in chapter 14. Indeed, we will in the next
section recover the statement that the number of generations is one-half
of the Euler characteristic in the course of a systematic survey of the
spectrum of massless particles.

The construction considered here, since it is claimed to give vacuum
states with unbroken supersymmetry, should also lead to solutions of the
equations of motion. To investigate this point, we consider the form of
the effective low-energy field theory of the ten-dimensional theory. The
effective Lagrangian, up to corrections of order (a1)2, is

R2)

+ Fermi terms.
(16.1.5)

All of the terms in (16.1.5) can be deduced just from space-time super-
symmetry, and were described in chapter 13, with two exceptions. The
first exception is that the Lorentz Chern-Simons term in

H = dB + UJL- UYM (16.1.6)

is not needed in the minimal supergravity Lagrangian. The second excep-
tion is the RMNPQRMNP® + . . . interaction in (16.1.5). Although these
two terms are not required by space-time supersymmetry, it can be shown
(with considerable effort) that they are related to each other by super-
symmetry, so that both must be present if one is. Alternatively, it is not
very difficult to compute on-shell three-point couplings in the heterotic
string theory (the key steps were explained in §7.4.4) and show that both
correction terms are generated with the stated coefficients. (The analo-
gous calculation in the Type I theory is trickier.) Further examination of
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string scattering amplitudes reveals that the next correction to the effec-
tive Lagrangian arises in order (a')3, where one meets a plethora of terms
such as an i?4 interaction.

It is easy to see that, to this order, the equations of motion are obeyed
by our ansatz. For example, the Einstein equations are obeyed since
the Ricci tensor vanishes for metrics of SU(3) holonomy (the correction
to the Einstein equations due to the R2 terms in (16.1.5) is harmless
since DlRijM = 0 for a Ricci-flat metric). The Yang-Mills equations are
likewise obeyed since (as we know from the end of §15.6.2) they follow
from (16.1.1). The slightly delicate case is the dilaton equation, which
(with our assumption that d<f> = H = 0) becomes

0 = tiFijF*' - tvRijRij, (16.1.7)

where tiR^R^ = R^MR*^1, the 'trace' in tvRijR^ being over the indices
of Rijki that have been suppressed. Just like (16.1.3), (16.1.7) is an im-
plausible equation unless there is some special relation between F and R.
Embedding the spin connection in the gauge group gives such a relation,
and indeed (16.1.7) is obeyed in this case.

This is in agreement with our expectation that states of unbroken super-
symmetry should obey the equations of motion. However, (16.1.5) is only
valid to within corrections of order (a')2, and we would like to extend the
analysis to higher orders. After developing suitable tools, we will return
to this question and prove that solutions of the equations of motion can
be constructed to all finite orders in a1 with manifolds of 5(7(3) holonomy
as the starting point. In the process we will also learn how to relax the
assumption of embedding the spin connection in the gauge group and to
find more general solutions.

Since a1 is a constant of nature if string theory is correct, what is the
meaning of expanding in powers of a'? A manifold of 5(7(3) holonomy
has a radius r that is not determined by the Einstein equations. (The
condition for 5(7(3) holonomy is invariant under rescaling of the metric
9ij -* tgij-) AH curvatures and field strengths vanish for large r, the
dimensionless expansion parameter being a'/r2. Our preceding discussion
amounted to verifying the equations of motion up to and including terms
of order (a ; /r2)2 .

Embedding the spin connection in the gauge group gives a number of
immediate phenomenological dividends. E% is not a suitable gauge group
for grand unification in four dimensions, since it does not have complex
representations. Indeed, the only exceptional group that has complex rep-
resentations and so is suitable for grand unification in four dimensions is
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480 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

EQ. The group EQ is also rather special from a supersymmetric view-
point. It is the only candidate grand-unified gauge group in which the
natural representation for fermions - the 27 - coincides with the natural
representation for Higgs bosons, as one would wish for supersymmetric
model building. In 50(10), for example, fermions and Higgs bosons are
naturally in the 16 and 10, respectively; these are unified in the 27 of E$.

In our construction EQ appeared not because it is the four-dimensional
group that we would like to get, but because embedding the spin connec-
tion in the gauge group is the simplest way to obey the requisite equations,
and automatically breaks Eg x Eg down to EQ x E%. Also, the chiral su-
permultiplets appear in the 27 and 27 of EQ, which are the only really
suitable representations, not because we have contrived this, but because
they are the only complex representations of EQ that appear in the de-
composition (16.1.4) of the Lie algebra of E%.

In this chapter, when we wish to cite a particular example of a man-
ifold of 5t/(3) holonomy, it will usually be a quintic hypersurface Q in
(7JP4, defined by the vanishing of a homogeneous quintic polynomial P
in five complex variables Zi, Z2, . . . , Z5. The polynomial P may be the
po?ynomfa2

P = Z\ + Z\ + Z\ + Zl + Zl (16.1.8)

or some more general polynomial with less symmetry, such as P! =
J2i%i + tZ\Z2ZzZ±Z$. As we noted in chapter 15, after removing 25
degrees of freedom that can be absorbed in a linear redefinition of the Zt,
there are 101 independent complex parameters that enter in the choice
of P. The description of this manifold by polynomials will permit a very
extensive study of the properties of the model. The complete intersection
of k hypersurfaces in CP3+*, which was also described in chapter 17, can
be studied in a similar way, though we will not do so. At the end of
this chapter we will describe another and very different class of simple
examples of manifolds of 517(3) holonomy.

16.2 The Spectrum of Massless Particles

In this section we survey the spectrum of massless particles in the ef-
fective four-dimensional theory that arises by compactification of a ten-
dimensional world on a manifold of 5(7(3) holonomy. We will assume
that the spin connection has been embedded in the gauge group, though
much of the discussion remains valid after later generalization. We will
first consider massless particles that arise as zero modes of the fields that
carry Eg x E$ charges, and then we will turn our attention to the neutral
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16.2 The Spectrum of Massless Particles 481

fields.

16.2.1 Zero Modes of Charged Fields

The gluino field Xa n a s a s P m o r index a and an index x labeling the
adjoint representation of E% (or E% x E%\ for brevity we concentrate on
one E% factor in which the gauge field has been embedded). Assuming
that only 5/7(3) gauge fields of a maximal subgroup 5/7(3) x EQ C E%
are present in the vacuum, the Dirac equation decouples the components
of x that transform as different representations of 5(7(3).

The 5/7(3) singlet modes are not affected by the embedding of the spin
connection in the gauge group, so they are spinor fields of K. A spinor
field ipa on K is equivalent to a collection of differential forms i^a1...aq of
type (0,#). The zero modes of the Dirac operator form the Dolbeault
cohomology groups H°>q, and give rise in four dimensions to massless
fermions of chirality (-1)*. We know from §15.5.4 that if0'1 = H°>2 = 0,
while i?0>0 and if0'3 are one dimensional, consisting of the covariantly
constant spinor fields. Hence for 5/7(3) singlets there is precisely one zero
mode of positive chirality and one of negative chirality. The decomposition
(16.1.4) of the Lie algebra of E$ shows that the 5/7(3) singlet states
transform in the adjoint representation of EG, SO the modes that we have
just identified are the four-dimensional gluinos of positive and negative
chirality.

We now turn to 5/7(3) nonsinglets. Fermions ?/>£ transforming in some
representation R of 5/7(3) can be regarded as spinor fields with values in
some holomorphic vector bundle XR determined by R. The Dirac zero
modes are the Dolbeault cohomology groups Hq(Xji). As was shown
in §15.7.1, H3-* is related to H« by CPT, and H° will vanish if R is
nontrivial. So the interesting modes come from H1(XR). We are thus
dealing with a (0,1) form %!& with an index x labeling some representation
of 5/7(3).

With the spin connection embedded in the gauge group, we can be very
specific about the resulting structure. For modes that transform as 3
of 5/7(3), the Yang-Mills index is equivalent to a holomorphic tangent
vector index. Thus ifcx is equivalent in this case to a (0,1) form tjjf
with an extra holomorphic tangent vector index. Equivalently, we can
relate ^ to a (2,1) form $>ai(l2i = ^aia2a3t/^a3, uaia2a3 being here the
holomorphic three form. For the (2,1) form ^, the relevant cohomology

The ten-dimensional gluinos of the second E8 likewise have only four-dimensional
gluinos among their zero eigenvalues.
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482 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

group is i/2'1, and the number of zero eigenvalues is the Hodge number
A2'1. The decomposition (16.1.4) of the Lie algebra of Es shows that the
modes that transform as 3 of SU(3) transform as 27 of EQ, SO we have
shown that the number of left-handed massless 27's is N27 = h2'1.

The alternative description of the same modes in terms of ^a is also
useful. As a is a tangent vector index with values in the tangent bundle
T, the relevant cohomology group in this description is Hl(T). We know
from §15.7.2 that Hl(T) has a qualitative significance - it parametrizes
infinitesimal deformations in the complex structure of K.

Now we move on to fields that transform as 3 of SU(3). In this case,
the Yang-Mills index is an antiholomorphic tangent vector index, so we
are dealing with a (0,1) form <j>a with an antiholomorphic tangent vector
index 6. Such a field is equivalent to a (1,1) form foa = ghi<j>ah' The
relevant cohomology group is if1'1, and the number of Dirac zero modes
is the Hodge number A1'1. The decomposition of the E% Lie algebra shows
that modes that transform as 3 of SU(3) transform as 27 of E^, so we
have determined that the number of massless left-handed 27's in four
dimensions is N-^f = ft1'1.

The number of generations is Ngen = IJV27 — N-^fl = \h2fl — h1'1]. As
this coincides with one-half of the Euler characteristic, we recover our old
result from §14.6.

Finally, we consider modes that transform in the adjoint representa-
tion of SU(3). The decomposition of the Es Lie algebra shows that these
modes are EQ singlets, so they do not carry any currently known gauge
interactions. Nonetheless, it will turn out that they can play a significant
role in phenomenology. The SU(3) bundle X that is made from the tan-
gent bundle T by writing the spin connection in the adjoint representation
of SU(3) was called End T in example (3) in §15.6.3; it is the bundle whose
fiber at a given point x G K consists of (traceless) linear transformations
of the holomorphic tangent vectors at p. The Dirac zero modes form the
Dolbeault cohomology group Hl(EndT). The qualitative significance of
this group was explored in §15.7.3. Viewing T as a holomorphic vector
bundle over the manifold K (and ignoring the fact that T happens to be
the holomorphic tangent bundle of K)> the cohomology group Hl(EndT)
labels the possible deformations of the holomorphic structure of T.

As an example, consider the quintic hypersurface Q in CP*, defined
by the zeros of a homogeneous quintic polynomial P. In this case, a
very explicit description of if2'1 can be given because, as explained in
§15.7.2 and §15.2.3, elements of H2*1 correspond to perturbations of the
polynomial P that cannot be absorbed in linear changes of coordinates.
The connection arises because the choice of P determines the complex
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16.2 The Spectrum of Massless Particles 483

structure of Q. We will here explicitly count the relevant perturbations
of P. Taking for P the minimal quintic polynomial P = ]>̂  Zf, we would
like to count perturbations SP of P that cannot be absorbed in linear
changes of coordinates 8Z% = aijZj. It is easy to see that a perturbation
of the form 8P = ZfZj can, for any i and j , be absorbed in the change
of coordinates £Z, = —Zy/5, so the relevant polynomials 6P are the ones
that are at most cubic in any one Z*. These come in several patterns:

(20) Z\Z\

(30) Z\Z2ZZ

(30) Z\Z\ZZ (16.2.1)

(20)

(1)

The number in front of each monomial in (16.2.1) is the number of mono-
mials of similar structure that can be obtained from it by permutations of
the Zj. Adding the numbers in (16.2.1), we see explicitly that deforma-
tion of the complex structure of Q depends on 101 complex parameters,
so that the model under discussion has 101 generations. The relation of
the fermion generations to polynomials is useful not just for counting the
generations but, as we will see, for many other purposes as well.

The facts required for counting the other fields were also described in
chapter 15. On Q there is precisely one harmonic (1,1) form, namely the
Kahler form, so there is precisely one antigeneration. The net number of
generations is thus 101 — 1 = 100. Finally, the EQ singlet modes arising
from Hl(EndT) are 224 in number, corresponding to the counting of
certain polynomials discussed in example (6) of §15.6.3.

The appearance of massless 27's and 27's in the above discussion would
be comprehensible in terms of real differential geometry; upon embedding
the spin connection in the gauge group, massless generations and antigen-
erations arise in real differential geometry from harmonic p forms of even
or odd p. However, the appearance in the above discussion of massless EQ
singlets for arbitrary choice of the quintic polynomial P has no analog in
real differential geometry; no index theorem or other topological invariant
of real differential geometry would predict such modes. Their appearance
is one of the wonders of algebraic geometry.

16.2.2 Fluctuations of the Gravitational Field

For ten-dimensional fields that carry E% x E% charges, we have found it
convenient to count the zero modes of fermions. Boson zero modes are of
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484 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

course related to these by unbroken supersymmetry. In discussing the zero
modes of other fields, we will find it more convenient to discuss directly
the boson zero modes. We begin here with the zero modes that arise in the
fluctuations of the gravitational field. The ten-dimensional metric tensor
9MN n a s components g^ , with all indices tangent to four-dimensional
Minkowski space M4; g^j, with one index tangent to M4 and one tangent
to the compact space K\ and gijy with both indices tangent to K. The
first case is universal in Kaluza-Klein theory: from g^v the only massless
mode is the four-dimensional graviton.

Massless modes coming from g^j are massless gauge bosons as seen
in four dimensions, and are in one-to-one correspondence with continuous
symmetries of K. However, a manifold whose holonomy is 5(7(3) (and not
a proper subgroup thereof) never has continuous symmetries, so one does
not get massless modes from g^j. To prove this, note that a vector field
V% that generates a continuous symmetry must obey the Killing vector
equation D{Vj + DjVi = 0. This implies that 0 = D*(DiVj + DjVi).
But D'DjVi = DjD'Vi + RjkVk. The Killing vector equation implies
that D'Vi = 0, and 5(7(3) holonomy implies that Rjk = 0. So a Killing
vector field on a Ricci-flat space obeys 0 = D*DiVj. This implies that
0 = JK V^D%D{Vj. For compact K, integration by parts gives

0 = [(DtV'KDiVj). (16.2.2)
K

Hence a Killing vector field V on a compact Ricci-flat manifold K must
be covariantly constant. But 5(7(3) holonomy is incompatible with the
existence of a covariantly constant vector field, since under 5/7(3) the
vector of 50(6) decomposes as 3 © 3, which does not contain an 517(3)
singlet.

We move on now to zero modes of the metric tensor gtj of K. Such
modes represent degeneracies in the vacuum state, and therefore we can
find them easily. In our construction of vacuum states, the starting point
was a metric on K of 5(7(3) holonomy. Any deformation of the metric of
K that preserves the fact that the holonomy is 5(7(3) must correspond to
a zero mode of the wave operator that governs metric disturbances, and
hence to a massless particle in four dimensions. But Yau's proof of the

A six-dimensional manifold whose holonomy group is a proper subgroup of SU{Z)
must have a very simple structure; it must have a covering space that is either
a torus or a product of a torus and the unique space KZ of SU{2) holonomy.
Such manifolds do not seem suitable for phenomenology since, for instance, their
Euler characteristics vanish.
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16.2 The Spectrum of Massless Particles 485

Calabi conjecture gives a precise description of the metric disturbances
that preserve SU(S) holonomy. They correspond to deformations of the
complex structure or the Kahler class of K.

To verify the above statements, and also to show that there are no zero
modes that do not preserve SU(3) holonomy, it is useful to write down
an explicit equation for the metric disturbances. To lowest order in a1 /r2,
the equation for the metric gij of K is the Einstein equation R{j — 0.
Expanding g^ — g®- + hij, where g® is a Ricci-flat background and h{j
is the metric disturbance, the equation for h is Ah = 0, where A is a
certain linear operator which can be obtained by linearizing the Einstein
equations around a classical solution; it is often called the Lichnerowicz
Laplacian. In the gauge Dlh{j — -^Djh%{ — 0, the explicit form of the
equation is

0 = (AA)0- = -DkD
khij - Risjth

si. (16.2.3)

With SU(3) holonomy, the equations for the components h^ and h--^ are
decoupled in (16.2.3). The equation for h^ is more or less easily seen to
coincide with the equation for a harmonic (1,1) form that is given by the
Laplacian in §15.5.3. In fact a zero mode of ha^ represents a variation in
the Kahler class of the Kahler metric on K. With somewhat more work,
the equation for h--^ obtained from (16.2.3) can be seen to imply that
h± = gaah--j; is an element of if1(T) and so represents a deformation of
the complex structure of K.

Zero modes of h--^ (or equivalently deformations of the complex struc-
ture of A') are complex and give rise to complex massless scalars in four
dimensions. If the spin connection is embedded in the gauge group, these
massless scalars are in one-to-one correspondence with massless 27's, since
both are controlled by elements of H 1(T). For instance, in the case of the
quintic hypersurface Q in CT4, the deformations of complex structure
are in one-to-one correspondence with the same 101 monomials discussed
above. With unbroken supersymmetry, the massless scalars coming from
deformations of the complex structure of K are necessarily the spin zero
parts of massless chiral superfields, which we will call X^ay

What about zero modes of h^ or harmonic (1,1) forms? In the case
of the quintic hypersurface Q in CP^, there is a unique harmonic (1,1)
form, the Kahler form. This mode is of special significance; it is described
by the ansatz /&flj = g°- and so represents an overall dilation of K. Thus,
for the quintic hypersurface the choice of Kahler class is just a choice
of radius or volume. The other gravitational zero modes determine the
'shape' of K.
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486 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

Harmonic (1,1) forms are naturally real. With unbroken supersymme-
try, the real massless scalars that arise in four dimensions from zero modes
of ha^ must have pseudoscalar partners to fill out a complex supermulti-
plet; we will find those partners shortly.

16.2.3 The Other Bose Fields

The other Bose fields that we must consider in N = 1 supergravity are
the dilaton <j> and the two form BMN with its components B^, B^j, and
Bij.

For <j> and i ?^ , little needs be added here to the general remarks in
§14.3.1. In compactification on M4 x K, they invariably give rise to a
single scalar and pseudoscalar mode, respectively, with a wave function
that is independent of position on K. The pseudoscalar mode has axion-
like couplings. These modes combine into the spin zero part of a chiral
supermultiplet.

As for J5^, on general grounds its zero modes are massless spin one
fields as seen in four dimensions, and are in one-to-one correspondence
with harmonic one forms on K. But a manifold of SU(3) holonomy has
no harmonic one forms (the cohomology groups HOyl and H1'0 vanish), so
there are no massless fields originating from B^j.

Finally, we consider B%j. Since H2>° = H°>2 = 0 for a manifold of
SU(3) holonomy, the only nontrivial result arises for the (1,1) components
Ba^. The zero modes are harmonic (1,1) forms and give rise to real
massless scalars in four dimensions. These are indeed the missing modes
that complete the incomplete supermultiplets that we encountered in our
discussion of the gravitational fluctuations. Every harmonic (1,1) form
on K gives rise to a gravitational zero mode and to a zero mode of B; the
two types of modes are related by supersymmetry and combine into the
spin zero parts of complex chiral supermultiplets Y^ in four dimensions.

16.3 Symmetry Breaking by Wilson Lines

Embedding the spin connection in the gauge group is a simple way to
obey the necessary equations for unbroken supersymmetry and simultane-
ously obtain a semblance of phenomenology. The principal successes are
the automatic appearance of a reasonable gauge group, E$, with fermions
and Higgs bosons in the proper representation, the 27. Also, the fact that
one can obtain a multitude of fermion generations from a unified underly-
ing structure means that in principle the problem of flavor may be soluble.
At the same time there are some glaring faults. Simple constructions of
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16.3 Symmetry Breaking by Wilson Lines 487

manifolds of SU(3) holonomy give far too many fermion generations. For
instance, the quintic hypersurface in CP4 gives 100 generations; it can be
shown by counting polynomials that a complete intersection of hypersur-
faces in CP3+N always gives at least 64 generations. Also, while #6 is an
interesting candidate for grand unification of a four-dimensional theory,
phenomenology would certainly not permit us to leave E§ unbroken to
low energies. We must find a satisfactory way to break E§ at some very
high energy down to an acceptable low-energy subgroup.

To break i?6, we must give an expectation value to fields that carry EQ
charges. In the field theory limit, the only massless charged bosons are
the E$ gauge fields. (The 'stringy' modes have positive mass squared in
the field-theory limit, and present tools would not permit us to investigate
states in which they have expectation values.) Of course, any nontrivial
expectation value of E$ gauge bosons will break EQ down to a subgroup.
Generically, however, supersymmetry will be broken at the same time.
Since unbroken supersymmetry is the rationale for manifolds of SU(3)
holonomy, an ^-breaking mechanism that spoils supersymmetry would
ruin the rationale for the whole construction. If manifolds of SU(3) holon-
omy are to be useful, we must find a way to break E& without breaking
supersymmetry.

At first sight, it would appear hopeless to do so without relaxing the
simplifying ansatz d<f> = H = 0 that enabled us to find solutions of the
requisite equations. In §16.1, we encountered equations such as 0 = t rF A
F - tvR A R and 0 = tri^i™ - trRijRij that place extremely strong
restrictions on the Yang-Mills field strength F. Indeed, these equations
presumably require the E$ field strength to vanish. How then can we
break EQI

Saying that the EQ field strength Fij vanishes indeed means locally that
the EQ gauge field A{ is a pure gauge, A, = d{U • U~l. Whether this is
also true globally is another story. If the manifold K is simply connected,
then Fij = 0 ensures that we can set the gauge field to zero by a gauge
transformation. When, however, K is not simply connected, fti(K) ^ 0,
there is a more general possibility that appears in electrodynamics as the
Bohm-Aharonov effect. Let 7 be a noncontractible loop in K, beginning
and ending at some point x. Then the 'Wilson line'

Uy = Pexp I A-dx (16.3.1)
7

is gauge covariant, and if U1 ^ 1 it cannot be set to one by a gauge
transformation. As long as Fij = 0, f/7 depends only on the topological
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488 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

class of the loop 7 in TTI(K). If the Uy are not in the center of E$, then
EQ is broken down to the subgroup that commutes with all of the Uy. Yet
an EQ gauge field with F{j = 0 does not contribute to any local equations
such as the classical equations of motion or the conditions for unbroken
supersymmetry, so these are obeyed if they were obeyed at U = 1.

16.3.1 Symmetry Breaking Patterns

Figure 16.1. Two loops 7 and 7' are 'multiplied' as shown here. This is the multipli-
cation law in the definition of the fundamental group TT\ (/<").

In a typical situation, there are many topological classes of noncon-
tractible loops 7 in space-time. For each 7, we define Uy as in (16.3.1).
The Uy obey an important general constraint. Let 7 and 7' be two differ-
ent noncontractible loops in K starting and ending at the same point x.
The group structure of the fundamental group TTI(A') is defined by saying
that the product loop 77' shown in fig. 16.1 is the loop that traverses first
7' and then 7. Using this definition, we see that

I A-dx= (pexp f A-dxj(pexp f A-dxj (16.3.2)
J \ J / \ J /

so that in fact

Uyf =Uy'Uy. (16.3.3)

Equation (16.3.3) may be succinctly described by saying that the map
7 —» Uy is a homomorphism of the fundamental group into EQ. Once
such a homomorphism is chosen, i?6 is broken down to the subgroup that
commutes with all of the gauge-covariant composite fields Uy.
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16.3 Symmetry Breaking by Wilson Lines 489

Now, we can easily determine explicitly the possible ^-breaking pat-
terns that can be achieved by this mechanism. EQ contains a maximal
subgroup SU(3)c x SU(3)L x SU(3)R, where SU(3)C is the color group
of strong interactions, and SU(3)i and SU(3)R describe, respectively, the
weak interactions of left and right-handed quarks. The weak interaction
group SU(2)L is embedded in SU(3)C x SU(3)L x SU(3)R in the form

Weak

Y

(i)

hypercharge U(l)y

/1/3

= (0)® 1/3

V

/ SU(2)L

is generated

®

- 2 / 3 /

by

/4/3 \

-2/3

V - 2 / 3 /

(16

(16

.3.4)

.3.5)

It can be written as the sum of SU(3)i and SU(3)R pieces, Y = Yi + YR,

with

YL = (0)

V -2/3/
(16.3.6)

We consider first the simplest situation in which the fundamental group
of K is a cyclic group Zn, generated by some element 7 that obeys 7™ =
1. In this case, the symmetry breaking depends on a single EQ element
U = U1. It follows from (16.3.3) that Un = 1, since (16.3.3) implies
that (U7)

n = Uyn = U\ = 1. Assuming that it commutes with SU(3) x
SU(2) x £7(1), U can - after diagonalizing its SU(3)R part - be put in
the form

• ' 7

= (a) ® I 0 I ® I 6 I . (16.3.7)

Here a,/?,7,5, and e are nth roots of unity, to ensure that Un = 1. In
order that U belongs to SU(3)C x SU(3)L X SU(3)R, we require that
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490 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

a3 = 1 (a then defines an element of the center of SU(3)) and j6e = 1.
The subgroup of EQ that commutes with U (or any single EQ element)
has rank six. For generical values of the phases in (16.3.7), the unbroken
group is SU{3)c x SU(2)L x U(l) x U(l) x tf(1), the three [/(l)'s being
Yi and the diagonal SU(3)JI matrices. Thus, in this case the low-energy
theory consists of the standard model plus two additional abelian gauge
interactions. While this is the group left unbroken by a generical matrix
of type (16.3.7), the unbroken groups are larger in special cases. For
instance, with 7 = <5, and no other special restrictions, the unbroken
group is SU(3)c x SU(2)L x SU(2)R x [/(I) x U(l). This corresponds
to a weak interaction model with a generalized left-right symmetry. We
will not classify here all of the possibilities.

Though we have assumed that the fundamental group of K is generated
by a single £/, a similar result will emerge as long as the fundamental group
of K is abelian. If ni(K) is abelian, then the various {77 commute with
one another since (16.3.3) implies that UyUy = U^y = £/y7 = UyUy. In
such a situation (assuming SU(3)c x SU(2)i x U(\)y is to be unbroken),
the U1 can be put simultaneously in the form of (16.3.7). If, however,
TTI(K) is nonabelian, an essentially new possibility appears. If 7 —> V7 is
an irreducible two-dimensional representation of TTI(A'), then we can set

T ^ (*, \
Uy = (a7) ® /?7 <g) (16.3.8)

Here <̂ 7 = det Ky"1; 7 —> a7 and 7 —> /37 are one-dimensional represen-
tations of TTI(K)] and a7 is a cube root of unity (defining an element of
the center of SU(3)) for each 7. This structure leaves unbroken a rank-
five group, which, in the absence of additional restrictions on the matrix
elements that appear in (16.3.8), is SU(3)C x SU(2)L x (7(1) x 17(1).
The two {7(l)'s are YL and YR, denned in (16.3.6) above. This indeed
is the smallest group to which EQ can be broken by Wilson lines alone
while keeping the standard model unbroken, since every EQ matrix that
commutes with the standard model commutes with both Yi and YR.

Thus, if EQ is broken by Wilson lines only, there must be at least one
new gauge interaction, and there is a definite prediction of what it must
be. On the other hand, it is quite possible that other mechanisms for EQ
breaking also play a role. For instance, we will later see that upon relaxing
the assumption d<f> = H = 0, it is possible to use flat directions in the
superpotential to break i?6 to 50(10) or SU(5) while keeping unbroken
supersymmetry.
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16.3 Symmetry Breaking by Wilson Lines 491

For this and other reasons, it is very interesting to ask to what low-
energy groups 5(7(5) or 5(9(10) can be broken by use of Wilson lines.
The question is easily answered. In the case of 5(7(5), a Wilson line U
that leaves the standard model unbroken must be an element of the (7(1)
group generated by hypercharge. Such an element would break 5(7(5)
precisely down to the standard model. For 5(9(10), the discussion is a
bit different. 5(9(10) contains a subgroup 5(7(5) x 17(1), the extra (7(1)
being B — L, the difference between baryon and lepton number. Any
5(9(10) element that commutes with the standard model also commutes
with B — L. Thus, in 5(9(10) models, symmetry breaking by Wilson lines
that leaves the standard model unbroken would leave unbroken at least
5(7(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l)y x U(1)B-L> Just as in the E6 case, symmetry
breaking by Wilson lines predicts at least one new gauge interaction in
the 5(9(10) case, but curiously the new interaction that is predicted is
different.

This discussion should make it clear that symmetry breaking by Wilson
lines can lead to a more or less realistic low-energy gauge group. Our next
order of business is to find examples of models of 5(7(3) holonomy with
reasonably large fundamental group, to which the above discussion can
be applied.

16.3.2 A Four Generation Model

If we are given a manifold Ko of 5(7(3) holonomy that is simply con-
nected, it is not possible to break EQ in the manner just described. But
very frequently KQ can be modified to give a manifold of 5(7(3) holon-
omy whose fundamental group is nontrivial. Suppose that we can find a
symmetry group F of Ko- F will automatically be a discrete symmetry
group, since we have proved that a manifold of 5(7(3) holonomy does not
have continuous symmetries. In this situation, it is natural to introduce
an equivalence relation with two points x and y considered equivalent if
y = fx for some / G F. The equivalence classes make up a new space
that we will denote as K = Ko/F.

This quotient space K is a manifold if F acts freely in the sense that
for / G F and x G Ko, fx ^ x li f ^ \. The idea here is that a
manifold is a topological space that locally looks like Euclidean space.
Local measurements at a point x G Ko a r e unaffected by the fact that
x may have an image point fx that is considered equivalent to x. More
exactly, they are unaffected by this - and so K = Ko/F is a manifold
- as long as F acts freely and x and fx are distinct points. By local
measurements, an observer at x cannot discover that he is considered
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492 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

equivalent to another observer at fx, as long as x ^ fx. As an example,
let KQ be ordinary three-dimensional Euclidean space, with Euclidean
coordinates £1,22? #3- The translation T defined by T(#t) = x± + a,-,i =
1,2,3 acts freely, and if F is the group generated by this translation, then
KQ/F is a manifold. On the other hand, let P be the parity transformation
P(xi) = —Xi. Then P acts freely except at X{ = 0, where it has a fixed
point. If F is the Z2 group generated by P, then KQ/F has a singularity
at Xi = 0 and is not a manifold.

In this section, we will assume that F acts freely so that K = KQ/F is
a manifold. Assuming that KQ has 5(7(3) holonomy, the same is always
true also for K, as we will prove later. However, K will not be simply
connected. Let 7 be a path on KQ that starts at a point x G K and ends
at /# , for some / E F. Then 7 is a closed loop in K, even though (if
/ ^ 1) it is not a closed loop in KQ. In this construction, we may choose
for / an arbitrary element of F. Moreover, if KQ is simply connected,
then the topological class of 7 depends only on the choice of / . Thus, if
KQ is simply connected, the fundamental group of K is TTI(JK') « F.

Thus, we can construct manifolds K of 5(7(3) holonomy that are not
simply connected by finding the free action of a discrete group F on a
simply connected space of 5(7(3) holonomy KQ. Moreover, any manifold
K of 5(7(3) holonomy that is not simply connected can be constructed
in this way, with KQ being the 'universal covering space' of K, and with

Most simple constructions of manifolds of 5(7(3) holonomy give simply
connected examples. For instance, this is true for the hypersurface Q in
CP* defined by the zeros of a homogeneous quintic polynomial such as

P = Z\ + Z\ + ... + Z\. (16.3.9)

How can we find a discrete group that acts freely on this hypersurface? A
metric of 5(7(3) holonomy on the quintic hypersurface is uniquely deter-
mined (after fixing the Kahler class or volume) by the complex structure.
The complex structure is invariant under any holomorphic change of coor-
dinates. To find a holomorphic map of Q into itself, one usually looks for
a holomorphic map of CP* into itself that leaves fixed the hypersurface
Q. A holomorphic map of CP4 into itself (without poles or other singu-
larities) is always a linear transformation Z{ —* A{jZj, with some matrix

However, the space Ko/F seems to make sense in string theory even if F does
not act freely, as we learned in our discussion of orbifolds in §9.5.2. We will
explore the connection between orbifolds and manifolds of 5^7(3) holonomy in
§16.10 below.
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Aij. The linear transformations of the Z, are certainly the holomorphic
maps of Q into itself which are easy to find; with more effort they can
be shown to be the only ones. Moreover, linear transformations of the Z,
always leave fixed the Kahler class of CP4 and hence also of Q.

Linear transformations of the Z{ that leave P fixed and act freely on
the hypersurface P = 0 can be found without too much difficulty. Let A
be the transformation

A(Zi) = Zi+i, (16.3.10)

where we define Z,-+5 = Z,-. Then A manifestly leaves fixed the polynomial
P. Also, A5 = 1, so A generates a group isomorphic to Z5.

That A acts freely on the hypersurface is slightly less obvious. A fixed
point of A on CP4 must have coordinates Z% that obey Z{+\ — \Z{ with
some complex A. (The possibility to have A ^ 1 comes from the fact that
scaling of the coordinates is irrelevant in CP*.) Since Zj+5 = Z;, this
implies that A5 = 1, from which one can easily see that points on CP^
with Zi-1-1 = AZi do not obey P = 0. Thus, while A does not act freely on
CP*) it does act freely on the hypersurface P = 0. The same argument
applies to Ak as long as k is not divisible by 5, so the Z5 group generated
by A acts freely on the hypersurface.

To get a larger group that acts freely, let a = e2tx'5 be a fifth root of
unity, and define a transformation B by

B(Zk) = akZk. (16.3.11)

Then B5 = 1, and BA = AB (as transformations of the Zt, A and B
obey BA = ABa, but the phase a is irrelevant in CPA). So A and B
together generate a group F isomorphic to Z5 x Z5. By analogy with our
previous comments, it is easily seen that A B has no fixed points on the
hypersurface unless k and / are divisible by 5, so F acts freely.

We now wish to study the manifold K — Q/F whose fundamental group
(since Q is simply connected) is Z5 x Z5. The first question to ask is what
is the Euler characteristic of K? There are many ways to answer this
question. One way is to note that the Euler characteristic may be defined
as the integral of a certain curvature polynomial, discussed in §12.5.2. For
a six manifold M the form is

X = it*
M

Jeil^'"^h'"h^^h^UhnRi.Hish' (16.3.12)

Suppose now that a manifold KQ (not necessarily simply connected) ad-
mits the action of a discrete symmetry group F with N(F) elements. If F
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494 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

acts freely, then Ko consists of N(F) 'fundamental regions' of the action
of F. K = Ko/F consists of a single 'fundamental region', with some
boundaries identified. To compute the Euler characteristic of Ko from
(16.3.12), we would carry out the integration over all N(F) fundamen-
tal regions. To compute the Euler characteristic of K from (16.3.12), we
would carry out the same integral over only one fundamental region. So
the Euler characteristics of K and Ko are related by

X(K) = X(Ko)/N(F). (16.3.13)

Returning to the hypersurface Q in CP4, which admits free action of
F = Z5 x Z$, we can now determine the Euler characteristic of K = Q/F.
With x(Q) = -200 and N(F) = 5 x 5 = 25, we have

X(K) = - 8 . (16.3.14)

The physical model compactified on K thus has |x|/2 = 4 generations.
This rather simple four generation model, on which there is a natural pos-
sibility for EQ breaking since 7Ti(K) = Z5XZ5, will be used for illustrative
purposes in much of what follows.

It is instructive to verify the result that x(K) = ~& rnore explicitly.
To do this, we will calculate the Hodge numbers hp>q of K. A harmonic
(p, q) form on K is the same as a harmonic (p, q) form on the covering
space Q that is invariant under F. It follows, for instance, that K has
h0'1 = ft0'2 = 0, since Q has no harmonic (0,1) forms or harmonic (0,2)
forms. On the other hand, on Q there is a unique harmonic (1,1) form,
the Kahler form. It is invariant under F (or K = Q/F would not be
a Kahler manifold), so K has h1'1 = 1. K also has h°>° = 1, like any
connected compact complex manifold, since the constant function is the
unique harmonic (0,0) form.

To compute /i2'1, we will count the deformations in the complex struc-
ture of K. The definition of K involves the choice of a quintic polynomial
P that is Z5 X Z5 invariant, so that one can take the quotient of the hy-
persurface P = 0 by Z5 x Z5. Deformations in the complex structure of
P correspond to (Z5 x Zs)-invariant perturbations in P that cannot be
absorbed in change of variables. It is easily seen that apart from P itself
there are five independent (Z5 x Zs)-invariant quintic polynomials:

(a) ZfZ2Z5 + ...

(c) ZfZ2Zi + ... (16.3.15)

1 (JL I /j 1 £-JO £J& "l • • •
\ / 1 L "I '

(c)
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16.4 Relation to Conventional Grand Unification 495

Here' + . . . ' refers to the addition of terms obtained by cyclic permutations
of the Z{. Addition of any of the five polynomials in (16.3.15) cannot be
absorbed in linear transformation of the Z,, so the complex structure of
K = Q/F depends on five complex parameters, and K has h2*1 = 5.

We have now determined all of the independent Hodge numbers of
K except A3j0. Compatibility with the value x(K) = —8 requires that
ft3'0 = 1. In fact, on Q there is a unique holomorphic (3,0) form - namely
the covariantly constant (3,0) form u> that is the hallmark of a manifold
of 5/7(3) holonomy. On these grounds alone, K has A3'0 equal to 1 or
0. To show that h?'®(K) = 1, we must show that u> is invariant under
F = Z5 x Z5. Otherwise, K would not have a holomorphic three form
and would not have 5C/(3) holonomy.

Instead of using methods special to this one example, we will prove a
general statement, which was made earlier. Let KQ be any manifold of
SU(3) holonomy, and F any discrete group that acts freely on Ko> Then
K = Ko/F has SU(3) holonomy. We will prove this by showing that
h°>3(K) = 1, so that on K there is a holomorphic three form.

Consider the d operator acting on (0, k) forms. The index of the her-
mitian operator D = d + d is known as the arithmetic genus, A. Since
zero modes of D are harmonic (0,fc) forms, whose chirality is (—1) , the
arithmetic genus is A = ]Cjb(-"l)*^°'*' Like the index of any operator,
the arithmetic genus can be expressed by an integral formula analogous
to (16.3.12). The same argument that we used for the Euler characteristic
can be used to prove that if Ko is any complex manifold (no restriction
on its first Chern class) and F acts freely, then the arithmetic genus of K
is related to that of KQ by A(K) = A(K0)/N(F).

Let us apply this to the case in which Ko has SU(3) holonomy. Then
from our knowledge of the Hodge numbers we can see that A(Ko) = 0.
The relation A(K) = A(K0)/N(F) then tells us that A(K) = 0. Since K
has /i0)0 = 1 (like any connected complex manifold) and A0'1 = h0>2 = 0
(since there are no harmonic (0,1) forms or (0,2) forms on A'o), vanishing
of A(K) implies that K has /i0'3 = 1. Hence K has 5/7(3) holonomy.

16.4 Relation to Conventional Grand Unification

In many ways, the Wilson lines U that we have introduced to describe E§
breaking are similar to ordinary Higgs fields. The relation would be U =
e1^, with <j) being a Higgs boson in the adjoint representation of ^6. The
natural appearance of the adjoint representation is indeed attractive, since
this is certainly known to be a suitable representation for the initial stage
of grand-unified symmetry breaking. There are, however, a number of
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496 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

differences from conventional grand unification. Many of these differences
spring from the fact that the eigenvalues of U are quantized. For instance,
if the fundamental group of K is TTI(K) = Zn, then U obeys Un = 1 and
its eigenvalues are nth roots of unity. By contrast, the eigenvalues of
an ordinary Higgs boson <j> in the adjoint representation of E§ depend
continuously on freely adjustable coupling constants. We will explore
the relation to conventional grand unification in what follows, and draw
conclusions at the end on this section.

16.4-1 Alternative Description of Symmetry Breaking

We begin with an alternative description of the symmetry breaking mech-
anism. Let Ko be a simply connected manifold, and let F be a discrete
symmetry group that acts freely. Let K = Ko/F. An ordinary field t^(x)
on Ko/F, transforming in some representation of E$, is equivalent to a
field i^{x) on KQ that obeys

1>{fx) = rftx) (16.4.1)

for all / E F. Now, consider a theory with an (otherwise unbroken)
symmetry group EQ. Then we can generalize (16.4.1) as follows. For each
/ G f, we pick an element Uf G EQ, and we require that xj) obey not
(16.4.1) but

tftfx) = Uftftx). (16.4.2)

From this equation, we can deduce that for any / , / ' G F,

UfUf.tl>(x) = Urfifx) = tftffx) = Ufrtl>(x). (16.4.3)

Hence, (16.4.2) only makes sense if

(16.4.4)

or in other words if the map / —> Uf is a homomorphism of F into i?6-
This condition also appeared in our discussion of symmetry breaking

by Wilson lines, and suggests a relation of (16.4.2) to that mechanism.
Indeed, the precise connection is easily described. In the last section we
started with an EQ gauge field A{ with Fij = 0. Despite the vanish-
ing field strength, the nontrivial Wilson lines can make it impossible to
gauge A{ away with a single-valued gauge transformation U. Vanishing
field strength ensures, however, that we can gauge Ai to zero by a gauge
transformation that is not single valued. Such a non-single-valued gauge
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16.4 Relation to Conventional Grand Unification 497

transformation will introduce a 'twist' in the boundary conditions obeyed
by charged fields, and this is what appears in (16.4.2). Symmetry break-
ing by Wilson lines is exactly equivalent to a framework in which the EQ
gauge field vanishes in vacuum, but charged fields obey (16.4.2).

This alternative description makes it clear that we may pick an arbitrary
homomorphism / —> Uf in describing the vacuum state; this may not
have been altogether clear in the last section. The alternative description
is also very convenient for understanding other physical properties, as we
will see.

16.4-2 EQ Relations among Coupling Constants

Even though one must assume that the underlying unified group is spon-
taneously broken, four-dimensional grand unification has significant impli-
cations for the tree-level coupling constants. We would like to understand
the analogous issues in the case in which unification occurs not in four
dimensions but in ten dimensions. Consider, then, a simply connected
manifold Ko of SU(3) holonomy. Finding a freely acting discrete sym-
metry group F, we formulate physics on the quotient K = KQ/F] EQ
breaking is described by choosing a homomorphism / —• Uf of F into EQ.
This homomorphism maps F into a discrete subgroup of EQ, which we
will call F. The unbroken gauge group in four dimensions is the subgroup
G of EQ that commutes with F.

Under G x F , the 27 of EQ has a decomposition

27 = ®i Ri ® Ii, (16.4.5)

where R{ and T{ are certain representations of G and F respectively. T,
is of interest to four-dimensional physicists only indirectly, but Ri is of
utmost interest. Different choices of Ri represent, for example, up quarks
or charged leptons.

To find massless fermions, we look for zero modes of the Dirac operator
on K. (The relevant Dirac operator of course includes the effect of

embedding the spin connection in the gauge group.) A zero mode of the
Dirac operator on K is the same as a zero mode on the covering space Ko
that obeys the appropriate restriction

ij,(fx) = Ufil>(x) (16.4.6)

that was formulated in (16.4.2) above. The substance of this condition is
that allowed modes transform under F the same way that they transform
under F. Thus, modes that transform as Ri under G transform (according
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498 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

to (16.4.5)) as Tj under F, so according to (16.4.6) they must transform
as T{ under F as well.

Before trying to extract the consequences of this statement, let us prac-
tice with the easier case in which E§ is not broken. Then (16.4.6) reduces
to the more elementary statement

tl>(fx) = i/>(x) (16.4.7)

with which we began this section. Equation (16.4.7) means that the modes
on A'o, which are kept in doing physics on K = KQ/F instead of K, are
the modes that are invariant under F. Let ^ be a zero mode of the Dirac
equation on KQ, transforming as 27 of EQ. According to (16.4.7), if tj) is
not invariant under F, it is to be discarded in formulating physics on K\
if it is invariant under F , it is to be kept. If ij) is kept it contributes in
four dimensions an entire 27 of (positive or negative chirality) massless
fermions, since E§ is unbroken.

Now let us discuss in an analogous way (16.4.6), whose implications are
at first less transparent. A zero mode ij) of the Dirac operator on KQ will
in general transform in some representation Tj of F. Equation (16.4.7)
would tell us that ip gives rise in four dimensions to either a complete
27 of E$ or nothing, depending on whether it is EQ invariant. Equation
(16.4.6) gives a more complicated answer. Given that i[) transforms as Tj
under F, (16.4.6) says that we are to keep those components of the 27
that also transform as Tj under F. This means in view of (16.4.5) that
we are to keep those components that transform as Rj under G.

Thus, a given zero mode i\) on Ko does not give rise to a complete EQ
multiplet when the theory is formulated on K instead of Ko. Running
this backwards, suppose that we are interested in massless fermions that
transform as i?, under G. According to (16.4.5) these transform as Th-
under F. Consequently, (16.4.6) asserts that these modes originate from
Dirac zero modes on T̂ o, which transform as T, under F. This means, for
instance, that massless up quarks and massless charged leptons, if they
transform in distinct representations of G, originate from different zero
modes of the Dirac operator on A'o. In turn, this means that the physical
up quark is related by EQ not to physical charged leptons, but to modes on
A'o that violate (16.4.6) and have nothing to do with physics formulated
onK.

In four-dimensional unified theories, it is often asked, 'Which charged
lepton is the SU(b) (or EQ) partner of the up quark?' In the present
context, there is no way to answer this question; since there is no natu-
ral way to assign the physical fermions to SU(5) or EQ multiplets. The
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16.4 Relation to Conventional Grand Unification 499

of which lepton is related to the up quark by SU(5) is usually raised be-
cause of its implications for the branching ratios in proton decay. When
an up quark emits an X or Y boson (color triplet SU(b) partners of the
photon), which lepton is created? In the present discussion, we need not
answer the latter question, since the color triplet SU(5) partners of the
photon violate (16.4.6) and do not exist. (This is how EQ was broken!)
The proton will still decay, of course. There are an infinity of massive spin
one bosons with the same quantum numbers and the same order of mag-
nitude of mass and coupling as the usual X and Y bosons. But there is
no natural way to say which of these is the SU(5) partner of the photon.
The question about branching ratios in proton decay still makes sense,
but the ingredients required to answer it are different.

When a classical field theory is formulated on A'o, it leads to var-
ious four-dimensional fields (j)% transforming in various representations
of EQ, with a variety of ^-invariant couplings such as cubic couplings
\jh4^l<t^4^' When it is formulated on K = Ko/F, the classical couplings
are the same Ajjfc (since the starting point is exactly the same classical
Lagrangian!), but some of the fields </>* (those that violate (16.4.6)) must
be set to zero. States <j> and <f)' on K that came from the same EQ multi-
plet on Ko have couplings that are related by EQ. States (f> and </>' on K
that came from different EQ multiplets on Ko have couplings that are not
related by EQ even if the theory is formulated on /fo, and certainly not if
it is formulated on K.

Now we can apply this to draw a very significant conclusion. There is
on Ko only a single multiplet of massless EQ gauge bosons in the adjoint
representation, so the strong, weak, and electromagnetic gauge couplings
of the four-dimensional world obey (at tree level) the standard EQ re-
lations. Hence the conventional Georgi-Quinn-Weinberg calculation of
sin2 6 and the unification scale is valid in this context. This calculation of
sin2 0, which will be reviewed in §16.9, is of course one of the significant
successes of grand unification.

However, as the physical quarks allowed on K did not originate on Ko
as EQ partners of one another, their Yukawa couplings do not obey any
relations due to EQ. There are no EQ relations between quark and lepton
masses or between up and down quark masses. This is just as well, since
such relations are notoriously problematic, especially in models such as
this one with simple Higgs content. (The only Higgs bosons with couplings
to quarks and leptons originate as 27's of EQ.)

The above comments were stated in field-theoretic terms, but they are
also valid in string theory. Indeed, the argument concerning the validity of
EQ relations on gauge couplings holds in an arbitrary classical field theory
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500 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

formulated on K = KQ/F, and therefore it holds, in particular, for the
infinite component classical field theory that can be extracted from string
theory. There is an analogous statement that can only be understood with
the aid of string-theoretic insights. Before breaking E% x E$, the gauge
couplings of the two Eg's are equal. After embedding the spin connection
in, say, the first E% and thereby breaking E% x E$ to EQ X ^8? are the EQ
and E% couplings equal? This would not be so, in general, in a classical
field theory. If, for instance, F^ and F(2) are the field strengths of the two
£Vs, we could contemplate an interaction of the type AL = trFZytiF^y
After embedding the spin connection in the first E%, this would give a
contribution AL = (trF,2^) • trF;L, which contributes to the coupling
constant of the unbroken E$ without affecting the EQ coupling. In string
theory, such contributions do not arise; the E% and E$ couplings are equal.
This can be proved using the cr-model formulation of string propagation
in background fields, which was introduced in §3.4; but this is something
that we will not explore in this book.

16.4-3 Counting Massless Particles

In counting the massless particles that arise upon embedding the spin
connection in the gauge group, we encountered an interesting property
that we did not stress. The net number of chiral 27's was determined by
an index theorem as one-half of the Euler characteristic of K. But upon
more careful study, we discovered that we could predict separately the net
number of positive- and negative-chirality 27's. These were given as the
Hodge numbers ft1'1 and /i2'1, respectively. For instance, for the quintic
hypersurface in CP4, we found one positive-chirality 27 and 101 negative-
chirality 27's. It is rather puzzling from the point of view of low-energy
physics that the positive-chirality 27 does not pair up with one of the
negative-chirality 27's to gain a mass. This could be understood only by
study of the microscopic structure. The unexpected appearance of mass-
less particles whose existence is difficult to explain from the low-energy
point of view is clearly something of great interest. A conspicuous exam-
ple of a light particle in nature whose lightness is hard to understand is
the electroweak symmetry-breaking Higgs doublet. It is therefore natural
to ask whether after breaking of E$ by Wilson lines there are still massless
particles whose masslessness is difficult to account for in four-dimensional
terms. We will first address this question in general, and then discuss the
extent to which we can actually gain some useful insights about the Higgs
doublet.

Given a representation i?, of the unbroken gauge group G, let nf and
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n^ be the number of massless fermion multiplets in four dimensions with
positive or negative chirality that transform as R{. Since the modes that
transform as Ri are in no way related by EQ to the modes that transform
in some other representation Rj, the numbers rif and n^1 need not be
equal for i ^ j . At first sight, it may appear that proceeding in this way
we will arrive in four dimensions with a completely random collection of
massless fermions. What saves the day is that the chiral asymmetry
Ni = nf — n~ is the index of the Dirac operator ^ i ) , which acts on
fermions that transform as Ri under G. The index N{ is independent
of i, as long as E$ is only broken by Wilson lines. The reason for this
is that the index theorem expresses the index of the Dirac operator in
terms of a polynomial in the Yang-Mills field strength and the Riemann
tensor; there is no contribution from global phases like those in (16.4.6)
or equivalently from Wilson lines. The fact that Ni = Nj means that as
far as the chiral asymmetry is concerned, the fermions come in complete
EQ multiplets. Differences in the nf that cancel out of the Ni correspond
to the possible existence of extra massless particles in real representations
of G - particles whose existence is puzzling from the low-energy point of
view.

Whether such particles are present depends on the details of a particular
model. As an example of what can happen, recall that any compact
Kahler manifold KQ has h1'1 > 1, since the Kahler form is always a
harmonic (1,1) form. In many simple cases, A1'1 is precisely one; this is
so, for instance, for the quintic hypersurface in CP 4 and actually for any
complete intersection of hypersurfaces in C P 3 + . Let us examine what
happens in such cases.

Let F be a freely acting symmetry group of A'o (that preserves the
complex structure), and let K = Ko/F. A harmonic form on K is a
harmonic form on KQ that is invariant under F. The Kahler form of A'o
always has this property. It is the only harmonic (1,1) form on K, since
by our hypothesis there was only one harmonic (1,1) form on A'o- Hence
fc1'1^) = /*M(^o) = 1. As for A2jl(/O, it must equal Ngen + 1, with
Ngen the net number of generations of the theory formulated on K.

Now we introduce Wilson lines, mapping F into a discrete subgroup
F of EQ. Denoting the unbroken subgroup of EQ as G, the 27 of EQ
decomposes as in (16.4.5) into

27 = 0t- Ri ® Ti, (16.4.8)

where Ri and X1,- are certain representations of G and F. We now wish
to calculate the numbers rif of massless positive- and negative-chirality
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fermion multiplets transforming as i?t under G. Here nf and n~ will equal
respectively the number of harmonic (1,1) forms and (2,1) forms that
transform as T, under F. Since an index theorem ensures that nf —n~ =
—Ngen is independent of i, it is enough to determine nf. What makes
this easy is the assumption that the Kahler form is the only harmonic
(1,1) form on K$. Hence, for each i, nf is either 1 or 0 depending on
whether the Kahler form contributes to nf. But we know that the Kahler
form transforms as the trivial representation To of F. To may or not be
one of the F representations appearing in (16.4.8). If it is, let i?o be
the representation of G for fermions that transform as To under F. For
fermions that transform as i?o we have nj{" = 1, since the Kahler form
contributes, and therefore n$ = Ngen + 1. For fermions that transform as
Ri for i ^ 0, we have nf = 0, and hence n~ = Ngen.

Let us check this for our familiar toy model based on a hypersurface
Q in CP* defined by vanishing of a quintic polynomial P such as P =
Z\ + Z\ + ... + Z\. We denned

A : Zk -> Z*+ 1 (16.4.9)

and

B :Zk-> akZk (16.4.10)

with a = e2lV/5. These obey A5 = B5 = 1, and AB = BA, so they
generate a group F « Z5 x Z5. The model based on K = Q/F has

Ngen = 4.
Since F is abelian, its representations are easily described. A represen-

tation of F is one dimensional, obtained by assigning the values of A and
5 , which may be arbitrary fifth roots of unity:

A = as, B = af (16.4.11)

with any s,t such that 0 < s,t < 4. In all F has 25 representations.
Depending on the choice of Wilson lines, an arbitrary representation T{
of F may appear in (16.4.8), so we may as well discuss the general case.
If Ti is the trivial representation, we expect from the previous discussion
that n~ = Ngen + 1 = 5. If T{ is a nontrivial representation, we expect
n~ = 4. Let us verify these claims explicitly.

The key is the connection between elements of H2il(Q) and quintic
polynomials. In fact, as was seen in §16.2.1, the 101 elements of H2'1

correspond to quintic polynomials that are at most cubic in any one of
the Z{. Let us call these the allowed polynomials. It is quite easy to
count massless fermions on Q that transform in a given representation T;
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of F. One simply studies the allowed polynomials and asks how many of

them transform in a given representation of Q. The claim that UQ = 5

for the trivial representation while n~ = 4 for nontrivial representations

amounts to the statement that the 101 allowed polynomials consist of

five that are invariant under F, and four each that transform in each of

the 24 nontrivial representations of F. We actually already exhibited the

five invariant allowed polynomials in §16.3.2 in the course of computing

explicitly the Hodge numbers of K = Q/F. It remains then to show

that there are precisely 4 allowed polynomials in each of the 24 nontrivial

sectors. We will leave the general case to the reader, and concentrate on

an interesting example.

Since F is generated by A and i?, choosing a homomorphism of F into

Ee amounts to choosing two Wilson lines UA and UB> The example we

will consider is UA = 1 and

'a \ fa

a I . (16.4.12)

This breaks EQ to a left-right symmetric extension of the standard model

SU(3)c x SU(2)L x SU(2)R x [/(I) x (7(1). Recalling that the 27 of E6

decomposes under SU(3)C x SU(3)L x SU(3)R as (3,3,1) 0 (1,3,3) ©

(3,1,3), one can readily determine how the various quarks and leptons

transform under Us- Indeed, all fifth roots of unity appear. To understand

in detail the four-dimensional massless fermions that arise in this model,

it is necessary to study the allowed polynomials that are invariant under

A and transform as a1 under J5, with t = 0 , 1 , . . . ,4. We already listed

in (16.3.15) the five such polynomials that occur for t = 0, so our task is

really to find those that appear for t ^ 0, and in particular to show that

there are always precisely four. Explicitly, the four polynomials that arise

in the four possible sectors are as follows:
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t = 1 : (ZfZ3Z5 + ...) t = 2 : {Z\Z\ + ...)

(16.4.13)

= 3:(ZfZ2
5+...) t = 4 : ( Z 1

3 Z 3
2 + . . . )

...) (ZJZ3Z4Z5 + ...)•

In each case the symbol ' + . . . ' represents the addition of terms obtained
by adding cyclic permutations of the variables. This confirms that in each
sector with t ^ 0, there are four left-handed massless multiplets and no
right-handed multiplets, while for t = 0 there are five left-handed massless
multiplets and one right-handed massless multiplet.

Let us now discuss the physical implications of this. The choice of UB
was made to ensure that color nonsinglets have t ^ 0. However, some of
the color singlets have t = 0. Consequently, above and beyond the four EQ
generations that are predicted in this toy model by an index theorem, we
get additional massless particles that are color singlets. In fact, these ex-
tra states transform under the weak-interaction group SU(2)L X SU(2)R

as (1/2,1/2) © (0,0), since those are the representations that with our
choice of Us correspond to t = 0. The (1/2,1/2) modes are particu-
larly interesting, since they have the quantum numbers (and couplings)
of conventional weak doublets.

Now, let us discuss the physical problem to which we would like to
apply these results. One of the classic problems of grand-unified theories
is the so-called fine-tuning problem. Why is the weak doublet so light
(its mass is at most of order 1 TeV) compared to the fundamental mass
scales of grand unification or gravity? Its lightness, unlike the lightness of
the observed quarks and leptons, cannot be interpreted as a consequence
of gauge invariance. What makes this problem particularly worrisome is
the fact that the color triplet scalars that are related by the grand-unified
group to the usual Higgs bosons must be extremely heavy - or they would
mediate proton decay at an unacceptable rate.

Without supersymmetry, no reasonable answer is known to these ques-
tions in the context of four-dimensional grand unification. In supersym-

Models with dynamical breaking of weak interaction symmetries are a possible
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16.4 Relation to Conventional Grand Unification 505

metric grand-unified theories in four dimensions, the first part of the prob-
lem is greatly alleviated; it is not so difficult to understand the lightness
of the Higgs doublet, since it is in a multiplet with fermions that can be
light for various reasons, and since nonrenormalization theorems will keep
the Higgs doublet massless to all orders if it is massless at tree level. How-
ever, it is quite awkward in supersymmetric grand unification to explain
why the Higgs doublet is light while at the same time its color triplet
partners are superheavy.

In one important respect, supersymmetry makes the problem worse.
In supersymmetric theories, the quarks have color triplet partners, which
cannot be heavier than the scale of supersymmetry breaking. If supersym-
metry survives to low energies, the scalar partners of quarks will mediate
proton decay at a hopelessly unacceptable rate unless this is somehow
prevented. In conventional supersymmetric grand unification, this is pre-
vented by postulating a discrete symmetry that forbids the unwanted
couplings. This may be, for instance, a Z2 symmetry X under which
quark and lepton superfields Q and L are odd, while Higgs superfields H
are even. Such a symmetry permits the desired superfield couplings HLL
and HQQ, while forbidding unwanted couplings QQQ.

Let us now investigate these issues in the context of the superstring
models we have been discussing. Without any special contrivance, with
only a favorable choice of the discrete parameters that enter in defining
the symmetry breaking pattern, we have obtained massless 'Higgs bosons'
whose color triplet partners are superheavy. These are the extra mass-
less modes, not predicted by index theorems, that appear at t = 0 in the
above construction. This is the part of the problem that is difficult in
supersymmetric grand unification in four dimensions. It remains to ex-
plain why color triplet partners of quarks do not mediate proton decay.
This is conventionally the easy part of the problem; in the context of four-
dimensional field theory, one may arbitrarily postulate the desired symme-
tries. Such arbitrary choices are not available here. We must instead find
the desired symmetries by, for instance, finding that they automatically
appear in a suitable manifold of 5/7(3) holonomy. With this and other
motivations, we will investigate the global symmetries that arise in string
compactification in §16.5 below. We will see that our four generation toy
model comes relatively close to having the right global symmetries but
just misses. A study of the Georgi-Quinn-Weinberg calculation in §16.9
will reveal another problem with the toy model.

approach, but are afflicted with severe phenomenological difficulties and seem
well-nigh incompatible with grand unification.
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506 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

It might be useful to explain in another way 'why' symmetry break-
ing by Wilson lines alleviates the usual problem in obtaining light Higgs
doublets whose color triplet partners are superheavy. The problem arises
conventionally because the desired hierarchy of scalar masses would arise
only if Higgs bosons that break the grand-unified symmetry have just
the right expectation values. Typically, the standard electroweak doublet
would be massless only if a Higgs boson <f> in the adjoint representation
of the grand-unified group has just the right eigenvalues; and this is an
artificial requirement, since those eigenvalues depend on freely adjustable
coupling constants in the underlying Lagrangian. Symmetry breaking by
Wilson lines imposes a sort of quantization condition on the <j> eigenval-
ues, since <j) is replaced by a group element U that obeys a condition such
as Un = 1. It is not surprising that this natural quantization of Higgs
eigenvalues gives possibilities for solving the fine-tuning problem.

16.4-4 Fractional Electric Charges

One of the themes of this section has been to describe the relation of
the sup erst ring models under discussion to conventional grand unifica-
tion. We have so far discussed the analogs of most of the characteristic
predictions of grand unification, but one remains to be considered. One of
the characteristic features of grand unification is that the quantization of
electric charge is explained; unification of a four-dimensional theory in a
unified group G predicts that the quantum of electric charge is the smallest
charge that appears in any representation of G. The real reason for this
prediction is that conventional gauge symmetry breaking by Higgs bosons
could be turned off continuously by adjusting coupling constants to make
the Higgs expectation value go to zero. It must therefore be possible for
the electric charges to go over smoothly to charges that would be allowed
with unbroken G or in other words charges that occur in representations
of G. When the fundamental group of a manifold is finite, however, the
Wilson lines U obey quantization conditions such as Un = 1, and cannot
be turned off continuously. Consequently, the question of quantization of
electric charge must be reconsidered.

In field theory, as opposed to string theory, symmetry breaking by Wil-
son lines does not disturb the standard quantization of electric charge.
The reason for this is that in field theory, passing from a simply connected
manifold K$ to a quotient K = Ko/F simply means throwing away some
of the states - those that do not obey (16.4.2). Since the states on KQ fit
into G multiplets, they all obey the usual quantization of electric charge,
and the same will therefore be true for the subset of states that is kept in
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16.4 Relation to Conventional Grand Unification 507

Figure 16.2. On a manifold that is not simply connected, a closed string may wrap
around a noncontractible loop.

working on K and imposing (16.4.2).
In string theory, however, it is not true that the states on K = K$lF

are just a subset of the states that would arise if the theory were for-
mulated on KQ. We have considered the noncontractible loops in K as
technical ingredients in understanding symmetry breaking, but they also
have an important physical role. A closed string could wrap around such
a noncontractible loop, as shown in fig. 16.2, giving a new branch of the
physical spectrum that arises only when the theory is formulated on K
instead of KQ. In a theory that contains closed strings only, a closed
string wrapping around a noncontractible loop cannot break, so the light-
est state in this sector must be stable. If the radius of K is of order r, the
mass of the lightest state in the winding sector will be of order r /a ' , so
if the expansion parameter a'/r2 in a field-theoretic description is small,
these states have masses at least of order l/vc7. This means that in
the heterotic string theory, in which closed strings carry electric charges,
we must re-examine the question of electric charge quantization. In the
type I case, the usual quantization of electric charge seems to be valid.

Before attempting a calculation, let us point out some general facts
that constrain the answer that may emerge. Let 7 be the homotopy class
of a closed string in TTI(K). Any two closed-string states in the same
homotopy class can be related to one another by emission and absorption
of 'ordinary' closed strings, so their electric charges must differ by integers.
The difference between the electric charge of a color singlet closed string
and an integer multiple of the charge of the electron must depend only on
the homotopy class of the the closed string. Let //7 be this charge defect
of a closed string of homotopy class 7, that is, its difference from being
an integer. When two closed strings of homotopy classes 7 and 7' join,
they form the homotopy class 77'. Conservation of electric charge means
that the charge defect must add in this process, so

fiy -f fiyi = /i77/ (mod 1). (16.4.14)

The mod 1 in this equation reflects the fact that /J, is only defined modulo
an integer. Suppose now that the fundamental group of K is finite. Then
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508 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

given any homotopy class 7, there is some integer n such that wrapping
n times around gamma would give a contractible loop, 7™ = 1. Equation
(16.4.14) tells us then that n-uT = 0 mod 1 or in other words that fly = k/n
for some integer k. We would like to calculate k.

To do so, we will work in the fermionic description of the E% x E% het-
erotic superstring in which E$ is realized on sixteen left-moving fermions
A^, A = 1 , . . . , 16. We can diagonalize the Wilson line Uy by passing to
a complex basis of eight A,-, i = 1 , . . . , 8 and their complex conjugates A*,
with

U7Xi = e2i*miln\i. (16.4.15)

for some integers m,-. As the electric charge operator Q commutes with
Uy (otherwise electromagnetism is spontaneously broken!) we can simul-
taneously diagonalize Q along with U:

QXi = qi\i, (16.4.16)

where the numbers qi are the electric charges of the A,-. For simplicity we
will assume that Uy and Q are embedded in just one E&.

Since the electric charge defect /z7 is a topological invariant, to compute
it we may as well consider a string that is interacting with the Wilson
line U only. Consider the A's in the NS-like sector in which they obey
antiperiodic boundary conditions. For { 7 = 1 , the boundary condition is
AJ(<T + TT) = — A,(7r), and the energy levels are proportional to e = 2k + 1,
with k being an arbitrary integer. For more general [/, the boundary
condition is A,(cr + TT) = —C/A,(cr) or - in terms of (16.4.15)- it is

Af.(<r + TT) = -e2ivmi'nXi. (16.4.17)

The energy levels of At- are then

Ek(rrti) = 2(Jfe - rrii/n) + 1, (16.4.18)

where k is still an arbitrary integer. The charge defect ji1 is simply the
electric charge of the 'filled Dirac sea', normal ordered by subtracting the
value at rat- = 0. The charge Qt- of the Dirac sea made from negative
energy fermions of type Af- is simply the charge qi times the 'number of
negative-energy states'. The latter, of course, requires some regulariza-
tion, so we write tentatively

Qi = qi lim ]T e-
cE^mi\ (16.4.19)

where the factor of e~eEk is included to regulate the contribution of the
states of very large negative energy. Upon explicitly subtracting the value
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16.4 Relation to Conventional Grand Unification 509

at mi = 0, (16.4.19) is replaced by

Qi = qi lim J2 (e-cEk^ - e "^ 0 ) ) . (16.4.20)

With Ek in (16.4.18), one can easily compute the sum and limit in
(16.4.20) to get

Qi = qimi/n. (16.4.21)

Summing (16.4.21) over z, we finally find the value of the charge defect.
It is

1 ^ (16.4.22)

In particular, we see that the usual quantization law of electric charge is
in general not obeyed. ^ t - qimi is an integer multiple of the usual charge
quantum , but the factor of 1/n in (16.4.22) means that strings that wind
around a noncontractible loop can have an electric charge that is n times
smaller than the charges of other unconfined color singlet particles.

This completes our discussion of quantization of electric charge. How-
ever, the realization that the quantum of electric charge can be smaller
than the charge of the electron raises an immediate question, 'What hap-
pened to the monopoles?' In any U(l) gauge theory one can define
at infinity the Dirac monopole field. Quantum-mechanical coupling of a
monopole of charge g to a charged particle of charge q is consistent if the
Dirac condition g = 2ir/q • integer is obeyed. If q is n times smaller than
the charge e of the electron, g must be n times larger than the conventional
Dirac quantum 27r/e. How can this come about?

In a U(l) gauge theory the monopole gauge field defined at infinity
cannot be extended throughout all space without encountering a singu-
larity. In the early 1970's, Polyakov and 't Hooft showed that in four-
dimensional unified theories one can always 'unwrap' the monopole field
and obtain a nonsingular configuration whose magnetic charge equals the
Dirac quantum. If unification occurs not in four dimensions but only in
ten dimensions, then the discussion is modified. In this case we cannot
unwrap the monopole in the four-dimensional unified gauge group, be-
cause there is none. Symmetry breaking by Wilson lines means that there
is no approximation in which the theory is a four-dimensional theory with

With the standard embedding of color SU(3) in 50(16) or £*§, three colors of
quarks with qi = 1/3 and the same value of m make an integer contribution to
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510 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

EQ symmetry. EQ is valid only in ten dimensions, and one must try to
unwrap the monopole in the ten-dimensional gauge group. To be precise,
in a ten-dimensional theory one must start with the Dirac monopole not
on the sphere at infinity S2 but on S2 x K, with K being the Kaluza-
Klein space; and one tries to extend it without singularity from 52 x K to
R3 x K, with i?3 being ordinary three-dimensional space. The topologi-
cal problem is completely different, and there is no reason to expect the
answer to be the same. Indeed, the solution of the topological problem,
which involves techniques that we will not be able to develop here, shows
that the minimum magnetic charge is always n • 2?r/e when the minimum
electric charge is e/n.

16.4-5 Discussion

We have seen that symmetry breaking by Wilson lines preserves the suc-
cesses of conventional grand unification. At least as regards counting of
states, the states fit into representations of the unified group, plus possible
real representations. The conventional renormalization group calculation
of sin2 6 is valid. On the other hand, there are some interesting differences.
Yukawa couplings do not obey group-theory relations (but other relations
that we will begin to explore presently). There are new possibilities for a
solution of the fine-tuning problem. Quantization of electric charge and
magnetic charge does not take its usual form. Most of the differences be-
tween conventional grand unification and symmetry breaking by Wilson
lines stem from the fact that the Wilson lines obey a natural quantiza-
tion law, in contrast to the Higgs bosons of conventional grand-unified
symmetry breaking.

One principal attraction of symmetry breaking by Wilson lines is that
one does not introduce Higgs bosons or a Higgs potential but uses in-
gredients that are present anyway (if K is not simply connected). The
other principal attraction is that symmetry breaking by Wilson lines de-
pends only on discrete choices and so is quasi-topological in character.
This opens the possibility that it may one day be possible to understand
symmetry breaking by Wilson lines on general, qualitative grounds rather
than by trying to solve a difficult dynamical problem.

We have discussed symmetry breaking by Wilson lines as if it is the
only mechanism for grand-unified symmetry breaking. It is possible that
other mechanisms are at work as well. Later, we will discuss another
mechanism, involving flat directions in superpotentials, for breaking EQ.
This latter mechanism can very naturally break EQ to SO(10) or SU(5).
It may be that only the latter group should be broken by Wilson lines.
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16.5 Global Symmetries 511

Most of our discussion would carry over to those cases without too much
modification.

16.5 Global Symmetries

In our discussion of the fine-tuning problem, we found that we could
readily obtain massless Higgs doublets with superheavy color triplet part-
ners, but that a satisfactory understanding of the longevity of the proton
would require a mechanism to suppress cubic couplings of quark super-
fields. Global symmetries are one possible mechanism for doing this; they
are interesting in many other respects as well. The present section will be
devoted to a discussion of the global symmetries that arise in manifolds
of SU(3) holonomy. We begin with some generalities.

16.5.1 CP Conservation in Superstring Models

A manifold K of £{7(3) holonomy contains certain covariantly constant
tensor fields. Prominent among these are the Kahler form &, which is a
(1,1) form, and the holomorphic volume form a;, which is a (3,0) form. If
K has holonomy SU(3) (rather than a subgroup) k is up to normalization
the only covariantly constant (1,1) form. Therefore, any isometry / of K
must map k into a multiple of itself. Since k is real, the multiple is ±1.

If / . k = +fc, then / preserves the complex structure J*y = g%mkmj
and is called a holomorphic mapping of K into itself. It maps local holo-
morphic coordinates into local holomorphic coordinates. If, on the other
hand, / • k — —fc, then / is an antiholomorphic mapping that changes
the sign of the complex structure and exchanges holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic coordinates. A manifold of 57/(3) holonomy may or may
not admit an antiholomorphic isometry. For instance, the hypersurface in

defined by zeros of the polynomial

(16.5.1)

is invariant under the antiholomorphic transformation Z, —> Z\ if \i is
real. But it does not possess this or any other antiholomorphic symmetry
for general complex \i.

The qualitative significance of an antiholomorphic symmetry springs
from the fact that the Levi-Civita six form e, which expresses the ori-
entation of K, may be written e = k A k A k. Thus, in three complex
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512 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

dimensions, a transformation that reverses the sign of k is orientation-
reversing. Physically, this corresponds to the fact that antiholomorphic
symmetries are related to CP invariance, as we will now see.

Let us think about string theory compactified on M4 X K. With the
exception of the type IIA theory, ten-dimensional superstring theories do
not conserve parity in the ten-dimensional sense; they are not invariant
under transformations (even isometries) that reverse the orientation of
M4 x K. Such transformations would exchange massless fermions in the
16 of the tangent space group 50(1,9), which exist in the theory, with
fermions in the 16;, which do not exist. An orientation reversing isometry
C of K reverses the orientation of M4 x K, and so is not a symmetry of
the theory. Likewise, the ordinary parity transformation P of the uncom-
pactified coordinates, namely (t^x^y^x) —> (£, — #, — ?/, — z\ reverses the
orientation of M4 and also of M4 x K, so it is not a symmetry. However,
the combination CP reverses the orientation of both M4 and K, so it
preserves the orientation of M4 x K, and is a symmetry. As it is the
combination of P with an internal symmetry related to complex conju-
gation, one may suspect that CP corresponds to the conventional notion
of CP, and that is indeed true. To see this precisely, note that the 16
of 50(1,9) decomposes under 50(1,3) x 50(6) as (2,4) ffi (2', 4), with
2 and 2; being left- and right-handed spinors of 50(1,3), and 4 and 4
being positive and negative-chirality spinors of 50(6). P exchanges the 2
and 2' of 50(1,3), while an orientation reversing transformation C of K
exchanges the 4 and 4. Hence CP exchanges the (2,4) with the (2', 4).
We have obtained 27's and 27's of £6 from the 4 and 4 of 50(6), so
CP exchanges left-handed 27's with right-handed 27's, and deserves to
be called CP.

16.5.2 R Transformations in Superstring Models

We now consider holomorphic symmetries that leave the Kahler form k
invariant. A holomorphic transformation / maps (3,0) forms into (3,0)
forms, so it must map the covariantly constant (3,0) form UJ into a multiple
of itself:

f>u> = e*u> (16.5.2)

for some /?. In §16.3.2, we showed that (3 = 0 if / acts freely, but this
is not true in general. The value of (3 has a qualitative significance. The
three form UJ is related to a covariantly constant positive-chirality spinor
7] by ujijk = T]TTijkrj. Evidently, f -T] = ±e*^/2r/. (The sign is a matter of
convention since / is uniquely defined only modulo a 2TT rotation.) The
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16.5 Global Symmetries 513

covariantly constant spinor rj generates unbroken supersymmetry trans-
formations. The unbroken supersymmetries therefore transform the same
way that rj does. If /? ^ 0, then / does not commute with the unbroken
supersymmetries in four dimensions, but rather rotates them by a phase of

e±i/?/2 for positive or negative chirality. Such a symmetry is usually called
an R symmetry in discussions of four-dimensional supersymmetry. Under
an R symmetry, the superpotential W is not invariant but is rotated by
a phase. In the next subsection, we will give examples of holomorphic
transformations / that are or are not R symmetries.

16.5.3 Global Symmetries of the Toy Model

Analysis of global symmetries in manifolds of 5(7(3) holonomy leads to
a surprisingly rich structure. To get some experience, let us consider our
familiar practice case, the quintic hypersurface Q in CP4, defined by zeros
of a quintic polynomial. To begin with, we take the minimal form for this
polynomial:

P = Zf + Zl + ... + Zl (16.5.3)

To find symmetries of the hypersurface, we look merely for linear trans-
formations of the Z{ that map P into itself, up to phase. There are many
of these. P is invariant under the 120 permutations of the Z^. It is also
invariant under phase transformations Z^ —» arnkZ]~, with a = e2l7r'5 and
ra£ arbitrary elements of Z5 (arbitrary integers modulo five). Since an
overall scaling of the Z^ is irrelevant in CP*, the transformations with
exponents {m^} and {ra* + 1} are equivalent; only four of the five m^
are independent. This leaves a symmetry group with 120 x 54 = 75,000
elements. This is the symmetry group of the 100 generation model that
arises from the polynomial in (16.5.3).

We would like to know which of these symmetries are R symmetries
and more generally how the holomorphic three form LO transforms under
them. In §15.4.3, we derived several explicit expressions for u. One of
these, specialized to the present choice of P, is

u> = dZ1 A dZ2 A dZz/Zl (16.5.4)

Using this form of UJ we can read off the fact that to changes sign under
the transposition Z\ <-> Z2 (with Z\~ fixed for k > 2). It follows from this
because of the underlying permutation symmetry (which is not manifest
in (16.5.4)) that u is odd under any transposition. Hence LU is odd under
odd permutations of the Zk and even under even permutations. Thus,
the odd permutations of the Z* are R symmetries in the four-dimensional
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514 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

sense. Likewise, we can see from (16.5.4) that under Z\ —• amZ\ (with
other Zj. invariant), u> transforms a s w - 4 amLO. Permutation symmetry
implies that more generally under

Zk -» am*Zk (16.5.5)

the transformation of u is

w-»aW (16.5.6)

Thus, a transformation of this type is an R symmetry in four dimensions
unless J2 mk = 0.

We are actually more interested in the symmetries of the four generation
model based on Q/F, where F is the Z5 x Z5 group generated by A(Zj~) =
Zfc+i and B(Zj~) = o^Z^. If we are given a linear transformation U of
the Z{ that leaves P invariant, under what conditions does this yield a
symmetry not only of Q but also of Q/Fl At first sight one might believe
that the requirement is that U should commute with A and B. If so, Q/F
would have no symmetries, since a 5 x 5 matrix that commutes with A
and B must be a multiple of the identity, and this is irrelevant in CP^.

It is not true, however, that U must commute with A and B to give a
symmetry of Q/F. Let us consider the general situation of a manifold KQ
and a symmetry U. We would like to know whether U is a symmetry not
just of A'o but also of K = Ko/F, where F is some group that acts freely
on KQ. Let x be a point in KQ. In K, x is equivalent to /x , for any / G F.
So the action of U makes sense in K only if Ux is equal (in K) to U • fx.
In other words, U makes sense as a transformation of K only if for every
x e K and / €  F , there is some f £ F such that U • fx = f -Ux. This
means, in other words, that for every / £ F , UfU~~* must be an element
/ ' of F.

Going back to our example, with Ko being the hypersurface and F the
group generated by A and 5 , a symmetry U of the four generation model
must be a linear transformation of the Zf~ that obeys

- * * (16.5.7)

= AmBn.

Here fc, /, m, and n are integers that are defined only modulo five, so we
may think of them as elements of the group Z5. Because A and B obey
the commutation relation BA = ABa, it follows that fc,/,m and n will
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necessarily obey kn — Im = 1. This means that the matrix

(16.5.8)

has determinant one, and so belongs to the group SL(2,Zs) of 2 x 2 ma-
trices with entries in Z5 and determinant one. By analogy with £X(2, Z),
we might call this 'the modular group over Z5'. Simple counting shows
that there are 120 elements of this group.

For any choice of fc,/, ra, and n, there can be (up to normalization)
at most one matrix that obeys (16.5.7). Indeed, if U and U both obey
(16.5.7) (with the same fc,/,ra, and n) then U~1U commutes with A and
B and so must be a multiple of the identity. It is also true that a suitable
5x5 matrix exists for any choice of fc, /, m, and n. In fact, like the ordinary
modular group, the modular group over Z5 is generated by the matrices

(16.5.9)

To show that there is a linear transformation of the Zk corresponding
to every element of 5L(2, Z5), it is enough to find linear transformations
corresponding to S and T. These are

S : Zk -> J2 akmZm/VE (16.5.10)

and

f : Zk -> a™*Zk, (16.5.11)

as the reader can verify. Henceforth we will drop the hat and refer to 5
and f as S and T.

So far, we have merely established that the group H = SL(2, Z5) trans-
forms the fundamental group F of Q/F in a sensible way. We still must
understand the condition under which an element of H is actually a sym-
metry of Q/F - and the physical role of elements of H that are not
symmetries. To this end, it is useful to consider not just the particu-
lar polynomial P, but the general homogeneous quintic polynomial that
is invariant under F. The invariant polynomials were already listed in
(16.3.15), in the process of computing Hodge numbers of Q/F. The gen-
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eral invariant quintic is

Pu ...,z5) =c0

(16.5.12)
where the C{ are complex parameters. By scaling of the Z^ one may set,
say, Co = 1, but the other five parameters in P are really independent,
corresponding to the fact that the model has five generations (and one
antigeneration).

For any choice of the C,-, the equation P = 0 defines a manifold that
admits a unique metric of 5(7(3) holonomy. As the C, vary, one obtains a
five-complex-parameter family of such metrics. The existence of this mul-
tiparameter family of metrics corresponds, physically, as we have discussed
in §16.2.2 above, to the existence of five massless superfields in the low-
energy theory. We can think of the five independent C,- as physical fields.
Let N be the parameter space of the C,-. Long wavelength oscillations in
the shape of the compact manifold Q/F are governed by a supersymmet-
ric nonlinear sigma model of maps of four-dimensional space-time into N.
Any point in JV corresponds to a possible vacuum state. Within the con-
text of our toy model, an important element of understanding low-energy
physics is to determine the expectation values of the C, or in other words
to understand what point in JV corresponds to the physical vacuum.

If U belongs to H and the quintic polynomial P is invariant under A and
J5, then it follows from (16.5.7) that UP is also invariant under A and B.
Thus U induces a linear transformation of the C,, and hence a mapping of
N into itself. (The reader may wish to determine which transformation of
the C{ is brought about by S and T; it is particularly simple for T.) This
means that H maps the parameter space JV into itself, and consequently
that if is a symmetry group of the nonlinear sigma model based on N
and consequently of the physical theory based on reducing ten dimensions
to M4 x (Q/F). Thus, our four generation toy model has the nonabelian
global symmetry group H with 120 elements!

There is certainly a dramatic contrast between the sort of models un-
der discussion here and conventional grand unification. Conventionally,
global symmetries and especially elaborate global symmetry groups seem
somewhat artificial and ad hoc, but here the simplest model we could find
with a reasonably small number of generations automatically possesses
the rather intricate discrete symmetry group H. However, most of the H
symmetry is spontaneously broken. If a particular vacuum state in four
dimensions is picked, corresponding to a particular choice of F-invariant
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polynomial (or to a particular point in JV), then H is broken down to a
subgroup that leaves fixed this polynomial.

There is a Z<i subgroup of H that is always unbroken (in the absence
of Wilson lines). It is generated by <f> : Z^ —> 2L*. This corresponds, in
the sense of (16.5.8), to the matrix

(16.5.13)

which is the one nontrivial element of the center of H. It is easily seen to
leave the general polynomial in (16.5.12)invariant. At first sight, this looks
rather like what we wanted in our discussion of the fine-tuning problem in
§16.4. A Z<i symmetry has made its appearance, not because we wanted
it, but because the quotient of a quintic hypersurface in CP* by Z5 X Z5
always has Z2 symmetry.

Particular choices of polynomial give larger unbroken subgroups of H.
For instance, let us return finally to the minimal polynomial P = ]T Z\.
This is invariant under a nonabelian subgroup of H with 20 elements. This
group is generated by T and the transformation W : Z\~ —> Z2k- (Notice
that W2 = </>.) The group HQ generated by T and W is characterized
by T5 = W* = 1, WT = T~lW. In view of (16.5.6) and the preceding
discussion, it follows that W is an R symmetry (the holomorphic three
form is odd under W) but (j> and T are not.

The most general four generation model with Ho unbroken corresponds
not to the minimal polynomial P but to

P' = Y,Zl + V Z&ZzZtZs. (16.5.14)

In the usual modern language, it would not be natural to assume that the
vacuum is described by the polynomial P, since this is not singled out by
any symmetry (of a four generation model). It is natural to assume that
the vacuum is determined by a polynomial of the form P', since this is the
most general form (of a four generation model) that leaves Ho unbroken.
The latter statement amounts to the observation that the polynomials
multiplying Ci,C2,C3, and C4 in (16.5.12) are not invariant under Ho-
They are, in fact, not invariant under T, so (16.5.14) can be selected by
asking for an unbroken global Z5 symmetry generated by T.

If Wilson lines are included, an unbroken symmetry must be required
to leave them invariant, modulo a possible gauge transformation. For
instance, the Wilson lines introduced in (16.4.12) are invariant under T, so
with this symmetry breaking choice there is still an unbroken Z5 symmetry
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518 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

that leaves (16.5.14) a technically natural choice of vacuum state. As for
W', it does not leave invariant the Wilson lines in (16.4.12) (even modulo
a gauge transformation), and so is not a symmetry after EQ is broken in
this way. But <j> = W2 is a symmetry, if accompanied by a suitable gauge
transformation V<f,. The requisite gauge transformation may be described
by saying that the SU(3)c X'SU{3)L X SU(3)R element Ui®U2® Uz is
mapped into U^ ®Uz®U2\ there is an element of EQ that does this. It may
be noted that V<f, can be interpreted in four dimensions as a generalized
charge conjugation that exchanges quarks with antiquarks and exchanges
SU(2)i with SU(2)R, SO <f> is a kind of charge conjugation symmetry. Its
appearance is a fairly natural, though not particularly desirable, feature
of models in which the SU(2)L symmetry of weak interactions is extended
to SU(2)L x SU(2)R.

16.5.4 Transformation Laws of Matter Fields

We will next determine how the massless charged fields of the toy model
transform under the global symmetries we have described. The goal is
to obtain constraints on the Yukawa couplings. The basic tool is the
relation between massless chiral fields and polynomials. There is indeed a
one-to-one correspondence between massless 27's in four dimensions and
allowed perturbations 6P of the polynomial P that enters in defining the
toy model. We will consider the case in which P is of the form (16.5.14),
so that there is an interesting unbroken discrete symmetry group.

In the absence of Wilson lines that break E$, the allowed perturbations
of P are the quintic polynomials invariant under Z5 X Z5. These have
already entered in the above discussion, and are

(16.5.15)

Here ' + . . . ' refers to the addition of terms obtained by cyclic permutation
of variables. For each polynomial in (16.5.15), there is a corresponding
massless 27 in the toy model, which transforms under the unbroken sym-
metry group HQ in the way described in the previous section. We can
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therefore readily read off the transformation law of the 27's. The ifrk
have been named so that under T, ^ transforms to a iftk- At the same
time, W maps V>jfe to t/>-k) an<l the ^ a r e aH invariant under <̂  = W2.

This completes the description of the transformation law of the 27's
under Ho. The toy model contains in addition a single 27, which we will
call x? corresponding to the Kahler form. As the Kahler form is even
under holomorphic transformations, x *s invariant under Ho.

Now let us discuss what happens after EQ breaking. An interesting
example to discuss is the E§ breaking model in equation (16.4.12) above.
With this choice, color singlet states that transform as (1/2,1/2) © (0,0)
under SU(2)i x SU(2)R are unaffected by the Wilson lines, and are gov-
erned by our above comments. These are the massless Higgs bosons. As
for other components of the 27, they are described not by the polynomials
in (16.5.15) but by the more general polynomials in (16.4.13). For each
SU(3)C x SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(l) x 17(1) multiplet other than the Higgs
bosons, there are four relevant polynomials instead of the five in (16.5.15)
(this is the statement that there are extra massless Higgs bosons whose
color triplet partners are superheavy). We will leave it to the reader to
show from (16.4.13) that the four polynomials in any sector transform
under T as a2, a, a"1, and a~2.

We recall now from our discussion of the fine-tuning problem that to
prevent baryon-number-violating cubic couplings of quark and lepton su-
perfields, while allowing quark and lepton masses, it would be desirable
to find a global symmetry X that would transform the quarks and lep-
tons nontrivially while leaving some of the Higgs bosons invariant. In
supersymmetric grand unification in four dimensions, X can be arbitrar-
ily postulated, but in the superstring models under discussion, X must
be found. We now see that the global symmetry T of the toy model has
many, but not all, of the requisite features. It is true that the quarks and
leptons all transform nontrivially under T, and it is true that there are
Higgs bosons (coming from the polynomial ^o in (16.5.15), which does
not have an analog in the other sectors) that are neutral under T. The T
assignments of the quarks and leptons are such as to forbid many, but not
all, of the baryon-number-violating couplings. A cubic coupling of three

Things would not be so straightforward if we were dealing with R symmetries,
since the scalar and spinor components of a 27 transform differently under an
R symmetry, and we would have to decide which if either transforms like the
corresponding polynomial. To understand constraints on Yukawa couplings due
to R symmetries is somewhat subtle, and is best done using the formula for
Yukawa couplings given in the next section.
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quark superfields that transform as a2, a2, and a, or as a, a, and a"2, is
permitted by T.

One might wonder whether the Z2 symmetry <̂ , which is an unavoidable
symmetry of the four generation toy model (before EQ breaking), might
prevent proton decay. After all, it is a Z2 symmetry that is usually postu-
lated for this purpose phenomenologically. However, before EQ breaking,
the fact that (j) is always unbroken means that all allowed perturbations
of the defining polynomial P and hence all massless 27's are even under
^, which therefore gives no constraints on Yukawa couplings. EQ break-
ing turns <f> into a C symmetry, as was described in the last section; a C
symmetry can at most relate decays of protons to decays of antiprotons.
(Other patterns of EQ breaking would spoil (f> conservation altogether.)

In field theory, one would expect that all Yukawa couplings allowed by
the unbroken symmetries are nonzero. Is this also true in string theory?
We will see in the next section that there are additional restrictions on
Yukawa couplings.

16.6 Topological Formulas for Yukawa Couplings

While four-dimensional grand-unified theories with minimal matter con-
tent predict certain relations among Yukawa couplings, we have learned
that analogous formulas do not hold in the case of superstring models.
This is just as well, since the relations among Yukawa couplings that hold
in certain four-dimensional grand-unified theories have always been trou-
blesome. Yet it is natural to ask whether there are some more or less
simple statements that can be made about Yukawa couplings in super-
string models to replace the group-theory relations that are not valid.

A brief review of some facts about supersymmetry will be useful in
both this section and the next one. In four-dimensional supersymmetric
theories, the interactions of chiral superfields $& are governed by two
types of terms. There are terms that are written as integrals over all of
superspace,

Li= I &0K($h$). (16.6.1)

Such terms are often called D terms. There are terms that involve inte-
gration over the fermionic coordinates of one chirality only,

L2= Id20W($k) + c.c. (16.6.2)

These are called F terms. W is called the superpotential and must (for
supersymmetry) be a holomorphic function of the complex superfields $ .
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By contrast, K in (16.6.1) need not be a holomorphic function of the fields;
indeed, a holomorphic or antiholomorphic piece in (16.6.1) would vanish
upon doing the d48 integral. (There can be derivative terms in K and
W', with some restrictions in the latter case, but these play only a limited
role in low-energy physics and we will not need to consider them.) Upon
doing the 0 integrals, (16.6.1) gives rise to the kinetic energy of the fields,

Lkin = gqd^drf + Q^dW (16.6.3)

with (f> and i/> being scalar and spinor components of $ . Here gg =

d2K/d$l$J is the 'metric' in 'scalar field space'; thus, one finds by doing
th.ed40 integral in (16.6.1) that the scalar field space is a Kahler manifold
with Kahler potential K. Upon doing the cPO integral in (16.6.2), one
gets Yukawa terms and a scalar potential:

Equation (16.6.4) exhibits the significance of the superpotential. In the
absence of other fields or interactions, the condition for unbroken super-
symmetry is dW/d(j) = 0. Upon coupling to gauge fields, the potential
term acquires an extra term

2- (16.6.5)

Here the sum runs over gauge generators. The Da are functions of chiral
matter fields that transform in the adjoint representation of the gauge
group. In renormalizable theories, Da = (<t>\Ta \(f>) with Ta being gauge
generators acting on the matter fields <̂>. The general form of the Da

can be much more complicated. Unbroken supersymmetry now requires
Da = 0 as well as dW/d<j)k = 0. Upon coupling to supergravity, (16.6.4)
becomes more complicated; the conditions for unbroken supersymmetry
and zero cosmological constant become dW/dcjr = W = Da = 0.

We see from (16.6.4) that the cubic terms in W give rise directly to
Yukawa-like ^ty couplings. We cannot, however, relate these to physical
Yukawa couplings without correctly normalizing the Bose and Fermi fields
<f> and tf>. The normalization of <f> and ip is determined by the kinetic energy,
or, in view of (16.6.3), by the quadratic terms in K. Thus, to predict the
Yukawa couplings in four dimensions, we must learn to extract both cubic
terms (fri/iip and quadratic terms ifrdij) from the underlying ten-dimensional
theory.
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16.6.1 A Topological Formula for the Superpotential

We will first extract a formula for the cubic (j)iptp terms in the effective
four-dimensional Lagrangian, with (j) and i\) being Bose and Fermi com-
ponents of chiral superfields. We will work out this formula treating the
underlying theory as a ten-dimensional field theory, and later discuss the
string-theoretic corrections. The formula that we will extract is valid not
only if the spin connection is embedded in the gauge group, but more gen-
erally if the ten-dimensional gauge field A{ is any holomorphic connection
on a holomorphic vector bundle X that obeys the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-
Yau equation.

A massless fermion ij) in four dimensions arises as a zero mode of the
underlying ten-dimensional gluino field x- Likewise, (j) originates as a
zero mode in the small fluctuations of the ten-dimensional gauge field
A{ around its vacuum expectation value. We must therefore look in ten
dimensions for an A • x ' X coupling. Such a coupling is not hard to find.
It is just the minimal gauge coupling

Lgange = ?'"" A*x'aX0f,,z, (16-6.6)

where indices £,?/, and z label the adjoint representation of 2?g, and fxyz

are the E% structure constants. ((16.6.6) arises by expanding out the co-
variant derivative in the Dirac action XPX-) Now, the Lagrangian density
in (16.6.6) is to be integrated over all ten coordinates to compute the
Lagrangian or action functional,

S = J Lgauge. (16.6.7)

If we wish to find a four-dimensional Lagrangian that must be integrated
over M4 only to give 5, we simply rewrite (16.6.7) as S = J^4 • JK Lgauge-
This shows that the four-dimensional Lagrangian from which Yukawa cou-
plings are to be extracted is

LYuk= / r AiXlxpfxyz- (16.6.8)
K

No assumption of SU(3) holonomy is needed for (16.6.8), but now we wish
to specialize to this case.

In the decomposition 16 = (2,4) ffi (2',4) of the spinor of 50(1,9) in
terms of 50(1,3) x 50(6), the left-handed spinors in the four-dimensional
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sense are the (2;,4) component. Under the assumed holonomy group
SU(3) of the compact manifold K, the 4 transforms as 1 © 3. As we have
seen in §16.2, the only zero modes that arise from the singlets of 5(7(3) are
gluinos whose Yukawa couplings are determined by super symmetry and
gauge invariance. We will therefore concentrate on the 3 part, which is
equivalent to a (0,1) form xf- with an extra index x that labels the adjoint
representation of E%. The ten-dimensional gauge field A{ has (1,0) and
(0,1) pieces, transforming as 3 and 3 of 5(7(3). As it is not possible to
make an 5(7(3) singlet from 3 x 3 x 3, it is the (0,1) part of Ai that we
must consider.

In 5/7(3) group theory, the unique singlet that can be made from 3 x
3 X 3 is the completely antisymmetric combination. Thus, even without
detailed study of the Dirac algebra, we can read off from (16.6.8) the form

^ l x f x l , (16.6.9)
K

where e is the antisymmetric tensor of 5(7(3).
Equation (16.6.9) is an answer to our problem. If we actually know the

Ricci-flat Kahler metric of K and are able to solve the Dirac equation
for zero modes, then inserting the zero mode wave functions in (16.6.9)
and integrating over K gives Yukawa couplings in four dimensions. Ex-
pressed this way, it appears that evaluating (16.6.9) would require ex-
tensive knowledge about K. Actually, it is possible to rewrite (16.6.9)
in a quasi-topological form that can be evaluated using only qualitative
information.

The completely antisymmetric combination of the 5(7(3) indices in
(16.6.9) amounts to a wedge product of the (0,1) forms A and x- In-
deed, the three (0,1) forms in (16.6.9) are effectively being combined into
a (0,3) form. In a HopologicaF expression, the integrand is most natu-
rally a six form or (3,3) form. We can make a (3,3) form from the (0,3)
form that implicitly appears in (16.6.9) by multiplying by the covariantly
constant (3,0) form of the manifold of 5(7(3) holonomy. Thus, (16.6.9) is
equivalent to

LYuk = J LjAAxAX
y*Xzfxyz, (16.6.10)

K

which is more revealing.
Suppose that we are given chiral superfields $& in four dimensions.

Each $fc corresponds to a harmonic (0,1) form i^x on K. We wish to
calculate the cubic term in a superpotential W = \kim$k$l$m + To
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524 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

do so, it is enough to set the (0,1) forms A and \ m (16.6.10) equal to
u(k)'>u(l)^ a n d u(m)' We get our formula for Yukawa couplings

him = j u A ux
{k) A uy

{l) A u\m)fxvx. (16.6.11)
K

As a check, note that (16.6.11) is completely symmetric in fc,/, and ra,
something that was not transparent in our starting point.

Now, in our derivation, the u^ are harmonic (0,1) forms. As such they
define elements of the Dolbeault cohomology group Hl(X), X being the
holomorphic vector bundle that enters in the choice of vacuum state. In
fact, (16.6.11) is invariant under

"(m)-^" ( m ) + De(m), (16.6.12)

with D being the gauge covariant d operator. To verify that (16.6.11) is
invariant under (16.6.12), one needs to show that

0 = j u, A u\h) A uf0 A Dtlm)fxyz. (16.6.13)

K

This can be proved by integrating by parts, and using the fact that
DLJ = /?t/(jfc) = 0, since u> and the u^ are harmonic. The invariance of
(16.6.11) under (16.6.12) means that (16.6.11) depends only on the coho-
mology classes of the u^ in the Dolbeault cohomology group H1 (X) (X
being the holomorphic vector bundle that enters in defining the vacuum
state). This in turn means that (16.6.11) is a quasi-topological formula.
To evaluate it, we do not need to know the actual Ricci-flat metric of
K; we only need the topology and complex structure of K. Indeed, in
(16.6.11) the only ingredients are the holomorphic three form u> and the
wave functions u^y The holomorphic three form depends only on the
complex structure of K, not any particular choice of metric. It frequently
can be described explicitly, as we did in some examples in §16.5.3. As for
the wave functions, since we do not need explicit zero-mode wave func-
tions but only wave functions in the correct D cohomology class, finding
the suitable wave functions likewise depends only on the topology and
complex structure of K. Being quasi-topological, (16.6.11) is actually a
quite tractable formula for the superpotential, though to evaluate it (ex-
cept in special cases) requires methods that go beyond the scope of our
exposition here.
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Apart from esthetic criteria, why is it desirable to have a topological
formula for the superpotential? There are many mysteries in the low-
energy world that are very possibly related to the vanishing, at least at
tree level, of some Yukawa couplings. Examples are the extreme light-
ness of the electron and first-generation quarks and the smallness of the
Cabibbo angle. In most conventional approaches to the question of why
some Yukawa couplings might vanish, one attempts to postulate global
symmetries that would require this. (In the last section, we tried to find,
rather than postulate, such symmetries.) This approach has not led to
really compelling results; it seems that global symmetries that explain
vanishing of couplings that are indeed small typically also predict vanish-
ing of couplings that are not small. The fact that the superpotential is
given by a topological formula in the context of ten-dimensional super-
strings raises the possibility that some Yukawa couplings vanish because
they are forbidden on topological grounds, rather than because of sym-
metries. Topological reasoning that would force the vanishing of some
Yukawa couplings would not necessarily have unwanted consequences in
other areas.

The general formulas (16.6.9) and (16.6.11) simplify somewhat in the
case in which the spin connection is embedded in the gauge group. In
this case, the massless particles in four dimensions that originate from
the adjoint representation of E% transform as 27,27, or 1 under the un-
broken EQ. The cubic superfield couplings allowed by EQ invariance are
273, 27 , 1 3 , and 1-27-27. All of these are present in general and can
be extracted from (16.6.11). For example, massless superfields $^x that
transform as 27 of EQ (here p is an EQ index and (&) a generation index)
originate microscopically from elements U(jfc)a£ of H1^). Because of EQ
invariance the 273 terms in the superpotential must be of the form

W = Xkim^{k)^lm)dpqr, (16.6.14)

where dpqr is the cubic symmetric tensor characteristic of EQ, and we
wish to determine the couplings Xklm- Inserting the U(k)aT m (16.6.9),
SU(3) invariance implies that the tangent-vector indices of the three wave
functions ^(fc)ar are contracted in a completely antisymmetric fashion, so

Since the indices may seem bewildering, let us note that an element of Hl(T)
would be denoted u~. Since there is in general more than one element of Hl{T),
u carries in addition the generation index (k).
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(16.6.9) reduces in this case to

V / CLCL 00 CC d & i / 1 ?̂ ?̂ 1 K\

K

We will find this formula useful in §16.6.4.
Likewise, superfields $(f)p that transform as 27 of E$ can have cubic

superfield couplings of the general form

W = \fgh$(f)p$(g)q$ih)rd
pqr. (16.6.16)

with dpqr being again the EQ invariant. To determine the \fgh-> recall that
the $(y) originate microscopically as harmonic (1,1) forms U/^flj. SU(3)
invariance of (16.6.9) again means that complete antisymmetry on the
(1,0) indices must be implicit in the E% structure constants, so (16.6.9)
reduces in this situation to

xfgh = I Ude7"abc9aaghlgccg geeg™U'(f)dz%)ept(h)fc^ (16.6.17)

Happily, some simple SU(3) group theory shows that (16.6.17) is equiva-
lent to a much more natural looking expression, namely the wedge product
of the three (1,1) forms:

= / u(f) A u(g) A UW' (16.6.18)
K

The great merit of this formula compared to our previous ones is that it
depends only on the de Rham cohomology classes of the u's in H2(K),
(This is so since (16.6.18) is invariant under u —• u + da, as we discussed
in §12.4.) De Rham cohomology is a topological invariant, so unlike our
previous formulas, (16.6.18) is a strictly topological formula that does not
depend on the choice of a complex structure on K.

As an example of a consequence of topological formulas for the su-
perpotential that would be puzzling from the low-energy point of view,
suppose that K does not admit an antiholomorphic symmetry, so that CP
is spontaneously broken. In this case, one expects Yukawa couplings to be
complex, and that will be true for the Xum °f (16.6.15), since the ingredi-
ents in that formula are complex. However, the Xfgh of (16.6.18) are real
even if CP is violated, since (1,1) forms, which are the only ingredients
in (16.6.18), are naturally real.
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We have only discussed Yukawa couplings of superfields that originate
from the adjoint representation of E%. There are other massless chiral su-
perfields corresponding to deformations of the complex structure or of the
Kahler form called X^ and Y^y respectively. Though we have not dis-
cussed these explicitly, they actually enter the above discussion because,
for instance, the Xkim m (16.6.15) depend on the complex structure and
thus on the expectation values of the Xra\. Thus, (16.6.14), for instance,
would be more accurately written

W = hlm(X{a))^{k)^lm)dpqr. (16.6.19)

Of course, upon expanding around an expectation value of the Xta\, which
must somehow be determined, the X^ dependence of the A /̂m will con-
tribute only tiny corrections to low-energy physics. While the superfield
couplings derived in this section depend on the complex structure of Ky

they do not depend on the choice of Kahler metric and hence are in-
dependent of the Y(py We will consider the significance of this fact in
§16.8.

The reader may wonder whether, apart from the terms we have de-
rived, there are terms in the superpotential that couple the XtQ\ and Ytp^
terms to themselves only. At least with the spin connection embedded
in the gauge group, such terms cannot arise. Indeed, an X^ term in the
superpotential (for instance) would yield a term \dW/dX\2 = \X\* in
the ordinary potential energy V of equation (16.6.4). This would pre-
vent X from getting a vacuum expectation value. But we know from the
Calabi-Yau classification of metrics of SU(3) holonomy that the complex
structure and Kahler class can have arbitrary values, or in other words
that the vacuum expectation value of X can be arbitrary. (We are here
tacitly using the result of §16.7 below, where it will be shown that so-
lutions of the equations of the theory can be constructed starting with
general metrics of 5C/(3) holonomy, at least to all finite orders in a'.) A
similar argument, using the fact that the number of massless 27's is a
topological invariant independent of the vacuum expectation value of X,
shows that there are no X • 27 • 27 couplings, even though there may be
no global symmetries forbidding such terms.

16.6.2 The Kinetic Terms

A knowledge of the superpotential is the key to predicting which Yukawa
couplings vanish, and there is much physics in this. The extreme light-
ness of some fermions, the smallness of mixing angles, and even the sta-
bility of the proton may possibly be determined by the vanishing of some
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Yukawa couplings. To obtain quantitative predictions for the Yukawa cou-
plings that do not vanish, however, it is necessary to know the D terms of
(16.6.1), as well as the superpotential. The general strategy to obtain for-
mulas for the D terms is the same as for the superpotential - one begins
with the exact ten-dimensional action, and, after integrating over the
compact manifold K, one obtains an effective four-dimensional action.
In this way one can obtain formulas for the kinetic terms in the effec-
tive four-dimensional theory. With the spin connection embedded in the
gauge group, the resulting formulas have a topological character. Partly
for brevity and partly because the nonrenormalization theorem discussed
presently does not seem to have an analog for the kinetic terms, we will
not discuss the detailed formula for the kinetic terms in four dimensions
that arises after compactification.

One simple fact about the normalization of the Yukawa couplings should
certainly be pointed out, however. If r is the radius of K, then upon inte-
grating over K the coefficients of terms in the effective four-dimensional
theory are multiplied by appropriate powers of r. It is not too difficult to
see that both gauge couplings and Yukawa couplings are formally of order
1/r. Four-dimensional gauge couplings that are not too small correspond
to r being not too much larger than the Planck length; nonzero Yukawa
couplings are then formally of the same order of magnitude.

16.6.3 A Nonrenormalization Theorem and Its Consequences

In analyzing the superpotential of the matter fields in the above sections,
we worked exclusively in terms of the ten-dimensional field theory. This
means that if r is the radius of the compact manifold K, our results are
valid only to lowest order in a'/r2. We will now show that the results con-
cerning the superpotential are actually valid to all finite orders in a1 jr2.
(In certain cases, there seem to be corrections that are nonperturbatively
small as a' -> 0.)

The argument is surprisingly simple. The radius r of K actually is one
of the moduli that enter in finding a metric on K of SU($) holonomy.
As such, it corresponds in four dimensions to a massless field, which we
will also call r. The superpartner of r is a pseudoscalar p that originates
as a zero mode of the ten-dimensional two form B^N- This pseudoscalar
decouples at zero momentum because of the same abelian gauge invariance
SB = dA that causes B to decouple at zero momentum in the original
ten-dimensional theory. Saying that p decouples at zero momentum is
tantamount to the statement that p is an axion-like mode governed by
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16.6 Topological Formulas for Yukawa Couplings 529

the global symmetry

Sp = constant. (16.6.20)

This symmetry was discussed in §14.3.2, and was shown to be valid to
all finite orders in a'; it was also indicated that in the heterotic string
theory it is not valid nonperturbatively. Supersymmetry unites r and p
in a complex superfield Y.

Now, the superpotential W is a holomorphic function of complex vari-
ables, so if it depends on r at all, it depends on r and p in the combination
Y = r + ip. But W may not depend on p, since then p would enter in non-
derivative couplings, and the axionic symmetry would be violated. Hence,
W cannot depend on r either. So W cannot depend on the dimensionless
parameter a1 /r2. W may therefore be evaluated at oc — 0, and is given
by the field-theory formula. (There may be nonperturbative corrections,
since (16.6.20) is only valid to finite orders in a'.) As a check on the
argument, note that it implies that the field theory formula for W cannot
depend on the Kahler class of the metric; this was already observed in
§16.6.1.

This surprisingly simple argument dramatically increases the signifi-
cance of the topological formula for the superpotential that was derived
earlier. If a'/r2 is even moderately small, the nonperturbative (world-
sheet instanton) effects, which according to our discussion in §14.3.2 may
spoil the symmetry (16.6.20), will be very tiny, so the topological formula
for the superpotential will be extremely accurate. As of this writing, re-
cent investigations have indicated that on many (not all) manifolds of
SU(3) holonomy, nonperturbative effects do correct the topological for-
mula by an amount proportional to e~r 'a , but the analysis is too lengthy
to be presented here.

The nonrenormalization of the superpotential also has surprisingly
strong implications. We have already encountered tantalizing indications
that Ricci-flat Kahler manifolds, with the spin connection embedded in
the gauge group, give solutions of the equations of motion of string theory.
This was certainly true to the low order in a1 to which we checked the
equations in §16.1. We can now easily show that, possibly with a suitable
readjustment of the vacuum state, this remains true to all finite orders in
a1.

Imagine compactifying the ten-dimensional theory on T4 x K, with T4

being some four manifold, which we do not assume a priori to be four-
dimensional Minkowski space. Ten-dimensional string theory will give
some sort of effective theory governing physics on T4. We wish to show
that starting with K being a Ricci-flat Kahler manifold (with the spin
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530 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

connection embedded in the gauge group), we can find, at least to all
finite orders in a', a solution of the underlying equations. This solution
has unbroken supersymmetry, with T4 being four-dimensional Minkowski
space. It is enough to show that these statements hold in terms of the
effective theory on T4, rather than the underlying ten-dimensional field
theory.

Order by order in a', string theory gives corrections to the equations
of the effective theory on T4. To begin with, we know that these cor-
rections preserve the fact that the effective theory on T4 is a super-
symmetric theory, but we do not know that Minkowski space is a so-
lution with unbroken supersymmetry. The discussion following (16.6.5)
amounted to saying that what we must show is that the effective theory
has W = dW/d(j)k = Da = 0. The relevant Da are those that correspond
to massless Ee x E$ gauge bosons, since massive ones can be integrated
out in determining what we mean by the effective low-energy theory. Un-
broken EQ x E& will ensure that the Da terms vanish, so we must concern
ourselves with the conditions W — dW/d<f>k = 0. Since W receives no a1-
dependent contributions (at least to finite orders), these statements will
be true if they hold at o! — 0. This is the case since we have already
verified the field equations in the low-energy field-theory limit. Thus, at
least to all finite orders in a', we obtain in this way solutions of the equa-
tions of motion of the theory. In the next section, we will generalize the
argument in an interesting way.

It is important to note that the above argument is macroscopic in char-
acter and says nothing about what is happening microscopically. In the
above we integrated out the massive degrees of freedom to discuss the
effective theory of the massless ones. The argument does not guarantee
that a'-dependent corrections do not modify the equations or bring about
a shift in the expectation values of the massive fields. The argument guar-
antees only that whatever shift in the equations or the expectation values
of the massive fields comes about because of string-theory corrections,
the vacuum configuration of the light fields in four dimensions will not be
affected in this process.

Perhaps it is worthwhile to state this more explicitly. Consider a com-
pactified theory that in four dimensions has massive fields Xj and massless
fields <j)m. The mass terms in the Lagrangian are

Otherwise this theory, which at a' = 0 has a massless spin 3/2 particle, would
not be consistent.
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16.6 Topological Formulas for Yukawa Couplings 531

Of course, we have not included mass terms for the massless fields (f>m. We
now turn on string-theoretic corrections of order (a')p for some p. They
may contribute, among other things, linear terms in some of the fields:

(16.6.22)

What are the consequences of this modification of the theory? Solving
the equations

(L + AL) 0 (16.6.23)

for massive fields, we find that the vacuum expectation values of of the
X{ are shifted by

f (16.6.24)

In constructing a perturbative expansion of the vacuum state, (16.6.24)
just represent a small harmless shift in the expectation values of the X{.
Quite different are the pj of (16.6.22). Since the <f>j are massless, a nonzero
pj would formally shift <f>j by

% ~ Pi/0- (16.6.25)

In actuality, the shift would be large but, presumably, not infinite. But
the nonsensical form of (16.6.25) means that a perturbative expansion of
the vacuum around a starting point that gives pj ^ 0 is not possible. Per-
turbative corrections that give nonzero pj would destabilize the original
vacuum state, shifting it by a large amount in a way that invalidates (and
cannot be predicted from) perturbation theory.

What we have shown using the nonrenormalization theorem for the su-
perpotential is that order by order in a1 in an expansion in which the
starting point is a Ricci-flat Kahler manifold, the four-dimensional su-
perpotential is unmodified and therefore the expectation values of the
massless fields are unshifted. In the above language, the pj vanish and
the vacuum is stable, although possibly subject to small, finite shifts in
the vacuum expectation values of the massive fields. On the other hand,
the nonrenormalization theorem allows the possibility that in constructing
a vacuum solution order by order in a', shifts in the expectation values of
the massive fields may arise. We will explicitly exhibit the need for such
shifts, in a slightly different context, in the next section.

It should be pointed out that shifts in the massive fields can include
corrections to the form of the metric, so our argument permits the pos-
sibility that starting with a Ricci-flat Kahler metric and constructing a
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532 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

solution of the field equations order by order in a', the resulting solution
may not be Ricci-flat Kahler. Recent calculations indicate that this is so.

Our analysis is perturbative in nature and raises the possibility that
nonperturbatively (with the breakdown of (16.6.20)) the massless modes
will be excited and the vacuum will be destabilized. Recent analyses,
using relationships between the various string theories, indicate that this
does not occur, but this is a matter that we will not try to elucidate here.

The fact that finite-order string theory corrections do not modify the su-
perpotential is reminiscent of the fact that in four-dimensional field theory,
the superpotential is unrenormalized to all finite orders of perturbation
theory. One may ask whether the loop expansion of string theory likewise
leaves W unmodified. At one-loop order, this can be proved in close anal-
ogy with the proof in chapter 9 that Newton's constant is unrenormalized
at one-loop order (in the uncompactified theory). Nonrenormalization of
W to all finite orders in the loop expansion seems quite plausible, but has
not been completely proved.

Our arguments in this section do not apply to the kinetic terms in
the Lagrangian, which come from a superspace integral f d^OK. The
difference is that K is not an analytic function of the superfields; in fact,
K does depend on the radius of the compact manifold; this is how Yukawa
couplings come to depend on that radius. It is likewise true in four-
dimensional field theory that K is renormalized in perturbation theory.

16.6.4 Application to the Toy Model

One of the principal motivations for investigating the topological rela-
tions for the superpotential was to understand whether it is possible to
predict zeros of Yukawa couplings that do not follow from symmetries.
This is indeed possible, but since the analysis is rather technical we will
content ourselves with a rather special example in which the full force of
topological reasoning is not required.

We return to our usual toy model, the quintic hypersurface Q in CP4.
As usual, we take the quotient of Q by F « Z5 x Z5 to obtain a four-
generation model. Imposing the discrete symmetry T defined in (16.5.11),
the quintic polynomial defining Q must be of the form (16.5.14). Ignoring
EQ breaking for simplicity, the five massless 27's in four dimensions cor-
respond to the five polynomials in (16.5.15), and have the transformation
law under the global symmetry T that is given there.

Clearly, the global symmetry T restricts the Yukawa couplings; uncov-
ering such restrictions was the purpose of working out the T quantum
numbers in (16.5.15). Can we find additional restrictions on the Yukawa
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16.6 Topological Formulas for Yukawa Couplings 533

couplings? The Yukawa couplings are represented by the quasi-topological
integral in (16.6.15). While we could subject this integral to topological
reasoning, it is much faster to note that instead of evaluating the integral
on the space Q/F of Euler characteristic —8, which is used to get a four
generation model, we could evaluate the integral on the simply connected
covering space Q. The advantage of this is that Q has a gigantic symme-
try group, including the phase transformations (16.5.5), most of which is
lost if we work on Q/F. By evaluating the integral (16.6.15) on Q instead
of QIF, we can predict the vanishing of some terms that respect all of
the symmetries of Q/F but violate some of the symmetries of Q.

Symmetries of Q that are not symmetries of Q/F might be called 'pseu-
dosyrametries'. The use of pseudosymmetries to restrict Yukawa couplings
on Q/F is a particularly simple case of topological reasoning.

Let us now see how this works. In (16.6.15) there are two explicit factors
of a;, and three wave function u^yu^^u^my To get a nonzero integral,
the product ^2u^u^u^ must be invariant under (16.5.5). In view of
(16.5.6), this means that the product of the three u's must transform like

U(*)U(j)i*(m) -* a 3 £ m * • U(ifc)W(/)W(m). (16.6.26)

This condition is easy to implement because the urm^ are in one-to-one
correspondence with suitable quintic polynomials and transform the same
way under (16.5.5). Working with the i\)m of (16.5.15) instead of the W(m),
the product

tkMm (16.6.27)

must transform like (16.6.26) if the corresponding cubic superfield cou-
pling is not to vanish. On the other hand, the product (16.6.27) of three
quintic polynomials is a polynomial of fifteenth order. The only fifteenth
order polynomial that transforms like (16.6.26) is

Z\Z\Z\ZlZl (16.6.28)

and our conclusion is that a cubic superfield coupling of three families
vanishes unless (16.6.28) appears in the product of the corresponding three
polynomials ipk^h^m- It is easy to see now that the allowed Yukawa
couplings are

V>Cb 00^20-2, 020-10-1, ^-2-01^1, 020201,0-20-20-1, (16.6.29)

but that

0o0-i0i (16.6.30)

is forbidden. What is fascinating about this result is that (16.6.30) re-
spects every global symmetry that is conserved by (16.6.29). To a low-
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534 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

energy observer, the failure to observe the coupling (16.6.30) in a theory
in which all of the couplings in (16.6.29) are present would be rather puz-
zling. Nature present us with some very similar puzzles in the form of
surprisingly small quark and lepton masses and mixing angles. We have
seen how such a puzzle can have a simple and uncontrived microscopic
explanation.

16.7 Another Approach to Symmetry Breaking

Throughout this chapter, we have studied the consequences of equations
(16.1.1) for unbroken supersymmetry in four dimensions, which we repeat
here for convenience:

(a) 0 = Sfo = iDin +

Our discussion has been entirely based on a simple ansatz for obeying
these equations, namely embedding the spin connection in the gauge group
and setting H = d(f> = 0. While this obeys (16.7.1), those equations are
only approximations to an exact structure that includes terms of higher
order in a1. The nonrenormalization theorem for the superpotential was
used in the last section to show that the higher-order corrections do not
excite massless fields and destabilize the vacuum, but instead excite mas-
sive fields only and can be absorbed in small, perturbative corrections to
the vacuum.

It is unsatisfying to be limited to the simple ansatz that we have con-
sidered without evidence that more general possibilities are not viable.
We will now use the nonrenormalization theorem for the superpotential
to find more general vacuum states with unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry
in four dimensions. We will give only a rather brief introduction to a vast
and as yet incompletely explored subject.

We consider compactification on M4 x K where K is a compact six-
dimensional manifold whose radius will be denoted as r. We will expand
in powers of 1/r or more precisely in powers of a1 /r2. The goal will be to
formulate statements that are valid at least to all finite orders in a1 /r2.
It is important to keep in mind that r is a dynamical variable and is in
fact one of the four-dimensional fields of the theory. Indeed, r is related
by supersymmetry to the axion-like mode that entered in the proof of the
nonrenormalization theorem.
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16.7 Another Approach to Symmetry Breaking 535

Let us first try to set H = d<j> = 0 in (16.7.1) but without embedding
the spin connection in the gauge group. Equation (16.7.1)(a) tells us that
K should be a manifold of SU(3) holonomy. Notice that the right-hand
side of equation (16.7.1)(a) contains one derivative and so is of order 1/r.
Equation (16.7.1)(6) is obeyed if we set H = d<f> = 0. As for (16.7.1)(c),
we have come to grips with this equation in §15.6. This equation says that
the gauge field A is a holomorphic connection on a holomorphic vector
bundle X over K, and obeys the equation

9alFal = 0. (16.7.2)

We will refer to (16.7.2) together with the holomorphic condition F-^ = 0
as the Kahler-Yang-Mills equations. The ten-dimensional gauge group
- Es x Es in the most interesting case - will be broken down to the
subgroup that commutes with the gauge fields present in the vacuum
state. Embedding the spin connection in the gauge group is one solution
of (16.7.2); it breaks Es x Es down to E$ x Es (or perhaps a subgroup if
Wilson lines are included). Equation (16.7.2) has many other solutions,
however. According to theorems of Donaldson (in complex dimension two)
and Uhlenbeck and Yau (in complex dimension three or more), discussed
in §15.6.2, there is a unique solution of (16.7.2) on any stable holomorphic
vector bundle X over K.

There are many examples of such bundles. For instance, in §15.6.3 we
constructed irreducible four-dimensional holomorphic vector bundles over
a quintic hypersurface Q in CP*. We found that such rank-four bundles
X can be found by deforming T®L,T being the tangent bundle of Q and
L being a trivial line bundle. On X, the unique holomorphic connection
A obeying (16.7.2) is an SU(A) gauge field. As Es contains the maximal
subgroup 50(10) x 50(6) « 50(10) x 517(4), the use of this solution of
(16.7.2) in the vacuum state will give a model with Es x Es broken down
to 5O(10) x Es (or a subgroup thereof if Wilson lines are included). It is
good to keep this example in mind in what follows, though (16.7.2) has
many other solutions; for instance, on a Kahler manifold with /i1*1 > 1, it
has abelian solutions, which were discussed in chapter 15.

Expanding in powers of 1/r, it is natural to consider the gauge field A
to be of order 1/r, since it appears in the covariant derivative D = d + iA.
While the right-hand side of equation (16.7.1)(a) is of order 1/r, the
right-hand side of (16.7.1)(c) is of order 1/r2. String-theoretic corrections
omitted in (16.7.1) are of higher order.

By picking K to have 5£/(3) holonomy, with H = d<j> = 0 and A
a solution of (16.7.2), we have obeyed (16.7.1). So what is still miss-
ing? Equation (16.7.1) must be supplemented with the Bianchi identity
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536 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

(16.1.2), which we repeat here for convenience:

dH = tiRAR- tiF A F. (16.7.3)

This is obeyed with H = 0 if the spin connection is embedded in the gauge
group, but not otherwise. It was precisely because of this point that in
our earlier discussion in §16.1 we limited ourselves to embedding the spin
connection in the gauge group.

Since t rF A F and tri? A R represent respectively, the second Chern
classes of X and of the tangent bundle T of K, and since dH is trivial in
cohomology, (16.7.3) has a solution only if

c2(X) = c2(T). (16.7.4)

This requirement was already noted in §13.5.3 and §14.7. If (16.7.4) is
valid, then (16.7.3) can be obeyed.

The right-hand side of (16.7.3) is of order 1/r4, so (16.7.3) is compati-
ble with choosing H to be of order 1/r3. With this choice, (16.7.1) is not
actually obeyed, but the error is only of order 1/r3. Our task is to deter-
mine whether it is possible to modify the configuration so that (16.7.1)
will be obeyed to order 1/r3 and in fact to all finite orders. In the process
it is necessary to take account of a'-dependent corrections to (16.7.1).

In fact, the 1/r3 error in (16.7.1) is a stringy effect of order ol'. One
may guess this simply because the expansion parameter is really a1 /r2,
but let us present a more detailed discussion. The tvRAR term in (16.7.3)
is not present in the limiting supersymmetric field theory formulated in
§13.1.3; it is of order a', though a1 has been set to one in the formulas.
If one deletes the tvR A R term from (16.7.3), then (16.7.3) would imply
that C2(X) = 0; in complex dimension three, a solution of (16.7.2) with
c2(X) = 0 must have F = 0, as we will see below. In this case (16.7.3)
would allow H = 0. Thus, it is really because of effects of order a1

that in attempting to obey (16.7.1) we are encountering an error of order
1/r3. The error should be analyzed using the general nonrenormalization
theorem for a'-dependent corrections, which was discussed in the last
section.

This, of course, is not very interesting for phenomenology since it leaves unbroken
#8 x E$. The inclusion of the tiR A R term in (16.7.3), which makes it possible
to use nontrivial solutions of (16.7.3) (like embedding the spin connection in the
gauge group and the more general options explored in this section) is a major
advantage of string theory relative to the limiting low-energy field theory.
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16.7 Another Approach to Symmetry Breaking 537

In a Kaluza-Klein theory with a compact manifold of radius r, the natu-
ral mass scale is l/r , and an essentially infinite number of four-dimensional
particles will appear with masses of this order. The fact that (16.7.1) is
obeyed in order l /r means that the four-dimensional gravitino is massless
in this order. Its mass, if any, will arise in order l /r3 or in whatever order
we fail to obey (16.7.1) (or its stringy generalization).

A four-dimensional theory with a massless spin 3/2 particle (which does
not decouple at zero momentum) must be supersymmetric. The fact that
for extremely large r the gravitino is essentially massless compared to all of
the other modes means that compactification from ten to four dimensions
on M4 X K must give a four-dimensional theory that is supersymmetric.
Whether supersymmetry is spontaneously broken or not is another story.
If the gravitino acquires a mass in order l /r3 (or higher orders), this must
be interpretable as spontaneous supersymmetry breaking.

How do we explore spontaneous supersymmetry breaking? The condi-
tion for unbroken supersymmetry can be succinctly stated in terms of the
superpotential W; it is

| £ 0 (16.7.5)

with <j>k ranging over all chiral superfields. Equation (16.7.5) shows im-
mediately that to determine whether effects of order l /r3 and higher (or
in other words effects of order a' and higher) can trigger spontaneous
supersymmetry breaking, we must investigate the superpotential. If the
r-dependent corrections to the leading large r behavior do not include
corrections to W', they cannot trigger spontaneous supersymmetry break-
ing. This question is, however, precisely the one that is addressed by
the nonrenormalization theorems. At least in finite orders, there are no
a'-dependent (or r-dependent) corrections to the leading large r behavior
of the superpotential. Since the configuration we are considering has un-
broken supersymmetry in the extreme large r limit, supersymmetry must
be unbroken to all orders in l/r. In our above discussion, (16.7.1) was
obeyed only to within an error of order l/r3, but the facts just cited mean
that it must be possible to adjust the metric and the various other fields
so as to eliminate this error.

Let us ask just what this argument proves and what it does not prove.
The nature of the nonrenormalization theorem for the superpotential is

There also is a condition Da = 0, with a ranging over the Lie algebra. The
structure of this condition is such that the ability to obey it is stable under slight
modification of the Da, as long as the unbroken gauge group is semisimple. In this
case we need not consider it in discussing the corrections to the large r behavior.
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538 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

that one integrates out all of the massive modes and analyzes the effective
superpotential for the massless degrees of freedom. A simple argument in-
volving the axionic symmetry then shows that this superpotential receives
no r-dependent or a'-dependent contributions. The argument guarantees
that order by order in 1/r, a vacuum solution can be obtained in which
the superpotential is not modified and therefore expectation values of the
massless fields are not shifted. The argument does not guarantee what
this vacuum solution looks like from the point of view of the massive de-
grees of freedom. If one does not integrate them out, but leaves them in
the discussion, then the r-dependent corrections may well shift the vac-
uum expectation values of the massive modes. All of this was discussed
from a slightly different point of view in the last section.

Let us now discuss the explicit perturbative construction of the vac-
uum state order by order in 1/r for low orders. This will also permit us
to illustrate explicitly the considerations in the discussion in the previ-
ous section. We expand the ten-dimensional equations in powers of 1/r,
treating space-time derivatives and gauge fields as being of order 1/r. In
order 1/r2, the only equation that we meet is the Einstein equation

Rij = 0. (16.7.6)

This is obeyed by taking K to be a Ricci-flat Kahler manifold. In order
1/r3 we meet the Yang-Mills equations

£>%• = 0, (16.7.7)

which we obey by taking the gauge field to be a holomorphic connection
on a holomorphic vector bundle X that obeys the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-
Yau equation. In order 1/r4, we meet the Bianchi identity (16.7.3), which
must be supplemented by the equation of motion of the H field:

<TH = 0. (16.7.8)

Assuming that C2(X) = C2(T), (16.7.3) and (16.7.8) together have a so-
lution, which is unique if (to minimize the energy) we choose H to be
orthogonal to the harmonic three forms on K. In order 1/r4, we meet for
the first time an equation for the dilaton field

n<f> = tiFijFij - tiRijIV', (16.7.9)

as well as a modification of the Einstein equation (16.7.6) that we will not
consider here, since (16.7.9) will suffice to illustrate the key concepts.
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On the compact manifold K, the equation

U<j> = J (16.7.10)

does not have a solution for arbitrary J. It is necessary that the source J
be orthogonal to the zero modes of the wave operator • . If indeed tj) is
such a zero mode, D^ = 0, then (using hermiticity of D) (16.7.10) implies

0 = /\pn<f>= l^J (16.7.11)
K K

Vanishing of (16.7.11) for every zero-eigenvalue eigenfunction t/> of • is the
necessary and sufficient condition for (16.7.10) to have a solution.

The scalar wave operator is particularly simple; the only zero eigenvalue
of mis the constant function 1. The requirement (16.7.11) that the source
should be orthogonal to the zero modes of the wave operator thus reduces
in this case to

0 = [(tiFijFij - tvRijRij). (16.7.12)

K

The nonrenormalization theorem for the superpotential, which predicts
that it will be possible to readjust the values of the massive fields so as
to obtain a vacuum solution order by order in a', predicts that (16.7.12)
should be valid. We will now see that indeed (16.7.12) is a consequence of
the topological condition C2(X) = C2(T) as well as the various conditions
that we have imposed in order to obey (16.1.1) in leading order in l / r .
We note first that

ijFij = 2ga"ghhiFabF--b + 2ga«gbhrFa-bFah. (16.7.13)

The second term in (16.7.13) can be rewritten using the identity

pa_F_b = gaagHSttFaJiFa - fc A t r F A F, (16.7.14)

where k is the Kahler form. Combining these manipulations gives a for-
mula for the Yang-Mills action:

ijF*' = j[2ga"gbhrFabF--b+2tT(ga7[Faa)2-2kAtTFAF]. (16.7.15)

K K

The last term on the right-hand side of (16.7.15) is a topological invariant;
that is, it depends only on the topological class of the Kahler metric on

The requisite argument here is equivalent to the one given in §15.6.2 concerning
the equation ACT = H.
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K and the topological class of the vector bundle X. (16.7.15) shows that
within a given topological class, the solution of the Kahler-Yang-Mills
equations predicted by the Donaldson and Uhlenbeck-Yau theorems has
the minimum action. Equation (16.7.15) also has a counterpart with F
replaced by the Riemann tensor R. Substituting (16.7.15) and its coun-
terpart in (16.7.12), the right-hand side of that equation becomes

-2 / k A tr(F AF-RAR). (16.7.16)

K

Substituting dH = tr(F A F - R A R) in (16.7.16), integrating by parts,
and using the fact that dk = 0, (16.7.16) vanishes. Thus, we have verified
that (16.7.9) has a solution.

Let us take stock of what we have done, and compare this to the general
discussion following (16.6.21) in the last section. The massive fields X{ in
(16.6.21) correspond in our current discussion to the nonzero eigenvalues
of the wave operator • . The massless fields fa in the earlier discussion
correspond to zero eigenvalues if> of • . Vanishing of the sources piz in
(16.6.22) is analogous to the requirement (16.7.11) that the source terms
in (16.7.9) should be orthogonal to the zero modes of the wave operator • .
Vanishing of the right-hand side of (16.7.12) is the condition that ensures
that the perturbation trF?- — tri& does not couple to a massless field
coming from a zero eigenvalue of D ; such a coupling would destabilize the
vacuum, triggering the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry.

The general idea, then, is that in expanding the field equations in powers
of 1/r, one will meet in each order equations of the general form

D(7 = J, (16.7.17)

where a is a field, • is an elliptic operator with a discrete spectrum, and J
is a source term that depends on the vacuum state as constructed in lower
orders in 1/r. The condition for (16.7.17) to have a solution is that J must
be orthogonal to all of the zero eigenvalues of D. The nonrenormalization
theorem for the superpotential predicts that this will always be the case,
and this has been checked explicitly in low orders, though we have here
considered only the simplest case.

Equation (16.7.15) shows that a solution of the Kahler-Yang-Mills equations for
which txF A F is trivial in cohomology has zero action and therefore must have
F = 0, as remarked earlier.
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16.8 Discussion

In the last subsection, we have argued for the existence, at least to all
finite orders in a', of more general states of unbroken supersymmetry.
The general starting point is a manifold K of SU(3) holonomy, and a
Kahler-Yang-Mills connection on a holomorphic vector bundle with the
same second Chern class as the tangent bundle of K. To make all of this
a little more specific, let us return to our familiar example, the quintic
hypersurface Q in CP4. Actually, we will discuss the four generation
model based on the quotient of such a hypersurface by Z5 x Z5.

If we embed the spin connection in the gauge group, we obtain an
£"6 model with one 27 Cx, five 27's D?x and a number of massless EQ
singlets E(my Here V is an EQ index, while '(a)' and '(m)' are flavor
indices for 27's and singlets, respectively. The E$ singlets of interest in
the present discussion are the ones that arise from ^(EndT) when the
tangent bundle T is embedded in E% x E%. There are also EQ singlets
coming from deformations in the complex structure and Kahler class of
K, but we will not consider them in this section.

Embedding the spin connection in the gauge group corresponds to set-
ting C = D = E = 0. It gives a vacuum state in which the superpotential
W obeys

d^ 0 (16.8.1)

and supersymmetry is unbroken. Let us now ask whether starting from
C = D = E = 0, there are 'flat directions' in which the superpotential
vanishes identically. If so, moving out in these flat directions gives new
solutions of (16.8.1), so in this case apart from states obtained by em-
bedding the spin connection in the gauge group, there are other, nearby
points in field space with unbroken supersymmetry.

In conventional models of low-energy supersymmetry, such flat direc-
tions frequently arise. In the present context, however, looking at things
purely from the low-energy point of view, they seem implausible. Let us
consider first a flat direction in which just one of the EQ singlets, E, is
excited. Since E is a massless mode corresponding to a nonzero element
of Hl(EndT), there is no E2 term in the superpotential. However, there
is no obvious reason for the superpotential not to have terms of order

Ek, k = 3,4,5, . . . . (16.8.2)

The existence of a flat direction would seemingly require the vanishing of
an infinite number of coefficients that have no obvious reason to vanish.
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542 16. Models of Low-Energy Supersymmetry

Nevertheless, in example (6) of §15.6.3 we explicitly constructed holomor-
phic deformations f of the holomorphic tangent bundle T of K. In our
discussion in the earlier part of this section, we argued that (at least to
all finite orders in a'), we can use any holomorphic bundle X with the
same second Chern class as T to construct a new vacuum state of unbro-
ken supersymmetry. Being a deformation of T, T certainly has the same
second Chern class as T, so it can be used in this construction.

In the example, the number of parameters entering in the construction
of the f was the same as the number of massless EQ singlets 2?(m), so the
new vacuum states constructed in this way are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with possible values of the E(my Therefore, improbable though it
might seem from the low-energy point of view, contributions to the su-
perpotential as in (16.8.2), which couple the E's only, all vanish (to all
finite orders in a', at any rate). Thus, we have uncovered our first ex-
ample of flat directions in the superpotential of the model obtained by
compactification on Q. These flat directions leave EQ unbroken, since we
have considered EQ singlets only.

Of more interest, perhaps, are flat directions that give broken EQ. These
must excite the 27's and 27's DJ % and Cx. In this case, there are super-
potential couplings. Indeed, we have previously given topological formulas
for the terms

d"'CxC,Cx, d^DfaDfaDfa. (16.8.3)

Merely having a formula for C3 or Z)3 couplings does not guarantee that
they are nonzero. The reader may feel 'once bit, twice shy' after being
told that the E3 couplings, for which we also derived a general topological
formula, are all zero in this particular model. However, in this model the
C3 and D3 couplings are nonzero. At first sight one might think that the
existence of C3 and Dz superfield couplings would prevent the existence
of flat directions in which C or D is excited. This is not so, however;
the C3 and D3 couplings eliminate most but not all of the flat directions,
limiting the possible patterns of EQ breaking that can arise.

Under a maximal £0(10) x (7(1) subgroup of EQ, the 27 of EQ decom-
poses as

27 « 16"1 © 102 © I"4 , (16.8.4)

In the C3 case this is easily proved. The one 27 C comes from the one harmonic
(1,1) form on Q - the Kahler form. The C3 superfield coupling is related by our
formula to fQ k A k A k, which is certainly nonzero. As for D3 couplings, though
we constrained them by means of symmetries and pseudosymmetries in §16.6.1
and §16.6.4, the proof that they are nonzero requires more powerful techniques
than we have developed.
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where the superscript is the f/(l) charge. It is easy to see from (16.8.4)
that an 50(10) x U{\) conserving 273 coupling must have the general
form

273 « 16 • 16 • 10 0 10 • 10 • 1. (16.8.5)

Notice that (16.8.5) contains no terms cubic or quadratic in the 1 of
50(10). If, therefore, C3 is the only relevant term in the superpotential
W, and the 1 of 5O(10) is the only nonzero component of the C, then
W = dW/d<j> = 0. The 27 C has a decomposition similar to (16.8.4).
It again contains an 5O(10) singlet component, and the ^-invariant C3

coupling is again harmless from the point of view of spoiling a flat direction
in which only this component of C is excited.

Let c and d be 5O(10) singlet components of C and D, respectively.
We have seen that a minimal C3 + -D3 superpotential would leave flat
directions in which c and d have vacuum expectation values, and EQ is
therefore broken down to 5O(10). Apart from the superpotential, we must
also consider the (Da)

2 terms in the potential energy, where a ranges over
the Lie algebra of E% x E%, to achieve unbroken supersymmetry. Setting
these to zero merely tells us that if c has an expectation value, then d must
also. Taking account of the minimal superpotential and the (Da)

2 terms
coming from gauge couplings, these are the only possible flat directions.

Do these flat directions breaking Ee to 5O(10) actually exist? This
would seem rather implausible from the low-energy point of view. Al-
though the C3 and D3 terms permit such flat directions, an infinity of
other superfield couplings, like

C'DtE, (CXDX)2, (16.8.6)

etc., would ruin the ^-breaking flat directions. As in our discussion of
(16.8.2), it seems implausible from the low-energy point of view for all of
these coefficients to vanish. Nonetheless, this is so (to all finite orders in
a1). The requisite reasoning is exactly analogous to what it was in the
discussion of (16.8.2). In example (6) of §15.6.3 we constructed rank-four
bundles X over Q as holomorphic deformations of T © L. The number
of parameters in the construction of X was the same as the number of
parameters in the flat directions allowed by the minimal superpotential
and the Da couplings. The existence of these bundles X implies the
existence of an enlarged family of possible vacuum states. The Kahler-
Yang-Mills connection on X is an 5(7(4) gauge field whose embedding in

a'-dependent corrections might affect the required ratio of c/o?, but are otherwise
harmless.
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E$ breaks Es down to 50(10), just as we were led to expect by thinking
about flat directions in superpotentials.

Thus, the nonrenormalization theorem for the superpotential leads to
a new mechanism for symmetry breaking; while leaving N = 1 super-
symmetry unbroken, we can use the above mechanism to break E§ down
to 50(10), which if desired can be further broken by Wilson lines. By
using a rank-five holomorphic bundle, and so embedding an SU(5) gauge
field in E&, one can break E% down to SU(5); again this can be combined
with Wilson lines. We will not construct examples of stable rank-five
holomorphic vector bundles over manifolds of SU(3) holonomy, but many
examples are possible. The phenomenology of these 50(10) and 517(5)
models is quite interesting, though it has been little explored as of yet.

Finally, we point out again that all of these considerations have been
justified only to finite orders in a1. There are indications that the non-
renormalization theorem for the superpotential breaks down nonpertur-
batively, at the level of world-sheet instantons. A good picture of the
implications of this has not yet emerged.

16.9 Renormalization of Coupling Constants

Coupling constants at grand unification can be related to coupling con-
stants at ordinary energies by means of standard renormalization-group
calculations. If we knew the correct scheme for string compactification,
we would know all of the input couplings at the unified scale; but we do
not know this. Even without knowing all of the microscopic details of a
theory, one can often determine some of the input relations among cou-
pling constants of a theory on general grounds. One of our main results
in §16.4.2 was to show that in the context of Kaluza-Klein theory, with
grand-unified symmetry breaking carried out by Wilson lines, tree-level
gauge couplings (but not Yukawa couplings) obey standard group-theory
relations. The Georgi-Quinn-Weinberg calculation of sin2 0\y and the
unification scale is therefore valid. We will discuss its implications here.

Let us denote the strong, weak and electromagnetic coupling constants
as 0:3, c*2 and aem, respectively. The standard renormalization-group

Thus, <*3 is the coupling of color SU(3), and c*2 is the coupling of SU(2)i.
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formula is

- 1 / \ - l ^ 6 3 In

MQUT

Here MQUT is the mass scale of unification, /z is the scale at which the
couplings are observed, CLGUT is the coupling at grand unification, and
63,62 and bem are the one-loop beta function coefficients. These can be
rearranged as formulas for the unification scale and the weak angle:

MGUT *7
- |63)/27T

(16.9.2)

sin2 Ow = ocem ( a 3
 1 + —(6 2 - 63) In(62 63)In

ZTT fi J

It is convenient to take \i = Mw<> in which case the experimental values
are roughly a~m = 128, a "̂1 = 9.

In the case of EQ models with low-energy supersymmetry,

6em = 8F + EQ2 - 6C.

Here F is the number of complete families or antifamilies (chiral super-
multiplets in the 27 or 27 of i?6)> A3 is the number of color triplet or
antitriplet chiral supermultiplets that do not fit in complete EQ multi-
plets, A2 is the number of weak doublet chiral supermultiplets that do
not fit in complete #6 multiplets, Y,Q2 is the sum of the squares of the
electric charges of chiral superfields that do not fit in complete E$ multi-
plets, and C is the sum of the squares of charges of light gauge bosons of
positive electric charge (for the standard model only W~*~ contributes, and
C — 1). We immediately see that for F > 4, EQ models with low-energy
supersymmetry have 63 > 0 and are plagued by Landau poles. For F = 4,
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a^1 goes to zero at 10 n ± 1 GeV. Since experiment seems to require F > 3,
we conclude that EQ models with low-energy supersymmetry must have
precisely three families (and no antifamilies).

Let us first consider the case in which the low-energy gauge group is
a group such as 577(3) x SU(2) x [/(I) x U(l) in which the standard
model is extended only by extra neutral currents. If we assume that the
chiral superfields form complete E$ multiplets, we get sin2 0\y — 0.206,
in good agreement with experiment, and log10(MGUT/Myy) — 15.8. The
latter value of MQUT

 1S quite reasonable, though this point requires some
comment.

In four-dimensional grand-unified models, any value of MQUT between
about 1015 GeV and the Planck mass would be considered reasonable.
In the Kaluza-Klein context, things are quite different. For example,
the relation g2 ~ K2/a' in the heterotic string means that (as gauge
couplings in nature are of order one) the string scale (a7)"1/2 cannot be
much below the Planck mass. If we assume (as we have in this chapter)
that compactin* cation and grand-unified symmetry breaking are the same
thing, then above MQUT and below the string scale, we are dealing with
a ten-dimensional field theory. As this is unrenormalizable, the effective
couplings will grow rapidly on evolving to higher energies. Noting from
observation that OLGUT ~ 1 a n ( l requiring that the string coupling at the
string scale not be too much more than one (this is not a strict logical
requirement, but something that we certainly hope is true), we conclude
that MQUT cannot be too much less than Mpianck. The value of MQUT

obtained above is probably near the low limit of what we would wish to
consider. This means that proton decay is not likely to be mediated by
gauge bosons at an observable rate, though it is anybody's guess at what
rate proton decay will be mediated by color triplet partners of quarks.

In the above, we assumed A2 = A3 = 0. To explain quark and lepton
masses without inducing proton decay, one may wish to include extra
Higgs bosons in incomplete multiplets. In supersymmetric models, two
Higgs doublets would be required, one to give mass to up quarks and one
to give mass to down quarks. In an E§ model, Higgs doublets that are
to couple to quarks and leptons might plausibly transform as 27 of E§.
Fermion partners of such Higgs bosons have triangle anomalies that one
might wish to cancel by including additional Higgs doublets coming from

It is almost but not quite possible to make a phenomenologically viable model
with F = 2. In such a model the top quark does not exist and is replaced by an
extra b' quark of charge —1/3. The b' quark and all known fermions fit neatly in
two 27's of EQ, but such models seem to be excluded by observations of b quark
decay and of e+e~ —+ bb.
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a 27. In fact, the mechanism sketched in §16.4.3 for obtaining massless
Higgs doublets with superheavy color-triplet partners avoids anomalies
in this way. Unfortunately, the predictions for both MQUT

 a n d sin2 6y\r
are significantly worsened by including Higgs bosons in incomplete Ee
multiplets. For example, if we include two Higgs doublets coming from a
27 of EQ and two more from a 27, we get logi0(McuTIfMw) = 12.9, and
sin2 6W = 0.25.

So far we have considered models in which the low-energy 5(7(3) x
SU(2)i x (7(1) group is extended only by extra neutral currents. There
are several other interesting cases to consider. One of the most interesting
is the left-right symmetric extension of the standard low-energy model to
a group 5(7(3) x SU(2)L x SU(2)R x (7(1) x (7(1). In fact, if we take lit-
erally the mechanism described in §16.4.3 for getting massless Higgs dou-
blets without color triplet partners, and if we wish to get massless Higgs
doublets capable of coupling to up quarks and down quarks alike, then we
are forced into this option. Unfortunately, the left-right symmetric ex-
tension of the standard model gives unacceptable renormalization-group
predictions. In the absence of unaccompanied Higgs bosons, one finds
sin2 8\y = 0.27 and log10(McuTI'%) = 23.7. Unaccompanied Higgs
bosons make MQUT g° down, but regrettably sin2 $w goes up.

Another option is to use the more general vacuum states described in
the last section to break EQ to 50(10). One of the attractions of this is
that in an EQ generation

27 « 16 0 1 0 0 1 (16.9.4)

the 10 © 1 are not observed experimentally so in EQ models one must
in any case assume that those particles gain larger masses than others,
perhaps at a TeV scale. Using flat directions to break E$ to 5O(10) might
automatically achieve this.

If one breaks EQ to 50(10) by using flat directions, then the contribu-
tions of the 10©l to the renormalization-group calculation are eliminated.
If we drop these contributions, the change in (16.9.3) is F —• 2F/3. As
a result, F = 4 becomes viable and perhaps even F = 5. In one-loop
approximation, the predictions for sin 6w and MQUT

 a r e n°t changed
and are therefore still viable.

Another tempting feature of 5O(10) models is that if all charged chiral
superfields transform as 16 of 50(10), then as a 163 superfield coupling
is forbidden by 5O(10), there will be no renormalizable baryon-number-
violating interactions. (There may still be dimension-five baryon-number-
violating interactions coming from 164 superfield couplings, and these
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might be a problem depending on questions such as the value of MQUT-)

In this case, however, it is not clear where quark and lepton masses are
to come from. If one wishes to obtain quark and lepton masses in the
usual way from cubic superfield couplings, then it is necessary to have
massless Higgs bosons coming from the 10 of 50(10). If unaccompanied
by light color triplets (which can mediate proton decay) they spoil the
renormalization-group predictions just as they do in EQ models. One
possibility is that there are unpaired Higgs bosons coming from 10 of
50(10) (unpaired in the sense that their 5(9(10) partners are superheavy),
but the renormalization-group predictions are rescued because the Higgs
contributions are balanced by the contributions of extra, unpaired color
triplets coming from 16's and 16's of 5O(10). It would take an impressive
display of the magic of algebraic geometry and Dolbeault cohomology (or
string theory) to bring about this potentially attractive result. Another
recent suggestion, little developed as of yet, is that the quark and lepton
masses may not come from terms in the superpotential at all, but from
soft supersymmetry breaking interactions.

16.10 Orbifolds and Algebraic Geometry

Compactification from ten to four dimensions on a flat six-dimensional
torus T is the simplest model of compactification. This compactification
scheme, which was discussed in chapter 6 and chapter 9, is far from re-
alistic from the point of view of low-energy phenomology. The present
point of view makes it natural to think of the six-dimensional real torus
contemplated in our previous discussions as a three-dimensional complex
torus,

T « C 3 / r , (16.10.1)

with F being a lattice in three-dimensional complex space C3. Viewed
in this way, T is a complex manifold of complex dimension three with
vanishing first Chern class. It admits a flat metric whose holonomy group
is a subgroup of SU(3) - in fact, trivial.

In §9.5.2, we explored string propagation on orbifolds as a generalization
of string propagation on a flat torus. In this way we were able to obtain a
model of compactification that was exactly soluble and almost as simple
as compactification on a torus. Our purpose in this section is to explain
the connection between orbifolds and manifolds of SU(3) holonomy and
at the same time describe a new method for constructing manifolds of
SU(3) holonomy.

As in §9.5.2, let z be a complex variable, and let To be the torus obtained
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by the identification of points z « z + 1 ~ 2 - f e2l7r'3 in the complex z
plane. The particular torus To admits the action of a group Fo « Z$
generated by

z -> a*, (16.10.2)

where a = e2l7r/3. Let z,-, i = 1,2,3 be three complex variables and Tt

the torus obtained with the identification Z{ « Z{ + 1 « z,- + e2tx/3 in the
complex î plane. The complex torus T = T\ x T<i x T3 then admits the
action of a group F « Z3 described by

^•-^a^-, t = 1,2,3. (16.10.3)

As was explained in §9.5.2, the transformation in (16.10.3) has 27 fixed
points, and consequently the topological space

X = T/F (16.10.4)

is not a manifold.
We will now explain how to modify X so as to obtain a complex man-

ifold of vanishing first Chern class. Let P be the collection of 27 fixed
points. If we delete these points from T, we get a manifold, which we will
call T — P , which is a complex but not compact manifold. Because of the
additivity of the Euler characteristic, we have

X(T -P) = X(T) - X(P) = 0 - 27 = -27. (16.10.5)

Here we are using the fact that the Euler characteristic of a point is one,
so x{P) = 27. The group F has three elements and acts freely on T — P ,
so (T — P)/F is a manifold and

X((T - P)/F) = (-27)/3 = - 9 . (16.10.6)

Since F acts holomorphically on the Zk, the complex structure of T — P
is invariant under F , and (T — P)/F is a complex manifold. Also, the
everywhere nonzero holomorphic three form

Lo = dzx Adz2 Adz3 (16.10.7)

of T — P is evidently invariant under (16.10.3), so it makes sense on
(T — P)/F, which therefore has vanishing first Chern class.
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Of course, (T — P)/F is not compact; it has 27 'holes' where points
were originally removed from T. It is, however, possible to fill in these
holes with a suitable complex manifold of c\ = 0 . The requisite object is a
certain three-dimensional complex manifold, which we will call Y. In the
terminology of example (5) of §15.6.3, Y is the total space of the bundle
L(—3) over CP2. Y admits a metric of SU(3) holonomy, which (unlike
most such metrics) can be described explicitly, though we will not do so.
The Euler characteristic of Y is 3. Gluing in a copy of Y at each of the
27 'holes' in (T — P)/F, we make a compact and nonsingular manifold
Z, which (because (T — P)/F and Y have these properties) is a complex
manifold with c\ = 0. The additivity of the Euler characteristic implies
that

X(Z) = x((T - P)/F) + 27 • X(Y) = - 9 + 27 x 3 = 72. (16.10.8)

Thus, if the spin connection is embedded in the gauge group, compactifi-
cation on Z gives a model with 36 generations of chiral fermions in four
dimensions.

The nonzero Hodge numbers of the space Y are h0}0 = h1*1 = /i2'2 = 1.
In particular, the Ricci-flat Kahler metric of Y depends on a single real
parameter, its 'radius'. Upon gluing in a copy of Y in each 'hole' in
(T — P)/F to make the compact manifold Z, the radii r,-, i = 1,... ,27
of the 27 copies of Y are still free parameters. In the limit of r, —• 0, we
recover the 'orbifold' Z = T/F, which was discussed in §9.5.2. Although
Z is not a smooth manifold, string propagation on Z seems to make
perfect sense, as we indicated in that discussion. The correct number of
generations, namely 36, emerges in the orbifold computation provided one
includes the contributions of the 'twisted sectors'.

Thus, string propagation on the orbifold Z can be understood as a
special limit, r{ —> 0, of string propagation on the smooth manifold Z
of SU(3) holonomy. A field theorist might consider it necessary to re-
solve the singularities of Z by replacing the singularities by copies of V, a
process known in algebraic geometry as 'blowing up' the singularities; in
field theory the explicit resolution of the singularities enters in computing
the values +72 for the Euler characteristic and +36 for the number of
generations. It actually is quite remarkable that the string computation
automatically includes the correction term +3 x 27 in (16.10.8) (as con-
tributions from the twisted sectors) even if one does not explicitly resolve
the singularities.

These coincide with the Hodge numbers of CP 2 , because Y, being the total space
of the line bundle L(-3) over CP 2 , is contractible onto CP2.
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In many ways orbifolds are the simplest examples of manifolds of SU(3)
holonomy, the other leading contenders being the complete intersections of
hypersurfaces in CP . It is quite conceivable that better understanding
will uncover physical principles that single out this particularly simple
case, and even if this does not occur it is very interesting to have an
exactly soluble example.

The answer 36 for the number of generations is not very attractive.
However, there are quite a few variants of the above construction that
give more reasonable answers. One can replace the torus T and discrete
group F by other complex tori and discrete group actions, and generate
quite a.few analogs of the Z orbifold and its resolution Z. A few of
these examples give four generations if the spin connection is embedded
in the gauge group, and by relaxing the assumption of embedding the
spin connection in the gauge group there are many other possibilities.
Unfortunately, a thorough discussion would take us too far afield.

16.11 Outlook

Elementary-particle phenomena present us with many unsolved problems.
If these problems are addressed in the context of compactification of ten-
dimensional string theory, then most of the puzzles can be translated
into questions about the compact manifold K. For the most part we
can write a dictionary translating questions about observed physical phe-
nomena into questions about the compact manifold K. We have tried
to give the reader of flavor of what such a dictionary might look like,
even though we have omitted many entries (e.^., a discussion of neutrino
masses). Undoubtedly, we do not yet understand many entries in this
dictionary correctly. There is, however, one conspicuous blank page, or
blank chapter, in this dictionary. This is the lack of an understanding of
why the cosmological constant vanishes. About this question there are no
compelling ideas as of this writing. Very likely, the future development
of string theory will depend in large part on success or lack of success in
understanding the cosmological constant. Quite possibly, to formulate a
proper model of supersymmetry breaking - and most of the phenomena in
the low-energy world - requires an understanding of why the cosmological
constant vanishes after supersymmetry breaking. The best that we can
hope is that the description in this chapter may be an idealization of the
picture that might emerge from such an understanding.

Of course, the cosmological constant is just one of the most conspicuous
mysteries. The truth is that while much is known about string theory,
the roots of this subject lie hidden. We do not know what principles
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unify the many surprises that make string theory possible. We do not
know why propagating strings, or world-sheet path integrals, are a proper
starting point for a generalization of nonabelian gauge theory and general
relativity. The answers to such questions may lie in directions not yet
contemplated.
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Chapter 8

The construction of loop amplitudes started very shortly after the formu-
lation of the M-particle tree diagrams of the dual resonance model (before
the significance of the critical dimension and the condition on the ground-
state mass were understood). First came the paper by Kikkawa, Sakita
and Virasoro [337], which was quickly followed by operator constructions
by Bardakgi, Halpern and Shapiro [45] and Amati, Bouchiat and Ger-
vais [27] followed by many others. The analysis of the divergences of the
planar one-loop amplitude in terms of 0 functions was first described by
Neveu and Scherk [398,200], and an analysis of all the one-loop open-string
diagrams was given by Gross, Neveu, Scherk and Schwarz [263]. The sig-
nificance of the critical dimension in giving unitary nonplanar amplitudes
was first realized by Lovelace [360], who correctly conjectured that there
would be an extra set of decoupled states in the critical dimension.

Brink and Olive [77] constructed a projection operator for on-shell phys-
ical states, which enabled them to calculate unitary one-loop amplitudes
in the critical dimension [78]. Their results can now be obtained more
simply by including ghost modes, which is the way we have presented the
calculation in §8.1.1.

The systematic factorization of the nonplanar diagrams in terms of the
closed-string states was carried out in [112] and [106]. The interpretation
of the divergences in planar open-string loop amplitudes in terms of the
emission into the vacuum of a tachyon state and a massless dilaton state
and their removal by renormalization of the string tension was given by
Shapiro [465] and by Ademollo et al. [4]. The closed-string one-loop am-
plitude was calculated by Shapiro [464], who also realized the significance
of modular invariance.

A discussion of the cosmological constant induced by one-loop effects
was given by Rohm [429]. It is also discussed in [416]. The disk and
projective-plane diagrams with external closed-string states were consid-
ered by Green and Schwarz [250].
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Chapter 9

There were a few calculations of loop amplitudes in the RNS model
in the days before space-time supersymmetry was appreciated, begin-
ning with Goddard and Waltz [225] and followed by a number of others
[106,234,79,506]. Using the light-cone approach with space-time super-
symmetry (the formalism of chapter 5), Green and Schwarz evaluated
four-particle one-loop amplitudes for open superstrings in type I theories
[240], as described in §9.1, and type II closed-string loop amplitudes [242],
as described in §9.1.2. They analyzed and interpreted the divergences of
the open-string loop amplitudes and demonstrated the finiteness of the
closed-string loop amplitudes.

The compactification of the free closed bosonic string theory on a torus
was considered by Cremmer and Scherk [115], who also calculated the
nonplanar open-string loop in the compactified theory, demonstrating the
existence of bound states with nonzero winding number. Toroidal com-
pactification of superstring theories, described in §9.2.2, was considered by
Green, Schwarz and Brink [241], who also considered the limit in which
the compact dimensions have radii that vanish along with the inverse
string tension - leading to a calculation of N = 4 Yang-Mills and N = 8
supergravity one-loop amplitudes for space-time dimensions D < 10, the
results of which are summarized in §9.2.3.

The effect of twisting the boundary conditions in order to break super-
symmetry was considered in the previously cited paper by Rohm [429],
where the effect of supersymmetry breaking on the cosmological constant
was also considered.

The one-loop heterotic string amplitudes were calculated by Gross,
Harvey, Martinec and Rohm [269] and Yahikozawa [526], where one-loop
modular invariance and finiteness are demonstrated. Even in a modular-
invariant ten-dimensional theory, modular invariance can break down
upon compactification, as shown by Witten [521]. A criterion for modu-
lar invariance to survive compactification was formulated in that paper,
where it was also shown that the various closed-superstring models are
modular invariant to all orders.

Orbifolds were introduced by Dixon, Harvey, Vafa and Witten [145].
Modular-invariant ten-dimensional string theories without space-time su-
persymmetry were constructed in [146,26,454]; the tachyon-free model
described in §9.5.3 was formulated in the papers of Dixon and Harvey
[146] and of Alvarez-Gaume, Ginsparg, Moore and Vafa [26].
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Chapter 10

The literature on anomalies in point-particle theories is enormous, and
only a small selection will be referred to here. The subject of anomalies in
field theory originated with the papers of Steinberger [468] and Schwinger
[452]. The study of the anomalous triangle diagram with one axial current
and two vector currents was pioneered by Adler [5], Bell and Jackiw [61]
and Bardeen [49], which led to the analysis of anomalies in conservation
of gauge currents [265,70,211].

Work on anomalies in higher-dimensional Yang-Mills theory and gravity
is particularly relevant to chapter 13 and is referred to in the bibliographic
discussion of that chapter. The potential implications of hexagon anoma-
liesfor type I superstring theory were discussed in [512], where it was
suggested that anomalies would occur in all type I theories. The cancel-
lation of the anomalies in (ten-dimensional) type IIB supergravity was
discovered by Alvarez-Gaume and Witten [21] in the same paper in which
gravitational anomalies were first investigated. This work, as well as com-
ments by Friedan and Shenker, prompted the investigation of anomalies
in superstring theories. The analysis of anomalies in the hexagon dia-
gram of type I superstring theory, described in §10.2, was carried out by
Green and Schwarz [252]. The interpretation of the results in terms of
the effective low-energy theory (described in chapter 13) was also given
by Green and Schwarz [249]. This analysis indicated the possibility of
anomaly cancellation for an E$ x E% superstring theory, which in turn led
to the discovery of the heterotic string by Gross, Harvey, Martinec and
Rohm [267]. The absence of anomalies in the modular transformations
of the heterotic string [268,269] is closely related to the absence of gauge
and gravitational anomalies.

Chapter 11

The idea of using path-integral methods in the study of string theory dates
back to the earliest days of the subject [300,215]. This approach proved to
be quite useful in the construction of bosonic open-string tree diagrams,
one-loop diagrams and multiloop diagrams [11,12,320,323,324,325,360].
The resulting form for the amplitudes was in accord with the analog model
of Fairlie and Nielsen [171]. While this work was correct for the most
part, it was incomplete because it did not take into account the effects
of the Fadeev-Popov ghost modes. It was not until the work of Polyakov
[417,418] that it was understood how to use covariant functional methods
of integrating over string world-sheets to take proper account of the local
symmetries. This subject has now blossomed into a field of its own, which
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would deserve a separate book to do it justice.
A parallel development was the use of the light-cone gauge for func-

tional calculations. It originated with the description of free strings by
Goddard, Goldstone, Rebbi and Thorn [226] (discussed in chapter 2) and
was applied to string interactions by Mandelstam for the bosonic string in
[368]. He developed methods of calculating tree diagrams in the bosonic
string theory [365-368] described in §11.3 from which the vertex for cou-
pling three arbitrary open-string states of Ademollo et al. [2] could be
recovered. Mandelstam also applied these techniques to the RNS string
theory [367]. The method of defining the theory with a lattice cutoff
was developed by Giles and Thorn [219,476]. The fact that the diver-
gences cancel between the external wave functions and the vertices in the
bosonic theory in the critical dimension is also indicated by the work of
Thorn [476].

The Lorentz invariance of the theory is not manifest in the light-
cone gauge formalism, although Mandelstam was able to prove it for the
bosonic open string in the critical dimension D = 26 [369]. The light-cone
functional method was also used for one-loop calculations [31,32,368].

The calculation of the measure factors arising from the functional de-
terminant and the Jacobian for the conformal mapping from the string
diagram to the upper half plane were given by Mandelstam [370] for open
and closed bosonic string tree diagrams, one-loop diagrams and multiloop
diagrams. The calculation of the functional determinants is based on the
method of McKean and Singer [383] and Alvarez [14] (see also [155]).

The light-cone gauge functional method can be used to define off-shell
amplitudes. Amplitudes with off-shell 'point-like' states were studied by
Green [235,237-239]. These are closely related to the off-shell current
amplitudes of Schwarz [445-447] and Corrigan and Fairlie [111] for open
strings and Green and Shapiro [236] for closed strings.

The bosonic three-string vertex was used as the basis of the interacting
light-cone field theory by Kaku and Kikkawa [326,327] and Cremmer and
Gervais [113,114]. This was also discussed in [293]. Green and Schwarz
generalized the construction to the cubic interactions of open superstrings
[243] and, together with Brink, to type IIB closed superstrings [244]. The
unified light-cone gauge description making use of the SU(4:) x U(l) for-
malism was developed by Green and Schwarz in [248]. The four-particle
superstring amplitudes were calculated in [248], while the Af-particle am-
plitudes were constructed by Mandelstam in [371].
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Chapter 12

Coupling of spinors to a gravitational field is described in textbooks on
general relativity, e.g. [483], pp. 365-74. A comparatively simple expla-
nation of why a spin structure cannot be defined on an arbitrary Rieman-
nian manifold can be found in [282]. For an interpretation of this in terms
of global anomalies in quantum mechanical path integrals, see [194,521].
Some of the elementary facts about spin structures on the string world
sheet are explained in somewhat more detail in [454]. Some excellent
references on two dimensional world-sheet geometry are [14,15].

Some references for physicists on some of the subjects of this chapter
are [159,394]. A very natural extension of ideas developed in this chapter
is cohomology with integer coefficients; relatively palatable expositions
can be found in [253,69]. References on more detailed aspects of charac-
teristic classes and fiber bundles are [385,306]. For some applications to
string theory of cohomology and characteristic classes with integer coef-
ficients, see [490,521,522]. Many references that we have given here are
also relevant to chapters 14-16.

Chapter 13

The N = 1, D = 4 super gravity theory was first constructed in [188,127]
and the N = 1, D = 11 theory was suggested by Nahm [392] and con-
structed by Cremmer, Julia and Scherk [118]. The N = 1, D = 10 super
Yang-Mills theory of [80,223] is coupled to AT = 1, D = 10 supergravity in
[95,62] for the abelian case and [96,99] for the nonabelian one. The N = A
D = 8 supergravity theory is given in [119]. For a review of supergravity
theories see [481,493,202].

Nahm's paper [392] also suggested the existence of two N = 2, D = 10
supergravity and superstring theories (now referred to as type IIA and
type IIB). The type IIB supergravity was first considered explicitly in
[245] and developed further in [449,450,298]. The discussion in §13.1.2
is based on [450]. The possible phenomenological relevance of type IIB
supergravity is discussed in [272].

The early history of anomalies was sketched already in the discussion
for chapter 10. Important recent developments include the study of gauge
anomalies in higher dimensions [258,181,182,183,184,466] and the intro-
duction of gravitational and mixed anomalies [21]. The literature on the
subject is enormous. Some modern discussions include [24,25,50,15,59].

The cancellation of anomalies in type IIB supergravity, as well as their
noncancellation for type I supergravity, is first demonstrated in [21]. The
discovery that string effects can lead to a cancellation for N = 1 theories
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with SO(32) or E$ X E% in terms of an effective field theory analysis
was given in [249]. The cancellation mechanism after compactification of
some dimensions is discussed in [514,251]. We have not been able to say
much about global anomalies. A detailed discussion can be found in [521].
The anomaly cancellation mechanism for the 50(16) x 50(16) theory is
presented in [146,26].

Chapter 14

For references on the early history of Kaluza-Klein theory, and its appli-
cations in string theory, see the bibliography to chapter 1 and the review
article [435]. A useful collection of old and new papers on Kaluza-Klein
theory is the book [28].

Four-dimensional unified theories are an important point of departure in
thinking about unification in 4-f ̂ -dimensions. An early attempt at quark-
lepton unification was [411]. Grand unification in the sense of embedding
all known gauge interactions in a unified group was initiated with the
SU(5) model in [212], followed by the 50(10) model [213,199] and E6

[273,274,275,1]. Most of these papers and many more are reprinted in
[533].

The connection of massless four-dimensional particles with zero modes
of wave operators in 4 + n dimensions was proposed in [507]. In that
paper it was also suggested that the numbers (and charges) of mass-
less fermions would be derived from topological invariants of a com-
pact manifold. Further work on the latter problem was presented in
[98,498,425,519,409,100,348,485]. The problem of fermion quantum num-
bers was explicitly formulated as an index problem in [498,519]. The fact
that one cannot obtain chiral fermions from (4 + n)-dimensional theories
without elementary gauge fields was proved for odd n in [507], for n divis-
ible by four in [498], and for n of the form 4k + 2 in [519]. The treatment
of the latter case depends on a theorem originally proved in [38]. Theo-
ries with elementary gauge fields in 4 + n dimensions were investigated in
[98,498,425,519,409,100,348,485]. Embedding the spin connection in the
gauge group and relating the number of fermions to the Euler character-
istic were proposed in [519] and applied in string theory (in a somewhat
more specialized context, which we will come to in chapters 15 and 16)
in [86]. The closest antecedent of this idea in four-dimensional theories is
'orthogonal family unification' [208,504], or its E$ analog [55].

Ideas about axions and the strong CP problem were developed in [414,
484,503,341,135]. For the material on axions in §14.3.2 (and additional
topics we have omitted here) see [514,489,142].
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References on differential geometry on the string world sheet have been
given in the bibliography to chapter 12.

There is a connection between index problems and supersymmetric
quantum mechanics; it was presented in [510,511]. This connection was
used to give a path-integral proof of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem in
[194] and [22]. A physics-oriented proof of the character-valued general-
ization of the index theorem was given in [519] for continuous symmetries
and in [229] in the general case.

The question of whether the 'constants' of nature are really time in-
dependent is important in string theory, because if the dilaton field is
strictly massless in nature, this will result in time variation of the natural
'constants.' This argument is briefly sketched at the end of §14.5, and
more detail can be found in [483], pp. 622-631. (The discussion there
concerns the Brans-Dicke scalar, which is rather similar to the dilaton
of string theory.) The failure to observe changes in time of the natural
constants is one of the main reasons to believe that the dilaton is not
strictly massless. Time variation of the gravitational constant was first
advocated in [143,144] as an approach to what we would now call the hier-
archy problem. Direct experimental proof that the gravitational constant
is changing more slowly than Dirac proposed came only very recently
[287]. The bounds on time variation of other constants are much better;
a useful review is [158]. A massless or very light dilaton might also show
up in laboratory tests of gravitation. There are two relevant kinds of ex-
periment. If the dilaton is not strictly massless, one anticipates apparent
deviations from the 1/r2 force law of gravity. The experimental situation
is rather complex; see [221] for a review. If the dilaton is strictly massless,
it might still show up in tests of the equivalence principle at laboratory
distances [351,290].

Chapter 15

An excellent short introduction to complex manifolds is [101]. For more
detail, [488] is relatively elementary while [257] is more advanced and com-
prehensive. Geometry of complex manifolds is just one facet of algebraic
geometry, which can be formulated over more general fields; the general-
ization is important in number theory and may prove to be important in
string theory. Some expositions of the more abstract viewpoint about alge-
braic geometry (in ascending order of difficulty) are [334,460,280]. Some
introductions to complex manifolds written for physicists are [17,294].
Many recent papers have initiated a deeper application of holomorphic
geometry to world-sheet phenomena [91,68,60,26,374,196]. Among many
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references on Riemann surfaces we cite [178,391,63].
The relation between unbroken supersymmetry and covariantly con-

stant spinor fields was pointed out in [507]. The application to ten dimen-
sional theories - leading to manifolds of SU(3) holonomy - was developed
in [86] and in subsequent papers, which can be found in the bibliography
to chapter 16. For the Calabi conjecture see [83]; the proof by Yau is
in [530]. For the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau generalization of the Calabi
conjecture to Yang-Mills theory see [149,479].

The examples of complex manifolds and holomorphic vector bundles
given in the text are standard except for vector bundles over hypersurfaces
in CPN described as example (6) in §15.6.3. These were constructed in
an extension (unpublished) of [523]; see §16.7 for use of these bundles to
construct SO(10) models.

Chapter 16

Compactification on manifolds of SU(3) holonomy was first studied in
[86], where most of our statements about the spectrum of massless par-
ticles were described. We have described just the simplest constructions
of examples of manifolds of SU(3) holonomy; for further examples see
[531,469]. Implications of symmetry breaking by Wilson lines regard-
ing the symmetry breaking pattern, the low energy couplings, and the
fine-tuning problem were explored in [518,455,75]. See [297] for an an-
tecedent of this idea, involving a Wilson line with a continuous range of
possible values. Implications of symmetry breaking by Wilson lines for
the allowed values of electric and magnetic charge were explored in [490].
Our discussion of global symmetries in compactified models largely fol-
lows [518]. The renormalization group calculation presented in §16.9 was
done in [137]. Additional phenomenological issues were discussed in [396,
415,140,93,333,126,137,162], along with many more recent papers.

The topological formula for the superpotential (in the field theory limit)
was introduced in [469]. There has been much progress in evaluating this
formula, both for positive Euler characteristic [470], and negative Euler
characteristic [88]. See also [470] for expressions for D terms that are
valid in the field-theory limit. The nonrenormalization theorem for the
superpotential, showing that the formula derived in the field theory limit
has no corrections in finite orders in a', was derived in [523]. That this
formula breaks down, under certain conditions, at a nonperturbative level
was shown in [142]. We have not explained the latter result in the text,
though some of the background can be found in §14.3.2. An argument
that the superpotential likewise has no corrections in finite orders in ft
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has been given in [381].
In §16.6.3 and §16.7-8 we present a macroscopic approach [523,142] for

predicting the existence of vacuum solutions. Though we do not do so in
the text, it is possible to address the same issues microscopically, from the
point of view of a-model calculations of the sort described (for the bosonic
theory) in §3.4. The a models arising in compactification of supersym-
metric string theories on manifolds of SU(3) holonomy were discussed
in [86,87,84,457,303]. See the bibliography to chapter 3 for additional
references on the role of a models in string theory.

Early calculations of the beta function on a models based on Ricci-flat
Kahler manifolds [17-20] (when interpreted in terms of string theory in the
above-cited papers) gave the first suggestion that such manifolds would
give solutions of string theory equations. Four-loop cr-model calculations
[259] give a nonzero beta function which was analyzed in [419] and [190]
and in particular shown to agree with a result that can be extracted from
analysis of string scattering amplitudes obtained in [270]. The countert-
erm in question was shown in [395] to have the interpretation (in terms
of a readjustment of the vacuum) that we describe in §16.6.3 and §16.7-
8 from the macroscopic viewpoint of [523]. The generalized symmetry
breaking scheme sketched in §16.7-8 has been tested by a direct pertur-
bative calculation in [524]. Orbifold calculations [148,278], in addition to
being interesting on other grounds, have given a test of a very different
sort.

The ultraviolet finiteness of sigma models based on hyper-Kahler man-
ifolds has also been a subject of much study [347,389]. An argument for
nonperturbative ultraviolet finiteness of such models was presented in [43].

For other approaches to generalizations of the embedding of the spin
connection in the gauge group, see, e.g. [58,471,304]. A detailed discus-
sion of the limiting low-energy supergravity that can emerge from string
compactification can be found in [126]. Limits on neutral currents due to
light gauge bosons beyond those of the standard model that arise in some
compactification schemes are discussed in [124]. General reviews of low-
energy phenomenology can be found in [453,310,166]. A recent attempt
at detailed realistic models is [256].
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String Field Theory

String field theory is a very active area of research that we have not
presented in these volumes. It concerns the formulation of string theory
as a second-quantized field theory based on functional string fields. To
do justice to the subject would almost require a third volume. Despite
our decision not to develop string field theory in this book, we feel that it
would be useful to list some of the papers dealing with this subject.

Most of the early work on string field theory was based on a light-cone
gauge formulation. Many of the issues relevant to this approach have
been discussed in chapter 11. The basis references in which most of the
technology was developed are the papers of Kaku and Kikkawa [40,41]
and Cremmer and Gervais [14,15].

The light-cone gauge field theory approach was extended to superstring
theory in papers by Green, Schwarz and Brink [29,30,31]. One interesting
observation in these papers is that the interaction Hamiltonian is given by
the anticommutator of a suitable light-cone component of the supercharge
with itself. Moreover, both operators are determined uniquely (given some
plausible assumptions) by requiring that the algebra is satisfied.

While a light-cone gauge formulation of the theory may be correct
and complete, there there are many questions that it does not elucidate.
A covariant formulation with a very large group of gauge invariances is
probably required to address many of the deepest questions concerning the
geometry of compactification, the occurrence or nonoccurrence of space-
time singularities, and so forth. It ought to bring forth the fundamental
principles that are the basis for string theory. Whether covariant string
field theory will turn out to be the right approach to elucidating the logical
structure that underlies string theory remains to be seen. It is certainly
the most conservative approach to this problem. A much more radical
approach is that of [22].

An early investigation of covariant string field theory in the 'old days'
of string theory was [49]. Following the revival of interest in string theory,
a first important step toward constructing covariant string field theories
was taken by Siegel [67,68], who argued that the BRST operator would
play an essential role. By 1985 the subject began to develop rapidly with
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pioneering studies by Banks and Peskin [6], Siegel and Zwiebach [69] and
Neveu and West [52-57], who presented gauge invariant free field theories
of strings. Many other contributions to the development of gauge invariant
free string field theories are listed in the accompanying references. A gauge
invariant nonlinear field theory of open bosonic strings was presented
in [77] and interpreted in terms of a noncommutative cohomology ring.
Other proposals concerning nonlinear gauge invariant string field theories
have been made in [32,33,56]. Many important papers that only exist in
preprint form are not listed.
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general relativity, 326

with fermions, 327
generalized Maxwell, 289
low-energy effective, 307ff

almost complex structure, 421

analog model, 180

anomaly
Adler-Bell-Jackiw, 142, 331
cancellation

allowed gauge groups, 353-358
four-dimensional, 410-412
low-energy, 340-343, 35 Iff
50(16) x 50(16) theory, 358-361
ten-dimensional, 334
type IIB, 352

field theory, 143-145, 333-336
gauge current, 145
global, 47, 144, 347
gravitational, 167, 336-338, 347-350,

412
mixed gauge and gravitational, 338,

350-351
nonorientable hexagon diagram, 164-

165
nonplanar hexagon diagram, 165-167
planar hexagon diagram, 154-164
superstring, 149ff
ten-dimensional super Yang-Mills,

146-149
type I supergravity, 352
type IIB supergravity, 352
Wess-Zumino condition, 343-346

antisymmetric tensor field, 377-380

second rank, 166

axion, 380-385

Betti number, 290ff, 395
Bianchi identity, 289

string correction, 416

Brans-Dicke scalar, 329

Calabi-Yau metric, 438-440
Calabi-Yau spaces, 44Iff
Chan—Paton factor

hexagon diagram, 152-153
nonorientable diagram, 27
nonplanar diagram, 32

planar diagram, 8

characteristic classes, 298ff

nonabelian, 300-302
charge quantization, 506-510
Chern class, 299, 301

for SU(N) holonomy, 438

Chern-Simons form, 300, 303

Lorentz and Yang-Mills, 382

chiral asymmetry, 368, 374-375, 405

with E6, 501

chirality
4k -f 2 -dimensional, 145

in ten dimensions, 369

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
SU(4), 269

coherent states method, 12
cohomology

de Rham, 290ff
Dolbeault, 447-449, 463ff
Hodge decomposition, 449-451
Hodge number, 451-452

cohomology ring, 295
compactification
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appearance of moduli, 403-404
CP conservation, 511-512
gauge symmetries, 400-403
global symmetries, 513ff
massless fields, 363ff, 480ff
nonrenormalization theorem, 528-532
orbifold, 124-126
5*7(3) holonomy, 480ff
supersymmetry breaking, 326
toroidal, 94-98
with four generations, 491-495

complex manifolds, 420ff
branched coverings, 471
deformations, 467

complex n space, 435
complex projective space, 427-430, 435-

436
holomorphic vector bundles, 460
hypersurfaces, 428-430, 441-444
metric, 435

complex structure, 423
conformal invariance, 20

breakdown in regulator, 157
conformal mapping, 204ff
conformal transformation

Jacobian, 265-267

correlation function
heterotic torus diagram, 104, 106
massless vector emission, 26
nonorientable diagram, 28
nonplanar diagram, 34
planar diagram, 16

torus diagram, 42

cosmological constant, 54-57, 330, 417

with superpotential, 521

coupling constants, 1
gravity and Yang-Mills, 195, 209
relations from E6, 497-500
renormalization, 544-548
supergravity, 325

Yang-Mills, 100

covariant derivative, 273

spinor, 274

CP symmetry, 342, 380, 511
delta functional, 246

de Rham's theorem, 292
diffeomorphism group

torus, 45

differential forms, 287ff
as massless fields, 365
covariantly constant, 440-441
harmonic, 294, 379
holomorphic, 441

wedge product, 294

dilatino, 415

supersymmetry breaking, 326

dilaton, 416
bosonic one-loop divergence, 21
expectation value, 57, 94, 326ff, 404
scale invariance, 328-330
superstring one-loop divergence, 84
tadpole amplitude, 93, 310

tadpole diagram, 168-171

Dirac index, 369-374, 392-394
symmetry breaking, 501
with gauge fields, 372

divergence cancellations, 171
Dolbeault cohomology, see cohomology
Dolbeault operator, 432
Donaldson—Uhlenbeck-Yau equation,

456
effective action, 307ff
Euler characteristic, 303-305, 390-396

as generation number, 408-409, 500
computations in CPN, 471-473
quotient space, 494
Riemann surface, 304
S*7(3) holonomy, 452

Euler class, 302
evolution operator, 21
exterior derivative, 287

adjoint, 293
complex manifold, 430-431
Dirac operator, 387-392

field strength
gauge-covariant, 300
gauge-invariant, 298
Riemann, 274, 302
super Yang-Mills, 322
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field-strength
gauge-invariant, 289

fractional electric charge, 506
Fubini-Study metric, see also complex

projective space, 435
functional methods, see path integral

methods

gauge field, 28Iff, 364
compactified spectrum, 398ff
holomorphic, 455
in Dirac operator, 371
topologically nontrivial, 28 Iff

gaussian integral, 13
general relativity, 253

compactified spectrum, 398ff
Dirac operator, 274
scale invariance, 327
torsion, 275
with spinors, 27Iff

generation number, 375, 404-410, 482
four-generation model, 491-495

Ee toy model, 504

ghosts

bosonic string, 5
global symmetries, 51 Iff
grand unification, 495ff

fine-tuning problem, 504, 519
with E6, 125, 480
with 50(10), 407

with 5*7(5), 498

gravitational field

fluctuations, 483

gravitino, 415

removal from twisted sector, 127

graviton, 6, 399
Green function, 16, see also correlation

function, 180
bosonic planar loop, 225-227
closed bosonic tree amplitude, 231
on infinite strip, 213
on punctured plane, 61
on real projective plane, 65, 66
open bosonic tree amplitude, 214-216

oscillator normal mode, 183

GSO projection, 112-121

divergence cancellation, 82

Hamiltonian
closed superstring, 243
light-cone gauge, 183
normal mode, 186
on lattice, 185
open superstring, 242

hierarchy problem, 330, 368, 414
Higgs field, 364, 374, 414, 495, 500, 505
Hirzebruch signature, 390
Hodge decomposition, 449
Hodge numbers, 451
holomorphic coordinates, 421
holomorphic function, 424
holonomy, 418ff, 434

string world-sheet, 435

SU(N), 437ff
homotopy, 285

charge quantization, 507
with SU(3) holonomy, 492

index theorems, 392ff
Atiyah-Singer, 372
Gauss-Bonnet-Chern, 391

instanton, 286
instanton number, 301
interaction vertices

bosonic, 191ff
superstring, 251-254

Jacobian, 265
Jacobi theta functions, 69-74

Kahler manifold, 430ff
affine connection, 433
antiholomorphic symmetries, 511
Dirac operator, 444-447
examples, 434ff
Kahler class, 436
Kahler form, 419, 502
Kahler potential, 432
metric, 430
Ricci-flat, 437ff
Riemann tensor, 433
spin connection, 438
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Kaluza-Klein theory, 399ff
Killing vector field, 399ff
Kiinneth formula, 296

Laplacian, 293
calculation of determinant, 256-265
Hodge-de Rahm, 377

Lichnerowicz, 485

Liouville modes, 36

Lorentz generators

SU(4) x U(l) formalism, 243

Lorentz invariance
breakdown from anomalies, 150
local, 272

magnetic monopole, 286, 289, 386, 393

string theory, 509

manifold
characteristic classes, 302-303
closed, 291
complex, 420ff, 423

deformations, 467-469
parallelizable, 275
Riemannian, 425-427
5*7(3) holonomy, 418-420
SU(N) holonomy, 441-444

modular group, 39
fundamental region, 49
generators, 47

modular invariance
bosonic torus diagram, 44-48
cosmological constant, 57
GSO projection, 112-117
heterotic torus diagram, 108-112
50(16) x 50(16) theory, 130
toroidal compactification, 97
type II torus diagram, 92

modular transformation, 45, 71
momentum integral

bosonic planar diagram, 12
bosonic torus diagram, 41
heterotic torus diagram, 105
massless vector emission, 25
toroidal compactification, 97
type II torus diagram, 91

Neumann coefficients, 218ff
Newlander-Nirenberg theorem, 426
Nijenhuis tensor, 421
nonlinear sigma model, 318, 384
nonrenormalization theorem, 528ff
normal mode expansion

on lattice, 185
toroidal compactification, 97

one-loop amplitude
bosonic nonorientable diagram, 27ff
bosonic nonplanar diagram, 32ff, 228
bosonic planar diagram, 8fF, 223ff
bosonic torus diagram, 38ff, 231-234
bosonic twisted contribution, 28
heterotic torus diagram, 102fF
higher-order bosonic trees, 58-63
Klein bottle, 66-67
massless vector emission, 25-27
path-integral approach, 11, 223ff
RNS formulation, 117-119
superstring low-energy limit, 98-102
type I nonorientable diagram, 85-86
type I nonplanar diagram, 87-89
type I planar diagram, 79ff
type II torus diagram, 89ff

one-loop divergences
bosonic nonorientable diagram, 30-32
bosonic nonplanar diagram, 37
bosonic planar diagram, 18-25
bosonic torus diagram, 51-54
cancellation for 50(32), 168-172
planar hexagon diagram, 156
type I planar diagram, 81-85

one-loop finiteness
extension to multiloop amplitudes, 94
heterotic torus diagram, 111
type II torus diagram, 90-94

orbifolds, 119-126, 548-551

parallel transport, 418, 434
spinor, 278-278

parity violation, 141ff
partition function

fermions, 113
nonorientable diagram, 30
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planar diagram, 23

path integral methods
bosonic one-loop amplitudes, 223ff
bosonic tree amplitudes, 203ff
free string propagator, 18Iff
interaction vertices, 191-195
5-matrix elements, 197ff
SU(4) x U(l) superstrings, 235fF
superstring tree amplitudes, 254-255

Peccei-Quinn symmetry, 384
Poincare duality, 296

Kahler manifold, 452

Poincare lemma, 289
Poisson summation formula, 71
Pontryagin class, 300, 302
Pontryagin numbers, 303
propagator

closed bosonic string, 56
fermion, 151
open bosonic string, 8, 181ff

ghost contribution, 14
open superstring, 80
twisted, 28

proton decay, 499, 504, 520

quantum gravity, 55

R symmetry, 512
Rarita-Schwinger field, 365
Rarita-Schwinger index, 375
real projective plane, 31, 63-66
regularization, 146

lattice cutoff, 184-189
Pauli-Villars, 155
planar hexagon diagram, 155-157
point-splitting, 158, 173-177
two-dimensional Laplacian, 256

renormalization
bosonic one-loop, 18, 51
coupling constants, 544-548
in critical dimension, 191, 256

Riemann-Roch theorem, 452
Riemann surface, 1, 304, 425, 458ff
RNS formalism, 112ff

scale invariance, 326
Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, 205

Shapiro-Virasoro model, 231
singularities

bosonic nonplanar diagram, 35-37
bosonic planar diagram, 17-18
bosonic torus diagram, 50
free boson propagator, 16
free string propagator, 190
higher-order bosonic trees, 63
open bosonic tree amplitude, 206-208
planar hexagon diagram, 163
superstring interaction points, 248-

250
toroidal compactification, 96
type I nonplanar diagram, 88

type II torus diagram, 93

SL(2, Z)
reparametrizations of torus, 46

50(16), 127
50(16) x 50(16) heterotic string, 128-

132
spectrum, 131-132

spin connection, 273-275, 302
as Es x #8 gauge field, 405, 476-480
nonminimal, 274

spin manifold, 276
spin structures

GSO projection, 279
world-sheet, 277-281

Stokes' theorem, 291
supergravity

four-dimensional, 417
manifest covariance, 315
N=l eleven-dimensional, 311
N=l ten-dimensional, 308, 310-314
N=8 four-dimensional, 316
scale invariance, 327-330
supercovariant connection, 311
superstring low-energy limit, 101,

308ff
type IIB, 314-321
with super Yang-Mills, 321-326

super-Poincare generators, 239-244
superpotential, 520-527
supersymmetry

interacting generators, 245-246
low-energy, 413ff, 475ff
off-shell formulation, 315
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SU(4) x U(l) formalism, 239-243

supersymmetry breaking, 89, 124, 326,
415

symmetry breaking
by Wilson lines, 486ff
E6, 487-491, 496ff
massless fields, 500-506
50(10), 491
5C/(5), 491
superpotential approach, 534-540

tangent bundle, 281-283
holomorphic, 458-459

tangent space, 272
tangent space group, 364
Teichmuller parameter, 426
topological invariant, 288
trace formulas

coherent states, 13
fermionic oscillators, 80
fermionic zero modes, 134-137
ghost modes, 15

harmonic oscillator modes, 14

transition function, 276, 284

holomorphic, 454

tree amplitude
closed bosonic string, 229-231
excited states, 212ff
open bosonic string, 203ff
open superstring, 254-255
oscillator representation, 216-222

twist operator, 27

twisted strings, 126-130

U(l) x U(l) symmetry, 44
ultraviolet divergences, 18-20, 54
unitarity

bosonic one-loop, 3-5, 17
reasons for D=26, 36

GSO projection at one loop, 114
spin structures, 280
string path integral, 181

vector bundle, 283, 287

holomorphic, 454-456
deformations, 469-471
direct sum, 460
examples, 458ff
over hypersurfaces, 461-463
Riemann surfaces, 458
), 299

vertex operator, see also path integral
methods, interaction vertices

cubic open string, 219-222
massless vector, 9

r evolution, 8

vielbein, 272ff

wave operators
in ten dimensions, 363
on Kahler manifolds, 444ff

zero modes, 365

Wilson lines, 486ff, 496, 500, 510

global symmetries, 517

winding number, 95

Yang-Mills theory, 453ff
Kahler-Yang-Mills equations, 457
superstring low-energy limit, 99-102,

308ff
Yukawa couplings, 295, 518, 520ff

from E6, 499
topological formulas, 520ff
toy model, 532

zero modes
antisymmetric tensor field, 376ff, 486
charged fields, 481-483
conformal ghosts, 396
dilaton, 486
Dirac operator, 366ff, 465-467, 497
gauge field, 397ff
gravitational field, 397ff
Laplacian, 377-380
metric tensor, 483-486
nonlinear fields, 397
Rarita-Schwinger field, 375
superconformal ghosts, 397
traces, 134-136
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